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Following a select committee investigation, Victorian Hansard was conceived
when the following amended motion was passed by the Legislative Assembly
on 23 June 1865:
That in the opinion of this house, provision should be made to secure a more accurate
report of the debates in Parliament, in the form of Hansard.

The sessional volume for the first sitting period of the Fifth Parliament, from
12 February to 10 April 1866, contains the following preface dated 11 April:
As a preface to the first volume of “Parliamentary Debates” (new series), it is not
inappropriate to state that prior to the Fifth Parliament of Victoria the newspapers of the
day virtually supplied the only records of the debates of the Legislature.
With the commencement of the Fifth Parliament, however, an independent report was
furnished by a special staff of reporters, and issued in weekly parts.
This volume contains the complete reports of the proceedings of both Houses during the
past session.

In 2016 the Hansard Unit of the Department of Parliamentary Services
continues the work begun 150 years ago of providing an accurate and complete
report of the proceedings of both houses of the Victorian Parliament.
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ASSEMBLY

Tuesday, 7 June 2016
The SPEAKER (Hon. Telmo Languiller) took the
chair at 12.04 p.m. and read the prayer.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF COUNTRY
The SPEAKER — Order! We acknowledge the
traditional Aboriginal owners of the land on which we
are meeting. We pay our respects to them, their culture,
their elders past, present and future, and elders from
other communities who may be here today.

RETURNED AND SERVICES LEAGUE OF
AUSTRALIA CENTENARY
The SPEAKER — Order! This year the Returned
and Services League of Australia is celebrating its
centenary. A number of events for the centenary have
been held over the past few days here in Melbourne. On
behalf of the Premier and the Leader of the Opposition
and all members, I congratulate the RSL on its work for
our veterans’ community and their families over the
past 100 years. I wish all members of the RSL well in
their centenary year and in their continuing work,
which is appreciated across our community.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE and
MINISTERS STATEMENTS
Country Fire Authority enterprise bargaining
agreement
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) — Speaker,
before beginning, I seek leave to give to the Premier in
this Parliament a 60-year Country Fire Authority (CFA)
service medal from a CFA veteran volunteer. I seek
leave to give it to the Premier from someone who is
disgusted about their treatment.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr GUY — Take it! Take it! Take it!
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Warrandyte is warned. The Leader of the Opposition is
also warned. Standing orders apply to all members.
They have been adopted by this house for all members
by all members. Is leave granted? Leave is not granted.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr GUY — Every day our state relies on
60 000 CFA volunteers to protect our towns, homes
and families, and my question to the Premier is: Bill
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Boyd from the Yarra Glen CFA says the union’s plans
would cause chaos if faced with a situation similar to
Black Saturday. Vern Dawson from Skipton CFA says
the union’s push for control over the CFA chief is
dangerous. Premier, these volunteers and tens of
thousands like them do so much for Victoria, including
60-year volunteers. As leader of the state you are
elected to stand up for them. Premier, why are you so
determined to work against the best interests of our
state’s 60 000 CFA volunteers?
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! I have cautioned
members, and the Chair will continue to caution
members and, if need be, apply standing orders. The
Premier, in silence, in response to the Leader of the
Opposition.
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) — No member of the
government is anything other than fully respectful of
our CFA volunteers — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! All members will come
to order and allow the Premier to respond to the Leader
of the Opposition in silence. The Leader of the
Opposition asked a question, and the Premier is entitled
to be heard.
Mr Guy — On a point of order, Speaker, on
relevance, the Premier has just said that every member
of his government is respectful to the CFA. I again
seek — —
The SPEAKER — Order! The Leader of the
Opposition will resume his seat!
Honourable members interjecting.
Questions and statements interrupted.

SUSPENSION OF MEMBERS
Members for Caulfield, Warrandyte and
Macedon
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Caulfield will withdraw from this house for the period
of 1 hour, the member for Warrandyte will withdraw
from this house for the period of 1 hour and the
member for Macedon will withdraw from this house for
the period of 1 hour, under standing order 124. When
the Chair is on his feet, all members have to remain
silent.
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I request respectfully that the Leader of the Opposition
make arrangements to come to see me in my office
after question time.
Honourable members for Caulfield, Warrandyte
and Macedon withdrew from chamber.

Tuesday, 7 June 2016

Mr ANDREWS (Premier) — I thank the Leader of
the Opposition for his question. I will remind the
Leader of the Opposition that the independent umpire,
the Fair Work Commission, has made a number of
recommendations — —
Honourable members interjecting.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE and
MINISTERS STATEMENTS
Country Fire Authority enterprise bargaining
agreement
Questions and statements resumed.
The SPEAKER — Order! There is no point of
order.
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) — That is why we have
boosted the CFA budget as opposed to cutting it.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr ANDREWS — And that is why, Speaker — —
The SPEAKER — Order! The Premier will resume
his seat. I remind members of standing orders. When
the Chair is on his feet all members are to remain silent.
The Premier will continue in silence. He has barely had
an opportunity to respond to a good question advanced
by the Leader of the Opposition. Members will allow
the Premier to respond.
Mr ANDREWS — That is why we are confident
that the concerns raised by the CFA can be fully
addressed through the involvement of
Commissioner Craig Lapsley, someone who is
respected, someone who is committed, someone who
has spent his life in the protection of Victoria and
someone who will provide a process to deal with the
concerns raised by the CFA.
The SPEAKER — Order! Has the Premier
concluded his answer? The Premier has concluded.
Supplementary question
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) — The United
Firefighters Union’s (UFU) proposed enterprise
bargaining agreement (EBA) directly contradicts the
CFA volunteer charter, which the Premier and his party
vocally supported in 2011. Premier, if your word is to
be believed, will you now guarantee that your
government will not back an EBA that will directly
breach the CFA volunteer charter?

The SPEAKER — Order! The Chair is unable to
hear the Premier. I am sure the media is unable to hear
the Premier. Both the government and the opposition
would be interested in making sure that the public
understands the subject matter before this house and
giving the Premier an opportunity to respond to the
supplementary question in silence.
Mr ANDREWS — By the Leader of the
Opposition, in full — we will get an outcome here that
respects and honours our volunteers. What is more, we
will continue to support our volunteers and career
firefighters with the equipment they need, the budget
they need and the presumptive rights that those
opposite never gave them.

Ministers statements: police resources
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) — I rise to inform the
house of a new government initiative to combat gang
violence and public disorder.
Last week I was very pleased to visit the New York
police department’s Real Time Crime Center, along
with Assistant Commissioner Deb Abbott from
Victoria Police. The Real Time Crime Center supports
officers on the ground by analysing data and by
providing instant access to criminal records and other
vital information for police out in the field. Its
surveillance system helps to prevent crime by
predicting it and helps to bring perpetrators to the
justice they richly deserve. It acts as a nerve centre for
the great city of New York in the fight against crime.
In the budget last year we provided Victoria Police with
very strong support. In this year’s budget we went even
further: $596 million — the biggest boost any
government has ever provided to the fine men and
women of Victoria Police. We have said consistently
that the chief commissioner will get the powers he
needs, and he will; that the chief commissioner will get
the budget he needs, and he is. That is exactly our
intention, and the budget delivers in that $596 million
$15 million for a new 24/7 monitoring and assessment
centre, which will be modelled on the New York Real
Time Crime Center.
We have the best police in the world here in Victoria.
The best resources they have ever received have been
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delivered under this Labor government — the best
technology, the best support possible to make sure that
our police have got not only men and women of the
character required, and they do, but the resources, the
technology, the facilities and the political backing to get
it done. That is what we will deliver.
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Country Fire Authority enterprise bargaining
agreement
Questions and statements resumed.

Country Fire Authority enterprise bargaining
agreement
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) — My
question is again to the Premier. In relation to the
United Firefighters Union (UFU) log of claims to the
Country Fire Authority (CFA) enterprise bargaining
agreement (EBA), the current emergency services
minister has stated that the demands are over the top,
unaffordable and compromise community safety — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for Eltham
is warned now.
Mr GUY — I repeat: the emergency services
minister has stated that the demands are over the top,
unaffordable and compromise community safety; a past
emergency services minister, André Haermeyer, has
said that this folly will leave Victoria dangerously
exposed; the equal opportunity commissioner has found
that the UFU log of claims is unlawful; the CFA board
has rejected the EBA on the basis that it is unlawful;
and 60 000 volunteers are saying, ‘Get your hands off
the CFA!’. Premier, you have not rejected the log of
claims. What part of this message don’t you get?

Mr ANDREWS (Premier) — I am not sure there
was actually a question in all of that. I am absolutely
certain there was not a question in all of that, but what I
will say is this — —
Mr Guy — On a point of order, Speaker, the
Premier has just said that he did not think there was a
question in all of that. I will repeat it: what part of that
message, Premier, don’t you get?
The SPEAKER — Order! There is no point of
order. The Premier has hardly had an opportunity to
respond. The Premier, to continue in response to a
substantive question as put by the Leader of the
Opposition.
Mr ANDREWS — The question, such as it was,
spoke about the log of claims; it spoke about a range of
different matters. What it did not refer to, Speaker, as a
matter of fact is the guidance, the judgement and the
advice of the independent umpire — the Fair Work
Commission.
Honourable members interjecting.
Questions and statements interrupted.

Honourable members interjecting.

SUSPENSION OF MEMBER

Questions and statements interrupted.

Member for Morwell

SUSPENSION OF MEMBER
Member for Mordialloc
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Mordialloc will withdraw from the house for the period
of 1 hour.
Honourable member for Mordialloc withdrew from
chamber.

The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Morwell will withdraw from the house for a period of
1 hour.
Honourable member for Morwell withdrew from
chamber.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE and
MINISTERS STATEMENTS
Country Fire Authority enterprise bargaining
agreement
Questions and statements resumed.
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) — Acknowledging
concerns that have been raised by the CFA and others,
we have enlisted the work of Craig Lapsley to perform
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a monitoring and implementation role. He will have the
powers that he needs, the accountabilities that he needs,
and we are confident that his involvement — that
process — provides us with a way forward to address
each and every one of the concerns raised. That is the
government’s position. We could not be clearer about
it.
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adjudicate unless the Chair is able to hear questions and
answers clearly. When the Chair is not able to hear, the
Chair will then caution members and, if need be, apply
standing orders as approved, accepted and embraced for
and by the members of the Assembly.

Ministers statements: protective services
officers

Supplementary question
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) — The
Premier is taking unprecedented steps to work against
the best interests of Victoria’s 60 000 CFA volunteers,
so I simply ask: Premier, what does Peter Marshall
have on you?
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) — I thank the Leader of
the Opposition for his question. I can only
respond — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr ANDREWS — Well, if I can get a word in, I
will be happy to respond — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Benambra is warned. The Chair will not warn the
member again. The Premier, to continue in silence.
Mr ANDREWS — I can only respond to the Leader
of the Opposition by indicating to him that this
government supports and respects in words, in actions,
in policy, in budget commitments and in our leadership
every single volunteer in our CFA, every single career
firefighter in our CFA and Metropolitan Fire Brigade
and, while we are at it, be clear about this, the State
Emergency Service, Victoria Police, Ambulance
Victoria, the Red Cross — everybody who is there
when we need them.
As a community, we fully, completely, utterly and
passionately support them in the work that they do, the
service that they offer and the commitment that they
have to this great state.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! Has the Premier
concluded his answer? The Premier has concluded his
answer.
I do understand that members have come back to this
Parliament with a lot of energy and a lot of enthusiasm.
However, I remind all members that the Chair cannot

Ms NEVILLE (Minister for Police) — I rise today
to update the house on the government’s initiative to
expand Victoria’s protective services officer (PSO)
network, which also includes an expansion of
Victoria’s transit police squad. On this side of the house
we remain focused on ensuring and improving
community safety, unlike those opposite, who are
currently all about undermining community safety.
As a result, we have now fully funded and fully rolled
out the additional 109 PSOs and 62 transit police. This
is all about making Victorians, on a Friday and
Saturday night, across 78 premium stations, feel safer.
That is what the message is. The police see it as a win;
the community sees it as a win. Of course this is in
addition to the additional PSOs we are rolling out
across our train stations seven nights a week —
6.00 p.m. to the last train.
On Monday last week I had the privilege of meeting
some of those PSOs on the Seaholme station as an
additional 20 PSOs were rolled out last week to five
additional stations: Seaholme, Royal Park, Heyington,
Wattle Glen and East Camberwell. I had a chance to
speak to a number of those PSOs, who have incredibly
issued something like 57 000 infringements since they
started. It is a great chance, when you are out there, to
hear the benefits for our police and the benefits for our
community as a result of having PSOs on the stations.
Of course, because we remain committed to ensuring
that Victoria Police has the resources it needs and the
powers that it needs, we have got again a record
investment — a $596 million investment — for more
frontline police. As I indicated to this house last sitting
week, it is only Labor governments that fund frontline
police, and we will continue to roll these police out to
ensure a safer community.

Country Fire Authority enterprise bargaining
agreement
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) — My
question is again to the Premier. Noting that
Commissioner Roe allowed the firefighters union
3 hours to present evidence on the CFA EBA, yet gave
the CFA just 10 minutes and denied volunteers —
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some volunteers who have been in the CFA for
60 years — a single second to present evidence, I ask:
Premier, do you stand by your statement that the
recommendation derived from this one-sided evidence
is fair and balanced?
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) — I thank the Leader of
the Opposition for his question, and I reject completely
his characterisation of proceedings at the Fair Work
Commission. He is obviously either misinformed or
actively misrepresenting a process that has been going
for months and indeed years, I think, in total terms.
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SUSPENSION OF MEMBER
Member for Kew
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for Kew
will withdraw from this house for a period of 1 hour
under standing order 124.
Honourable member for Kew withdrew from
chamber.
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Mr Morris interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Mornington is warned.
Mr ANDREWS — I completely and utterly reject
his assertions. They are completely wrong.
Supplementary question
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) — Noting that
Commissioner Roe is a personal family and political
friend of your factional ally the Minister for Equality,
Premier, can you guarantee that no member of your
government has spoken to Commissioner Roe ever
since he began hearing this matter in November last
year?
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) — I thank the Leader of
the Opposition for his question. Commissioner Roe and
indeed the institution and all of its membership at the
Fair Work Commission are people of, in my
experience, integrity and probity, as is each and every
member of my government. I would simply say to the
hysterical Leader of the Opposition that this
question — —
Mr Guy interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Leader of the
Opposition! I will not ask the Leader of the Opposition
to come and see me twice after question time; once will
be enough. But I do request that the Leader of the
Opposition respect the Chair and respect standing
orders. The Premier, to continue, in silence.
Mr ANDREWS — Let me be very clear that in my
judgement Commissioner Roe — —
Honourable members interjecting.

Country Fire Authority enterprise bargaining
agreement
Supplementary question
Questions and statements resumed.
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) — Commissioner Roe
and indeed all of those who work at the Fair Work
Commission are people of integrity, as are members of
my government. This question is beneath even the
Leader of the Opposition.

Ministers statements: sexual offences legislation
Mr PAKULA (Attorney-General) — I rise to
inform the house of a new initiative of the Andrews
Labor government, being the introduction later today of
the Crimes Amendment (Sexual Offences) Bill 2016.
Sexual offences are amongst the most serious offences,
yet many of them are complex, inconsistent and
unclear. This makes it difficult for judges to explain the
laws to juries and for juries to understand and apply
those laws, and that leads to appeals and to retrials.
Some offences are also outdated; they fail to reflect
different ways of offending through changes in
technology.
In order to address those concerns, this bill will clarify
and modernise existing laws relating to sexual offences
against children, to child pornography, to incest, to
sexual offences against persons with a cognitive
impairment and to a range of other sexual offences to
make them more effective and to respond to
technological advances. It will rename and expand
child pornography offences, it will introduce the new
offence of sexual activity directed at another person and
it will introduce better jury directions on consent and
reasonable belief in consent.

Questions and statements interrupted.
A significant change in this bill will be the replacing of
the old term ‘child pornography’ with ‘child abuse
material’ to reflect the true nature of that material and
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the harm that it causes. The definition of child abuse
material is clearer and, for the first time in Victoria, will
also include material depicting a child as a victim of
torture, of cruelty or of physical abuse.

Opposition, that I reject each and every element of his
question.

This recognises that the trade in depictions of physical
abuse of a child can be very harmful, like depictions of
sexual abuse. This bill is part of the government’s
commitment to improving the response to the very
serious problem of sexual offending. Clear, modern and
effective sexual offence laws play a vital role in that
effort.

Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) — The UFU’s
EBA supported by Commissioner Roe prevents any
person from going part time, including mothers
returning from maternity leave, without approval from
the union and specifically its head, Peter Marshall.
Premier, what is fair and balanced about that?

Country Fire Authority enterprise bargaining
agreement
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) — My
question is again to the Premier. With the United
Firefighters Union (UFU) enterprise bargaining
agreement (EBA) proposals supported by
Commissioner Roe stating that in integrated fire
districts seven paid firefighters must be on the
fireground before any volunteer firefighters can start to
put a fire out, I ask: when a house is burning down and
volunteers are forced to stand and watch it burn,
Premier, can you tell Victorians what is fair and
balanced about that?
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) — I thank the Leader of
the Opposition for his question, and I reject each and
every element of it. It is completely and utterly wrong,
and the question as offered by the Leader of the
Opposition serves but one purpose, and that is to show
that he will stoop to any low he can — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Leader of the
Opposition’s conduct today is unacceptable by the
Chair’s standards. The Chair has requested repeatedly
that the Leader of the Opposition respect the Chair and
the standing orders.
Mr Battin — On a point of order, Speaker, the
Premier is misguided in his answer on this, and it
relates to the relevance of it and misleading the house.
The log of claims clearly states that firefighters — —
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Gembrook will resume his seat. There is no point of
order; the member for Gembrook knows that only too
well. A point of order is not an opportunity for the
member to repeat points or to debate. Again, there is no
point of order. The Premier, to continue in silence.
Mr ANDREWS — I would again make it very clear
for all honourable members, including the Leader of the

Supplementary question

Honourable members interjecting.
Questions and statements interrupted.

SUSPENSION OF MEMBERS
Members for Eltham and Ripon
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for Eltham
will withdraw from this house for a period of 1½ hours,
and the member will also make arrangements to see the
Chair after question time. The member for Ripon will
also withdraw from this house for a period of 1½ hours.
The Chair had been on his feet for a considerable
period of time, and these members, amongst others,
continued to interject.
Honourable members for Eltham and Ripon
withdrew from chamber.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE and
MINISTERS STATEMENTS
Country Fire Authority enterprise bargaining
agreement
Supplementary question
Questions and statements resumed.
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) — I thank the Leader of
the Opposition for his question. The diversity clause, as
proposed by Commissioner Roe, is the strongest that
the Country Fire Authority (CFA) has ever seen. And
why would you not? Of course we know that the Equal
Opportunity and Human Rights Commission brought
down a report that you could only say was damning.
The fire services review, again, made very significant
findings as to culture.
These matters of diversity, inclusion, respect and
dealing with a suite of related issues are very important
to the government, to me, to the CFA, to the
Metropolitan Fire Brigade (MFB) and indeed to all
Victorians. Again, the diversity clauses that are being
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criticised are the strongest that have ever been
advanced, ever.
Mr Clark — On a point of order, Speaker, I draw
your attention to sessional order 11(2) about
responsiveness to questions. The question asked by the
Leader of the Opposition related specifically to
provisions of the proposed United Firefighters Union
enterprise bargaining agreement. The Premier did not
come anywhere near to responding to the question. I
ask you to direct him to provide a written response.
Ms Allan — On the point of order, Speaker, the
question was broad and raised a number of matters,
including that of diversity, which the Premier addressed
directly in his answer, and it is therefore totally in line
with the requirements of sessional order 11(2).
Mr Watt — On the point of order, Speaker, raised
by the manager of opposition business, I refer you to
Rulings from the Chair of December 2015, page 164,
where it specifically says:
Reply must address the question. When responding to a
question a minister must address the question rather than
responding generally.

I think that ruling would support the point of order
raised by the manager of opposition business. Ministers
cannot just respond generally to questions; they have
actually got to respond to the question. I ask you,
Speaker, to uphold the point of order.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Chair does not
uphold the point of order.

Ministers statements: police mental health
review
Ms NEVILLE (Minister for Police) — I rise to
update the house on a government initiative to support
our police personnel with the mental health support that
they need. Last week I joined the Chief Commissioner
of Police, the secretary of Police Association Victoria
and the Community and Public Sector Union (CPSU)
to launch the report of the mental health review, a
review that was initiated very bravely last year by the
chief commissioner. In launching this, ‘fearless’ was
the word I used last week, actually.
This review was led by Dr Peter Cotton and has raised
some significant issues about how we respond and
support our policemen and women who are confronting
mental health issues. We know we have got mental
health issues right across our community, but
unfortunately in our police force we have a much
higher rate. That means, if you look at this report, you
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see that the reviewers talked to hundreds of policemen
and women and heard their stories, and we need to do
better. The chief commissioner has committed
completely to implementing the 39 recommendations.
This is about changing what they call the ‘suck it up’
culture. It is about looking at new leadership, looking at
new management strategies and putting in place more
mental health supports. That is why in the budget we
provided $500 000 to implement the first year of that
review to be able to increase the mental health support
services. That builds on the $300 000, which is a
partnership between Victoria Police, the state
government and the police association, for a smart
phone app to help with that first aid and that first
intervention that we know can make such a difference
to people’s recovery and quality of life.
As I indicated on the day of the launch, this government
will stand with Victoria Police side by side to make
sure that the recommendations of this review are
implemented and that the men and women in our police
force, who put their lives on the line for us, are
supported with the delivery of the best possible mental
health care.

Country Fire Authority enterprise bargaining
agreement
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) — My
question is to the Minister for Equality. Does your
government and will you support the findings of the
Victorian Equal Opportunity and Human Rights
Commission, which says the United Firefighters
Union’s log of claims on the Country Fire Authority
enterprise bargaining agreement is unlawful and
breaches the Equal Opportunity Act, including the fact
that it discriminates against women?
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr FOLEY (Minister for Equality) — Can I thank
the Leader of the Opposition for his question — the
first time that I have received a question from the
opposition in this Parliament. I welcome the
opportunity to explain to the honourable member the
machinery of government issues around the portfolio of
equality. What the honourable member misinterprets is
in fact — —
Mr Pesutto interjected.
Questions and statements interrupted.
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SUSPENSION OF MEMBER
Member for Hawthorn
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Hawthorn will withdraw from the house for the period
of 1 hour.
Honourable member for Hawthorn withdrew from
chamber.
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Country Fire Authority enterprise bargaining
agreement
Questions and statements resumed.
Mr FOLEY (Minister for Equality) — On the point
of order, Speaker, I am not exactly sure what the
Leader of the Opposition’s obscure circular argument
was, but in terms of — —
Mr Hodgett interjected.

Country Fire Authority enterprise bargaining
agreement
Questions and statements resumed.
Mr FOLEY (Minister for Equality) — As I was
explaining, the equality portfolio is specifically to
address the exclusion of LGBTI Victorians from so
much of Victoria’s public life. So — —
Mr Guy — On a point of order, Speaker, on
relevance, the minister has taken the floor to answer the
question. He did not raise a point of order when he
could have, but he has chosen now to answer the
question. The question was not about machinery of
government; it was about the portfolio responsibility
and his response to the Victorian Equal Opportunity
and Human Rights Commission. He has chosen to
answer the question. I ask you to bring him back now to
answering the question.
Honourable members interjecting.
Questions and statements interrupted.

The SPEAKER — Order! The Deputy Leader of
the Opposition is now warned. I will not warn the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition again. The minister,
to be heard in silence, on a point of order.
Mr FOLEY — On the point of order, Speaker, I
have barely begun my answer. I would, with the
greatest of respect, indicate that in the preamble to his
question the Leader of the Opposition addressed the
issue of the equality portfolio, and it was perfectly open
to me, on the substance of the question, to address that
as a perfunctory issue before I returned to the substance
of the honourable member’s question, which if he had
given me the courtesy of allowing me to finish, was
precisely — —
The SPEAKER — Order! The Chair does not
uphold the point of order. The minister, to continue in
silence.
Mr FOLEY — So having allowed for the Leader of
the Opposition’s appalling ignorance on the facts of
how government runs in this state, let me address the
flaw in the honourable member’s — —

SUSPENSION OF MEMBERS
Mr Morris interjected.

Members for Kororoit and Footscray
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Kororoit will now withdraw from the house, and so will
the member for Footscray. The Chair was on his feet;
the members had established eye contact, may I say.
They should respect the Chair.
Honourable members for Kororoit and Footscray
withdrew from chamber.

Questions and statements interrupted.

SUSPENSION OF MEMBER
Member for Mornington
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Mornington will withdraw from the house for the
period of 1 hour. The Chair will not tolerate ongoing
interjections by the member.
Honourable member for Mornington withdrew
from chamber.
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his feet the Chair would imagine that the deputy leader
would allow him to go on in silence.

Country Fire Authority enterprise bargaining
agreement

Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) — I thank the
minister for his willingness to answer CFA EBA
questions, and setting the precedent for him to do so,
and I note that his government has repeatedly stated
that equality is not negotiable, and I ask him: do you
support the Victorian Equal Opportunity and Human
Rights Commission’s advice about the CFA EBA, or
do you support the recommendations of your good
mate Julius Roe?

Questions and statements resumed.
Mr FOLEY (Minister for Equality) — The flaw in
the Leader of the Opposition’s question is indicative of
his appalling, deliberate misinformation campaign in
this whole issue. What the honourable member seems
to conflate is a log of claims that was lodged in 2015
with the processes that the independent umpire, the Fair
Work Commission, and the report from the Victorian
Equal Opportunity and Human Rights Commission
which dealt with around the culture of the Country Fire
Authority (CFA) in December. So he conflates,
relatively speaking, ancient history with the processes
that have been subject to that time.
As the Premier indicated in his earlier answer, we all
know that there are substantial cultural questions to be
addressed in the CFA, as there are indeed in many areas
of Victorian life, and it is this government that is
determined to deal with the issues around equality
wherever we see them. As the Premier indicates,
equality is not negotiable in an Andrews Labor
government in this state. So for the Leader of the
Opposition to have the temerity to suggest that
somehow or other this government is not dedicated to
pursuing the outcomes of equality wherever we pursue
it is a serious misrepresentation of reality.
In the time left to me, Speaker, if I could perhaps point
to, for instance, some of the achievements of the
equality portfolio in this time. Whether it be the
$15 million pride centre, whether it be the removal of
section 19A of the Crimes Act 1958 to deal with
homophobic conduct, whether it be adoption equality
that those opposite were only too happy to vote
against — we could go on.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Minister for
Tourism and Major Events is warned. The minister will
not be warned again.
Supplementary question
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Leader of the
Opposition, in silence on a supplementary question.
The Chair has already warned the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition. When the Leader of the Opposition is on

Mr FOLEY (Minister for Equality) — I tell you
what, I will not be taking lectures of integrity from
Mr Ventnor over here, let me tell you that right from
the start. I will not be taking lessons from where you
do — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The minister to come
back to responding to a question as put by the Leader of
the Opposition, in silence.
Mr FOLEY — In terms of the processes that the
Leader of the Opposition again seems to conflate
around — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! It appears to the Chair
that today is a very important day. The Leader of the
Opposition has asked questions repeatedly as provided
by the mandate given by the people of Victoria — an
important mandate given to the Leader of the
Opposition — but equally the government does have
another mandate, which is to be able to respond, and
the Leader of the Opposition has not helped today. He
did not allow sufficiently for the minister and other
ministers to respond. I find that disrespectful of the
Chair. The minister, to continue, on a point of order.
Mr FOLEY — On a point of order, Speaker, I take
offence at the Leader of the Opposition’s accusation,
and I ask him to withdraw. I ask the honourable
member to withdraw the phrase that he hurled at me in
an ill-advised fit of — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Questions and statements interrupted.
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SUSPENSION OF MEMBER
Member for Hastings
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Hastings will withdraw from the house for a period of
1 hour.
Honourable member for Hastings withdrew from
chamber.
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Country Fire Authority enterprise bargaining
agreement
Supplementary question
Questions and statements resumed.
The SPEAKER — Order! On the point of order, the
Leader of the Opposition will withdraw.
Mr Guy — I withdraw.
The SPEAKER — Order! The minister’s time has
concluded.

Ministers statements: police intelligence
management system
Mr PALLAS (Treasurer) — I rise to inform the
house of a new government achievement, of
progressing to the next stage towards procurement of
the Victoria Police intelligence management system,
announced in the 2016–17 budget.
The Department of Treasury and Finance has now
considered and completed that assessment of the
request for tender for this project, which is an important
stage of the high-value, high-risk assessment process.
The project will ensure Victoria Police’s intelligence
and analytical capabilities are fast, sophisticated and
intuitive and will remain at the cutting edge of fighting
crime. It is part of this government’s budget investment
of $596 million in public safety and police response.
When we were elected in November 2014 one of the
first things we did was fix the former government’s
funding crisis in prisons. It was a Labor government
that spent $120 million to fund the costs of running the
beds in our prisons — costs the former government
forgot. This year’s budget included investment in
equipment and technology like night vision and camera
equipment for specialist units, mobile technology,
body-worn cameras and anti-ballistic vests. We also
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funded the hiring of 406 additional sworn police
officers and 52 specialist staff. The opposition may talk
about being tough on crime, but those who talk the
loudest do the least.
We have invested more in new police officers in
18 months than the opposition did in four years. We
said we would give Victoria Police everything it needs
to keep Victorians safe — and we are getting it done.

COUNTRY FIRE AUTHORITY
ENTERPRISE BARGAINING AGREEMENT
Mr BATTIN (Gembrook) — I desire to move, by
leave:
That this house supports Country Fire Authority volunteers in
their call to keep the Country Fire Authority (CFA)
operations under the full authority of the CFA executive
officer and CFA chief, noting: the support of
60 000 volunteers asking Premier Andrews to refuse to agree
to the enterprise bargaining agreement sought by the United
Firefighters Union — —

The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Gembrook will resume his seat. The Chair consulted
the Clerk. The Chair had not noticed leave had not been
granted.
Leave refused.

CONSTITUENCY QUESTIONS
Nepean electorate
Mr DIXON (Nepean) — (Question 7616) My
constituency question is for the Minister for Public
Transport. My question is: is the route 788 bus being
considered specifically, not generally, for increased
frequency and/or other service improvements? The
reason I am asking this question of the minister is that
the 788 bus is incredibly important to the people of the
Mornington Peninsula. My electorate is the fourth
poorest of the 88 state electorates, so many people
within my constituency are unable to drive or do not
have cars. There are a lot of elderly people, and the
electorate has the oldest age profile as well.
The only way they can access services up the peninsula
is by using the 788 bus. The geography of the peninsula
means there is only one direction in which to go to
access educational services, training, medical
appointments and entertainment, and the other way
direction is a very, very important route for the tourism
industry. I ask the minister to answer: what is
happening with regard to the future of that route?
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Yuroke electorate
Ms SPENCE (Yuroke) — (Question 7617) My
constituency question is to the Minister for Housing,
Disability and Ageing. How will the national disability
insurance scheme (NDIS) rollout benefit the
community of Yuroke? According to the 2011 census
nearly 9000 people in the City of Hume required
assistance due to disability — over 5 per cent of the
total population. In my electorate of Yuroke, this
includes over 1100 residents in Craigieburn and over
400 residents in Greenvale.
Earlier this year the minister visited my electorate for a
forum on the Hume-Moreland rollout of the NDIS,
which is set to commence in March 2018 as part of the
seven-year statewide rollout. With preparations for this
rollout taking place, many local carers, parents and
people with disabilities are keen to find out more about
this important new scheme. I look forward to the
response from the minister so I can share this
information with the Yuroke community.

Mildura electorate
Mr CRISP (Mildura) — (Question 7618) My
question is for the Treasurer. Can the Treasurer provide
information on how the United Firefighters Union
(UFU) enterprise bargaining agreement can be funded
without increasing the fire services levy (FSL) or
further cutting funding for volunteer firefighters?
Despite a 15 per cent rise in the fire services levy since
the Andrews government was elected, volunteers have
had equipment funding slashed, delays in replacing
ageing vehicles, essential maintenance delayed and
access to training facilities restricted. Volunteer
Country Fire Authority members in my electorate are
frustrated at the continued budget cut rhetoric. While
the FSL continues to rise and the UFU gets anything it
wants, volunteers wait and wait.

Bundoora electorate
Mr BROOKS (Bundoora) — (Question 7619) My
question is to the Minister for Roads and Road Safety. I
refer to the significant transport projects being
undertaken by the Andrews government in the northern
suburbs of Melbourne, including the duplication of
Plenty Road and Yan Yean Road, the duplication of the
Hurstbridge line at Heidelberg and Rosanna and the
extension of the South Morang rail line to Mernda.
Further to these great projects is the need to consider a
cycling path along the Plenty Road corridor connecting
growth suburbs with the RMIT and La Trobe
University campuses and the Darebin Creek cycling
trail. So I ask: will the minister assist in bringing
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VicRoads and the local councils in the region together
to consider this cycling proposal?

Evelyn electorate
Mrs FYFFE (Evelyn) — (Question 7620) My
constituency question is to the Premier. My constituents
are asking, in light of the well-reported lack of
consultation with the Country Fire Authority (CFA) by
the Fair Work Commission in relation to the hotly
contested enterprise bargaining agreement dispute, did
the Premier at any point either personally seek the
views of any of the CFA captains in the Yarra Valley
who played a leading role in the fight against the Black
Saturday bushfires or direct the Minister for Emergency
Services to canvass such views prior to the decision
going to cabinet?

Yan Yean electorate
Ms GREEN (Yan Yean) — (Question 7621) My
question is to the Minister for Public Transport. This
year’s state budget provides $5 million for planning
works to connect the Upfield and Seymour lines at
Somerton. This infrastructure build will provide muchneeded extra capacity for train services connecting
Victoria’s north-east to Melbourne, improving regional
services and providing improved commuter services for
Wallan, Beveridge and Donnybrook. I ask the minister:
what will the scope of the planning work be, and is
there any likelihood of commonwealth support for this
important rail project?

Rowville electorate
Mr WELLS (Rowville) — (Question 7622) The
constituency question I wish to raise is for the attention
of the Minister for Public Transport. Only three months
ago in this house I asked the minister on behalf of my
electorate what the Andrews government is currently
doing to progress the Rowville rail following her
decision earlier this year to scrap high-capacity
signalling on the revised Cranbourne-Pakenham line.
Now, in an apparent backflip, it was reported in the Age
last month that the government was:
calling for expressions of interest for high-capacity signalling
on the Melbourne Metro rail project …

and:
The high-capacity signalling will be installed on the SunburyCranbourne Pakenham line and the new tunnel …

I therefore ask on behalf of the Rowville electorate:
considering the already 18-month delay and that the
trials of high-capacity signalling are years from
completion, why has the minister suddenly made a
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decision to now install high-capacity signalling on the
Cranbourne and Pakenham lines, and can she advise the
time lines for exactly when the signalling will be
installed, thus allowing increased train frequency and
putting in place what is a critical network for the
Rowville rail?

Dandenong electorate
Ms WILLIAMS (Dandenong) — (Question 7623)
My constituency question is to the Minister for Roads
and Road Safety, and I ask: can the minister provide a
time line for the works to widen the Monash Freeway
and provide any information about the impacts on
surrounding residents during the construction process?
Residents in my electorate were delighted to hear the
announcement of the Monash widening project late last
year and to see a government building the important
infrastructure projects the state needs and getting on
with easing traffic congestion in the south-east. The
widening from four to five lanes each way between the
EastLink interchange and the South Gippsland Freeway
will deliver significant improvements for Dandenong
commuters. It will better link families in the south-east
with jobs, education and other opportunities — and,
most importantly, all toll free. Residents are delighted
by this investment and are keen to hear from the
minister what the time line for the project is and how
the works may impact on them, particularly those who
live abutting the road area.

South-West Coast electorate
Ms BRITNELL (South-West Coast) —
(Question 7624) My question is to the Treasurer.
Earlier this week the Treasurer ruled out open-ended
engagements with Portland Aluminium over electricity
subsidies for its smelter. My question is: what does this
assistance look like? The Treasurer said he would find
other ways to assist.
The smelter is the biggest employer in Portland, one of
the major centres of my electorate of South-West Coast.
For some time there has been talk the smelter would
close. It is feared that without the electricity subsidy the
smelter will follow the same path as the Point Henry
smelter in Geelong and cease operations completely.
The staff are concerned about their futures and recently
voted to take a wage freeze for the next 12 months. The
smelter is responsible for 2000 direct and indirect jobs,
almost a quarter of Portland’s population. Without the
smelter the city will be decimated.
The Treasurer was quoted as saying the government
would work alongside the company and consider other
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assistance measures. Again, what will this assistance
look like?

Narre Warren South electorate
Ms GRALEY (Narre Warren South) —
(Question 7625) My question is for the Minister for
Roads and Road Safety and concerns the intersection of
Pound and Shrives roads in Hampton Park. I ask: when
will construction begin on the long-awaited and muchneeded upgrade at this notoriously dangerous
intersection, an intersection that only the Andrews
Labor government has been willing and able to fix?
After years of excuses and inaction under the previous,
failed Liberal government, we have got on with it and
provided $5.2 million for this vital project. Countless
local residents have contacted my office to express their
joy and sheer relief that finally something is being
done. For too long they have found themselves stuck in
traffic, facing lengthy delays and bumper-to-bumper
traffic after yet another avoidable accident. We are
getting on with fixing this nightmare intersection and
investing in upgrading and improving local roads to
ensure that local residents spend less time in traffic and
more time with their families.
Mr Watt — On a point of order, Deputy Speaker, I
refer to the member for Bundoora’s question, in which
he asked a minister to assist in bringing people together.
I suggest that that is actually out of order, and I ask that
the Speaker review whether that is out of order. The
other point I would ask about is — I think the Speaker
has already ruled about information — that when
members ask ministers whether they can provide
information, that is an action, and I would ask that you
maybe get members to reword their questions so that
they do not ask, ‘Can you provide something?’,
whether that be information or an update or some other
action, because that is very clearly in the form of an
action even though it is asking for information.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! I listened to
the honourable member for Bundoora, and his question
was in order. There is no point of order.

PUBLIC ACCOUNTS AND ESTIMATES
COMMITTEE
Membership
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! I have
received the resignation of Dr Rachel Carling-Jenkins,
MLC, from the Public Accounts and Estimates
Committee, effective from Monday, 6 June.
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Mr PAKULA (Attorney-General) — The bill
makes a series of relatively minor technical and other
amendments to the Legal Profession Uniform Law.

Introduction and first reading
Motion agreed to.
Mr MERLINO (Minister for Education) — I move:
Read first time.
That I have leave to bring in a bill for an act to amend the
Melbourne College of Divinity Act 1910 to provide for the
title, operation and status of the University of Divinity and for
other purposes.

Mr CLARK (Box Hill) — I ask the minister to
provide a brief explanation further to the long title.
Mr MERLINO (Minister for Education) — The bill
makes a series of technical amendments to the
Melbourne College of Divinity Act 1910 to reflect the
Melbourne College of Divinity’s changed status as an
Australian university of specialisation and new name of
the University of Divinity.
Motion agreed to.
Read first time.

CRIMES AMENDMENT (SEXUAL
OFFENCES) BILL 2016
Introduction and first reading
Mr PAKULA (Attorney-General) introduced a bill
for an act to amend the Crimes Act 1958 in relation
to sexual offences and certain other offences, to
amend the Summary Offences Act 1966 in relation
to sexual exposure and indecent, offensive and
insulting behaviour, to amend the Jury Directions
Act 2015 in relation to directions on consent, and
reasonable belief in consent, in sexual offence cases,
to make minor amendments to certain acts and for
other purposes.
Read first time.

LEGAL PROFESSION UNIFORM LAW
APPLICATION AMENDMENT BILL 2016
Introduction and first reading
Mr PAKULA (Attorney-General) — I move:
That I have leave to bring in a bill for an act to amend the
Legal Professional Uniform Law Application Act 2014 and
the Legal Profession Uniform Law and for other purposes.

Mr CLARK (Box Hill) — I ask the AttorneyGeneral to provide a brief explanation of the bill.

POWERS OF ATTORNEY AMENDMENT
BILL 2016
Introduction and first reading
Mr PAKULA (Attorney-General) — I move:
That I have leave to bring in a bill for an act to amend the
Powers of Attorney Act 2014 and the Privacy and Data
Protection Act 2014 and for other purposes.

Mr CLARK (Box Hill) — I ask the AttorneyGeneral to provide a brief explanation of the bill.
Mr PAKULA (Attorney-General) — The purpose
of the bill fundamentally is to make some amendments
to the Powers of Attorney Act that was passed by the
last Parliament in 2014. Those amendments primarily
relate to some implementation issues and some other
practical concerns that have been raised by a range of
stakeholders about some of the more intricate
operations of the act. They are not in many respects
changes that would be regarded as particularly
substantive, but they are about making the regime that
was implemented by the last Parliament work
somewhat better.
Motion agreed to.
Read first time.

TRANSPORT (COMPLIANCE AND
MISCELLANEOUS) AMENDMENT
(PUBLIC SAFETY) BILL 2016
Introduction and first reading
Ms ALLAN (Minister for Public Transport)
introduced a bill for an act to repeal section 159 of
the Transport (Compliance and Miscellaneous) Act
1983 and for other purposes.
Read first time.
Ms ALLAN (Minister for Public Transport) — I
move:
That this bill be read a second time immediately.

I can advise the house that in accordance with standing
order 61(2) the other parties and the Independent
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member have been provided with a copy of the bill and
a briefing.
Motion agreed to.
Statement of compatibility
Ms ALLAN (Minister for Public Transport) tabled
following statement in accordance with Charter of
Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006:
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights
and Responsibilities Act 2006 (charter), I make this statement
of compatibility with respect to the Transport (Compliance
and Miscellaneous) Amendment (Public Safety) Bill 2016.
In my opinion, the Transport (Compliance and
Miscellaneous) Amendment (Public Safety) Bill 2016 (the
bill), as introduced to the Legislative Assembly, is compatible
with the human rights protected by the charter. I base my
opinion on the reasons outlined in this statement.
Overview of the bill
The bill repeals section 159 of the Transport (Compliance and
Miscellaneous) Act 1983 (the act). Section 159 is a reverse
onus provision, providing that in any prosecution against an
owner or driver of a commercial passenger vehicle, if the
prosecution proves that passengers were carried in such a
vehicle for reward, the burden shifts to the accused to prove
that the passengers were not carried for reward at ‘separate
and distinct fares’. However, the carrying of passengers for
reward at ‘separate and distinct fares’ is no longer an element
of any offence under the act. This has been so since 1941,
when amendments were made to the former Transport
Regulation Act 1933.
Section 159 therefore has no current application; its continued
presence in the act has been a matter of drafting oversight. As
such, it is now being repealed on the basis that it is redundant.
Human rights issues
In my opinion, the bill does not raise any human rights issues.
I therefore consider the bill to be compatible with the charter.
The Hon. Jacinta Allan, MP
Minister for Public Transport

Second reading
Ms ALLAN (Minister for Public Transport) — I
move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

Speech as follows incorporated into Hansard under
sessional orders:
On 18 May 2016 the County Court made a judgement that
was portrayed in the media as a decision that legalised the
operation of ridesharing services in Victoria. The advice the
government has received is that the implications are far more
significant. It undermines the enforcement of requirements
imposed on commercial passenger vehicle owners and drivers
in the interests of public safety.
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The most serious implication is that where drivers are an
obvious threat to passenger safety, for example, when an
individual has a history of sexual assaults, the Taxi Services
Commission will not be able to prevent them from driving a
commercial passenger vehicle.
Part VI of the Transport (Compliance and Miscellaneous) Act
1983 defines a commercial passenger vehicle as being any
motor vehicle which is used, or intended to be used, for
carrying passengers for hire and reward. Under the Transport
(Compliance and Miscellaneous) Act, all commercial
passenger vehicles are required to be licensed and all drivers
are required to be accredited.
In the case brought before the County Court His Honour
Judge Chettle was satisfied beyond reasonable doubt that the
passengers were carried for hire or reward. However, Judge
Chettle accepted a submission put on behalf of the appellant
that section 159 of the Transport (Compliance and
Miscellaneous) Act 1983 provides a defence to the appellant
to both charges and, accordingly, set aside the orders of the
Magistrates Court and substituted a finding that the charges
be dismissed.
The judgement is that it is a defence to any offence involving
the carriage of multiple passengers to prove that a vehicle was
not being used as a commercial passenger vehicle because
passengers were not charged separate and distinct fares.
Commercial passenger vehicles such as taxis and hire cars do
not charge separate and distinct fares to each passenger so the
effect of the decision, in construing section 159 as providing a
defence, is significant and leads to perverse outcomes.
The bill provides for the repeal of section 159 of the
Transport (Compliance and Miscellaneous) Act 1983 in order
to preserve the integrity and validity of the regulation of
commercial passenger vehicles in the interests of public
safety.
I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned on motion of Mr CLARK (Box
Hill).
Ms ALLAN (Minister for Public Transport) — I
move:
That the debate be adjourned until later this day.

Mr CLARK (Box Hill) — On the question of time
of adjournment, this is a significant bill, and it is also a
bill that raises a wide range of issues. As the Leader of
the House has indicated, a briefing has been provided to
the opposition parties in accordance with standing
orders. It is clear to us, just on the opportunity that we
have had to examine the bill this morning, that there are
two key aspects to it, and it is important to seek a
resolution to those aspects. The minister argues that
there are issues concerning community safety and the
safety of passengers travelling in vehicles made
available for hire. Of course community safety is an
important consideration; it is one that we on this side of
the house support.
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However, there is a second aspect to the bill as it has
been brought to the house — namely, that it will also
have the effect of significantly changing the legal
position as it is now understood to be following a recent
County Court decision in relation to Uber. Uber is an
issue that has been under consideration by this
government for some time. Certainly on this side of the
house our view is that there needs to be an appropriate
regime that properly provides both for Uber and for the
fair and reasonable and appropriate treatment of
taxidrivers and others in the taxi industry. This house
and the community have been waiting for a long time
for the government to bring forward such legislation,
but instead of bringing forward a comprehensive
package to deal with this issue, including any safety
issues that might arise in relation to Uber, we have the
bill that is before us. It has been put forward on the
basis of addressing urgent matters of community safety,
but it is also drafted in a way that will overturn what the
current legal position is understood to be in relation to
Uber.
The view of members on this side of the house is that
this legislation should, as it were, preserve the status
quo in relation to Uber until the government can finally,
when it is in a position to do so — we certainly hope
that is sooner rather than later, as indeed does the
community and the sector — bring forward that
package. What we do not want to see is Uber’s legal
position being affected by stealth under the guise of
legislation that is put forward ostensibly to deal with
community safety.
We believe that there needs to be some time to resolve
these matters. We are certainly happy and willing to sit
down and talk to the government about a range of
options that may achieve that result, but it is not
something that can be done on an instant. The Leader of
the House has indicated to the opposition that she has in
mind that, if debate on the bill is adjourned until later
this day, the debate will be resumed after members
statements, in a relatively short space of time. We
believe that would be inappropriate. We are keen to
receive some commitment from the government that, if
debate is adjourned until later this day, there will be
adequate time allowed for some dialogue between the
opposition parties and the government with a view to
achieving an outcome that achieves worthwhile
community objectives but avoids the adverse
consequences that I have referred to.
If the government insists on bringing the bill on for
debate rather than allowing adequate time for these
sorts of discussions, then necessarily those matters
would need to be canvassed at length in debate. It
would be appropriate for there to be an extensive
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consideration in detail of the bill at this stage. Even in
those circumstances it would be very difficult to
actually come up with a resolution. All that would be
feasible would be to tease out the issues, and that would
frustrate the government’s objective of being able to get
the bill through this house today. Whether the bill needs
to go through this house today is another matter. It
could potentially be debated tomorrow, and assuming it
is, it does in fact have sufficient community safety
implications to warrant urgent passage. But these are all
issues that need to be resolved. As I say, the opposition
parties are willing to engage in constructive dialogue
with the government on that, but if the government is
going to rush through the bill, that is not going to be
possible.
Ms WILLIAMS (Dandenong) — This bill goes to
very important public safety considerations, and it is
vitally important that it be expedited to prevent
breaches of public safety that are extraordinarily
serious. In my contribution on this bill I was hoping to
touch on a very personal incident that I experienced.
When I look at what the opposition is trying to do by
delaying passage of this bill all I can think is that it
essentially puts people at risk for longer unnecessarily.
If opposition members are prepared to put people in
danger for a longer period for their own gratification,
then let that be on their heads, but I think it is vitally
important that this bill pass sooner rather than later
because it is not about Uber or ridesharing; it is about
public safety.
This is about people travelling in vehicles that could
potentially be very unsafe with drivers that could
potentially be very dangerous individuals. As such, any
attempt to hold up passage of this legislation is
unnecessarily putting people in grave danger. It should
be at the height of importance that once we become
aware that something exists in legislation which
essentially puts people at risk, we rectify it at the
earliest possible time, and this is the earliest possible
time.
Mr HODGETT (Croydon) — Can I say at the
outset that we will support moves to enhance public
safety but we will not be party to a stealth attempt to
allow for prosecutions against the many Uber drivers.
The minister contacted me at around 10 past 9 last night
to provide details of the urgency of this matter, and she
kindly provided information around the bill and the
second-reading speech. After discussions with the
minister, a briefing was organised this morning — —
Ms Allan — Except you didn’t answer your phone.
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Mr HODGETT — I am not complaining; I am
actually complimenting the minister. After discussion
with the minister, a briefing was organised for 8.30 or
8.45 this morning, when some discussions were held,
and we were briefed on that. We appreciate that. Let me
be clear, though, we are not seeking to delay this
legislation; we are seeking to adjourn the matter. If I go
back, the outcome the government is seeking is to have
this bill pass both houses this week. That can still be
achieved if we adjourn it and have this debate
tomorrow, allowing for some discussion over the next
few hours.
We believe we have a position that we can put to the
government as a compromise that will achieve the
outcome it is seeking to achieve in relation to public
safety but at the same time protect Uber drivers in
relation to continuing to wait for the government to
make a decision on ridesharing. If public safety has
been a paramount concern of this government, we have
to question why it has done nothing over the last
15 months to legalise ridesharing. If this is about public
safety, we believe we can have some discussion about
this and put a position to government that we actually
believe can facilitate the outcome that the government
wants.
If the bill could be debated tomorrow, it could then be
sent to the upper house and the outcome could be
achieved. So we are seeking to have this debate
adjourned until tomorrow, which will give us the
opportunity, following the vote now, to have some
meaningful discussion with the minister in good faith to
facilitate the passing of this bill.
Mr PEARSON (Essendon) — I am delighted to
make a brief contribution in relation to the matter
before us. I note that the manager of opposition
business, the member for Box Hill, said that we should
be looking at preserving the status quo in regard to
Uber until a resolution is reached. The reality is that
while this bill touches upon Uber, the core of it goes to
consumer protections and safety.
Ms Ryall interjected.
Mr PEARSON — The member for Ringwood
interjects saying 18 months. The reality is that we are
responding to a matter that was raised by the County
Court just recently. The County Court did not make a
ruling on this 18 months ago; it did not make a ruling
on this 6 or 3 months ago. The County Court just
recently made a finding on this, in the last couple of
weeks. The reality is that we have to look at removing
section 159 of the Transport (Compliance and
Miscellaneous) Act 1983 in order to address the serious
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implications of a loophole. If we do not shut down this
loophole, there is a very real risk that the Taxi Services
Commission will not be able to enforce its regulatory
regime against those people who are not compliant —
for example, drivers who have been convicted of
serious criminal offences, including sexual offences.
We have to, as legislators, move quickly when the court
rules on a matter such as this. That is exactly what we
are trying to do, and I think by ensuring that we deal
with this matter quickly and expeditiously today it can
then go to the other place. The reality is that the other
place is almost in a parallel universe; it is a different
place. We need to ensure that the other place also has
the opportunity to debate this bill appropriately so it can
be passed.
This is an important piece of legislation that is before
us. Again, the County Court has ruled and identified
that there is a problem here. We are seeking to address
that, and we are seeking to address it quickly. That is
why this matter must be brought on and dealt with
today.
Mr CRISP (Mildura) — I rise too to speak on this
urgent matter. The Nationals do not object to
addressing this public safety concern; however, we
object to debating this bill today. We think we need
adequate time to consider this particular bill, and there
are matters to be considered whether we support or
oppose the bill. There is a possibility, after due
consideration, of perhaps some amendments that could
be negotiated through this.
Obviously this is urgent, but we do need to talk about
the consequences. Particularly we note that the County
Court judgement was made on 18 May, which was
some weeks ago, and that this is not a complex bill. As
we look through this particular bill, we see that it is
about as brief as you can get — four clauses. I think if it
was such an urgent issue, it probably should have been
in the house during the last sitting week to allow for this
debate, particularly as we have heard from the
government how serious this matter is. Again it is a
simple four-clause bill, and the introduction and repeal
takes care of two of those clauses. In fact the only real
clause is to repeal section 159 of the Transport
(Compliance and Miscellaneous) Act 1983.
I think that one day to adequately scrutinise the
consequences of this urgent and simple bill that is
before us is not an unreal request. We can still do this
within the time frame and within the process of this
house. We can come back tomorrow to debate this; it
can be passed or be dealt with by this house and then
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move on to the upper house and be dealt with there on
Thursday.
I note that the Leader of the House did contact the
Leader of The Nationals last night indicating that there
was an urgent matter to be discussed and the briefing
was this morning, but we do need some time for some
consideration and consultation. As we heard from the
shadow Minister for Public Transport, who is at the
table, there is a compromise in the offing.
I think to rush this through and not give, through the
democratic process, some opportunity to compromise
or at least explore the compromise would be failing to
deliver due justice to the people of Victoria. Waiting
one day, considering that we have had quite some time
since the judgement, is not too much to ask. The
process can still work; it can still be dealt with urgently
by this house. But I think to bring this matter on
forthwith today is to deny time for there to be a full,
comprehensive and informed debate.
Ms SANDELL (Melbourne) — I just want to add
the Greens’ contribution to this important debate. I
understand the minister’s arguments that this legislation
is needed quickly to close a loophole in the law to
ensure public safety and I appreciate that she did give
me a call earlier today and also contacted our leader last
night to say there was a matter of urgency, but given
that the bill was only given to us quite late last night
and we have only had a verbal briefing — although we
have been offered another briefing as well — we do not
feel that we have had sufficient time to consider the
broader implications of the bill, particularly the broader
implications around what it means for Uber.
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Motion agreed to.
Our position is that Uber should be legal and regulated,
but it is hard to tell without further consideration
exactly what the implications of this bill are for Uber
and ridesharing in general because we have had less
than 24 hours to consider the matter.
We feel that if it is such a serious issue, which it does
seem to be — and I understand the minister’s
urgency — then Parliament needs to be given some
time to consider it. I think it is not unreasonable for us
to be given another day to get a sufficient briefing and
to consider all the implications of the bill, not just the
narrow implications that the minister has outlined, so
that is the way that we will be voting.
House divided on motion:
Ayes, 45
Allan, Ms
Andrews, Mr
Blandthorn, Ms

Knight, Ms
Lim, Mr
McGuire, Mr

Debate adjourned until later this day.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
Notices of motion
The SPEAKER — Order! Notices of motion 2 to 5
will be removed from the notice paper unless members
wishing their notice to remain advise the Clerk in
writing before 2.00 p.m. today.

PETITIONS
Following petitions presented to house:

Sandringham Hospital
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:
The petition of the residents of Bayside, Kingston, Glen Eira
and metropolitan Melbourne draws to the attention of the
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Legislative Assembly the possible plans to cut back
emergency department services at the Sandringham Hospital.
The petitioners therefore respectfully request that the
Legislative Assembly of Victoria call on the Victorian
government to maintain the vital 24-hour emergency
department services at the Sandringham Hospital to meet the
health needs of the local community and the southern region
of Melbourne.

By Ms ASHER (Brighton) (34 signatures).

Country Fire Authority enterprise bargaining
agreement
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:
The petition of certain citizens of the state of Victoria draws
to the attention of the Legislative Assembly that Premier
Daniel Andrews must not hand control of the Country Fire
Authority (CFA) to the United Firefighters Union (UFU).
Volunteer firefighters have protected Victorians for more than
100 years across Victoria, and as a community we support the
volunteers and send this message to Daniel Andrews and the
Victorian Labor Party: keep your hands off the CFA.

By Ms McLEISH (Eildon) (522 signatures) and
Mr T. BULL (Gippsland East) (496 signatures).

Craigieburn Road West–Dorchester Street,
Craigieburn
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:
The petition of the residents of Craigieburn and surrounding
areas draws to the attention of the house the deep discontent
of residents about the current state of the intersection of
Craigieburn Road West and Dorchester Street in Craigieburn
in the state of Victoria. In particular, we note that the
intersection:
1.

suffers from severe congestion during peak times
as a major thoroughfare for all areas of Craigieburn
and surroundings towns; and

2.

is a safety risk for all pedestrians, motorists and
cyclists utilising this intersection to go about their
day-to-day lives.

Requesting that the Legislative Assembly through the
minister for roads immediately fund and commence work on
as a matter of urgency:
a.

the duplication of Craigieburn Road West from
Dorchester Street to Lygon Drive;

b.

provided traffic lights at the intersection of
Craigieburn Road West and Dorchester Street;
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Ordered that petition presented by honourable
member for Gippsland East be considered next day
on motion of Mr BULL (Gippsland East).
Ordered that petition presented by honourable
member for Brighton be considered next day on
motion of Ms ASHER (Brighton).
Ordered that petition presented by honourable
member for Yuroke be considered next day on
motion of Ms SPENCE (Yuroke).

SCRUTINY OF ACTS AND REGULATIONS
COMMITTEE
Alert Digest No. 8
Ms BLANDTHORN (Pascoe Vale) presented Alert
Digest No. 8 of 2016 on:
Crown Land Legislation Amendment Bill 2016
National Parks and Victorian Environmental
Assessment Council Acts Amendment Bill 2016
Owners Corporations Amendment (Short-stay
Accommodation) Bill 2016
Primary Industries Legislation Amendment
Bill 2016
Rural Assistance Schemes Bill 2016
Tobacco Amendment Bill 2016
Victorian Funds Management Corporation
Amendment Bill 2016
together with appendices.
Tabled.
Ordered to be published.

DOCUMENTS
Tabled by Clerk:
Crimes Act 1958 — Instruments of Authorisation under
s 464Z (two documents)
Crown Land (Reserves) Act 1978:
Orders under s 17B granting licences over:
Footscray Park

c.

safe and accessible sheltered bus stop outside
Craigieburn golf course.

By Ms SPENCE (Yuroke) (515 signatures).

Sandringham Beach Park
Order under s 17D granting a lease over Footscray Park
Planning and Environment Act 1987 — Notices of approval
of amendments to the following Planning Schemes:
Ballarat — C197

Tabled.
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Bass Coast — C82
Boroondara — C255
Campaspe — C106
Cardinia — GC37
Casey — C218, GC37
Glen Eira — GC37
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Integrity and Accountability Legislation
Amendment (A Stronger System) Bill 2015
Land (Revocation of Reservations —
Metropolitan Land) Bill 2016
Serious Sex Offenders (Detention and
Supervision) Amendment (Community Safety)
Bill 2016.

APPROPRIATION MESSAGES

Greater Dandenong — GC37
Kingston — GC37
Mansfield — C31, C33
Melbourne — C287, C292, GC37
Mildura — C79
Monash — GC37
Mornington Peninsula — C225
Port Phillip — C107
Southern Grampians — C33
Stonnington — GC37
Yarra — GC37
Statutory Rules under the following Acts:
Building Act 1993 — SR 49
Essential Services Commission Act 2001 — SR 48
Road Safety Act 1986 — SR 50
Sex Work Act 1994 — SR 47
Supreme Court Act 1986 — SRs 51, 52
Subordinate Legislation Act 1994 — Documents under s 15
in relation to Statutory Rules 40, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52.

The following proclamation fixing an operative date
was tabled by the Clerk in accordance with an Order of
the House dated 24 February 2015:
Consumer Acts and Other Acts Amendment Act 2016 —
Whole Act (except ss 23, 24, 30(1) and 31) — 1 June 2016
(Gazette S162 24 May 2016).

ROYAL ASSENT
Message read advising royal assent on 31 May to:
Confiscation and Other Matters Amendment
Bill 2016
Crimes Legislation Amendment Bill 2016
Fines Reform and Infringements Acts
Amendment Bill 2016

Messages read recommending appropriations for:
Crown Land Legislation Amendment Bill 2016
National Parks and Victorian Environmental
Assessment Council Acts Amendment Bill 2016
Rural Assistance Schemes Bill 2016
Tobacco Amendment Bill 2016.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
Program
Ms ALLAN (Minister for Public Transport) — I
move:
That, under standing order 94(2), the orders of the day,
government business, relating to the following bills be
considered and completed by 5.00 p.m. on Thursday, 9 June
2016:
Justice Legislation (Evidence and Other Acts)
Amendment Bill 2016
Road Management Amendment (Bus Stop Delivery
Powers) Bill 2016
Rural Assistance Schemes Bill 2016.

I advise the house that, time permitting, during the
course of this week we would also like to go back and
allow a number of additional speakers on the take-note
motion on the 2016–17 budget papers. If there is time
available we may also come back to speakers on the
motion to take note of the report of the Royal
Commission into Family Violence and the apology
for laws criminalising homosexuality and the harms
caused.
I also want to touch on a matter that has come into the
Parliament today that affects the running of this place
for the course of this week. That is the bill I have just
introduced in my capacity as Minister for Public
Transport regarding an act to repeal section 159 of the
Transport (Compliance and Miscellaneous) Act 1983.
We have just had a discussion in this place about when
this second reading will come back into the chamber for
debate, and with the indulgence of those opposite, I will
just address some of those issues that have been
touched on during the course of that debate, because
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they go to the issues of why we want to address this
matter today.

gold star, for cooperation and efficiency in this place.
With that, I commend the motion to the house.

This is the first sitting day available to the government
to bring this bill into the Parliament. Yes, the court case
was on 18 May, and that has bought this issue about.
However, in the issues around getting legal advice,
getting that further clarified and quantified by the
solicitor-general, that process was only concluded late
last week, so this is very much the first sitting
opportunity for this house to consider this matter.

Mr CLARK (Box Hill) — The opposition opposes
the government business program. It is a sign of the
disarray and disorganisation into which the government
has fallen that it is bringing a program to the house that
proposes to deal with only three bills and is refusing to
debate other crucial issues that need to be debated,
while leaving other pressing matters in limbo. Then of
course there is the further complication of the bill
relating to Uber and hire vehicles that the minister
wants to deal with. We can perhaps grant that the latter
may have come on unexpectedly, but there is no excuse
for any of the other disarray that the government is
evidencing in the way it brings this program before the
house.

I have great optimism that we can reach an agreement
across the chamber that would enable this bill to be
debated and, hopefully with the Parliament’s support,
passed by the end of today, and that allows some of the
issues that the opposition has indicated it would like to
discuss with me to be worked through. I think we can
set ourselves a great efficiency dividend here — not
push off until tomorrow what we can deal with
today — and work through the matters, because I did
anticipate that the opposition and other members of this
place may, quite rightly, want to raise issues about how
this bill affects issues around ridesharing and the
industry more broadly.
I cannot be clearer than that this bill has to be dealt
with, regardless of what happens with ridesharing and
other regulatory issues associated with that, but I am
very happy to have further discussion on this matter on
the basis that that discussion could be concluded in a
way that allows this bill to be put through this chamber
today. My intention at this stage is that this bill would
come on immediately after members statements.
However, I am prepared to contemplate a little bit of
extension of time beyond that, should there be some of
those fruitful discussions across the chamber with
members in this place.

There are three bills which, as with all legislation, are
significant in themselves, but those bills probably will
not take up all the available time this week. What it
seems to evidence to this side of the house is that the
government just cannot make up its mind about what it
wants to do. It has therefore scheduled very few bills to
progress, allowing its legislative program — measures
that presumably it believes are, and hopefully many are,
important and significant to the community — to bank
up both in this place and in the other place while it is
preoccupied with its internal divisions and preoccupied
with spurious manoeuvres and motions, both last sitting
week and indeed on the notice paper this week.

There is a very simple reason why there is urgency to
address this matter, because we as a Parliament, now
that we are aware and have been advised of the risks
associated with section 159 of the act being in
existence, have been urged to move immediately —
and we should move immediately; otherwise there are
serious consequences.

Whereas what the government should have been doing
was giving leave to the member for Gembrook to
proceed with the important motion that he sought leave
to move earlier, to debate the issue that is the focus of
virtually the whole community at the moment in terms
of what is the future of the Country Fire Authority
(CFA), the threat that is posed to CFA volunteers, the
power that is proposed to be handed over to the United
Firefighters Union and the disarray amongst
government ministers as to what the position is. The
Leader of the Government in the upper house is saying
one thing, which appears to undermine what the
Minister for Emergency Services said in a statement
that was issued late yesterday.

As I said, I am very confident that we can have some
strong discussions across the chamber between now
and the bringing on of the debate. Ideally I would like
to start the debate immediately after members
statements. That continues to be my intention.
However, I am prepared to contemplate a short period
longer, provided we can work through the issues today
in the chamber. I am very positive that we can work
through the matters and set ourselves a gold standard, a

These are the pressing issues of the time. We should be
making space in the legislative program to deal with
them so there can be proper consideration of these
issues and the best way to ensure community safety.
Instead of that, we have got a limited number of bills
and a general indication that the government may or
may not deal with various other matters that the Leader
of the House referred to, including the take-note motion
on the budget. We have got another notice of motion
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sitting on the notice paper, and we have been given no
idea where that is going to go. Last but certainly not
least we have got the transport industry bill that the
minister has referred to relating to hire cars. We
certainly welcome the fact that the minister’s response
in relation to that matter while speaking on the
government business program was a lot more
constructive than what has come from the government
side previously.
We reiterate the fact that we are very willing to work
with the government to achieve a suitable outcome
along the lines that I and other members on this side of
the house referred to earlier. Notwithstanding the
enthusiasm and willingness of the minister to quickly
resolve these matters, she may well be putting a heavy
burden on parliamentary counsel to be able to give
effect to what an outcome might be. Be that as it may,
the main concerns that we on this side of the house
have is that this government is in disarray; the
legislative program is in disarray; we have not been
given clear guidance on the government’s intentions;
and, even more importantly, those intentions are
defective in that the issue that we should be making
time to debate is the future of our Country Fire
Authority.
Mr PEARSON (Essendon) — I am delighted to
make a contribution in relation to the government
business program. The member for Box Hill indicated
some concern that there are only three bills on the
notice paper plus obviously the urgent bill that the
Leader of the House has brought into this place. The
reason there are now only four bills on the agenda is to
allow for additional capacity for members to make a
contribution in relation to the appropriation bill, which
is what those opposite actually wanted. We are giving
those opposite what they wanted, which is the
opportunity to talk on the appropriation bill and on the
recent state budget.
It is interesting to tease out the member for Box Hill’s
contribution, because the member for Box Hill, as
many would know, was the understudy of a former
Treasurer, Alan Stockdale, for seven years. If you
follow the member for Box Hill’s logic to its end point,
you would say that we should be measured on the
amount of legislation we are debating in this house and
passing on a regular basis. So clearly if, as a Parliament,
we were churning through 10 bills on a weekly basis,
that would be a very good thing, and if we were doing
only, say, 3 bills, that would be a bad thing.
I find that interesting because if you look at it, Alan
Stockdale and the Kennett government were all about
deregulation. They were about not having legislation.
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They were about reducing the number of bills and acts
of Parliament. So it is curious that the member for Box
Hill would seem to suggest that the only measure we
have of our work rate is the number of bills, and
therefore that should be what we aspire to. This is
clearly erroneous. I would imagine that if Alan
Stockdale was consulted as to what his view would be,
I think he would say the less legislation, the better.
But the reality is that we have got three bills. Again,
that is to accommodate members in making a
contribution on the Appropriation (2016–2017) Bill
2016. The Leader of the House has introduced this
urgent piece of legislation, which we must deal with
because it goes to community safety — safety for
people to be able to catch a taxi and to know that the
person who is driving that taxi is a suitable and fit and
proper person, that the person does not have a criminal
record and is not a convicted sex offender. This is
something that has just been identified by the County
Court, and we are responding. It is also important that
the house have the opportunity to the take-note debate
on the outstanding report of the family violence royal
commission as well the take-note motion on the
apology in relation to homosexual convictions.
The government is trying to make this place work as
efficiently and as effectively as possible. It is about
making sure that we have an appropriate legislative
workload before us; it is about making sure that
members can talk about what they like about the recent
state budget — a great budget — as well as talking a bit
about what they think about the recent report of the
family violence royal commission and on the apology.
It is a good, solid government business program that
reflects the needs of the house. I commend the
government business program to the house.
Mr KATOS (South Barwon) — I rise to make a
contribution in the government business program
debate. As the leader of opposition business has said,
the coalition will be opposing the government business
program. It is a really light program. We have had
18 months of government, and there are three bills on
the agenda. The take-note motion on the budget papers
is welcome, as all members should be entitled to make
a contribution on the budget. However, as far as the
legislative program goes, we have had 18 months of
government and we only have three bills.
Also today is like Groundhog Day with the introduction
of the Transport (Compliance and Miscellaneous)
Amendment (Public Safety) Bill 2016. This is almost
the same process by which the Local Government
(Greater Geelong City Council) Bill 2016 was
introduced: the opposition parties and the Greens were
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called at 8 or 9 o’clock the night before and briefings
were given at 11 o’clock in the morning. In fact, they
even turned up half an hour late for that briefing.

government, yet they are arguing today that we do not
have enough government business items for us to have
a proper government business program.

These are very important bills. The opposition offered a
way forward then, saying we should have come back
and debated the bill on the Wednesday, which would
have given us time to look through the bill in a more
fulsome manner. The government used its numbers and
rammed it through, then ate humble pie on the
Thursday when the Legislative Council made the
amendments that the opposition had proposed in the
first place.

Well, this is a government that has introduced a huge
legislative agenda, which it took to the election.
Eighteen months in we have implemented most of our
election commitments, and we have also been picking
up the unfinished business of those opposite. A number
of times I have come to speak on a bill that in the
briefing notes referred to the fact that it was half-started
by those opposite and did not get anywhere, because
obviously Premier Shaw would not allow it to come
through. Whether it was on the Parliamentary Budget
Office or serious sex offenders, some of the work they
started — not much — could not be completed. So in
that context their argument about the government
business program is really quite a weak one.

Rather than sitting here and working constructively
with the opposition parties when this happens, we have
the situation here which is almost identical to the
situation that applied with the Geelong bill. The
government has not learnt a thing, which is quite
amazing. I find it hard to believe that it will be going
down the same path yet again. Also, as the manager of
opposition business quite often says, and I have always
said, the government did make a commitment to make
a consideration-in-detail stage standard practice in this
house. Standard practice would imply that each bill
would go into consideration in detail unless we were
otherwise informed. We have only got three bills this
week; you would think we could make the time to at
least have one of them go into a consideration-in-detail
stage, but as I have said and the manager of opposition
business has said, the coalition will be opposing the
government business program.
Mr DIMOPOULOS (Oakleigh) — It gives me
pleasure to speak on the government business program.
Further to the contribution made by my hardworking
colleague the member for Essendon, I absolutely
endorse his comments, and it reminds me of what has
been attributed to Mark Twain:
No man’s life, liberty or property are safe while the
legislature is in session.

Is that what the Alan Stockdale philosophy is? My
predecessor in the seat of Oakleigh, Ann Barker, tells a
story that — —
Mr Pearson — Good former member!
Mr DIMOPOULOS — A good former member
she was, absolutely, and she is still very active in the
community. She told me that when she sat with the then
member for Burwood when he was in opposition, prior
to him taking the office of Premier, he looked at all the
books of statutes in front of where the current AttorneyGeneral sits and said, ‘I am going to get rid of all these
when I am in power’. Those opposite believe in small

I am proud to have the opportunity this week to speak
on the appropriation bills. As an earlier speaker said, it
was the opposition’s argument that we should be
allowed and entitled to speak on those bills. I am proud
that we have an opportunity to speak on the Royal
Commission into Family Violence and the apology for
laws criminalising homosexuality. They are both very
important things. If the argument is that we are light on,
what would those opposite remove from this agenda?
What does not have ranking and status in their minds in
terms of the agenda?
We have the Road Management Amendment (Bus Stop
Delivery Powers) Bill 2016, which enables Public
Transport Victoria to lawfully designate bus stopping
points and install modified bus stop infrastructure. This
is another clean-up that perhaps should have been done
by the former government.
We also have the Transport (Compliance and
Miscellaneous) Amendment (Public Safety) Bill 2016,
as the member for Essendon and other members have
said, which is a very important bill to ensure that we
have safety from today on. Following that court
decision, every day when someone gets into a taxi or
another commercial passenger vehicle there is a risk to
public safety.
We also have the Justice Legislation (Evidence and
Other Acts) Amendment Bill 2016, which also seeks to
implement some very, very important changes to how
the criminal justice system operates.
We have also got the Rural Assistance Schemes Bill
2016. Again we are a government that has the best track
record for investing in regional Victoria. This budget
contains the biggest boost to regional Victoria given by
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any government. The Rural Assistance Schemes Bill
2016 is just another element of our commitment to
regional Victoria.
We have these important bills before us, but we also
have the other important business of the take-note
motions on the appropriation. I do not understand how
opposition members have the audacity or cheek to
come into this chamber, after all their unfinished
business and all the unfulfilled commitments they made
to the Victorian people when they were in government,
and pick one week of the government business program
out of 18 months and reflect on that as if it was
symbolic. In my view this government business
program is emblematic of how effective this
government is on all fronts, both in legislation but also
in other important measures that this chamber debates.
It is my great pleasure to support the government
business program, and I look forward to a very
productive week.
Mr HIBBINS (Prahran) — I rise to speak on the
government business program, and I indicate the
Greens will not be opposing the government business
program in this instance. I will just make some brief
remarks. Of course there are only three bills on the
government business program in this instance. There is
the Justice Legislation (Evidence and Other Acts)
Amendment Bill 2016, which I understand makes some
changes in regards to giving evidence and also in
regards to legal aid.
We have got the Road Management Amendment (Bus
Stop Delivery Powers) Bill 2016, which I understand
gives Public Transport Victoria the power to install bus
stops. I am sure many members will take the
opportunity to espouse the great benefits that buses
bring to our community, so I look forward to those
contributions.
We have got the Rural Assistance Schemes Bill 2016,
which I believe provides for a Rural Assistance
Commissioner. I also note that we have, as brought in
today, the Transport (Compliance and Miscellaneous)
Amendment (Public Safety) Bill 2016. As indicated
previously by the member for Melbourne, it is our
preference that further time be given to the
consideration of this bill. We do not believe this would
impact on the government’s ability to pass this bill
through both houses by the end of this sitting week, if it
wishes to do so.
I note that there are some take-note motions, notably of
course for the budget, which I am sure members will
give very fulsome contributions on. I also note that
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there is still a documents motion on the notice paper
too, and I do not believe the government has given any
indication of whether it intends to debate that particular
documents motion this sitting week. The Greens
welcome the government’s new-found commitment to
transparency in relation to documents, and I would
certainly be interested to know whether the government
intends to debate that motion this week.
The Greens will not be opposing the government
business program in this instance.
House divided on motion:
Ayes, 47
Allan, Ms
Andrews, Mr
Blandthorn, Ms
Brooks, Mr
Bull, Mr J.
Carbines, Mr
Carroll, Mr
D’Ambrosio, Ms
Dimopoulos, Mr
Donnellan, Mr
Edbrooke, Mr
Edwards, Ms
Eren, Mr
Foley, Mr
Garrett, Ms
Graley, Ms
Green, Ms
Halfpenny, Ms
Hennessy, Ms
Hibbins, Mr
Howard, Mr
Hutchins, Ms
Kairouz, Ms
Kilkenny, Ms

Knight, Ms
Lim, Mr
McGuire, Mr
Merlino, Mr
Nardella, Mr
Neville, Ms
Noonan, Mr
Pakula, Mr
Pallas, Mr
Pearson, Mr
Richardson, Mr
Richardson, Ms
Sandell, Ms
Scott, Mr
Sheed, Ms
Spence, Ms
Staikos, Mr
Suleyman, Ms
Thomas, Ms
Thomson, Ms
Ward, Ms
Williams, Ms
Wynne, Mr

Noes, 36
Angus, Mr
Asher, Ms
Battin, Mr
Blackwood, Mr
Britnell, Ms
Bull, Mr T.
Burgess, Mr
Clark, Mr
Crisp, Mr
Dixon, Mr
Fyffe, Mrs
Gidley, Mr
Guy, Mr
Hodgett, Mr
Katos, Mr
McCurdy, Mr
Morris, Mr
Northe, Mr

Motion agreed to.

O’Brien, Mr D.
O’Brien, Mr M.
Paynter, Mr
Pesutto, Mr
Riordan, Mr
Ryall, Ms
Ryan, Ms
Smith, Mr R.
Smith, Mr T.
Southwick, Mr
Staley, Ms
Thompson, Mr
Tilley, Mr
Victoria, Ms
Wakeling, Mr
Walsh, Mr
Watt, Mr
Wells, Mr
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Keith Herring
Ms SPENCE (Yuroke) — I rise today to note the
sad passing of Keith Herring, ASM, a community
stalwart in my electorate of Yuroke. Keith will be
fondly remembered for his leadership of the
Craigieburn and District Ambulance Committee, which
was formed in 1994 out of community frustration at the
40-minute waiting times for ambulance services. Keith
was also a founding member of the local community
emergency response team, known as CERT, the first of
its kind in Victoria. CERT mobilised the community
and continues to be an effective volunteer organisation
that has saved countless lives. With a growing number
of people moving to Craigieburn, Keith continued to
fight for better emergency services, helping to
successfully lobby for a local 24-hour ambulance
service. His leadership and service were recognised in
2007 with a well-deserved Ambulance Service Medal.
Of course Keith’s commitment to the community
extended beyond emergency services. His contribution
to the tennis club and the Craigieburn Festival helped
what was once a small town on Melbourne’s outskirts
flourish into a growing urban centre. Keith’s advocacy
did not slow down in retirement when, as president of
the Bridgewater Lake Retirement Estate Residents
Committee, he campaigned for differential council rates
for retirement villages. My thoughts and those of the
community are with Keith’s wife, Mary, an equally
valued member of the community; their children and
grandchildren; and the community of colleagues,
neighbours and friends who will benefit from Keith’s
legacy for years to come.

Tuesday, 7 June 2016

Country Fire Authority enterprise bargaining
agreement
Mr MORRIS — On another, less happy matter, I
condemn the Andrews government, particularly the
Premier, for its treatment of our Country Fire Authority
(CFA) volunteers. Perhaps the Premier has forgotten
Black Saturday and forgotten Ash Wednesday. In his
reckless attempt to bulldoze through union control the
Premier has demonstrated his contempt for CFA
volunteers and for the critical role they play in
protecting local communities, not just on big days but
on every single day of the year.
Enterprise bargaining should be about pay and
conditions. Enterprise bargaining should be about
genuine consultation with all affected parties in the
workplace, yet in this process 97 per cent of firefighters
were excluded from participation. This is a claim
endorsed by 3 per cent of the workforce — a claim
calculated to drive the other 97 per cent out of the CFA.
Enterprise agreements should not be about ceding
management control to the union, but that is exactly
what this agreement would do and that is exactly what
the veto clause would do. Union control can only lead
to one outcome: the CFA will be unable to continue to
function. My electorate has a very simple message for
the Premier and his union mates: hands off the CFA.

National disability insurance scheme

Ryan Blunt

Mr FOLEY (Minister for Housing, Disability and
Ageing) — Thank you, Acting Speaker Thomas, and I
thank you for hosting me in your diverse and fantastic
electorate last week for that wonderful creative
industries seminar that you put together for so many
people in your wonderful electorate.

Mr MORRIS (Mornington) — I was honoured to
attend a ceremony on 28 May to mark the presentation
of a Queen’s Scout Award to Ryan Blunt of the 2nd
Mornington Sea Scouts. The Queen’s Scout Award is
the highest in the scouting movement. To qualify as a
candidate Ryan has completed, to Queen’s Scout
standard, activities focused on service, leadership, the
outdoors and expression. Ryan has proved himself to be
a young man of substance and a future community
leader. I am sure all members join me in congratulating
Ryan on this achievement and wishing him well in his
future endeavours.

I rise today with my disabilities ministerial hat on with
a view to using this as an opportunity to follow up on
some of the issues that have been brought to our
attention as we are now just days away from the rollout
of the national disability insurance scheme and the
opportunities that will bring for so many people with
disability right across our states. Let us not miss the
opportunity, this generational chance, to transform the
lives of people with a disability, their families and their
carers on the back of a more than tripling by all levels
of government of funding for specialist disability
services.
Of course it is not just about more of the same; it is
about making sure that we end the waiting lists for
access to services. It is about making sure that we
completely recast around a choice and control model
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the opportunity for people with disabilities to take
control of their own life and for them to lead the
ordinary life that all of us have a right to pursue. That is
why it is so important that not just all members of this
place but all members of other parliaments, particularly
the commonwealth Parliament, support the full and
funded rollout of the national disability insurance
scheme.

Country Fire Authority enterprise bargaining
agreement
Mr T. BULL (Gippsland East) — Over recent
weeks I have had a large number of Country Fire
Authority (CFA) volunteers — several current captains
and ex-captains and a number with decades of
service — saying they will walk away from the CFA
should the current enterprise bargaining agreement
(EBA) be adopted. My electorate is one of the most
fire-prone areas in the world, and our CFA brigades are
the backbone of many of our small rural and regional
communities. Here we are with the United Firefighters
Union (UFU) saying things have been misinterpreted
and that this is simply scaremongering. In response to
that I ask: why is it that the CFA board with its highlevel legal advice says this is not the case and that the
EBA in its current form will remove decision-making
powers?
We also have the Minister for Emergency Services
saying this EBA is unfair to volunteers. It is of grave
concern when the Labor minister herself says that she
has major concerns with the deal and that she supports
the CFA but is overruled by the Premier. She is saying
the threat is real, as are the CFA, Volunteer Fire
Brigades Victoria and CFA members. They are all
saying this threat is real, because it is real. To the
volunteers from brigades that have contacted me from
Glenaladale, Mallacoota, Bemm River, Lakes Entrance,
Maffra, Paynesville, Heyfield, Sarsfield, Woodglen,
Bairnsdale and Hillside I say that we will fight to
ensure they maintain their independence. Members
opposite need to forget about the payback to the UFU
members for handing out how-to-vote cards in the
marginal seats. Give them a pay rise, but keep your
hands of the CFA.

National disability insurance scheme
Mr T. BULL — Just in relation to the rollout of the
national disability insurance scheme, I would also
encourage the minister to hold an appropriate number
of information sessions.
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Youth homelessness
Ms KILKENNY (Carrum) — Recently I met with
two inspiring young people, Taylah and Steve. They are
both 17, and they came to talk to me about youth
homelessness — something they know a lot about. For
family reasons both have been homeless this year, but
incredibly both have kept themselves in year 12.
Education is something they feel strongly about. They
both believe in the value of education and the need to
stay connected with their school communities and peer
support groups.
Their concern is that schools may lack knowledge
about youth homelessness, housing issues and options
and available and appropriate support services for
students whose family situation has broken down. They
would like to see more education for schools around
these issues, and they want a greater focus by
government on youth homelessness, in particular the
very real and pressing need for young people to be able
to stay close to their communities, schools and, where
possible, their families when they have to leave home
and to be properly supported to stay at school.
Since leaving home Steve has found a unit to rent close
to school and works part time to support himself
through year 12. Taylah has been in emergency
accommodation which is a long way from her school
and with poor public transport. This has made things
difficult, but she has persevered and travels to school
each day. Taylah is hopeful of moving home soon.
Taylah and Steve are two of the most resilient,
determined and responsible people I know. I want to
thank them for sharing their stories with me and for
opening my eyes to youth homelessness and the need
for us to do much more work to support our wonderful
young people like Taylah and Steve.

Country Fire Authority enterprise bargaining
agreement
Mrs FYFFE (Evelyn) — I am outraged by the
decision of the Fair Work Commission to side with the
United Firefighters Union (UFU) against the Country
Fire Authority (CFA), which not only will diminish the
power and influence of the CFA but will cause further
increases in the fire services levy to pay for the militant
union’s demands. It beggars belief that the
commissioner, a known union man, failed to hear from
the CFA volunteers before making such a gamechanging decision.
I had the privilege of working closely with CFA
volunteers through the experience of Black Saturday
back in 2009. Without our CFA crews the devastation
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would have been far worse. To give one example, the
fire was spotted kilometres ahead, and a fire started
close to a caravan park along the Warburton Highway.
Gruyere CFA jumped immediately into action, roping
in local farmers to help with tractors and bulldozers.
Had the CFA waited for permission to act from the
chain of command in the city, the fire most probably
would have jumped Warburton Highway, gone through
into Lilydale and then up into the Dandenongs.
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will soon match Adelaide’s population, yet the coalition
is promising $50 billion for jobs in Adelaide while
dudding Melbourne’s north. The Australian Financial
Review yesterday revealed that the coalition has added
more than a billion dollars in microannouncements to
sandbag marginal seats. Liberal candidate Sophie
Mirabella was right: if you do not vote Liberal, you are
punished or neglected. Such cynicism is dangerous.

Police resources
Many in my community have been dedicated volunteer
firefighters with the CFA for a lot longer than those
who are career fighters with the Metropolitan Fire
Brigade. Warren Davis has spent 40 years at Lilydale;
Don Bigham, 55 years at Gruyere; and Peter Burgi,
55 years at Gruyere. There are many, many more with
long service. If anyone should understand this, it should
be the member for Monbulk, who has hung the CFA
out to dry yet is always on hand for an opening of a
CFA station. The Liberals and Nationals will continue
to stand by the CFA and fight the decision while
infighting continues in the distracted Labor Party.

Broadmeadows
Mr McGUIRE (Broadmeadows) — Despite his
election slogan Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull is
refusing to designate one of Australia’s most vulnerable
areas an enterprise zone for jobs and growth. The
failure highlights a perilous flaw in Australia’s political
system: that even when critical concerns, including
national security, are at risk, the Liberal Party wilfully
neglects blue-collar communities. My call is for a
contemporary version of an enterprise zone providing
tax incentives, the fast-tracking of infrastructure, highspeed broadband, innovation and other initiatives to
complement the Victorian government’s strategy for
economic development in order to trigger significant
private sector investment.
Put bluntly, it is folly that the biggest infrastructure
program in Australia’s history, the rollout of the
national broadband network, is not being harnessed to
drive jobs and growth where it is needed most. An
enterprise zone for Melbourne’s north is critical
because the convergence of coalition governments at a
state and national level has left the region’s capital,
Broadmeadows, with unemployment equal to the rate
in Greece and youth unemployment higher than 40 per
cent while denying access to almost $1 billion to the
poorest community in Victoria at its most vulnerable
time after Australian Security Intelligence Organisation
identified it as a potential terrorist recruitment hotspot.
The coalition is sandbagging marginal seats for selfinterest against the national interest. Melbourne’s north

Mr WELLS (Rowville) — This statement
condemns the Andrews Labor government for
attempting to rewrite history and denigrate the previous
coalition government’s proud record on the resourcing
of Victoria Police in contrast to Labor’s appalling
record to date on frontline police resourcing. The facts
are that the coalition fully funded and delivered 1900
extra sworn police and 950 protective services officers
(PSOs) between 2010 and 2014 — the single largest
police recruitment program in Victoria Police history.
The new Minister for Police was blatantly wrong when
she deliberately made several misleading statements to
this house last sitting week, including that the coalition
did not fund one sworn police officer.
When the coalition came to government in December
2010 it found that Labor had left a legacy of a
diabolical financial mess. The state’s finances were
technically in the red, the state budget in 2010 only
being in surplus due to having been propped up by the
commonwealth’s stimulus grant program. The coalition
also faced massive revenue writedowns. In 2010 extra
police were promised, but these police were only able
to be funded and delivered due to the good economic
management and budgetary discipline of the Baillieu
and Napthine Liberal-Nationals governments. Without
the hard budgetary decisions and the $1.6 billion
savings program, the promise of extra police would
have never been delivered. I reiterate the coalition is
very proud of its record of supporting Victoria Police.

Gisborne Secondary College
Ms THOMAS (Macedon) — Last Friday year 8
students from Gisborne Secondary College staged a 5kilometre fun run in Gisborne to raise awareness of
family violence in our community. Congratulations to
Remi Gibson, Remi McKeown, Dominic Minargo,
Phillip Cornish, Shaun Patient and Reece Taylor from
Gisborne Secondary College for their fantastic idea.
The run took place at Dixon Field and was attended by
500 people from across the school and the broader
community. Our Watch ambassador, Charlie Pickering,
also appeared at the run and spoke to students at a
school assembly earlier in the morning. I am so inspired
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by our young people taking on important causes in our
community, and this event is a credit to the maturity
and leadership of these six Gisborne Secondary College
students and the valuable impact that the government’s
respectful relationships curriculum is having in schools
across the state.

Emergency services blood donation challenge
Ms THOMAS — On Wednesday, June 1, I had the
honour of joining with the representatives from our fire
services, the State Emergency Service, Victoria Police
and Ambulance Victoria to launch the 2016 emergency
services blood donation challenge. I was happy to roll
up my sleeve and make a donation, knowing
400 millilitres from me can save up to three lives.
Winter generally sees a drop-off in donors; however,
the demand for blood does not stop. The Australian Red
Cross Blood Service needs around 25 000 blood
donations every single week in Australia. So my
challenge today is to each and every one of you in this
place: become a donor this week and head down during
lunchtime. Not only will you be rewarded knowing you
are doing the right thing, you will also get a nice cup of
tea and the best biscuit ever.

Country Fire Authority enterprise bargaining
agreement
Mr NORTHE (Morwell) — The saga continues for
Country Fire Authority (CFA) volunteers across
Victoria and in the Morwell electorate. Many local
CFA volunteers took time on Sunday to protest on the
steps of Parliament against the Premier’s attempt to
railroad Victoria’s 60 000 CFA volunteers. As has been
said many times, there is no disagreement on the fact
that career firefighters deserve fair pay and conditions.
There is, however, a major disagreement between a
couple of people. They of course are the Minister for
Emergency Services and the Premier. On the one hand
we have the minister on the public record, as per the
Herald Sun on 18 May, saying:
I certainly have grave concerns around the veto, around seven
on the fire ground. I’ve made that very clear and I do support
the CFA in those matters.

Yet the Premier contests that. He says there is no veto
of powers and that CFA volunteers have nothing to
worry about. The Premier should say that to the CFA,
including its CEO, the board and 60 000 volunteers
who have stood up and rallied against his desire to sign
this agreement, an agreement that volunteers state
would be to the detriment of the CFA organisation.
Indeed one of our local CFA volunteers who attended
the rally last Sunday said on Channel Seven news:
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I believe people will walk out the door and they won’t come
back, and we need everyone we can get.

That is a pretty strong statement and reflects the
sentiment expressed by many volunteers. I congratulate
the CFA volunteers for standing up and speaking out on
such important matters, because without their current
service and commitment our regional communities will
suffer from a substantial increase in risk when future
fires occur.

President Mohamed Abdelaziz
Mr NARDELLA (Melton) — I pay my respects to
Mohamed Abdelaziz, the Sahrawi Arab Democratic
Republic President, who passed away on 31 May 2016.
As one of the founders of the republic’s independence
movement, he fought against the Spanish and then
Moroccan invaders. In 1982 he was elected President of
the Sahrawi republic and directed more of his attention
towards building the state-in-exile of the refugee
camps. After 1991 he moved towards a peaceful
settlement of the conflict through diplomacy.
The President developed the institutions of a modern
democratic state with the participation of all adults
living in the camps. Everyone took responsibility for
the community in one of four main areas: education,
food, health, and justice and social issues. Visiting
British volunteers were fascinated to see a society
without money, largely without cars and with an
education system resulting in a 90 per cent literacy
rate — the highest in Africa. Women take part in all
levels of the society including being ministers and
diplomatic representatives.
The President guided his people through many difficult
situations over the past 40 years and held the population
together and focused on achieving their inalienable
right to self-determination. In this he has been helped
by their fundamental sense of justice, their patience and
love of peace. The President was determined to achieve
justice for his people through international law and
diplomacy, which contrasts starkly with the violence
witnessed in other conflicts in the region. His vision of
an independent Western Sahara lives on and it must
now be realised by a new generation. Vale, President
Mohamed Abdelaziz. Your people will miss you.

Youth Education Support
Mr ANGUS (Forest Hill) — I recently had the
pleasure of attending the Youth Education Support Inc.
(YES) annual awards night. It was a great night to
celebrate the work being undertaken by the team at
YES and to hear from individuals and organisations
who have benefited from this work. I congratulate the
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driving force behind YES, Julia Mosley, together with
the board members and all the other volunteers, who
work so hard to help members of our community. The
opening of the second opportunity shop in Forest Hill
has enabled the work of YES to expand even further. I
particularly thank all those involved in giving their time
and serving in both of the opportunity shops as well as
those who help in various ways behind the scenes.

Country Fire Authority enterprise bargaining
agreement
Mr ANGUS — Today’s Herald Sun editorial
headed ‘Daniel Andrews’ dirty deal exposed’ perfectly
sums up the current Country Fire Authority (CFA)
United Firefighters Union dispute. It states in part that
the Premier’s approach to this dispute has:
… thrown into question his own capacity to lead the state.

It also states that the deal:
… exposed that he was willing to be politically bought.

And that:
… he autocratically insisted on his own militant union way or
the highway.

This is no way for a Premier to be treating the countless
CFA volunteers who daily give their time and risk their
lives to protect their community. I am proud to stand
with and support the CFA volunteers as a member of
the coalition team. On behalf of my community in the
Forest Hill electorate I thank the CFA volunteers for the
tireless and courageous work they do for our state.

Glen Waverley Toastmasters
Mr ANGUS — I was pleased to recently attend the
Glen Waverley Toastmasters 40th anniversary
celebration evening. Toastmasters is an international
not-for-profit organisation that is focused on
communication and leadership development. It was a
great night in which we heard from some of the original
founding members of the club about the history of the
club and some of their early memories of the club. It
was also great to hear from current members and guests
during various impromptu speeches that were given. I
congratulate the current president, Alan To, together
with all the current and former members who have
worked together to support the club over the years.
Membership provides a great opportunity for any
individual to gain confidence in and learn the skills of
public speaking.
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Bendigo women’s volleyball tournament
Ms EDWARDS (Bendigo West) — I was thrilled to
join with the City of Greater Bendigo mayor Rod Fyffe
last week in welcoming players from the four teams
that competed in the women’s world grand prix
volleyball tournament in Bendigo on 3 to 5 June at
Bendigo Stadium. The Volleyroos played a round robin
against Croatia, Columbia and Cuba. This involved six
matches played over three days. All matches were
broadcast on Fox Sports Australia, live streamed and
packaged for worldwide distribution. This was a
fantastic event for Bendigo to host, and it proved once
again that Bendigo has a great reputation for hosting
international events such as this at facilities that are
world class. I was especially pleased to see women’s
elite sport front and centre, and the interest shown in the
event was enormous.
It was particularly exciting to have Bendigo’s own
Volleyroos champion Karley Hynes home for the
tournament. I congratulate Volleyball Australia,
Volleyball Victoria and the Bendigo Volleyball
Association for their efforts in bringing the event to
Bendigo and for delivering a number of sport and
community development activities over the course of
the three-day event. The Andrews government provided
$25 000 from the Significant Sporting Events program
to Volleyball Australia to support the grand prix, with
an additional $35 000 in in-kind support from the City
of Greater Bendigo. Sadly, the Volleyroos were
unsuccessful, with Croatia the overall winners.
However, the crowds that turned out to support the
players was evidence of how popular this sport is and
how it is growing in reputation.
To cap off this great event there was an announcement
last week by the Minister for Sport that Bendigo will
host the Kookaburras and Hockeyroos hockey teams in
a two-test series against India in November at our
world-class Bendigo hockey complex.

Neighbourhood Watch volunteers
Mr GIDLEY (Mount Waverley) — Today in
Parliament I recognise all Neighbourhood Watch
volunteers in MON 041 and 042 for their tremendous
service to improving public safety. I was pleased to be
able to join members of those Neighbourhood Watch
areas to share some morning tea and raise funds for
cancer research. Thank you to Judith Clancy, Joan
Bungar and other volunteers who helped organise this
worthy event.
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Essex Heights Primary School
Mr GIDLEY — I rise in the Parliament to
congratulate Essex Heights Primary School on
successfully applying to be part of the Amateur Radio
on the International Space Station program, the ARISS
program, on Friday, 20 May. Astronaut Jeff Williams
KD5TVQ answered 22 questions from 11 students. I
congratulate the principal, Andrew Crosett, the school
staff, the school council members and the parents on
being part of this historic occasion.

Red tape review
Mr GIDLEY — Last sitting week the AuditorGeneral outlined major problems with the state’s red
tape review framework following the abolition of the
Victorian Competition and Efficiency Commission
(VCEC). These problems are increasing costs for
Victorian households and businesses. Major problems
identified by the Auditor-General include the removal
of independent scrutiny and verification of government
red tape initiatives in excess of $2 million, the absence
of an appropriate replacement measure that can provide
a satisfactory assurance of the Department of Treasury
and Finance assertions on estimated costs savings
resulting from changes in red tape and inadequate
consultation with those affected by red tape programs.
The Auditor-General’s report confirms the worst fears
of those who argued against abolishing an independent
agency to review the government’s red tape initiatives,
including the founding chairman of VCEC and the
Victorian Liberal-Nationals. Unfortunately, Victorians
are paying and will continue to pay the price for more
red tape as a result of this decision.

Sandringham Hospital
Mr RICHARDSON (Mordialloc) — Recently I
had the privilege to welcome the Victorian Minister for
Health to the Sandringham Hospital, alongside Clare
O’Neil, the federal member for Hotham, and the state
member for Bentleigh. Sandringham Hospital is an
important hospital in our local community, particularly
its emergency department, which services 33 000
residents each and every year out of a total number of
patients going through the hospital of 41 000.
Amazingly it supports the birth of around 1600 babies
each year, and for me, nine weeks away from my own
little one being born, I was very clucky at Sandringham
Hospital during the visit.
But there was an important thing that we were there to
discuss, and that was some of the federal cuts to health
that are affecting our hospital and emergency services.
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We were there to talk about the state Labor
government’s investment in elective surgery and its
overall investment in public health, while at the same
time we see from the Prime Minister and the federal
Minister for Health, Susan Ley, a cut in funding to
health services. This is a vital hospital in our local
community catering for over 30 per cent of City of
Kingston residents, yet the federal government is trying
to take $173 million away for the previous financial
year — money that has already been spent. According
to my calendar there are about 20 days to go, and the
hospital is still trying to claw back money from this
financial year. We will stand up for Sandringham
Hospital.

Country Fire Authority enterprise bargaining
agreement
Mr RIORDAN (Polwarth) — I was pleased to join
the thousands of dedicated volunteers who at short
notice on Sunday changed their plans and made the
long trip to Melbourne to rally here at Parliament in
support of volunteerism and the Country Fire Authority
(CFA). The over 70 brigades across the Polwarth
electorate know only too well how much their
community relies on them. For decades committed
families and supporters of local CFA brigades have
fundraised, had working bees, attended training and
gone that extra mile so that should a fire, accident or
disaster strike in their community they will be ready to
put their lives on the line to keep people and property
safe. The government’s stalling on the current unionfocused enterprise bargaining agreement is an insult to
the thousands of volunteers right across Polwarth.
People and communities will not be fooled. They know
that this government is desperately trying to hide this
issue until after the federal election. But again on
Friday in Warrnambool, CFA communities will
assemble to express their concerns at the undermining
of a century-old tradition of volunteering and
community goodwill.

Colac fitness centre
Mr RIORDAN — Last week I joined many Colac
user groups and Colac Secondary College to urge the
Colac Otway Shire Council to reveal its plans to get the
long-awaited Bluewater Fitness Centre open. For over
three years Colac Secondary College has had no
undercover space for assemblies or sport, and the Colac
Basketball Association has had no venue in its home
town. For 12 months the facility has been completed
but unopened, being mired in a contractual dispute with
builders. Members of the community are sick of
waiting, and they need the shire to give the community
some certainty.
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Community Crime Prevention Program
Mr CARROLL (Niddrie) — In May last year the
then Minister for Police, the member for Williamstown,
requested that I do a review of the government’s
Community Crime Prevention Program in my capacity
as Parliamentary Secretary for Justice. During the
course of my review I analysed local, national and
international evidence on best practice in community
crime prevention. I concluded that there is an increasing
emphasis on the importance of targeting social
disadvantage as one of the causal factors of crime. All
the research I read and evidence I saw confirmed that
hotspots of disadvantage within Victoria can be linked
to offending behaviour.
During the course of my review I found that there is an
increasing emphasis on the importance of targeting
social disadvantage as one of the causal factors. A
recent report from Jesuit Social Services entitled
Dropping off the Edge 2015 — Persistent Communal
Disadvantage in Australia and the report of the
Victorian Ombudsman entitled Investigation into the
rehabilitation and reintegration of prisoners in Victoria
confirmed that hotspots of disadvantage within Victoria
can be linked to offending behaviour.
I want to take this opportunity to thank
Minister Noonan for his leadership and advocacy for
the review into crime prevention. I also thank Julianne
Brennan, the director of the Community Crime
Prevention Program, as well as the then assistant
director, Sue Clout, and Claire Tennent, the senior
policy adviser and programs adviser in the Department
of Justice and Regulation, for all the work they have
done and all of the assistance provided to me during the
course of this review.
I am very pleased that the last state budget delivered by
the Andrews government committed $19.4 million to
targeting areas of social disadvantage — the biggest
investment to date that the government has put into
targeting crime prevention. From the minister down, we
are all very proud of this. The government has backed
this up with the dollars needed to make the investment
that we require, targeting areas of disadvantage.

Country Fire Authority enterprise bargaining
agreement
Ms BRITNELL (South-West Coast) — Much of
my electorate of South-West Coast is protected by
volunteer firefighters. In fact district 5, which takes in
Warrnambool, Port Fairy and up to Hamilton, has
94 brigades and around 4000 volunteers — the largest
number of volunteers in any Country Fire Authority
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(CFA) district in the state. But these volunteers are
angry that their government is prepared to sell them out
and hand control of the CFA to the United Firefighters
Union. I have been fighting for volunteers on this issue
since coming into this role six months ago because that
is how important this is to our communities. This
Friday volunteers across the south-west will rally in
Warrnambool against the CFA losing control. I will be
standing alongside them, telling the government to keep
its hands off this proud volunteer organisation.

South-West Coast electorate roads
Ms BRITNELL — The condition of roads across
my electorate continues to be a major concern for
residents. With winter now upon us, it is feared roads
will fall further into disrepair. The people who drive on
these roads have been insulted by the government,
which, rather than spending money fixing the cracked,
distressed and potholed surfaces, will spend money
putting up signs and lowering speed limits. It will do
nothing to fix the safety issues that are already there.
Lowering speed limits will just slow regional
productivity down, and it treats country people with
contempt and disrespect. I urge the state to match the
federal money and start fixing the south-west’s roads
and filling our potholes.

Sunbury electorate roads
Mr J. BULL (Sunbury) — Thanks to the hard work
and great advocacy of locals, last week I was able to
announce that the Andrews Labor government will fix
the Gap Road and Horne Street intersection. I joined
the Minister for Roads and Road Safety, the federal
member for McEwen and VicRoads to announce the
$6.4 million project.
The Andrews Labor government was elected to get on
and deliver the projects Victoria so desperately needed
after four wasted years under the Liberals. Under the
project the existing roundabout will become a fully
signalised intersection. The upgrade will include
dedicated turning lanes from all directions, signalised
pedestrian crossings and bicycle lanes on all
approaches. Footpaths surrounding the intersection will
also be connected to the new intersection, allowing
local residents to safely access nearby shops, schools
and public transport. This is outstanding news that
could only be delivered by a Labor government.
Incredibly, though, the Liberals have already been out
trying to claim credit for it, despite ignoring the
problem for four years and abandoning our 2010
election commitment to fix the intersection.
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I want to thank the minister for roads and his
hardworking staff as well as VicRoads for addressing
this matter and getting it done for Sunbury.

Sunbury Community Health Centre
Mr J. BULL — In other great news for Sunbury, I
joined the federal leader of the opposition and Rob
Mitchell in the federal electorate of McEwen on
Saturday at Sunbury Community Health Centre to
announce that a Shorten Labor government will
establish a child health hub in Sunbury. The $2 million
commitment would see paediatric, audiology, speech
therapy, physiotherapy and more at Sunbury
Community Health. Medicare was created by Labor,
ensuring that everyone has access to affordable, highquality health care. This is not just a Labor value but an
Australian value. These services are vital for our
growing community. Let us hope that on 2 July this can
be delivered with the election of a Shorten Labor
government.

Doreen Seniors Club Biggest Morning Tea
Ms GREEN (Yan Yean) — I rise to put on the
record my support and heartfelt congratulations to the
Doreen Seniors Club and its amazing work fundraising
for the Biggest Morning Tea event this week, raising
significant money for the Cancer Council. I had the
privilege of joining these fabulous people and my
federal parliamentary colleague Rob Mitchell at the
Bridge Inn Hotel. It certainly was a big, big morning tea
with over 300 people in attendance, and it seems that
this group just gets bigger and bigger each year.
It was wonderful to catch up with so many friends old
and, I dare say, some new after this event. In particular
I think it shows the way that people communicate in
this day and age. Many people said they were my
Facebook friends and they felt that we knew each other,
but we actually had not met face to face, so it was really
delightful.
I am advised by the club that today members are all a
bit tired but delighted with their efforts. The club is still
counting the funds but can report at this stage that the
funds raised will be well over $10 000. It is always
difficult ground to single out supporters when there
were so many, but I am advised every trader in the
Laurimar shopping strip and almost all those in Mernda
donated to the event and the cause. The Bridge Inn has
been a wonderful host. I want to put on the record the
great work of Danni Trebiano, the club secretary, and
all the many others who put in great efforts for this
event. I look forward to next year.
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BUDGET PAPERS 2016–17
Mr FOLEY (Minister for Housing, Disability and
Ageing) — I move:
That this house takes note of the budget papers 2016–17.

It gives me great pleasure to rise today to inform the
house of the many, many outstanding initiatives in this
year’s budget which really is, as the Treasurer has so
correctly described it, getting the job done. I want to
particularly reflect on the Appropriation (2016–2017)
Bill 2016 in terms of its building on the strong
foundations that the Andrews Labor government built
in its first budget last year. In doing so I will perhaps
start by pointing to some of the portfolio initiatives that
I have had the pleasure of supporting through the
budget process and then reflecting ever so briefly on
what it means for the electorate of Albert Park.
The 2016 budget will, in terms of how we go about
building a better, fairer and more sustainable Victoria,
have many applications when it comes to my portfolio
responsibilities. I will perhaps start in the area of mental
health, an area of policy that was so harshly dealt with
under the former government. Indeed with regard to the
two most recent federal budgets it was shamefully
ignored and indeed hampered — although, to give
credit where it is due, the promise of the public health
networks, should they be actually funded, does give us
some prospect for a closer alignment of state and
commonwealth partnerships particularly in the area of
community mental health work. I look forward to that
prospect, whoever is returned to the federal government
benches after the soon-to-occur election.
But in terms of what this budget means for mental
health in Victoria, let us reflect that there is now an
additional $356 million being injected into our mental
health system, including a historic $27.5 million
investment in suicide prevention strategies. That
investment in particular will allow, if ever so briefly,
for trials of intensive, community-based support for
people who have attempted suicide and communities
impacted by suicide incidents in a number of locations
across our state. They have been selected based on data
and on expert advice. There will also be local
community approaches to prevent suicides across a
further six local government areas. These trials will
support communities to implement strategies in
everything from workforce training, identification and
school-based support to mental health literacy and
community engagement strategies to make sure that
communities, as that first port of call, are able to pursue
mental health responses where it counts — early and
locally.
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We need to reflect that with over 650 deaths in Victoria
last year that were identified as suicides and with that
sadly increasing as a proportion of our population’s
deaths and sadly being the leading cause of death for
young men in particular these are challenges that apply
to all of our communities, and I know that all of our
communities are up for this challenge. Over and above
those particular targeted areas, the learnings from these
programs through our 10-year mental health plan, our
10-year mental health strategy and the implementation
expert task force chaired by the honourable member for
Oakleigh will be particular opportunities for us to share
and to transform those learnings right across our state.
In addition to that, in the mental health area there will
be funding packages for a series of new services and
organisational capacity and capital to build our mental
health services around the state. There is the delivery of
an election commitment of a further $59 million to
rebuild Orygen’s youth mental health clinical and
research facility in Parkville, led by a range of
distinguished academics and practitioners out there.
Through a partnership with some aspects of headspace
there will be a further $14.6 million to establish a new
early-in-life mental health service in conjunction with
Monash Medical Centre for a whole-of-state facility. I
am particularly pleased to see the second women’s
prevention and recovery service as that step-up, stepdown intermediary place between intensive and
community mental health services in our northern
suburbs, a women’s only prevention and recovery care
service.
Finally, there will be $7.3 million for new statewide
child and family mental health intensive treatment
centres. We are building more mental health services
and funding more mental health services and mental
health beds so Victorians have better access to the
mental health support, services and treatment that they
need where they need them. We are confident that this
funding will be a significant contributor to creating a
healthier, fairer and more inclusive society. It is the
next important step in our promise to deliver on our 10year mental health plan.
The budget also contains a number of initiatives to
assist Victorians living with disability in what of course
will be a historic year as the national disability
insurance scheme (NDIS) starts to roll out across our
state, starting in the north-east of Melbourne in a few
short weeks. In addition to the 2013 commitments
inherited from the former government, which will see
over $2.5 billion in recurrent income contributed to the
NDIS in partnership with the commonwealth, we will
see $45.3 million over the next four years to fund
398 packages for school leavers with a disability to
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make sure that they do not fall through the cracks in the
transition to the NDIS. We have found from experience
that, particularly as young people leave disability
support that they might have in families or in school,
the prospect of them falling through the cracks after
leaving school is very real. We are confident that some
of the most needy students with disabilities, as they
transition away from school, will be supported by this
program.
There is also $61.9 million for the first stage of the
NDIS rollout, including, I might say, support for the
closure of Colanda House residential services outside of
Colac, which remains Victoria’s last significant
disability institution, and an additional investment in
supported accommodation to assist those people in that
service to transition into their community. I take this
opportunity to thank the staff and the community of
Colac for their support, but I think, as they themselves
would be prepared to admit, that, in the modern world
and in a world that seeks to make sure people with a
disability have the opportunity to live that goal of an
ordinary life, the model of Colanda residential services
is one that no longer fits. We will work with those
workers, with those families and, most importantly,
with those people with a disability to make sure that
they have the opportunity of that ordinary life in the
community.
There is also $3.3 million to support the rollout of the
2017–2020 state disability plan, which of course is a
legislative obligation on us. It includes greater civic
participation, a much stronger advocacy sector and, in
an important program, the substantial improvement of
the changing rooms for people with disability through
the Changing Places program. In that regard, amongst a
range of other highlights, the disability reform program
I am sure will not just be a major support for the
105 000 people who will have access over the next
three years to the NDIS but for the more than 1 million
people who will be impacted through families, carers
and supporters of those people as the NDIS rolls out.
There is also, in other aspects of my portfolio
responsibilities, new investment in facilities and
services for those vulnerable Victorians in housing
crisis and housing stress. Most particularly there is the
$152 million announced by the Premier to respond to
the housing blitz called for in the family violence royal
commission final report to assist women and children
who are escaping family violence. That work is well
underway with the housing implementation task force
from the family violence royal commission. It is
important work, it has already started and it is already
seeing a number of prospects of that rollout in the
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market, and I am hopeful of some very positive
announcements in the very near future on that.
But of course that is not all. There is the delivery on the
election commitment of $10 million for a number of
rooming house upgrades. There is $500 000 for the
Homes for Homes program and the programs for the
now happy 20th birthday for many of the homeless
groups that work around our community. There is
$4.5 million to assist young people who are either
homeless or at risk of homelessness to continue training
and education opportunities through a range of formats,
most particularly through the youth foyer programs,
which quite rightly have a focus on education and
training and a secondary focus as places for housing
crisis.
We are building, literally, on the good start that we
made when it comes to ending the sell-off of public
sector aged-care facilities that we inherited from our
predecessors; we are delivering on our election
commitment to halt that. That is why I was pleased last
week to go to Kew to, along with St Vincent’s Hospital,
announce the $57.6 million public aged-care facility
that will be built there. This facility will be a
combination of aged-care and psychosocial aged-care
beds. This comes on top of the $29 million for home
and community care services for some of our most frail
and vulnerable community members — a new
investment in this community — along with the
investment made by my friend the Minister for Health
in contestable regional and rural funds for similar
works.
No-one can doubt that this is a government that is
committed to the equality portfolio. That is why in this
budget there were announcements that were particularly
important for a number of long-neglected areas. There
is a $4 million grants program to strengthen the
sustainability of LGBTI community organisations and
support LGBTI community leaders who want to make
sure that all Victorians live free from discrimination
and stigma. There is $2.5 million for initiatives that will
combat homophobia, biphobia and transphobia, with a
strong focus on regional and rural programs. This will
be led by the commissioner for gender and sexuality
and will provide LGBTI community members living
outside of Melbourne with better access to services.
Coming on top of the suitable funding last year of the
Royal Children’s Hospital gender dysphoria program,
there is now $6.4 million to make sure that the Monash
Health gender dysphoria program, which really acts as
a de facto national centre, can deal with similar demand
pressures in our adult population when it comes to trans
Victorians and trans Australians. There is $1.15 million
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for the further expansion of the Healthy Equal Youth
grants, which will provide positive mental health
programs and the assertion of a positive framework for
young people in the LGBTI community of Victoria.
To finish up in this particular area, most particularly
there is the $15 million contribution towards Australia’s
first pride centre, which will showcase the rich variety
of LGBTI and community organisations, co-locate
LGBTI health and support services, and feature
community spaces to ensure a safe and supportive
environment for LGBTI Victorians to meet and
socialise. In that regard I am very pleased to support
those aspects of the budget.
Finally, in terms of the creative industries portfolio, the
Appropriation (2016–2017) Bill 2016 will provide a
record $152 million to deliver greater support to
Victoria’s creative and cultural sector. At its heart is the
$115 million Creative State package — our first ever
creative industries strategy and indeed our first cultural
and arts policy for some 11 years. Highlights in this
year’s budget include $33.7 million to increase
participation and access, particularly for small, medium
and individual organisations — not just locally but to
grow international engagement; a substantial
contribution towards a Bendigo cultural and creative
industries hub; a $23 million expansion to the state’s
cultural collections storage, including a new facility in
Ballarat; and a $50 million boost for the State Library
of Victoria, the Arts Centre Melbourne and the
Melbourne Recital Centre to ensure that they can
continue their good work.
In the allotted time available to me these are but brief
snapshots of the many initiatives contained in this
year’s budget that will make a real difference to the
lives of many Victorians in the portfolio responsibilities
that I have. In the remaining moments available to me I
note that when it comes to education the investment in
the electoral district of Albert Park is unprecedented.
There is now more building of school projects in my
electorate than there has been since the 1880s. We are
now seeing schools popping up out of the ground from
one end of my electorate to the other, which puts the
former government’s commitment in this area to
shame.
Ms KEALY (Lowan) — It is a great privilege, as it
always is, to stand in this place to represent the great
people of Lowan and to provide my response to the
take-note motion in regard to the 2016–17 budget
papers.
We saw a generous title given to the budget papers this
year, which is ‘Getting the job done’. Certainly after
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hearing what was in the budget the people of my
electorate felt as if perhaps the job was being done on
them. They raised some interesting secondary titles
with me that should perhaps go underneath ‘Getting the
job done’. Perhaps it should be ‘Getting the job done by
paying back our union mates’. That is certainly
something that we are hearing loud and clear through
the enterprise bargaining negotiations with the Country
Fire Authority (CFA). It is all about paying back the
unions for handing out how-to-vote cards because of
the sheer terror of the federal Labor Party that if these
people work against it, it could lose the election. Labor
will lose seats over this because it has let down our
60 000 CFA volunteers.
I heard a comment in the chamber today deriding
somebody who had a 60-year service medal, saying
they should give it to somebody else who deserves it.
That was absolutely appalling. I will stand by every
single CFA volunteer, particularly those who have CFA
service medals and who have spent 60 years of their
lives — they are probably at least in their 70s, if not
their 80s, by now — putting their time, effort and
energies into protecting our people by getting up in the
middle of the night and being the first people on the
firegrounds and going to car accidents involving family
members and perhaps people they know. These people
are absolutely the salt of the earth and have made an
enormous contribution — —
Ms Edwards — On a point of order, Acting
Speaker, this is a budget reply. I ask you to bring the
member back to addressing the budget reply.
Mr T. Bull — On the point of order, Speaker, the
budget reply speeches that have already gone on the
record in this Parliament have been very wideranging
and have covered a number of areas. Funding of a
particular agency or organisation is very, very pertinent
to the budget papers. I ask you to allow the current
speaker the same scope that others have been afforded
in this debate.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Kilkenny) —
Order! There is no point of order, but I remind the
member to stay with the matter before us.
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enough that we have one person, the Premier, doing a
payback to his union mates at the cost of everyday
taxpayers who will have to put their hands in their
pockets after this shady deal.
Another title I have heard is, ‘Getting the job done by
doing over country Victoria’. If we look through the
different elements of this budget, whether it is roads,
public transport, education, health, the agriculture
sector or even regional tourism, there is no doubt that
there are ongoing cuts. For this Labor government to
consider that it has some growth funding in this year’s
budget is absolute nonsense. Government members
need to have a good look through their budget figures
or perhaps get some education to understand how to
read a profit and loss statement and how to read their
own papers. Maybe they can get a briefing themselves.
I will go through some figures today which I think are
absolutely terrible and truly show that a vote for any
Labor MP is a vote to kill country Victoria. Let us
firstly go through the roads budget. In 2014, the budget
last delivered by the coalition government, the road
asset management budget was $486.4 million. In this
budget we have seen a cut of $46 million. Last year we
saw a 17 per cent cut to this budget line; this year we
have seen a 10 per cent cut. It is not feasible that this
continue. It is absolutely appalling that the Minister for
Roads and Road Safety says he has growth funding. I
am sorry, but the minister cannot read his own papers,
or he is absolutely deceiving every single country
Victorian, because he has continued to cut the road
asset management budget. We can see that through the
condition of our country roads.
It was only yesterday that I put a question up on
Facebook asking people to nominate the worst road in
the Lowan electorate. I was absolutely blown away by
the sheer number of comments that came through
nominating roads. I have driven on all these roads; I
know that they are in terrible condition. Yet again I will
put the invitation out there to the Premier and the
Minister for Roads and Road Safety: ‘Get out of
Melbourne and come and drive on our roads, see what
they are like and fix them up’.
Honourable members interjecting.

Ms KEALY — Thank you very much, Acting
Speaker. I do hope there is a sensible resolution to this,
because if we are looking at the budget estimates to see
how much this agreement may cost in its current
format — and let us remember this is a format that up
until yesterday the Premier supported in full — then we
need to look at the costings. We know who is going to
pay for that; it will be our people, who will pay through
the fire services property levy. It is simply not good

Ms KEALY — I noticed that there were some
comments from the other side of the chamber saying
we were in government for four years. Guess what?
Labor has been in government for 13 of the last
17 years, and its members could not expect us to fix up
their mess in those four years, particularly when they
are now making cuts.
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Imagine what is going to happen in another couple of
years. What are we going to come to in 2018 in regard
to the condition of our roads? They will be even more
dangerous. We will have more people killed. We will
have people going to great expense to fix their vehicles.
Further to that, it will increase the cost of freight.
Regional economies rely on agriculture and the moving
of freight around the place. We do not have an
extensive train network; we rely on our roads to truck
items around. When it takes longer to ship something
from one place to another, when there is extra cost to
take into account, then of course the cost of freight goes
up.
Who pays for that? It is rarely the end user; it is usually
the trucking company that has to pick it up. Families
are risking their lives by going to the footy on a
Saturday, and people are taking extra time to get to and
from work, which means they have less time to spend
with their families. They are the people that are paying
the price for the government’s continual budget cuts. I
cannot see how government members can possibly say
that this is a good thing or that it is making
improvements. The government is an absolute disgrace
when it comes to country roads.
How about we look at road operations and network
improvements? That budget has gone from
$1.064 billion to just $983 million this year — that is an
$80.1 million cut in one year alone. If you look at these
two cuts — the cuts to the road asset management
budget and to the road operations and network
improvements budget — you see it is a $127 million
cut that Labor has delivered to country roads in just one
year. I blame every single pothole and every single
shoulder that is crumbling on the government. We see
line markings fading. We now see speed limits being
reduced. This is actually Labor’s new strategy for how
to deal with a diminishing roads budget in country
Victoria. We have got the Towards Zero strategy,
which might be called the Towards Zero Funding
strategy, because we are seeing diminishing numbers
coming through year after year. Perhaps it is Towards
Zero Speed.
We now have a statement which is attributed to the
Premier and to the Minister for Roads and Road Safety
saying, ‘We would prefer to review the speed limits on
our country roads and to reduce the speed limits than
inject the money that is needed to fix them up’. They
want to spend more money on signs concreted into the
ground for permanent speed limit reductions to reduce
our travel speeds from 100 kilometres an hour down to
80 kilometres an hour, or maybe down to 60 kilometres
an hour or 40 kilometres an hour. Who knows when it
will stop? What we do know is that under Labor,
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country Victoria is grinding to a halt. The fact that it has
a single strategy that points that out and brings attention
to it is absolutely astonishing.
I cannot believe the hide of Labor members in trying to
sell this to country people. I do not know whether they
think we are stupid and do not notice or perhaps that we
cannot read the figures, but I can tell them that we can
pick it up. It is very, very obvious; it is in black and
white in the government’s own pages. The fact that we
have silence from the other side of the chamber
probably indicates that they are ashamed of what is
being delivered and that they are ashamed that not
enough money is being put into our country roads.
When we see another life lost, another accident,
somebody falling off the road — more damage done —
we know that this Labor government is to blame.
Of course we do not have the choice in Victoria as to
whether we travel on our roads. I will just go through
some of the roads just so I can outline them. We have
the Wimmera Highway. Whether it is from Murtoa to
Rupanyup, Horsham to Natimuk or Dooen to Murtoa, it
is all in terrible condition. People are being bounced
around; motorbike riders in particular are contacting my
office. This is an extremely dangerous section of road.
It needs to be fixed, and the only way VicRoads can fix
it is by Labor delivering more money for the roads
budget.
The Henty Highway, whether it is Dimboola to
Warracknabeal, Horsham to Hamilton or Hamilton to
Cavendish, desperately needs more money. The
Glenelg Highway between Casterton and Coleraine and
around the Streatham area is absolutely appalling. And
of course there is the Portland-Casterton Road. It has
been ripped up by logging trucks and is in an appalling
state. It desperately needs to be fixed. No matter what
happens — I have put in many requests — the Minister
for Roads and Road Safety and the Premier refuse to
come and look at it. They are ashamed because they
know that their cuts to country roads budgets mean that
these roads are falling apart.
We have an alternative. We can of course go out and
have a look at the public transport review and see what
alternatives are out there for families who do not want
to travel on our roads. All we saw in this review was an
upgrade of a couple of bus stops, one in Horsham and
one in Hamilton. There is no commentary in the review
at all about returning passenger rail to these areas.
There is no upgrade of the line between Ararat and
Ballarat. The standardisation of that rail line is essential.
There are absolutely no new bus services, and we
desperately need to have a connection between
Horsham and Hamilton. In fact no services are going to
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be increased under the Andrews Labor government.
The government is cutting our roads budget so that we
cannot get anywhere. It is not doing anything in regard
to improving public transport. Basically country
Victoria is just being let go. Looking again at the title
for the budget ‘Getting It Done’. The government is
doing that by doing over country Victoria. I cannot
think of a better title for this budget.
Let us go through the other elements of how this
government is pulling apart country Victoria. The
regional development budget has been cut. In the last
year of the coalition government it was $203 million.
That has been cut to $180 million, about a 25 per cent
cut to that budget. Looking at the agriculture budget,
that has been cut from $376 million to $352 million by
this Labor government. That is a $24 million cut.
Then there is trade, which is essential for business. We
need to be able to export our products overseas to make
sure we continue to be not the food bowl to Asia but the
delicatessen to Asia. We need to be able to access those
international markets. What is Labor doing about it? It
has cut the budget allocation that the coalition set in
2014, the actual expenditure, from $35 million to
$22 million this year, a cut of 40 per cent. That leaves
our sector to flounder. It is appalling that this
government is just continuing, no matter what section
you look at, to make cut after cut after cut.
When it comes to regional tourism we hear Labor
skiting about the $100 million regional tourism fund.
Over $50 million of that has already been spent on the
penguins. We would be able to afford a three-bedroom
house for every single penguin living down there for
the money that has been put in. Why would this
government not put some money into building on the
Grampians Peaks Trail? Why would there not at least
be funding for a wayfinding system so that our tourists
can find where walks start? Why can we not put some
money into the top end of the Grampians so that there is
a linkage between Wartook and the start of the
Grampians Peaks Trail? Why has the government not
provided funding for the link between Mount Sturgeon
and Dunkeld so that Dunkeld can get the full benefit of
the financial opportunities arising out of the Grampians
Peaks Trail?
This Labor government does not understand. It wants to
support daytrippers out of Melbourne rather than
support the economy in rural and regional Victoria and
ensure that we get people to come out of Melbourne,
stay in the country and spend their dollars locally,
making sure that we get economic growth out of
Melbourne. It is essential that we see that.
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We have seen some funding come through, which is
fantastic. We saw some funding for Warracknabeal
Secondary College and the Warracknabeal Special
Development School, a total of $6 million. The
coalition committed $8 million before the last election,
but unfortunately Labor again got it a little bit wrong. It
has given money to the secondary college for
redevelopment of its site, but the college does not
actually want to redevelop its site, it wants to develop
the Warracknabeal education precinct. It has not been
given the flexibility to move and be co-located with the
primary school. The Labor government has completely
ignored the department’s advice and advice from the
local community. Of course there is also the special
development school. The special development school
has been given $2 million for redevelopment, but it is
on private land so it cannot spend the money. It is
ridiculous that the government thinks it got this right
when it managed to stuff it up.
Dimboola Memorial Secondary College desperately
needs an upgrade, but there has not been a dollar from
this Labor government. The coalition would have
contributed $1.2 million. The school needs funding
sooner rather than later. The Rasmussen Road campus
of Horsham Primary School desperately needs funding
for an upgrade. I went through the school this week and
it is absolutely terrible; it desperately needs to see some
money come through. As for Baimbridge College, there
is another planning study rather than the money we
contributed prior to the election.
It does not matter what it is when it comes to this Labor
government. It does not matter whether you are looking
at roads and public transport and it does not matter
whether you are looking at education, health,
agriculture or regional tourism — things that will
benefit our local economy — this Labor government
ignores country Victoria. We see over and over again
examples that the further you live from Melbourne the
less Labor cares for you. Everyone who is voting in the
upcoming federal election expects the same from this
government’s federal counterparts. A vote for Labor is
a vote to kill off country Victoria. This is a Labor
government that continues to fail country Victoria. We
need to make sure this government fails soon.
Ms EDWARDS (Bendigo West) — I cannot stand
here without responding to the member for Lowan, but
first I would like to point out that I am very pleased to
make a contribution to the motion to take note of the
budget papers for 2016–17. Those on this side of the
house have not forgotten who cut $66 million from the
Country Fire Authority (CFA) and Metropolitan Fire
Brigade (MFB) budgets, and it is outrageous,
disgraceful and absolutely hypocritical that suddenly
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now they care. It is pure, blatant politically expediency,
and the people of Victoria can see it for what it is.
I feel very sad for the current member for Lowan
because she has cast terrible aspersions on her
predecessor, the great Hugh Delahunty, a member of
Parliament from 1999 to 2014. As the member for
Lowan and as a minister around the cabinet table he
failed to deliver anything for his electorate — no roads
funding at all.
Ms Kealy — On a point of order, Acting Speaker, I
think I made it quite clear during my contribution to the
take-note motion that Labor has been in government for
13 of the last 17 years, and I think the comments about
Hugh Delahunty were quite offensive. The Nationals
will continue to deliver for country Victoria in my seat.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Kilkenny) —
Order! There is no point of order.
Ms EDWARDS — Hugh Delahunty failed to
deliver better roads for his electorate in all of that time.
I am very proud to stand here today as a member of the
Andrews government and as the member for Bendigo
West. I am extremely proud of the actions and policies
of this government — our progressive social agenda,
our enormous investment in education, our investment
in new environmental initiatives, our investment in
health and our plan and investment to grow jobs and
improve our public transport system.
But what I am most proud of is our government putting
regional Victoria and regional Victorians at the centre
of these policies, plans and investment. This budget
builds on the government’s regional statement from last
year, a statement about creating jobs, providing a better
start for young people and supporting a brighter future
for families and communities to build a strong, resilient
and prosperous rural and regional Victoria.
Regional Victorians are big winners from this budget,
with the $325 million jobs package; supporting the
growth of our tourism industry with the $101 million
Regional Tourism Infrastructure Fund that will create
1700 jobs; with improvements in water infrastructure,
mobile blackspots and streetscapes; with important
planning work for local projects; with the boost to
marketing programs; and with a massive boost to the
growth of future industries across regional Victoria.
After the four-year hiatus under the previous LiberalNationals government Victoria started to go backwards.
Unemployment was the highest on mainland Australia,
and youth unemployment in regional Victoria reached
its highest level in over a decade. I heard the Leader of
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The Nationals’ contribution to this debate a couple of
sitting weeks ago, and I was astounded that he claimed
this government has no jobs plan. It was a defining
moment for The Nationals, to mention jobs — finally!
It was something the party failed to do for four years,
and then at the very tolling of the bell before the last
election it scrambled together a plan that looked eerily
similar to Labor’s jobs plan that had been made
publicly available two years earlier.
Our $320 million reinvestment in TAFE is already
seeing results: the youth unemployment level is coming
down and the overall unemployment figure for Victoria
is now below the national average. What is just as
exciting as seeing our TAFE system get back on track
is our $116 million investment in 10 new tech schools
across Victoria. I am excited that Bendigo will have a
new tech school based at La Trobe University. It has
been an absolute pleasure to chair the task force for this
project. It has brought together educators — public,
private and tertiary — industry, business and
community leaders.
Mr Wakeling — Acting Speaker, I draw your
attention to the state of the house.
Quorum formed.
Ms EDWARDS — As I was saying, I am excited
that Bendigo will have a new tech school. One
representative said to me last week that he cannot ever
remember such goodwill and shared vision among
Bendigo educators as has been shown during the work
being done on this project. It is about innovation and
new technologies that will give kids across Bendigo a
hands-on approach and head start to employment in the
jobs of the future.
Making Victoria the education state has been a priority
for this government, and it is heartening to hear from
educators across my electorate how excited and
thankful they are that this government has taken
education out of the back cupboard, where it was
gathering dust under the Liberals and Nationals, and put
it front and centre. I am thrilled that schools in Bendigo
West have shared in this funding, and I am especially
thrilled for Kalianna School Bendigo. School principal
Peter Bush, along with teachers, parents, carers and the
broader Bendigo community campaigned hard for a
new school. I was proud we were able to deliver
$1 million for planning in last year’s budget and even
more proud to deliver the good news to this school
community that there is $4.3 million in this year’s
budget for stage 1 of the new build.
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The kids at Kalianna are all fantastic. They have
varying special needs, but they love their school and
their teachers. What they do not love are the outdated
and crumbling buildings they have to work in. They are
all very excited about this new phase and are very
engaged in the building plans. I want to thank the
Minister for Education and the Treasurer for giving this
school community a future to look forward to and stateof-the art buildings to work in.
As the member for Lowan mentioned, 20 specialist
schools across the state received funding in this budget,
including one in her electorate. I think this is a fantastic
budget announcement because it means that students
with a disability will be able to access the best facilities.
This is so important to these schools and these students.
Every child, no matter their background or
circumstances, deserves the same opportunities. Kids
with special needs are most wonderful kids. They are
challenging at times, but they are also very engaged in
learning, and they deserve a bright future, just like
everyone else. I am very proud to be the government’s
ambassador for the special needs plan.
In the budget there is $87.3 million to support an
additional 1750 students who are expected to be
eligible for the program for students with a disability in
2017, to increase numbers of support staff, such as
speech pathologists, and to provide language programs
and language screener tools for students with autism
and dyslexia. On top of this is the $43.8 million for the
Doctors in Secondary Schools program so that students
can have access to the health care they need.
I am also pleased that Marong Primary School is
included in the list of 35 schools to share in $12 million
to plan upgrades. Marong is a big growth area of
Bendigo, and the Minister for Education and I visited
this school last year. School principal Russell Jeffrey
was pretty excited because it was the first time an
education minister had visited the school in 20 years.
What was clear was the need for this school to expand
to meet the projected demand on enrolments over the
next couple of years. This funding is about making sure
that our schools are able to meet those growing
demands. It is about thinking about the future and the
needs of these schools and the students who will attend
them.
I recall the malaise and anxiety in our education sector
under the previous government. I recall schools being
gagged if they spoke out about problems. I recall them
being devastated by the lack of maintenance funding
and the lack of communication from the minister and
the department. I recall schools in my electorate being
isolated by the ridiculous decision to close our regional
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office, sack staff and make Coburg the central location
for the whole Loddon Mallee region. It was not just
about the lack of funding, though; it was also about a
deep sense of abandonment that many schools in my
region felt. That is why this government is providing an
additional $1.1 billion in this budget to build, upgrade
and maintain schools.
It was pretty exciting to have the Minister for Education
come to Bendigo West again recently to visit Chewton
Primary School, which was a successful recipient of
National School Pride funding. The $16 million in the
budget for the School Pride and Sports Fund will
strengthen community pride in schools and build
sporting facilities for students.
This is an exciting time to be a student, to be a teacher
or to be a parent in Victoria, because education has now
become and will continue to be a major focus so that
kids can have the best education that will lead to better
futures and — those opposite might like to hear this —
to jobs.
This budget reveals that this government is about caring
for those who need support the most, and that is why
there is the biggest increase ever in health funding: a
record $2.45 billion for health. We know how the
elective surgery waiting lists blew out under the
previous government, and I know how many of my
constituents were frustrated and waiting in pain to get
the help they needed. Between the last coalition
government here in Victoria and a federal Liberal
government right now that continues to rip funding
from health and to try to dismantle Medicare, there is a
real need to put Victorian patients and hospitals first,
and that is exactly what we are doing here in Victoria.
We also know how the previous government went to
war with our ambulance services and our hardworking
paramedics. No-one will forget that. That was a
difficult time for our paramedics, but this budget
includes $200 million for a Regional Health
Infrastructure Fund and $27.3 million to rebuild and
upgrade ambulance stations and purchase additional
vehicles.
I note that the Minister for Mental Health is in the
chamber today, and I am really pleased that this
government is investing for people with mental illness,
focusing on providing better access to services and a
big investment in prevention. An additional
$132 million will go towards assisting with the
management of critical demand in the mental health
system and making sure that people with mental illness
receive the specialist intensive care they need.
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The Loddon Mallee region of Victoria, including
Bendigo and Castlemaine, has the highest number of
suicides and attempted suicides in Victoria. Our 10year suicide prevention framework aims to halve the
number of suicides over the next decade, and
$27.5 million will be provided for new suicide
prevention initiatives. This is just so important, and I
want to thank the Minister for Mental Health for this
investment and this approach to tackling what is a very
challenging crisis in regional Victoria.
I am also really pleased that there is a significant
investment in social housing and aged care and for
services for people with a disability, including
$60.9 million for the first stage of the national disability
insurance scheme rollout. I quote from the Victorian
Advocacy League for Individuals with Disability Inc.
newsletter of May 2016:
The Victorian budget 2016–17 sends a strong message that
the Andrews state government remains committed to people
with a disability.

There is much in this budget that I would like to speak
on, but I am obviously running out of time. I have
spoken before in this house about the problem of rising
toxic groundwater under Bendigo as a consequence of
mining activity that occurred historically. This was a
problem that landed on my desk, and then the desk of
the new Minister for Environment, Climate Change and
Water, now the Minster for Water, just days after the
last election. It seems that this problem was ignored by
the former water minister, or alternatively just put in the
too-hard basket. It had reached a critical point at that
time, and it is indeed a critical issue for Bendigo and
will be for eternity. However, thanks to the fast action
by the now Minister for Water and an additional
commitment in this budget of $14.1 million this
problem will be dealt with, and Bendigo people can
have confidence that this problem will be fixed.
This is an environmental and health issue, but it is part
of a bigger picture, and when it comes to energy, the
environment and climate change, this government has
actually made a difference. Here is a compare and
contrast: in the federal budget three weeks ago there
was not one mention of the environment, renewable
energy or climate change. Here in Victoria, though, this
government is getting on with investing in renewable
energy, because unlike those opposite we have
acknowledged that the jobs of the future, particularly in
regional Victoria, are dependent on this.
That is why there is a $12 million investment in
renewable energy in this budget. It includes support to
transition Victoria’s wholesale electricity generation
stock to renewable energy, encourage more households
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to install solar energy and battery storage systems, and
help more community renewable energy projects, like
the one we have started planning for in Newstead, get
off the ground. These are just some of the initiatives
that will improve our environment and reduce our
energy consumption.
Also this budget provides a massive investment in
improving public transport, and I thank the Minister for
Public Transport for the work she has done in this space
over the last few months. It has been a very challenging
time, but I am really excited and pleased that the
Bendigo metro rail will be up and running on 26 June.
Bendigo will also receive $7 million for a new arts and
culture hub, and this is fantastic news for Bendigo. We
already have a brilliant reputation for attracting great
exhibitions and events, and this will just put Bendigo on
the map even more.
I want to say that this is a great budget for all
Victorians, and I want to say that it is only with great
leadership that budgets such as this can be delivered. I
thank our Premier and our Treasurer for their vision and
for handing down what in many people’s words to me
is indeed a genuine Labor budget, one that encapsulates
fairness, equality and respect for everyone: a true Labor
budget.
Mr WATT (Burwood) — It is always a pleasure to
speak on the budget. What I will do is start with some
of the small amounts that were received in my
electorate and then I will go to a broader analysis of the
budget, but before I go there I do want to say that I
agree with the member for Bendigo West when she
says that this is a genuine Labor budget. It is a genuine
Labor budget: it is a budget where everybody gets done
over if they do not vote for Labor.
Just to start with my electorate, one of the things you do
when the budget comes out on budget day, as generally
most of us here have the ability to get online, is you
jump on and look for the budget online, and you
actually start looking for suburbs in your electorate so
you can see whether you got anything in your
electorate. I must say I did that. I had a look, and I
noticed that Camberwell High School got a little bit of
money — about a third of the amount of the
commitment that was made by the Napthine
government at the last election. That is not actually in
my electorate, but I will give credit: there are funds for
Camberwell and that actually did come up. So
Camberwell did get a sum of money, about a third of
what was on the table at the last election from the
Liberal-Nationals coalition government.
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I looked for Parkhill Primary School. I noticed Parkhill,
one of the schools in my electorate; I am
acknowledging the things that the government has
done. I want to acknowledge Parkhill Primary School. I
do have some concerns, however, that the $5.3 million
that has been allocated by the government is not going
to be enough to do all the things that the government
said it was going to do in its press release. Watch this
space, because we want to make sure that the
government provides the money for what it said it
would cover. I know it said the funding would cover
modernisation, replace relocatable buildings with
permanent facilities, construct a new flexible learning
precinct and modernise the administration and library
buildings. This is in Ashwood. I have been
campaigning on this for some years. I do note that the
government did come up with some money, but I am
concerned that it is not going to cover what the
government said it would.
I want to acknowledge Ashburton Primary School,
which is in my electorate and which is a great school, as
is Parkhill Primary School. The only money in the
budget that comes to Ashburton Primary School is
actually for an existing project that was funded by the
Napthine government, not this government. Ashburton
gets diddly. When I looked for Ashburton I also found
Solway Primary School, another great school in my
electorate, which got $2.6 million from the Napthine
government. The school community there is doing
some great things. That school is going to have its
opening very soon, and I am very proud of the fact that
I will be able to attend the opening of a project which
was funded by the Napthine government and which is
due to be completed, as I note on page 45 of budget
paper 4.
I also note that Ashwood secondary college, which
changed his name to Ashwood High School before the
budget came out, is still listed in the budget papers as
Ashwood Secondary College. Nonetheless, the school
has an existing project that was funded by the previous
government. As a local member I got funding so that
the school could be rebuilt. That is another $5 million. I
note that that project has started and the construction is
still going on. Stage 1 has already opened with funding
that was provided by the previous government. I am
proud of the fact that I was able to achieve some of that
funding.
When I look through the budget, I note that Glen Iris
fire station was given funding by the previous
government. It is not in my electorate but some of my
constituents would be affected by that. This
government has botched the implementation and
construction of that station to the extent that fire trucks
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cannot be put in the station because it will not handle
the load. That is a botched project by the current
government with money that was allocated by the
previous government. As I look through the budget, I
note that that is pretty much the extent of funding for
my electorate.
I also want to acknowledge that the government has
talked about the — —
Mr Gidley interjected.
Mr WATT — The member for Mount Waverley
reminds me about cuts to the Monash Children’s
Hospital. Monash Children’s Hospital was funded by
the previous government. This government has decided
to cut its funding to the bone. We are talking about no
dedicated emergency department and no statewide
sleep centre. It is a disgrace that this government, the
Andrews Labor government, is cutting funding to
hospitals that service the south-eastern corridor and
cover many of the electorates of members who are
sitting on the other side of this house. It is an absolute
disgrace. Here we have the Andrews Labor government
cutting once again.
The government scrapped the east–west link, which it
said would not cost single dollar — not one dollar. We
know it did not cost one dollar, because we know it cost
1.1 billion single dollars. We know that we cannot trust
what those opposite say. Turning to look at ‘Service
Delivery’, budget paper 3, members will note that I
have got a lot of tabs in this document because I have
got lots of things to say about service delivery. I turn to
page 55 and the section headed ‘Western Distributor’.
The western distributor is a project that I have talked
about a number of times in this chamber. The western
distributor is a project for the people of the western
suburbs. It is a project for the Treasurer to get from
Parliament House to his electorate office and from
wherever he lives to his electorate office, and for his
constituents to get into the city. It is not a project that
my constituents will benefit from, because they will not
use it — they simply will not use it. But I tell you what
they will do: they will pay for it!
There was an article in the Herald Sun two weeks ago,
an opinion piece by the Honourable Jeff Kennett, who
was a fine Premier and a fine member for Burwood.
The article says:
We are told the contract will go to Transurban because it
came up with the idea. We are told part of Transurban’s costs
will be offset by the government extending the company’s
right to collect tolls on CityLink for another 10 or 12 years, to
about 2045. That would be a generous gift and the most
financially irresponsible act against the public interest since
tearing up the east–west contract.
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Mr Nardella — Who was that?
Mr WATT — You tore up the east–west
contract — that is who tore it up. You tore it up.
Mr Nardella — Who did you quote?
Mr WATT — It was Jeff Kennett. You guys tore up
the east–west link contract. Let me get back to the
western distributor. Here we have a project that the
people of Burwood will be paying for through
extensions in tolls but will not use. At the end of the
day we are not going to use it, so why are we paying for
it? The people in the western suburbs should pay for it
through tolls on their road, or maybe the government
should actually fork out the money rather than getting it
out of the pockets of people in my electorate.
I also note on page 116 of budget paper 3, ‘Absentee
Landowner Surcharge’ that it states:
A landowner who does not ordinarily reside in Australia is
liable for an absentee landowner surcharge in addition to any
other land tax payable. The absentee landowner surcharge
will be increased from 0.5 per cent to 1.5 per cent from the
2017 land tax year.

Most people might look at that and say, ‘It does not
affect us’, but it does. At the end of the day, when you
rent the costs that go into this get put on to your rent,
just like the land transfer duty surcharge on residential
properties gets put on to your rent. There are lots of
people in here who should know about this. The
member for Melton, over his time, has had a number of
properties. He says he currently only has one, but over
time he has had a number of properties. I am sure the
member for Melton would understand that when you
get costs added on as the landowner, whether you live
in Australia or not, you pass them on. So essentially this
is a renters tax. You increase the costs of a property for
people who own it, regardless of whether they live in
Australia or not. It is a renters tax.
I turn now to the brown coal royalty. The government
calls it a brown coal royalty, but I know that the
member for Mount Waverley and others, including
myself, simply call it an increase in the price of
electricity. It is an electricity tax. The brown coal is not
used for exports; it is used for electricity here in
Victoria. Again, we had the Premier before the election
saying, ‘I give a solemn guarantee that we are not going
to increase taxes. No increase in taxes, no increase in
surcharges. No, no, no. I solemnly swear I won’t do it’.
Well, here we have a renter’s tax and more renter’s
taxes and now we have got an electricity tax. We know
we cannot trust this government.
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I was listening to the Minister for Creative
Industries — —
Mr Katos interjected.
Mr WATT — I did, I have to say to the member for
South Barwon. I actually did listen to his contribution.
During his contribution the minister talked about a
number of agencies that were getting increases in their
funding. Unfortunately for the member for Albert Park,
the Minister for Creative Industries, I have actually read
the budget papers, particularly budget paper 3. In
budget paper 3, at page 129, the total output costs for
the creative industries portfolio’s agencies are listed.
This output promotes, presents and preserves our
heritage and the creative industries through Victoria’s
cultural agencies: Arts Centre Melbourne, Australian
Centre for the Moving Image, Docklands Studios
Melbourne, Film Victoria, Geelong Performing Arts
Centre, Melbourne Recital Centre, Museum Victoria,
National Gallery of Victoria, and the State Library of
Victoria.
I do need to note that in the 2014–15 budget, the last
budget of the Napthine government, the actual
expenditure that year on the creative industries
portfolio’s agencies was $343.1 million. If I look at last
year, I can see the government cut the budget. The
budget or target was $337 million, but the government
outdid itself because it said it was going to spend
$337 million but actually spent only $328.9 million.
But this time what the government is doing is actually
cutting it again — again.
Mr Foley — On a point of order, Acting Speaker,
the honourable member is misleading the house. The
honourable member is misquoting the budget papers.
The budget papers clearly show a $152 million increase
in the outputs for the creative industries portfolio. I
would ask that you bring the honourable member back
to order.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Kilkenny) —
Order! The member, to continue.
Mr WATT — If the minister would like me to, I
can give him my copy of budget paper 3 when I finish.
It is actually marked. I have got it tabbed so he can have
a look to see that the creative industries portfolio
agencies’ budgets are cut — a cut last year, a cut in the
actual expenditure and again a cut this year. Cut, cut,
cut!
Moving along, let us talk about jobs. Some members
wanted to talk about jobs earlier. I think it was the
member for Bendigo West who talked about jobs. Let
us look at budget paper 3, page 131, headed
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‘Employment, industry and growth’. For employment
resulting from government investment facilitation
services and assistance in 2014–15 we were talking
about 6120 and now we are down to 4800. That is a cut
from when we were in government. If you want to talk
about new investment resulting from government
facilitation services and assistance, when we were in
government the number was $2319 million. This year
that has been cut to $2200 million. That is a cut.
Let us keep going. There are so many here. I will skip a
lot of this because what I need to get to are the bits that
talk about drug treatment and rehabilitation. The
episodes of drug care will decrease from 11 957 when
we were last in government to 6508, this year. What we
do know is that drugs are intertwined with family
violence. This government keeps going on about family
violence. I do not know how many government
members have read the family violence royal
commission’s report, but the words ‘drug’ and ‘drugs’
are mentioned 447 times in that report. The fact that the
government is actually cutting the amount of services to
people who are affected by drugs is an absolute
disgrace. Government members should read the budget
paper — budget paper 3, page 243 — where the
number of residential bed days is down from 127 686 to
107 310 — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Kilkenny) —
Order! The member’s time has expired.
Ms SULEYMAN (St Albans) — I rise to speak in
the debate on the take-note motion on the 2016–17
budget papers. We have seen again a state budget
handed down by the Treasurer, a budget that delivers
for all. When I say for all, I am extremely proud to be
part of a government that will continue to deliver key
projects in my electorate of St Albans. This budget
confirms again the Andrews Labor government is
delivering for St Albans and the west.
We have already seen the commencement of the works
to remove the Main Road and Furlong Road level
crossings. Let me say that has been a joy for the
community, not only for the people of St Albans but
also for the people of the west. The removal of the two
level crossings will create over 200 jobs, but it has also
lifted the morale of the locals, who have been ecstatic
over the last 12 to 18 months. We have seen not only
minimal disruption to services, but also, let me say, I
have received minimal complaints from local
commuters and traders. The removal of the level
crossings has resulted in a very united front and the
construction workers on site have received such a great
welcome from the local traders. I can also report that on
one morning construction workers received cupcakes
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from the locals. That is the sort of excitement there is in
St Albans.
There is no doubt that the removal of the two level
crossings will remove the congestion but the most
important aspect is that of safety. There have been
accidents and fatalities occur on these unsafe level
crossings and their removal will help to reduce the road
toll for the St Albans community. We made a pledge
before the November 2014 elections, and let me say I
am happy to stand by that pledge. As I was
campaigning in St Albans, it was clear that the
difference between Labor and those on the other side
was that Labor would remove both level crossings and
commence the works together — that is, the Main Road
and Furlong Road level crossings. I am very happy that
we have delivered these two key infrastructure projects
for the people of St Albans.
Not only that, since January we have seen over
40 truckloads of concrete, or about 258 cubic metres,
poured for the new Main Road bridge. The new bridge
will allow traffic to flow normally from Main Road
while the construction team dig out and develop the
new train tunnel. The removal of the two level
crossings will include brand-new stations for Main
Road and Ginifer. This has all commenced, of course,
under the watch of the stakeholder communication
group, which is a group of local residents, stakeholders
and traders who have been meeting on a regular basis to
make sure that we have the appropriate train station and
infrastructure in place.
Recently I also reported to the house that we will
include a respectful memorial to the lives that were lost
at Main Road and Furlong Road, so this will also be
part of the project. Let me say we are very proud. If it
were not for a Labor government, St Albans would still
be struggling and would still have the problems that it
faced before the Andrews Labor government took
office.
Of course there is also good news in the form of our
new hospital, the new women’s and children’s hospital
in Furlong Road. What this means is that for the first
time ever we will see a new women’s and children’s
hospital out in the west.
Honourable members interjecting.
Ms SULEYMAN — Absolutely. The west will
have an additional 32-bed surgical inpatient ward to
increase capacity for elective surgery, 12 surgical shortstay recovery beds and increased capacity in our
emergency department with the provision of 20 further
short-stay beds and cubicles. Of course this
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infrastructure also means jobs — jobs for the west,
confidence in the west. It gives hope. It gives an
opportunity for the locals to say that someone does
really care. As a resident myself for many, many
years — I have spent all my life in the west — for the
first time ever I am getting locals saying, ‘We really
believe in a government that says one thing and actually
does it after being elected’.
Under those on the other side you never heard of a new
hospital in the west, I can tell you that much. What does
this mean for the west? This means over 7000 patients
in the west, and of course the hospital will be named
after Joan Kirner. What a fitting tribute to a pioneer of
the west to be able to acknowledge in that way her
contribution to our state.
There is no doubt there are many more things I could
talk about from the budget, but in this short period of
time I will also say that we are commencing in the next
couple of weeks the stakeholder community group. We
are meeting because we want to see these works
commence as soon as possible, and I am happy to
report that we will be commencing the construction this
year and that I will be chairing the stakeholder
community group. Most importantly we have also
already tendered the contracts, so we are ready to get on
with this project and make sure that it is delivered in a
timely manner.
Also, it is a small one, but I had the pleasure last year
together with the Minister for Education for the first
time in a long time — —
Mr Morris — Acting Speaker, I draw your attention
to the state of the house.
Quorum formed.
Ms SULEYMAN — It is a small project, but it is
something that the locals value very greatly, and that is
the additional car spaces at Keilor Plains station. Of
course this is a station that is highly used and is very
popular. In particular with the construction on Main
Road and Furlong Road we are seeing much more use
of Keilor Plains station, so I was delighted to see in this
year’s budget some funding to make sure that we get
additional car spaces. I believe the works have already
commenced, as there are bulldozers there and fencing
has been placed around Keilor Plains station.
On another note, education is extremely important for
the people in the community of St Albans. Last week I
had the pleasure of having a listening post and talking
to some locals. One key thing that comes out again and
again — of course they are very grateful for the level
crossings — is the provision of education for their
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children. That is really important for the people of the
west. People want their kids to get a good education to
set them up for the future.
I had the great honour, as I said, last year to attend and
visit, which I often do, University Park Primary School
out in St Albans with the Minister for Education. Let
me say how grateful that school community was. They
have not seen a minister visit their school for over a
decade, so to see a minister actually walk into their
school was an absolute delight. I was happy to again
report that in this budget $70 000 was included for the
school. It is a small amount of money, but it goes a long
way for the school community at University Park
Primary School. What that means is they will have —
and let me say this for the record — an outdoor safe
area for kids to have lunch in. This is what we are
talking about. An outdoor safe area for kids to have
lunch in. I am delighted that we were able to fund that
vital project for this particular school. I want to
commend Andrea Federico, the principal, and the staff,
who do such a tremendous job and who are dedicated
to the kids. It is challenging, and they are passionate in
their efforts to make sure that University Park students
receive everything that they can possibly get.
On another matter there is Furlong Park School for
Deaf Children. This is not a school for St Albans only;
this is a school that is regional. It provides valuable
services for children who are deaf. It received $500 000
in this budget. That $500 000 will go a long way for a
school that has not had the appropriate level of funding
for many, many years. Some of these schools have not
received any form of funding for a very long time. This
is what this budget means to people and to school
communities that have not seen any form of real
funding for a very long time. Without mentioning a
name, I know a principal who was close to tears when
the announcement was made. That is the level of
emotion and the level of dedication we see.
Let me also note that the St Albans electorate, which
includes Sunshine, Keilor Downs, Albion, Ardeer and
many other suburbs, has a community that can only go
up, up and up. What we are seeing now in the
community is a real sense of belonging. It is not just
about removing the level crossing; there is a real sense
of faith in the community. A government has actually
taken a step; it has not just been about talk — because
unfortunately previously we saw four years of nothing
in relation to these issues. In 18 months we have seen
cranes working, and we are halfway there towards
making sure that we see the back of the level crossings
which have caused so much heartache for the
community for over 50 years.
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I think that says a lot — and it says a lot about this
budget. I want to commend the Treasurer for handing
down such a fantastic budget for the people of the
St Albans electorate. They are ever more grateful, they
are thankful, and we know that we will continue on
delivering to people because they matter. It does not
matter what postcode you live in, it does not matter
what suburb you come from; at the end of the day each
project and each priority is based on merit, and this is a
highlight for the St Albans people — that we have been
able to deliver on projects that have true merit. Quite
frankly I am very happy and excited about this budget. I
commend the budget to the house.
Mr SOUTHWICK (Caulfield) — I rise to make
some comments on the Victorian budget for 2016–17.
There is no joy in this budget for the people of the
Caulfield electorate. When you go through the budget
papers and have a look at some of the commitments
that have been made, you see that it is nothing more
than a tax grab by the Treasurer. We are just seeing tax
hikes, and we are certainly seeing no real investment in
education, health, law and order or the things that really
matter in this state.
If you dig down in the budget itself, you see that we
have some $3.7 billion in tax jumps, which is a 20.7 per
cent increase in two years — money which is coming
from Victorian families and going straight into the
coffers of this government. You see these sorts of tax
grabs in stamp duty, which has gone up by $1.6 billion
in one year. Insurance taxes are up 6.3 per cent in
2016–17 to $1.2 billion, and land tax is increasing by
28 per cent to $2.2 billion. When you break those
figures down, you see that it is not just a tax grab,
because taking this money from where it is being taken
also stifles investment, particularly in the property
sector, which has been a significant contributor to
growth in Victoria. As we know the construction
industry contributes significantly — up to about 10 per
cent of our GDP — and having these tax increases,
particularly the foreign ownership tax for people
coming to invest here in Victoria, will certainly harm
investment in Victoria and stifle the construction
industry.
A report that came out today from the Urban
Development Institute of Australia speaks about price
being important to Chinese investors and looks at when
the Chinese invest in property. The sorts of things this
government is increasing in terms of the tax grab
certainly do affect investment in Victoria. We have
seen a huge tax grab by this government. We have seen
public sector wages go up by 15.2 per cent, or
$2.8 billion, since the last election, and we see total
public sector wages blow out from $18.4 billion to what
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is now forecast at $21.3 billion. If we see an increase in
taxation and various property taxes, you would think
that there would be a whole lot more money around to
be able to spend in services, but that is certainly not the
case.
This budget is headed ‘Getting It Done’, but in fact I
think it is getting it done by paying back union mates,
and we have seen evidence of that today with the
United Firefighters Union. The Country Fire Authority
and the 60 000 volunteers are being done over by the
Premier and his union mates, again at the expense of
volunteers and good, hard workers. This is what this is
about. This budget is really paying back the people that
looked after Labor, that handed out at the election
booths how-to-vote cards, that dressed up as ambulance
workers and fireys, only to be now putting their hands
out and saying, ‘Will you pay us back for the
investment that we’ve given you by standing out in
front of your polling booths?’. Well, Victorians will not
cop that, and we saw that over the weekend with many
thousands of volunteers standing up and saying that it is
just not good enough and that what the Premier is doing
to all Victorians in taxing them, harming them and
looking after his union mates is just not the way things
should be done here in this great state.
When it comes to my electorate of Caulfield there is
very little being offered there. I will say that Glen Eira
College has continued to be funded, as there was an
election commitment from both the coalition and the
government going into the election of $9.5 million to
upgrade the school. At the last budget the government
was embarrassed by actually having only funded
$950 000, which had left a zero off the actual amount.
After we went out there and highlighted this point we
finally, after many calls to this government, got it to
open its pocket up and give a little bit more to Glen Eira
College. We will be holding the government to account
and ensuring that that money does get committed to the
school. It is a great school in my electorate that is
deserving of this funding, and I will certainly be
holding the government to account to make sure that it
delivers on its election promise.
But that is about it in terms of any money that has been
spent in my electorate. If you look at transport,
particularly the Ormond level crossing removal project,
you can see how much money is being expended there
in the current budget. I was not surprised to find that
there has actually been zero — —
Mr Staikos interjected.
Mr SOUTHWICK — It is in my electorate.
Although the member for Bentleigh keeps claiming it is
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not, it is in my electorate. There has been nothing
expended forward in this budget, and ironically nothing
in the last budget, and one would ask why the member
for Bentleigh and others are standing up and saying
what a fantastic project it is that they have funded. It is
because we funded it, and it is now up to this
government to deliver on the funding that we have
given for this level crossing removal.
There are already a whole lot of problems in terms of
its implementation. We have traders down the Ormond
shopping strip who on this Wednesday will be without
power and who were only given 24-hours notice to say
that they would be without power. It was only a week
ago that there were other power disruptions. There are
traders who in December were told that works would
be brought forward and who were shut down in a peak
period of trade, costing them thousands of dollars.
That just shows you how poor this government is at
implementing projects. We have even given it the
money to do the projects but it cannot implement them
properly, and it is a damn disgrace that we have it
claiming credit for projects like Ormond when it cannot
even do the project properly. But I can tell you that
when it comes to opening it, government members will
be there to cut the ribbon and say how well they did
spending our money and implementing this project.
Unfortunately this will be a legacy project because it
will be one of the last level crossings that will be done
properly in this state if Labor continues to be in control.
That is because we went to the election promising level
crossing removal and so did the Labor Party. It tried to
up us in terms of the number it was going to do, but of
course it left out the hidden clause — the fact that while
we were going to do them properly, it was going to
build them over the top with sky rail. We are seeing a
second-rate project rolled out by the government, and
the Ormond level crossing removal will be a legacy
project because it is being done properly, whereas sky
rail will be the legacy for all those people on the
Pakenham and Cranbourne lines and our friends in
Mordialloc and all those people along that line who will
have sky rail in their backyards. Therefore I am sure the
good voters of Mordialloc will be very happy to go to
the election in 2018 and tell the government what they
think of sky rail.
These are the sorts of projects we are seeing under this
government — second-rate projects to save a bit of
dough when it has got record money in the kick. The
government has the port sale with record money there,
and the money is effectively being whittled away in
poorly executed projects.
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The government is good on spending money on
announcements and glossy brochures, and through
them we see that health is a key area. They talk about a
record boost to health and hospitals. Unfortunately I
can announce today that when it comes to Alfred
Health in Caulfield, one of the great hospitals in our
state, have there been hundreds of thousands or even
millions of dollars allocated? No. Not one dollar has
been given to Alfred Health in Caulfield.
This is a hospital which I would love the Minister for
Health to visit. I would like her to take a walk through
some of the wind tunnels connecting the buildings.
They were built back in the war days and they have not
been upgraded since, and that hospital desperately
needs some basic capital works to bring the building up
to standard. It is disappointing that there has been no
funding, and I throw the challenge out for the Minister
for Health to come out and visit Alfred Health in
Caulfield with me and have a look at the great work it
has done. A state-of-the-art acquired brain injury unit
was established there in collaboration with the
Transport Accident Commission. It is doing
internationally recognised work in terms of research
and treating patients with acquired brain injuries, and
this is being done without resources or any funding
thanks to this Labor government.
In the area of police and community safety, this is front
and centre in the government’s glossy brochure, but
when you dig into the detail there is less funding for
police, less funding for resources and fewer police on
the beat, and that has contributed to more than an 8 per
cent increase in crime in Victoria in 12 months, and a
22 per cent increase in crime in the area of Glen Eira.
As I have stated on many occasions in this
Parliament — I will continue to make this point every
time I stand here until this government does
something — the City of Glen Eira has one divisional
van for 140 000 people, compared with the City of
Kingston which has four divisional vans for
90 000 people, and we have had a 22 per cent increase
in crime. So if anybody desperately needs more
frontline police, it is the people of Glen Eira.
I call on the new Minister for Police to come out and
meet with residents, to talk to locals and hear just how
scared they are due to the increased burglaries and
midnight assaults that are happening in our area. It has
been well and truly targeted. People are living in fear
and people deserve a basis of law and order and safety
in our state. So I would certainly ask the minister to do
something at least when it comes to law and order.
There is, however, something when it comes to
community safety in this glossy brochure. I read that
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the government will be spending $37.1 million to
continue and expand the emergency medical response
program to 35 Country Fire Authority brigades to
ensure firefighters are dispatched at the same time as
paramedics, which will increase survival chances for
critical patients. I am wondering how this $37.1 million
will go with the current enterprise bargaining deal that
is being negotiated with United Firefighters Union.
Does making these 35 brigades first responders in terms
of paramedics mean that they have to wait until seven
Metropolitan Fire Brigade firefighters or professional
firefighters are called first? I am not sure whether this
has been thought out properly. It is good to be able to
release money like this, but if we truly support those
such as our volunteer firefighters, we need to ensure
that we have got the ability to allow them to do their
jobs and respond as they do locally when they can.
Turning finally to the portfolio area of energy and
resources, we have seen transition plans in the budget
for the Latrobe Valley, but unfortunately there is no
detail about what this transition plan will actually mean
for the Latrobe Valley. But what we do know is that we
have a $252 million tax on electricity that has been
delivered for not just the Latrobe Valley but through the
Latrobe Valley for every single Victorian, which will
push up household bills and electricity bills. This is a
tripling of a tax which will not differentiate between the
rich and the poor, between those who can and those
who cannot afford their electricity. What it will mean is
that those who are really struggling will have to decide
whether they heat their homes or put food on the table.
It is another example of the government having no real
regard for those Victorians who are struggling but
instead deciding it will just do a tax grab and go hard
after those who are really hurting the most. We have
seen it with hardship laws, we have seen it with
disconnections, and now it is doing it with this
electricity tax.
Mr Staikos interjected.
Mr SOUTHWICK — This is a tax that will hurt all
Victorians, make no mistake, and that includes the
member for Bentleigh. He is not standing up for his
constituents, and it is time that he stood up and all
Victorians stood up and did something to ensure that
those people will be well and truly looked after. This is
a tax grab by the government, and government
members have been silent in this regard. They are very
happy to take the money of ordinary taxpayers and to
back the unions, but unfortunately they are not happy to
look after their own constituents, the people who put
them here, and they are the people who will be judging
them in 2018 on this ordinary, horrible budget that has
been delivered to Victoria.
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Debate adjourned on motion of Ms SPENCE
(Yuroke).
Debate adjourned until later this day.

TRANSPORT (COMPLIANCE AND
MISCELLANEOUS) AMENDMENT
(PUBLIC SAFETY) BILL 2016
Second reading
Debate resumed from earlier this day; motion of
Ms ALLAN (Minister for Public Transport).
Mr HODGETT (Croydon) — I rise to speak on the
Transport (Compliance and Miscellaneous)
Amendment (Public Safety) Bill 2016, one that we on
this side of the house want to ensure is not the Labor
government’s anti-Uber bill. When this government
drops a bill on you at 9.00 p.m. the day before
Parliament sits, saying it is urgent, the bulltish antennas
immediately go up. It raises suspicion about what the
bill is about, and you have got to ask what the real
intentions of the bill are and why it is urgent, especially
with this government, which is clueless, hopeless and
dragging the chain on implementing ridesharing
legislation in this state, the last in Australia, when every
other state or territory has taken a position. You have
got to ask yourself what the bill is really about, what it
is trying to achieve, why this Labor government hates
Uber or why it does not address the whole ridesharing
issue at once.
By way of background, the County Court handed down
the Brenner decision regarding a prosecution against an
Uber driver, on 18 May this year, which many
interpreted — or the media certainly interpreted — as a
step towards legalising Uber. You have got a
government that all of a sudden is concerned about
public safety and concerned about public safety on
transport. I accept, and we understand, that there are
public safety implications here. We have, thanks to the
minister, who organised a briefing this morning, looked
at a number of issues. We understand a number of
issues that were outlined in terms of public safety, that
section 159 has no current application and that that
section is redundant — a view that we do not
necessarily disagree with — but if the government
really is playing the public safety card, you have got to
ask why it is not bringing forward legislation to legalise
or regulate ridesharing and Uber in Victoria, something
it has sat on for the last 15 months. Why has it worked
for the last few weeks on urgent legislation to repeal
section 159 as opposed to directing resources to
actually bringing forward legislation on Uber and
ridesharing? This would give certainty to the industry.
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When we talk to the industry — to taxidrivers, the
transport industry, passengers, users and Uber
drivers — its members all want certainty. Every other
state — New South Wales, Western Australia,
Queensland, South Australia, even Tasmania and the
ACT — has taken a position on Uber. We in Victoria
are going backwards, and for the life of me I cannot
understand why the government is sitting on its hands
and dragging the chain when Uber has certainly been
adopted well and truly by people here in Victoria. We
believe there should be a framework set up under which
both taxis and Uber can coexist here in Victoria.
You have got to ask where the government’s priorities
are. The member for Gembrook tried to move a motion
in support of 60 000 Country Fire Authority (CFA)
volunteers at the end of question time today. We would
have argued that that was urgent — a matter that should
be dealt with and debated here in the house in support
of our CFA volunteers — but of course the government
gagged debate and shut down the member for
Gembrook, the shadow Minister for Emergency
Services, who was trying to move that motion, because
it does not support that motion and does not support the
CFA.
If the government wants to play the safety card, we on
this side of the house are more than happy to listen, to
consider and to support public safety improvements on
transport. The Liberal-Nationals support any moves to
enhance public safety, but we will not be party to a
stealth attempt to legislate against Uber drivers. All
public transport passengers deserve a safe ride to and
from work, home at night, after hours and home to their
families. Every passenger on public transport deserves
a safe ride.
The Liberals and Nationals introduced protective
service officers (PSOs) at train stations and have a long,
proud record in this area. The PSOs were opposed by
those opposite. They called them ‘plastic police’ —
insulting to the hard, decent, honest work that our PSOs
do. Of course having the PSOs on our public transport
system at stations in and around Melbourne from
6.00 p.m. to the last train at night has been a policy that
has been well received, so we have a proud track record
on community safety. We are more than happy to
entertain governments if they are fair dinkum about
making improvements to public transport as opposed to
using a bill — an anti-Uber bill — because they did not
like a court decision or to continue to ban Uber here in
Victoria.
I think the minister has been caught red-handed trying
to re-outlaw Uber by stealth. There is nothing to stop
the minister or the Premier from changing their
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proposed legislation or, as I said, directing resources to
ensure passengers are kept safe by protecting the
thousands and thousands of jobs created by Uber. I
would have thought at a time when the government is
imploding over the CFA crisis, with the Premier and
the Minister for Public Transport both trying to sneak
through this to clean up a mess of their own making, it
does raise suspicions. The bulltish antennas do go up
immediately, and you do wonder about this in what is a
chaotic and dysfunctional government that is lurching
from one disaster to another.
The government’s media release today talks about
section 159 and again raises suspicions. It says that:
Section 159 has been part of the act since decades and has
existed through governments of both persuasions, and the
recent taxi industry inquiry, which did not recommend its
removal.
The judge in the County Court matter referred to section 159
as an ‘historical artefact’. It was only due to the court case
that this situation came to light and it needs to be addressed.
It should not be in the legislation, it should have been dealt
with decades ago and the legislation introduced today will
remove it.
This legislative amendment is not relevant to considerations
in relation to ridesharing. The government continues to work
through the details of this complicated matter in the interests
of passenger safety, access and fairness, and equity to existing
operators.

Our suspicions go up when the government is wrong
again. Section 159 was in fact amended, I am told, in
2009. It raises suspicions amongst us on this side as to
exactly what the intent of this is. Is it all about public
safety? Is it an anti-Uber bill? If it is, we are not going
to support that.
This government has sat on its hands for 15 months. It
has now been dragged kicking and screaming into the
Uber ridesharing debate. You have got Fiona Patten, a
member for Northern Metropolitan Region in the other
place, bringing a private members bill in, which as I
understand it will be introduced to the house tomorrow
morning. You have got an upper house inquiry with a
reference in relation to Uber and ridesharing looking at
those matters, all because this government has sat idle
and done nothing.
If you compare this with the New South Wales
situation, you see that the Victorian minister set up an
inquiry with terms of reference, a ministerial advisory
committee reported back to her and a report has been
sitting in her in-tray since July of last year with nothing
being done on it. In the same time Mike Baird in New
South Wales set up an inquiry, completed his inquiry,
made a decision in relation to the inquiry and is
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introducing legislation to take a position on Uber. You
have got to ask yourself: why is Victoria last in this
debate? Why is the government being dragged kicking
and screaming into this debate, and why will it not do
something to legislate and give certainty around
ridesharing and Uber?

are priorities that the minister should be directing her
attention to. We are sure she will, and we are happy to
help in any way we can in regulating the industry and
getting Uber on the move here, giving people
employment and certainty in Victoria. Because the fact
is that we are the last state to be moving on the issue.

As has been suggested to me, if the minister were so
concerned about public safety, she would have acted to
introduce sensible, safety-based regulations for
ridesharing within the last 15 months. It is in fact
almost offensive that the government is being permitted
to use public safety as a wedge to force this issue
through because of its own incompetence and the loss
of a court decision. Do not get me wrong. We
understand the options the government has — or
certainly the Director of Public Prosecutions (DPP)
has — in terms of appealing that decision and the time
frames around that, and we would hope that we will get
some sort of certainty from the minister and from the
government on the direction in which ridesharing is
heading in this state. We will continue to put pressure
on in relation to that. We welcome Fiona Patten’s bill,
which will be dealt with tomorrow, and we welcome
the upper house inquiry continuing in its work to bring
about debate on this issue to at least get the government
to act.

In fact I note that the Premier on his recent excursion to
the United States — I think he was going to Apple or to
an innovation event — realised how embarrassing it
would be to rock up and to make an innovation
announcement and be asked about where the great state
of Victoria is on Uber and ridesharing, and then to say,
‘We’re last. We’re doing nothing. We’re actually trying
to stop it. We’re trying to ban it’, when he was over
there spruiking innovation. It was somewhat pleasing
that the Premier or his advance team realised that
before he got to his event and said, ‘Look, you’d better
say something positive about Uber, otherwise you’re
going to look a bit of a dill here’. I must say the
Premier’s comments were encouraging.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr HODGETT — You could argue he still looked
a bit of a dill, but the Premier’s comments were
encouraging in terms of where we might be heading in
getting some sort of certainty around Uber and
ridesharing here in Victoria. Everyone wants certainty,
and we cannot wait to be debating an Uber ridesharing
bill in this place. Maybe that could become a priority,
and we could facilitate urgent debate on it in the house.

If the Parliament can spend time debating this bill today
and bring it in urgently — as I said, I was contacted at
around 9 o’clock last night, we had a briefing this
morning between 8.30 and 8.45, all the parties had to be
briefed, it has been introduced and we are debating it
now — and if the government can lift itself enough to
make this an urgent matter, we would be asking why it
cannot spend some time and direct some resources
towards regulating ridesharing. It would give the taxi
industry some sort of certainty. It would give transport
users some sort of certainty. It would give Uber and its
drivers certainty. It would give passengers certainty.
We would not waste time in the courts with Uber
drivers who are legitimately going about trying to earn
a living. They get a job and are being dragged into
court. We implore the government, whilst it is bringing
this bill through, to give some thought to that.

Let me draw to a conclusion. In terms of support for
this bill, I have put on record that the Liberal-Nationals
coalition on this side of the house supports
improvements to community safety in transport. That is
not what this bill is about. What we are concerned
about is that we want some sort of certainty from the
government or the bureaucrats in terms of how this will
impact on Uber and what it might mean for Uber, Uber
drivers and Uber users. So we are looking for the
government to give an undertaking or facilitate an
understanding or make a commitment and give some
certainty around the following issues.

If it is a safety issue, why has the government done
nothing about it for the past 15 months? Again, I repeat,
there was a report that has sat in the minister’s in-tray
since July last year. We know she has got a lot on her
plate. She is trying to find funding for the Melbourne
Metro project. She is trying to deal with the V/Line
crisis. She is trying to deal with Uber. She is trying to
deal with public service wages. The minister is trying to
deal with this. We understand that the minister has got a
lot on her plate, but we believe Uber and ridesharing

Prosecutions that are currently underway in relation to
ridesharing providers will be suspended unless and until
the Court of Appeal has made a determination on the
point of law, so if the DPP decides to appeal that
County Court decision, then until that decision is made
as to whether it appeals or not the outcome of that
appeal is known — and we understand that could take
many months — if we were going to support this bill,
we would want some undertaking from the government
that any prosecutions of ridesharing providers that are
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underway would be suspended until that process is out
of the way.

the bill if we can get the government to give that
undertaking.

We would also be looking for and would be encouraged
by any announcement that the government might make
on its pathway to regulating ridesharing. We would
support that. We would look for any indication there.
We understand the government has got processes to go
through, but for heaven’s sake! Every other state can
make a decision on it, yet we are 15 months in and
there is still uncertainty and taxpayers are wasting
hundreds of thousands of dollars on court cases. It is
time to get some sort of regulation here. The
government could give a sign or a signal similar to or
strengthening the Premier’s words spoken while he was
in New York about regulating ridesharing in the future.
That would be welcomed and encouraged.

Ms WILLIAMS (Dandenong) — It is my pleasure
to rise in support of this extremely important bill. It is
difficult to hear the Deputy Leader of the Opposition
waxing lyrical with his conspiracy theories, although
even having been in this place for such a short time I
have come to the conclusion that that is the best I can
hope for from those opposite. There is not a lot of
substance, but there is a lot of bulltish, as the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition would say.

Regulating ridesharing and a future enforcement regime
would be one of the matters that we would like
considered. We would also like an undertaking from
the government in terms of us supporting this bill that
the government will put a moratorium around
enforcement against ridesharing until it looks to
regulate it. Because it is one thing to say that existing
cases under prosecution will be paused or postponed,
but people still get fined — Uber drivers still get
fined — and then there are decisions about whether to
prosecute them and take them to court.
If the government is fair dinkum about community
safety, if it is fair dinkum about making improvements
to community safety and repealing section 159 and it
wants our support through both houses, we would be
asking that there be a moratorium of all enforcement
against ridesharing until the government can come back
with some sort of certainty about what its position is
going to be in terms of regulating ridesharing or Uber
or otherwise.
We support public safety, but we want an
accompanying guarantee for ridesharing so that the half
a million Victorians who use ridesharing to get from
point A to point B and the thousands of Victorians who
earn an income from ridesharing can see a positive step,
a forward step, from the government, not a backward
step or using this bill to further beat Uber around the
head and saying, ‘If you don’t like the court case, we’ll
find another way to ban Uber’. We want to see this as a
step forward and we will be looking for encouraging
accompanying statements or guarantees from the
government so that ridesharing and Uber can exist in a
regulated framework, with taxis, here in the state of
Victoria. Let us end the uncertainty and get on with it.
On that note we are happy to support public safety and

The purpose of this bill is fairly straightforward. The
provisions in the bill are essential to correcting a
historical anachronism in current legislation. Many in
this place will be aware of the recent County Court
decision involving Uber driver Nathan Brenner. The
government has sought and received advice about the
impact of this decision. The legal advice we received
raised serious concerns about the impact of a certain
provision in the Transport (Compliance and
Miscellaneous) Act 1983, being section 159. This
provision has existed in the legislation for decades, but
as a result of the recent case its consequences have only
recently been understood and those consequences are
potentially terrible for passengers.
Unfortunately media coverage of the Brenner case has
not highlighted the wider implications of the decision.
Therefore members of the public remain largely
unaware of the dangers it represents to their safety. I
think people deserve to know what those consequences
are.
By way of background in the Brenner case, Mr Brenner
was carrying more than one passenger in his vehicle,
and I will get to why that is relevant shortly. The
decision in the Brenner case focused, as I said, on
section 159 of the transport act, a section the judge in
the County Court case described as ‘an historical
artefact’. The decision to construe section 159 of the
transport act as a defence ultimately has the effect of
undermining the enforceability of licensing
requirements where there is more than one passenger in
a vehicle.
This essentially means that if an accused can prove that
each passenger did not pay a separate and distinct fair,
then the vehicle is not a commercial passenger vehicle.
As anyone who has travelled or does regular travel in a
taxi or hire car will know, passengers in those vehicles
are not charged separate and distinct fares, so this
defence could ultimately be used successfully by all
alleged offenders carrying more than one passenger.
This means that the Taxi Services Commission (TSC)
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will not be able to commence new prosecutions or issue
infringement notices for commercial passenger vehicle
offences such as operating vehicles unlicensed or
driving without accreditation. This is clearly absurd.
Here is where we come to the serious safety concerns
that those opposite have been making light of. Where
drivers pose an obvious threat to passenger safety —
for example, individuals who have a history of violence
or sexual offending — the TSC will not be able to
prevent them from driving a commercial passenger
vehicle. Let me just reiterate that and focus on it: where
drivers pose a threat because they may have a track
record as a sexual or violent offender, the TSC will not
be able to prevent them from driving a taxi or a hire car.
So you could find yourself getting into a car with
someone with a known track record of violent or sexual
offence or something incredibly dangerous to your
personal safety.
Safety in commercial passenger vehicles is something
that resonates with me personally and which I am
extremely passionate about. This is why I spoke earlier
about why the passage of this legislation needed to be
expedited and treated with some urgency. I am
disappointed that those opposite have made light of
public safety in this instance; I have to say I feel quite
personally aggrieved by that, and this is why.
In 2009 I found myself in a taxi with a driver who was
refusing to take me home. He was insisting on sexual
favours. As the trip went on and I had no way of exiting
the cab safely, and as my phone’s battery drained and
eventually died, I felt incredibly vulnerable. Meanwhile
he kept refusing to take me home. That driver used his
shield around his driver’s seat to his advantage and
grabbed my left arm when I was sitting behind him. He
was protected by the plastic from any blows I may have
been able to land from my right. He licked and kissed
me and refused to let me go.
Eventually I pulled free and ran from the taxi, but he
got out as well and he intercepted me around the back
of the car, grabbing both wrists and pushing me into the
back of the taxi. I had — thank God — a very heavy
backpack with me that day, and it was slung over one
shoulder. Because of the weight of that bag I was able
to swing and break his grip, and then I ran. He followed
for a short distance and then obviously worked out that
it was not worth it. I ended up in a police station
reporting the encounter and so I went through another
pretty awful process, made somewhat easier by some
fantastic police officers whose assistance I remain
deeply grateful for.
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I do not know if that particular driver had any priors; it
was extremely difficult for the police to locate him. But
having been on the receiving end of some pretty
threatening actions, I understand well the importance of
ensuring as best we can the safety of passengers in
commercial passenger vehicles. If we know certain
individuals pose a threat, they should not be able to
occupy these positions, full stop. It is that simple.
It is important that we rectify this anachronism that
allows these dangers and which is ultimately a
provision that puts the very safety of passengers at
serious risk, and that is why we seek to repeal
section 159.
I also want to make the point that the amendment in this
bill is not relevant to considerations about ridesharing,
despite what those opposite will try to tell us. It is
misleading, it is fearmongering, it is all the things that
we know they do frequently and it is, quite frankly,
getting boring. The government is continuing to work
on ridesharing; we know that. The minister is working
through details in the interests of passenger safety,
access, fairness and equity to existing operators. To
pretend this is a simple matter, as those opposite do,
would be foolish. It is complex and it is important that
we get it right. There are significant dangers to rushing
in or acting impulsively, and I think the different
approaches across Australia — the lack of legislation
across Australia — demonstrates this pretty well.
There will be separate legislation to address ridesharing
in time, but not in this bill today. I think to confuse the
two is disingenuous. But independently and unrelated
to that, this bill is necessary and therefore it would be
unconscionable to postpone these amendments and put
Victorians at risk by doing so. I would have thought
that those opposite would be keen to ensure that others
do not have the same kind of experience that I did.
Many have, with worse outcomes than that which I
experienced. I would have thought those opposite
would have been pretty eager to ensure those sorts of
things do not happen to people getting into a taxi or hire
car if they can be prevented.
As representatives in this place we should ensure that
we do all we can to make sure that we do not actively
make that possible. Lingering and allowing this
provision in the act to remain so those opposite can
politick and have fun is absolutely unconscionable. It is
disappointing that public safety is clearly not a priority
for those opposite. As I said, the mindless and petty
politicking that prevails over meaningful and sensible
reform is absolutely unconscionable. But, again, it is
what I have come to expect from those opposite.
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This is an issue about public safety. It is about making
sure that we continue to prevent people with serious
criminal records from driving taxis or hire cars. It
would be negligent to allow this to continue for any
length of time so the decision has been made to rectify
it as a matter of urgency, and that is, without doubt, the
right decision. To be clear, this bill is not about
ridesharing and it is not about Uber. It is about ensuring
public safety and taking that seriously.
I note that the Victorian Taxi Association (VTA)
supports this bill and recognises the risks posed by
retaining section 159 for any further length of time. The
VTA CEO David Samuel stated:
… we do not want people convicted of serious —

sexual —
offences to be in the position where they are able to offer
commercial passenger vehicle services …

And that is right.
I thank the Minister for Public Transport for her work
in getting this bill introduced in the quickest possible
time following the advice we received after the recent
County Court decision. I commend the bill to the
house.
Mr CLARK (Box Hill) — This is a bill about
passenger safety, but it is also a bill about ridesharing. I
take strong exception to the remarks of the member for
Dandenong, who suggested that this side of the house is
raising false concerns or is wrong in suggesting that the
bill is about ridesharing. The bill before the house
applies equally to the taxi industry, hire cars and those
engaged in ridesharing. For months now the
government has allowed what is in effect a two-tiered
system to operate in the public transport sector — the
first being the regulated taxis and hire cars and the
second being the unregulated Uber. Frankly, it is really
only because this recent Brenner decision in the County
Court has implications for the regulated sector of taxis
and hire cars that the bill has come before the house.
As we in the opposition have said repeatedly both in
this chamber and publicly, we fully support the
objective of protecting community safety, and we take
great exception to the suggestion to the contrary, but at
the same time as protecting community safety we need
to make sure that this does not have unintended
consequences for ridesharing while the government
continues to take its time in coming up with a policy
decision to deal with ridesharing. That has been the
position that various opposition speakers have put in
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earlier debates today and that the lead opposition
speaker has put in debate on this bill.
We need an outcome that will ensure that action can be
taken to exclude those persons who are unsuitable to be
taxidrivers or hire car drivers or indeed to participate in
ridesharing activities while at the same time not
slamming the brakes on Uber or pre-empting the legal
position and legal rights of the people engaged in Uber
or other ridesharing activities. That is the outcome that
we on this side wish to achieve. We believe it is
achievable, but it will take some goodwill and common
sense from the government side of the house in order to
achieve it. The remarks of the member for Dandenong
do nothing to promote a sound and reasonable outcome.
Fortunately, the Minister for Public Transport has been
more willing to engage with us in seeking a sensible
outcome, and certainly we on this side remain willing
to engage with the government in the course of this
debate, in discussions with the minister and, if
necessary, in the other place.
The Brenner decision is an interesting one. It is based
on a particular interpretation of section 159 of the
Transport (Compliance and Miscellaneous) Act 1983.
The conclusion of the learned judge in that case is not
one that all legal experts agree with. If an appeal
proceeds to the Court of Appeal, it will be very
interesting to see what the outcome of that appeal is.
But in the meantime, as I referred to earlier, even
though the Brenner case related to ridesharing, it has
broader implications for the capacity to regulate all
aspects of vehicle public transport, including taxis and
hire cars.
In the broader context of this bill, what we need in
Victoria, and what we have needed for a long time, is a
regime that is open to and that facilitates new and
innovative forms of service provision to the
community, such as Uber or other ridesharing activities,
while at the same time being fair to those who have
operated for many years in the regulated sector and
have made very large financial commitments in order to
do so. It should not be beyond the capacity of
government to resolve these matters and bring forward
a package of legislation to the house. We have seen it
done in other jurisdictions; it should not be beyond the
capacity of the Victorian government to do likewise.
Arguably, if the government had acted a lot earlier and
with a lot more commitment and diligence in this area,
there would have been a broader regulatory package on
the statute books and this issue would not have arisen.
The Premier has a lot to say about supporting
innovation, particularly when he is overseas, but my
understanding is that the Premier has never in fact met
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with representatives from Uber. If that is so, it is
perhaps a sign of his lack of genuine commitment to
exploring those opportunities. That is of course in stark
contrast with this side of the house, where the Leader of
the Opposition has for a long time now recognised that
if Victoria is to have a productive, thriving, innovative
and progressive economy, we have to have a regime
that is open to new forms of service delivery such as
Uber, Airbnb and others while at the same time, as I
said, ensuring that those who have a considerable and
very legitimate financial commitment in the existing
regulated sector are treated in a just and fair way.
This side of the house has been leading in the calls for
reform in relation to ridesharing and the huge potential
benefits it can bring to individuals and to businesses in
the community as well as making a contribution to
reinforcing Victoria as an open and innovative place in
which to do business. It is regrettable that the
government has not been able to get its package of
reforms to the Parliament up until now, both for the
sake of on the one hand providing certainty to new and
innovative businesses such as Uber or other ridesharers
and on the other hand providing certainty and
protection to taxidrivers, taxi owners and operators and
others whose livelihoods and financial investments
have been put in limbo by the government’s inaction in
this area.
We certainly look forward to further discussions with
the government. We believe there is a way in which
community safety can be properly protected under this
bill, while at the same time preserving the status quo in
relation to Uber and other ridesharing services until
either the matter is resolved in the Court of Appeal or
the government’s ridesharing reforms at last see the
light of day.
Mr DIMOPOULOS (Oakleigh) — It gives me
pleasure to speak on the Transport (Compliance and
Miscellaneous) Amendment (Public Safety) Bill 2016.
Before I commence my contribution I just want to
acknowledge the courage of the member for
Dandenong in sharing a personal contribution, because
it is through such personal stories that we get a far more
insightful understanding and view of why these things
are important.
To be clear, for me this bill is about public safety. It is
about cleaning up a problem of the past. Essentially this
bill arises from the result of the recent County Court
case that other members have talked about where the
accused was essentially acquitted — in my
interpretation — because of a technicality. The legal
advice that we have gives us cause for concern, and this
is why the bill is before the house. It effectively has
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serious implications in that the regulator does not
appear to have the power to prevent drivers who have
been convicted of serious criminal offences, including,
as we have heard, sexual offences, from driving a taxi
or hire car.
The advice is that section 159 of the principal act
should be immediately repealed. I think the judge
referred to it as a ‘historical artefact’ — my word is
‘anachronistic’ — and that is why it is important that
we do this. As the member for Dandenong said, nothing
stops a person who has been convicted in a way that
would otherwise disqualify them from being registered
as a taxi or hire car driver from getting behind the
wheel if they are driving two or more passengers. It is a
really strange distinction, but that is the distinction we
are talking about.
This is not about ridesharing regulation, and I
acknowledge the opposition’s support on this important
bill. Ridesharing needs fuller and more comprehensive
investigation than the time allocated for this bill allows.
This bill just fixes one very important issue concerning
public safety, but of course the opposition has jumped
onto it as a reason to reprosecute an argument about
why we have not got to ridesharing regulation yet.
I want to make a couple of quick comments about
taxidrivers and hire car drivers generally, and I know
many of them. The overwhelming majority are lawabiding, responsible, effective businesspeople and
workers who do not go around causing concern for
their passengers. This legislation obviously covers the
small number of drivers who are a cause of concern to
the community. I think there are over 5000 taxidrivers
in Victoria. There are probably more, but there are
5000 licences, and more when you include the hire car
drivers. Generally they are law-abiding and effective
workers who pride themselves on the work they do.
While I said this legislation was not about ridesharing,
and it is not, I cannot resist the temptation to respond to
some of the comments made by the opposition. As I
said, ridesharing is a complex issue that requires
detailed and separate consideration. I do not think it is
reasonable to come to this chamber and just say,
‘Regulate ridesharing’ without looking at the other side
of the same coin, which is a fair deal for taxidrivers and
hire car drivers who have over many years invested in
getting Victorians around, including the most needy
Victorians in terms of those with physical or other
disabilities, people with concession cards and a whole
range of others such as those covered by the
multipurpose taxi program, and taking into account all
the work the industry has done over many years to
support Victorians in the essential service of
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commercial car provision. You cannot not address
those issues. You cannot just say, ‘You need to regulate
ridesharing’. Of course we need to regulate ridesharing.
We know that, and the minister has stated that.
I also want to address a point made by the manager of
opposition business. Victoria is not last — I think he
asked, ‘Why does Victoria have to be last?’. Victoria is
rarely last on anything under this government; in fact
we lead the way on most things. I know that sounds
parochial, but it is so true. Just to demonstrate that
point — —
An honourable member interjected.
Mr DIMOPOULOS — That is right. Queensland
has actually legislated to crack down on Uber, ahead of
further consideration. The Northern Territory has
announced it will ban Uber. New South Wales, to
which people often refer, last year said it would provide
for ridesharing, but six months later there is no
legislation. South Australia has announced that it will
provide for ridesharing — again it has said it ‘will
provide for ridesharing’ but has not put forward any
legislation.
Uber has said it will not accept the intent of the
legislation. Western Australia and Tasmania have
announced they will provide for ridesharing. Have
members noticed the future-focused language around
this? It is not about them having done it five years ago.
The ACT is the only jurisdiction to have put forward
legislation providing for ridesharing. Victoria is not
last. We want to do it well. We want to do it effectively.
We want to do it recognising all the things that the
Premier and the Minister for Public Transport have said
about a level playing field and a fair and reasonable
approach. I think that is absolutely the way to go.
Again I commend the opposition’s support for this bill,
but that being said, I want to also remind those opposite
that they have zero credibility when it comes to the taxi
industry in this state. I had taxi owners expressing redhot anger to me during the last state election campaign,
as they have done ever since, about the absolute
decimation of the industry by those opposite, who now
talk about how important it is to regulate ridesharing.
While this bill is not about ridesharing, it gives rise to
questions about it. I support ridesharing. I think it
should be regulated. I have a particular view about a
company that does not pay tax, does not obey laws and,
as ABC radio presenter Jon Faine said, comes into a
jurisdiction and says, ‘We’ll set up shop, thanks very
much, and you catch up when you can, democratically
elected legislature’. I do not think that is an appropriate
way to conduct a business. Anyone who respects the
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laws of the country or state they operate in will have
my business, and until Uber does so, it will not.
I just want to quote quickly an article by James
Robertson in the Sydney Morning Herald headed ‘Why
you were wrong to mock woman who paid $720 for
Uber’. This article was published several months ago
when the Uber price surging issue came to light. The
quote is:
Ordering an Uber does not make you a participant in guerilla
war against the establishment. It makes you a client of a
$63 billion global monolith backed by venture capital.
Its triumph is going to give it freer rein to set the price of our
rides and determine the way in which that happens.
It’s worth thinking again whether that’s something we ought
to be so glib about.

I mention this only for the following reason: this is far
more complex than those glib calls to regulate seem to
give light to. This is far more complex for the taxi
industry and for ridesharing. People do have a right to
rideshare, absolutely. I acknowledge that a lot of
Victorians support ridesharing, but it is far more
complex than just calling for regulation.
In conclusion, I strongly support this bill. I think it is
important, and I am glad the opposition also supports it.
The bill is important for every single passenger who
takes a taxi or a hire car, and that includes
UberBLACK, from this day forward in a context where
there is more than one passenger in that vehicle and in
relation to their ability to remain safe and the state’s
ability to regulate the drivers carrying those people. I
wish this bill a very speedy passage through the
Parliament.
Mr SOUTHWICK (Caulfield) — I rise to make
some comments about the Transport (Compliance and
Miscellaneous) Amendment (Public Safety) Bill 2016.
Members of the government have been talking about
the fact that ridesharing, particularly when we talk
about driver safety and public safety, is not really part
of this bill and also about the fact that Victoria is
actually not behind when it comes to ridesharing. We
have just heard the member for Oakleigh state that there
are many jurisdictions that have not done anything
when it comes to ridesharing. I would like to correct the
record for the member for Oakleigh by saying that there
are in fact a number of jurisdictions that have led the
way and have left Victoria right at the back when it
comes to ridesharing and innovation. We can talk the
talk but we cannot walk the walk when it comes to
innovation here in Victoria.
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Examples such as the ACT, Tasmania and New South
Wales, whose Parliament is introducing legislation this
week on ridesharing, show that other states are acting
when it comes to ridesharing and sadly Victoria is
being left sadly behind. It is interesting that we would
have the Premier of this state head over to America on a
trip, travel around in his jeans, his suit jacket and his
open-necked shirt like he is Bill Gates himself, and talk
up innovation and start-ups — a bit like the member in
the other house, also in his jeans and his open-necked
shirts, who was talking up start-ups and innovation —
but of course when it comes to actually doing anything
about it, this is a classic case of a government that is
completely missing in action when it comes to
innovation. We have good people wanting to get out
there, have a go and create jobs for themselves instead
of relying on taxpayer money to do this.
Mr Dimopoulos — They should pay tax.
Mr SOUTHWICK — The member for Oakleigh
says they should pay tax. Well, if we legislated to allow
them to be legalised here in terms of operating in
Victoria, we would have the ability to have something
going. That is exactly the point in terms of missed
opportunity. We have a group out there that is being
completely left on the side. All we are doing is fining it,
but we are not finding a way to actually allow it to trade
here in Victoria.
The member for Dandenong gave a very heartrending
account of a personal situation in which, again, an
assault took place in a taxi, highlighting why we need
to have protection when it comes to this sort of
transport. It is another example of why we need
ridesharing legislation. We cannot be dragging our
heels. The government has had 15 months to introduce
ridesharing legislation, and it has done nothing. It has
turned its back on Uber. It has turned its back on the
taxi industry. It is doing nothing, saying, ‘We need
more time’. It needs more time so it can continue to
have an unregulated market and so it can still have a
situation of uncertainty. When there is uncertainty,
there is the potential for a lack of safety. That is why we
need the government to act and to do something.
The member for Oakleigh was talking about how we
are not at the back when it comes to this sort of stuff
with innovation. Another example: in South Australia
driverless cars are being trialled by Google. Again, this
government is doing nothing when it comes to looking
at the way forward when it comes to innovation. It has
a plan to create 100 000 jobs. These are the sorts of
situations where we can create jobs and where we can
give people the opportunity to take up a way of being
able to create an income for themselves.
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I have met many Uber drivers in my travels, and the
great thing that you talk about is the fact that they are
creating an income for themselves, that they are up for
the next business opportunity and that they have pride
in what they do. They have pride in what they do
because of the model of being rated and monitored
while they travel from pick-up to drop-off time. This
model uses technology that is, unfortunately, far ahead
of the current regulated marketplace. In fact there are
many families that are choosing to send their children
in an Uber because they know that their children are
monitored from the time that Uber picks them up until
the time they are dropped off.
When it comes to safety, as the member for Dandenong
points out, the market is taking care of itself in terms of
a lot of this sort of thing because the protection and the
technology allows it. This is the sort of technology that
should be used not just in the ridesharing industry but in
the taxi industry as well. There is an opportunity lost
here because this government is missing in action when
it comes to ridesharing. The legislation we have before
the house is a missed opportunity to talk about
ridesharing.
In my remaining minutes I just want to point out the
case of Uber driver Nathan Brenner, who won his
landmark appeal. Mr Brenner, who used to manage
rock groups Men at Work and Split Enz, was one of the
dozens of drivers charged by the Taxi Services
Commission. He is also a constituent. He has been to
my office in the past. He is also a great example of
somebody who has gone out there and said, ‘Well, I
want to earn an income. I want to get a job. I am going
to do this, and this is going to be my way forward’.
Mr Brennan went out and did things thinking he was
doing the right thing. In fact he was doing the right
thing in many instances, as we now see in terms of this
appeal. But he was fined $900 in his battle with the
Taxi Services Commission. His conviction was
overturned because it was wrong, and because of that
there is this uncertainty that this bill addresses.
So congratulations to people like Nathan Brenner who
stood up against this government and said, ‘It is wrong
for me to be targeted because I am going out there and
actually trying to create a job — to create an income for
myself’. This government needs to actually do
something, stop talking about innovation, stop going
out there and opening other people’s businesses who
are actually doing the work themselves. They do not
need the government to turn up and cut another ribbon;
they need the government to get out of the way and do
something, to provide some legislation in this chamber
that is actually going to be forward thinking and that
will give the opportunity to people like Nathan Brenner
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to operate in a legalised framework that provides safety
and security for all Victorians.
Mr PEARSON (Essendon) — I am delighted to
join the debate. I was listening with interest to the
member for Caulfield’s contribution, and in many ways
what he said made eminently perfect sense. I say that
because if you were to take the point of view of a
consumer, you would say, ‘Of course, it’s the private
sector, and disruptive business models are becoming
increasingly common’. We have gone from always
buying our books from, say, Collins to now buying
more of our books on Book Depository. It is just a
function of a modern society — a modern, dynamic,
global economy. Of course you would say that
consumers should have the right and the freedom to
choose how they wish to procure goods and services.
But what the member for Caulfield fails to appreciate or
acknowledge is the fact that this particular market is a
regulated market, and it has been regulated by the state
government of Victoria for decades.
Why that is important is that we have had in our society
and in our community people who were first-generation
migrants, who started to drive taxis in, say, the 1960s
and 1970s and who through their sheer hard work were
able to build a life for themselves and for their families,
and create wealth — real wealth. They may have, for
example, said, ‘Well, I’m going to shell out some
money that I have saved to buy a set of taxi plates’.
They might then have bought a second lot of taxi plates.
They may have had the cash to do so; they may have
been very fortunate in the way they ran their business,
but in many cases they would have had to go to the
bank.
They would have had to go to the bank and say, ‘I
require capital to buy this asset in order for me to grow
my business’. That is fair and reasonable. Why would
you not do that? Based upon the fact that it is a
regulated market, that there is a known number of
plates in the market, a known population and a
guaranteed tariff, if you were a banker, you would look
at that and you would say, ‘Well, that sounds fair and
reasonable. You want to borrow half a million bucks to
buy a set of plates to operate in a regulated market
where you are going to get a fixed return, and you pay
off that half million dollars over 30 years? Of course;
why wouldn’t you?’. It would make eminent sense.
The problem — and what the member for Caulfield
fails to appreciate — is that there are many families in
our community now who borrowed money in good
faith and who purchased an asset in good faith because
they had regulatory certainty that they could repay that
debt incurred. What Uber has done is basically throw
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that model out of the window and say, ‘It’s all a brave
new world’. So those people who may have borrowed
half a million dollars to run a business in good faith and
to service that debt over the life of 30 years are now in a
position where they might have negative equity.
Mr Watt — Are you against Uber? Do you want to
get rid of Uber?
Mr PEARSON — The member for Burwood pipes
up, ‘Do you want to get rid of Uber?’. I will speak
slowly so he understands. This is complicated. It is not
simple. It takes time. Do you understand?
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr PEARSON — I would have thought that the
party that purports to support small business might have
some sympathy for those who have gone out and
borrowed money to build a life. It is just appalling!
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr PEARSON — You are a bunch of economic
hillbillies! Fair dinkum. You are an absolute disgrace!
Have some empathy.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr PEARSON — Have some empathy for those
who have gone out and borrowed money in good faith
on a regulated asset that is now worth less than when
they borrowed. You are an absolute disgrace!
Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Blandthorn) —
Order! The member for Essendon is entitled to be heard
in silence.
Mr PEARSON — Honestly, I would have thought
the party of small business might have had some
empathy for those who have borrowed money in good
faith to run a small business and now find themselves in
a set of circumstances where they are struggling to
repay it or that there may be a problem in repaying that
debt. I would have thought there would be some
empathy there. Clearly the member for Burwood has no
empathy, he has no understanding and he has no
appreciation.
The point I am trying to make is that this is actually a
very complicated area, and it requires time and
consideration. The interesting thing I find is that I do
not think anyone can name a perfect model in the rest
of the world. I do not think there is a model in a
particular jurisdiction that has done it better. There is no
jurisdiction — —
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Mr Watt — If it is complicated, why are you
rushing it through?
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Blandthorn) —
Order! The member for Burwood!
Mr PEARSON — Because we are talking about
passenger safety, member for Burwood, particularly in
relation to the repeal of section 159, as a consequence
of a recent County Court decision. Honestly, I think the
village wants its idiot back! And I hope the record
reflects that.
The reality is that we have to move quickly now
because we are trying to protect the safety of consumers
in relation to using taxis and hire cars. The reality is that
we need to make sure that the Taxi Services
Commission can actually do its job to properly regulate
this market and make sure that convicted sex offenders
or people who have got a criminal conviction cannot
now be employed as drivers. It is about the safety of
passengers. I am not sure if the member for Burwood
was in here earlier when the member for Dandenong
made her contribution, but I would have thought that
might have elicited a degree of appreciation and
understanding in relation to the way in which people
have been made to feel unsafe. We need to address that.
I am pleased, despite the mutterings and murmurings
and the comments from the member for Burwood, that
the opposition has recognised and appreciated the fact
that this is a piece of legislation that requires the urgent
attention of this place and the other place and that we
are seeking to ensure that we are in a position where we
can ensure that passengers will be able to procure these
services safely and that the people who offer them are
not convicted sex offenders and do not have a criminal
conviction.
I think all of us have got people who are near and dear
to us, people who may be vulnerable for a variety of
reasons if they were picked up by a taxi. We would
want to make sure that they are conveyed home safely
and quickly, that there are no problems and that they
are not the victim of an assault or an attack. I appreciate
the fact that the opposition does recognise that and is
working to address this quickly. The member for
Caulfield in his contribution talked about ridesharing
and said, ‘Why aren’t you addressing ridesharing
now?’. I simply make the point that this is a
complicated area. It requires careful consideration.
When you have got people who have bought an asset in
good faith, who have borrowed money — —
Mr Gidley interjected.
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Mr PEARSON — Again, the voice from the IPA is
saying, ‘It’s too hard’. Why does the member hate
small business? The member for the IPA is the antismall business person. We want to make sure that
people’s assets are recognised and protected and that is
what this — —
Mr Gidley — Coming from a government that’s
done close to nothing for two years on payroll tax!
Mr PEARSON — Let the record reflect that the
member for Mount Waverley said this government has
done nothing on payroll tax in the last 18 months. Can I
just say: I have had the wonderful experience of sitting
in the Public Accounts and Estimates Committee for
two weeks, so I would like to point out that we have
increased the payroll tax threshold from $550 000 to
$650 000 over the course of the next four years. Clearly
the member for the IPA cannot read a set of budget
papers. After six years this bloke is still stuck on the
backbench. Why am I not surprised? The member for
the IPA is innumerate and illiterate — he has got the
quinella. It is extraordinary!
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Blandthorn) —
Order! The member for Essendon!
Mr PEARSON — I appreciate the fact that this is
an important piece of legislation. It will be passed
quickly. It is important to recognise, though, that we are
protecting public safety, but in terms of the
contributions made by those opposite I would again
highlight the fact that this is a complicated area. It
requires careful consideration, and there is no firstmover advantage in relation to this matter. I commend
the bill.
Ms SANDELL (Melbourne) — We in the Greens
have carefully considered our position on this bill. In
doing so we have weighed up the information that was
provided to us by the minister and we have also tried to
get information from other sources as much as we
could in the short time that we were given. The Greens’
very clear view is that Uber should be legalised and
regulated, as should all ridesharing services. It is a
complex matter, as many people have said. We must
take into account passenger choice, passenger and
driver safety, workers rights and fairness for drivers in
the taxi industry as well as those in the ridesharing
industry, and we must ensure that no company dodges
their tax responsibilities.
It is a complex issue, but the government has had
15 months since the election and many years in
opposition before that to develop its position, and
Victoria does lag behind. The ACT has legalised
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ridesharing — a Labor-Greens government with the
excellent Greens minister, Shane Rattenbury, playing a
role there. As other members have mentioned,
Tasmania, New South Wales and other jurisdictions
have moved in that direction as well. Yes, it is complex,
but a lot of decisions that governments make are
complex and these governments have been able to deal
with it. We have had enough time, so I am
disappointed, I guess, in seeing that Victoria has not
moved in that direction.
The argument the minister has put to us is that we need
to close a loophole to protect public safety and stop
people driving cars or taxis who should not be doing so.
Of course public safety is of paramount importance. As
many other members would have been, I was moved by
the story of the member for Dandenong when she
related her account of a very dangerous taxidriver. I am
very, very sorry that that happened to her, but what we
are unclear about is whether this bill is just about public
safety or whether it will do more than the minister is
saying it will do — that it will actually outlaw Uber. In
that case it is something that we could not support.
The government’s rushing through of this bill means
that we have not had time to properly consider its
consequences, whether they be intended by the
government or otherwise, and particularly the
consequences for Uber. Because it was given to us very
late last night we have not had time to seek our own
independent advice on what this bill will actually do in
practice. Instead of just bringing this bill to Parliament
in isolation the government could have brought it to
Parliament together with a bill to legalise and regulate
Uber and other ridesharing services. I know the
minister says that is coming, and I did note the
Premier’s comments in the United States about
supporting the legalisation and regulation of
ridesharing. I understand that the legislation was not
ready in time, but surely 15 months in government and
many years in opposition before that is enough time.
This is not an issue that has just arrived in the last
couple of weeks — the issue of Uber versus taxis or
ridesharing versus the existing taxi industry. The issue
has not just popped up; it is something that has been
around for a long time, and I think government should
see these kinds of issues coming down the line and deal
with them.
I do not know if this is correct, but I have heard reports
that Uber has tried to seek a meeting with the minister
and the Premier in the last little while to talk to them.
That may be incorrect. I would love some advice from
the minister on whether that has happened or not,
because, as I understand it, the minister has not been
able to meet with Uber and neither has the Premier,
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apart from one meeting in February 2015. I do not
know if those claims are true, but if they are, I would
ask why a meeting has not happened if the government
does intend to move forward to actually regulate Uber
and if it has good intentions.
I am a little bit unsure about the motives for the bill —
if it is just for public safety or if it does have the
intended consequence of outlawing Uber. But even if
the motives are pure — and maybe they are — I am not
convinced on the potential unintended consequences.
The Greens will have another look at the bill before it
comes to the upper house. We will have another
briefing with the government tomorrow. I look forward
to that and thank the minister for providing that
briefing. In the meantime we will be considering our
position before the bill comes to the upper house, but
many of our concerns about the potential for outlawing
Uber remain.
Ms BLANDTHORN (Pascoe Vale) — I am pleased
today to speak on this urgent legislation designed to
protect both taxi and other hire car passengers in
Victoria. This legislation is not about the regulatory
framework that some people would like to see for Uber,
myself included. I know from people in my electorate
that people want that to happen, and I am confident, as
the member for Melbourne just pointed out, that the
Premier’s comments in the United States indicate as
much and that we will actually get to that point.
This bill is about an urgent need in that a recent
decision of the County Court exposes the inadequacy of
section 159 of the Transport (Compliance and
Miscellaneous) Act 1983 — that is, the recent County
Court decision brings into question the power of the
relevant authorities to enforce existing taxi and,
importantly, all hire car regulations. Under the existing
Transport (Compliance and Miscellaneous) Act, all
commercial passenger vehicles (CPV) are required to
be licensed and all drivers must be accredited.
On 4 December 2015, Mr Brenner, as mentioned by
others here today, was convicted in the Magistrates
Court of driving an unlicensed CPV and driving
without accreditation. He successfully appealed that
decision to the County Court using section 159 of the
act as his defence. The final paragraphs of the
judgement handed down by His Honour Judge Chettle
go to the crux of the matter, and I quote:
It is clear that the intention of s.158 is to capture the conduct
of the appellant on 19 August 2014. But for the existence of
s.159 I would have no problem finding the case proved.
However, s.159 must have a purpose. It preserves what
historically was a defence to previous versions of the current
s.158 —
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that is —
… that the issue of separate and distinct fares has been
removed as an element of offending in the current act.
However, the concept has been preserved in s.159. Why that
is so has been central to this appeal
I am satisfied beyond reasonable doubt that the appellant was
the owner of a commercial passenger vehicle that was
operated in a relevant sense on 19 August 2014. Secondly, the
operation was for hire or reward. Thirdly, the passengers
carried by such a vehicle at the relevant time were not carried
for reward as separate and distinct fares for each passenger.
Fourthly, the appellant therefore has a defence to both charges
by virtue of s.159 of the act.

This goes to the crux of the matter.
A dangerous loophole has been exposed through this
decision. The County Court judgement undermines the
regulation of commercial passenger vehicles, both taxis
and other hire cars, under the transport act because it
provides that if the accused is able to prove that each
passenger did not pay a separate and distinct fare, then
the vehicle is not a commercial passenger vehicle.
Passengers in taxis and hire cars cannot be charged
separate and distinct fares so the defence that has been
construed is likely to be used successfully by all alleged
offenders, whatever the offence may be.
The most serious implication of this potential loophole,
and it is the most serious implications that I am
concerned about in this debate today, is the power to
prevent drivers convicted of serious criminal offences,
including sexual offences, from driving a taxi or hire
car in all of the circumstances. This is obviously a very
serious situation with very serious implications, and this
government is absolutely committed to urgently passing
legislation through this house with the intention of
addressing those serious implications as a matter of
public safety.
This bill repeals section 159. It will remove this absurd
defence, which is particularly important when we are
dealing with rogue taxidrivers. We know that there are
rogue taxidrivers out there unfortunately. The County
Court decision exposes a weakness in the legislation for
dealing with them. It provides this absurd defence.
Some of the examples of rogue drivers who have had a
non-paying passenger and could claim such a defence
include those people, particularly my constituents, who
have written to me in support of Uber. One person
wrote:
I have had so many bad experiences using regular taxis in
Melbourne. I’ve had drivers flirt, watch me through the rearview mirror, and even ask for my number. Another driver told
me that my boyfriend was probably cheating on me and I
should go out with him instead.
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The worst experience of all was when my friend put me in the
front seat in a taxi when I was drunk. (I never usually sit in
the front. It doesn’t feel safe.) When he arrived at my house,
the driver leaned over and started kissing me. I was stunned.
Putting me in a cab was supposed to keep me safe. Instead it
just made me prey. My eyesight was too blurry to read his ID
number (which they often remove I have noticed many
times — they lend their cars out to family and friends and you
don’t know who is actually driving you). When I fled the car,
he screeched off so I couldn’t read his licence plate either. I
was shaking and left my keys in the door, on a major road,
because I was in shock.

Indeed when researching articles this morning, my
electorate officer told me of a good friend of hers who
was sexually assaulted by a taxidriver when he was
driving on another taxidriver’s license, and it took a
long time for him to be tracked down.
There was also an article which appeared in the Herald
Sun. A document attached to that article was headed
‘How rogue Victorian taxidrivers are preying on female
passengers’, and it referred to an incident not in my
electorate but quite close to it. It said:
The driver of the taxi offered to pick me and a friend up at
around 3.45 a.m. on Saturday, 28 September, on Dawson
Street, Brunswick, near the corner of Sydney Road. I was
hesitant because I had a bike with me, and we were only a
short trip from home. The driver insisted it was not a
problem … and I attempted to pay him $10. The meter had
not been running and he refused to take my money. I thought
he was just being nice. However, he then started to question
why I had been kissing my friend, and told me I should be
with a nice man. He then asked me out on a date. I politely
refused. He then asked if he could kiss me. I refused. He was
quite insistent that I should and he refused to take my money
and leave. It was only because I was holding my bike
between him and me that I could stop him from getting any
closer to me. After asking him nicely to leave several times, it
was only with the threat of making a complaint or calling the
police did he leave.
He was not physical; however, he was clearly trying to take
advantage of a young woman who was intoxicated, and his
actions were predatory. I was left feeling incredibly
uncomfortable, and worried as he then knew where I lived.

In this case section 159 could have been used as a
defence because not every passenger had paid their
fare. So there are rogue taxidrivers out there, and that is
why many people suggest that they are turning to Uber.
One constituent wrote to me saying:
There are many reasons I choose to use Uber X instead of
taxis … to date I have not had any bad drivers, which I cannot
say for taxidrivers.

Somebody else wrote:
Out of principle I now refuse to use the local taxi services as I
don’t wish to support that culture of behaviour.
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That is not to say that newer car hire options, other
commercial vehicle options, are not without concern.
Indeed there was a Mamamia article which discussed
the pros and cons of the taxi industry versus Uber and
other types of cars. However, I think it is clear that all
reasonable people accept that there needs to be a
regulatory framework, but that is not what this bill is
about. Some constituents have written to me suggesting
that there should be sensible ridesharing regulations
which address both the taxi industry and other
commercial vehicle options that might be out there. But
what is clear is that this bill is not about that. This bill is
about the safety of people who are getting into vehicles
at this point in time where there may be offenders
driving those vehicles and ensuring that they do not
have what is an unreasonable defence by virtue of there
being a loophole in the legislation.
This urgent bill is all about public safety. It is about
making sure that we keep our passengers safe.
Section 159 has been a part of the act for decades and
has existed through governments of both persuasions
and the recent taxi industry inquiry. But what is clear
from the decision of the judge in the County Court
matter is that section 159 is a historical artefact. It was
only due to the appeal in this case to the County Court
that this was exposed. But it is important today, and it is
important going forward, that we remove that loophole
so that we can ensure the safety of all people who use
commercial passenger vehicles, whether they be taxis
or otherwise, and that we do so immediately in the
interests of public safety.
Ms SHEED (Shepparton) — I rise to make a very
short contribution on this bill. It seems to me that there
is a remarkable simplicity in a piece of legislation that
repeals just one section. I have had the opportunity to
be briefed by both the minister and her advisers. I have
also had the opportunity of viewing the SolicitorGeneral’s advice on this issue. My understanding is that
the advice to government is that it should act
immediately and that there are serious issues of public
safety in not doing so. On the basis of that I am satisfied
that I will support the bill.
I think there are many times in our lives when we are
prompted to act in a very rushed manner and sometimes
there are very good reasons for doing so. I know in my
life I have often had to telephone the police to come
and intervene in circumstances where family violence is
taking place nearby.
It is very easy to slip into the mentality of, ‘Look, it’ll
settle down. I shouldn’t interfere. It won’t matter if we
wait another hour, another 2 hours, another week,
another three weeks. I should not butt in’. While this is
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not exactly that analogy, I think that when you are
cautioned to act on something on an urgent basis or on
the basis of strong legal advice, then you should do so.
For those reasons I support the bill. I think there are
many other issues around ridesharing and Uber that
need to be addressed by this Parliament and our
community more widely. We have aired those at great
length this afternoon, but I do not see them as being
relevant to this particular bill, and I think we should
proceed with this bill promptly.
Ms ALLAN (Minister for Public Transport) — In
summing up the debate on the legislation, as I believe
there are no further speakers on the bill, I start by
thanking those members who spoke on the bill and
thanking the Assembly more broadly for its support and
cooperation in having this matter dealt with
expeditiously today in this chamber to ensure it heads
to the upper house by the end of today. Many members
touched on the safety aspects of this, which obviously
go to the issue of urgency, and again I thank members
for their cooperation and seeing that that issue had preeminence when it came to this basket of goods that
surrounds the taxi, hire car and ridesharing issue and
that we needed to focus on that for a moment while we
also consider the broader issues.
If I can just touch on those broader issues, many
members spoke about wanting a bit of clarity, I think,
both on the government’s position around the
regulation of ridesharing and also where that fits with
the legislation we brought forward today. In terms of
the impact of this bill on ridesharing in Victoria, the
County Court decision of 18 May did not challenge the
proposition that unless you are an accredited and
licensed driver, you are outside the law in Victoria. As
such, you could argue that UberX remains outside the
law in Victoria.
The section we have been debating — section 159 of
the Transport (Compliance and Miscellaneous) Act
1983 — was held to be a defence to all commercial
passenger vehicle charges. The government’s legal
advice is that that decision is one that needs to be
considered and appealed. The repeal of section 159
does not change the accreditation or licensing regime in
Victoria as it applies to ridesharing services. That is the
important distinction between the issues around what
has happened with section 159 and the broader regime
that applies to ridesharing. It removes the defence that
would be available to taxi, hire car and ridesharing
providers if prosecutions were brought against them.
I indicate to the house — this is something that I have
had long conversations about with the shadow Minister
for Public Transport, the member for Croydon, and the
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manager of opposition business, the member for Box
Hill, and I thank them for their conversations — that
prosecutions currently underway in relation to
ridesharing drivers and providers will be suspended
unless and until the Court of Appeal has made a
determination on the point of law in the Brenner case or
there is a change to the legal regime. The government
has announced already that it is on a pathway to
regulating ridesharing, and the future enforcement
regime will be one of the matters considered.

urgent issue that has been brought about by section 159
being put in the spotlight and the problems that causes
the commission in being able to do its work. I again
thank members of the house for their cooperation and
support today.

If I can pick up on one of the points made by the
shadow minister, he made what I think was a pretty fair
characterisation that he, on behalf of his collective
opposition, did not want this to be seen as a backwards
step on that pathway to regulating the industry. Indeed
he wanted to get a sense from the government that it
was on the upward trajectory, that it was marching
forward. Can I say that we are certainly moving down a
path to regulating ridesharing. We intend to come back
in the future to the framework.

Third reading

I have had the opportunity to talk to members today
about the complexities that sit with that framework, and
I think today’s debate and discussion probably puts us
in a great position for when we come back and have
that conversation about the complexities with the
legislation that regulation will require. It puts us in a
good place to do that. I am limited as to what I can say
further around what will happen between the passage of
this bill in terms of prosecutions and when the
government will announce further details around the
regulation of ridesharing, but I can say to the opposition
in particular that we understand very clearly its desire to
ensure that this is moving forward down a regulatory
path for ridesharing, not going backwards. I hope that
can be made well understood.
There are some other issues. I think the member for
Melbourne talked about wanting to better understand if
there are any unintended consequences. Again, I
understand the need for that additional information.
There is going to be a follow-up briefing tomorrow
morning on some of those issues to, I hope, secure
support from members in the upper house for this to
pass as quickly as possible. I also thank my department
officials and representatives of the Taxi Services
Commission who have done a lot of work over the last
few days and weeks and who have been available to
brief members of Parliament. That offer will continue
to be available as we work through this and the basket
of goods that comes with the complexities of taxi, hire
car and ridesharing industry regulation.
There is a lot more work to be done in this space, but
right now we need to deal with the very immediate and

Motion agreed to.
Read second time; by leave, proceeded to third
reading.

Motion agreed to.
Read third time.

BUDGET PAPERS 2016–17
Debate resumed from earlier this day; motion of
Mr FOLEY (Minister for Housing, Disability and
Ageing):
That this house takes note of the budget papers 2016–17.

Ms ALLAN (Minister for Public Transport) — I am
really pleased to speak about the 2016–17 budget.
Amongst all of the other business that has been going
on in the house today I cannot think of a more exciting
and interesting topic I would like to talk about. If I can
start on how this has been a fantastic budget for the
wonderful community of Bendigo East that I represent
in this place. The budget provides a tremendous boost
to public transport services, investment in roads in the
growing Bendigo area and support for schools and jobs
in our community. It is great to once again be a member
of a Labor government that continues that
tremendously strong support of investing in the regions.
We have seen the way that places like Bendigo,
Ballarat, Geelong, Latrobe Valley and, in time to come,
Shepparton, are growing and thriving as a result of a
government that is backing them, backing their vision
and backing it with investment.
I will start by bringing to the house’s attention that there
have been some great investments in my public
transport portfolio in the electorate of Bendigo East and
indeed in the central Victorian community. Like many
areas in regional Victoria the Bendigo corridor will
share in the delivery of extra off-peak services on the
Bendigo line. Indeed Bendigo will be receiving 28 extra
weekday train services between Bendigo and
Melbourne. If anyone has caught trains recently in
regional Victoria outside the off-peak times, they will
have seen that they are also incredibly busy at those
times and that there is growing demand for more train
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services in the off-peak period. We have listened to that
and we have delivered on that in this year’s budget.

requirements are there to be manufactured here in
Victoria.

I would encourage those who want to learn more about
these sorts of issues and demands that are coming up in
regional Victoria to check out the Regional Network
Development Plan that I had the pleasure of launching
on Monday a week ago in Warragul. I have since had
the chance to talk to the Shepparton, Wangaratta and
Bendigo communities about the detail in the plan. Not
only is this budget delivering now for the regions in
public transport, it is also looking to the future. There is
much more to come in terms of the need to do some
planning work now to build on sustained investments
into the future so we can continue to step forward with
improvements to rail in regional Victoria.

I also mentioned that there were some big investments
in this budget for roads in Bendigo.

As well as needing to put on more trains we have got to
make sure passenger amenities are also keeping up to
speed. That is why the budget has also provided
$16 million to upgrade the Bendigo and Eaglehawk
train stations. We have many beautiful historic train
stations across regional Victoria, but with that history
come some contemporary challenges in terms of
needing a modern train service and meeting the modern
expectations of the services that people can find at train
stations. So there is a significant amount of work to be
done at both of those stations. Work is already
underway in terms of some master planning and
development, and I look forward to very soon releasing
the master plan for the Eaglehawk train station. Again,
as we are putting on extra services for those
communities we are making sure that the station
services and amenities keep up.
The Bendigo corridor will also share in the extra train
carriages. In this year’s budget this government has
funded and put on an extra 27 train carriages, which
builds on the 21 VLocity carriages that it funded in last
year’s budget, bringing to a grand total of 48 the
number of train carriages that the Andrews Labor
government has funded in its first two budgets. I ask
you, Acting Speaker, how many train carriages did the
former Liberal-Nationals government fund in its first
two budgets? Was it 48? Was it 20? Was it 15? Was it
5? I can tell you that it was zero. It was zero. So we
have turned that ship around. We have turned that
around, and we now have in our first two budgets
48 extra train carriages on order. Do you know what
also makes it special? They are made right here in
Melbourne — right here in Victoria. They are
manufactured out at Bombardier in the electorate of
Dandenong, and I have been out there many times. It is
great to see what you can achieve when you have got a
government that is investing in train services and in
rolling stock and is making sure that its local content

Ms Ward interjected.
Ms ALLAN — I am really pleased to hear the
member for Eltham’s enthusiasm for road funding in
the Bendigo area. It is great to hear that enthusiasm. We
made an election commitment in 2010 to duplicate the
Midland Highway, or Napier Street as it is known
locally, between Weeroona Avenue and Scott Street.
We made that commitment in 2010 because the
northern corridor in Bendigo was growing rapidly. Four
years later we came back and made exactly the same
commitment because those opposite in government did
nothing in terms of addressing the busiest road corridor
in Bendigo. They did nothing to address the growing
demand and the congestion that has been caused on that
road. I was so pleased that not only did we make that
election commitment and not only am I proud as the
member for Bendigo East to be delivering that
commitment but we have secured $30.4 million in this
year’s budget to get the job done. Now, it is a complex
job. Duplicating one of the busiest streets in Bendigo is
going to cause some disruption, and we will see those
works start in 2017, but it will also be an important
project to keep pace with the growing needs of the
Bendigo community.
Another rapidly growing area of Bendigo is of course
the community of Strathfieldsaye, where there are also
many traffic challenges. Another example of shocking
neglect in that community was the neglect by the
previous government in not addressing the notorious
intersection of Strathfieldsaye Road and Tannery Lane.
This year’s budget provides $4.5 million to address this
intersection and to look at the best traffic solution.
There will be some concept designs released shortly to
the local community, because we think they should also
have their say in how some of these road issues are to
be addressed in their local community.
I have talked about transport, but let me talk about that
other really important area of investment for regional
communities, which is of course schools. It is just so
great to once again be able to visit schools in my
electorate and talk about positive investments — not
about cuts and closures like we have too often under
Liberal-Nationals governments but to talk positively
about investments in schools. As part of that record
investment for regional school communities that the
Deputy Premier and Minister for Education has driven
through the budget process, I was so thrilled to visit
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Spring Gully Primary School on budget day and meet
with the principal to talk about how the school has
secured planning funding so that it can do the work that
it needs to do and put in place the plans to secure future
funds in years ahead to get capital works done at the
school.
Spring Valley is another example of some of the
pressures of growth we have in our regional areas. It is
a growing community, it is a great school, and I look
forward to working with them on that planning work.
Of course there was also that great occasion of the
announcement of $4.3 million that has been secured for
stage I of the new Kalianna School Bendigo. Kalianna
is a great school with great staff who are passionate and
committed and who need new, modern facilities for the
very strong work they do with students with special
needs. The Parliamentary Secretary to the Premier, the
member for Bundoora, has some knowledge of this. He
has done great policy work in this area with the
Minister for Education, and members of the school
community certainly had a great celebration when they
heard they were securing those funds for stage I.
It comes hot on the heels of funding for Bendigo Senior
Secondary College and the establishment of a tech
school for Bendigo. Bendigo is one of the 10 locations
around Victoria where a tech school will be housed.
Funding was also made available in the budget for
another area that is about supporting jobs and the life of
the Bendigo community, and that was the $7 million for
the Bendigo arts precinct. I think it is now becoming
very well understood that Bendigo is, I am going to
claim, the cultural capital of regional Australia.
Mr D. O’Brien interjected.
Ms ALLAN — Are you making a claim for
Wonthaggi down there?
Mr D. O’Brien — No, I don’t represent Wonthaggi.
Ms ALLAN — No? Who do you represent down
there? Sale? Are you making a claim for Sale? I am
going to strongly disagree with the member for
Gippsland South in that I think Bendigo might have a
little bit of an edge on Sale, as much as Sale is a
fantastic community. Indeed I should say we have a
terrific network of regional art galleries in Victoria. I
think it is one of the unsung strengths of regional
Victoria’s ability to attract tourists. You can go to many
of what would be called ‘country towns’ by city folk,
and go to their art galleries and see wonderful
collections, and they do bring many tourists into those
towns.
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I think there is that very strong understanding now that
the creative industries, as they are now known, are
incredibly important and add great value to our vibrant
regional Victorian community, but they also bring with
it many jobs through the many tourists that visit those
towns. They are attractive because of the cultural
facilities and the jobs that they bring through those
facilities to the retail and hospitality precincts, and that
further enriches the creative activity that is going on in
those centres.
This is a really exciting policy area, and the Minister for
Creative Industries is doing some really exciting work
with the release of Australia’s first ever creative
industries strategy. It is just terrific, and I am so pleased
that Bendigo was able to secure $7 million to develop
the arts precinct and to further entrench its position as
the cultural capital of regional Australia. It has been a
tremendously exciting budget for Bendigo and central
Victoria.
I should also mention something that was announced
before the budget, which is on the very northern tip of
my electorate, and that is the support that the
government has provided for what is known as the
South Loddon pipeline, connecting the water grid
across northern Victoria. It is known as the missing link
of the water grid, and this is a part of the state that is
really struggling with the drought and has been for a
couple of years now. I remember the communities of
Wedderburn and those areas first met with me a few
years ago and started talking about the need for this
connecting pipeline to be constructed, and it was great
to see that gain support through $20 million from the
Andrews Labor government — in fact I think it was
$40 million. I will have to go back and check my
numbers.
Mr Edbrooke — It is a big amount anyway.
Ms ALLAN — It is a big amount — thank you for
that save, member for Frankston. It is great news for
those communities and further entrenches the great
work that was done by previous Labor governments in
investing in the water grid. The work was done under
former Premier John Brumby and others in the past
because they understood the need to invest in the water
infrastructure to ensure that when communities are hit
with drought we are not seeing water wasted and
indeed we are putting in place opportunities to help
those communities through those really tough times.
There are so many areas where the budget and the
different portfolios have touched the Bendigo
community in a really strong and positive way, and if
you are coming into Bendigo to see the Marilyn
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exhibition at the Bendigo Art Gallery, I would
encourage you to drive past the wonderful construction
that is going on at the Bendigo Hospital. That hospital
was started by the Labor government, and it will be
finished by the Labor government, and it will mean a
massive investment in infrastructure. It is bringing a
tremendous number of construction jobs, but into the
future it will serve the communities of Bendigo and
northern Victoria so well. It means that tertiary hospital
services will be available to people much closer to
home. It will be great for Bendigo, but it will also be
great for people who live further afield — people who
live in Kerang or Cohuna or Swan Hill, who will be
able to travel to Bendigo for their medical services
rather than having to travel all the way to Melbourne. It
reduces a little further that stress on families when they
have difficult times if a member of the family is sick
and it is compounded by needing to travel long
distances.
I have spent a vast amount of my time today talking
about the wonderful budget initiatives for Bendigo
East. That is not to suggest that I am not incredibly
proud of the tremendous support that we have received
through the budget for the public transport portfolio. I
think it is pretty well documented now that the
Andrews Labor government has secured every single
dollar it needs to build the metro tunnel. It has all been
delivered in this year’s budget, and that is terrific. It
means we were able to go out the day after the budget
and release the tender material for the major
construction piece — the construction of the twin 9kilometre tunnels and 5 station boxes — a massive
public-private partnership project that is again going to
deliver jobs. Yes, it is going to cause some disruption
through the streets of Melbourne, and we are going to
have to all work together through that period of time,
but it is a project that is going to transform our city and
our public transport service. It is a project that is needed
for all of Victoria’s public transport network, and I am
so proud that it is the Andrews Labor government that
is investing in these projects for Victoria’s future.
Mr D. O’BRIEN (Gippsland South) — I, too, am
pleased to finally get a chance to speak on the take-note
motion on the budget, but before I do I welcome my
colleague the federal member for Mallee in the gallery,
along with a number of his friends and supporters from
the Mallee region. It was good to hear the member for
Bendigo East acknowledge that there is land beyond
Bendigo. Generally from the Labor Party we only hear
about Ballarat, Bendigo and Geelong, but the federal
member for Mallee is of course doing a great job up
there and we wish him all the best for the forthcoming
federal election.
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I want to briefly pick up the member for Bendigo East
on a couple of things she said. She talked about the
regional network development plan, and I am actually
wondering if anyone on that side can tell me what the
theme of the budget was this year. Was it ‘Getting It
Done’, was it? That is right. I saw that slogan ‘Getting
It Done’. We were all looking forward to the regional
network development plan coming out, which would
outline a great new plan for the regional rail and bus
services, but when it came out last week it crossed my
mind that perhaps rather than ‘Getting It Done’, the
theme for the regional network development plan
should have been ‘Having a little bit of a think about it’,
because that is really what it was all about. It was a
lovely glossy brochure which highlighted a lot of things
that the coalition government committed to at the last
election, so 18 months down the track the government
has come up with a few new ideas that it has pinched
from the previous coalition government, but the rest of
it was a whole lot of generic stuff that ‘We think we
might do in the future sometime’. So it was very
disappointing from that perspective.
But on the budget itself, while I am talking about it,
there was nothing beyond Traralgon in Gippsland as far
as rail and bus services are concerned. Again, there
were some vague promises that ‘We might put some
money towards planning for duplication of parts of the
line’, but the Stratford bridge certainly was not done,
and there are no additional services if you happen to
live beyond the major regional centres. As The Leader
of The Nationals said, this budget just highlighted the
fact that the further you live from Melbourne under
Labor, the less you get.
It is not all bad, though; I have to confess it is not all
bad. The budget, I must say, was a bit like watching
your footy team play in a draw, because you walked
away ultimately disappointed, but it could have been
worse. From my perspective in the electorate of
Gippsland South, there were some good things that I
have been working on very strongly with the
community over the past 12 months, having been
elected in a by-election in March 2015, and probably
the no. 1 community win of those was the funding of
the new Yarram Primary School — $4 million
allocated to rebuild the primary school through the
great work of the community. I tabled a petition a few
months before the budget with over 900 signatures on
it. The principal, Penny Earle, her staff and the school
council have done a fantastic job over a number of
years.
I must say there has been a little bit of criticism: ‘Well,
we delivered it — and you had four years and you did
nothing’. I might add that Yarram Primary School was
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highlighted by the department as being in need of
rebuilding in the late 1990s, and we had Labor
governments in power from 1999 through to 2010. It
took until 2007 for the then Labor government to invite
Yarram Primary School to put in a bid for funding for a
new school, and where did it go? Nowhere. It had
another three years in government but failed to even put
forward money for a business plan for design and
development works for Yarram Primary School. It was
through the efforts of my predecessor that the now
member for Nepean provided funding in our last budget
for that design and development work, which enabled
the now Labor government to come in on top of that,
having not funded it in last year’s budget, and provide
the funding for the Yarram Primary School rebuild in
this year’s budget.
I give the Minister for Education credit on that one; he
has worked with me over time. There were a few times
when the department really wanted to shunt it off and
not have anything happen. I am pleased that that has
now been delivered. We look forward to that project
getting underway later this year.
Equally, there is the Macalister irrigation district (MID)
phase IA upgrade, which is a continuation of the MID
2030 program, with $20 million committed previously
by the government as part of the port of Melbourne
lease transaction — again, a connection that I have said
a number of times in this place did not need to be made.
The previous government funded the first phase of the
MID upgrade project without any qualifications, but
ultimately with agreement on the port of Melbourne
lease that will now proceed, so it was pleasing to see
that in the budget.
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$20 million from the coalition government, so it is
rather alarming that in just 18 short months the
project’s size and scope had blown out so considerably
that now $30 million is being provided by the
government. I do wonder about the cost of that project,
but I am absolutely pleased that it has been delivered.
Of course it has rained quite a bit in that area since the
announcement, but nonetheless the longer term water
supply for Korumburra, Loch, Nyora and Poowong and
the businesses in those towns is certainly important.
There were three good things, but there was also plenty
of bad. Despite all the crowing over yonder about the
education spend, Korumburra Secondary College is in
desperate need of a rebuild. The previous coalition
government funded the stage 1 at $5.6 million and
committed a further $9 million going into the election.
But in two budgets now there has been no further
funding for Korumburra Secondary College. That is
one that continues to be an issue and that I will continue
to keep fighting for. Likewise the completion of the
rebuild at Leongatha Secondary College — there is no
funding for that.
Three of the town fire brigades in my electorate have
been desperately fighting for new fire stations but, alas,
there is no money for these stations. I have raised this
with the minister. I have written to the minister about
Mirboo North, Foster and Yarram, all of which are in
need of new fire stations. I appreciate the minister has
probably been a little bit preoccupied when it comes to
fire issues in the last couple of months, but nonetheless
we did need to see a substantial block of funding
provided for new stations in those towns. It is unclear
where the $10 million that I think has been allocated
will go and what it will go to, but it certainly is not
going to be enough to do the job.

The other one — and the minister and previous speaker
spoke about it — is water projects. I also have been
fighting for a long time for funding for the northern
towns project, which connects the towns of
Korumburra, Loch, Nyora and Poowong to the Lance
Creek Reservoir and if necessary to the Melbourne
system via the Cardinia Reservoir in the future. I
emphasise here, as I have done many times, that that
does not require the desalination plant to be switched
on, but connecting to Lance Creek, which is a bigger
storage, will provide water security to those towns
which are growing and have growing businesses — in
particular, Burra Foods and GBP Exports, the abattoir
at Poowong.

Importantly, there is the Black Spur realignment of the
South Gippsland Highway. It is a dangerous, windy
section over the Black Spur Creek between Koonwarra
and Meeniyan. Again, a business case was funded by
the former coalition government and the federal
government, but there was no funding for that in this
budget. I fear that the minister has deliberately put off
the business case so that he did not have to fund it in
this year’s budget, but that is an important one for
safety and for economic development in South
Gippsland. For tourism in particular it is the main road
to Wilsons Promontory and we do need that funded.

What is concerning is that the business case for the
northern towns project was delivered to the coalition
government I think in November — or, at the earliest,
October — of 2014, clearly too late for us to fund it in a
budget. But the ask at that stage was for about

I mentioned no new services or rolling stock for the
Gippsland rail line beyond Traralgon. The other issues I
was concerned about include no more residential beds
or services for drug rehabilitation in Gippsland,
including for those suffering from ice addiction and,
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most particularly, a cut continuing in the road
maintenance budget. It was a 17 per cent cut in the road
maintenance budget from our last budget to the first
Labor government budget last year, and it still remains
10 per cent below the amount that we spent on that last
year. We have heard from the Minister for Roads and
Road Safety time and again about this wonderful
plan — $1 billion over eight years for rural and regional
roads and likewise for metropolitan roads — and it is
nowhere to be seen in the budget.
I have had the pleasure of joining you, Acting Speaker
Pearson, in the budget estimates hearings for the last
two years. I say ‘pleasure’ advisedly — with the
greatest respect to you, Acting Speaker, we all know
that two weeks of the estimates process is a gruelling
time. I asked the Minister for Roads and Road Safety
over and over again, ‘Where is this $1 billion you
promised?’, but he has not been able to deliver. So it is
another broken promise, and this is clearly an important
area for my electorate where the roads are in a fairly
ordinary state. We have been calling for more money,
and in fact we are getting the opposite.
The government cut the country roads and bridges
program altogether. It has cut the roads maintenance
budget. Even when it tried to do something good and
announced a new country bridges program, we found
subsequently that a large chunk of the money — I think
it was about a quarter of the money — was actually
spent on bridges in the Premier’s electorate of
Mulgrave. We have heard time and again, ‘These are
bridges on the freeway. It’s to help freight get to the
port’. If you wanted to do a freight bridges funding
program, then call it that and make it that, but this was
supposedly a country bridges program. Only Labor
could spend money through a country bridges program
on bridges in the electorate of Mulgrave.
We had the port of Melbourne lease, and the proceeds
of that are highlighted in the budget. I have to say — it
is a little bit disappointing to me — that there are no
regional MPs from the other side in the chamber at this
stage. It was only the Liberal-Nationals coalition that
stood up and said, ‘If you’re going to sell the port of
Melbourne and get $6 billion to $7 billion for that sale,
you must deliver some of that money back to country
Victoria’.
So I wonder, where was the member for Macedon in
this? Where were the members for Wendouree,
Buninyong, Bendigo West, Bendigo East and Yan
Yean? The member for Melton has a lot to say about
The Nationals and the country. The member for
Geelong, the Minister for Sport, the Minister for Police
and the Minister for Agriculture in the other place —
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none of them stood up and said, ‘We need proceeds of
this sale to be delivered into country Victoria’. It was
The Nationals and the Liberals in coalition that said,
‘No. If you’re going to do this, you must make sure that
the gains from the sale are spread around the state’, and
10 per cent was an absolute minimum from my
perspective. I think the government has a lot of work to
do to convince us that it is in fact going to meet that
commitment. It is in the legislation now, but I am
concerned that the government will pull a few swifties
and try to get away with not spending that money in
country areas.
With the overall budget, I am concerned at the way the
surplus is crafted, not the fact that we have got a
surplus — that is a good thing — but we have seen this
government get extremely lucky. We have got windfall
gains with stamp duty up 37 per cent since the last year
of the coalition government. Payroll tax this year is up
10 per cent, land tax is up 20 per cent since 2014, and
of course there is a $1 billion windfall on GST revenue.
But despite all of that increase in revenue, despite a
20 per cent gain overall in state taxes, the government
still thought it important that it add a $252 million coal
royalty increase on power prices, on electricity and on
the generators in the Latrobe Valley.
Not only is this a new electricity tax but the government
somehow seems to think it will not be an issue. When
Hazelwood’s owner only a few weeks ago suggested
that it may consider closing the plant, the government
said, ‘It’s still nothing to do with us, this $35 million a
year impost on Hazelwood, they’ll just absorb it into
their business and it won’t harm the business and it
won’t harm power prices’. That is some voodoo
economics. The member for Essendon was talking
about economics before, and clearly he needs to go
back to school if he thinks that this $250 million tax can
be absorbed and everything will be right, everyone will
be happy. This is an attack on Latrobe Valley and
Gippsland jobs as well, and it did not need to happen.
I hear the Twittersphere goes ballistic whenever you
defend the coal companies in the Latrobe Valley, but
these are companies that provide jobs. They provide
90 per cent of our power. People say, ‘The big polluters
should pay’. Ultimately the big polluters will just pass
that cost on to the market, and the market ultimately is
us. It is businesses, it is small businesses, it is
households. AGL I know has estimated that it is a $25 a
year impost just on this tax alone.
As I said, this is a budget that has been disappointing
for country Victoria. There are some good things in it
for my electorate.
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Mr Donnellan interjected.
Mr D. O’BRIEN — The regional road funding was
appalling, Minister, as you go past. This is a budget that
will be forgotten I think very quickly.
Mr CARBINES (Ivanhoe) — How can we start a
conversation about the Ivanhoe electorate without
making reference to the $140 million investment in the
rail duplication between Heidelberg and Rosanna on
the Hurstbridge line? We know under the former
member for Polwarth, the transport minister under the
failed Baillieu and Napthine governments, there was a
business case and a metropolitan network development
plan to do the Heidelberg to Rosanna 1.2-kilometre rail
duplication, this pinch point on the network that has
been there for a century and that has undermined our
capacity to run a consistent timetable on the train line
from Hurstbridge to the city, undermined our ability to
provide a regular service and extra peak hour services.
What we have needed is the $140 million rail
duplication project between Heidelberg and Rosanna to
be funded, and of course it has taken the Andrews
Labor government to provide that funding.
My colleagues the members for Eltham and Bundoora
and I have worked closely, as we always do in the
Jagajaga federal electorate. The three of us have always
worked closely on delivering significant infrastructure
improvements across the north-eastern suburbs. The
funding also includes investigations and planning
works for the duplication of the Hurstbridge line
between Greensborough and Eltham so that we have
got costed, planned-out proposals that we can invest in
in the future, and a big part of that is getting underway
with the business case work that has been developed
and done between Heidelberg and Rosanna.
That $140 million investment ticked off in this year’s
budget is a credit to the Minister for Public Transport
and Leader of the House, the member for Bendigo East.
It is a credit to the Premier, who made a personal
commitment to pursue, understand, investigate and
advocate for this issue within the government,
understood it from his local MPs, drove this project and
made sure that it is being delivered for the long-term
benefit.
For those of you who do not understand how the
Hurstbridge line operates — and I am happy to explain
it — the Melbourne Metro project, as great a project as
it is, does not have a material benefit in the direct sense
for commuters on the Hurstbridge line. Fortunately as
part of the Clifton Hill group we are able to buzz in and
out of the city with our colleagues on the South Morang
line without getting engaged and involved in the
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broader metropolitan loop system, and that is a great
advantage for those of us on the Hurstbridge and South
Morang lines.
The investment to remove the pinch point between
Heidelberg and Rosanna will provide great benefits in a
more consistent and reliable timetable so we do not
have trains trying to work their way through this singletrack pinch point on the Hurstbridge line. When one
train is late, everyone is delayed. We can run more
peak-hour services through that gap. This is a sensible
project that is being invested in. It is an absolutely
massive investment in public transport in the Ivanhoe
electorate.
We are following through on our commitment to
remove the level crossing at Rosanna station, where my
electorate office is located. This is a train station at
which I have been catching the train for some 25 years;
I have been getting trains there since I was at university
at RMIT, and I have sat there during those delays over
that time, as many residents of Rosanna have. We have
seen those delays between Heidelberg and Rosanna that
corrupt effective public transport on the Hurstbridge
line.
When we make that investment to remove the level
crossing at Lower Plenty Road in Rosanna, on top of
the $140 million rail duplication works between
Heidelberg and Rosanna, we are looking at something
like up to a quarter of a billion dollar investment in
public transport in the Ivanhoe electorate over just a
few kilometres. This will improve property values in
those suburbs, it will improve the commuter experience
and it will create new opportunities for people in my
electorate to get to and from metropolitan Melbourne
and the inner suburbs, let alone those who travel much
further to my colleagues’ electorates in Eltham and
Bundoora. It is a magnificent project.
I do not mind quoting from an article in the Heidelberg
Leader. It states:
The long-awaited duplication of the Hurstbridge railway line
will start this year, with the state government promising more
than $140 million for the major project.
The duplication of the century-old track between Heidelberg
and Rosanna railway stations is part of the $3.2 million public
transport infrastructure projects across Victoria from the
2016–17 state budget last week.

There was also a $40.8 million investment in our
beloved Austin Hospital in the Ivanhoe electorate. Of
course the Austin Hospital will be familiar to many
people in this house from when the Kennett
government chose to privatise it, which cost the former
member for Ivanhoe, Vin Heffernan, his seat in this
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place. He was a great local advocate, but he was a
victim of the Kennett government’s privatisation mania
that was dressed up as economic management. Just flog
off everything that is owned by the people of Victoria
and claim that that is somehow economic management
is what Alan Stockdale, the former member for
Brighton, chose to do. That $40.8 million investment in
the Austin Hospital is very significant and will go a
long way to again establishing the credentials of Labor
in government as the advocate of public health in the
Ivanhoe electorate.
We are also about to see the conclusion of the
emergency department rebuild at the Austin Hospital.
We have seen the final works done at the Olivia
Newton-John Cancer and Wellness Centre, again under
the Andrews Labor government. The savings from that
project were invested in the redevelopment of the
emergency department at the Austin Hospital, which
we are about to see concluded.
In relation to education I would like to pay tribute to the
Deputy Premier, the Minister for Education, who came
out to Rosanna Golf Links Primary School, the only
school that had a financial commitment for capital
works under the four years of the dysfunctional Baillieu
and Napthine governments. Only one school in the
Ivanhoe electorate received any capital works funding,
and of course it was given belatedly, in the final budget
of its four-year term. In its last six months it finally
allocated some $5.6 million for the redevelopment of
Rosanna Golf Links Primary School.
The now Minister for Training and Skills in the other
place was Parliamentary Secretary for Education in the
Brumby government. He helped us allocate funding for
master planning works at Rosanna Golf Links Primary
School many years ago. By the time the Liberal
government got around to funding this project, it was
massively underfunded and undercosted. I was very
pleased to report to Rosanna Golf Links Primary
School after a visit from the Deputy Premier that we
had allocated an extra $680 000 in the budget to
complete its fully funded redevelopment and rebuild.
Can I tell members that the school community is super
thrilled, including Kelly Morrow, the principal.
The school is also the regional deaf facility in the northeastern suburbs, and it is across the road from my
daughter’s kindergarten, Interlaken. Daily we have
been watching the investment resulting in the works
coming out of the ground at Rosanna Golf Links
Primary School. It is a school of great diversity and a
school of choice in the Ivanhoe electorate. It has an
extra $680 000 on top of that $5.6 million, which is a
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massive investment in the 600-plus students who attend
the school.
On top of that there was a $2 million investment in
Ivanhoe Primary School. This school was built in 1923.
It is a traditional red brick building. It has been a school
of choice. My mother, Therese, taught at the school for
many years. It is a great school, with a significant
increase in enrolments to up around the 600 mark.
When you are trying to provide a 21st century
education with very well qualified, professional,
enthusiastic teachers and leadership team, it is very
difficult to do that in buildings that were built last
century. These buildings are nearly 100 years old. To
allocate $2 million to start the redevelopment works at
Ivanhoe Primary School is to the great credit of the
Deputy Premier, who also visited the school and
understood very clearly the necessary works that were
needed in the short term.
This is on top of the Banyule Primary School’s
provision plan which we committed to at the last
election and which has been resourced in this budget. It
will demonstrate what the education needs are in the
Ivanhoe electorate and what the demographics are like.
Let us leave the talk and the anecdotes to one side and
get to the facts. Let us have a look at what is driving
enrolments across the Ivanhoe electorate and then let us
do the work in the Banyule provision plan to make sure
we understand where we need to invest. That is driving
our $680 000 investment in this budget, which will
conclude the $5.6 million project at Rosanna Golf
Links Primary School. It is driving our $2 million
investment as a starting point at Ivanhoe Primary
School.
The budget also included $5.5 million for Melbourne
Polytechnic — the old Northern Metropolitan Institute
of TAFE — for a lot of its community service
obligations. Just across the way we have a campus of
Melbourne Polytechnic in West Heidelberg. I was
pleased to make that announcement on behalf of the
Minister for Finance and the Minister for Training and
Skills at the Preston campus of Melbourne Polytechnic,
which is at the site of the old Batman TAFE. I know
how important community service obligation are. My
mother completed her secretarial course at the facility
on St George’s Road; she did a clerical course there.
She was working as a nurse, and then I came along and
so she could not quite complete it. She had a chance to
go back to Batman TAFE, as it was then known, to do
her secretarial studies. She then worked as a secretary
for a principal in a school and then went off to what
was the Phillip Institute of Technology to get a teaching
degree and forged a career of her own. She got her start
at TAFE.
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To be there on behalf of the Minister for Training and
Skills was a very profound experience for me. I
understand that my own life has largely been shaped by
the investments that Labor governments have made
under premiers Cain, Kirner, Bracks, Brumby and
Andrews. They have made sure that the opportunities
that families need in the northern suburbs are provided
not only for parents and for many people who have
only been in the country for barely weeks or months —
many of whom I met the other month — but also for
those of us in future generations to be able to make
some progress in our lives. This is because of the
opportunities that TAFE provided for our parents and
for many newcomers to this country.
From a profoundly personal point of view I am very
pleased with the investments that the Andrews
government has made in education and health in this
budget, particularly in the Ivanhoe electorate.
Can I also touch on a couple of other matters, and in
particular around my portfolio support responsibilities
with the member for Bellarine, who now has other
responsibilities, but certainly in the water space, and
also with the member for Mill Park, who has now
picked up those environmental responsibilities, I will
just touch on our investments in the 2016–17 state
budget of some $468 million in extra funding to
support infrastructure investment, particularly around
the water grid. We have seen some $222 million to
improve the health of our waterways and catchments
and some $59 million to promote sustainable
agriculture through improved on-farm water efficiency.
I tell you what, Acting Speaker, you do not need to
convince farmers about the effects of climate change.
They live it. They know it. It is all about their lives and
the profession that they are involved in and the careers
that they are pursuing. They live it every day. They
understand the value of an investment to promote farm
water efficiency.
There is also $30 million to extend the water grid in
Gippsland South — we did not hear much about that
from the previous speaker, the member who represents
that neck of the woods — to connect the towns of
Nyora, Loch, Korumburra and Poowong. That is really
important work. My in-laws are up in Bendigo, and
they talk to me about the goldfields super-pipe and the
investments that the previous Brumby Labor
government and others have made in regional Victoria.
They would be scratching around on bottled water if we
were to go down the path of those opposite. It is Labor
governments that invest in those big projects, and those
opposite would do well to remember that.
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Also there is some $25 million to better prepare
communities for floods. We have seen what havoc
climate change and those issues have wrought in places
like Sydney over the past few weeks. There is some
$14 million in additional funding towards managing
rising groundwater in Bendigo, a project that the
member for Bendigo West has been intimately involved
with.
There is also some $5 million to ensure that Aboriginal
values and knowledge are included in Victoria’s water
management framework. That is really important work.
The Department of Environment, Land, Water and
Planning is doing a lot of work to improve employment
practices for members of Indigenous communities in
that department, because they are the people who are
committed to the work we do in environment and
water.
Mr GIDLEY (Mount Waverley) — I rise to make a
contribution on this motion, and I do it with a heavy
heart because it reflects on a disastrous state budget not
only for the state of Victoria but also for my electoral
district of Mount Waverley — and I take no joy in
that — compared to other budgets between 2011 and
2014 that did deliver for our state.
I want to go back to prior to the 2014 state election,
because in politics it is very important when people in
senior positions in a government or a potential
government go on the record and make promises and
solemn commitments to the people of their state or their
country that they be judged and measured according to
those commitments. I want to go back to the Channel 7
interview with the member for Mulgrave, the now
Premier of the state. He was asked whether or not he
would increase state taxes and charges. I want to go
through the wording in particular. The question from
Peter Mitchell was, ‘Daniel Andrews, all the polls say
you will be Victoria’s next Premier. If you are, do you
promise Victorians here tonight that you will not
increase taxes or introduce any new taxes?’. The
Premier said, ‘I make that promise, Peter, to every
single Victorian’. He did not say, ‘Maybe’ or ‘We’ll
try, based on the budget position’, or ‘We’ll do
everything that we can’. I will repeat it: ‘I make that
promise, Peter, to every single Victorian’. It was an
unequivocal promise, which we know now was a
blatant lie from the now Premier of this government.
Let us have a look at what revenue the first two years of
state taxes and charges in the state of Victoria has
generated compared to what the now Premier indicated.
In two years, taxes have increased from $17.9 billion to
$21.6 billion, representing a state tax increase of
20.7 per cent. I will say that again: a state tax increase
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of 20.7 per cent, against the promise that the member
for Mulgrave and now Premier made. What worries me
even more is that there is no relief in sight for
households, families or small or medium size
businesses of substance. You only have to look at the
16 per cent increase in stamp duty on property transfers
which is forecast over the next four years — —
Mr Nardella interjected.
Mr GIDLEY — If members opposite want to have
a look at the budget papers, they will see a 16 per cent
increase in stamp duty on property transfers over the
next four years. That is not relief; that is higher taxes,
higher charges, on households, families and small and
medium size businesses.
If we take the most recent budget handed down by this
state Labor government, what particular measures do
we know it has taken that will hit household budgets,
families and small and medium size businesses and
make it harder for them to get ahead? We know that it
has increased electricity bills for every household and
every small and medium size business in the state going
forward, because it has tripled the tax on brown coal in
Victoria, the greatest contributor of electricity to the
grid. It has increased the brown coal tax by 300 per
cent, an effective electricity tax that not only flows
through directly to electricity bills but also to every
good and service that has an energy component to it.
We know it has hiked the fire services property levy by
another 7.3 per cent. Again, that will be paid by
commercial property owners, households, families and
small and medium size businesses, and it will flow
through the economy.
But this is the figure that jumps out the most — it is
even indefensible by those spendaholics opposite —
that is, a land tax increase of 28 per cent, nearly onethird, which again we know will flow through the entire
economy. Compare that to the promise: ‘I make that
promise, Peter, to every single Victorian’. What a
crock!
Insurance taxes have increased by 6 per cent. Many
households and families have got multiple insurance
policies, whether that is household insurance, building
insurance or motor vehicle insurance, and they have
been hit yet again — 6 per cent. Payroll tax has
increased by 5 per cent — again, another increase in
payroll tax revenue across the state.
Then there are motor vehicle taxes. How many
households have multiple vehicles, particularly across
the south-east? We know that the figures are very clear.
In Victoria, whether people like it or not, we have a
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heavy reliance on motor vehicles, particularly the
further out you go. We have had a motor vehicle tax
increase of 5 per cent this year alone.
If you put all of those things together in the
environment of relatively low income growth which we
are operating under, what does that mean? It means that
members of households — for example, if they are
going to the local bread shop and buying bread — will
be hit by higher prices and higher taxes and charges
because there will be higher electricity costs to run a
bakery. There will be higher costs for insuring motor
vehicles, there will be higher costs for insurance on
buildings and there will be higher state government
taxes and charges to register a motor vehicle. In the
end, what is very clear is that under this government if
you are a member of a family, a household or a small or
medium size business trying to get ahead, you will be
pushed back. You will pay more, it will cost you more
and this government will spend more of your money
because it believes it knows how to spend it better than
you do, and it has no respect for the work ethic that
might have generated that income.
Outside of that, have a look at the increase in the stamp
duty surcharge payable by foreign purchasers of
residential property in Victoria, which has gone from
3 per cent to 7 per cent, and the land tax surcharge
payable by absentee owners of Victorian land, which
has gone from 0.5 per cent to 1.5 per cent. Again,
regardless of the intent of that particular tax measure, if
you measure it against what the then Leader of the
Opposition said, and I quote, ‘I make that promise,
Peter, to every single Victorian’, that is anything but
being true to that commitment. When you look at the
increases in taxes and charges in this budget alone that I
have outlined, there is simply no excuse.
What makes things worse is that this massive increase
in taxes and charges on households, on families and on
small and medium size businesses builds on massive
increases in last year’s state budget. Last year the
Victorian Labor government hiked the fire services
property levy by 7.2 per cent, increased payroll taxes by
6.2 per cent, raised insurance taxes by 5.4 per cent and
increased motor vehicle taxes by 4.5 per cent. On so
many measures, whether it is in this state budget or last
year’s budget, households, families, small and medium
size businesses have been hit. The household budget
has been hit, and those who are seeking to do the right
thing, to become less reliant on the state and build a
future for themselves, their children and their
grandchildren, are not being assisted by this state
government. They are being punished. We should be
incredibly disappointed, particularly when you relate
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that to the promise that the then Leader of the
Opposition made.
Let us go back to the electricity tax that we know will
generate over four years around $250 million. Industry
observers have very clearly stated that it will flow
through to electricity prices, and I quote the Minerals
Council of Australia, for example, which said:
There is no doubt that energy suppliers will be forced to
increase costs to consumers in Victoria as a result of this
decision. Claims that electricity producers have the capacity
to absorb this royalty increase fail to understand the reality of
the electricity market.
This decision has nothing to do with paying a fair share and
everything to do with a revenue grab.

These are not members on this side of the house but
clearly people in the industry who understand the issue.
The nonsense of a tax increase having no impact on
household electricity bills is almost akin to the
nonsense of former Premier John Brumby saying
massive increases in land tax would not be passed on to
consumers. What an absolute crock.
If you look at payroll tax revenues, you see that they
have increased by 5.4 per cent. That is interesting
because we know that this government has been
dragged kicking and screaming before doing anything
on payroll tax relief. It has been forced to do something
after yet another year of inaction on a highly
unacceptable level of general payroll taxes. It
introduced minor measures that are really just tinkering
with the edges. Industry at its kindest calls it ‘modest
reform’, with the threshold increased to just $650 000
over four years.
Craig Whatman, a partner at Pitcher Partners says:
The increased Victorian threshold will still be below the New
South Wales threshold of $750 000 and well below the
Queensland threshold of $1.1 million.

So this tinkering at the edges, this supposed payroll tax
cut, is a fraud, particularly when you look at the fact
that the budget has a surplus profile. This government
should have done far more to stimulate employment
and far more to look after those who are seeking a job.
As I said, I and a number of industry groups last year
called for payroll tax to be cut in last year’s budget. The
government did not do it, and it should have. That
could have made a real impact on reducing
unemployment. There have been missed opportunities
on employment, on cost-of-living expenses, on
insurance, on electricity, on motor vehicle registration
and on a range of other aspects.
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In addition to the devastating impact this budget is
having on cost-of-living expenses for families and on
small and medium size businesses, you can see at a
local level the impact that has been experienced in the
Mount Waverley electoral district. In education we
have had the Glen Waverley Primary School rebuilding
program, a $6 million commitment signed off by the
previous Victorian government, cut — $6 million for
Glen Waverley Primary School cut. What adds insult to
injury is the now Deputy Premier and the then Labor
candidate going out to the school, acknowledging the
needs of that school and saying, ‘We will listen to you.
We will do everything we can’. What did the
government do? It delivered the renovation of a school
hall — not a rebuild, which they at the time indicated
was clearly needed.
Mount Waverley Secondary College was undertaking a
stage 2 rebuild following a $10.58 million commitment
by the previous Victorian government. It was in place
and ready to go. What have we got under this Labor
government? The program has been cut. Stage 2 of the
Mount Waverley Secondary College rebuild at
$10.58 million has gone under this government — and
the commitment to look at stage 3 at $8.370 million has
also gone.
The stage 1 rebuild of Brentwood Secondary College at
$8 381 000, committed to by Victoria’s then LiberalNationals government, has been cut by this
government. The Mount Waverley Secondary College
rebuild has been cut. Funding for Glen Waverley
Primary School has been cut. Then we move on to the
clear, aggressive agenda against non-government
schooling in my electorate and other electorates. There
is no question that it represents a clear hatred of the
non-government schooling sector by this government,
which is doing everything it can to remove the right of
parents to have a choice as to where they send their
children, including to non-government schools that
teach their children the values and principles that they
wish.
We have seen that very clearly with the government’s
continuing attempts to remove equal opportunity laws
and exemptions, its continuing state-sanctioned
intolerance and its continuing attempts to remove
freedom of religion, freedom of conscience and
freedom of speech in those areas of education. In the
end those opposite do not support non-government
schooling, and they do everything they can to
undermine it.
We have had protective services officers (PSOs) cut
from Syndal and Jordanville for night-time and evening
train services. We used to have a situation where PSOs
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were present for the last train service of an evening at
Syndal and Jordanville. They have now gone. In health
we had the savage cuts to the Monash Children’s
Hospital, which have ensured that rather than being
able to access a dedicated emergency department at the
Monash Children’s project, children will need to use
the existing, outdated emergency department which is
being put forward for use by adults. What that means is
that children who need emergency care will have to
attend an emergency department filled with adults who
might be drug or alcohol affected. The whole purpose
of Monash Children’s Hospital was to have a dedicated
emergency department. As part of the government’s
$177 million cut to the Monash Children’s project, that
has gone. Those opposite had to be shamed at
5 minutes to midnight to reinstall the helipad they tried
to take out from the hospital.
There have been cuts to Monash Children’s Hospital in
the Mount Waverley electoral district and cuts to public
safety. We know the government wants to put at least
an extra $40 000 burden on residents who use the
Monash Freeway to get into the city to pay for the
western distributor. As the member for Burwood very
eloquently put it, it is another tax and charge for
residents in my district for a road in the western
suburbs. On top of that there is the continued refusal to
fund Waverley Gymnastics Centre. This is a budget
that cuts, cuts, cuts. It disenfranchises my district and
will lead to higher taxes, charges and costs of living for
residents.
Mr EDBROOKE (Frankston) — It is indeed a
pleasure to rise to make a contribution to the debate on
the budget appropriation. I have heard members from
the other side talking about there being no jobs plan in
the budget. What are they talking about? It is right
there. All they need to do is read it. This comes from
the mob that did not have a jobs plan for almost four
years and took Victoria to the highest unemployment
on the mainland. We have created jobs at three times
the rate those opposite ever did. They had four years
not to talk about it but to act. They had four years not to
say something but to show something. They had four
years not to promise but to prove something to the
people of Victoria — and the people of Victoria gave
them the boot because they did not.
Great things never come from comfort zones, and that
is one reason I am very proud to be part of this
government. In our first and second budgets we have
shown that we are pushing the boundaries. We are
reflecting what our community wants. We are not just
sitting on our bums and doing nothing, as per the
previous government.
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We have the Minister for the Prevention of Family
Violence, who is also the Minister for Women, in the
chamber at the moment. That is a position that only
Labor could have created. We have had $572 million
put into the budget to implement the Royal
Commission into Family Violence recommendations,
and we will act on every single one. Changing the
culture actually takes some guts, and it is hard. It takes
vision, it takes a strategic plan, and, yes, being an exteacher, I believe it takes a Safe Schools program. It is
one thing to be seen to be doing the right thing — that
is very simple — but it is much harder to put the rubber
on the road and actually reach the goals. In this case it
is cultural and generational change that is needed at a
school level.
Frankston has the highest police family violence callout statistics in the state. That is something we are
obviously not proud of. But the Labor government’s
family violence package puts victims at the heart of our
reform. It includes $152.5 million to begin a housing
blitz to shelter more victims so they do not have to
choose between homelessness and returning to an
abusive relationship. That is very important. Work will
commence on building and redeveloping family
violence refuges, expanding crisis accommodation and
rapidly funding up to 130 new social housing homes.
Victims will also be kept safe at home through
innovative options, such as help accessing the private
rental market.
Also allocated is $122 million to keep children safe
from harm and give them the best start in life by
expanding a new program that provides intensive
support to children in their own homes. The budget
contains $103 million for specialist family violence
services, such as crisis support and counselling, to cope
with the unprecedented demand. I can keep on going:
$61.6 million has been allocated for family violence
prevention aimed at where Victorians live, work, play
and learn. This includes expanding our respectful
relationships program to protect the next generation,
introducing Victoria’s first gender equality strategy and
helping local communities play their part in preventing
violence.
Also provided is $25.7 million to work with Aboriginal
communities in addressing family violence, including
prevention and early intervention programs, new
approaches to dispute resolution and expanding
programs for Aboriginal women, along with
$23.9 million to begin reforming the justice system so it
protects victims and holds perpetrators to account. This
includes expanding legal services for victims, providing
more men’s behaviour change programs and
developing ways to improve victims’ experiences at
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court. The funding will of course be spread across
metropolitan, regional and rural communities. Again
this is bold, this is innovative, and this is what our
community demands of us. This is what we did not
have for four years.

when you visit this school to see just what they have
done with what they have. They are definitely fighting
the good fight, and they are giving their students the
best chance in life. I am sure that across the chamber
here we can all agree this is a fantastic thing.

We have got other massive budgetary commitments. It
is in stark contrast to what we have heard for the last
15 minutes. Melbourne Metro is fully funded. Why
would we wait for the lazy feds? Twenty-five per cent
of Australia’s population lives in Victoria, but only
9 per cent of the federal infrastructure funding reaches
us. We have a jobs plan for the state. I think the jobs
plan from the Napthine-Baillieu-Shaw government
came in about a month before the election. We have got
one, and it is working. We are bringing the
unemployment rate down from what it was under the
previous government, when it was the highest in
mainland Australia.

We also funded a new kitchen for Mahogany Rise
Primary School because we have a brekkie program in
this school. It is fantastic, but we have kids for whom
that might be their only meal of the day, if not until the
next day when they have brekkie again. We decided
that an initiative that the school planned was a
worthwhile project. It involved providing some
documents and some architect drawings relating to how
the school could be altered to feed kids lunch as well as
breakfast, which is very important.

In our first budget we gave Frankston Primary School a
much-needed $800 000 for redevelopment. Thank you
to principal Morry Rubinstein and his dedicated school
community. They are just fantastic. I get there
whenever I can because I am still a frustrated teacher at
heart, and I do love to have a bit of fun with the kids.
Monterey Secondary College received $4 million in the
last budget, and I would like to thank principal Stuart
Jones and his staff. I consider some of these principals
to be the most important people in Frankston. The
reasons are obvious: they help raise happy, healthy and
resilient kids with a government that is supporting
them. These kids are the future of Frankston, Victoria
and, I dare say, the nation and the world as well. We
have also been supporting these schools with brekkie
clubs.
In this budget we are continuing to create the education
state, something we are all very proud of. For the first
time ever I have seen government signs in schools.
Schools are actually putting up ‘education state’ signs
because they back this initiative so much. Schools are
actually seeing proof that the education state initiative is
working. They are seeing tangible results on their
property, and they are supporting us with those signs.
In this budget we were able to give McClelland College
$5.8 million for a new gym. This is vital for that school.
It is a growing school in a disadvantaged area, but those
kids need to reach a certain level of education as a
baseline, just as in any other school. We are supporting
that. They will reach far higher than that baseline, I
would imagine. Thank you to Amadeo Ferra and the
members of his strong, resilient school community,
who have taken on so many different projects of their
own initiative with very limited funding. It is amazing

Kids with empty tummies cannot concentrate and are
less likely to learn and achieve. I would like to thank
the principal, John Culley, and his school community,
who work so hard to make such a difference in the lives
of students. It was fantastic to attend the school with the
education minister not long ago, because I think even
the minister was stunned at just how much some of
these schools do with how little they have. It is just
fantastic to be able to fund them. There are a great
many schools in my electorate educating fantastic kids
who will definitely be competitive not just on a national
level but certainly on the international level.
Also locally in Frankston we have funded $85 000 for
the Eric Bell Reserve netball courts, which is where the
Pines Football Netball Club plays. It is a fantastic club
with fantastic people in an area where we need support.
It has been overlooked quite a bit in the past, and it
deserves all the attention we can give it in Frankston.
The biggest budget item in Frankston is of course the
$50 million for the Frankston transit precinct upgrade,
which has very slowly evolved into almost a CBD
rejuvenation with the amount of stakeholder interest
and the number of partnerships we have developed
delivering in total $63 million. Boy, does that project
create some jobs as well! The $50 million was locked
in in this budget, and to those who have said we could
not do it — they have been hitting their heads against
the same wall for 40 years — well, we have. To those
who said we could not, would not, should not: we just
have, and it is about to happen. Later this month we
will turn the sod on the Young Street redevelopment,
and the amount of interest we have had from all types
of developers and people interested in living, learning
and educating themselves in Frankston is phenomenal.
We have had some nay-sayers about Frankston,
claiming that no-one will ever invest in Frankston. One
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person said, ‘No-one will ever invest in Frankston
because it is too far from the city’. Well, with a bit of
stubbornness and hard work — and, I guess, making
some foes along the way, because when you do your
job right, you do actually put people’s noses out of joint
sometimes — we are in a situation where we can
actually choose appropriate investors because they are
knocking at our door. I guess our biggest issue is that
we did not expect quite as much early interest.
We have had more investment, more opportunity and
more confidence in Frankston shown by this
government in the past two years than we have seen in
any years before. I am keeping score in Frankston, as I
am Frankston’s government representative of course. I
fight for everything we can get in Frankston because we
need it. I could be accused of being partisan, but my
community knows it is totally true: I am definitely
partisan towards Frankston and will fight to the end for
Frankston.
The other interesting thing we have going on in
Frankston relates to health. We were let down by the
federal government when it cut our Medicentre, which I
have spoken about in the chamber quite a bit before, but
it is quite unbelievable it could just take that away from
a community like Frankston that relied on that service.
Despite his talk about innovation, Prime Minister
Malcolm Turnbull announced that the federal
government would not support the Andrews Labor
government’s request for a $60 million contribution
towards the Aikenhead Centre for Medical Discovery.
Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Halfpenny) —
Order! I remind members that if they are interjecting,
they should be sitting in their own seats.
Mr EDBROOKE — This centre is intended to be a
research and education hub, concentrating on fields as
diverse as organ and tissue regeneration, drug design,
next generation biomedical devices and prosthetics. The
centre will bring together the best doctors, nurses,
researchers, scientists and engineers in a state-of-the-art
facility here in Victoria’s St Vincent’s Hospital. This
facility is one of a kind in Australia, and it will focus on
chronic conditions that need research, such as
cardiovascular disease, arthritis, cancer and diabetes,
and the advanced, cutting-edge treatments and
technologies that are coming through, including robotic
hands, heart tissue engineering and spinal cord repair.
These are massive, massive things that we have
budgeted for. This centre will also create thousands of
jobs: more than 1000 during the development and
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construction phase, and around 10 000 jobs over the
next 15 years.
I would like to thank some people for their incredible
work in our government. I guess I should actually thank
all the ministers in the government for the crazy amount
of work they do, but especially in Frankston we have
had a lot to do with the Minister for Education, the
Minister for Public Transport, the Minister for Health,
the Treasurer, the Minister for the Prevention of Family
Violence and the Minister for Housing, Disability and
Ageing. Through working with some of these people I
have learned that the secret to obtaining good and
meaningful change in Frankston is not to focus all your
energy on fighting the old but actually to put your
energy into building the new, which is what we are
doing in Frankston.
As I said, we will be turning the sod on a particular
project in Frankston that will change the face of
Frankston forever later this month. Just to reiterate what
Frankston won in this fantastic state budget:
$50 million for the transit precinct upgrade and
$1.8 million for the elective surgery boost at Frankston
Hospital. I heard somebody talking about hospitals
before, and I wish to note there was a $350 million
injection into our state hospitals to make sure we get
people off the waiting lists for public health care. We
have committed $5.8 million for the McClelland
College school hall, $200 000 for the Mahogany Rise
Primary School kitchen facilities and $85 000 for the
Eric Bell Reserve netball courts.
These are all things that are fantastic for Frankston;
they will help change Frankston for the better. We have
a great community. Like I said, it was overlooked in the
four years of the previous government. It does take
some time to plan and put in place good change. It is
not just knee-jerk reaction. The plan is in place, and we
are definitely getting on with it and getting it done. We
can tell that people in Frankston are liking what we are
doing, because they come up to us in the street. We
walk down the street to get lunch, and we hear, ‘Love
what you are doing in Frankston. What is happening
next?’, and we are able to reel off a list because we
have a big plan of things we need to do and it is all
budgeted for. The previous four years were spent
talking about something instead of doing it; we went
through this stage where people actually did not believe
it was going to be done because they had heard so
much before. But they are realising that it is being done.
It was fantastic last weekend to be there for the opening
of the Frankston District Netball Association netball
courts as well. They have been totally resealed and are
ready for action and ready for A-grade competitive
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netball. It was a fantastic event, and it seems that in
Dunkley at the moment, besides having a federal
government that is ripping $24 million out of our
schools in Dunkley, effectively by breaking a promise
to fund Gonski, we have a Labor state government that
provides us an alternative. That is literally $1000 per
head for each child who goes to school in Dunkley that
the parents will have to pay because the schools
effectively — if I know the schools — will have to pass
that on. That is going to come out of people’s pockets,
and that is not good. For the federal election we have a
very, very clear decision in Dunkley, whether it is cuts
or whether it is actually doing something for our
community and having someone who is passionate and
dedicated to our community like candidate Peta
Murphy.
Ms SHEED (Shepparton) — I am very pleased to
rise to speak on the take-note motion on the budget
papers that is before this house tonight. I am also happy
to be able to say how pleased I was for my electorate
with the 2016–17 budget. For a long time, through
successive governments and successive budgets, the
Hume region of north-eastern Victoria and particularly
my electorate of Shepparton district had not been
receiving an equitable share of state investment,
particularly when it came to investment in major
infrastructure. I note that in this budget the Hume
region, of which Shepparton is a part, received the
third-highest spend out of the five regions.
My constituents and I are delighted that the principal
spend in our region was the funding for the
redevelopment of Goulburn Valley Health. That is
$169 million for a project that has long been waited for,
so I thank the government for listening to us. I and
many constituents of my electorate have lobbied long
and hard for funding for the redevelopment of
Goulburn Valley Health. This is a project that my
community has long been advocating for, and
whenever a minister came to town we showed them our
hospital. We have had the Minister for Health visit on a
number of occasions; the Treasurer visited and went
through; and of course the Premier came to announce
the pre-budget election commitment of $169 million.
The redevelopment includes a four-story tower with
three new operating theatres, two additional new wards,
an extended emergency department, a refurbished
maternity unit and a special care nursery that will be
new, as well as expansion of dialysis and medical
imaging services. It should be noted that our hospital
currently has 11 cubicles in its emergency department.
It will be getting something like 30, which is just what
it needs. The redevelopment is anticipated to
commence in 2017 with completion in 2020, and of
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course by that stage we will be lobbying for the funding
of the second stage of the hospital.
I would like to speak about public transport. In May last
year the Minister for Public Transport announced that a
Regional Network Development Plan would be
established to discover and plan for public transport
needs in regional Victoria. We have now seen the
results of that review, and it takes a systematic
approach to deal with longstanding, chronic inadequacy
on many regional public transport routes. I am pleased
to note that we have an additional rail service from
Melbourne to Shepparton commencing in January
2017. This will be an extension of a Melbourne to
Seymour service. It represents a small but promising
improvement in the current three train arrivals and four
train departures at Shepparton station. We still have
very long way to go to achieve the services that
Shepparton deserves and needs and which are enjoyed
by other regional areas, such as Bendigo, Ballarat,
Geelong and the Latrobe Valley. Indeed even Seymour,
a town of around 6000 people, has 20 services a day to
Melbourne. It is these services that Shepparton really
needs to be connected with, and we need some
significant creative thinking around how that should
best occur.
But more than this, Shepparton is a major regional city
in a major transport corridor. It forms part of the inland
highway route between Melbourne and Brisbane and
connects the Hume Highway, Goulburn Valley
Highway and the Newell Highway to the Queensland
border. It is instructive to understand that a large
proportion of the New South Wales rice and cotton
crops are trucked to Shepparton, where they are stored
for warehousing and ultimately delivered to the port of
Melbourne for export. It is quite galling in some ways
to stand here and hear the Minister for Public Transport
talk about 28 new services for Bendigo on top of all the
other services that Bendigo already has. Shepparton
would certainly appreciate many more, and I will be
lobbying very hard and long to ensure that we get the
services we need. We need about $90 million spent on
our tracks and infrastructure between Shepparton and
Seymour to get them to a state that in any way equates
to what our region deserves.
In education there was an announcement from the
School Pride and Sports Fund, and again with pleasure
I note that out of the 15 schools that received a share of
$16 million three of the schools are in my electorate
and three are on the border: Congupna, Harston,
Invergordon, Undera, Waaia Yalca South and Zeerust.
With this funding small local community schools that
are very often the hub of the community and centre of
life for those communities will have an opportunity to
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make some real improvements to their school
environment.
On the topic of education, I would like to remind my
parliamentary colleagues that the Hume region,
including my electorate of Shepparton district, has
some of the lowest school retention rates in the state
and is desperately in need of support in this regard.
Shepparton in particular has the largest Indigenous
population in country Victoria and the largest new
arrival community, the great majority of whom are
refugees rather than skilled migrant 457 visa-holders.
Actual numbers of Indigenous and refugee residents is
way ahead of Australian Bureau of Statistics statistics,
particularly the refugees, most of whom are making
their way to Shepparton as secondary migrants from
capital cities. They already form more than 10 per cent
of the population according to the local ethnic council.
This is placing a great strain on our schools, health and
welfare services and the local job market. Shepparton is
a tolerant and accepting community that has so far
absorbed and nurtured these new arrivals, and it serves
as an exemplar of good practice in this regard,
notwithstanding that state and federal government
support has been very limited. The significant Gonski
funding into our region last year was very well
received, and it recognised the significant disadvantage
in my electorate.
There remain many things that are needed in my
electorate. These include funding for the
neighbourhood schools project. This project is based in
three of the most disadvantaged local schools in
Shepparton. It identifies children at risk, many of whom
have suffered significant trauma and are desperately in
need of trauma counselling. The three schools have
combined to provide a share of funding for the training
of four trauma therapists and their subsequent
engagement across the schools to treat these young
children, who have been identified as suffering from
trauma because a range of things. Many are refugees.
Others suffer from dreadful environments where family
violence is rampant. Also many of these children are
clients of the Department of Health and Human
Services, and many are also Indigenous.
It is essential that the children in our community are
given the best chance in life to get ahead and I will be
pleading with the government to look hard at this
project and find the additional funding needed to
support it. It is well known that intervention that occurs
earlier in children’s lives will lead to better outcomes.
The Better Together alliance has also benefited from
funding. This project is a collaboration between the
principals of four senior secondary colleges. They are
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looking to share resources and share professional
development. They have been able to appoint an
assistant principal as a coordinator between the four
schools in the hope that they can continue to attract
more funding to achieve better outcomes for our
secondary students.
The Shepparton bypass remains an item on the agenda
for ongoing funding. There has been a lot of discussion
around this and the fact that it is a project that requires
substantial federal funding as well as state funding.
I would like to touch on the issue of payroll tax. I note
that the government is increasing the payroll tax
threshold from $550 000 to $650 000 over four years.
This is barely in keeping with inflation. I have to say
that, as a former partner in a small business, this tax is
very regressive and mitigates employment creation.
The threshold is easily reached when the major input
for practically all small businesses is the wage cost. It
actually holds back progress and expansion, as once the
threshold is reached a large payment to the state is
triggered so most businesses try to survive under the
threshold. Ten staff on an average wage will easily see
the threshold reached. Successive state governments
have grappled with this issue and I would like to
suggest that this government seriously consider using
the significant revenue stream from stamp duty on
property sales to begin offsetting this much-unloved
tax.
Every year we have seen stamp duty increases deliver a
bonus to the revenue bottom line. I ask the government
to start putting it to work to start addressing the payroll
issue. The higher the threshold, the more business we
will attract to the state and the more expansion of
existing small businesses will occur. More jobs will be
created and more general tax revenue will follow.
I have also had the benefit of being on the Family and
Community Development Committee over the past
18 months. We have just completed and tabled before
this Parliament the report of the inquiry into abuse in
disability services. That report has identified a number
of areas where government support will be required.
Business interrupted under sessional orders.
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ADJOURNMENT
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The question is:
That the house now adjourns.

Nepean Highway–Forest Drive, Mount Martha
Mr MORRIS (Mornington) — I raise a matter this
evening for the Minister for Roads and Road Safety,
and the action I am seeking from the minister is that he
direct VicRoads to undertake such works as are
necessary to resolve the significant safety issues that
exist at the intersection of Nepean Highway and Forest
Drive in Mount Martha. Deputy Speaker, this is an all
too familiar story, one I am sure you would be familiar
with, of a situation where we have population growth
and we have traffic growth and of course the inevitable
conflict that occurs as a result of that. Quite often —
and certainly that is correct in this case — the arterial
roads are fine. They are more than capable of carrying
the volume of traffic. But there are intersections with
lower order roads where the intersection itself is not
able to cope with the volume of traffic going through it.
That is the situation at this particular intersection.
This is the third time I have raised this issue in this
Parliament. Forest Drive is the main egress from the
southern section of Mount Martha. There is really only
Forest Drive or the Esplanade, which is an old two-lane
winding road built in the 1930s and in danger of
collapsing into the bay unfortunately in some sections.
People generally only travel it if they want to have a
look at the view, which is spectacular I have to say. But
traffic that wants to get out of the southern section of
Mount Martha, particularly travelling to Peninsula Link
but also travelling to the Nepean Highway, uses this
intersection. There is a further complication because
there is a third street, Hopetoun Avenue, which just
makes it a little more challenging.
Prior to Peninsula Link opening, traffic turned left into
Nepean Highway and then travelled to Craigie Road,
Moorooduc Road and thence to the Frankston Freeway.
Now that we have Peninsula Link most traffic is not
heading to the Frankston Freeway. It is heading further
north so we now have traffic coming through the
intersection that largely does a right-hand turn and
travels south down the hill on Nepean Highway to get
to Peninsula Link, so there is significantly more conflict
there. There is an alternative and that would be to open
up access from Craigie Road to do a right-hand turn
across Peninsula Link. If the government wishes to
address that, I will leave that with it, but I am focusing
on this intersection.
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I worked with the former government to reduce the
speed limit from 100 kilometres per hour to
80 kilometres per hour. The former roads minister took
a keen interest in this matter. Further development was
under discussion and there was an expectation that the
works would be funded in early 2015. I put a notice of
motion on the notice paper while we were still able to
do that in December 2014. I raised the issue again in a
members statement in February 2015. Nineteen months
on there is still no action on this front so I do urge the
minister to direct VicRoads to undertake works before
it is too late.

Mount Clear College
Mr HOWARD (Buninyong) — I raise a matter
with the Minister for Education, and I ask that the
minister visit Mount Clear College to talk to principal
Lynita Taylor and other staff and students from the
school. Mount Clear College is a terrific school in my
electorate. Built in the 1970s, it was built with a very
modern design at the time featuring lots of timber. It
was built alongside the Canadian State Forest as it has
been but is soon to become the Canadian Regional
Park, which I am very pleased about. But that is another
story.
In terms of Mount Clear College, it has been going for
over 40 years now so there are times when schools like
that built with lots of timber need significant upgrade
works. I am pleased that in a former term of Labor
government we were able to get some funding to
upgrade science classrooms and other rooms within the
school, and in a term of the Bracks and Brumby
governments the site over the road from the school saw
the new earth education centre built as a science
technology centre. This centre has benefited Mount
Clear College students as well as others across the
region. The former federal Labor government provided
funding for a language education centre, also over the
road from the school, which again meets the needs of
the school and other schools for students to undertake
language education, particularly in Chinese.
Mount Clear College offers a terrific range of
experiences to try to maximise the educational
opportunities for its students, including attracting
international students to the school. That is great. It has
a link with Gelibolu High School, which is terrific
because that provides the school with opportunities to
understand issues in Turkey and issues in regard to our
war involvement there. But if the minister comes to
visit the school, which has been allocated $2.1 million
in the budget, the school community will show its
appreciation for that funding and show him how that
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money is likely to be expended. I think this would be a
great outcome.

Community building insurance premiums
Mr McCURDY (Ovens Valley) — My
adjournment matter is for the Minister for the Energy,
Environment and Climate Change, and the action I seek
is that the minister urgently intervene and assist local
communities in the Ovens Valley electorate. I note the
former Minister for Environment, Climate Change and
Water, who is at the table, pricked up her ears, but this
one will move on.
Just as some background, the Rural City of Wangaratta,
in light of the rate capping imposed on local councils,
has ceased paying for insurance on buildings that are
not on its land. The council has done a big stocktake
and has found that there are lots of buildings that are on
land managed by the Department of Environment,
Land, Water and Planning, so it is refusing to pay for
their insurance. I get that. I am not critical of the Rural
City of Wangaratta, but these groups have had their
insurance paid by the council before and now the bills
have been thrust upon them. I will give you some
examples, Deputy Speaker.
Greta-Hansonville hall committee president Adrian
Younger got a quote for insurance, which was between
$2000 and $2200 per year, compared to the $590 that
was paid by the council. The hall has an income of
about $2000 per year, so its entire year’s income would
be going on its insurance. Tarrawingee hall president
Graeme Norman got a quote for insurance which was
$2700 compared to the $450 that was paid by the
council. He said it is ridiculous. It is a sum they have no
hope of paying. The choice is to close the hall or to
have no insurance at all. Lyn Lewis from Cheshunt hall
is in the same situation, with a quote of $1500 to $2500
compared to the $318 that was paid by the council.
Springhurst hall, Glenrowan Recreation Reserve — the
list goes on. There are 24 rural halls for which the Rural
City of Wangaratta, in the last financial year, paid a
total of $8000. All these community groups would be
paying between $30 000 and $50 000 as individual
groups. Obviously I am seeking some support from the
minister to either assist them in paying their bills — and
they understand that they are their bills — or the other
option is to maybe even talk about how we can assist
them by taking out an insurance policy that can be paid
on an across-the-board rate, where each community
group would pay a portion of it but still be paying only
$400 or $300 rather than getting slugged the $2000 that
they are all getting slugged when they go and see their
respective insurers. With that I ask that the minister
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look into this. There are 24 in the Rural City of
Wangaratta alone, so this is going to spread deeply right
across Victoria if other municipalities choose to do it.
The government can choose to assist us financially in
that respect or at least oversee a policy where we can
get a fair deal for our community groups so that they
are not spending every bit of their revenue just to pay
their insurance for the year.

Macedon electorate kindergartens
Ms THOMAS (Macedon) — The matter I wish to
raise this evening is for the attention of the Minister for
Families and Children, and Minister for Youth Affairs
in the other place, and it concerns two kindergartens in
my electorate — one in Romsey and one in Gisborne.
During the 2014 campaign the minister joined with me
to announce that if elected, an Andrews government
would commit $120 000 to each of these kindergartens
for significant upgrades. Now that works are well
underway the action I seek is that the minister join me
to visit these kinders when the upgrades are completed.
Romsey and Gisborne are growing and remain very
popular with young families looking to raise their
children in the foothills of the Macedon Ranges. As a
local representative I will continue to advocate for the
early childhood and education services our children
need. I am also delighted that last week the minister
launched the revised Victorian Early Years Learning
and Development Framework at the annual Together
We Grow early childhood education conference. This
revised framework reflects the latest research, practice
and policy and provides a high benchmark for early
childhood professional practice in the education state.
The framework describes what all children should learn
between birth and age eight, outlining the knowledge
and skills that lead all children to become confident and
engaged lifelong learners. This framework will guide
the work of early childhood professionals, including
maternal and child health nurses, educators, primary
school teachers, playgroup facilitators, cultural
organisations and specialist support staff.
Not only is this government investing in the facilities
our children need but it is also ensuring that early
education in the education state is of the highest quality
possible. I am well aware of the minister’s commitment
to investing in the futures of our youngest Victorians by
giving families the flexible, high-quality, accessible and
affordable kindergarten and childcare services they
deserve, and I would welcome the opportunity to share
with her just some of the results of this government’s
investments in our youngest Victorians on a visit to my
electorate.
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Seville Primary School
Mrs FYFFE (Evelyn) — My adjournment debate
matter is directed to the Minister for Education. The
action I am seeking is for the Department of Education
and Training to fund the cost of connection to mains
sewerage at Seville Primary School. In March this year
the Environment Protection Authority Victoria (EPA)
conducted a licence compliance inspection at Seville
Primary School’s sewage treatment plant, which has
been discharging wastewater. As a result of the
inspection the EPA recommended connection to the
nearby reticulated sewerage system in accordance with
the state environment protection policy. It is anticipated
that the EPA will formalise this through a notice very
soon. The discharge is a problem because it is occurring
on a surface area where children frequently play. This
wastewater can contain micro-organisms that can be
harmful to humans, animals and the environment.
These include viruses, bacteria and fungal and parasitic
organisms. In a small school population where children
and teachers handle the same objects, that can lead to
outbreaks of avoidable illnesses such as gastroenteritis
and hepatitis and infection of the skin, eyes and other
organs.
Seville primary has previously spent $15 000 on new
pipes for its sewage treatment plant as a result of
another system failure, which is becoming increasingly
problematic given the age of the system. The
Department of Education and Training stated it would
reimburse Seville Primary for the $15 000, which could
have been put to use on other worthwhile initiatives for
the students. Almost two years later Seville primary has
not received this money. Now Seville primary is up for
a further $220 000 to reconfigure internal plumbing,
remove the existing treatment plant, connect to the
reticulated sewerage in Valley Road and pay relevant
water authority and consultant fees. This could be an
environmental hazard, with sewage run-off having a
direct path to the Wandin Yallock Creek and the Yarra
River. Accordingly I ask that the Minister for Education
direct the Department of Education and Training to
prioritise this health hazard and fund the necessary
connection to mains sewerage at Seville primary.

Sandringham Hospital
Mr RICHARDSON (Mordialloc) — My
adjournment matter tonight is for the Minister for
Health, and the action I seek is for the minister to
update my community on the health investment that is
being made in our public hospitals, particularly
Sandringham Hospital, through investment in elective
surgery. Sandringham Hospital was visited by the
Minister for Health in the last week along with the
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member for Bentleigh and the federal member for
Hotham, Clare O’Neil, so they could see firsthand the
professional care and support it provides to our local
community. It is amazing that 33 000 people each and
every year go through the emergency department at
Sandringham Hospital out of a total of 41 000 patients.
Interestingly 1600 babies are born each and every year
at Sandringham Hospital.
But what we have seen federally recently are not only
the big cuts that the federal government made in the
2014 budget under Tony Abbott and Joe Hockey but
also the recent peculiar situation where the federal
government is trying to retrospectively claw back
funding from our public health system, which could
particularly affect hospitals like Sandringham Hospital.
It is trying to retrospectively take money back when it
has already been spent by Alfred Health. When that
investment has already gone directly to patients, the
federal government is trying to claw that funding back.
It is an absolute outrage that this is happening. We are
23 days away from the end of the financial year, and
this is happening. It is unconscionable.
It sees the Victorian government take the federal
government to court on this very issue, and we continue
to this day to fight out this matter on behalf of
Victorians. We have not heard one statement from the
member for Sandringham or from the Leader of the
Opposition, who went down and stood out the front in
the garden but did not bother to go on a tour to talk to
the people who each and every day deliver
much-needed care to patients and my local community.
Over 30 per cent of the City of Kingston is supported
by Sandringham Hospital. We can contrast that with the
investment the Andrews Labor government is making
in our health system and in supporting my constituents
in the City of Kingston in elective surgery and the
special care nursery that will be vital for our local
community. For my adjournment matter I ask the
Minister for Health to update my community on how
the investment in public health, particularly elective
surgeries, will benefit Sandringham Hospital and my
local constituents.

Forest Hill College
Mr ANGUS (Forest Hill) — I raise a matter of
importance for the attention of the Minister for
Education. The action I seek is for the minister to
provide funding to Forest Hill College to enable the
school to construct a circular driveway and additional
car park to address its current traffic and parking issues.
Forest Hill College, in my electorate of Forest Hill, is a
popular and fast-growing secondary school in the
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suburb of Burwood East. The school currently has
approximately 670 students, up from 500 in 2013.
Enrolments at Forest Hill College continue to increase,
heading towards more than 720 students in 2017. This
growth has resulted in an increase in the number of
families within the school community, as well as more
teachers and other staff being employed at the school.
The school is currently facing significant challenges
with traffic management and car parking issues. There
is space available within the school boundaries to
enable the current driveway to be extended and for a
circular driveway to be constructed to assist in
rectifying this situation.
The school facilities are used very extensively,
obviously by the school staff and students during
school times but also by 79 local community
organisations that access the school at various times.
This very extensive use of the school’s facilities is a
good thing, but it results in great pressures and
congestion in the traffic management and parking areas.
The construction of additional car parking and a
circular driveway to accommodate the families, staff,
students and numerous other users of Forest Hill
College would go a long way in relieving some of this
congestion. I look forward to hearing from the Minister
for Education and receiving favourable consideration of
this request to provide the funding needed to extend the
driveway at Forest Hill College and result in a circular
driveway and additional car parking being constructed
on the site.

Narre Warren South P–12 College
Ms GRALEY (Narre Warren South) — My
adjournment matter is for the Minister for Education
and concerns Narre Warren South P–12 College. The
action I seek is that the minister joins me in visiting this
fantastic local school to meet its talented musicians.
The school has recently established an exciting and
innovative Fusion music program for its year 7
students. This has already led to the school winning the
junior category of the Battle of the Bands competition,
and the students will be heading off to the state
championships later this year. I saw the kids in action
recently; they really are something else, and I wish
them well.
I noticed when I visited the school that the school
auditorium probably needs a bit of a makeover too, and
the Narre Warren South community, which is a very
diverse community, would also benefit from a
fit-for-purpose performing arts space, so I will be
working on this project with the school to achieve that
in the future. I have met with the hardworking
principal, Rob Duncan, to discuss this proposal, and I
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know he is ready and willing to make this vision a
reality. He wants to see his students, all 2030 of
them — yes, 2030 students — have access to the very
best facilities, which would match the school’s
outstanding educational programs. I do hope the
minister will join me in visiting the school to see how
successfully the school is using its equity funding to
provide enhanced and innovative learning opportunities
for every one of its students. I have no doubt that he
will be starstruck by the talent on display.

Porthaul
Ms BRITNELL (South-West Coast) — My
adjournment matter is for the Minister for Industry and
Employment, and the action I seek is for him to meet
with Porthaul, a bulk transport company in Portland,
and to assist it in attracting employees to regional
Victoria. On 9 December I asked the former Minister
for Employment what the government was doing to
assist Porthaul to attract the 56 new employees it
needed to meet its operational requirements. The
response was that Regional Development Victoria had
been working with the business and all recruitment
issues had been solved. I have since been told that this
is not the case. The owner, Brian Williamson, tells me
he has had no contact from any minister’s office or with
any Victorian government department.
Porthaul still has a desperate need for staff. Despite
already filling 25 jobs on its own, there are 10 positions
vacant right now, and Mr Williamson anticipates that
he will need to fill a further 12 positions in the next two
to three weeks to meet contract commitments.
Mr Williamson does not want a handout; he just needs
a bit of help to find employees and attract them to
regional Victoria and perhaps with some training. The
business has already invested in a program to ensure its
drivers are well trained — a very necessary part of the
job given they are in charge of driving loads of up to
80 tonnes, with the added challenge of navigating the
worst roads in Victoria according to VicRoads data.
These roads are shared with families, school buses and
other people going about their daily business.
With the state government’s promise of 100 000 jobs
floundering, I would have thought it would have been
bending over backwards to assist. Mr Williamson tells
me the South Australian government has been more
than willing to assist, already helping him to fill five
positions. The South Australian government has been
so helpful that Mr Williamson is now seriously
considering relocating his business across the border to
Mount Gambier. That would see more than 100 jobs
ripped from Portland and Victoria and planted in South
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Australia, putting another dent in the government’s
promise.
With Portland Aluminium receiving the bad news from
the Treasurer that he will not help it, thus putting
2000 direct and indirect jobs at risk, another employer
leaving the city is the last thing anyone wants. I would
imagine a growing business exiting regional Victoria
and taking away more jobs is the last thing the
government would want. The action I seek is for the
minister to meet with Porthaul and discuss with it ways
to assist to ensure this strong and important local
business remains based in Portland and Victoria.
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for our community. I know that the minister joins me in
acknowledging that local volunteers like these serve our
community and that we depend on them to defend and
protect us from danger and threats.
I also take this opportunity to acknowledge that Shane
Lapworth, who was the unit controller of the
Broadmeadows SES, has finished his time in that role
and that Ms Connie Lapworth has assumed that role,
and I congratulate her accordingly. I ask that the
minister provide due consideration to the application
for a light rescue truck.

Responses
State Emergency Service Broadmeadows unit
Ms BLANDTHORN (Pascoe Vale) — My
adjournment matter is for the attention of the Minister
for Emergency Services, and the action I seek is that the
minister consider the application for funding of the
Broadmeadows State Emergency Service (SES) under
the volunteer emergency services equipment program.
The volunteer emergency services equipment program
is an ongoing program funded by the Victorian
government, providing local emergency services
volunteer groups with access to grants for operational
equipment, vehicles, trucks, tankers, watercraft, trailers
and minor facility improvements.
The Broadmeadows State Emergency Service services
my electorate, the minister’s electorate of Brunswick
and also the electorate of the member for
Broadmeadows. It has submitted a grant application
under this program for a light rescue truck. If successful
with its application for funding, the Broadmeadows
SES intends to replace its current medium rescue truck
with a light rescue truck. As the Broadmeadows SES
services all three electorates, I know that both the
minister and the member for Broadmeadows share an
interest with me in this application, and indeed both of
them have also witnessed, as I have, the great
contribution the Broadmeadows SES team makes in
our local community.
Members of the team are often the first to arrive at
crime scenes, floods, fires and storms, and they provide
vital frontline assistance to our emergency services. I
am sure that the minister also recognises that, due to the
limited resources at its disposal, the Broadmeadows
SES team has developed a great degree of
resourcefulness in its operations — sourcing and
servicing a lot of its own equipment, materials and
supplies. However, funding for a new light rescue truck
would ensure that the Broadmeadows SES is provided
with the modern equipment it requires in order to
optimise its fleet and maximise the support it provides

Ms NEVILLE (Minister for Police) — A number of
members have raised a number of issues for a range of
ministers, and I will pass those issues on to those
ministers.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The house is
now adjourned.
House adjourned 7.23 p.m.
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The SPEAKER (Hon. Telmo Languiller) took the
chair at 9.34 a.m. and read the prayer.

PETITIONS
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Ordered that petition presented by honourable
member for Bayswater be considered next day on
motion of Ms VICTORIA (Bayswater).
Ordered that petition presented by honourable
member for Morwell be considered next day on
motion of Mr NORTHE (Morwell).

Following petitions presented to house:

Mountain Highway, Bayswater
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:
This petition draws to the Legislative Assembly’s attention
the desperate need to keep the existing three-lane carriageway
in each direction on Mountain Highway, Bayswater.
As part of the Bayswater level crossing removal project, the
plan is to reduce the road’s capacity by 33 per cent.
Mountain Highway is a busy thoroughfare for businesses,
local families and those heading to the Dandenong Ranges
and surrounds.
The petitioners therefore request that the Legislative
Assembly require the Andrews Labor government to leave
the capacity of Mountain Highway as it is and not remove
any lanes.

By Ms VICTORIA (Bayswater) (116 signatures).

Gippsland Carers Association
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:
The petition of the residents of Victoria and Gippsland draws
the attention of the house to the failure of the Victorian Labor
government to provide funding to assist Gippsland Carers
Association (GCA) with administrative costs and carer
support services delivered to the community.
GCA services some of the region’s most vulnerable families
in need, and unless funding is provided by the state
government these services will be severely impacted. In
Gippsland there are some 26 000 family carers, of whom
more than half are primary carers.
The former Liberal-National coalition government provided
funding for GCA during its term of government and had
pledged to continue to fund GCA into the future.
However, the current Labor government has stated it won’t
provide one dollar of funding support for GCA.
The petitioners therefore request the Legislative Assembly of
Victoria to direct the Labor government to adopt the
Liberal-National coalition’s pre-election financial pledge of
$120 000 to support the GCA in the work it undertakes within
the Gippsland community.

By Mr NORTHE (Morwell) (422 signatures).
Tabled.

ECONOMIC, EDUCATION, JOBS AND
SKILLS COMMITTEE
Portability of long service leave entitlements
Mr NARDELLA (Melton) presented report,
together with appendices, extract from the
proceedings, minority report and transcripts of
evidence.
The SPEAKER — Order! The question is:
That the report, appendices, extract from the proceedings,
minority report and transcripts of evidence be tabled.

Ms RYALL (Ringwood) — In speaking to the
question before the house, the report of the inquiry into
the portability of long service leave entitlements should
be returned to the Economic, Education, Jobs and Skills
Committee prior to being tabled in the Legislative
Assembly.
Our joint parliamentary committees produce some of
the best work of this Parliament. When Victorian
citizens and organisations take the time and make the
effort to make submissions and come before an inquiry
they have faith in our committee processes. They have
faith in the members of Parliament that make up the
committees. They have faith that members on
cross-party committees will work together, as they have
for decades, and that while not all committee members
will agree on everything, the democratic will of the
majority will prevail, and rightly so.
What has occurred here is as absurd as it is
extraordinary. We find that the majority report being
tabled is not a reflection of the will of the majority of
the committee members. We find that the minority
report is not a reflection of the minority of the
committee. So the question is: how can that be? This is
how. Motions that had been previously passed by the
majority of the committee were rescinded by a minority
of the committee when one member was, unfortunately,
absent.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! Opposition members
will allow the member to continue.
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Ms RYALL — So this meeting was then made —
the final meeting of the inquiry — when a minority of
the committee voted, with the casting vote of the chair,
to adopt the report. The committee actually had until
30 June to report. Not only were the motions previously
passed rescinded but they were replaced with motions
that had previously been voted down by the majority of
the committee.
How was this done? It was done with the chair
awarding himself a deliberative vote and a casting
vote — two votes to the same person on each
motion — against the will of the majority of the
committee. There is no record in the history of this
Parliament of such rescissions ever happening in joint
committees with a casting vote of the chair. In this
house and the Legislative Council there is no
circumstance where the Speaker or President has both a
deliberative vote and a casting vote. Not only that, in
the Legislative Assembly where the Speaker does have
a casting vote and not a deliberative vote, the
convention is that the Speaker maintains the status quo.
That did not happen. Had the committee chair done the
same, we would not be having this question discussed
in Parliament right now. Instead what has occurred is
nothing short of riding roughshod over the will of the
people.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Chair is unable to
hear the member for Ringwood. The opposition should
allow the member for Ringwood to continue her
contribution.
Ms RYALL — It is the pattern of behaviour that the
Andrews government has now become famous for. We
see it in the media time and time again. Let us be clear
about this: to steamroll over the top of the majority of
the committee members in the absence of a member by
rescinding motions and replacing them with motions
previously voted down, on the casting vote of the chair,
is nothing short of a ruthless and manipulative act.
Members of the Labor Party who could not achieve
what they wanted took unprecedented action to roll
over the will of the majority of others. Does that sound
familiar? Well, it may be that that is the background of
some, where some come from and what they are used
to, but it is not right, it is not fair and it is not decent.
For those who made submissions to this inquiry, it
certainly does not reflect a mature, reasoned and sound
practice — quite the contrary.
Given this outrageous behaviour, the house must return
this report to the committee so that the majority will of
the committee may prevail and so that the report can be
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brought back to this house and tabled in the manner
intended for joint parliamentary committee reports.
Mr NARDELLA (Melton) — I wish to speak, by
leave.
Leave refused.
Ms Allan — On a point of order, Speaker, I
appreciate there is some excitement from those opposite
on this issue, but the member for Ringwood has
clearly — —
Mr R. Smith interjected.
Ms Allan — Oh, what’s the youth unemployment
rate today? Can you remember? Is it 14.9?
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Chair would like to
think that we are going to do better than yesterday. The
Chair is on his feet. The Leader of the House is entitled
to silence whilst speaking on a point of order. The
Leader of the House, in silence.
Ms Allan — Speaker, the point I was endeavouring
to make is the member for Ringwood clearly feels
aggrieved about a particular set of issues. She is, I
believe, on the committee that is tabling this report. The
member for Melton, because it is a cross-house
committee, is the only member of the government in
this place who sits on that committee. I would hope that
those opposite might reconsider the granting of leave
for him to speak, because he will be able to respond
from a basis of knowledge about the content of the
report.
Ms Allan — Given the report has not yet been
tabled, we cannot comment on its content because of
course it is yet to be made available to members of the
house or to the public. I would hope that the member
for Melton could again ask the house and seek the good
grace of those opposite to consider granting him leave
to put the arguments that he needs to make to enable
both sides of the debate on this to be heard. As I said,
the member for Ringwood feels this is an important
matter she would like to be considered by the house. If
she wants the appropriate response from the
government, I would ask that the member for Melton
be allowed to speak.
Mr Clark — On the point of order, Speaker, I do
not believe that the member for Melton needs leave to
speak to the question that the report be tabled. He
presented the report to the house, but that was prior to
you proposing a question from the Chair. What we
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would object to would be him taking a speaking
position in this debate outside of the normal rules. I
believe he is in order to speak simply to the question
and does not require leave for that purpose.
The SPEAKER — Order! I uphold the point of
order as put by the manager of opposition business, and
the Chair allows the member for Melton to speak
without leave.
Mr NARDELLA (Melton) — Thank you, Speaker,
and I thank the house. The great difficulty — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for Melton,
in silence.
Mr NARDELLA — The great problem with this
debate is that there are only three people within this
chamber that were part of the deliberations and the
discussions and heard the evidence that was presented
to the committee because the other members are from
the upper house.
Ms Kealy — Four.
Mr NARDELLA — Four from the upper house. I
thank the member; I stand corrected.
Ms Kealy — Don’t forget Crispy.
Mr NARDELLA — I apologise. Sorry.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! Good to see a bit of
bipartisanship going on from the member for Lowan.
Mr NARDELLA — I deserved that, Speaker. The
situation is this — and I have been involved in
parliamentary committees now for 24 years — on
parliamentary committees there are various procedures
that are undertaken and votes that are taken. What you
may have one week you may not have the next week,
and that is what occurred with this particular situation,
but one of the things that we did was to follow the
advice that was given to us by the independent
authorities — by the clerks and by our executive
officer. We put in place the majority report. Yes, we did
rescind the previous motions that were put to the
committee and we did put together the majority report
and the majority recommendations.
So we can have this debate in terms of the procedure.
What I am much more interested in is not
politicising — to this degree — the report, as many
people have contributed submissions on the portability
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of long service leave. I would much rather have the
debate in terms of the contents of and recommendations
in the report, to which people put in time and effort
from both sides, and not politicise it. Unfortunately the
honourable member for Ringwood then said, ‘This is
the way that the Andrews Labor government operates.
When you have a majority, this is the way that the
government operates’. I hate to say it, but this is the
way that committees operate; this is the way that
committees have always operated in the 24 years that I
have been on committees, and unfortunately — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! I know it is hard to
believe but the Chair is unable to hear the member for
Melton. That would usually not be the case. That
reflects on the level of disruption on the part of the
opposition. Members will allow the member for Melton
to continue, in silence.
Mr NARDELLA — Thank you, Speaker. It is
important to have the debate in terms of the issues that
were presented. Certainly on the day, like on any day,
the majority was successful, after advice from the
authorities, from the executive officer and from the
clerks, and its decision was based on the evidence that
was presented to the committee.
The thing that we did on the committee was that we
made sure members had enough time to develop and
write their minority report. They have presented that,
and I appreciate that they have done that and presented
it to the house, but let us have a substantive debate. This
is, I think, just an absolute waste of time. It is history in
terms of what the committee has done. It is not
worthwhile to have this debate in terms of the
substantive issues with portability of long service leave
and the people who miss out on it and whom this
Parliament should be protecting.
Mrs FYFFE (Evelyn) — The report from the
Economic, Education, Jobs and Skills Committee on
portability of long service leave should not be accepted
by this house and should be referred back to the
committee. The report is unfinished, it is inferior and it
is not a true reflection of the committee. It was not due
until 30 June, and it was adopted with indecent haste.
Changes were made on the run. The committee was
prevented from reviewing the final report, including
findings and recommendations, prior to its adoption. At
a meeting on 2 May the committee was forced to vote
on the final report by a member for Western
Metropolitan Region, Cesar Melhem, when the full
committee was not present. The report was not
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finalised; in fact the executive officer told the
committee she needed to refer back to the clerks’
wording on a finding. Mr Melhem’s motion that the
unfinished report be adopted was rammed through
without discussion or the opinion of other committee
members being sought, and it was carried with the
casting vote of the chair.
The adoption process was totally against normal and
accepted procedures. Committees are always given the
opportunity to review the final, finished report before
adoption. This committee was not given that
opportunity, despite there being ample time available.
A motion about a chapter which had been adopted by
the full committee was rescinded, again on the undue
coercive insistence of Cesar Melhem. This decision was
only carried with the casting vote of the chair. The
intimidatory action by this member for Western
Metropolitan Region was unacceptable.
Many committee reports reflect the different viewpoints
of their members, and minority reports are frequently
produced. Retiring members frequently talk about how
committee work is their proudest achievement because
of working together with members of all parties, and
my personal experience — until now — reflected that.
The antagonistic attitude of this member for Western
Metropolitan Region, all because the full committee
would not bend to his will, put the chair in an
unenviable position. Mr Melhem’s manner and
behaviour towards the deputy chair when she was
putting forward her thoughts on matters he disagreed
with was appalling. He consistently talked over her and
tried to belittle her. This report should be refused by
this house and sent back to the committee.
Mr CRISP (Mildura) — I too am a member of the
committee that has been deliberating on the portability
of long service leave. I would like to support what the
member for Ringwood said in her speech about
returning the report because it is unfinished, there is still
some work to be done on it and it is inferior. I would
also like support what the member for Evelyn said. She
is a very experienced member of this house and has
raised some very serious issues about how this report
has been delivered.
We have heard so much about the use of the casting
vote. There was a 30 June deadline for this report, so
there was a little time. It did not have to be tabled this
sitting week. It could have been tabled next sitting
week. There could have even been an extension to
allow this to occur. What I am concerned about is that
this report endangers the working traditions of
committees and of this house — of how we, on both
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sides, work together to try to come up with the best
possible solutions to some of the difficult issues that are
confronting our community and the Parliament. In my
nine years of committee work at this Parliament I have
never seen anything like this. I was also disappointed to
hear the member for Melton say that this is the way that
committees operate. That is not my experience;
committees do not operate in this way.
I think we are at a crossroads with this report. If we
accept this report, I think we then are really saying that
committees have lost their status of working across
party differences and will simply be used as
instruments to ram home the will of the government of
the day without due consideration of the consequences.
In fact I would say about this, ‘Why bother? The
government can just introduce the legislation and do as
it wishes’. Of course there will be consequences. All
members who have worked on committees know that
what a committee starts with and what it finishes with
are different because of the evidence that is presented
and the way that it is considered from all angles as a
result of the different views we all bring to those
committees.
I urge the house to return this report to the committee to
be dealt with correctly in the spirit of how committees
have operated in this Parliament for a very, very long
time by producing something that is useful for Victoria
and not divisive for Victoria, as this report is. It is
flawed. It is also an insult to those who have gone to the
trouble of presenting evidence to the committee to have
it disregarded. If we go forward with that committee
structure in this Parliament, we will almost certainly be
faced with people saying, ‘Why bother to prepare a
submission, go along, put our views to the test before
the committee and virtually be cross-examined in order
to assist in coming to a better result for Victoria?’.
That process is now in danger because all those people
sitting out there and reading the advertisements will be
asking, ‘Do we want to engage in preparing this?’. It is
sometimes weeks of work for organisations to do this.
Many of them travel; all the committees would have
had interstate submitters. They are all going to say, ‘Is
this really worth it or is it just a predetermined
rubberstamping instrument? We might as well stay at
home and find better things to do with our time’. That is
not what committees are created by this Parliament to
do. I am extremely concerned that we have turned them
into a mere rubber stamp for the whim of government. I
urge members to vote against accepting this report.
Mr CLARK (Box Hill) — Having heard what the
members of the committee have had to say, I do not
believe that this house can accept this report. It is clear
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that it does not reflect the view of the majority of the
committee. That has indeed been corroborated by the
member for Melton, whose office as Deputy Speaker of
course also includes the responsibility of chairman of
committees. It is longstanding practice that the report of
a committee should reflect the views of the majority of
the committee, and if the majority of the committee in
fact dissents from what purports to be the report of the
committee, that is completely unacceptable. The report
would be discredited if it were to be tabled in its current
form. It would be of no use to the community and
indeed of no use to the government. It could have no
standing as an authoritative majority view of a
deliberative committee of this Parliament if in fact the
majority of the members of the committee did not agree
with it.
From all that has been said in this house, an
extraordinary process has been followed to achieve the
result that only a minority of the committee actually
agrees with what purports to be the committee’s report.
Deliberations of committees of this Parliament should
not be something akin to a union shop stewards
meeting, a Labor Party branch meeting or what might
go on in the student political sphere with such
machinations. There should be a degree of maturity,
respect and proper process. Certainly there can be
divisions of opinion, and those divisions of opinion can
be hotly contested, but there should not be a process
whereby, from what the house has been told, an agreed
position of the committee is overturned at a subsequent
meeting which one member was not able to attend and
then further deliberations of the committee are curtailed
in order to ram through the processes a purported
majority report that actually represents the views of a
minority.
It would reflect to the great discredit not only of the
committee but of this Parliament if this report were to
be accepted in its current form. It should be sent back to
the committee; its tabling should not be agreed to. The
committee should be expected to reconvene within the
time that is available to it and to put these questions to a
proper and mature reconsideration. A majority
determination should be made and an appropriate report
of the committee prepared and brought back to this
house accordingly.
If that is not done, as I said, all the work that has gone
into this report — the work of not only the members of
the committee but everybody who has put time and
effort into making submissions — will have been
discredited. The government and the minister will not
be able to point to this report and say that it is an
authoritative recommendation from a proper process of
a parliamentary committee. All of that work will have
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been in vain, and the community will lose the benefit of
the deliberations that its members have contributed and
the work that members of the community, interest
groups and stakeholders have put into submissions, let
alone the work of the executive that supported it. I
support the proposition of the member for Ringwood
that the tabling of this report should be rejected and it
should be sent back to the committee.
Mr R. SMITH (Warrandyte) — I have to say,
having not been across this particular issue before the
member for Ringwood brought it up, and if the passage
of events have happened as the member for Ringwood
has put forward, which I have no reason to doubt, that it
is indeed appalling. I have served on an all-party
committee in the past — indeed with you, Speaker, on
the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee we
had a number of robust conversations, particularly
around former Attorney-General Rob Hulls’s proposals
to limit exemptions in the Equal Opportunity Act 2010.
There were very robust conversations and very
deliberate lines of separation between what we all
believed, but I do not think anyone on that committee
would have dreamt that having had motions put
forward and having voted on motions they would be
rescinded at a later date at committee meetings. I think
we would have all found that quite appalling.
Indeed it is telling that not one other Labor member has
gotten up to speak. I would have liked to see the
member for Thomastown, the member for Essendon or
indeed the member for Pascoe Vale, as chairs of their
committees, get up and say that this is perfectly
acceptable. The member for Melton said that this is
how committees work. This has never happened to any
committee ever in the history of parliamentary
committees, so it certainly is not something that
happens as a matter of course for parliamentary
committees. It just simply does not happen that way. If
this report is not returned to the committee, then Labor
chairs can simply call meetings whenever they know it
is an inappropriate time for non-government members
or members that do not agree with the party line. They
can just call meetings whenever they want to and say,
‘We are all meeting at the member for Melton’s house
at 11.00 p.m. on a Tuesday night, and we are going to
rescind all the motions that were put forward. We are
going to put new motions forward’.
This matter goes to the integrity of these parliamentary
committees. Members of the public have seen in the
past that there is integrity and that we have robust
discussions amongst not just the members of the
opposition and the government of the day but also the
minor parties who are involved in these committees.
These committees have usually shown to the public in
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the past that their deliberations and the outcomes are the
result of many different views being put forward and an
agreement being found.
In this case we have, ridiculously, more signatures on
the minority report than we do on the majority report.
This is a ridiculous and bizarre situation which says
clearly that the committee has not reached a consensus
or even a majority view. I support very, very
much — —
Ms Thomas — Why do you hate workers?
Mr R. SMITH — Christian Zahra would never
have made such a ridiculous comment in this house.
The member for Macedon should be aware, through her
short time in this house, that when we debate certain
issues they are issues that have parameters. This
particular debate is not about the substance of the
report. The issue that is before us is the viability of this
report. The issue before the house is the process. The
issue is the integrity that the public can expect from
these all-party committees going forward.
I would say that non-government members who are on
the whole range of these committees might well just
throw up their hands and say, ‘What is the point? What
is the point of spending time trying to find good
outcomes for the community? What is the point of
trying to bring together a whole range of views to find
an outcome that is best for Victorians?’.
Non-government members of these committees might
well say, ‘Well, I’ve got a lot of other work I can do
that isn’t going to be steamrolled by a government that
is undemocratic and continues to trample on the
integrity of the parliamentary process’.
House divided on question:
Ayes, 44
Allan, Ms
Andrews, Mr
Blandthorn, Ms
Brooks, Mr
Bull, Mr J.
Carbines, Mr
Carroll, Mr
D’Ambrosio, Ms
Dimopoulos, Mr
Donnellan, Mr
Edbrooke, Mr
Edwards, Ms
Eren, Mr
Foley, Mr
Garrett, Ms
Graley, Ms
Green, Ms
Halfpenny, Ms
Hennessy, Ms
Howard, Mr

Kilkenny, Ms
Knight, Ms
Lim, Mr
McGuire, Mr
Merlino, Mr
Nardella, Mr
Neville, Ms
Noonan, Mr
Pakula, Mr
Pallas, Mr
Pearson, Mr
Richardson, Mr
Richardson, Ms
Scott, Mr
Spence, Ms
Staikos, Mr
Suleyman, Ms
Thomas, Ms
Thomson, Ms
Ward, Ms
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Hutchins, Ms
Kairouz, Ms

Williams, Ms
Wynne, Mr

Noes, 37
Angus, Mr
Asher, Ms
Battin, Mr
Blackwood, Mr
Britnell, Ms
Bull, Mr T.
Burgess, Mr
Clark, Mr
Crisp, Mr
Dixon, Mr
Fyffe, Mrs
Gidley, Mr
Guy, Mr
Hodgett, Mr
Katos, Mr
McCurdy, Mr
McLeish, Ms
Morris, Mr
Northe, Mr

O’Brien, Mr D.
O’Brien, Mr M.
Paynter, Mr
Pesutto, Mr
Riordan, Mr
Ryall, Ms
Ryan, Ms
Sheed, Ms
Smith, Mr R.
Smith, Mr T.
Southwick, Mr
Staley, Ms
Thompson, Mr
Tilley, Mr
Wakeling, Mr
Walsh, Mr
Watt, Mr
Wells, Mr

Question agreed to.
Tabled.
Ordered that report, appendices, extract from
proceedings and minority report be published.
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Auditor-General:
Annual Plan 2016–17
Follow Up of Asset Confiscation Scheme — Ordered to
be published
Follow Up of Recreational Maritime Safety — Ordered
to be published
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Ordered to be published
Managing and Reporting on the Performance and Cost
of Capital Projects (in lieu of report previously tabled on
Wednesday 4 May 2016) — Ordered to be published
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Emerald Secondary College
Mr BATTIN (Gembrook) — On 21 March 2016 I
met with a small group of students, who join us here
today, from Emerald Secondary College, who are
participating in the Future Problem Solving Program
Australia — a program designed to push academically
advanced students even further in their thinking,
creativity and ability to solve real-life issues even when
faced with obstacles in their way.
The members of the dedicated team from Emerald have
taken up the issue of the consumption of drugs and
alcohol in their local young teenage community. They
find this an issue due to the increased number of
students being expelled from the secondary college
each year, which is an average of around eight students
per year between years 7 and 9. These students believe
the issue is also creating an unsafe environment for the
local community, and it shows that there is limited
control over the adolescents’ choices and consumption
of substances. They have come up with many ideas on
how to fix this issue.
One method is a stop-and-think campaign, which
involves creating posters and brochures that will catch
people’s attention and aid them in making the correct
decisions. Another idea they have developed and are
working on is a choose-your-own-adventure graphic
novel to show the possible outcomes when you abuse
drugs and alcohol.
Ultimately they wish to create a stronger drug and
alcohol education program across years 7, 8 and 9, and
the teachers and regional education department are
working with them to develop this. These students
believe that the current education program is not
enough and that it is having no effect on teenagers’
decisions about drugs and alcohol. Being told ‘No’
does not work. If these students change one person’s
mind, they have succeeded. Tyler, Alyssa, Jess, Noah,
Gabe and Nellie, well done.

Sneydes Road–Princes Highway interchange
Mr PALLAS (Treasurer) — I rise to inform the
house of the recent completion of the Sneydes
Road–Princes Freeway interchange in my electorate of
Werribee. It was my privilege to cut the ribbon atop the
new bridge and take the first drive on the new road
from Sneydes Road to the freeway. The $45 million
upgrade is part of the $71 million East Werribee
transport improvement project. The upgrade includes
new access ramps for the Princes Freeway to and from
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Melbourne and a new bridge over the Maltby bypass,
which will provide an upgraded connection from
Werribee through to the growing area of Point Cook.
This new development will provide motorists with
greater access to the freeway, and it will become the
main gateway to the upcoming East Werribee precinct
development. East Werribee has been identified as a
future national employment cluster, which will allow
residents in the west to work close to where they are
living. The developments will give people more time
with their families, with less travel time and less road
congestion.
My neighbouring electorate of Altona will also benefit
from the road upgrades, with residents now having an
alternative route south in and out of Point Cook. It will
assist in easing congestion on roads in Point Cook,
which I am sure the member for Altona will be pleased
about. Geelong-bound ramps are expected to be
completed by the end of the year, creating a complete
interchange between Melbourne, Werribee and
Geelong.
Congratulations to the team at VicRoads and to the
Metropolitan Planning Authority for their efficiency
and the high standard they have shown in delivering
this project for Wyndham. The Andrews Labor
government fully funded the project and is getting it
done for the community of Wyndham.

Dane Huxley
Mr CRISP (Mildura) — Dane Huxley, CEO of the
Mildura Base Hospital, has announced his retirement
due to illness, effective in July 2016. Dane has worked
for Ramsay Health Care for more than 16 years, and
while the majority of that time has been spent as CEO
of the Mildura Base Hospital he has also had roles as
CEO of a number of other hospitals. Dane’s experience
in hospital management, particularly the management
of public hospitals and public contracts, has been
invaluable, and his knowledge and management skills
will be missed. Dane’s contribution beyond the hospital
to the Mildura community has been remarkable. Thank
you, Dane, for making a difference to Mildura.

National Party women’s hall
Mr CRISP — One hundred years ago pioneering
women at Underbool established the National Party
women’s hall. This served as a place for women and
children to rest and for the women to discuss women’s
issues in those harsh early days. I would like to
congratulate the descendants of those women, who
spruced up the hall a couple of weekends ago and
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gathered memorabilia together to celebrate the
centenary of the hall.

Sunsalt
Mr CRISP — Sunsalt is a remarkable business that
uses saline water bound for the Murray River and
processes this natural pollutant into Murray River salt,
or pink salt as it is better known. Sunsalt wishes to
expand its operations and has developed a proposal to
expand access to saline groundwater. I urge the
Minister for Water and the Minister for Regional
Development to support this project.

Mildura Base Hospital
Mr CRISP — Mildura Health operates the Mildura
Base Hospital, and it wants to build a cath lab in
partnership with the Victorian government. I urge the
minister to — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Pearson) — Order!
The member’s time has expired.

Matildas
Ms RICHARDSON (Minister for Women) — Last
week the member for Wendouree, the member for
Buninyong and I were lucky enough to meet the
world-class Matildas in Ballarat. In the lead-up to Rio,
over the last week in matches against the New Zealand
Ferns, the Matildas have once again shown their skill
and determination.
Despite being fifth in the world and despite being
brilliant on the field, we must not forget that these
women, sadly, well understand the challenges that
women in sport face. For the 21 Matildas these
challenges are not new. They have faced barriers at
every stage of their sporting journey despite being one
of the best teams in the world. Sadly they are experts in
the cold, hard reality of being paid less than the men
and receiving less of the limelight simply because they
are women, experts in how difficult it is having your
sport regarded as a distant second to men’s sport and
experts in dealing with utter disappointment when you
are forced to choose between your sport and your
ability to earn a living.
If one thing was made clear during our meeting last
week, it was that it is a much more challenging journey
being a Matilda than being a Socceroo. So while you
are watching and cheering on the Matildas in Rio —
not the Socceroos, who failed to qualify — take a
moment to reflect on the additional barriers that these
fabulous players face as they represent our nation —
and think about what a poor message we send our
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daughters and grand-daughters when we treat these
great women players as second to men. We know this
must change. It is not just about ensuring women and
girls reach their potential; it is about ensuring we
change some of those stubborn and damaging attitudes
about women that can drive some very dangerous
behaviours. Good luck to our role models, the Matildas,
in Rio. We will be watching you and celebrating your
achievements.

Volunteers
Mr SOUTHWICK (Caulfield) — I rise to praise
our Victorian volunteers, in particular our emergency
services workers and our Country Fire Authority (CFA)
volunteers, for whom our Premier has shown no regard.
Why does the Premier hate our volunteers and CFA
firefighters? We have seen that volunteering is a form
of civic participation that creates bridging networks that
connect people from diverse backgrounds. A report by
Volunteering Australia says volunteering builds
collective efficacy by bestowing a sense of altruism and
citizenship, developing political and negotiation skills,
and inspiring people to work together to solve problems
and take action to improve community life.
Not only do the volunteers that we have in Victoria in
our emergency services and the CFA, which has
60 000 volunteers, do such a great job of saving lives
and building communities but, according to
Volunteering Australia’s report, volunteers are happier,
healthier and sleep better than those who do not
volunteer. Ninety-six per cent of volunteers say that
volunteering makes them feel happier and healthier, yet
this Premier shows no regard for our volunteers in
Victoria. Instead of standing up for volunteers, he
stands up for his union mates in the Construction,
Forestry, Mining and Energy Union and the United
Firefighters Union. This Premier governs as a political
ideologue. He has no regard for Victorians, he has no
regard for volunteers. It is time the Premier stood up
and showed some real leadership by supporting the
people who are doing things because they want to do
them and they want to make Victoria a better place to
live.

Narre Warren South electorate education
achievements
Ms GRALEY (Narre Warren South) — It is always
a delight to meet with our best and brightest young
talent. At the recent Premier’s VCE Awards
289 students were recognised for their extraordinary
achievements, including 5 students from our local
Nossal High School. Casey Do was the Top All-Round
High Achiever, achieving brilliant results in six year 12
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subjects and attaining an Australian tertiary admission
rank of 99.75. She is now studying biomedicine at the
University of Melbourne. The other outstanding award
recipients from Nossal High School were Nelson Phan,
Diba Rezazadah, Larissa Schulz and Amy Shao. Well
done to each and every student on their VCE
achievements, and I wish them well in their next
exciting learning journey.

International markets showing considerable growth in
this area have been Taiwan, China, South Korea,
Ireland, Germany and the UK. As I said, it is
international visitors that drive the high yield end of
tourism and it is these visitors that are very, very
important. We have overtaken Queensland, which is a
good thing. I urge the government to continue its work
in attracting international visitors.

Just a few weeks ago I hosted an afternoon tea at
Parliament House for past recipients of the Denese
Bartlett Scholarship from Narre Warren South P–12
College. The scholarship is in honour of Denese
Bartlett, a local mother who, whilst fighting cancer, led
the campaign for the establishment of Narre Warren
South P–12 College. I was so impressed to see how far
Shabeena Izzedeen, Emma Liebe and Rachel Fischer
have all come since they received my award. We really
enjoyed catching up again. I have no doubt that these
extraordinary young women will continue to excel and
inspire us all as they become future leaders within our
community.

Eltham breast cancer fundraising campaign

They will be leaders just like our hardworking local
teachers who were recently honoured at the
Recognition of Service to Victorian Education awards.
Awards were presented to Jennifer Reid, Robert Pitts,
Josef Douglas and David Finnerty, the principal of
Hampton Park Secondary College who was recognised
for his 45 years of service. I thank and pay tribute to
these extraordinary teachers who have taught, inspired
and changed the lives of countless young people. They
are real champions of public education.

International visitors
Ms ASHER (Brighton) — I refer to a media release
issued by Melbourne Airport dated 23 May 2016 and
headed ‘Melbourne Airport hits 9 million international
passengers’. The key issue is of course in the
heading — that is, 9 million international passengers
have passed through Melbourne Airport in 12 months.
It is the highest ever recorded number of international
passengers. I would like to congratulate all involved —
the airport, the airline industry and the tourism industry.
As all members of this Parliament would be aware,
tourism is an extremely valuable industry, and I am
very pleased the current government is building on the
work done by the previous government in ensuring that
the number of international visitors is increased.
I also note that there is a reference to domestic
travellers. Just in April there were over 2 million
domestic passengers as well, which is also very, very
important for the Victorian economy, particularly the
economy in Melbourne.

Ms WARD (Eltham) — Over the last five weeks
Eltham has been turned pink in support of Breast
Cancer Network Australia, a tremendous organisation
providing support for those affected by breast cancer.
The Turn the Town Pink campaign has become an
Eltham institution over the past seven years. Traders
throughout the township display Pink Nancys in their
windows, have collection tins on their counters, sell
raffle tickets and contribute towards a variety of
fundraising events.
The whole community backs this worthy cause. This
tremendous effort is run in conjunction with the Bakers
Delight Pink Bun Campaign. Brad, the owner-operator
of Eltham Bakers Delight, was the face and ambassador
of the national sprinkle some change campaign. Great
community organisations also helped this successful
campaign, including the Nillumbik and Diamond
Valley Lions clubs. Over the last month delicious
functions were hosted by Volumes cafe and books, Eira
Cafe Lounge Bar, Pierross Pasticceria Italiana and
Little Drop of Poison. Generosity did not end there,
with The Nest Child providing many lovely door
prizes.
The community celebrated the end of this tremendous
campaign on Saturday with a fun run of 300 people and
a massive, metre-long pink veronica cake made by
Pierross Pasticceria Italiana. Eltham town square was a
vibrant centre with free live music, including the
fantastic Sisters and Misters and colourful entertainers
from Catholic Ladies College. North East Blaze Netball
Club and Eltham Football Club were also generous in
their support for the fun run, and Micky’s Fitness and
its team led warm-ups.
The Eltham Chamber of Commerce and Industry,
including Fee Sievers and Carolyn Ramsdale, is to be
commended for its amazing efforts and hard work. I
thank the Eltham traders and our community, and I look
forward to next year being bigger and even more
successful. Those I would like to thank include the
Eltham Chamber of Commerce and Industry, Eltham
Football Club, Micky’s Fitness, Snap Fitness, Bakers
Delight, Sisters and Misters choir Eltham, Catholic
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Ladies College, Pierross Pasticceria Italiana, local trio
Rich Girl, acoustic duo Jarrod Shaw and Sarah
Wilkinson, Our Lady Help of Christians Primary
School, The Nest Child, Volumes cafe and books, and
Little Drop of Poison.

TRY South Yarra Preschool
Mr HIBBINS (Prahran) — I recently visited the
TRY South Yarra Preschool in the Horace Petty estate,
where I joined children for an impromptu musical
performance and a kick of the footy. TRY South Yarra
Preschool provides quality child care to over
40 families in the South Yarra community. When I first
visited last year it appeared not to have been upgraded
since it was originally built. It had inadequate cooling,
the bathroom and kitchen were in a state of disrepair
and the carpets were stained. It clearly needed attention.
After urging the Minister for Housing, Disability and
Ageing to provide funding to upgrade the kindergarten
in this house, I am pleased to see that the kitchen, the
bathroom and the common areas have now been
refurbished and repainted and have new heating and
new carpets installed. I look forward to visiting again
and joining the kids for another kick of the footy.

Safe Schools program
Mr HIBBINS — Safe Schools is a successful and
long-running program that once enjoyed support across
all political parties, but it has been announced that a
future coalition government could axe the Safe Schools
program. Safe Schools addresses a critical need within
our schools to ensure gender-diverse and
same-sex-attracted students, who overwhelmingly face
higher rates of bullying, mental health issues and
suicide, are safe at school from bullying. Safe Schools
has been the target of a far-right agenda within the
Liberal Party that has sought to politicise and damage
the program by deliberately misrepresenting the
course’s contents and aims. It is clear Victorians cannot
trust the Liberal Party with equality. Safe Schools saves
lives.

Pascoe Vale Sports Club
Ms BLANDTHORN (Pascoe Vale) — Last
Saturday I had the honour of being made the no. 1
ticket holder at the Pascoe Vale Football Club.
President Brian Campisi presented me with this honour,
and he believes it is the first time, at least in recent
history, that the club has actually had a no. 1 ticket
holder. The club has a long tradition in the area, and the
black and red of the Pascoe Vale Panthers attracted my
father to support this club when he first moved from
Bendigo to Melbourne in the 1970s — and certainly the
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song to the tune of the black and yellow has got me
down there. On Saturday, when I was presented with
this honour, Trent Cotchin, captain of the great
Richmond Football Club, was there as well, so it was
lovely to be able to share that occasion with him
following perhaps a less fortunate evening the night
before when Richmond played the Kangaroos down in
Hobart.
The Pascoe Vale Sports Club is indeed a flourishing
community boasting an array of both junior and senior
male and female teams. What I love about this club is
that there are as many opportunities for the women both
on and off the field as there are for the men. The club is
run by a group of extremely dedicated and hardworking
volunteers, including Brian Campisi, Jenny Tydell,
John Sheehan, Jason Cunningham and the tireless
Terriann Seath. These people, alongside others, toil
around the clock throughout the year to ensure that all
club members have access to the best programs and
facilities that can be offered.

Country Fire Authority enterprise bargaining
agreement
Ms KEALY (Lowan) — I would like to put on the
record my support for Country Fire Authority (CFA)
volunteers right across Victoria. I thank them for
battling dangerous blazes on the firegrounds; for
attending car accidents, house fires and tragic scenes of
people they know, and for sacrificing time with their
businesses, family and friends in order to protect our
property and people. It is a disgrace that the Premier
would rather put his union overlords above these
valuable and vital volunteers and support the handing
over of the CFA to the United Firefighters Union
(UFU). Union control of the CFA would destroy this
great volunteer organisation as we know it. I stand by
the volunteers of the CFA and urge the Premier to stop
using CFA volunteers as pawns in order to retain UFU
support at the next election. Our volunteers deserve
much better.

Police resources
Ms KEALY — Over the past weeks I have spoken
to many police officers who are deeply distressed and
disturbed by the way that the Andrews Labor
government has slashed support and funding for
Victorian police. There are significant shortages in
police staffing numbers across the Lowan electorate.
Police are doing their best to cover the workload in an
unworkable system where vacancies cannot be filled
for extended periods, putting additional pressure on
people who already have a very tough job.
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It is unacceptable that the operational hours of police
stations have to be reduced or stations closed simply
because Labor put a freeze on police training in 2014. I
urge the Premier to urgently provide the resources that
our police need so that country police can fill their
shifts, stations can remain open and police can do their
job with pride and confidence and not be forced to
provide a reduced service, and country people can have
access to the police presence that they deserve.

Country Fire Authority volunteers
Ms KEALY — The value of volunteers in our
Country Fire Authority (CFA) in protecting our people
and property in rural and regional Victoria cannot be
underestimated. I congratulate Max Hateley, Graeme
Hateley and Ian Ballinger in recognition of their
60 years of service and commitment to the greatest
volunteer organisation in the world. I also congratulate
Kevin Bolwell, who was recognised with life
membership for his outstanding commitment to the
CFA. Thank you all for your service and for all that you
have contributed and sacrificed for the CFA in our local
region.

Wimmera gas supply
Ms KEALY — For over 18 months the Minister for
Energy, Environment and Climate Change has sat on
her hands and done absolutely nothing about the gas
supply monopoly in the Wimmera.

Dandenong Primary School community hub
Ms WILLIAMS (Dandenong) — Recently I had
the great pleasure of visiting the Dandenong Primary
School community hub, a vibrant space where women
from a range of backgrounds go to learn, volunteer and
be part of not just the school community but the
broader Dandenong community. This hub has enabled
these women to learn new skills and meet new people
in a welcoming and family-friendly environment.
As many members of this place know, community hubs
are planned around local needs and, as I have said many
times in this place, Dandenong is the multicultural
capital of Victoria and our local hubs reflect this
diversity. At the Dandenong Primary School hub I met
women from Afghanistan, Pakistan, China and India.
Many of them do not have extended family in
Australia, and the friendships and support networks
they forge at the hub are valuable.
I was fortunate to hear from each of the women about
what the hub meant to them and how its programs had
built their confidence, grown their proficiency in
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English and allowed them to be more active in the
community and in the hub itself. I was thrilled to learn
that many of the women now volunteer at the hub,
helping to facilitate its programs and contributing their
own skills and expertise. One young lady made great
use of her computer skills to teach other women how to
compile family photos into books using an online
platform. The women then wrote the stories of their
families and their journeys, and the books were
bound — a beautiful keepsake and record of history for
their family to be treasured for generations to come.
The Dandenong Primary School community hub is led
by hub leader Alison Rogers. Alison is a remarkable
and passionate woman, and her rapport with the women
and their children who frequent the hub was inspiring. I
was struck by the energy and laughter in the room, by
everyone’s willingness to participate and by the clear
respect that Alison had for these women and that they
had for her. Thank you to the women who gave up their
time to show me their work and share their experiences.
Your enthusiasm is an inspiration.

Country Fire Authority enterprise bargaining
agreement
Mr TILLEY (Benambra) — The Premier, Bill
Shorten and Labor had one very simple, easy and clear
decision to make: back Victoria’s 60 000 volunteer
Country Fire Authority (CFA) firefighters, who were
there protecting our community on Ash Wednesday,
who were there protecting our community on Black
Saturday and who have been there since being
formalised in 1945, or grant the United Firefighters
Union total control of the CFA. So what did they
decide? Shamefully they decided to back their union
mate Peter Marshall and his mates in the Carlton crew
rather than back Victoria’s CFA crew. What an
absolute disgrace and shame.
The Premier had several opportunities to come into this
place yesterday and publicly support CFA volunteers,
but each and every time he squibbed it. Will the
Premier be honest with our volunteers and reveal if he
has been in contact with Bill Shorten since returning
from overseas on the weekend? When will Bill Shorten
come clean and disclose the deal he did with Peter
Marshall during their recent secret meeting in
Canberra? He still to this day does not concede that he
had that meeting. Or are we just witnessing the first
instalment of Labor’s plan to enforce union control
over volunteer organisations should, heaven forbid, Bill
Shorten win on 2 July? Yes, this is how low Labor will
go. On this side of the house we stand with the
60 000 Victorian CFA volunteers. It is high time those
on the government side joined us.
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On another note, we are seeing the continuation of bad
behaviour and the abuse of the CFA pager system. This
needs to stop immediately, and it needs to be
investigated by the CFA.

Heartbeat of Football
Mr DIMOPOULOS (Oakleigh) — On Monday
night I attended, on behalf of the Minister for Sport, a
fantastic event with an organisation called the Heartbeat
of Football. The group’s sole aim is to help prevent
untimely deaths on the sporting field, particularly
through cardiac arrest. I pay tribute to Andy
Paschalidis, the founder of Heartbeat of Football. Back
in 2014 Andy witnessed a death on the pitch of a
teammate. Andy said:
My Forest Rangers FC teammate Matt Richardson —
43 years young and married with three children — collapsed
and died of a heart attack next to me on the pitch. That
memory will never leave me.
Last December I decided to walk away from full-time
work — with the blessing of my wife Jane — to try and make
a difference. There were 10 players in 2014 and 2015 who
died on the pitch in Sydney alone and another player, ABC
producer Ges D’Souza, died this year during a summer
competition at Cromer Park in Manly.
There were other fatalities before and after games and training
which haven’t been reported so goodness knows how many
people have died in recent years.

There are a range of things that Heartbeat of Football is
doing, including promoting education and health
checks, proper diet, CPR training and a defibrillator
rollout. I am really pleased that this government and the
Minister for Sport are rolling out 1000 defibrillators to
sporting clubs across Victoria. Andy Paschalidis said
we are leading the nation in this regard and we have a
meeting of two minds with him and this government. I
commend Heartbeat of Football for its efforts, and I
look forward to working with it to make sure every club
across Victoria has a defibrillator.

Country Fire Authority enterprise bargaining
agreement
Mr BLACKWOOD (Narracan) — I was copied
into an email that Peter Holman of Warragul sent to the
Premier, which reflects the feeling of the
60 000 Country Fire Authority (CFA) volunteers across
the state. I quote:
I am a CFA volunteer with 45 years service. I am currently a
lieutenant and active firefighter at Warragul brigade.
My 93-year-old father, John Duncan Holman, has the
distinction of being the CFA’s longest serving and surviving
volunteer, with 78 years of continual service to the CFA. He
is a life member of both the CFA and the Longwarry Fire
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Brigade. Dad has been awarded the highest fire service
decoration, in the Queen’s Fire Service Medal (QFSM).
I speak on behalf of both myself and my 93-year-old father in
penning this email.
The present situation with the UFU’s EBA negotiations and
mooted CFA takeover by the UFU is simply appalling and
potentially spells the deconstruction of this fantastic
volunteer-based organisation.
…
Should the UFU achieve its desires, both my father and I will
tender our resignation to the CFA. On speaking with my
father in recent days it is clear that this entire situation has
broken my father’s heart and spirit. He has dedicated his life
to the volunteer service of the local community.
Such a travesty to someone who has given so much to the
CFA is truly disgraceful. To have someone with such an
enormous history with the CFA offer his resignation shows
the true feeling of the volunteer members. The state cannot be
protected without volunteers and this situation has the
potential to decimate the ranks of experienced and
long-serving members.

I ask: how can the Premier justify showing so much
disrespect to people like Duncan Holman, a 78-year
veteran of the CFA?

Rosanna Road truck curfew
Mr CARBINES (Ivanhoe) — I would like to give
an update and report to the house in relation to the
Rosanna Road truck curfew, which has been in place
since last year. It was an election commitment from the
Andrews Labor government, a commitment which was
not met by the failed Baillieu and Napthine
governments. We have seen a 67 per cent drop in truck
traffic during the curfew period. The community
reference group set up by Labor while in government
met just the other week and got some great information
and reports on the work that we are doing to improve
the amenity issues for residents in my electorate.
This is not about waving away traffic. This is about
dealing with amenity issues for residents in Heidelberg,
Rosanna, Viewbank and along Rosanna Road, which
have been successfully and effectively dealt with
through the truck curfew.
We also know that while people continue to talk about
a range of other issues, we are working closely with
VicRoads on improvements to the Banyule–Rosanna
roads intersection for safety, and it is the same at
Darebin Street and Rosanna Road, because we know
very clearly that regardless of whether a north-east link
is ever built, the key issues around safety will not go
away on Rosanna Road and need to be addressed by
VicRoads and the government. Can I say that failed
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plans have been rejected by the community in the past.
Unfunded, unrealistic and rejected plans put forward at
the 2010 election, such as the Victorian Transport Plan,
will not have new life breathed into them or be
relitigated by this government at any stage.

Ashwood School
Mr WATT (Burwood) — On 22 May I attended the
Ashwood School family fun day. It was a great day that
showcased the best of the Ashwood School community,
with performances on stage, a book stall, a jumping
castle, a barbecue, a stall for the Chadstone Demons
FIDA — Football Integration Development
Association — team and more. I worked on the trash
and treasure stall, selling DVDs at the bargain basement
price of $1. It was a lot of fun, and I thank the
organisers for allowing me to be involved. Ashwood
School is a great school, with magnificent students,
families, teachers and staff.

Country Women’s Association
Mr WATT — Dinner with the Country Women’s
Association on 18 May was a real winner. The food
was good and the discussion, bordering on debate, was
even better. Thank you to the ladies. It was a most
enjoyable evening. I look forward to the next invitation.

Riversdale Soccer Club
Mr WATT — Congratulations to Rob Favata and
the team at Riversdale Soccer Club on a successful
Miniroo gala day held on 4 June. It was a pleasure to
kick off a game and watch those players, who I am sure
will be our future stars, perform at such a young age.

Burwood police station
Mr WATT — ‘Closed, unattended, adjusted’ —
that was not what Shaynae Moss was told when she
entered ‘Police’ into her GPS. Unfortunately for
Shaynae, the Burwood police station was closed or
unattended or adjusted. However you put it, when she
arrived there on 31 May there were simply no police.
But luckily for Shaynae, when she arrived at the
Burwood police station she was greeted by a media
pack and the local member of Parliament, who was
there to raise the issue of an empty police station, which
had graffiti on its front fence. Luckily for Shaynae, the
local member of Parliament was able to assist her in
this circumstance. What if I had not been there? What if
it had been an emergency? What will happen next time
a young girl runs to the police station looking for safety
and security?
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The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Edwards) —
Order! The member’s time has expired.

Hopetoun Early Years Centre
Mr PEARSON (Essendon) — I was delighted to
represent the Minister for Families and Children, the
Honourable Jenny Mikakos, at the unveiling of the
renovations at the Hopetoun Early Years Centre in
Flemington. Funding for the project consisted of
$900 000 from the Department of Education and
Training and $2.37 million from the Moonee Valley
City Council. This centre is a holistic, integrated
approach in providing four-year-old kindergarten,
maternal and child health, immunisations, breastfeeding
support, and a range of other community programs. The
centre is a central point of contact for the local
community, enabling access to a range of quality
children’s and community services delivered by council
and other community agencies. Some 98 per cent of the
parents of these children are currently on a
commonwealth health card.
Hopetoun Early Years Centre is one example of what
can be achieved through strong partnerships between
the state government and local government. It will also
provide extensive wraparound services for the children
and their families. These investments maximise the
opportunity of closing the achievement gap for these
students when they start primary school.

Bomber Command commemoration
Mr PEARSON (Essendon) — On Sunday I
represented the Minister for Veterans at the Shrine of
Remembrance to remember the sacrifices of those
Australians who served in the Royal Air Force (RAF)
Bomber Command during World War II.
Ten thousand Australians were among the
125 000 airmen who served with RAF Bomber
Command during World War II. Bomber Command
was the strategic bombing arm of the Royal Air Force.
During the course of World War II it flew
364 514 operations, dropping over 1 million tons of
bombs, with 8325 aircraft lost in action. More than
55 000 airmen of RAF Bomber Command died,
including 3486 Australians — the RAF Bomber
Command flew very high-risk operations, and the death
rate was 44.4 per cent — a further 8403 were wounded
in action, and 9838 became prisoners of war. It was
great to catch up with the legendary Laurie Larmer,
who served as a pilot in Bomber Command and
currently resides in Strathmore.
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Bass Coast student leaders

Sebastopol Community Health Centre

Mr PAYNTER (Bass) — Recently I had the
pleasure of hosting at Parliament House 12 young
leaders from Bass Coast Specialist School, Wonthaggi
Secondary College, Newhaven College and Pakenham
Secondary College. The students are a blend of Bass
Coast Shire Council young leaders and recipients of the
inaugural Brian Paynter Award for Excellence and
Community Spirit. Thank you to Ron Townsend from
Bass Coast Specialist School for driving the Bass Coast
students in the school bus to meet with the Pakenham
students. I wish Kyla, Courtney, Nicolas, Mookyi,
Tanisha, Leigh, Alex, Lily, Emma, Tibesso, Chloe and
Andrei all the best in school and in our community this
year.

Mr HOWARD (Buninyong) — It was terrific to
open the refurbished Sebastopol community health
facility earlier this week. The Sebastopol Community
Health Centre first opened in 1989 and has served the
people of Sebastopol and the surrounding community
well in providing a range of health services and an
inviting environment for people to meet in. With the
commitment of over $1 million by the state government
and a further $1 million to come from the community
health centre’s resources, this much-valued centre has
now been extensively refurbished to provide it with
new life and ensure that the facility can serve the
community well for many years to come.

Bass electorate Probus clubs
Mr PAYNTER — In the past few weeks I have met
with both the Wonthaggi and the Wonthaggi-Inverloch
Probus clubs. Probus clubs organise outings, lunches
and meetings with their members and provide a
wonderful opportunity for retired people to get together
and enjoy the companionship of being with like-minded
and active people.

Wonthaggi Workmen’s Club
Mr PAYNTER — Thank you to Murray Wilson for
inviting me to the morning tea at the Wonthaggi
Workmen’s Club and for welcoming the shadow
Minister for Agriculture and shadow Minister for Water
to be a part of the morning.

Yakkerboo Festival Arts Show
Mr PAYNTER — This year the Yakkerboo
Festival Arts Show was held at the Pakenham hall and
celebrated its 40th anniversary. The artwork and textiles
produced are always outstanding and this year the
entries were no exception. Congratulations to all the
entrants and also to Jillian Ronald and the committee on
a successful opening night.

Pakenham Football Club
Mr PAYNTER — I recently enjoyed a terrific
afternoon at the Pakenham football netball club
sponsors day. In addition to getting together past
players — like me — supporters and sponsors, the day
was dedicated to raising awareness of the problems
associated with the drug ice. I congratulate the club for
its dedication to addressing local issues. This is
community looking after community.

Community health services form a crucial part of
Victoria’s healthcare system in providing a proactive
focus on keeping people well. I am also aware that the
Ballarat Community Health Centre is adopting new
models of health service delivery in order to meet the
needs of this community. The expansion and creation
of new areas in the Sebastopol facility will support both
growth and innovation, and deliver immense benefits to
visitors of the centre as the number and types of
programs delivered in Sebastopol develop. I want to
thank Robyn Reeves and all of her staff for the great
work they do.

STATEMENTS ON REPORTS
Economic, Education, Jobs and Skills
Committee: portability of long service leave
entitlements
Mrs FYFFE (Evelyn) — I rise to speak on the
Economic, Education, Jobs and Skills Committee
report into the portability of long service leave
entitlements. I will not repeat the comments that I made
this morning, but members will understand that I do
this with reservation and concern.
The inquiry into the portability of long service leave
terms of reference asked us to look at:
i.

the objectives of portable long service leave schemes

ii.

which sectors, industries or occupations may benefit
from such schemes …

That was the hardest thing to do. The lack of data on
how the introduction of a portable long service leave
scheme would affect employment and future wages in
other industries made it difficult to determine.
The one that gave most concern was recognising that
people who worked in the community services sector
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often, because of the nature of the work, did not work
long enough for one employer to acquire long service
leave. It was very difficult to make a recommendation
that they should have portability when we have changes
coming under the national disability insurance scheme
(NDIS) and we do not really know what those changes
will be. So in the minority report of four members of
the committee as against the so-called majority report
signed by three members of the committee, it was
difficult to recommend portability, even though one
recognises that for some of those people it is not their
fault that they cannot acquire long service leave.
The same thing applies to employees in the contract
cleaning industry. I recognise the difficulties
experienced because of the contract nature of the work
and that another employer could win the contract.
Through no fault of their own workers have to change
employers and are often working at the same building
continuously — they might work there for 10, 15 or
20 years — but are not entitled to long service leave
because the owner of the contract is a fresh employer
and they have to start at the beginning again.
But what we did not get and what was very difficult to
find was data on what, if portability of long service
leave were introduced, the actual effect would be on the
number of jobs in those industries, what the costs
would be and whether it would preclude workers
getting increases in wages. That came through quite
strongly in the evidence we received. This lack of data
is the reason I could not support the recommendations
in the full committee report.
We are going into the unknown, and the last thing I
want is to make the costs to an employer increase
beyond reasonable expectations so that they actually
have to reduce the number of staff to meet those costs,
because one of the most important things in our society
for a person’s wellbeing is to have a job. That job may
not be the job they want to have for the rest of their life,
but it is very important that they have employment.
There was that risk. When we looked at what limited
information is available on costings, there is such
limited research into portability that I could not support
extending it until we got that evidence.
Of course the provision of long service leave began
many years ago, when people — public servants at that
stage — would use it to go home to England because
the journey was so long. So after the 10 or 15 years
they received payment to travel back home, visit their
families and then came back and commenced work
again. That was the reason: it was a reward for people
who stayed with the one employer. It used to happen
very easily that people would stay 20 or 25 years. We
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have heard of people receiving a 50-year medal or a
gold watch for staying in a job. That of course is not
how today’s workforce works. Particularly in the
finance industry we have instances where, if someone is
working in a merchant bank and does not move after
about two or three years, they are regarded as settled in
their ways. I know they have a zigzag approach to
reaching positions that are important to them in gaining
prospective or further advancement and extra salary.
Long service leave has some good points, but it does
apply to a time that is long gone. It is something that
belongs in history. We now have contracts; we now
have individual contracts. We now have negotiations on
hourly wages or contract-specific total packet wages.
We do not have people working on a salary for 20, 25,
30 or 50 years in the one job; it is most unusual. Things
have really changed, and to think that we could go back
and give everybody long service leave is really going
back to the ark. The cost of the administration and the
loss of jobs, I believe, would be huge. I do not have the
data, but nobody has the data of how it would impact
on the cost of employing people.

Family and Community Development
Committee: abuse in disability services
Ms EDWARDS (Bendigo West) — I am very
pleased to rise today to speak on the report tabled by the
Family and Community Development Committee into
abuse in disability services. This was a two-stage
inquiry, and over the course of that inquiry the
committee received more than 100 submissions. We
held 15 public hearings and 17 site inspections, and we
visited rural and regional Victoria extensively. We
heard from more than 100 witnesses.
I would like to point out that this has been a bipartisan
report and reflects the evidence that we received from
right across Victoria from people with disabilities, their
families, their carers, their advocates and people who
work in the disability sector. I think the important
messages that we have put in this final report are that
abuse of and violence towards people with disabilities
have been and continue to be widespread in Victoria,
and a number of immediate measures are needed to
prevent that abuse and violence from continuing. The
report contains recommendations that can be
implemented quickly, recommendations that can be
implemented in the medium term and longer term
recommendations. However, I think what is very clear
from our report is that fundamental change in the
disability sector is absolutely needed to address the
ingrained issues of violence, abuse and neglect, and that
includes a cultural change that will see people with
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disability afforded the same human rights as everyone
else.
There are 49 recommendations that we believe will
strengthen the disability services system in Victoria
prior to the transition to the national disability insurance
scheme (NDIS). Those recommendations include the
introduction of a zero tolerance framework for abuse in
the disability sector, a mandatory scheme for reporting
abuse in Victoria, enhanced powers for the disability
services commissioner and as part of that a change in
name to reflect the fact that the disability commissioner
will in fact be overseeing the whole of the disability
sector, not just the service providers.
We have made recommendations to renew the
commissioner’s role as the independent oversight body
for disability services in Victoria. There are a couple of
reasons for that. One is that people in the disability
sector, I think, felt that they had a commissioner who
was there to support them but that the work that the
disability commissioner was doing was not meeting
their expectations. So we have made recommendations
to increase the powers of the disability commissioner,
particularly the own-motion powers, so that that
authority will be able to instigate investigations.
We have also recommended the introduction of a
working with vulnerable persons check for all
prospective employees in the disability sector and a
disability worker registration scheme. There are a
number of recommendations in this report that go a
long way to improving the safeguarding and quality
framework system here in Victoria, which is
desperately needed.
It is very clear that many people who presented to us
did so under very difficult circumstances. It is not easy
to relive experiences of abuse or violence, and all credit
to them, because it was their voices that we heard and
their voices that drove the recommendations in this
report. It was certainly not an easy thing to do for many
of the witnesses. It was emotionally harrowing but also
seen as an opportunity to have their voices heard.
So I think that the recommendations in this report are
focused, as I said, on the interim measures necessary to
strengthen the disability services system in Victoria
prior to the transition to the NDIS, with a focus on the
powers and processes required within a Victorian
quality and safeguarding framework. What we have
seen as a central barrier to reporting abuse in the sector
is the systemic normalisation of abuse within the
disability services, and this must be addressed through
major cultural change that commences with
implementing mandatory reporting and a zero tolerance
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of abuse approach. That must be underpinned with
improved reporting practices and strengthened legal
protections for people with disability.
I would like to thank the committee secretariat: Dr Greg
Gardiner, executive officer; Dr Kelly Butler, research
officer; Ms Helen Ross-Soden, administration officer;
Ms Ashley Coleman-Bock, research assistant; and I
would also like to thank my fellow committee
members. I think there has been a very cooperative
approach to this inquiry, and I think that we have
indeed set the bench very high when it comes to
improvements in the disability sector. We have indeed
given the national Disability Reform Council a way
forward.
Statements interrupted.

DISTINGUISHED VISITORS
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Pearson) — Order!
I would like to welcome Jean McLean, who is a former
member for Boronia Province and Melbourne West
Province, in the gallery today.

STATEMENTS ON REPORTS
Statements resumed.

Economic, Education, Jobs and Skills
Committee: portability of long service leave
entitlements
Ms RYALL (Ringwood) — I rise to speak to the
inquiry into portability of long service leave
entitlements. From the outset I would like to
acknowledge and thank Ms Kerryn Riseley,
Dr Marianna Stylianou and Ms Janelle Spielvogel for
their patience and hard work in their executive and
secretariat roles.
I have made clear previously this morning my concerns
about appalling behaviour that occurred during this
committee, where the will of the majority of the
committee was steamrolled through stealth. In terms of
the committee itself I would also like to acknowledge
the signatories to what I would call the majority report,
which is in fact the minority report — that is, the
member for Evelyn, the member for Mildura, and
Mr Jeff Bourman, in the other place — for their
contributions to this report.
In historic terms portable long service leave was
introduced to the construction industry here in Victoria
in the 1970s because there was not the possibility of
continuity of work because of the industry’s
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project-based nature. That meant employees were most
often terminated as a result of the conclusion of a
project. In terms of this particular inquiry it required the
committee to have regard for the financial impacts or
benefits of portable long service leave entitlements on
employers, on employees and on taxpayers, as well as
the wider economic impacts on Victoria’s jobs,
employment and investment. In terms of those portable
leave schemes, they do require costs to be established.
Those costs include scheme set-ups, their
commencement and their ongoing overheads. In terms
of employer costs, they are generally more than would
otherwise have to be paid for long service leave, and for
public, private and not-for-profit organisations this
creates enormous challenges from an employment
perspective. In addition to that, economists who
presented to the committee made the committee aware
that the extra costs borne by employers can often result
in slower wage growth for employees as those costs are
offset.
When the committee examined the evidence and
transcripts, what became absolutely apparent was a lack
of data in terms of the existing statutory scheme here in
Victoria for construction and other schemes that exist in
other states in Australia and in the ACT. Considering
those schemes have been ongoing for some
considerable time, there is nothing that identifies
whether those schemes achieve their objectives or, by
achieving their objectives, whether they had any impact
whatsoever on recruitment into the industry or on
retention of staff in the industry. So when you are
talking about increasing costs to employers, be they
private business, not-for-profits, charitable
organisations and the like, you would want to know that
whatever was being introduced actually would hit the
mark and achieve its objectives.
As the member for Evelyn said, the origins of long
service leave go back quite a considerable time.
Workforce data from the Australian Bureau of Statistics
and from recent Deloitte Access Economics surveys
show that 60 per cent of respondents who will pursue a
new job in the next 10 years are looking to change their
industry or role. Now, you have got significant
movement in and out of industries. Therefore in terms
of the recommendations of this report the Victorian
government needs significant independent quantitative
research to determine if industry portable long service
leave schemes outside Victoria have resulted in an
increase in the retention of employees eligible for long
service leave. That research also needs to go to the
economic and employment impacts of expanding
portable long service leave as well as to the cost to
employers and employees.
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As far as the CoINVEST scheme goes the Victorian
government, as is clear from representations to the
committee, needs to define the coverage of the scheme
in the enabling legislation. This absolutely has to
happen. In terms of the minority report, I thank those
who have contributed to it. I thank all of those who
have made submissions. They have been heard and
understood, and I believe that our minority report
reflects the true will of the majority of the committee.

Family and Community Development
Committee: abuse in disability services
Ms KNIGHT (Wendouree) — I rise to speak on the
inquiry into abuse in disability services final report. I
would like to start by thanking all the members of the
Family and Community Development Committee,
particularly the chair, the member for Bendigo West. I
particularly want to thank and acknowledge all of those
who spoke to the committee — those who fronted the
committee and told some very harrowing stories
indeed. I absolutely acknowledge all of those who
presented to the committee. I also thank the executive
and the secretariat.
There are a number of recommendations in this report
that are really important, and I just want to touch on a
few of those — —
Business interrupted under sessional orders.

DISTINGUISHED VISITORS
The SPEAKER — Order! I wish to acknowledge in
the gallery the Honourable Jean McLean, former MLC
for Boronia and Melbourne West provinces. Welcome
to the house.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE and
MINISTERS STATEMENTS
Country Fire Authority enterprise bargaining
agreement
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) — My
question is to the Premier. United Firefighters Union
(UFU) head Peter Marshall is on record as having said
that the Premier has disrespected the agreement they
made on at least two occasions, and that the union
would campaign against federal Labor unless the state
government, the Andrews government, honoured its
agreement. What are the details of the secret agreement
you have made with Peter Marshall?
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Mr ANDREWS (Premier) — I thank the Leader of
the Opposition for his question. He is, as is so often the
case, completely mistaken, utterly wrong — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Premier will resume
his seat. The Chair is unable to hear the Premier. The
Premier, to continue in silence.
Mr Hodgett interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! I have not called on the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition. I caution the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition. The Deputy Leader of the
Opposition would know well that he has to wait until
the Chair calls on him. The Premier, to continue in
silence.
Mr ANDREWS — I am going to make it clear that
the Leader of the Opposition is completely mistaken,
much like he was yesterday when he was criticising the
Fair Work Commission for refusing to hear from
volunteers only to learn that today the chief executive
officer of the Country Fire Authority (CFA) sought
exactly the outcome, so it is a bit hard to take seriously
any of the claims made by the Leader of the
Opposition.
Mr Guy — On a point of order, Speaker, on
relevance, I did not ask about the Fair Work
Commission; I asked a straightforward question about a
secret deal the Premier has made with Peter Marshall.
What are the details? Tell the house now!
The SPEAKER — Order! The Chair asks the
Premier to come back to answering the question.
Mr ANDREWS — The question is littered with
errors; it is wrong, and I reject the hysterical assertions
from the Leader of the Opposition, who seems to think
that the louder you get the more accurate you get.
Mr Guy interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! I warn the Leader of the
Opposition. The Premier, to continue in silence.
Mr ANDREWS — The Leader of the Opposition’s
question is littered with errors, and I reject the question
and its premise. It is complete and utter nonsense. What
we will achieve here — —
Mr R. Smith — On a point of order, Speaker, the
Premier says that the question is littered with errors. I
invite the Premier to point out what the errors are. Is his
contention that there is no deal with Peter Marshall? Is
that his contention?
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The SPEAKER — Order! The member will resume
his seat. There is no point of order. The Premier, to
continue in silence.
Mr ANDREWS — We will achieve an outcome
that is respectful of volunteers and career firefighters:
one that sees more firefighters turn out to dangerous
fires; one that sees better consultation between the
workforce, volunteers and the CFA; one that sees
reform around diversity, equality and inclusion; and
one that sees this state safer than it has ever been. That
is the truth of this matter. I reject outright each and
every one of the assertions made by the angry Leader of
the Opposition.
Supplementary question
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) — UFU head
Peter Marshall has been unambiguous in saying, ‘We’ll
do whatever it takes to keep Daniel Andrews to his
promise’. Is it not a fact that your reckless and
unprecedented attack on 60 000 CFA volunteers is part
of your — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Chair is unable to
hear the Leader of the Opposition. Government and
opposition members will allow the Leader of the
Opposition to continue on his supplementary question
to the Premier.
Mr GUY — Premier, is it not a fact that your
reckless and unprecedented attack on 60 000 CFA
volunteers is part of your secret pre-election agreement
with Peter Marshall to hand control of the Country Fire
Authority straight to the UFU?
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) — No.
Honourable members interjecting.

Ministers statements: Djerriwarrh Health
Services
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) — I rise to inform the
house of the government’s initiative in terms of
finalising the independent review of stillborn and
newborn deaths at Djerriwarrh Health Services since
2001.
Mr Angus interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! I warn the member for
Forest Hill. I will not warn him again.
Mr ANDREWS — Earlier today the Minister for
Health spoke about the outcomes of this review and
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also confirmed that the women involved have received
the full facts, as they should, about their individual
cases.
The review of deaths between 2001 and 2012 found
that for this period 4 out of 26 stillbirths and newborn
deaths were considered potentially avoidable due to
deficiencies in clinical care — deficiencies similar to
those that were identified by Professor Wallace’s
review last year into stillborn and newborn deaths
between 2013 and 2014. This brings the total number of
stillborn and newborn deaths at Djerriwarrh from 2001
until today to 38 deaths of the 9704 births, of which
11 were potentially avoidable due to failures at
Djerriwarrh Health Services — 11 lives lost when that
could have been avoided.
This is a tragedy for those families. The government
extends — I extend — our deepest condolences to
those families. Our thoughts, prayers and best wishes
and our support will be with them. I thank my
honourable friend the Minister for Health for the work
that she has done to immediately improve quality and
safety in terms of maternity care and across the
board — things like the board being replaced with an
administrator and a new CEO; the recommendations
made by Professor Wallace being fully implemented,
including new equipment being purchased,
strengthening clinical oversight and additional training
for more staff; and support from experts at Western
Health and the Royal Women’s Hospital. All of these
matters are being fully delivered, as they should be.
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independent advice clearly shows is in breach of the
Equal Opportunity Act 2010?
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) — I thank the Leader of
the Opposition for his question. Yet again he advances
a theory, a thesis, that is completely wrong. There was
an original log of claims — —
Mr Guy interjected.
Mr ANDREWS — The Leader of the Opposition
has asked his question. Does he want an answer or not?
I am not certain.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Gembrook is warned. I will not warn the member for
Gembrook again. The Chair had been on his feet for a
considerable period of time. I will not be tolerant again.
The Premier, to continue in silence.
Mr ANDREWS — There is an original log of
claims, there is a revised offer and then there is advice
provided by Commissioner Roe at the Fair Work
Commission. It is the fact of the matter that the Leader
of the Opposition, as he was embarrassed to have to
admit yesterday, was totally wrong on consultation and
on the involvement of Volunteer Fire Brigades Victoria
in the Fair Work process. He ought to be embarrassed
because he is wrong again, because the diversity
clause —
Mr T. Smith interjected.

This is a tragedy, and it is one we are deeply sorry for.
We apologise, and we offer our deepest condolences.
All we can say now is that we will learn from this and
improve so that no other woman and her family has to
go through this pain.

Country Fire Authority enterprise bargaining
agreement
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) — My
question is again to the Premier. Noting that the
Victorian Equal Opportunity and Human Rights
Commission has clearly stated the United Firefighters
Union’s log of claims for the Country Fire Authority
(CFA) enterprise bargaining agreement (EBA) includes
provisions that ‘are likely to prevent the CFA from
taking all reasonable and proportionate steps to
eliminate discrimination, sexual harassment and
victimisation in the workplace’ and that the CFA board
says these provisions are not in any material way
different from those in the latest proposed agreement,
Premier, why are you still supporting an EBA that

The SPEAKER — Order! The member for Kew is
warned.
Mr ANDREWS — inserted by the independent
umpire more than adequately deals with all of these
issues. What is more, this government has an absolute
determination, and I would expect the CFA board
shares that determination, to deal with each and every
one of the recommendations made by the Victorian
Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission —
important work. We will deliver on those
recommendations, but it ought to be borne in mind and
acknowledged by those opposite that those
recommendations were made six months ago, long
before Fair Work gave us a way forward, long before
there was a revised offer.
This government’s commitment on equality stands in
stark contrast to others. Fifty per cent of appointments
to courts, to boards, to governing bodies — —
Honourable members interjecting.
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Mr ANDREWS — Have a look at the cabinet and
how many women are in the cabinet and have a look at
those over there.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Premier will resume
his seat. The Chair is on his feet. I would rather not ‘do
better than yesterday’. Let us allow the Premier to
continue in silence in his response to the Leader of the
Opposition.
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) — There are some who
talk about equality and others who deliver it. We intend
to continue delivering fairness, decency, equality,
inclusion and diversity. While others over there are
misinformed, this government will continue to get it
done.
Supplementary question
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) — Equality for
all unless you are a CFA volunteer. Is that not right,
Premier — unless you are a CFA volunteer? You
hypocrite!
The SPEAKER — Order! The Leader of the
Opposition will resume his seat.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! I warn the member for
Sunbury! The Leader of the Opposition, to continue.
Mr GUY — Premier, you say that equality is not
negotiable. If the CFA is a safe workplace, particularly
for people like young mums who want a career in the
fire service, is your support for the UFU’s
discriminatory log of claims not the ultimate in
hypocrisy?
Honourable members interjecting.
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Country Fire Authority enterprise bargaining
agreement
Supplementary question
Questions and statements resumed.
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) — I thank the Leader of
the Opposition for his supplementary question. He
speaks about safety and a safe place to work. I can
remember someone making something very clear for all
Victorians. I have not got the direct quote, but if the
house will forgive me, I will paraphrase it. It went
something like this: ‘We don’t acknowledge a link
between cancer and firefighters’. Who might have said
that?
Honourable members interjecting.

Ministers statements: Djerriwarrh Health
Services
Ms HENNESSY (Minister for Health) — I rise to
advise the house of further actions taken by the
government following the investigation into perinatal
deaths at Djerriwarrh Health Services going back to
2001. The Premier outlined some of the local responses
that have been put in place at Djerriwarrh, and I would
like to update the house on some of the statewide
responses that have been put in place.
I know there is not a person in this chamber who would
not be horrified by the outcome of this investigation,
and I am sure that all members of this chamber would
join me in extending condolences to all of the women
and families affected. I want to assure the community
and the staff at Djerriwarrh Health Services that we are
doing everything we can to ensure they provide safe
services and that this is a sustainable health service.

Questions and statements interrupted.

SUSPENSION OF MEMBER
Member for Kew
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for Kew
will withdraw from this house for a period of 1 hour.
Honourable member for Kew withdrew from
chamber.

This has been an extremely challenging time for staff,
the women affected and members of the local
community, and I want to express my deep gratitude to
them for all of the wonderful work that they have been
doing, something that the coroner in his investigation
also noted.
We have put in place a range of statewide initiatives to
improve quality and safety and to make sure we learn
the lessons of Djerriwarrh. Those initiatives include
strengthening quality and safety in our rural and
regional health services. We have initiated special
training packages relating to emergency management
and maternity care, and we will be rolling those out to
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all of our rural hospitals. That training is being provided
by the Royal Women’s Hospital.
Statewide incident reporting and response management
systems are also being strengthened, and we have of
course got a statewide review of quality and safety by
Professor Stephen Duckett currently underway. I am
anticipating that he will report on that soon.
Sadly, we have had to establish a perinatal autopsy
service at the Royal Women’s Hospital to ensure that
every stillborn or newborn death is the subject of
scrutiny to understand what the cause of death might
have been. Patient safety needs to come first. We have
got a lot more work to do, and I am very committed to
getting on with doing it.

Country Fire Authority enterprise bargaining
agreement
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) — My
question is to the Premier. Yesterday the Treasurer said
the Country Fire Authority (CFA) board and its CEO,
Lucinda Nolan, have been engaging in deliberate
misinformation, and the Special Minister of State said
the board and Ms Nolan needed to be better educated,
yet the Minister for Emergency Services, the CFA’s
60 000 volunteers, the CFA board and its CEO are all
raising concerns that are valid and reasonable. Premier,
who do you back: the CFA board, Lucinda Nolan,
60 000 volunteers and your minister, or your Treasurer
and your mate the Special Minister of State?
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independent umpire’s determinations and their way
forward. Let me quote from 7 June — —
Mr Guy interjected.
Mr ANDREWS — The Leader of the Opposition
asked me about concerns. He drafts his questions really
well, and now I am going to answer the question!
Mr Guy — On a point of order, Speaker, on
relevance, the Premier was asked a straightforward
question as to who does he back — volunteers or Gavin
Jennings? Which one is it?
The SPEAKER — Order! The Premier was about
to respond to the question as put by the Leader of the
Opposition. I do not uphold the point of order.
Mr ANDREWS — This government supports
volunteer firefighters and career firefighters in their
work to keep our state safe.
Mr Guy interjected.
Mr ANDREWS — I have just answered your
question. The Leader of the Opposition is not listening
now. Let me quote one of those firefighters that the
Leader of the Opposition says he is so concerned about.
He talks about concerns. In the Warrnambool Standard
First Lieutenant Wayne Rooke speaks in relation to the
current arrangements and volunteer and career staff
working together:
We are all here for the community.

Mr ANDREWS (Premier) — Ten women sitting
around a cabinet table — not something others would
know anything about. But let us not be diverted from
the Leader of the Opposition’s question. He talked
about concerns in his question.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr ANDREWS — The shouting is all great theatre,
but that is not leadership; it is just being angry.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Premier will resume
his seat. The Leader of the Opposition asked a
substantive question. The Premier is endeavouring to
respond to that substantive question. I request that the
Leader of the Opposition and other members of this
house on both sides allow the Premier to respond in
silence.
Mr ANDREWS — The Leader of the Opposition
spoke about concerns that have been raised about the

We will be side by side with the staff …

It gets better for the Leader of the Opposition, because
then he goes on to say — —
Mr Battin — On a point of order, Speaker, in
relation to relevance on the issue, if the Premier wants
to quote from articles in relation to this lieutenant, he
would want to continue the quote with the four
lieutenants and secretaries that resigned from
Warrnambool because of his decision as the Premier.
The SPEAKER — Order! There is no point of
order.
Mr ANDREWS — I am only just getting started on
quoting from this article, because it goes on to say:
Concerns that an enterprise bargaining agreement proposed
by the UFU will diminish the role of CFA volunteers have
prompted a rally …

It goes on to talk about the rally that was held just
yesterday. The article then goes on to say:
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However, Mr Rooke —

that is First Lieutenant Rooke —
said the concerns were unfounded. He said the proposed EBA
would not alter the present situation where rural CFA
brigades were backed up by paid firefighters.

So as to choosing between the angry, error-ridden
commentary of those opposite and an actual firefighter,
it is a very easy choice: we back him and his and every
firefighter every day in every way we possibly can.
Mr R. Smith interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Warrandyte has been warned.
Mr R. Smith interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Warrandyte has not been warned. Now the member for
Warrandyte is warned. I appreciate the member for
Warrandyte correcting the record.
Supplementary question
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) — Premier,
given that you, your Treasurer and your Special
Minister of State do not back the CFA board, Lucinda
Nolan, 60 000 volunteers or the emergency services
minister, do you now back Craig Lapsley’s view that he
will in fact be a toothless tiger to the United Firefighters
Union (UFU) when he is being compelled to implement
this unlawful deal after it has been signed?
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for Eltham
is warned.
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) — It seems there is
no-one the Leader of the Opposition will not verbal,
and that does him no credit. He talks about people who
have expressed views on these matters, and I can
only — —
Mr Wakeling interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for Ferntree
Gully is warned.
Mr ANDREWS — I can only draw all honourable
members back to the pretty strong commentary made
yesterday by a number of CFA volunteers and career
staff who said they are absolutely sick and tired of the
campaign of misinformation and mistruth that is being
led by the Leader of the Opposition. They are focused
on making sure we can turn out more firefighters to
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dangerous fires, have the best consultation framework
possible, bring about the diversity and inclusion that
our fire service needs, and work hard every day to keep
our state safe. They have been pretty clear that they
have had enough of the misinformation put forward by
the questioner. That is what they made clear yesterday,
and I reiterate it today.
Honourable members interjecting.
Questions and statements interrupted.

SUSPENSION OF MEMBER
Member for Forest Hill
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for Forest
Hill will withdraw from this house for a period of
1 hour.
Honourable member for Forest Hill withdrew from
chamber.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE and
MINISTERS STATEMENTS
Questions and statements resumed.

Ministers statements: Towards Zero road
safety strategy
Mr DONNELLAN (Minister for Roads and Road
Safety) — I rise to update the house on a new
government achievement by the Andrews government;
a very serious achievement and one the government is
very proud of. As I advised the house last sitting week,
we recently launched our road safety strategy Towards
Zero, which includes an unprecedented $340 million
investment in regional and rural roads — the biggest
and largest commitment ever made in terms of road
safety. A big part of this is the installation of life-saving
centreline wire rope barriers right across the state.
I am pleased to advise the house that this new
infrastructure has just saved three people from a
devastating head-on collision that might have resulted
in terrible trauma or even death. Let me go through the
story. Two weeks ago, at 3.00 p.m. on Saturday,
21 May, Peter was driving home to Melbourne after a
day jet skiing with friends at Lake Eildon. He was
travelling at 100 kilometres per hour on the Melba
Highway in Yea in his dual-cab ute, towing his jet ski.
Peter says he originally felt fit to drive but soon became
fatigued. He noticed himself veering onto rumble strips,
and the next thing he remembers is waking up when his
car hit the centreline wire rope barrier. He says it all
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happened very quickly. After waking up all he
remembers is correcting his car and pulling over further
up the road.
At the same time that Peter hit the wire rope barrier,
Graham and his wife were heading in the opposite
direction, back to Mansfield. Graham said a head-on
collision would have been inevitable without the barrier
as their car was no further than 20 metres from Peter’s
when it hit the wire rope. Graham said Peter’s car hit
the barrier at a 30 degree angle and that he felt Peter’s
car was securely held by the barrier. He says the reality
of what could have happened did not sink in until later
that night and that he and his wife are thankful that the
barriers were there to save their lives.
The installation of these innovative barriers means three
lives have been saved. It shows we are on the right path
to investing in safer roads in our state to save lives.
Those opposite, including the member for Eildon, who
has not been supportive of this exercise, should get on
board and support this life-saving infrastructure instead
of bagging it.
The SPEAKER — Order! The minister will resume
his seat.
Mr DONNELLAN — Just ask Peter!
The SPEAKER — Order! The minister is warned;
the minister understood clearly that his time had
expired.
Mr R. Smith — On a point of order, Speaker, the
minister was quoting a fairly significant passage, and I
wonder if he could provide that to the house.
The SPEAKER — Order! Was the minister quoting
from a document?
Mr Donnellan — I was referring to notes.
The SPEAKER — Order! The minister was
referring to notes.

Country Fire Authority enterprise bargaining
agreement
Mr KATOS (South Barwon) — My question is to
the Premier. The Fair Work Commission says that
bullying includes behaving aggressively, pressuring
someone to behave inappropriately, excluding someone
from work-related events and/or unreasonable work
demands. Premier, is it not a fact that you and your
office’s treatment of your emergency services minister
clearly constitutes workplace bullying?
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Honourable members interjecting.
Questions and statements interrupted.

SUSPENSION OF MEMBER
Member for Eltham
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for Eltham
will withdraw from the house for the period of 1 hour.
Honourable member for Eltham withdrew from
chamber.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE and
MINISTERS STATEMENTS
Country Fire Authority enterprise bargaining
agreement
Questions and statements resumed.
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) — No.
Supplementary question
Mr KATOS (South Barwon) — My supplementary
question is to the Premier obviously. Given you have
refused on a number of occasions to criticise the
behaviour of the United Firefighters Union (UFU)
towards your own emergency services minister, I ask:
will you now take this opportunity to finally put on the
record your condemnation of the bullying and
harassment of your minister by the UFU?
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Deputy Premier will
come to order. The member for Rowville will come to
order too. I call on the Premier to respond to a
supplementary question as put by the member for South
Barwon.
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) — I thank the member
for South Barwon for his question. In the opening part
of his question he asserted that I had not done certain
things; in that he is completely wrong. The fact that he
is wrong in that makes the second part of his question
completely redundant. It is my view and it is the view
of the government that all Victorians should behave
appropriately, whether you are a — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Premier will resume
his seat. The Chair is unable to hear the Premier. An
important question was advanced by the member for
South Barwon, and one would think that all members,
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particularly opposition members, would want to hear
the response as put by the Premier. The Premier, in
silence.
Mr ANDREWS — As I was saying, it is my view
and the view of the government that all Victorians
should behave appropriately. Whether you are the
Premier, a minister, a union leader or a business leader,
if you, for instance, say something that is wrong, if you
say the wrong thing, for instance, then you should
apologise for that. That is my position in practice and in
principle, and I do not move away from it.
Honourable members interjecting.
Questions and statements interrupted.

SUSPENSION OF MEMBER
Member for Ferntree Gully
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for Ferntree
Gully will withdraw from this house for the period of
1 hour.
Honourable member for Ferntree Gully withdrew
from chamber.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE and
MINISTERS STATEMENTS
Questions and statements resumed.

Ministers statements: new school community
information sessions
Mr MERLINO (Minister for Education) — I rise to
outline a new government initiative: the running of
community information sessions for new schools the
Andrews Labor government will be opening in 2017
and 2018. I am also pleased to advise the house that
principals of these schools have now been appointed.
The sessions will provide information to the
community — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Questions and statements interrupted.

SUSPENSION OF MEMBER
Member for Warrandyte
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Warrandyte will withdraw from this house for the
period of 1 hour.
Honourable member for Warrandyte withdrew
from chamber.
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Questions and statements resumed.
Mr MERLINO (Minister for Education) — The
sessions will provide information to the community
regarding the school’s vision and operational approach
of the principal, enrolment and other logistical
processes, the school’s facilities and design, and
community partnerships and services, including with
the YMCA.
The Andrews Labor government is taking measures to
tackle Victoria’s massive population growth. New
schools and school upgrades are essential in meeting
this demand. In the last budget there was $185 million
to plan, build or complete 12 new schools and
$102 million to buy land for at least 11 new school sites
and additions at several other schools. This means we
now have 42 new schools in the pipeline. We are
setting a cracking pace, and we need to because we are
living with the legacy of those opposite. No new
schools will open this year because of the neglect, the
lack of funding and the lack of planning of those
opposite.
The community information sessions are running for
the following schools: Casey Central East Primary
School, Cranbourne South West Primary School,
Epping North Primary School, Pakenham South West
Primary School, Heather Grove Primary School,
Mernda Central P–12, Mernda South Primary School
and Point Cook South prep–year 9. I encourage
members of the community to go to those sessions and
have their say about the school. The Andrews Labor
government is undertaking the biggest school building
program in Victoria’s history.

Country Fire Authority enterprise bargaining
agreement
Mr WALSH (Murray Plains) — My question is to
the Premier. Noting that the member for Yan Yean had
mentioned the Country Fire Authority (CFA) 420 times
in this place before the CFA enterprise bargaining
agreement (EBA) dispute but not once since, I ask:
Premier, why are you bullying your Labor MPs and
your minister to stop them speaking up and supporting
the CFA volunteers they had previously been so proud
to support?
Honourable members interjecting.
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Questions and statements interrupted.
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SUSPENSION OF MEMBER
Member for Bundoora
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Bundoora will withdraw from this house for the period
of 1 hour. The member for Bundoora will make
arrangements to see me after question time.
Honourable member for Bundoora withdrew from
chamber.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE and
MINISTERS STATEMENTS
Country Fire Authority enterprise bargaining
agreement
Questions and statements resumed.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Premier to respond
to the Leader of The Nationals.
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) — I thank you, Speaker,
for the call. I shall not bother thanking the member for
the question, because in the great honour that I have to
serve as the Premier of this state and in the great honour
that I have had to lead my party as well over six years
almost, and in my time in this Parliament you get to
meet lots of different people, and in the course of all
those meetings, of all those representations, of all of my
travels around the state, I have met very few people —
in fact none — that have a stronger commitment to
their local community and the CFA brigades in their
local community than the member for Yan Yean.
Mr M. O’Brien interjected.

Country Fire Authority enterprise bargaining
agreement
Questions and statements resumed.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Chair is determined
to be able to hear the Premier. An important question
was advanced to the Leader of The Nationals, and the
Chair wants to hear the response by the Premier.
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) — Speaker, I am
determined to ensure that those opposite do not sully
the strong support and good name that the member for
Yan Yean has hard-earnt and repeatedly demonstrated
to the people of her community and the entirety of
Victoria. She has served as a parliamentary secretary
for emergency services. She has served as a member of
her local brigade for 12 years. I know where she was on
Black Saturday, and I tell you what, Speaker, she was
not at the tennis. Those opposite, including the one that
just stood up ought to hang their heads in shame.
Honourable members interjecting.
Questions and statements interrupted.

SUSPENSION OF MEMBERS
Members for Lowan and Ivanhoe
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for Lowan
will withdraw from the house for the period of 1 hour.
The member for Ivanhoe will withdraw from this house
for the period of 1 hour.
Honourable members for Lowan and Ivanhoe
withdrew from chamber.

Questions and statements interrupted.

SUSPENSION OF MEMBER
Member for Malvern
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agreement

The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Malvern will withdraw from the house for the period of
1 hour.

Questions and statements resumed.

Honourable member for Malvern withdrew from
chamber.

Mr Guy — On a point of order, Speaker, on
relevance, it was a straightforward question. If the
Premier thinks this much of his member for Yan Yean,
why is he gagging her?
The SPEAKER — Order! It is obvious that is not a
point of order. The Leader of the Opposition should
know better. The Premier will continue. The Premier is
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entitled to silence. A question was put to the Premier,
and the Chair imagines and assumes that the opposition
is interested in his response in silence.
Mr ANDREWS — So, Speaker, the member for
Yan Yean’s commitment to her local community, her
brigade and CFA volunteers is beyond question. When
the question of the member for Yan Yean’s capacity
and qualities was put to the people of Yan Yean in
2002 — do you remember that? — they backed the
member for Yan Yean, and I back her today as an
outstanding member of this government, an outstanding
member of this Parliament, an outstanding volunteer
and someone who will not be intimidated or blackened
by the gutter tactics of those opposite.
Honourable members interjecting.
Questions and statements interrupted.

SUSPENSION OF MEMBERS
Minister for Roads and Road Safety and
member for Caulfield
The SPEAKER — Order! The Minister for Roads
and Road Safety will withdraw from this house for the
period of 1 hour, as will the member for Caulfield.
Mr Donnellan interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Minister for Roads
and Road Safety will make arrangements to see the
Chair after question time. He needs to leave the house
quietly.
Minister for Roads and Road Safety and member
for Caulfield withdrew from chamber.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE and
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Country Fire Authority enterprise bargaining
agreement
Questions and statements resumed.
Supplementary question
Mr WALSH (Murray Plains) — My supplementary
question to the Premier is: do you endorse the
comments from another one of your backbench MPs,
this time the member for Frankston, who yesterday said
that a 60-year CFA service medal presented to Moyhu
farmer David Evans should have gone to someone
more deserving?
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Honourable members interjecting.
Questions and statements interrupted.

SUSPENSION OF MEMBERS
Members for Footscray, Rowville and
Bentleigh
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Footscray will withdraw from this house for the period
of 1 hour, as will the members for Rowville and
Bentleigh.
Honourable members for Footscray, Rowville and
Bentleigh withdrew from chamber.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE and
MINISTERS STATEMENTS
Country Fire Authority enterprise bargaining
agreement
Supplementary question
Questions and statements resumed.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Chair was unable to
hear the question. I request silence so the Chair can hear
the question in order for the Chair to adjudicate as fairly
and impartially as the Chair can. It cannot happen if the
Chair is unable to hear the question. The Leader of The
Nationals, to ask his question again.
Mr WALSH (Murray Plains) — Premier, do you
endorse the comments from another one of your
backbench MPs, this time the member for Frankston,
who yesterday said that a 60-year CFA service medal
presented to Moyhu’s David Evans should have gone to
someone more deserving?
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! It might be hard for
some members to accept that the Chair cannot hear the
question. If the Chair cannot hear the question, the
Chair will ask members to put their questions again —
and the Chair makes no apology for that.
Mr Edbrooke — On a point of order, Speaker, I
suggest that the wax gets cleaned out of their ears.
What was actually said yesterday, and I am sure every
CFA member would agree, was just a disgraceful use
of a medal. What I actually said — —
Honourable members interjecting.
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The SPEAKER — Order! The Chair does not
require advice from members in relation to the point of
order. The member for Frankston is entitled to make a
point of order, as every other member is. The Chair has
to hear sufficiently well from a member in order to
adjudicate as to whether there is a point of order or not.
The Chair has now heard sufficient. There is no point of
order.
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will be internationally recognised as a sustainable and
resilient place for population growth. Labor is making
sure Fishermans Bend sets a new benchmark for urban
renewal. We are going to bring the community with us.
Community consultation is now open for our new
vision, because we are giving Victorians an opportunity
which those opposite never did: the chance to be
involved in a transparent, people-focused planning
process.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The question was put.
The Premier, to respond.
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) — In relation to the
question asked by the Leader of The Nationals, I
actually know David Evans of Moyhu. I saw him quite
recently when I was at our family’s farm not far from
Moyhu. It was not a very happy occasion, but I saw
him, and I was very grateful that he was there. I am
grateful for his service as well. I assure him, through
you, Speaker, that no such comment was made
yesterday, and it would never be made.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Premier will resume
his seat. The Premier is entitled to silence. All members
should allow the Premier to continue in silence.
Mr ANDREWS — That is my comment to David
Evans, who in my dealings with him when he was in
the other place and since is a very decent person. We
thank him for his service, we thank him for his
contribution and we assure him — all of us — that
despite what he might have been told by those opposite,
no such comment was made.

Ministers statements: Fishermans Bend
Mr WYNNE (Minister for Planning) — Today I am
informing the house of a new government initiative.
Victoria is now home to the largest Green Star
community — Fishermans Bend. Fishermans Bend is
now registered with the Green Building Council of
Australia for strategic planning. We have released a
new vision for this 455-hectare precinct, focusing on
five separate neighbourhoods which are properly
planned to accommodate residents and, most
importantly, new job opportunities, because Labor
recognises the great opportunity that Fishermans Bend
offers.
We have consulted with the community and with the
property industry. We are being open and transparent in
creating a future community and jobs precinct. With
Green Star community registration, Fishermans Bend

Those opposite have questions to answer about all the
mistakes they made in rezoning Fishermans Bend
overnight, tripling and, in some cases, quadrupling the
land value.
Mr Clark — On a point of order, Speaker, the
minister is now debating the issue, departing from the
requirements of sessional order 7. I ask you to bring
him back to complying with the sessional order.
The SPEAKER — Order! The minister will come
back to making a ministers statement.
Mr WYNNE — I would like to remind the house
that all the documents relating to the Fishermans Bend
rezoning need to be handed over by 5.00 p.m. on
20 June, and we are waiting for them.
Mr Clark — On a point of order, Speaker, the
minister is continuing to depart from the requirements
of the sessional orders and from your ruling. I ask you
to bring him back into compliance.
The SPEAKER — Order! The minister will
conclude his contribution. The minister has 9 seconds.
He is to stay in accord with sessional orders.
Mr WYNNE — In accordance with sessional
orders, we look forward to the tabling of those
documents on 20 June at 5.00 p.m.

CONSTITUENCY QUESTIONS
Mr Katos — On a point of order, Deputy Speaker, I
asked a constituency question in this house on 4 May of
the Minister for Emergency Services with regard to the
Jan Juc Surf Life Saving Club. I know she might be a
bit preoccupied at the moment, but the needs of this
club are very important to my local community. I
would ask you to direct the minister to respond to that
constituency question as she has now exceeded the
30-day requirement.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! I shall pass
that on to the Speaker to follow that through.
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Mr Thompson — On a point of order, Deputy
Speaker, I raised a number of questions on notice with
the Minister for Public Transport — questions 7499,
7500, 7501, 7502, 7503, 7504 and 7505 — and I ask
that you direct the minister to answer the questions.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! I will refer the
member for Sandringham’s matter to the Speaker for
him to take the appropriate action.

Hastings electorate
Mr BURGESS (Hastings) — (Question 7626) My
question is for the Minister for Sport. Prior to the 2014
state election I announced that a coalition government
would commit $100 000 to install netball lighting, build
female change rooms and toilets and provide an
electronic scoreboard for the Tyabb Football Netball
Club. I ask: will the Andrews Labor government match
the Liberal-Nationals funding commitment to the
Tyabb Netball Club? Being able to train and play
netball at night will add a new and exciting dimension
to local sport. The purpose-built netball change rooms
and toilets will provide players with somewhere private
and comfortable to prepare before games and wind
down afterwards.
The portable electronic scoreboard will combine highly
visible and accurate score-keeping with convenience
storage and an opportunity to self-fund through
advertising. Tyabb is a wonderful and vibrant
community, and it deserves the very best in sporting
facilities. Therefore my constituents are desperate to
gain government support with this important project.

Carrum electorate
Ms KILKENNY (Carrum) — (Question 7627) My
constituency question is for the Minister for Education.
I have been contacted by principals, teachers and
parents regarding the findings and recommendations of
the government schools funding review conducted by a
former Victorian Premier, the Honourable Steve
Bracks. Principals, teachers and parents ask: when will
the government release its response to the report’s
findings and recommendations, and will there be
further consultation with the sector prior to this? The
review looked at how to best invest in education and
break the cycle between a child’s social and economic
background and their outcomes at school. It concluded
that the commonwealth government should honour its
commitment to fully fund the Gonski agreement. I
know many parents, teachers and principals in Carrum
will be interested in the minister’s answer.
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Gippsland East electorate
Mr T. BULL (Gippsland East) — (Question 7628) I
raise a matter for the Minister for Education, and the
information I seek is an outline of what plans have been
put in place to resolve the bus loop issues at Bairnsdale
Secondary College. I have had contact from a member
of the Bairnsdale Secondary College community, who
has advised that the school bus loop has had a
WorkSafe Victoria provisional improvement notice
issued that outlines significant safety risks to be dealt
with as a matter of priority. I am advised that a time
frame of early October has been provided for the
situation to be rectified, or the loop will be closed
down. This of course would have major ramifications
not only for Bairnsdale Secondary College but also for
students at several neighbouring schools who utilise
this facility to get to and from school. This of course is
on top of the fact that students are at risk daily. I ask the
minister on behalf of the families and all students who
use the loop to outline the process that will remedy this
situation.

St Albans electorate
Ms SULEYMAN (St Albans) — (Question 7629)
My constituency question is for the Minister for Police.
My local community is diverse and a wonderful place
to live and work. However, there are issues around
public spaces and infrastructure that are at times the
target of vandals and present issues around crime that
impact my community. In the state budget I know that
there is a large commitment to keeping communities
safe and ensuring we as a government are providing the
resources needed for police to do exactly that.
Community safety and crime prevention in Sunshine
and St Albans are important. I ask the minister: what
support exists through government initiatives to
improve safety and reduce crime in my local
community?

South Barwon electorate
Mr KATOS (South Barwon) — (Question 7630)
My constituency question is to the Minister for Roads
and Road Safety on behalf of Michael Neal of
Armstrong Creek. What road safety treatments are
available to prevent drivers driving on the wrong side
of the road on the bridge connecting the Geelong Ring
Road to Baanip Boulevard over the
Geelong–Warrnambool rail line? Mr Neal has
witnessed several near head-on collisions on this
bridge. The ring-road is a four-lane road which comes
to a roundabout, and drivers turn left off that
roundabout onto the bridge that connects to the Surf
Coast Highway. What is happening — with a lot of
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tourists particularly — is drivers are assuming that this
four-lane road continues and that both lanes are in the
one direction, and drivers are veering onto the wrong
side of the road. I ask on behalf of not only Mr Neal but
all drivers using that intersection what road safety
treatments are available to prevent this from occurring.

Pascoe Vale electorate
Ms BLANDTHORN (Pascoe Vale) —
(Question 7631) My constituency question is for the
Minister for Public Transport and the Minister for
Major Projects. My question concerns the Rotary Club
of Broadmeadows, which is located on VicTrack land
beside the level crossing scheduled for removal on
Glenroy Road in my electorate. I have previously raised
this issue with the minister, and I now ask when a
meeting will be facilitated with the relevant parties to
discuss the future of the Broadmeadows Rotary Club. I
visited the Broadmeadows Rotary Club on Thursday,
10 May. It is a fabulous club located, as I said, on
Waterloo and Glenroy roads and in very close
proximity to the level crossing. The club appreciates
that the removal of the level crossing is an important
project which will have substantial benefits for the
community and the immediate precinct. However, the
club remains keen to resolve its own future in this
precinct. The club advises that it has placed a
considerable amount of resources into maintaining and
improving its facilities over the years, and it has also
advised that it has made a considerable contribution.
We have seen this ourselves over the past 50 years via
the support it has provided for local school
projects — —
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The
honourable member’s time has expired.

Prahran electorate
Mr HIBBINS (Prahran) — (Question 7632) My
constituency question is to the Minister for Energy,
Environment and Climate Change on behalf of Paul
from South Yarra. Paul asks: what initiatives are being
pursued to improve Yarra River water quality? The
Yarra River forms the northern border of the Prahran
electorate and, according to the Environment Protection
Authority, suffers from poor water quality, particularly
around South Yarra and the Prahran main drain outfall.
Water quality is being impacted by the increased
development; increased site coverage; loss of green
spaces and trees; increased impervious surfaces, which
increases stormwater run-off; waste, particularly
plastics and organic waste, which is entering the
stormwater system; contamination from poor sewerage
connections; and the continued native forest logging
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that is still occurring in the Yarra River water
catchments. There have been a number of local
initiatives to improve local water quality, such as the
Yarra River biodiversity project and ensuring
commercial food waste is properly disposed of. The
Victorian Greens have also released our Environment
Protection Amendment (Banning Plastic Bags,
Packaging and Microbeads) Bill 2016 for consultation,
which would significantly reduce the amount of plastic
waste — —
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The
honourable member’s time has expired.

Essendon electorate
Mr PEARSON (Essendon) — (Question 7633) My
constituency question is to the Minister for Housing,
Disability and Ageing. In the recent state budget
funding was allocated for two rooming house upgrades
in Ascot Vale and Flemington. What is the latest
information on the plan to upgrade these rooming
houses in my electorate?

Sandringham electorate
Mr THOMPSON (Sandringham) —
(Question 7634) My constituency question is to the
Minister for Planning. A constituent family is seeking
to invest in a granny flat in the backyard of their
daughter’s property for the potential use of another
adult child who requires accommodation support, and I
ask: can the government advise on whether there are
plans to amend the law in Victoria to facilitate the use
of granny flats to expand affordable housing supply?

Mordialloc electorate
Mr RICHARDSON (Mordialloc) —
(Question 7635) My constituency question is to the
Minister for Education. I ask the minister to advise
when the government’s response to the Bracks review
will be put forward to talk about some of the important
reforms to our education system. Particularly important
in the Bracks review is the conversation about the
Gonski education funding reforms, something that is
very important to my community, something that is
very important to our state. I note in the Bracks review
the comments about the federal government’s lack of
consideration of and lack of investment in those Gonski
education funding reforms and the important need for
the federal government to finally properly fund
education. So my constituency question is: when will
the government respond to the important Bracks review
so I can better inform my community?
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Mr Watt — On a point of order, Speaker,
specifically around constituency questions asking when
the government might actually respond to a particular
review. I am not sure that that necessarily fits within the
sessional orders. Rulings from the Chair, December
2015, chapter 22 — ‘Questions’ — page 169, states:
Must be constituency issues. Constituency questions must
relate to constituency issues and not encompass broader
policy issues, which can be included in questions on notice.

I therefore put to you, Deputy Speaker, that the member
for Mordialloc’s question is actually not a constituency
question but should be simply a question on notice. I
therefore ask you to rule it out of order.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! I uphold the
point of order raised by the honourable member for
Burwood. The question that was asked by the
honourable member for Mordialloc was broad and did
not refer to his particular electorate, which is what
constituency questions are about, so I do rule in favour
of the honourable member for Burwood.

STATEMENTS ON REPORTS
Statements resumed.

Family and Community Development
Committee: abuse in disability services
Ms KNIGHT (Wendouree) — As I was saying
before I was rudely interrupted by question time, I am
speaking on the final report of the inquiry into abuse in
disability services. Like in other jobs, sometimes in this
job you wonder if you are actually making a difference.
I really have to say that the members of the committee,
particularly the chair, the member for Bendigo West,
and all of those who spoke to the committee, and the
executive and secretariat, absolutely made a difference
on those days that they went into work and worked on
this report. I truly and sincerely thank them for the work
that they have done, and I also thank those who spoke
to the committee for sharing their at times harrowing
stories.
The recommendations are comprehensive and there are
many of them. I just want to touch upon a few of them.
I think that in terms of abuse and assault in any area, it
is really important that you actually know what is
occurring. Recommendation 1.5 is:
The Victorian government develop reliable data on the
incidence of violence against people with disability —
including violence that occurs in the context of all disability
service providers as well as the broader community. The
findings of this research should be made available publicly,
and include information on rates of violence according to
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gender, age, type of disability, cultural background, and place
of residence.

It is incredibly important that we do have reliable data
on what is actually happening in the community and in
those areas of service provision.
We also know that the incidence of violence against
people with disabilities, particularly women with
disabilities, is much, much higher than in the general
population, which is why I welcome the
recommendation 1.6 that government:
… in addition to the quality and safeguarding framework for
the NDIS, develop a national strategy for the prevention of
violence against people with disability.

and recommendation 2.1 that government:
… amend section 5 of the Disability Act 2006 (Vic) to
include zero tolerance as a guiding principle for the delivery
of disability services …

It is incredibly important that we stand here and say that
there is no tolerance whatsoever for any violence of any
kind, and that includes in the disability community. We
will have zero tolerance for that. Language is critically
important in changing attitudes and cultures and to
clearly state what is acceptable and what is not.
Recommendation 2.2 is:
The Department of Health and Human Services changes its
critical incident management system to include descriptions
that emphasise the impact that acts of abuse have on people
with disability.

That is saying that we do not have ‘incidents’ anymore,
we actually have types of abuse and what is happening.
I also want to highlight recommendation 3.5, which is
about mandatory reporting. It says very clearly that we
absolutely do not tolerate any acts of violence or abuse,
and that if it is happening, then it must be reported.
I also note recommendations about the increase in
assisted communication so that every person with a
disability is able to express what is happening to them.
In the case of my son, who has no speech or language, I
was really happy to see that recommendation. I hope
that our government considers these recommendations
and acts on them.

Economic, Education, Jobs and Skills
Committee: portability of long service leave
entitlements
Mr CRISP (Mildura) — I rise to speak on the
Economic, Education, Jobs and Skills Committee
report on the portability of long service leave
entitlements. In speaking on the report, I wonder if it is
the majority minority report, or if it is really the
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minority by the majority report from the committee, as
has been discussed earlier today.
I would like to thank the members of the committee
from this house: the member for Ringwood, who was
the deputy chair, and the members for Evelyn and
Melton, who were involved with other members from
the other place in preparing this report. Also, we would
not have got this far with the report without the support
of the staff, Kerryn, Marianna and Janelle. I thank them
for their patience and hard work in preparing this
report.
In dealing with the report, we have had a debate this
morning about the process involved with this report, but
I think it is worth revisiting the dilemma that the
Parliament now finds itself in, where the minority
report has a majority of signatures on it and the
majority report has a minority of signatures on it. There
is confusion about the standing of over a year’s work
and the evidence that has been presented, and I think it
will be difficult for a government to take on board the
recommendations in this report and move forward with
any credibility.
Long service leave is something unique to Australia
and New Zealand. It goes back to the colonial days,
when long-serving public servants from the Northern
Hemisphere, mostly Great Britain, were given an
incentive of a long period of leave to allow them to
journey back to the old country, as it was known, to
visit family and friends before returning. This was later
turned into a reward for any employee who worked
with an employer for a period of time, which was
nominally at the 10-year mark, when they would
receive their reward for their loyalty of service. There
has been a little bit of adjustment to it as well for the
construction industry to take into account some of those
unique industry employment characteristics, which
would be the best way to describe that situation.
The terms of reference for the inquiry required it to
have regard to the financial impacts and the benefits of
portable long service leave for employers, employees
and taxpayers, as well as the economic impact on
Victorian jobs, employment and investment. I think it is
fair to say that the jury is still out. Workforce data from
the Australian Bureau of Statistics show significant
movement between industries, and a Deloitte Access
Economics survey showed that around 60 per cent of
respondents would pursue a new job in the next
10 years or are looking to change their industry role or
both. Obviously in the new workforce that we have,
long service leave is not seen as a major component in
making career decisions.
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We also found there was a lack of data to support the
long service leave portability in a lot of industries.
These schemes cost money to establish, and there are
extensive operating overheads as well as costs to
employers. Regardless of whether you are in the public,
private or not-for-profit sector, employer costs would
otherwise be deployed. In fact, there was some
evidence suggesting that it would be traded off into
lower wages. So the jury is very much out on this
report. In fact there is a lack of evidence to support the
benefits that portable long service leave can bring to the
broader economy. With that lack of evidence, any sort
of decision is not only difficult, it is not substantiated.
However, the government has chosen to railroad this
report and bring into doubt the credibility of the whole
committee structure in order to achieve this end. In
order to do that and to have a majority minority report,
or a minority majority report, it is prepared to burn the
integrity of the committee structure of this Parliament
to achieve something that the evidence is not there to
support at this stage, and the government members
showed no desire to seek that evidence to make a just
case.

Family and Community Development
Committee: abuse in disability services
Mr EDBROOKE (Frankston) — Is a pleasure to
rise to speak on the Family and Community
Development Committee’s final report on the inquiry
into abuse in disability services, which came out in
May. I would like to speak in detail about two
recommendations that were explored and obviously
made in the report. The first one is the recommendation
that:
The Department of Health and Human Services changes its
critical incident management system to include descriptions
that emphasise the impact that acts of abuse have on people
with disability.
The Department should cease usage of the term ‘incident’ and
instead employ terminology that reflects the type of abuse,
including, but not restricted to:
sexual assault and physical assault
violence
allegation of assault and disclosure of assault
verbal, emotional and financial abuse
neglect.

What does this mean on the ground? It means that
people in the care of these institutions in disability
services are required to list things that we would usually
see as illegal in our general community as incidents. A
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sexual assault or a physical assault on the street would
not be seen as an incident. It would be an assault; it
could be rape. Any sort of violence, any verbal,
emotional or financial abuse and neglect out in our
community is actually a crime. But in the human
services language these are called incidents when we
are talking about people who often cannot speak for
themselves and cannot defend themselves. I think this
language waters down what is actually happening in
those services. If we use the proper language that we
use as our general vernacular in our community, when
someone hits someone, that is called assault. We need
to be listing that as assault in these occupations as well.
I would just like to quickly explore the second
recommendation, which is that:
The Victorian government legislate for the introduction of a
working with vulnerable people check, which will include,
but not be limited to:
national and international criminal history and
non-conviction information;
professional conduct reports;
information from any relevant sources and agencies;
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should be nowhere near any sector — and probably
should be in jail actually — where they are looking
after some of our most vulnerable people who do have
trouble speaking for themselves and communicating.
I thank the other committee members. They did a
fantastic job, but especially the chair, the member for
Bendigo West, who kept steering the ship in the right
direction, especially on such an emotive subject. I think
all of us in this chamber have probably been on
committees where we have heard such evidence in
hearings, and it is quite challenging. I tip my hat to the
member for Bendigo West; she did a fantastic job.
We are hoping that in line with the Ombudsman’s
finding and the federal government’s findings we can
move forward to actually plug that gap between now
and when the national disability insurance scheme
(NDIS) is put in place as well. The committee did a
great job with that inquiry. I thank everyone on board
for the testimony in the hearings, and I also thank the
committee members.

MELBOURNE COLLEGE OF DIVINITY
AMENDMENT BILL 2016

across lifetime examination;

Statement of compatibility

ongoing monitoring;
provision for the revocation of the check; and
penalties for contravention of provisions.

To my surprise, at the moment in this sector, among a
few other things, the strongest thing we have is a
disability worker exclusion scheme check, which
covers incidents that have happened. There is no
retrospective check with that. In other sectors we have
working with children checks, and we have Victorian
Institute of Teaching checks for teachers, which are
national police checks. It was really surprising that we
do not have the same for people working with the most
vulnerable people in our community. It is something
that we certainly need to tighten up.
To echo the words of the committee chair, the member
for Bendigo West, who did a fantastic job, it was
absolutely a challenging committee to be on. This
inquiry shone some very strong light into some very
dark places, and we were sitting there and hearing some
personal stories of trauma from people who underwent
unspeakable suffering — chronic unspeakable suffering
that went on for years and years and was not uncovered.
I was very pleased to be part of and contribute to an
inquiry where we were actually doing something about
these matters and tightening up the rules in relation to
these types of predators and these types of people who

Mr MERLINO (Minister for Education) tabled
following statement in accordance with Charter of
Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006:
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights
and Responsibilities Act 2006, (the charter), I make this
statement of compatibility with respect to the Melbourne
College of Divinity Amendment Bill 2016.
In my opinion, the Melbourne College of Divinity
Amendment Bill 2016, as introduced to the Legislative
Assembly, is compatible with human rights as set out in the
charter. I base my opinion on the reasons outlined in this
statement.
Overview
The bill makes a series of technical amendments to the
Melbourne College of Divinity Act 1910 (the act) to reflect
the Melbourne College of Divinity’s changed status as an
Australian university of specialisation, and new name, the
University of Divinity.
Human rights issues
The following rights under the charter are relevant to the bill:
a.

the right to freedom of thought, conscience,
religion and belief (section 14); and

b.

the right to freedom of culture (section 19).
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In my view, the bill promotes the rights in sections 14 and 19
of the charter by modernising the governance arrangements
for the Melbourne College of Divinity (the college).
The college’s vision is to address the issues of the
contemporary world through critical engagement with
theological traditions. It provides for the award of degrees,
diplomas and certificates in divinity and its associated
disciplines, and advances religious education in Victoria.
Section 27 of the act, which is not proposed to be
substantively amended by the present bill, explicitly provides
that no religious test shall be imposed upon any person in
order to entitle the person to be enrolled by the college or to
be a candidate for any examination or to graduate or to
receive any diploma or certificate or to be an examiner or to
hold any office or employment or any advantage emolument
or privilege in connection with the college.
The bill will ensure that the college has a best practice
governance structure in place to enable it to continue to fulfil
its role in advancing religious education in Victoria.
In this way, the bill promotes the right to freedom of thought,
conscience, religion and belief and it supports cultural rights
by assisting persons with particular religious backgrounds to
declare and practise their religion.
The bill does not limit any human rights protected by the
charter.
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The act empowers the college to confer degrees and award
diplomas and certificates in divinity and associated
disciplines. The act also provides for a council as the
governing authority, including members appointed by the
churches, and an academic board to oversee academic
programs.
Transition to University of Divinity
In 2012, the college commenced operation as an Australian
university of specialisation with the approval of the Victorian
Registration and Qualifications Authority. The college is
currently registered as an Australian university of
specialisation on the national register of higher education
providers, which is maintained by the Tertiary Education
Quality and Standards Agency. It is a private university and
receives commonwealth government funding for research and
training through the Higher Education Support Act 2003
(cth).
With the permission of the then commonwealth Minister for
Tertiary Education, Skills, Jobs, Science and Research and
the Australian Securities and Investments Commission, the
college is currently trading under the name ‘University of
Divinity’ to reflect its changed status.
The purpose of the bill is to bring the college’s governing
legislation into alignment with its new name, status and
operation as a university.
Technical amendments included in the bill

The Hon. James Merlino, MP
Deputy Premier
Minister for Education

Second reading
Mr MERLINO (Minister for Education) — I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

Speech as follows incorporated into Hansard under
sessional orders:
The Melbourne College of Divinity Amendment Bill 2016
makes a series of technical amendments to the Melbourne
College of Divinity Act 1910 (the act) to reflect the
Melbourne College of Divinity’s changed status as an
Australian university of specialisation, and new name, of the
University of Divinity.
Background to the Melbourne College of Divinity
The Melbourne College of Divinity (the college) was
established by an act of the Victorian Parliament in 1910. The
college was originally constituted by a group of churches
based in Victoria and was overseen by a president and
registrar.
In 1972, the act was amended to allow for the recognition of
‘associated teaching institutes’ to teach the degrees offered by
the college.
In 2005, the act was further revised to bring the college into
line with contemporary academic governance standards (as
set out in the national governance protocols for higher
education providers), including the creation of a council and
academic board.

Specifically, the bill will amend the act by:
replacing references to the ‘Melbourne College of
Divinity’ with references to the ‘University of Divinity’;
replacing references to the ‘President’, ‘Dean’ and
‘Vice-President’ with references to the ‘Chancellor’,
‘Vice-Chancellor’ and ‘Deputy Chancellor’,
respectively. These changes reflect the new governance
structure;
removing references to the redundant position of the
registrar. This position no longer exists with its functions
instead performed by the university council or the
vice-chancellor;
replacing references to ‘recognised teaching institutions’
with references to ‘colleges of the university’. Since
2012, the Melbourne College of Divinity has
re-designated recognised teaching institutions as
colleges;
removing references to the redundant position of fellows
of the college. The college no longer appoints fellows;
consolidating two separate duplicate provisions which
empower the college to award a doctorate of divinity
into one provision;
giving the council greater flexibility to appoint the
chancellor and deputy chancellor for a period of up to
three years, but no longer than the term of the elected
member’s existing appointment to council.
These amendments will be supported by any necessary
transitional and consequential amendments to the act.
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Conclusion
The bill was prepared at the request of the college, and has
been developed in close consultation with the college.
I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned on motion of Mr CLARK (Box
Hill).
Debate adjourned until Wednesday, 22 June.

LEGAL PROFESSION UNIFORM LAW
APPLICATION AMENDMENT BILL 2016
Statement of compatibility
Mr PAKULA (Attorney-General) tabled following
statement in accordance with Charter of Human
Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006:
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights
and Responsibilities Act 2006 (the ‘charter’), I make this
statement of compatibility with respect to the Legal
Profession Uniform Law Application Amendment Bill 2016
(the bill).
In my opinion, the Legal Profession Uniform Law
Application Amendment Bill 2016, as introduced to the
Legislative Assembly, is compatible with human rights as set
out in the charter. I base my opinion on the reasons outlined
in this statement.
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interference with privacy will be lawful if it is permitted by
law, is certain, and is appropriately circumscribed. An
interference will not be arbitrary provided that the restrictions
on privacy are reasonable in the particular circumstances and
are in accordance with the provisions, aims and objectives of
the charter.
Clause 5 of the bill is relevant to the right to privacy and
reputation by requiring the board to keep the register.
However, I do not consider that the clause unlawfully or
arbitrarily interferes with the right to privacy.
The interference with privacy and reputation will be lawful as
the bill clearly specifies the matters that can be recorded on
the register, for example, the lawyer’s name. The interference
is appropriately circumscribed because the matters to be
recorded relate to a lawyer’s professional life and will only
include details of disciplinary action that is taken after a
formal finding of unsatisfactory professional conduct or
professional misconduct against a lawyer by the board.
The bill also contains safeguards to prevent inappropriate
disclosure of the details of disciplinary action taken against an
individual. These include:
the board must not record or publish disciplinary action
until either the end of the appeal period for the
disciplinary action, or the determination of any appeal;
a lawyer has a right to apply to the Victorian Civil and
Administrative Tribunal (VCAT) for an order that
disciplinary action not be recorded on the register where
it was taken while the lawyer had an injury or illness;

Overview

information recorded on the register is to be kept for five
years, or if the action has effect for a longer period, the
period during which it has effect;

The bill makes technical amendments to the Legal Profession
Uniform Law Application Act 2014 (the application act),
including to the Legal Profession Uniform Law (uniform
law), which is a schedule to the application act.

orders cautioning a lawyer or making a recommendation
in relation to his/her practising certificate will not be
recorded; and

Section 6 of the application act overrides the charter in respect
of the uniform law, and bodies performing functions or
exercising powers under the uniform law. However,
statements of compatibility are still required for any bills that
amend the uniform law. The charter continues to apply to all
provisions of the application act other than the uniform law.

the board will be subject to non-disclosure orders by a
court or tribunal, and the general prohibition on
disclosure of information in the uniform law
(section 462) will not be limited by the provisions
relating to the register (although the name and
particulars of a lawyer and the type of disciplinary action
must still be recorded).

Human rights issues
Register of disciplinary action
Clause 5 of the bill amends the application act to require the
Victorian legal services board (the board) to maintain a
register of disciplinary action (the register) taken against
lawyers enrolled or practising in Victoria, in relation to a
finding of unsatisfactory conduct or professional misconduct
against to the lawyer. It also allows the board to provide
information contained on the register to the public, including
on the board’s Internet site. The details to be recorded on the
register are specified in the bill and include the lawyer’s name
and address for service, and details of the disciplinary action
taken.
Pursuant to section 13 of the charter, a person has the right
not to have his or her privacy, family, home or
correspondence unlawfully or arbitrarily interfered with, or to
have his or her reputation unlawfully attacked. An

The interference with privacy will not be arbitrary, because it
is part of the board’s functions to record and publish
information relating to professional conduct matters. There is
a strong public interest in the maintenance of the register, as it
allows consumers of legal services to obtain information
about a practitioner with whom they may deal. There are
more limited expectations of privacy in this type of regulatory
environment.
I also note that the board, as a public authority, will be bound
to consider the charter when recording and publishing
information on the register.
Power for the board to vary practising certificates where
unsatisfactory professional conduct found
Under the uniform law, the local complaint-handling
authority (in Victoria, this is the Victorian legal services
commissioner (‘the Victorian commissioner’)) may find that
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a lawyer has engaged in unsatisfactory professional conduct.
It may make orders, including a recommendation that the
local licensing authority (in Victoria, this is the board) impose
a condition on the lawyer’s practising certificate. Imposing a
condition on a lawyer’s practising certificate might restrict,
for example, the type of work the lawyer can engage in and
consequently the lawyer’s business and income. Clause 8 of
the bill ensures that, under the uniform law, the board has a
clear power to act on the commissioner’s recommendation.

Australian legal practitioner. Previously, the former legal
profession legislation in NSW and Victoria allowed
partnerships consisting only of Australian-registered foreign
lawyers. That legislation allowed foreign legal partnerships to
establish an Australian presence to advise on foreign law,
without requiring at least one partner to be admitted to the
Australian legal profession. The bill will reinstate the former
position and will facilitate the internationalisation of legal
services in Victoria and NSW.

Clause 8 raises the right to privacy and reputation under
section 13 of the charter. If the board acts on the Victorian
commissioner’s recommendation and imposes a condition on
a lawyer’s practising certificate, this must be recorded on the
register of disciplinary action and may be made public by the
board. As discussed above, the recording of this type of
information on the register does not limit the right to privacy
and reputation.

The bill will amend the uniform law to enable a local
licensing authority to impose a condition on the practising
certificate of a lawyer after the complaint-handling authority
has made a finding of unsatisfactory professional conduct
against the lawyer or associate and has recommended that the
condition be imposed. This provision will ensure that the
licensing authority has a clear power to impose conditions on
a lawyer’s right to practise in order to protect consumers
where an adverse finding about the lawyer’s professional
conduct has been made.

The right to a fair hearing in section 24 of the charter includes
the right to have civil proceedings determined by a
competent, independent and impartial court or tribunal. This
right might be relevant to clause 8 of the bill. However, the
uniform law includes a right of appeal by a practitioner to
VCAT, both for findings of unsatisfactory professional
conduct by the Victorian commissioner (section 314), and for
a decision of the board to impose a condition on a practising
certificate (section 100). As appeal rights are maintained, and
as VCAT conducts its proceedings with procedural fairness, I
do not consider that the right to fair hearing is limited.
For the reasons outlined above, the amendments contained in
this bill are compatible with human rights as set out in the
charter.
The Hon. Martin Pakula, MP
Attorney-General

Second reading
Mr PAKULA (Attorney-General) — I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

Speech as follows incorporated into Hansard under
sessional orders:
The bill will make a number of minor and technical
amendments to the Legal Profession Uniform Law
Application Act 2014 (the application act), including to the
Legal Profession Uniform Law (the uniform law), which is a
schedule to the application act.
The act commenced on 1 July 2015 and created a harmonised
system for the regulation of the legal profession in Victoria
and NSW. Victoria is the ‘host jurisdiction’ for the uniform
law, and amendments made to the uniform law are
automatically applied in other participating jurisdictions. The
bill will make amendments to the uniform law and to the
application act that have been identified by regulatory
stakeholders since the commencement of the scheme and that
are intended to improve its operation.
The bill will amend the uniform law to specify that
Australian-registered foreign lawyers may practise foreign
law in partnerships solely comprising Australian-registered
foreign lawyers. The uniform law currently requires that a
partnership of foreign lawyers also include at least one

The bill will amend the uniform law to provide that the
interjurisdictional bodies that oversee the uniform law, the
Legal Services Council (the council) and the commissioner
for uniform legal services regulation, may provide a single
consolidated set of audited annual financial statements to
meet their financial reporting obligations. The bodies are
highly integrated at an organisational level, and it is
impractical for separate financial statements to be prepared.
The bill will remove the obligation on individual staff
members of regulatory bodies to report, and to provide
documents to police or other relevant authorities about,
suspected serious offences. Often staff members will not be
best placed to reach a reliable view about whether an offence
was committed. The obligation will continue to apply to the
council and the other regulatory bodies, and any responsibility
of individual staff members to report offences and provide
related information and documents will fall within the scope
of their employment and regulatory duties.
The bill will amend the application act to ensure that there is
sufficient authority for the Victorian legal services board (the
board) to maintain a register of disciplinary action taken
against lawyers enrolled or practising in Victoria. Under the
former Victorian legal profession legislation there was a
specific requirement for the board to keep the register;
however, the requirement was not replicated in the
application act. The register is an important consumer
protection tool, and the bill will ensure that it continues to be
available to clients of legal practitioners to ensure that they
are fully informed when making decisions about the legal
services they engage.
I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned on motion of Mr PESUTTO
(Hawthorn).
Debate adjourned until Wednesday, 22 June.
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POWERS OF ATTORNEY AMENDMENT
BILL 2016
Statement of compatibility
Mr PAKULA (Attorney-General) tabled following
statement in accordance with Charter of Human
Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006:
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These rights include the right under the charter to:
recognition and equality before the law (section 8);
freedom of movement (section 12);
privacy and reputation (section 13); and
property rights (section 20).
In my view the bill does not limit these rights.

In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights
and Responsibilities Act 2006 (the ‘charter’), I make this
statement of compatibility with respect to the Powers of
Attorney Amendment Bill 2016.
In my opinion, the Powers of Attorney Amendment Bill
2016, as introduced to the Legislative Assembly, is
compatible with human rights as set out in the charter. I base
my opinion on the reasons outlined in this statement.
Overview
The main purpose of this bill is to make amendments to the
Powers of Attorney Act 2014 (the act) to improve its
operation by resolving issues identified by key stakeholders
(including the Office of the Public Advocate, State Trustees
Limited, the Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal and
the Law Institute of Victoria), following its commencement
on 1 September 2015.
Powers of attorney (POAs) are legal documents that allow an
adult with decision-making capacity (the principal) to appoint
another (the attorney) to make decisions on their behalf. A
person has decision-making capacity if they: understand the
information relevant to and the effect of the decision; retain,
use or weigh up that information in making the decision; and
can communicate the decision.
Prior to the act commencing there were four types of POAs in
three acts in Victoria. The act consolidated enduring POAs
for financial matters under the Instruments Act 1958 and
appointments of enduring guardians (enduring POGs) under
the Guardianship and Administration Act 1986 into new
consolidated EPOAs for personal or financial matters or both.
The act did not consolidate EPOAs (medical treatment) under
the Medical Treatment Act 1988, which continue to be
regulated separately. Only minor amendments were made to
general POAs under the Instruments Act, which are called
general non-enduring POAs under the act.
In addition, the act created the role of a supportive attorney to
support the principal to make and give effect to some or all of
their own decisions. The act also provided better guidance on
assessing a person’s decision-making capacity and improved
protections against abuse of enduring POAs.
Human rights issues
Charter rights that are relevant to the bill
The public advocate and state trustees are public authorities
and therefore are obliged to consider the charter in making
decisions under the act.
The proposed amendments are designed to improve the
operation of the act and the human rights of principals
including those who lack capacity.

Recognition and equality before the law
Section 8(1) of the charter provides that every person has the
right to recognition as a person before the law. Section 8(3) of
the charter provides that every person is equal before the law
and has the right to equal and effective protection against
discrimination. The act promoted these rights by defining
decision-making capacity and the principles that were to
inform the exercise of powers under an EPOA so as to
maximise a principal’s autonomy and ability to participate in
the community; and by including stronger powers and
remedies to prevent the abuse of a principal who did not have
decision-making capacity. The bill, by improving the
operation of EPOAs, promotes these rights.
The bill will clarify the scope of the powers of an attorney
appointed under an enduring power of attorney. The bill will
also clarify that a principal can appoint more than one
alternative attorney or supportive attorney for each attorney or
supportive attorney respectively, as well as that an alternative
attorney or supportive attorney can be appointed for more
than one attorney or supportive attorney respectively.
The bill will provide greater consistency in the processes for
revoking an old enduring power of attorney made under the
Instruments Act 1958 and an old enduring power of
guardianship made under the Guardianship and
Administration Act 1986 and a new enduring power of
attorney made under the act. It will enable these instruments
to be automatically revoked by the making of a new enduring
power of attorney, unless the principal specifies otherwise.
The relevant provisions will meet the concerns of
stakeholders about some technical problems with the new
EPOAs and will thereby simplify them and help to make
EPOAs more accessible. They will promote a principal’s
right to recognition and equality before the law.
Freedom of movement and property rights
Section 12 of the charter provides that every person lawfully
within Victoria has the right to move freely within Victoria
and to enter and leave it and has the freedom to choose where
to live. Section 20 of the charter provides that a person must
not be deprived of his or her property other than in
accordance with the law.
Sections 12 and 20 are relevant because EPOAs under the act
authorise an attorney to make decisions on behalf of a
principal in relation to the principal’s personal matters (such
as where the principal lives), financial matters (including the
disposal of the principal’s property) or other matters specified
in an EPOA. Any limitation on a principal’s ability to make
their own decisions about such matters arises from their
decision-making incapacity, and attorneys must act within the
limits of the authority conferred by the EPOA and the
principles and powers conferred by the act.
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The amendments in the bill will clarify the scope of the
powers that may be conferred by an EPOA under the act to
meet the concerns of stakeholders about some technical
problems with the wording of the relevant provisions in
section 22 of the act. The amendments will thereby simplify
them and help to make EPOAs more accessible.
Accordingly, these rights are not limited by the bill.
Privacy and reputation
Section 13(a) of the charter provides that a person has the
right not to have his or her privacy, family, home or
correspondence unlawfully or arbitrarily interfered with.
Both an attorney under an EPOA and a supportive attorney
under a supportive attorney appointment are able to access
personal information about the principal as part of their role.
They are also authorised to access such information covered
by other acts that regulate the disclosure of and access to
personal information.
Section 13(a) is relevant because the bill amends the Privacy
and Data Protection Act 2014 to ensure that a supportive
attorney can access information on behalf of the principal as
part of his or her role to support the principal to make his or
her own decisions. However, the power of the supportive
attorney to access the principal’s personal information does
not limit the charter right because it is neither unlawful nor
arbitrary.
Any information provided to a supportive attorney is lawful
because it will be provided under a legal power, that is, the
supportive attorney appointment. The power is designed to
serve the purpose of assisting the supportive attorney to carry
out his or her role to support the principal to make his or her
own decisions.
The Hon. Martin Pakula, MP
Attorney-General

Second reading
Mr PAKULA (Attorney-General) — I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

Speech as follows incorporated into Hansard under
sessional orders:
The bill will make amendments to the Powers of Attorney
Act 2014 to resolve a range of urgent issues with the
operation of the act identified by key stakeholders.
Powers of attorney are legal documents that allow an adult
with decision-making capacity (the principal) to appoint
another (the attorney) to make financial, personal or medical
decisions on their behalf. A person has decision-making
capacity if they: understand the information relevant to, and
the effect of, the decision; retain, use or weigh up that
information in making the decision; and can communicate the
decision.
The act aims to make it easier for Victorians to plan for their
future needs by creating a more streamlined process for
making enduring powers of attorney, whilst also increasing
protections against abuse of vulnerable people.
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Prior to the act commencing on 1 September 2015, there were
four types of powers of attorney in three acts in Victoria. The
act consolidated enduring powers of attorney for financial
matters made under the Instruments Act 1958 and enduring
powers of guardianship made under the Guardianship and
Administration Act 1986 into a new consolidated enduring
power of attorney that allows a principal to make an enduring
power of attorney for personal or financial matters or both in
the one document. An enduring power of attorney can start or
continue after the principal loses capacity to make those
decisions for themselves.
The act also created the role of a supportive attorney to
support the principal to make and give effect to their own
decisions, provided better guidance on assessing a person’s
decision-making capacity, and improved protections against
abuse of enduring powers of attorney.
The act was passed with bipartisan support and has been
welcomed for the improvements it made through
consolidation, simplification and increased recognition and
protection of the rights of vulnerable Victorians. However,
since the act commenced operation, users of the act have
brought a number of ambiguities with its operation to the
attention of the government. The proposed amendments to the
act contained in this bill are largely technical but are
necessary to resolve some of these ambiguities and improve
the act’s operation.
Clarifying the scope of an attorney’s powers under an
enduring power of attorney
Currently, the act provides in section 22 that a principal can
authorise an attorney to either ‘do anything on behalf of the
person that a person can lawfully do by an attorney’, or to
make decisions in relation to personal or financial matters or
both. This choice of options is reflected in the form that has
been produced for principals and their advisers to use.
The ‘do anything’ provision was included as a catch-all
provision to ensure that there were no gaps in a principal’s
choice of powers. It replicated a similar provision in the
instruments act. However, the availability of an alternative
option to give an attorney authority for both personal and
financial matters presents an unclear and confusing choice for
principals and their advisers as to which of the two broad sets
of powers to select. Because the ‘do anything’ power would
include authority to act in personal and financial matters, the
bill will remove the alternative option for a principal to confer
power to undertake both personal and financial matters.
The change will not affect any enduring powers of attorney
for both personal and financial matters made prior to the
commencement of the amendments. Nor will the bill affect a
principal’s existing power to confine an attorney’s authority
to personal or financial matters only, or to specific matters
identified in the enduring power of attorney. The form will be
amended and an explanation that the ‘do anything’ option
includes the power to act in personal and financial matters
will also be inserted.
Appointment of more than one alternative attorney for
each attorney and an alternative attorney for more than
one attorney
Under the act, a principal can appoint an alternative attorney
or alternative supportive attorney for any attorney under an
enduring power of attorney or supportive attorney
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appointment. The alternative attorney can step in if the
attorney resigns or is unable to perform their role.
However, the act is unclear whether more than one alternative
attorney (for example, two adult children) can be appointed
for each attorney. Commonly a principal wants to appoint
attorney A (usually the spouse) and alternative attorney B
(usually an adult child) and alternative attorney C (usually an
adult child) jointly. It is also unclear whether an alternative
attorney can be appointed for more than one attorney. For
example, a principal may want an alternative attorney to be
available to step into the shoes of either or both of two
attorneys, if they become unavailable.
The bill clarifies this by providing that more than one
alternative attorney or alternative supportive attorney can be
appointed for each attorney or supportive attorney, and an
alternative attorney or alternative supportive attorney can be
appointed for more than one attorney or supportive attorney.

Wednesday, 8 June 2016

them using the new revocation procedure in the act. This will
provide consistency and convenience in using the same
prescribed forms and requirements to notify particular
affected parties.
Minor and technical amendments
In addition, the bill will make a number of minor and
technical amendments to the act. For example, it will clarify
that the public advocate has a right to apply for to a rehearing
before the Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal
without having been a party to the proceeding at first instance.
Accordingly, the bill will make a number of amendments to
the act that will improve its operation.
I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned on motion of Mr PESUTTO
(Hawthorn).

Revocation of old and new enduring powers
There are two situations in which an old enduring power of
attorney made under the Instruments Act or an old enduring
power of guardianship made under the Guardianship and
Administration Act might need to be revoked. The first is
where a new, replacement enduring power of attorney is
being made under the act. The second is where the principal is
not making a new, replacement enduring power of attorney,
but nevertheless wishes to revoke a previous instrument. The
transitional provisions in the act do not allow for a simple
procedure in these situations.
Under the act, the making of a new enduring power of
attorney will revoke an earlier enduring power of attorney
made under the act as far as it is inconsistent, unless the
principal specifies otherwise. This provision does not cover
old enduring powers of attorney made under the Instruments
Act or old enduring powers of guardianship made under the
Guardianship and Administration Act. It also only applies to
the extent of any inconsistency with the later enduring power
of attorney, which is a difficult test to apply, because of the
uncertainty in determining which parts of an earlier
instrument might be directly or indirectly inconsistent with a
later instrument.
Where a principal wishes to revoke an existing instrument
without making a new one, the transitional provisions do not
allow the new revocation processes under the act to apply.
This means that an old enduring power of attorney can be
only revoked using the approved form or procedures under
the Instruments Act. An old enduring power of guardianship
must be revoked using the prescribed form in the
Guardianship and Administration Act.
The bill will amend the act to create more consistency by
providing for the automatic revocation of an old enduring
power of attorney, an old enduring power of guardianship or
an enduring power of attorney under the act, when a new
enduring power of attorney is made, regardless of the matters
covered by the new enduring power, unless the principal
specifies otherwise. This will provide a clearer delineation
between the enduring powers that are operating and those that
have been revoked, thereby reducing the risk of abuse.
The bill will also provide that where an old enduring power of
attorney or enduring power of guardianship has not been
revoked under the act (as amended), a principal can revoke

Debate adjourned until Wednesday, 22 June.

ROAD MANAGEMENT AMENDMENT
(BUS STOP DELIVERY POWERS)
BILL 2016
Second reading
Debate resumed from 13 April; motion of
Ms ALLAN (Minister for Public Transport).
Mr HODGETT (Croydon) — It gives me great
pleasure to rise to speak on the Road Management
Amendment (Bus Stop Delivery Powers) Bill 2016.
Rest assured I will not be doing the bus stop as part of
my contribution.
Mr Scott interjected.
Mr HODGETT — I will leave that to other
members. Let the record show that the Minister for
Finance will be doing that.
This bill before the house seeks to validate the actions
of the Public Transport Development Authority, better
known as Public Transport Victoria (PTV), in relation
to the construction or modification of bus stops
between 2 April 2012 and 30 September 2015. While
the opposition will not be opposing this bill, it again
highlights the inadequacy of the Minister for Public
Transport, who is not across her portfolio. It is yet
another embarrassment for the Minister for Public
Transport, whose failures already include the inability
to legalise Uber, the very successful ridesharing
competitor to taxis.
We heard a bit about the debate in relation to that when
we had that urgent bill come in yesterday. We have
been imploring the government to regulate ridesharing
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in this state. It is a problem for the minister and one that
she needs to turn her attention to. As I highlighted in
the Age Online on 3 June 2016 and in the newspaper on
Saturday, 4 June, the minister has been unable to reduce
the chronic incidence of unpunctual trains, trams and
buses on routes like the Frankston line despite slow
timetables, which with the use of Transdev buses have
become slower from 5 June 2016.

Transport Victoria (PTV), but instead they have ended
up incorrectly remaining with the Secretary of the
Department of Economic Development, Jobs,
Transport and Resources (DEDJTR). It shows how this
department is too unwieldy, with too many ministers
and a presumably overworked secretary who cannot
possibly be deeply acquainted with the numerous
portfolios in that department.

Other failures include the VLocity rail car wheel wear
and the failure to properly trigger level crossing boom
barriers, which the minister has admitted will cost
Victorians between $50 million and $60 million; the
imposition of up to 12-metre high graffiti, drug dealer
and vandal attracting and property devaluing sky rail
along three sections of the Dandenong line, with plans
being drawn up for similar sections on the Frankston
line between Cheltenham and Frankston; and a
Melbourne Metro project that fails to include two new
platforms at the sixth busiest station in Melbourne,
South Yarra.

Melbourne’s 300-plus bus routes and their thousands of
stops are important, as are bus routes in provincial cities
and in country towns, as well as V/Line’s road coach
routes that either radiate from railway stations such as
Albury, Ararat, Bairnsdale, Bendigo, Ballarat, Echuca,
Geelong, Shepparton, Swan Hill or Warrnambool to
name a few, or operate cross-country, such as between
Ballarat and Warrnambool, or Ballarat and Bendigo via
Maldon. The bus routes may not carry as many
passengers as Metro Trains Melbourne trains or Yarra
Trams trams — and according to Public Transport
Victoria patronage has declined on Melbourne
metropolitan buses by as much as 5 per cent recently to
about 115 million trips per annum. That is a figure that
certainly Bus Association Victoria contests, because it
believes both patronage and fare evasion are higher
than officially recorded, but buses remain an integral
component of mass transit in Victoria.

That is a failure we will continue to highlight for the
government. It is an embarrassment for the Minister for
Public Transport that the project will not include a
station or an interchange at South Yarra. We support
the Melbourne Metro project, but we think it could be
improved with access through the sixth busiest station.
If you look at the growth in residential, retail and
commercial activity in and around that area, you realise
that will be desperately needed, and we think it is very
short-sighted of the minister that she is not directing her
attention to that.
There have been numerous problems with the E-class
trams ordered by Labor in September 2010, as is
highlighted in a Herald Sun front page article. The
minister has caved in to the rail unions to grant
unaffordable, above inflation wage rises to Metro and
Yarra Tram drivers, Metro station staff and maintainers
and soon V/Line drivers and station staff, when many
others in the private sector are not receiving increases
or are receiving very low annual wage increases. The
minister has been unable to fix myki, the cost to operate
of which continues to be a high percentage of ticket
revenue and which has never delivered from day one on
its contractual touch on and touch off speeds. It also
does not yet allow passengers to totally interact using
smart phones or other devices, while myki has
experienced numerous cost blowouts totalling well
above $500 million.
I say that this bill is an embarrassment to the Minister
for Public Transport because it again shows how she is
not across her portfolio. The powers to construct or
modify bus stops should have been vested in Public

There are many bus stops that still lack passenger
shelters. Some bus stops attract graffiti, such as on the
timetable of bus route 742, Oakleigh to the wonderful
redeveloped Eastland shopping centre, out my way.
There was graffiti on the timetable of bus route 742 at
stop ID no. 15030 yesterday, or it might have been the
day before. Other bus stop totem poles have missing
maps, such as many on route 626 that my staff member
recently reported to PTV. The point I make here is that
the whole issue of bus stops and the attention the
government gives them represents one of neglect, and
this bill shows there is neglect and that the government
should be giving equal attention to buses, bus routes,
bus stops and bus timetables.
At the briefing on the bill I received on 21 April 2016, I
was informed that between 2 April 2012 and
30 September 2015 about 1200 bus stops had been
constructed or modified by Public Transport Victoria,
despite it at the time lacking the legislative power to
directly undertake such works. About 1200 bus stops
were constructed or modified by PTV despite its
lacking the legislative power to directly undertake the
works. This included changes to bus stops in Geelong,
Ballarat and again, embarrassingly for the Minister for
Public Transport, in her own electorate of Bendigo
East. It included the installation of bus stops — again
done without the proper authority by PTV — in
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locations such as South Morang, Wollert, and I assume
at Craigieburn, Tarneit, Wyndham Vale and Pakenham
as well, because these suburbs all had either new bus
routes or changes to bus routes between 2012 and 2015.
Bearing in mind that at times members of Parliament,
the public transport ombudsman or Public Transport
Victoria may receive complaints from residents or
small businesses about a bus stop that is or is about to
be located outside their residential or business premises,
I asked at the briefing whether any such complainants
had been officially notified by PTV that it had acted
ultra vires — outside its powers — when it installed or
modified such bus stops. The answer I received at the
briefing was no. Now it may be that residents or small
businesses who complain are at times not unreasonable
but at times may make complaints that well and truly
outline the problems, because bus routes are provided
for the use of the whole community and route buses
have to make regular stops. But at other times such
complainants will have an understandable concern
about behaviour at bus stops by some waiting
passengers, visual site-line intrusions from their home,
the noise of buses stopping and then accelerating away
from a stop, inability to park outside a residence or
small business because a bus stop takes that space, and
so on and so on.
It is arrogant for the Minister for Public Transport and
Public Transport Victoria (PTV) to fail to go through
the list of complaints that at the very least advised them
that PTV lacked the power to do what it did.
Having outlined the embarrassment for the minister and
the government, the purpose of the bill is to actually
validate the power of Public Transport Victoria from
2 April to install the modified bus stop infrastructure at
bus stops and to end a temporary arrangement whereby
PTV acted as agent for the Secretary of the Department
of Economic Development, Jobs, Transport and
Resources in carrying out these functions. Its main
provisions are to remedy that administrative oversight
where PTV had mistakenly assumed that it had the
legislative authority to install or modify bus stops and
supporting infrastructure under division 4B of the Road
Management Act 2004. The bill provides for the
retrospective commencement of these powers from
2 April 2012.
In layman’s terms Public Transport Victoria assumed
that it had the legislative authority to install, modify or
do works to bus stops. It was discovered that it had not,
so this bill corrects that and — —
An honourable member — Fixes it.
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Mr HODGETT — Fixes it; that is the wording I am
looking for. That it has taken four years to remedy this
area is an area of concern. As I have already mentioned,
there are some 1200 bus stops in Melbourne, Geelong,
Ballarat, Bendigo and elsewhere that have either been
installed or modified without the required legislative
authority for PTV to do so between the dates of April
2012 and 30 September, when the error was realised.
This is another embarrassment for Public Transport
Victoria, which lately has been snowed under dealing
with the temporary replacement of 350 V/Line trains a
week due to the VLocity rail car excessive wheel wear
and failure to trigger level crossing boom barriers. This
bill is going to correct that, and therefore we are not
opposing it.
I was going to make the point before I conclude that
whilst it is the subject of a forthcoming 29 August 2016
court case, as I understand it, I wanted to also briefly
refer to Operation Fitzroy and the Independent
Broad-Based Anti-Corruption Commission
investigation into conduct at public hearings. It was
troubling that the conduct of those investigated went on
for so long — between late 2006 and 2013 — as it
involved around $25 million in contracts, which the
public hearings suggested resulted in about $3 million
in income, with some or both attributed to the
installation of bus stops; hence the relevance to this bill.
The IBAC investigation found that there was
inadequate supervision by the former Department of
Transport, Planning and Local Infrastructure and its
successor, Public Transport Victoria. It also found that
one of the individuals involved largely designed bus
shelters for PTV and then shared in the profits from
contracts to install these shelters. What concerns me is
that this bill and the IBAC investigation, Operation
Fitzroy, have a similar theme: lack of attention to detail,
something that is clearly evident with the minister and
the minister’s office.
The opposition hopes that this bill is the last time the
Andrews Labor government will have to correct an
instance where PTV has gone beyond its powers. At the
briefing I was assured that PTV has, as a result, had a
good look at its powers. This issue has brought
attention to this, so PTV has had a good look at its
actions, what it is doing and what its powers are. At
some stage I would like an assurance from the minister
that this is in fact the case, that it has had a good look at
its powers. Perhaps if the minister sums up or makes a
contribution at the end of the debate, we could get some
assurance that this is in fact the case and that as of today
there are no other instances where DEDJTR, PTV or
any of the other agencies that the minister has oversight
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of, such as VicTrack, V/Line, the Taxi Services
Commission, Major Projects Victoria, the Level
Crossing Removal Authority, or Melbourne Metro Rail
Authority, have been identified as exceeding their
powers.
On that note, we are not opposing the bill. We
recognise the purpose and major provisions of it. I have
outlined my areas of concern. We seek assurance from
the minister, as outlined in my contribution, and I will
now allow other members of the house to make their
contributions to the Road Management Amendment
(Bus Stop Delivery Powers) Bill 2016. I look forward
to the Minister for Finance leading the Bus Stop in this
chamber as the bill passes the house.
Ms GRALEY (Narre Warren South) — It is a
pleasure to rise today to speak on the Road
Management Amendment (Bus Stop Delivery Powers)
Bill 2016 and follow the shadow Minister for Public
Transport, who actually spent most of his contribution
outlining a long list of things that the opposition did not
do in government and has left us to fix and fund now
that we are in government so that all of Melbourne will
have a world-class transport system.
I am a little bit excited to be talking about this. I will
not be doing the Bus Stop, but I can assure members
that I have a level of excitability about this bill because
in the 20 years I have been in public life, either as an
elected representative or as a community activist, one
of the running sores I have had to deal with is bus stops.
Constituents have come into my electorate office about
this issue. When I was on council there was an ongoing
dispute around who was responsible for establishing
bus stops and who would fund them. I know the
Municipal Association of Victoria has been working on
this issue for a great deal of time and it has caused a
great deal of angst between different levels of
government and with community members as well.
If most community members could get a bus to come
into their area, they would want to have some kind of
shelter in which to wait for it, so it is good to see that
we are getting on with the job of making sure that those
shelters — those bus stops — will be delivered.
I have also had to deal with issues of bus stops being
designated outside people’s homes and them not liking
it. I am told by Public Transport Victoria (PTV) that
this is not a regular complaint and that most people are
happy. Indeed most people are happy to get a bus
service in their area, but I do understand on occasions
that people do not like the fact that they are going to
have a bus stop either outside of their business or
outside of their home.
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I even had a situation where a bus stop was developed
and put in an area that was very hard to access for
people in wheelchairs or with a physical disability. We
actually had to get the bus stop moved so that Julie, a
lovely lady, could access this bus stop, so we need to
ensure that everybody can access a bus stop before we
put it somewhere.
I have also had the ongoing issue with Mr Bell in my
electorate of a bus idling at the front of his house rather
than in the designated bus stop. I am very pleased to
report to the house that after a long period of advocacy
from my office I am now working with a government
that actually listens to constituents about their concerns
and that that problem has gone away. I thank the
minister’s office, PTV and Ventura bus lines for
making sure that these concerns have finally been dealt
with. As you can tell, this has been a long-running sore
for me and my constituents, so I am very pleased that
we have this bill in the house because it is going to
provide some clarity and transparency around this
ongoing thorny issue.
I notice in the minister’s second-reading speech that she
talks about this being a small bill. Its primary purpose is
to give power to Public Transport Victoria to install and
maintain bus shelters — and that is another issue that I
have had to deal with — making sure that these bus
shelters are looked after well and are graffiti free and
not leaking on a rainy day, and to conduct related
activities.
As the shadow spokesman has already highlighted, an
important purpose of this bill is to validate the past
actions undertaken by PTV without sufficient authority.
I notice that the minister has also addressed this in her
second-reading speech. It goes on to say, and this might
be some assurance for the shadow minister, that:
The government regrets the need to introduce this bill. It
demonstrates the need to take great care when establishing
new entities.
The circumstances that have led to the development of this
bill provide a timely reminder —

indeed it is a timely reminder to us all on both sides of
the house —
that statutory agencies can only act if statute provides them
with sufficient power. Accordingly, agencies need to be
vigilant and must ensure they have power at all times to
support their activities.

Yes, this bill does highlight the fact that PTV has been
pretty busy, but it has been pretty busy doing a few
things without the authority that it requires. The bill is a
timely and much-needed response. I hope the shadow
Minister for Public Transport takes some reassurance
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from the fact that the minister has put it on the record
that this is not an ideal situation but it is a problem that
we are, as I provided the words for him, fixing. I think
it is fair to point out that most MPs are not comfortable
with dealing with the notion of backdating or
retrospectivity in legislation. We are all a little bit
tentative about those issues, and so we should be. This
bill sets it out very clearly and deliberately so there can
be no more ambivalence, no more buck-passing and no
more turf wars on this issue.
I want to finish my contribution by commenting on the
fact that the 2015–16 budget includes a $100 million
bus package. As someone who represents a growth area
electorate, one of the things I get lobbied on by the
interface outer suburban council group is the fact that it
wants to see an expansion of bus services. I have a
fairly vocal group of whingers on Casey City Council
about most issues, but I have to say they are fully
supportive of the fact that in this case we are delivering
on bus services to the growth areas and making them a
priority, because they have been asking for this for
some time. The fact is they got nought, zero, nothing
from the previous government, so there will be a little
bit of catch-up. I also notice that budget paper 3 says:
The government will bring forward new services to be
provided by the $100 million bus package election
commitment … This will improve bus networks across the
state, with new and expanded routes provided two years
earlier than previously committed.

That is great news for councils in the outer suburbs,
which have been screaming out for bus services to be
delivered or expanded, but it really cannot happen soon
enough. Hopefully the councils out there will have no
reason to complain about this terrific package that the
Minister for Public Transport has put together as a
result of all the consultations that we have undertaken
around the need for an expanded, more responsive and
more timely bus service.
That goes to my final point — that is, one of the things
that PTV will be emboldened to do with this legislation
is actually undertake community consultation. Many
MPs have already been involved in this. They have
undertaken consultations with the local community
about just where buses are needed and exactly where
the bus stops should be. Hopefully with this legislation
and with the expanded and more comprehensive
community consultations that are occurring we will get
a better bus service for the community and we will not
have to go back and make sure that bus stops are in the
right places or that bus services go to the right
destinations and stop at the right places.
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This is a bill that, as I said, is much needed. It fixes
some problems that we have become aware of,
problems that needed to be fixed as quickly as possible
once we became aware of them. I commend the
Minister for Public Transport for taking very quick and
appropriate action in bringing what she refers to as a
‘small bill’ to the house. It also, as I said, complements
the government’s agenda in providing an expanded,
more responsive bus network to all of Melbourne.
There is no doubt that this government’s agenda in the
transport area is in response to the community’s
growing patronage of bus and train services. We want
to encourage people to get on trains and buses. As the
Premier is fond of saying, we are building a world-class
public transport system for the world’s most livable
city. With the commitment to new bus services this
government is making sure that that world-class public
transport is not just for those who live in the inner city
or even the middle suburbs but also for the people of
the outer suburbs, who will as a result of these new bus
services be able to get off the train, catch a bus and get
home earlier so that they can spend time with their
families. I commend the bill to the house.
Mr R. SMITH (Warrandyte) — It is a pleasure to
rise to speak on the Road Management Amendment
(Bus Stop Delivery Powers) Bill 2016. As our lead
speaker, the member for Croydon, said the opposition
does not oppose this bill. It is just another example of
the government spending its time introducing a lot of
minor, technical bills rather than actually improving bus
services for locals, but it is an important issue. As the
member for Narre Warren South pointed out, people
take their bus services very seriously, and where bus
stops are placed is certainly of some importance given
how much many of our communities rely on them.
With this opportunity I want to highlight times when
placing a bus stop without community consultation has
caused some problems. It speaks to the bill in that it
addresses the importance of actually consulting with
communities. Under the Brumby government we had a
situation where the public transport authority of the day
decided in its wisdom that the bus bay indentations that
buses used along Yarra Street in Warrandyte should be
filled in and that buses should be able to stop in the
road. The explanation was that that made it easier for
buses to get moving again once people got on, because
at times motorists did not allow buses to pull out from
those bus bay indentations, preventing the service from
running on time.
However, in Warrandyte the issue was that the road
was so narrow that removing the indents created a
situation where a significant queue of traffic was unable
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to move forward until the bus had taken passengers on
and other passengers had alighted. This meant that
traffic just banked up and up. That was a source of
some annoyance to my community at the time because
it meant that traffic could not keep moving. It certainly
was a big problem that I received many complaints
about. If the former Brumby Labor government had
talked to the community about whether it was a suitable
measure and if it had not insisted on adopting a
one-size-fits-all approach for every community, we
could have avoided that particular issue.
This issue was a particular annoyance at a bus stop on
the corner of Whipstick Gully Road and Yarra Street
where there were some public amenities and the bus
would often stop. Previously it had been able to stop in
the indent and the bus driver often got off and used the
amenities at that location. Once the indent was
removed, this meant that the bus sat in the middle of the
street for an extended period of time and the line of
traffic got longer and longer. Traffic was unable to go
around because, as I said, it is a very narrow, single
lane each way road. When we came to government, the
first order of the day was to reinstate that particular
indent at a significant cost. It was literally a couple of
hundred thousand dollars to put that indent back in so
that traffic flow could continue while bus drivers used
those amenities.
Commissioned under the direction of the previous
Labor government but starting to be delivered under the
former coalition government was the removal of
another indent, one that was just on the other side of a
blind curve. This would have resulted in vehicles
coming around the bend at the speed limit of
50 kilometres per hour and finding themselves running
up the back of a bus that was stopped in the middle of
the road. I commend the former Minister for Public
Transport and Minister for Roads, Terry Mulder, for
actually coming out and talking about that issue to the
local police sergeant, who expressed his concerns about
the safety aspects. He said that several members of the
community had raised the issue with him and talked
about how dangerous it could be. It was fortunate that
the minister of the day, Terry Mulder, bowed to
common sense and halted the works that had been put
in place by the previous Labor government.
That is a small issue in the whole scheme of things but
for my community it was very important that common
sense prevailed and the indents that had been removed
were reinstalled. Unfortunately in government we were
unable to fix them all, which would have certainly
satisfied the community. The enormous cost — I think
it was something in the order of $900 000 that had been
spent to remove the indents on Yarra Street — could
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have been avoided if members of the community had
actually been spoken to. But Labor unfortunately does
not tend to talk to my community all that much; they
seem to be of little importance.
This is but one example of that. It certainly shows the
lack of interest that Labor has in some of the outer
eastern seats. That continues to be the case under the
Andrews government, which just refuses not only to
consult with my community but also to allocate any
portion of the budget whatsoever to my community.
But as I said, this bill goes to where bus stops should be
located and how they should be delivered. I urge the
Labor government to talk to communities about where
bus stops should go.
I just want to raise one other issue which the member
for Narre Warren South also raised about the
retrospectivity of clause 12. We always have to be very
careful about introducing retrospectivity for the
provisions in bills that come into this house, and I
support what the member said in terms of being careful
when we introduce those clauses. This clause seems
appropriate in the scheme of things, and I commend the
bill to the house.
Mr CARBINES (Ivanhoe) — I am pleased to make
a contribution on the Road Management Amendment
(Bus Stop Delivery Powers) Bill 2016. I thought I
might just start with a contribution in relation to some
election commitments that we have made in the
Ivanhoe electorate which cross over into the electorate
of my colleague the member for Bundoora. One of
those is the route 517 bus service that operates in my
electorate and provides services in particular to
Viewbank College students, my old school in the
Ivanhoe electorate. We have delivered funding to
provide extra route 517 services, particularly during the
peak times when students are arriving or leaving the
school.
This is a bus service provided in the suburb of
Viewbank in particular, and having grown up in
Viewbank I know that it can sometimes be a bit of a
black hole when it comes to public transport so the 517
bus service that runs through to Greensborough and
across to Northland shopping centre via the Rosanna
railway station, where we are doing the level crossing
removal, is a very vital service for people living in
Viewbank and also for those attending Viewbank
College.
To deliver on that extra service has been really
important, and I would like to commend Chris Lowe
and Bus Association Victoria, who have done a lot of
great work with the Labor government and certainly
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with Labor in opposition to put forward a suite of
election commitment priorities that we have been able
to draw on in relation to bus services in Victoria. I
particularly commend the work done by the member
for Niddrie, who at that time in opposition was the
shadow parliamentary secretary. He was — and
remains — a great advocate for bus services and, along
with the member for Bendigo East, the Minister for
Public Transport, he pulled together what I felt was a
very substantial policy offering to ensure that we were
able to provide a great offering to the community that
was affirmed at the election in relation to resourcing
and bus services. That 517 service was also included in
that suite of election commitments. I know those at
Dyson’s bus services and others in my electorate are
very pleased to have that funded and delivered and to
have the resourcing to secure that service.
A further service which we have been able to offer is
the shuttle service trial funded by La Trobe University
and the government. This shuttle service runs between
Reservoir station and La Trobe University. My
electorate of Ivanhoe borders the Bundoora electorate,
and the member for Bundoora and I worked hard with
La Trobe University vice-chancellor John Dewar and
the Minister for Public Transport on securing funding
in last year’s budget for that trial. That was a trial that
did not secure any support or funding from the previous
member for Polwarth, then Minister for Public
Transport. There was no security of funding from the
Baillieu and Napthine governments.
This is La Trobe University, a very significant provider
of education services in Melbourne’s northern suburbs,
and this trial was 50 per cent funded by La Trobe
University. The previous Liberal government could not
come up with 50 per cent of the funds to match
La Trobe University to provide better transport options
and bus services between Reservoir station and the
university.
A lot of that, of course, was related to people from the
city choosing, because of the zone 1 and 2 fare
arrangements, to go to Reservoir rather than come
through zone 2 into Macleod and then up the hill to
La Trobe University. There was great pressure coming
from people travelling on the South Morang line to
Reservoir to get themselves across to La Trobe
University at a cheaper rate. Of course it was the Labor
government that essentially reformed and scrapped a lot
of those public transport ticketing and zoning
arrangements. This has taken away the penalties that
applied to residents in my electorate who lived in
zone 2 and needed to traverse zones 1 and 2. They were
being fined and charged a premium to use public
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transport when they relied on it more because they lived
further from the city, which made absolutely no sense.
This government has a record, particularly in the
Ivanhoe electorate, of providing public transport and
bus service infrastructure and operating funding,
particularly around that 517 bus service in Viewbank,
which is in my electorate, and also for the shuttle bus
trial between La Trobe University and Reservoir
station. I am hopeful that we will extend that trial or the
resourcing for that work to provide a service from
Macleod station to La Trobe University. They are a
couple of examples that I wanted to draw to the
attention of the house.
It is a Labor government that introduced the SmartBus
service, which also operates through the Ivanhoe
electorate linking people from West Heidelberg, where
I lived for several years, to Heidelberg station, right
across to Westfield Doncaster, back across to Sydney
Road, Essendon, and right across to Altona. That
SmartBus service is very well regarded and very well
used by people across the Ivanhoe electorate — again,
funded by a Labor government.
Can I say also that as a former Banyule city councillor I
do understand the issues that arise in relation to this bill.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr McGuire) —
Order! The appropriate time has arrived to adjourn for
lunch. The member for Ivanhoe will have the call when
the house resumes.
Sitting suspended 1.00 p.m. until 2.02 p.m
Business interrupted under sessional orders.

MATTERS OF PUBLIC IMPORTANCE
Federal government performance
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The Speaker
has accepted a statement from the Treasurer proposing
the following matter of public importance for
discussion:
That this house:
(1) Notes the failures of the Abbott-Turnbull governments
over the past three years by ignoring the needs of
Victorians including by:
(a) cutting billions of dollars from education and
breaking their election promise to match Labor’s
funding commitments dollar for dollar;
(b) cutting billions of dollars in health funding, hurting
patients across metropolitan and regional Victoria;
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(c) cutting $1 million annually in funds to the most
vulnerable people in the community by slashing
the funding agreement in the national partnership
agreement on homelessness;
(d) short-changing all Victorians with just 9.7 per cent
of all commonwealth infrastructure funding
flowing to Victoria, compared to 31 per cent for
New South Wales and 28 per cent for Queensland;
and
(2) Notes the threats to Victoria of a re-elected
Liberal-National government on 2 July 2016.

Mr PALLAS (Treasurer) — This matter of public
importance is critically important to the future of
Victoria, because it talks about the behaviour of the
provider of almost 50 per cent of the state’s funding.
Victorians are sceptical — and they have every right to
be sceptical — about the federal Liberal coalition
government. Before the last federal election the then
opposition leader, Tony Abbott, promised
Victorians — indeed, he promised all Australians —
plenty of things. Who can ever forget the promise of no
cuts to education, no cuts to health, no change to
pensions, no change to the GST and no cuts to the ABC
or the SBS? Upon the election of the Abbott
government, we saw broken promise after broken
promise. Education funding was slashed. Health
funding was slashed. And, boy oh boy, did they have a
red-hot look at the GST. And of course there were
changes to pensions.
Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull now tells us that
there will be no changes to the GST under his
government. Why should Australians believe him? He
just wears a better cut of suit, but believe me the lines
that he spins to Australians, to Victorians, are just as
disingenuous as those of his predecessor. Victorians
have every right to be suspicious of Malcolm Turnbull.
He promised so much, but now fails to deliver. In
particular, not only is he failing the federation but he
has singled Victoria out for special treatment.
The approach of the federal government is all about
cost shifting. It is all about making sure that they have
no responsibility whatsoever for delivering for the
welfare and wellbeing of Victorians. Of course we
know the government tries to push the burden of its
own budget management onto the states. One of the
first acts of the first Abbott budget was to cut
$80 billion from health and education funding for states
and territories. They were ruthless cuts that had a
profound effect upon those who needed the support and
assistance of a government that promised to be benign
in terms of its dealings with these most adversely
affected individuals. But what did we see?
Disingenuousness and cuts for cuts sake.
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Victorian hospitals will lose more than $17.7 billion
over the next 10 years as a result of cuts instituted by
the Abbott government. But let us not leave it there:
they were instituted by the Abbott government, and
they have been kept in place by Malcolm Turnbull and
anybody else who is prepared to stand up and advocate
for his leadership. Victorian hospitals of course will be
worse off for it; we know that. These cuts —
$17.7 billion over the next 10 years — are the
equivalent of 2.9 million elective surgeries or nearly
32 million dialysis sessions. Victoria’s hospitals are
already among some of the most efficient in the nation,
but these sort of decisions — these sort of clear and
demonstrable efforts to increase the load and burden
upon the efficient delivery of services — is nothing
short of malevolent.
Tony Abbott went to the last election promising a unity
ticket on Gonski. We all remember that. Ultimately this
would be nothing more than deceit carried on by the
Prime Minister, and of course the current Prime
Minister is now a 100 per cent signed-up member of the
gut Gonski brigade.
The Turnbull and Abbott governments walked away
from Gonski in 2018 and 2019, which means a
$1 billion loss for Victorian schools each and every
year — $1 billion each and every year — from 2019.
The Bracks review found that if the commonwealth
walks away from Gonski, it will disproportionately
impact upon Victorian government schools and some of
our most vulnerable students, leaving this government
with no choice but to entirely rethink how it delivers
school funding. When it comes to education funding it
is in the Liberal DNA to slash and to cut, and these cuts
will have the most profound effect upon our state and
our future. When you deny funding to kids and schools,
when you deny funding to future education, you deny
hope and opportunity, and that is exactly what the
federal government has done.
Malcolm Turnbull’s first budget hid $1.64 billion in
hard cuts to funding for the national disability insurance
scheme and he has introduced legislation to create a
smokescreen special account which further delays the
commonwealth paying its fair share. In addition,
1 million cuts from the most vulnerable people in the
community by slashing the funding agreement for the
national partnership agreement on homelessness. The
federal government has refused to renew funding for
the national perinatal depression initiative beyond
30 June 2015, stripping $1.9 million from Victoria.
Mr M. O’Brien interjected.
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Mr PALLAS — Show us your outrage at the
$27 billion that has been ripped out of Victoria. You
cannot because you are a professional apologist. No
matter how gross the injustice that has been meted out
to this state, those cheese-eating surrender monkeys
opposite will simply sit there. They will adhere to
nothing but cowering indifference to the welfare of
Victorians.

somewhere. He insists on occupying centre stage on the
tax reform debate, but he has got nothing to do. He sat
there, stony silent with stage fright, and then he broke
out into a brand-new speech that actually did not say
anything. First he suggested raising the GST to fund
personal tax cuts. Then he suggested giving the states a
fair share of income tax. Both proposals would see
Victorians worse off.

The most efficient hospitals in the nation appear here in
Victoria, and these cuts will have a devastating impact
on them. Suggestions that the state’s tax base will be
reviewed to meet all these federally created funding
gaps are simply wrong. They are nonsense. That is
simply a holding pattern for the federal government to
absolve itself of culpability, but we know where the
blame lies. We are not in the business as a state of
picking up the tab for the federal government and its
failure to do its job.

The Andrews Labor government stands ready to
participate in good faith around the reform of our
federation, but I tell you what we are not going to do —
we are not going to sign up sight unseen to the
continued ripping off of Victorians and the services that
Victorians deserve. What Victorians deserve is a fair
share. We are not out there asking for the
commonwealth to in some way miraculously give us
over-the-odds payments. Our expectations are lower
than that from this government. God help us, they need
to be lower than that. But what we do need is a
government that is motivated to do the right thing, and
we do not have it in the Turnbull government.

But even in this environment somehow Victoria has to
find ways to effectively deal with this bizarre funding
gap. We started out with the GST debate that we had to
have. Then of course we did not have to have it. Then
we had to amend it. Then the states had to sort it all out
themselves. The bizarre discussion on GST and state
tax responsibilities does not fill us with any confidence
either. Our GST relativity is now approximately
91 cents for every dollar of GST raised. If you want to
know which is the only state to have subsidised the
federation from its inception, it is here, Victoria, and we
continue to do it. Let me say: we do not have a problem
with looking after those states that need a handout, but
what we do object to is when a commonwealth
government simply distorts and creates unnecessary
distress in an economy that also needs the support and
assistance of a properly focused government.
Victoria is still losing $1.3 billion per annum. Let me
put that another way: $218 per capita. Every man,
woman and child in this state is subsidising money
being sent to New South Wales and Queensland. Let us
put it another way: we are building roads in Sydney and
Brisbane for Malcolm Turnbull’s re-election fund. Our
GST funding does not do enough to recognise we are
the fastest growing state in the country. Let us just
remember that: the fastest growing employment in
2015 in the nation happened here. The fastest growing
state final demand happened here, with the exception of
course of Western Australia, which was coming off a
very low base.
Malcolm Turnbull has continued to promise new
economic leadership. Well, we are waiting. We are
waiting, and I think we will be waiting a long time, but
I am sure he has a very fine speech to make about it

The Andrews Labor government, as I say, is prepared
to participate in good faith in developing a tax reform
agenda because the nation needs it. The nation needs
leadership, but God help us, we do not have it now. But
of course we have been short-changed by this federal
government — short-changed in effort, in emphasis and
of course in infrastructure. Prime Minister Abbott
promised to be the infrastructure Prime Minister. That
was laughable in itself. Then Prime Minister Turnbull
came along and promised that things would be very
different. They were indeed — he started taking selfies
all over the place. But they were not very different.
There was more funding for infrastructure bankers than
new Victorian projects in this year’s budget. I repeat:
more funding for infrastructure bankers than Victoria in
this budget. Victoria has more than 25 per cent of the
nation’s population and the fastest growing population
rate in the nation. Despite that, the Turnbull
government provides less than 10 per cent of
infrastructure funding to this state. He continues to
short-change Victorians; he just says it in a nicer cut of
suit.
The volunteer from Vaucluse is more talk than action
on public transport, more talk than action on climate
change, on marriage equality, on the republic. In effect
he is no different from the person he sold his soul to
succeed. This man has no values that he is not prepared
to short-change in order to achieve his objectives, but it
is Victorians that are part of the discount sale of his
credibility. This is an unacceptable and unconscionable
burden upon this state. While the huffing, puffing
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Prime Minister of public transport is happy to dole out
money to prop up Puffing Billy — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr PALLAS — We love it; it is just a little dated
for our public transport needs — promising
$6.5 million for a train from the 1800s if re-elected, this
is just $3.5 million less than his government has
bothered to contribute to the $10.9 billion Melbourne
Metro project. The Prime Minister is happy to fund
trains from the 1880s, but he will only offer 0.001 per
cent of the cost of Melbourne Metro and to do the work
that has already been done. I have said it once and I will
say it again: while ever he does not contribute to public
transport in this state he is just another bum on a public
transport seat. He is as good a public transport Prime
Minister as Tony Abbott was an infrastructure Prime
Minister, and that speaks volumes.
Even such a nationally significant project as the western
distributor — of course we know the Liberals like
roads — is not good enough. The federal government
says, ‘We need to see business cases, and whatever
else’, but when we present this federal government with
business cases, they get lost in the headlights of
progress. It is a government that is incapable of
identifying what its values are, but we know what it
does not value: it is Victoria and our economic
opportunity. Of course Malcolm Turnbull refuses to
help ease congestion in Melbourne and regional
Victoria and instead continues to send Victorian
taxpayers money to New South Wales and to
Queensland. The Andrews Labor government has
repeatedly called on the federal government to make a
contribution to these key pieces of infrastructure, but all
we hear from it is bloviating obfuscation. Strong
business cases were released for each of these projects.
They sat with the Turnbull government for months.
The record of the Abbott and Turnbull governments is
an ugly one for Victoria. If this mob is re-elected, we
can expect more and more of the same — hysteria that
fails to meet the requirements of a state that is growing
profoundly.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The
member’s time has expired.
Mr M. O’BRIEN (Malvern) — What an
embarrassment that the Treasurer had to waste this
matter of public importance (MPI) debate, the
government’s first MPI since the budget, by not even
talking about his own budget. What an embarrassment.
He wasted 15 minutes of the time of this house not
talking about the Andrews Labor government or about
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what passes pathetically as his own plans. No, no.
Instead the Treasurer of Victoria came into this place
and engaged in a dishonest rant against the Turnbull
federal coalition government in a desperate attempt to
prop up the shuddering campaign of his federal political
master, Bill Shorten.
We all know that the Treasurer’s real goal in life is to
be Bill Shorten’s campaign manager, because that is
how he spends his days — desperately fighting for
relevance, coming in here and trying to be a player in a
national campaign. What a weak and pathetic attempt
that was. Perhaps we should not be surprised the
Treasurer wants to talk about federal issues, because
what else would he want to discuss? Perhaps he could
discuss his role in trying to destroy the Country Fire
Authority (CFA) as we know it and attack 60 000 brave
CFA volunteers. He should be standing up for fiscal
responsibility as Treasurer, but instead he is trying to
shovel money to his mates in the United Firefighters
Union and kill off the CFA as we know it. He is trying
to attack other ministers in this government by briefing
against them to the papers, thereby undermining his
cabinet colleagues, and he is doing that to support his
mates in the trade union movement.
Perhaps, Deputy Speaker, we should not be shocked,
because what would you expect from a Treasurer who
proudly proclaims on his parliamentary CV that he was
an industrial officer for the Federal Firefighters Union
between 1983 and 1985? Yes, the Treasurer of Victoria
is another former firefighters union official. No wonder
the Treasurer wants to kill off the CFA and its
60 000 volunteers. He does not respect the work that
they do and he wants to kill the organisation as we
know it, and that is a disgrace. It is an absolute disgrace
that the Treasurer of this state, a former union official
for the firefighters union, is putting the interests of his
old union bosses ahead of the interests of 60 000 CFA
volunteers and the millions of Victorians who rely on
the work of the CFA to protect them.
Perhaps the Treasurer could have discussed this
government’s closure of police stations right across
Victoria. He could have discussed the reduction in
frontline police numbers. He could have discussed the
weakening of the bail laws, which could have been
drafted by the Apex gang itself. The Treasurer could
have discussed any of those issues in the MPI, but no,
he did not want to discuss them. Perhaps he could have
tried to defend wasting over $1 billion in not building a
critical piece of Victorian infrastructure. Perhaps he
could have explained why his government lied to
Victorians before the election over its secret plans for
sky rail, which it had never, ever shared with
Victorians. Perhaps he could have told us about the
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western distributor, which we had never heard about
before the election. It was only after the election we
found out that he had done a secret little deal with
Transurban, which he never bothered to tell any
Victorian about.
When you look at the options that are available,
perhaps it is not surprising that the Treasurer decided to
try to kick the federal election can instead. He cannot
defend the indefensible: he cannot defend his
government’s failures and its broken promises. He
wants to talk federal politics instead. Let us indulge him
for a moment. If the Treasurer wants to examine what
the federal coalition government has done for Victoria,
let us examine what the federal coalition inherited from
the smoking ruin of the Rudd-Gillard-Rudd Labor
circus between 2007 and 2013. We remember that the
Rudd government inherited the strongest set of books
probably in the world I would say — strong surpluses.
By the time Labor left government after six long years,
it had turned strong surpluses into a budget deficit in
the 2013–14 year of $49.9 billion.
An honourable member — How much?
Mr M. O’BRIEN — $49.9 billion of deficit. What a
disgrace. We had a government that under the coalition
had no net debt. It was an Australian government that
was then debt free from the 2006–07 budget. What an
extraordinary achievement. We had a federal coalition
government in place that had paid off the accumulated
net debt that had been racked up through all those
Hawke-Keating years of overspending, economic
mismanagement, the recession we had to have,
thousands and thousands of people thrown out of work,
thousands and thousands of businesses thrown onto the
scrap heap, thousands and thousands of homes
foreclosed on and mortgages lost because of Paul
Keating’s high interest rates.
Remember the ‘recession we had to have’? Remember
the ‘beautiful set of numbers’? Remember the budgets
that brought home ‘the bacon’? That was the proud
financial legacy of the Labor Party! It was fixed up and
turned around by the coalition, which presented the
incoming Rudd government with a magnificent set of
books — the strongest finances of any country in the
OECD. Now what have we got? We have got hundreds
of billions of dollars of debt created by the Rudd,
Gillard and Rudd governments. How do they do it?
They gave us overpriced school halls. They gave us
pink batts schemes that killed people — people actually
died because of the incompetence of the mates of
members opposite. But they do not care about that; they
do not care about the human consequences of their
actions.
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Mr Richardson — That is outrageous.
Mr M. O’BRIEN — The member for Mordialloc
can call it outrageous, but that is what the royal
commission found. It is outrageous that people died
because of Labor incompetence, I think that is
outrageous. Members opposite should show a little bit
of humility and apologise on behalf of their federal
colleagues for what they did to those poor families.
Remember the Rudd, Gillard and Rudd governments
that gave Victoria a carbon tax? Remember then Prime
Minister Gillard faithfully fronting the TV cameras and
saying, ‘There will be no carbon tax under a
government I lead’? Of course she lied. She got into
bed with the Greens and happily signed up. She was
there with Bob Brown signing their little documents,
and then she gave Australia a carbon tax. What did the
federal Treasury’s own modelling show? It showed that
a carbon tax would hit Victoria first and hardest of all
the states. When you have 90 per cent of your power
being produced by brown coal generators it is only
common sense that a carbon tax is going to hit this state
first and hit us hardest.
That is in fact what the federal Treasury under Labor —
Labor’s own modelling — showed. The greatest
detriment to gross state product was going to occur in
Victoria. It was going to hit us first, it was going to hit
us hardest and it was going to hit us longest. Members
opposite were cheering while the federal Labor
government was imposing a carbon tax on this state to
try to make our power more expensive, make the cost
of living more expensive, make manufacturing more
expensive and drive jobs out of this state. Members
opposite cheered them on; they thought it was fantastic.
We also know that the former federal Labor
government supported a few things. It supported
east–west link. There were a number of Labor MPs
who wrote a submission to the Rod Eddington
east–west link needs assessment (EWLNA). It is dated
15 July 2008 and it says:
As part of an integrated transport solution —

the four western suburbs MPs —
… support a cross-city road link from the western suburbs to
the Eastern Freeway.
As the EWLNA report stresses, the consequences of ‘doing
nothing’ are negative and far-reaching. They will threaten
Melbourne’s future economic success and livability.

Who made that submission? There was the Honourable
Brendan O’Connor, who is the federal Labor member
for Gorton; there was the Honourable Nicola Roxon,
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who was the then the federal Labor member for
Gellibrand; there was the Honourable Julia Gillard,
who was the then federal member for Lalor; and — we
will save the best until last — there was the Honourable
Bill Shorten, the federal member for Maribyrnong. That
is right, Bill Shorten supported the east–west link in
writing. We know Cesar Melhem, a member for
Western Metropolitan Region in the other place,
supported east–west link as well.
Although the Treasurer wept crocodile tears today
when speaking to this nonsense matter of public
importance that complained about Victoria’s share of
infrastructure funding, perhaps he forgot that the federal
government actually provided $3 billion to Victoria to
build the same east–west link that members opposite
and their party supported.
Mr Richardson — What do the feds say?
Mr M. O’BRIEN — What do the feds say? I have
just told you what the feds say, mate; you might want to
clean your ears out, okay. I have just told you. Bill
Shorten supports east–west link — there it is, in
writing, in black and white, on 15 July 2008.
We see these crocodile tears from members opposite
about infrastructure funding when they have
deliberately taken the decision to waste $1.1 billion and
send money back to Canberra for infrastructure
funding. When the federal government does offer
further money to Victoria — just a few months ago the
Prime Minister was in Melbourne and offered
$1.5 billion for Victorian roads, including $500 million
to upgrade the Monash Freeway — what do members
opposite do? What has the Treasurer done? Have
members opposite said, ‘Yes, we will match that; we
will create a $3 billion fund to improve roads in
Victoria’? No, they have not. They have said, ‘We have
not funded that money’. Opposition members asked the
Treasurer at the Public Accounts and Estimates
Committee, ‘Have you actually put aside $1.5 billion to
match the federal government’s funding?’, and he said,
‘No, we haven’t’. So members opposite have got a
ridiculous MPI complaining about the federal
government allegedly not supporting Victorian
infrastructure, but when the federal government put
$1.5 billion on the table with the only condition being
to match the funding, they could not even bring
themselves to do that. What a sham. What an absolute
sham and a joke members opposite are.
The Treasurer is complaining about funding for
Melbourne Metro. Remember that before the election
we were told that Melbourne Metro was ‘fully funded’?
Now all of a sudden it cannot go ahead unless Prime
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Minister Malcolm Turnbull writes a cheque to pay for
it. Obviously Labor’s idea of ‘fully funded’ is to send
the bill to Canberra. That is what Labor means when it
says something is fully funded. What members
opposite have put up is such a weak business case so
lacking in substance that the federal government has
actually felt sorry for them and the Labor Party in
Victoria and said, ‘Look, we will give you $10 million.
Try to get some professionals in to do a proper business
case, and then we can consider some further funding’.
Labor put in a weak business case. Members opposite
cannot actually expect anybody to provide them with
any serious funding if they have not done the
homework themselves.
This motion talks about the threats to Victoria of a
re-elected Liberal-National government from July
2016. The only threat that I am worried about is if by
some collective madness, the people of Australia voted
to make Bill Shorten Prime Minister of this country.
Can you imagine? This is the fellow whose greatest
claim to fame is knifing not one but two Prime
Ministers. The hand that wielded that knife, that
plunged it into the back of Kevin Rudd and then Julia
Gillard, belongs to a union hack, who has done nothing
else than play factional politics all of his life. He was
not even the choice of the Labor Party. The Labor
members wanted Albo — Anthony Albanese — as the
leader. It was only because of the little factional
stitch-ups amongst the caucus that Blinky Bill got over
the line. That shows you his lack of commitment to
democracy. There are people who actually pay their
fees, and you would think Labor Party members would
deserve a bit of a say. But no, their vote does not count
for anything because the faction has got it all stitched
up. This is a man who Australia cannot afford to have
as Prime Minister. This is a man who has shown
himself to be incompetent as a minister and
untrustworthy as a politician. He is no leader, and he
has no vision for this country. He has no plan except for
higher deficits and more debt.
Mr R. Smith interjected.
Mr M. O’BRIEN — He is pretty good at
backstabbing, we do know that. So I would rather we
spend this matter of public importance debate talking
about things of substance to Victoria, since the
Treasurer is so embarrassed by his own pathetic budget
and his own pathetic government that he wants to kick
the federal can down the road. Let us do that, but
frankly, whether it is for Victoria or the nation, the only
answer is the Liberal-National coalition.
Mr FOLEY (Minister for Housing, Disability and
Ageing) — I thank Peter Costello’s third-best adviser
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for his contribution to this debate. It gives me great
pleasure to rise to say a few brief words on this
important matter of public importance, which is
fundamental to the wellbeing of the people of this state,
particularly when it comes to the important role that we
all know the commonwealth specifically should be
playing in partnership with the state when it comes to
the economic, social and civic future of the great state
of Victoria.
This is really about whether you believe there is a role
for governments in this debate. So what is in fact the
role for national government in this? You may believe
the role is to build not just a stronger economy but a
better society, one based on the notions of inclusion,
opportunity, support, justice, and one in which people
are able to participate both economically and in the
wider civil society. It is a government approach which
appreciates that there is a wider role for government
activity beyond some kind of minimalist approach that
those opposite in their heart of hearts believe is the only
role for government, not just at the state but also at the
commonwealth level. These notions are really about the
role government plays in promoting human potential in
every aspect, and they are built on an idea of
government being beyond that which those opposite
seem to have portrayed.
I will just briefly comment on the member for
Malvern’s contribution, not that I had any pleasure in
listening to it. I heard him talk about the issue of the
Melbourne Metro project. His mates at the Tower of
Power at 1 Albert Road are the real people seeking to
frustrate and are the ones calling the shots. They are the
Liberal Party fundraisers, the Liberal Party heavy
hitters, who have managed to pollute in large numbers
the Tower of Power at 1 Albert Road, and who have
made it clear that they intend to frustrate through every
single process available to them the delivery of the
Melbourne Metro project — a nation-building project
that Infrastructure Australia has found to be the current
most important public infrastructure project because it
is public transport. But of course because it has the
words ‘public transport’ in it those opposite have been
unable to bring themselves to support it.
In terms of at least returning in brief to the member for
Malvern’s underwhelming contribution, we do thank
him for it and for his side letter that placed the people of
Victoria at such huge risk — and we thank the people
of Victoria for the wisdom that they showed in making
sure that the government he was a part of was
consigned so quickly and so thoroughly to the waste
bin of history.
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I return now to the substance of the matter of public
importance that is before us, and particularly to the
risks posed by the Abbott government, followed by the
Turnbull government — which is a continuation of the
same thing, just with a better suit — that we have seen
since the ascension of Prime Minister Turnbull to the
top job in Canberra. We need to just very briefly
consider the impact the past almost three years has had
on some of the important areas that the resolution talks
about. In the time available to me I will briefly touch on
the implications that we have seen, for instance, in the
area of housing. The Abbott and Turnbull
governments’ commitment to housing has been such
that they have continued the federal Liberal government
tradition of not having anyone whose contribution to
social community housing is reflected in any way in
their portfolio.
There was and is no minister for housing in the Abbott
and Turnbull governments, and that tells us a lot about
their neglect of this important area of public policy.
What we know is that we have seen a 20 per cent cut in
support for the most vulnerable people through the
direct delivery of commonwealth rental assistance
programs from the commonwealth over the period it
has been in government. That does not even include the
cuts shown by both the Productivity Commission report
last year and the report of the Royal Commission into
Family Violence this year and also those which we
have seen in the multiple hundreds of millions of
dollars of cuts from housing by the federal Liberal
government over the short period of time that it has
been able to deliver its various budgets since it was
elected. That of course continues the long tradition of
those opposite at both the state and federal levels of not
actually believing there is much of a role for social
housing in our community.
That is why Ms Lovell in the other place was the first
Minister for Housing in living memory in whose time
we saw a net loss in social and community housing,
over the years 2010 to 2014, with, as the Productivity
Commission identified, a cut of over $420 million from
both state and federal Liberal governments over that
time for the direct support of and investment in social
and community housing. That is a shameful legacy that
those opposite are the inheritors of. That is a shameful
legacy that those opposite need to explain to the most
vulnerable people in Victoria. It is a legacy that was
further highlighted by the Royal Commission into
Family Violence, which identified beyond that cuts to a
whole range of programs that went to the support of
particularly women and families seeking to flee family
violence.
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In that respect I look forward to whoever is the next
Prime Minister of this great nation of ours using the
opportunity of the Council of Australian Governments
(COAG) meeting scheduled for later this year to redress
some of those problems. The last COAG meeting
agreed to our Premier taking to that meeting a plan as to
how the federal government and the other jurisdictions
can get on board for a national response to the social
and public housing crisis as an element of dealing with
recovery for women and children and families pursuing
relief from family violence.
That is but one of the many areas. That is before we
start taking into account the abolition of the NRAS —
the National Rental Affordability Scheme — which
gave private sector investors some certainty of
participating in an innovative policy model that would
allow greater flexibility and greater investment
opportunities to build social and community housing
outcomes. That is before we start talking about other
arrangements and partnership arrangements, whether it
be through direct support to the community housing
sector or whether it be before the cuts to the
commonwealth rental assistance through changes in the
calculations as to how those payments are indexed.
What we have seen at the housing level is a serious
abrogation of a national responsibility for what for
generations has been seen, rightly, as a national
government priority in partnership with the states. So I
look forward, amongst other things, to the next federal
government, a Shorten Labor government, contributing
in that area.
But in the short period of time left to me in this debate
perhaps I could just address a few other areas. For
instance, in the ageing portfolio we are seeing the
industry arrangements largely recalibrated on the back
of the 2013 Gillard federal government changes,
partnered with the then Baillieu and Napthine
governments and continued on but indeed undermined
by the Abbott and Turnbull federal governments, where
in the last two budgets we have seen $1.2 billion cut out
over the forward projections for aged-care funding
instruments — the measure that determines the level of
funding paid by the government to private sector
aged-care providers. That is before we start worrying
about public sector aged care. That is to subsidise the
private sector delivery of aged care, one of the fastest
growing community sectors not just in our economy
but in our society. You take $1.2 billion out of
aged-care subsidy instruments in this nation and you
put aged, vulnerable and concerned citizens right across
the country in a vulnerable position, and that should not
be something that this Parliament endorses.
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That is before we start worrying about the cuts that
those opposite inflicted on us through their privatisation
arrangements in metropolitan aged-care services — a
program stopped by this government and reversed by
this government, as was seen by our $57 million
investment in the new 90-bed St Vincent’s aged-care
geriatric and psychosocial facility in the Kew area in
our most recent budget. We will turn those sites around
for the most vulnerable of citizens.
I could of course continue and go through any number
of other areas of social policy reform, but I will leave
that to my colleagues. I look forward to the fact that this
matter and this debate in this Parliament will set out the
reasons the people of Australia need to support a
reformed Australia and the election of a Shorten Labor
government.
Ms RYAN (Euroa) — What an absolute load of
drivel this matter of public importance is, brought in by
the Treasurer. Here we are just several weeks after the
presentation of the state budget and the Treasurer has
nothing to talk about except the federal government. It
should be a matter of reflection for the Victorian Labor
Party that in the face of some of the most serious
challenges this state has seen in decades, created by its
own mismanagement of the state, its only solution is to
scaremonger about the federal government.
I find it absolutely reprehensible that those on the
government side of the chamber should bring on this
matter of public importance, a matter built on the back
of lies and mistruths, when out there the board of the
Country Fire Authority (CFA), its CEO and
60 000 CFA volunteers are being bullied by this
government — volunteers who are being sold out by
just the handful of Labor members who represent
country Victoria.
I was absolutely staggered to read revelations in the
Herald Sun this week that the members for Bendigo
East and Bellarine actually voted in a cabinet
subcommittee to sell out the CFA. Talk about
defending your constituency! It is absolutely mind
blowing. That is a matter of public importance, and that
is what we should be debating today. That is the real
threat to Victorians, not this ridiculous matter that those
opposite have brought on regarding the federal
government. The government side of the house is a
policy-free zone.
The first point of this matter deals with education. Let
me point out a few uncomfortable truths for those on
the opposite side of the chamber. I am sure the member
for Ferntree Gully, as the shadow Minister for
Education, will go into this particular point in more
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detail, but the Gonski agreement was negotiated with
the federal government by the former coalition
government. We committed to the full six years of that
agreement. It is those opposite who have walked away
from years 5 and 6. It is they who are short-changing
schools and families and it is they who have broken
their election commitment to the Victorian people, not
the federal government.
And then of course there are the commitments that
those opposite made to Victorian students on TAFE
and training. Let us go through some of those, shall we?
Labor claimed that it was going to invest additional
funding in TAFE. We all remember it, and I have said it
before: they all stood there and signed pledges saying
that they would invest an additional $1.2 billion in the
TAFE system. They all signed those pledges. They said
they were going to restore funding to TAFE.
What are the facts? In this year’s budget there has been
a $176 million cut to subsidies for student training. That
is $126 million that the government has squirreled back
into consolidated revenue to prop up its bottom line and
a further $50 million that it has directed away from
student subsidies and training and handed out as cash
grants to TAFE to prop up its bottom line and to make
itself look good. The Auditor-General has doubts about
that financial management strategy. He pointed it out in
a report last week. It is a short-term measure that does
not address the long-term challenges that the training
system in this state is facing.
What about enrolments? Labor claimed before the
election it would grow enrolments in both TAFE and
private training. On 30 September 2014 in the
Australian the Minister for Training and Skills, Steve
Herbert, said:
We have no plans to contract the training market; we want to
expand the training market.

In a letter to the Australian Council for Private
Education and Training before the election he said:
We will make sure that Victoria’s training system survives
and grows not just next year, but flourishes for decades to
come.

Then in the Age in March last year, with reference to
the number of enrolments in TAFE in 2014, he said:
I don’t think it is sustainable for them to drop much more …

What are the facts? In 2014, 443 687 students were
enrolled in government-subsidised training in Victoria,
and by the end of 2015 there were just 377 000. That is
a decline of 15 per cent. So much for growing
enrolments in this state! It was a complete lie to the
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people of Victoria before the last election. It was a
policy built on a complete and utter sham.
Regionally Labor claimed it would grow enrolments.
On 5 December 2014, just a week after the state
election, the Bendigo Advertiser reported:
Mr Herbert said Labor had an ‘absolute ironclad policy’ to
save the TAFE system across the state.
…
‘I’m determined to grow courses and grow provision of
TAFE in Bendigo.
That’s what we were elected to do and we will do it.’

That is what the minister said.
What are the facts? Student enrolments have declined
in the Loddon Mallee region from 25 415 at the end of
2014 when we were in office to 23 616 enrolments at
the end of 2015 — a decline of 16 per cent. That pattern
is repeated right across regional Victoria and right
across metropolitan Melbourne. Enrolments are not
increasing in this state; they are going south. It is those
who are creating the policy settings that are seeing that
happen.
Should we have a look at what the government said
about staff numbers in TAFE? It claimed in February
2015, in a government press release:
A moratorium on TAFE staff redundancies imposed by
Mr Herbert in December resulted in jobs being saved in
TAFEs across Victoria.

What are the facts? The TAFEs’ annual reports say
there are 338 fewer full-time equivalent staff now
employed in TAFEs across Victoria than when the
coalition was in government. Where are the
government’s bleatings and protestations now?
Absolutely nothing is what it seems with this
government. On every measure in training — funding,
student numbers, staff numbers — Labor lied to
Victorians before the last election. If they want to talk
about broken promises, those opposite need a mirror. Is
it any wonder there are 60 000 CFA volunteers out
there who do not trust Daniel Andrews or his
government?
On health, the second point in this matter, Labor claims
that the federal government is cutting billions from
Victoria’s health care. That is also a furphy. The federal
government is providing up to $2.9 billion in extra
funding to states and territories over three years — but
do not take my word for it. Let us have a look at ABC’s
Fact Check. We know that the Labor Party does not
like the ABC’s Fact Check, but nevertheless I think
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most people would say that it is a pretty independent
source of information. Here is a quote directly from
there:
Mr Andrews is exaggerating.
…
… it is far from certain that the Gillard promises would have
ever been fulfilled: they were looking far into the future and
the increases were never budgeted for.
History shows that budgets can change dramatically from
year to year and something cannot be taken away if it was
never given in the first place.

What about infrastructure? I really had to have a
chuckle at Labor’s apparent outrage at the infrastructure
spending coming to Victoria. It bleats about not getting
its fair share of the infrastructure pie, but at the same
time it gloats about tearing up a $1.1 billion contract
that would have seen $3 billion of federal funding come
to this state. In regional Victoria we know the disparity
around infrastructure very well because, despite being
home to 25 per cent of the state’s population, under this
government regional Victoria is receiving an absolute
pittance. Do not forget that it took those on this side of
the house to get the Labor Party to commit to more than
3 per cent — 3 per cent! — of funding from sale of the
lease of the port of Melbourne, only because we twisted
the Treasurer’s arm into regional Victoria getting 10 per
cent of that funding.
It is a shame that we are still waiting to see where that
funding is going to be spent. I have plenty of
suggestions if those on the other side of the house
would like to talk to me about them, because regional
Victoria is absolutely crying out for funding. This
matter of public importance is a joke. It is an indictment
of Labor that its members would bring this motion
when serious issues arising from their own
mismanagement of this state are confronting Victoria.
They should be talking about the cuts to road
maintenance funding. They should be talking about the
law and order crisis that is facing this state. They should
be talking about their failure to deliver on any of their
promises to TAFE. They should be talking about
volunteers. They should be talking about the incredible
service that those 60 000 volunteers in this state give to
Victorians year in and year out. They should be talking
about the people who defend this state from fires every
single year rather than selling them out. It is an absolute
disgrace.
Ms THOMAS (Macedon) — I am very pleased to
rise to speak today on this very important matter of
public importance, and I thank the member for
Werribee, the Treasurer, for bringing this matter to the
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house. I note that the matter of public importance that
we are discussing today calls on this house to note the
failures of the Abbott and Turnbull governments over
the past three years in ignoring the needs of Victorians
including through — and a particular focus of my
contribution will be — the billions of dollars that have
been cut in health funding, hurting patients across
metropolitan and regional Victoria. Also in my
contribution today I will be addressing the second point
of this matter of public importance, and that is its noting
of the very real threats to Victoria of a re-elected
Liberal-Nationals government on 2 July.
What I wish to do today is discuss in some detail the
heartless attacks on health by the Turnbull Liberal
federal government. But in order to do that I wanted to
tell you all a little bit of a story that I think sums up and
perfectly contrasts the Liberal and the Labor parties. I
am sure members in this place might have seen some of
this, but a few Sundays ago the federal Labor leader,
Bill Shorten, attended the Sunbury Community Health
Centre to make a very important health announcement.
He was there with the fantastic federal Labor member
for McEwen, Rob Mitchell, and my friend the member
for Sunbury; it was great to see them all there. While he
was there, as I said, the Labor leader, Bill Shorten,
made a fantastic announcement: if elected, the Labor
Party will deliver $2 million to a child health hub to
service the community of Sunbury and surrounds. This
fantastic one-stop shop will provide all manner of
services, focused particularly on the needs of children
in this really important and rapidly growing part of our
state. It was an extremely important announcement and
one that was warmly welcomed by the people of
Sunbury — and I might say reason enough in its own
right to elect a Labor government on 2 July.
However, on that day the federal Liberal candidate for
McEwen had hatched a plan. Together with one
supporter only the Liberal Party candidate thought he
might gatecrash opposition leader Bill Shorten’s press
conference. He thought he would gatecrash a press
conference focused on health. You would think that if
you were planning to gatecrash a press conference, one,
you might expect to speak to the media and have
something to say, and two, you might have made some
inquiries as to your own party’s health policy before
you rocked up there. But was the Liberal Party
candidate for McEwen prepared in any way for any of
these pretty likely scenarios? Let me read to you,
Deputy Speaker, some of the contributions he had to
make on that day.
A News Corp journalist — quite reasonably, I would
have thought — asked, ‘What’s your view specifically
on unfreezing the Medicare benefits schedule for
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January next year, as he’s proposed?’. He was referring
to the Labor leader’s proposal. The candidate’s answer
was, ‘Look, I’m just here to listen to what the Leader of
the Opposition has to say today and obviously on the
other side of that we might have some more to say
ourselves’. The next question was, ‘But do you have a
view on that unfreezing of the schedule?’. He said,
‘Look, as I said, we’re here to listen to what the Leader
of the Opposition has to say’. The journalist had
another go: ‘So do you support it or are you against it?
Do you have a position?’. He said, ‘Look, clearly my
position is that of the government’. Oh, okay, so then
the next question was, ‘What’s the government’s
position then on unfreezing the schedule?’, to which the
candidate said, ‘The government’s position is very
clear — nonetheless I think we’ve got the leader
arriving now …’. You have got to give it to this
journalist for his tenacity. The journalist had one more
go: ‘Can you articulate the government’s position,
though …’, to which the Liberal candidate said, ‘Of
course I can, anyway I’d like to see what the Leader of
the Opposition has to say’.
That was actually only part one of that media
conference, and there was so much more to enjoy. Of
course the one volunteer who was with him gave his
own media conference. Then later when the journalists
found the rather hapless candidate down at Sunbury
shopping centre he was asked two questions again, this
time by a Channel 9 journalist. I love the fact that the
two questions he was asked he similarly was unable to
answer. The first question that he was asked was, ‘What
are you campaigning for?’. No answer. The second
question was, ‘What are the issues that are important to
you in this electorate?’. Was there an answer? No, there
was not. So I have to tell you that it is vitally important
for the people of McEwen that Rob Mitchell is
re-elected as a strong voice for those people as part of a
Shorten Labor government.
I have to tell you, Deputy Speaker, that we have in
Liberal Party candidates out there people who
comprehensively fail to understand the devastating
impacts of their own policies. We know that the Liberal
Party has frozen Medicare and is attacking primary
health care for Victorians across our state. If you do not
believe me, then perhaps you will believe what the
Australian Medical Association (AMA) has to say
about this. Professor Brian Owler was quite explicit;
there was no ambivalence whatsoever in his
commentary. In talking about the budget, Professor
Owler had this to say, as reported in a media release
headed ‘Budget confirms health policy vacuum’, of the
Liberal Party. He made the point that:
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… the 2016–17 health budget continues the government’s
stranglehold on Australia’s Medicare system by taking
$1 billion out of the pockets of Australian patients and
household budgets by extending the Medicare rebate freeze.

It is an absolute disgrace. Professor Owler went on to
say:
The poorest, the sickest and the most vulnerable will be the
hardest hit.

On this side of the house we all know that. We come to
work every day because we are motivated and inspired
to stick up for the poorest, the sickest and the most
vulnerable, as are our colleagues in Canberra. Professor
Owler also said:
These measures will be another hit to household budgets, and
represent extra disincentives to people accessing health care
when they need it.

So let us be clear. The Turnbull-Abbott federal
government is directly attacking the health and
wellbeing of Victorians, and its decision to walk away
from the funding arrangements under the national
health reform agreement in the 2014 federal budget and
the impact of further cuts in the 2014–15 midyear
economic and fiscal outlook and those in the 2015
budget will see around $17.7 billion cut from Victoria’s
public hospitals over the next decade. That is
$17.7 billion, and these cuts are on top of $181 million
of cuts to dental health over the next three years. It is
cutting Indigenous teenage sexual health programs. As
I said earlier, it is indefinitely freezing the indexation of
the Medicare benefits schedule fee, and there are also
its cuts and broken promises on funding for medical
research, cuts to Healthy Kids Checks and cuts to
preventive health programs.
You cannot take $17.7 billion from Victoria’s public
hospitals and expect elective surgery waiting lists and
emergency department waiting times to get better, so
the $17.7 billion in cuts to Victorian hospitals is the
equivalent of 2.9 million elective surgeries or nearly
32 million dialysis sessions. This is the direct impact of
the heartless and cruel cuts by the Turnbull-Abbott
government, and if re-elected this year, you can expect
more of the same from a government that has shown
that it has no interest in delivering the much-needed
services that the most vulnerable in our community
need. Not only the poor and the most vulnerable but
ordinary working people, the people that we represent
on this side of the house, will absolutely continue to be
dudded by a Turnbull Liberal government. So I say to
the people in my electorate who are also in the federal
seats of McEwen, Ballarat and Bendigo that they
should continue to elect Labor representatives to ensure
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that the best interests of regional Victorians are looked
after into the future.
Mr WAKELING (Ferntree Gully) — Here we are,
18 months into this government and if you ever wanted
a reflection of where the Andrews government is at,
you need only look at this matter of public importance
(MPI). This is an MPI that has nothing to do with the
current state government; in fact, its members are trying
to talk about anything except themselves because they
know they have had a train wreck of a week and the last
thing they want to be doing is talking about themselves.
It is such a reflection on where the Labor Party is in the
state of Victoria. Here its members are; they do not
want to talk about their own budget, they do not want to
talk about their own initiatives, they do not want to talk
about their own actions. They are now trying to confect
an argument regarding the federal government. Of
course the last thing they want to be talking about is the
current enterprise bargaining agreement negotiations
with the Country Fire Authority and the United
Firefighters Union. They do not want to be talking
about that. They do not want to be talking about what is
happening in this state. They do not want to talk about
the issues that are affecting Victorians. No. They are
saying, ‘We are trying to confect an argument with
regard to the actions of the federal government’. Those
insipid arguments that were put forward by the
Treasurer and by others opposite just demonstrate that
their hearts are just not in this.
The lead item in the matter of public importance is
about education. After we heard the Treasurer speak,
we heard from the Minister for Education — and the
minister, the Deputy Premier, at the first opportunity
just walked out of the house. He himself is not
interested in debating this issue even though it is about
education, so I cannot understand those opposite. Can I
just say — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr WAKELING — Well, it is very interesting.
The lead item in this MPI deals with Gonski. I would
have thought that if you are going to come out and start
a debate about Gonski, you would at least put an
argument forward on an issue that you have a strong
position on. The MPI talks about whether or not the
federal government is going to fund the final two years
of Gonski.
Let me just ask the rhetorical question: what is the
Andrews government’s commitment regarding the final
two years of Gonski? Where is its commitment to fund
the final two years of Gonski? We all know the answer
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to that: there is no commitment to fund the final two
years of Gonski. Those opposite have the audacity to
stand up in this house and lecture the federal
government on issues of Gonski, yet they are not
prepared to stand up in this house and say that they are
prepared to fund Gonski. In fact the only person
government members talk to about funding Gonski in
the state of Victoria is Steve Bracks.
I do not know what Steve Bracks has to do with the
decisions of this government about whether or not it is
funding Gonski, because it is a plain and simple fact
that if this government wanted to fund Gonski for its
final two years, it could fund Gonski. The Minister for
Education is not willing to stand up in this house to talk
about that issue because he knows himself that he is not
going to fund Gonski. He can stand up and lecture as to
what should happen in Canberra, but he is not prepared
to take the same action himself.
Then we have this confected argument by Bill Shorten,
the federal Leader of the Opposition, that he is going to
fund Gonski. Funnily enough it is all based on
supposed funds that are going to be derived from
increases in the tobacco excise. Unfortunately for
Mr Shorten his own costings associated with the
increase in the tobacco excise, which is going to
fund — —
Mr Nardella interjected.
Mr WAKELING — You can call Mr Shorten a
train wreck; that is up to you. If those opposite want to
talk about Labor’s economic policy as a train wreck, I
am certainly not going to stop them on that. Mr Shorten
has indicated that he is going to raise $47.7 billion over
the forward estimates with respect to the tobacco
excise. We know that the tobacco excise increases are
meant to fund all of these projects that the federal
government says it is going to deliver. Like so many
other things, not only in Canberra but here in the state
of Victoria, in Queensland and in New South Wales —
around this nation — when Labor governments get into
power the one thing they cannot do is manage money.
As I said, Labor estimated that it would raise upwards
of $47.7 billion. But they were out; the estimates came
in and they were out. Were they out by $1 billion?
Were they out by $2 billion? No, out of $47 billion,
they were out by nearly $20 billion. So they are
proposing to raise $47 billion through an increase in the
excise, which is meant to fund all of these supposed
new projects in education, in health and in so many
other areas across the nation, and nearly 40 per cent of
it has been wiped out. So Victorians know that Bill
Shorten has no credibility when it comes to talking
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about what he will do on education, and Victorians
know that the Premier and his government have no
credibility when it comes to Gonski as well.
Through its own actions Labor could demonstrate to
Victorians that it is putting its money where its mouth is
and say that it is going to fund Gonski. But, no, we are
not hearing that from the Premier, and we are not
hearing that from the Deputy Premier, who is also the
Minister for Education. I look forward to the next
speaker on the MPI from that side of the house standing
up in this place and telling Victorians that the
government will fund its share of Gonski because that
is in fact what this MPI before the house is about.
With regard to health funding, the argument here that
Victorians receive less money is plainly a lie. Last year
in the 2014–15 budget Victoria received upwards of
$3.9 billion. That has increased to $4.1 billion, and it is
proposed that over the forward estimates it will
continue to increase. Why are we talking about health
with regard to the MPI before the house? Because what
this government does not want to talk about is its record
with regard to health. If those opposite want to talk
about health issues affecting Victorians, they should go
out and talk to the residents in Bayside, who know that
this government is threatening to reduce the hours of
the emergency department at Sandringham Hospital, or
go and talk to the residents out in Williamstown — and
the minister at the table would know all about that.
Mr Noonan interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Ryall) — Order!
The minister at the table!
Mr WAKELING — Acting Speaker, I wait for the
minister’s support for the removal of the private beds at
the Victorian Comprehensive Cancer Centre (VCCC). I
just look forward to him supporting the removal of
those private beds at the VCCC. What that simply
meant was that less people will be accessing cancer
services in this state. Why did the government do it? It
did it for one reason and one reason alone: it was not
based on health programs, it was not based on advice
from health services and it was not based on the
finances of the operation; it had everything to do with
ideology. It was an ideology that was driven by an
obsession with doing everything in its power to stop
private investment into that facility. However, the point
of the exercise was that the public facility was already
there. This facility was not going to remove the public
facilities; it was an additional level where there were
going to be private beds, and those opposite should
stand in this house and explain to Victorians why they
supported that action.
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The MPI talks about election commitments. In the short
time left to me, I want to bring home one final issue,
and that is this government’s commitment to remove
every inch of asbestos from Victorian government
schools by the year 2020. This government said it
would do it. We now know from the Public Accounts
and Estimates Committee that after 18 months the
government has no idea how many buildings or schools
in this state have asbestos; it has no idea how much it is
going to cost it to remove the asbestos from all our
schools. More importantly, the government is not
assessing any of the soil in our schools. When you look
at Kerrimuir Primary School and Footscray Primary
School, two schools that last year had asbestos scares,
both of those scares were in the soil at the schools. The
government has confirmed it did not test the soil at one
school in the entire state, so how can anyone possibly
believe that this government has any capacity to deliver
on its own election commitments? Do not stand up in
this house and lecture us on the MPI when you cannot
even deliver on your own actions — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Ryall) — Order!
The member’s time has expired.
Mr DIMOPOULOS (Oakleigh) — What a
disappointment Mr Turnbull has been — Mr Thought
Bubble, Mr Remarkable Times and Mr Selfie Shot,
who says, ‘I like riding public transport but I am not
really happy to fund or do anything about it’. Malcolm
Turnbull keeps saying we live in exciting times,
remarkable times. What would be remarkable is if this
Liberal federal government properly funded the things
that matter to Victorians, like public transport,
hospitals, schools and infrastructure. It has cut health
funding and it has cut education funding. Victoria
misses out on infrastructure funding, as we have heard
from the Treasurer today, in enormous quantities.
We have got the most active Victorian government ever
seen in terms of infrastructure funding — Melbourne
Metro, 50 level crossings, the western distributor, the
Monash Freeway et cetera. What did Mr Turnbull come
and do? He flew down and drove from the airport, so
not using any of those infrastructure projects. He came
down to Melbourne and what did he announce? He
announced $6.5 million for Puffing Billy. We all love
Puffing Billy — the member for Monbulk loves
Puffing Billy — but Mr Turnbull only offered
$10 million in planning money for Melbourne Metro,
which is a $10 billion or $12 billion project. That is
what he did: he offered a measly $10 million for
Melbourne Metro planning and $6.5 million for Puffing
Billy when we have a program of infrastructure worth
many billions of dollars.
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Look at Mr Turnbull’s tax plans. He considered all of
the thought bubbles — increasing the GST, the
negative gearing changes that he was going to make
and then he was not going to make, the capital gains
changes, extending the GST to fresh food — and what
did he settle on? He settled on taking away
$50 billion — —
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Mr J. Bull — A tin can and a string.
Mr DIMOPOULOS — That is right; a tin can, as
the member for Sunbury said. By 2025, just five years
after its scheduled completion, the NBN will not have
the capacity to cope with the needs of businesses and
households at that time. And the price has gone up from
$29 billion to $56 billion.

Mr Nardella — How much?
Mr DIMOPOULOS — It was $50 billion — taking
$50 billion from taxpayers and giving it to big
corporations. He even reclassified the definition of what
a small business is to include bigger corporations than
what we would reasonably think.

The statistics are provided by federal seats, so I will talk
about my community in terms of federal seats. In
Hotham just 7888 homes are connected — only 7888 in
the whole of the federal seat of Hotham. In Higgins just
2346 — —
Mr Nardella — She is not worth it anyway.

Then of course you go into health, as other speakers on
the government side have talked about. The federal
government tried and abandoned a $7 co-payment. It
abandoned it not because it wanted to abandon it but
because it met with severe rejection in the Senate and
from the Australian population. The Liberal Party does
not believe in Medicare. It is very obvious: every time it
is in office it tries to pare it back somehow. It has
frozen Medicare rebates for doctors until 2020. It plans
to increase the pharmaceutical benefits schedule
co-payment by another $5. It wants to make changes to
pathology, to blood tests and Pap smears, so that after
1 July people will be charged for them.
The federal government also wants to increase the
eligibility for the pension. You work until you are 67 at
present, and now you are going to work for several
more years after that. The federal government does not
care about the people who do hard manual jobs and that
another three years of work is enormous for them.
These are not cushy jobs sitting behind a desk typing on
a keyboard or pushing a pen.
Let us go to the national broadband network (NBN) —
is that not a mess? Whose plan was this? It was
Malcolm Turnbull’s, the man who, according to Tony
Abbott, almost invented the internet. This was a plan
that was supposed to be less costly and would provide
speedier access to the internet than Labor’s plan. As
Baldrick might have said, it was a cunning plan, but it
had one flaw — it was absolute rubbish. That was the
flaw. The original plan, fibre to the home, has been
replaced with fibre to the node, which then uses the
ageing copper infrastructure to get to the home — —
Mr Nardella interjected.
Mr DIMOPOULOS — That is right. It is up to
20 times slower than the Labor plan and even possibly
100 times too slow to meet future needs.

Mr DIMOPOULOS — That is right. The poor
people of Higgins have less than the people of Hotham
next door because they have a member who is not as
active. In Bruce a woeful 490 homes are connected, and
out of nearly 70 000 homes in Chisholm, just 170 have
been connected in the coalition’s vast, fast
implementation of its version of the NBN. This is
Malcolm Turnbull’s plan.
Let us go to economic performance. This coalition
government in Canberra is the highest taxing
government by any standard over the last 15 years. The
proportion of tax to gross domestic product (GDP) will
be 23 per cent by 2018. Sorry, I made a mistake — it is
second only to the Howard federal government. The
Howard government was taxing the poor taxpayers of
Australia and Victoria 23.5 per cent, and who was the
adviser?
Mr Nardella — Michael O’Brien.
Mr DIMOPOULOS — That is right. What was the
tax take under the Gillard and Rudd federal
governments? It was 21.4 per cent. That puts to bed this
utter rubbish about Labor taxing more. These are
statistics you cannot deny. The highest taxing
governments in this country over the last 15 years have
been Liberal-National coalition governments.
Let us talk about budget deficits. The last three budgets
delivered by the federal government have created
$100 billion in deficits. Remember the debt truck that
used to drive around? I have not seen that — —
Mr Nardella interjected.
Mr DIMOPOULOS — It is a B-double.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Ryall) — Order!
Without assistance.
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Mr DIMOPOULOS — It is parked in the garage at
Malcolm’s house. He is embarrassed to take it out
because he has loaded it up.

continued to invest in Fiskville right up until their last
year in government. They took away over $40 million
from the CFA.

Labor left the net debt to GDP ratio at 12.8 per cent,
and where is it now, almost three years later? It is
18.9 per cent.

Do members know how many times former Premier
Napthine mentioned the CFA during his time in office?
It was eight. How many times has this new spin doctor
mentioned it? He has mentioned it 20 times, because it
suits his political agenda. He had no interest before that.
Also those opposite attacked — —

The member for Euroa talked about the budget and how
we should be talking about that instead of this matter of
public importance on what is a very legitimate area of
debate, which is the upcoming federal election which
will severely impact funding and services for the
Victorian community. She said, ‘We do not talk enough
about the budget. Where is the Treasurer on the
budget?’. Well, I did a quick search of Hansard in the
last few minutes — —
Mr Nardella interjected.
Mr DIMOPOULOS — It was very quick, so do not
quote me 100 per cent on this — it is far, far more than
this — but the Treasurer has made 10 speeches about
the budget since budget day, and add another 60 to that
for other members on the government side and the
Premier. So to have the member for Euroa holding the
Treasurer to account in the last two months for not
talking about the budget — I think she has just been
absent from the house.
The Liberal Party is in crisis. Fair dinkum, you have a
federal leader who has more affinity with Goldman
Sachs than he has with the Victorian population or the
Australian population, and you have a leader at the state
level who is a spin doctor. I went through his CV, like
the member for Malvern went through the Treasurer’s
CV, and every single role he has had outside of this
place has been something about marketing and
communications. Well, that is a spin doctor to me, and
that is okay. It is okay to be a spin doctor, but do not
pretend that you have any affinity with the people you
represent. So we have got Goldman Sachs in Canberra
and we have got a spin doctor in Melbourne. That is the
modern Victorian Liberal Party — no connection to the
Victorian people at all.
Then there is the absolute disrespect shown to Victorian
Country Fire Authority (CFA) volunteers and this
concocted interest in the CFA when, as we have heard
before, under the watch of those opposite in the last
Parliament, every man and his dog knew that Fiskville
was a problem — that Fiskville had a real issue with a
cancer cluster. From 2010–11 there were articles in the
Herald Sun, and there were questions asked all over the
place, yet those opposite still, as the Premier said today
in question time, queried the link to cancer. They

The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Ryall) — Order!
The member for Oakleigh will refer to members of the
house by their correct titles.
Mr DIMOPOULOS — The opposition has the
audacity to attack the member for Frankston, who won
a national medal for his work during Black Saturday.
He is an absolutely outstanding CFA volunteer who,
after 10 years of service, is being attacked by the
Liberals. He injured himself and put his life in danger
resuscitating two people at a house fire — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Ryall) — Order!
The member’s time has expired.
Mr R. SMITH (Warrandyte) — I join the debate on
the member for Werribee’s matter of public importance
(MPI). It is interesting to follow the member for
Oakleigh. I would have thought he would have been the
last person in here who would want to talk about dodgy
infrastructure. I would have thought he would have
been the last person to want to draw people’s attention
to the sort of infrastructure deal this Labor government
has done, which will almost certainly make him a
one-termer. It will almost certainly make him, in the
eyes of the residents he has been elected to represent, a
pariah. It will almost certainly make sure that he is
elected out.
If there were any person in this chamber who would
want to talk about dodgy infrastructure deals, the
member for Oakleigh should be the last one: a man
who cannot even walk into many of the shops in the
main street of his electorate now. This is from the
traders’ own mouths. They say they do not want him
representing them and they do not want him in their
community. I would have thought he would be the last
person who would want to talk about infrastructure.
It was also interesting to hear the member for Oakleigh
talking about the awfulness of being the highest taxing
government ever. Does the member for Oakleigh know
who the highest taxing state government ever in this
state is? It is the Andrews Labor government under the
stewardship of the Treasurer, the member for Werribee,
the man who has brought this MPI into the house and a
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man who has gouged Victorians with an increase of
20.7 per cent in tax take since he has been in office — a
total of $3.7 billion more than was raised by the
previous government. He comes in here and complains
about the lack of infrastructure funding when in his first
budget last year he cut 25 per cent from the
infrastructure spend. He complains about there not
being enough infrastructure funding!
After all the rivers of gold that have come into this state
by way of stamp duty and by way of the Tatts appeal,
this Treasurer can still only muster a surplus that is only
as good as the one that was delivered to him by the
member for Malvern, the previous Treasurer. Now he
has the gall to come into this place and blame the
federal government for there not being enough money
in the budget for infrastructure. He is seeking to blame
someone else because he, his colleagues and the now
Premier overpromised taxpayers in their commitments
on what they could deliver to the Victorian community.
Now, when he finds that the books just will not
substantiate the commitments that have been made, he
comes in here and seeks to blame someone else. It is
absolutely galling and, frankly, appalling that he would
do that.
Let me focus on this MPI, in particular paragraph (d), in
which the member for Werribee claims the federal
government is:
short-changing all Victorians with just 9.7 per cent of all
commonwealth infrastructure funding …

The first thing I noticed when I looked at this MPI was
the hypocrisy of this Labor government. Who would
have thought this Labor government would be a
hypocritical government?
Ms Victoria — I did.
Mr R. SMITH — I thank the member for
Bayswater very much. The first thing I see here is that
apparently, in the Treasurer’s words, it is just appalling
that the federal government would only give 9.7 per
cent of infrastructure funding to the state of Victoria.
‘What an appallingly low figure’, says the Treasurer.
‘How can the federal government live with itself when
it is only giving a paltry 9.7 per cent of infrastructure
funding to this state?’.
The Acting Speaker may be able to remember —
maybe my colleagues can remind me — how much
Labor thought it was all right to give to rural Victoria in
terms of infrastructure spending from the port of
Melbourne lease. Was it 10 per cent? Was it 9.7 per
cent? Was it even half that? No. It was 3 per cent.
Labor thought that was ample for country Victoria. It
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thought that was plenty of infrastructure funding from
that particular sale.
I remind those opposite who made the distribution of
the proceeds from the sale of the port of Melbourne
lease to country Victoria fairer. It was us on this side of
the house. The Liberal coalition opposition stood up for
country Victoria when those opposite — those who live
in country areas, such as the Minister for Public
Transport, who is the member for Bendigo West,
members in the Ballarat area and the upper house
members who represent country Victoria — did not
stand up for their constituencies. They did not stand up
for country Victoria; they did not stand up for regional
and rural Victorians. It was this side of the house that
made sure that the infrastructure spend from the sale of
the port of Melbourne lease was fairer than it was under
those opposite, who offered only a paltry 3 per cent and
were dragged kicking and screaming to give 10 per cent
to rural and regional Victoria. It was the
Liberal-Nationals coalition that did that, not these guys
opposite.
When I look at who actually brought this MPI into the
house I am reminded of the ridiculous manner in which
the Treasurer conducted himself through those
negotiations. It was only because the Special Minister
of State in the other place, Gavin Jennings, actually
came and wanted to do a deal with our side of politics
that that port sale even went through. We had the
Treasurer ridiculously saying he was going to call an
early election. He was going do this, he was going to do
that, but he never once delivered on anything he was
going to so-called do. It was the Special Minister of
State who had to take the reins and take over.
Let us examine the federal government’s inclination to
actually give money to this state. For a start, with a
government that has dropped $1.1 billion in the bin to
not build the east–west link, you have got to say that the
federal government would be right in taking a step back
and saying, ‘Okay, are we going to give these guys
money? Because frankly they had a whole bunch of
infrastructure money which they just wasted. We
wouldn’t be really that inclined to give them some more
money to spend on infrastructure when they wasted
what they had in such a reckless manner’. Having said
that, there is money on the table which the state
government refuses to pick up. There is half a billion
dollars for the upgrade of the Monash Freeway, a
congested car park that is the bane of motorists’ lives
on a day-to-day basis as they commute to and from the
city. There is $500 million on the table to be matched
by the state government. It is offering a solution of an
extra lane each way for a longer distance than this state
government is offering to the people of the south-east.
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The Minister for Roads and Road Safety, who
represents that area but lives somewhat of a drive away
from that area, could not care less and absolutely
refused during the Public Accounts and Estimates
Committee hearings to take that money that is on the
table. I find that just ridiculous because the federal
government’s option would deliver a better outcome for
those people out in that area. All the feds ask is that the
state government put a similar amount of money on the
table and decouple it from the western distributor
project so that those commuters, those motorists in the
south-east, do not have to pay for a road that they will
never drive on. Who came up with the great idea of
forcing people who drive on the Monash Freeway to
pay tolls for a road that is over in the west that they are
not even driving on? Whose great idea was that? I
would be keen for someone on the other side to stick
their hand up and let us know exactly who came up
with that great plan.
There is another $350 million to complete the upgrade
of the Western Ring Road, the M80. Why would you
not do that? I saw a brief to the Treasurer early last year
that actually listed some shovel-ready projects that were
ready to go. Amongst those projects was the upgrade of
the Western Ring Road, the M80; that was a
shovel-ready project ready to go. Now the federal
government is putting $350 million on the table and
saying, ‘Let’s get this built’, and the state government is
saying, ‘No; no interest in that at all’.
Let us come to the east–west link. We want to talk
about infrastructure funding. The federal government
has offered $3 billion for the first Victorian state
government that will build that project. Three billion
dollars is on the table for the state government, and it
has said no. This is from a Treasurer who as roads
minister supported the east–west link. He supported
Rod Eddington’s advice that we should build the
east–west link. He changed midstream and decided he
does not want to build it, but there is still $3 billion on
the table. It is listed in Infrastructure Australia’s plan as
a high priority. The report states:
This results in congestion and delays on Melbourne’s urban
road network for both passenger and freight vehicles.

It is a very important part of making sure that we do get
the productivity out of those freight movements.
This is a project that Infrastructure Australia found in
its audit needs to be done. The government’s own body,
Infrastructure Victoria, said in its options paper that the
east–west link stages 1 and 2 were important to meet
Victoria’s infrastructure needs. This is the government
that said it would take the politics out of infrastructure,
and yet when the body that it set up to take the politics
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out of infrastructure recommends that it actually build
the east–west link, we find of course that the state
government backs away and puts the politics right back
into infrastructure.
Those contributing from the other side to this MPI have
been particularly flat. They have certainly sent the
B-team up. The fact of the matter is that this
government has put up this MPI to distract from the
internal problems that it has, the spill that is afoot and
the division that is rife within its — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Ryall) — Order!
The member’s time has expired.
Mr RICHARDSON (Mordialloc) — The member
opposite says that I am on the fourth row sometimes. It
is great to be elevated to the B-team. I thank the
member for Warrandyte very much. It is good to be
speaking on this matter of public importance (MPI)
before an important federal election that has significant
implications for our great state, a state whose
metropolitan area is growing by 1800 people each and
every week. More people are moving into our suburbs.
The infrastructure burden and the burden on our
education and health systems could not be heavier.
This federal election is a tale of two sides, two opposing
parties: one that has not seen Victoria or its
infrastructure and education needs, and a Shorten-led
Labor opposition that talks about funding the Gonski
education funding reforms in full and joining with this
state Labor government. There is a key problem we are
presented with though, and the focus of my contribution
on this MPI will be particularly around education. The
Gonski education funding reforms are absolutely
paramount for the long-term prosperity of our state,
giving children the education and support they need
based on need. The David Gonski report of 2011 could
not have put that into sharper focus.
What is really astonishing is what the Liberal
opposition at the state level says about the Gonski
education funding reforms. I have heard a few
contributions referencing that, and I am surprised that
those opposite have the audacity to reference it when
they do not talk to their Liberal counterparts about not
signing up to the Gonski education funding reforms. It
is interesting to see the questions that have been asked
of the Minister for Education through this prism. There
has been a vacant space. In fact nothing has been asked
of the education minister in this space this year, which
is an indictment of those opposite.
I want to take people on a bit of a journey, particularly
around someone who has been missing in action on the
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other side for some time. Not since the Leader of The
Nationals went on the search for the big cat has there
been a need like that to find the shadow Minister for
Education, the member for Ferntree Gully. Where is
he? This is the big cat search that the Leader of The
Nationals put forward — he went looking for it. We
have got to put out a search for the member for Ferntree
Gully.
The Environment, Natural Resources and Regional
Development Committee has just finished the Fiskville
inquiry and is now looking at invasive species. I am
going to tell my chair, the member for Thomastown,
that we have got to do an investigation. We have got to
find where the member for Ferntree Gully hangs out.
He is not anywhere. He has not asked a question on
education this year. For the whole Parliament he has
asked two questions on education of the education
minister. He is the epitome of the low-altitude flyer.
What we have is an assessment. I will take members
through this wonderful article by the Herald Sun
headed ‘Opposition leader Matthew Guy’s attack dogs
more like lapdogs’. What is said about the member for
Ferntree Gully is that:
… the lowest impact member of the shadow cabinet would
have to be education spokesperson, Nick Wakeling.

That article is by none other than James Campbell and
it is a fantastic contribution. That is about the member
for Ferntree Gully and his contribution. That is the
prism through which the Gonski education funding
reforms are put forward.
I had to take the member for Malvern to task. He
quoted his boss, and his boss here of course was the
former federal Treasurer, Peter Costello, and his
supposed glory days — Howard this and Costello that. I
was trying to ask the wonderful member for Malvern,
who is the king of the side letter, if he has read the
International Monetary Fund’s contribution on the
Howard government’s era. The headline refers to
‘Howard, the king of loose purse strings’. Amazing.
Not only did it look over 20 years but the International
Monetary Fund examined 200 years of government
financial records across not 1 leading economy, not
2 leading economies but 55 leading economies,
including the one in which the member for Malvern
was an adviser. It found that the Howard government
was the most wasteful federal government —
pork-barrelling middle Australia, not looking after the
interests of our nation — in 200 years of government. It
is absolutely astonishing, and the member opposite
proudly champions it. No wonder he was the king of
the side letter, with those credentials.
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The member for Warrandyte talked about the east–west
link, which has been hotly contested. I remember an
article from last year. This was published on 20 May
2015, and it concerned a champion move by the Leader
of the Opposition — ‘Matthew Guy reaches deal to
break state-federal east–west link deadlock’. Do you
remember that? He took the caravan of courage up to
Canberra. He said, ‘We will go up there. We will have
a chat to Tony’. Tony thought he was coming about
another Fishermans Bend fundraiser. The Leader of the
Opposition said, ‘No, mate. Not another $10 000 a head
for our mates. We have had too much of a dip there,
haven’t we?’. He had come about the east–west link.
But what has he said since about infrastructure for
Victoria? Absolutely nothing. There has been nothing
said on the Melbourne Metro rail tunnel — nothing on
the important projects for our state, nothing about level
crossings other than rank political opportunism.
The Leader of the Opposition has no standing in this
matter, unless of course it is in the lead up to the 2014
election. You have a bit of a run-up there. You need a
bit of funding to get through on things, and on
1 November 2015 a light was shone on the dark
fundraising activities of the Liberal Party with the
headline ‘Liberals profit at Fishermans Bend’. This is a
story that will plague the opposition leader all the way
through to 2018 because this bandwagon has not run its
course. When we go through line by line on each and
every issue he will be exposed for those activities,
exposed for the sham process he put in place to rezone
land in a way that directly benefited Liberal donors.
They will be teased out in full. Whether they were
senior Liberal Party figures, including the party’s
federal treasurer, or donors, people have reaped
multimillion-dollar windfalls from the former Baillieu
government’s signature urban renewal project in inner
Melbourne. It was a rushed and botched program that
saw significant rezonings and significant funds go to
Liberal Party coffers.
We see here that this is a philosophy of members of the
Liberal Party — that is, if you are not on their side and
not in their camp, they will not act in your interests.
That has been clear in how they have approached the
cuts that have been made by the federal government in
education and in health and the fact that we receive
barely 9.7 per cent of overall infrastructure funding here
in Victoria. Not one thing from those opposite has been
said on those issues. There has not been one comment
from the member for Ferntree Gully, who is still trying
to work out his portfolio and what the role of a shadow
minister is. There has not been one comment from the
Leader of the Opposition about the shortfall in funding
that exists.
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There has not been one comment from the member for
Malvern, who is too busy fighting the battles of
yesterday and trying to justify what he thinks is a
legacy. He is an outside chance; the bookies probably
give him a one in eight chance. I think the member for
Hawthorn is the real threat to the Leader of the
Opposition, but if you talk to the member for Malvern,
and he will tell you enough, he believes in his own
hype. He is a front runner leading in and he is trying to
justify his legacy on the east–west link. He is doing a
big run-up.
That is the environment that the Liberal Party found
itself in when it governed from 2010 to 2014. It was a
government that did not come with an agenda. It was a
government that did not seize the opportunity that was
given to it by the Victorian people. And we have seen
that with the federal government. We have seen that
with the cuts that were made in 2014. When your
philosophy is about getting out of the way, when your
philosophy is about small government and not wanting
to use the benefit of government and the goodwill that
the people have towards you to try to effect change for
the short time you have got in government, it is a
wasted opportunity. No wonder the Scott Morrison
budget that was put forward recently was lacking in
policy and lacking in agenda.
Finally, in an environment of health cuts, the comments
by the member for Ferntree Gully about Sandringham
Hospital were outrageous. I do not know if he could
point it out on a map. If he had any sort of further look,
he would understand that the Victorian government has
taken the commonwealth to the High Court to try to
fight the commonwealth government taking away
$73 million in this financial year that has 22 days to
run. Its money has already been spent by Alfred Health.
That is how callous the Liberal-Nationals coalition is at
the federal level. It is trying to claw back money
retrospectively. It is an absolute outrage, and I think the
member for Ferntree Gully should do his homework
before he makes any comments about our patch, our
territory, down in the Mordialloc through to
Sandringham area. This election could not be more
important. We cannot waste another three years with a
federal Liberal government.
Mr MORRIS (Mornington) — I am pleased to rise
on this alleged matter of public importance (MPI), but
before I address that, can I just mention a matter of
personal importance: I had the pleasure of lunching
with my mother today, Dorothy Morris, on the occasion
of her 90th birthday. I certainly wish her many happy
returns, as I am sure do all members present.
Honourable members interjecting.
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Mr MORRIS — Thank you for that. Back to the
business at hand. This is a lazy and incompetent matter
of public importance. It is exactly what we have come
to expect from what has been, right from the very start,
a lazy and incompetent government. It is a matter that is
littered with falsehoods. It is a matter that is littered
with misrepresentations. It is the sort of matter that you
come to expect from a government that would prefer to
play politics and engage in the federal election
campaign than to discharge the business governing for
the people of Victoria. Clearly the priorities are — and
we have known it for decades — Labor first and
Victorians last. There are no surprises in that.
Indeed, if you are wondering about the competence of
this government to run a Parliament, you only have to
look at the business of this week. We have a massive
three bills on the business program. We are more than
halfway through the week. How many hours have we
spent debating those bills? Not even 1 — 37 minutes is
the sum total of debate on legislation this week, yet by
5.00 p.m. tomorrow the shutters are going to come
down and those bills will go through to the other place.
If you have a government that cannot even arrange the
business of the house and which has a government
business program that is a complete shambles, there is
simply no credibility there. The government’s
inclination to play politics is hardly surprising.
Certainly there are serious issues with the credibility of
the proposer of this matter, the member for Werribee,
otherwise known as the Treasurer of the state of
Victoria. That is not a joke: he is, allegedly, the
Treasurer of the state of Victoria. A competent
Treasurer might have presented a legitimate MPI, but
we know the track record of this individual and there is
absolutely no credibility.
He proposed this motion — I do not know who wrote it
for him — then he came into the house and read from
the script prepared by his staff. Then he scuttled back to
his bolthole out in the back corner there. He could not
even stay in the chamber to listen to the debate on the
matter that he put before the house. Indeed I suspect
that he approached this task with all the intellectual
energy that he has brought to the other tasks that he has
had before him. All I can say is thank goodness that the
budget process involves a lot more than simply the
Treasurer — the whole cabinet is involved, the whole
public service is involved — or God knows what might
have happened. It could have been an absolute train
wreck.
Just look at three bills he has had carriage of: the Back
to Work Bill 2015, the State Taxation Acts Amendment
Bill 2015 and the Delivering Victorian Infrastructure
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(Port of Melbourne Lease Transaction) Bill 2015. If
you look at the first one, the Back to Work Bill, you
will recall that the government sought to set aside the
established processes of the house and bring the bill in
and have it second-read that day. The opposition
thought it was sensible to follow established processes.
We were happy to come back the next day. The
government decided that no, no, no, it would keep the
bill over Christmas. It is a shame the government did
not actually use the two months that it had available to
it to get the bill right, because when the bill finally saw
the light of day we understood it had some serious
credibility issues, particularly some serious
accountability issues, and indeed the upper house had to
significantly amend it. Gavin Jennings helped out his
mate.
The second bill that I refer to is the State Taxation Acts
Amendment Bill 2015. The Treasurer did really well on
this one, I have got to say. He introduced a bill that
amongst other things made changes to the land tax
regime and made changes to the stamp duty regime that
had a significant impact on the property market and the
property industry. You would think he would have
consulted the Minister for Planning, but when we asked
the Minister for Planning at the estimates hearings
whether he had been consulted by the Treasurer he
gave a one-word answer, ‘No’. When you do that sort
of thing inevitably there are going to be some issues, so
we had not one page or half a page but we actually had
four pages of amendments that had to be put in place by
the government in the other place, Gavin Jennings
again helped out with that particular bill. Of course we
all know the story of the port of Melbourne. We all
know what an utter train wreck that became, and again
it was Gavin Jennings who had to sort out that mess.
We saw a situation under former Premier John Brumby
in which the Labor Party in this house could not
provide a Treasurer. I think when you look at the
government front bench today, you realise that we have
probably reached that point again. There is no-one on
the government side of this house that can do the job.
Gavin Jennings has already got a brand-new office at
1 Treasury Place. He is effectively doing the job. I
would rather keep the Treasurer’s role in this house. I
am a champion of this house in terms of its money
powers, but perhaps it is time to cut down this
Treasurer. Rather than have the carcass swinging in the
breeze, perhaps it is time to cut him down, put him out
of his misery and give the title to the man who is
actually doing the job. We have got a Treasurer with no
credibility, and we have got a front bench with no
credibility.
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It is rather a shame that the member for Frankston has
left the chamber, because I suspect that lack of
credibility extends to the backbench — I do not
suspect, I know that lack of credibility extends to the
backbench as well. Of course at this time last sitting
week we had a grievance debate in this place, and the
member for Frankston rattled along, complaining about
the situation in the federal electorate of Dunkley. He
seemed to indicate that the federal government was
responsible for the provision of health services, the
federal government was responsible for the provision of
education services, and indeed that ambulance ramping
was a federal problem. I do not know whether that was
ignorance or mendacity. It was clearly one of the two.
But the thing that really caught my eye was the
comments he made about the Liberal candidate for
Dunkley, who of course lives in the Dunkley electorate
and lives in the Frankston electorate. While he is not a
long-term resident, he is passionate about that
community, as indeed I think the member for Frankston
identified. I can understand people being passionate
about the communities they live in. I certainly am
myself. I have had the pleasure of living in the
Mornington electorate for a fairly long time —
certainly since the 1980s. Indeed I know I am not alone
in being passionate about that particular area of the
world, because two other members of this house live in
the electorate of Mornington as well.
But I was interested to see the comments of the member
for Frankston. I think he said he is partisan about the
electorate of Frankston, and he talked about how you
have to be committed and really involved with your
electorate. It is a shame that he does not live in the
electorate he purports to represent. He might be
passionate about his community, but he will not go and
live in it. Here he is. I am glad he is here. He might be
passionate about his community, but he chooses to live
in my community. We are probably both passionate
about that community, but you should not start having a
crack at other people for being latecomers when you do
not even live in your own electorate.
The Treasurer in his remarks today made claims about
cuts to funding from the GST to Victoria, and I just
want to put some figures on record. Of course we have
had this in the past as well. We have had John Brumby
complaining about John Howard’s GST regime, and
then all of a sudden in 2007 when Rudd was elected it
became fantastic. Then suddenly again in 2013 it was a
problem, so we have had a fair degree of hypocrisy.
I just want to read these figures into the record on this
issue. The Victorian budget papers 2016–17 show
clearly that the GST delivered in this financial year we
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are finishing provides some $13 billion to Victoria,
which in the budget period is a 2.7 per cent increase to
$13.885 billion. The following year, year on year, there
will be a 5.2 per cent increase to $14.6 billion. In
2018–19 there will be a 7.9 per cent increase year on
year to $15.77 billion, and in 2019–20 the estimate is a
further 4.8 per cent increase to $16.534 billion.
This increase is 27 per cent over the forward estimates,
yet the Treasurer stands up and complains about
Victoria’s share of the GST. But income is coming up
under the Turnbull government by 27 per cent over four
years. If only we had had the same growth in revenue
under the Gillard government and under the Rudd
government. Thankfully we are almost at the end of this
debate, because this matter of public importance is not
worth discussing.
Mr NARDELLA (Melton) — This debate really
shows the opposition members are Liberals and
Nationals first and Victorians last. All through the
debate those opposite would not talk about or support
the Abbott and Turnbull governments. Not once did
they come in here and say that Malcolm Turnbull
should be re-elected or that ‘He’s doing such a great job
after the disaster that Abbott was that he should be
re-elected because he is going to be looking after
Victoria’. They know that he will never look after
Victoria. He has never looked after Victoria and never
will look after Victoria if he is re-elected at the federal
election.
Those opposite are not prepared to talk about the
education cuts by the federal government or the health
cuts that are going to affect my community and my
families on a day-to-day basis after 1 July this year.
They are not prepared to talk about hurting patients and
slashing the homelessness funding. They are
celebrating and cheering that Victoria will only get
9.7 per cent of the infrastructure funding when it has
25 per cent of the population. They are celebrating it.
They do not want to talk about it because they support
roads, rail and infrastructure being built in Sydney and
in Brisbane, because they are Liberals and Nationals
first and Victorians last — not only last but deeper than
last because they want to make sure that my people
miss out on what they should be getting.
What is the argument of those opposite? I have heard it.
I have been here all through this particular debate. Hang
on; look over there — there are 60 000 volunteers.
Hang on; look over there — it is the Country Fire
Authority (CFA). Hang on; look over there — it is the
United Firefighters Union. All they are doing is
creating division in our communities in Victoria. That
is the only thing that this mob — the Liberals and The
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Nationals — have ever been good at: creating division
within our society and within our community. Who are
they creating division between in our community? They
are dividing volunteers from volunteers. They are
dividing firefighters from firefighters. They are dividing
our communities through the debates they have been
undertaking over the last couple of weeks, and then
they come in here continuing to divide people and
divide our society.
Then they take it to another level where they talk
untruths about individuals, where they go out and attack
the individuals who are out there protecting the Liberals
and The Nationals and their communities on a
day-to-day basis — the heroes that go out there and put
out fires regardless of their being paid and regardless of
their being volunteers. They go out and attack those
heroes in the community and they do it with a straight
face.
They then come in here and attack individuals, and they
do it with a straight face. They come in here and attack
a firefighter who has won a national medal for his work
during Black Saturday, a commendation for his part in
rescuing and resuscitating two people in a house fire.
He is a person who has a CFA service medal for
10 years service as a volunteer and career firefighter.
He is being attacked by Liberals who cut $44 million
from the CFA and $22 million from the Metropolitan
Fire Brigade. Yet they have the gall to come in here and
attack this gentleman — this hero, who has put his life
on the line, unlike any of the people on the other side of
the house — the honourable member for Frankston.
Those opposite are all about division, all about conflict
and all about scoring political points.
Those opposite did nothing about presumptive
legislation. They went out there when they knew that
there was a cancer cluster at Fiskville and said, ‘There’s
nothing to see here. We’re not going to close this down.
We don’t care that firefighters are getting cancer and
are getting sick’. The families are losing their loved
ones because of the decision of those opposite to keep
Fiskville open. These people are the ones who are
attacking the member for Frankston and not only the
honourable member for Frankston but all the other
firefighters that have been out there regardless of their
being paid, regardless of their being volunteers and
regardless of what they do. These people — the
Liberals and The Nationals — put themselves first and
Victorians and heroes last at every opportunity.
How could you, as a Liberal or a National, go out there
and support Chris Jermyn, the Liberal candidate for the
federal seat of McEwen? What a dud of a man! I
remember seeing him with his fold-up corflute signs,
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scurrying away — there he was; he was running
away — saying, ‘That’s why I hate journalists’. He
could not answer one question whatsoever on his
party’s health policy because the health policy is so
bad.
How can those opposite come in here and support
Christopher Pyne? Remember, ‘I’m a fixer. I’m a fixer.
I’m a fixer’. How can they support the Christopher
Pynes, the geniuses they have on the front bench in
Canberra? These are the people who the honourable
members on the other side of the chamber could not
defend.
How could you defend the Right Honourable Malcolm
Turnbull, who wants to invest more in a 19th-century
steam train than a 21st-century railway system here in
Victoria? How could you support a person who has
emasculated the national broadband network? He has
not only brought back the copper that we purchased
from Telstra for $11 billion, but then he goes out and
buys more copper from the mines, which is absolutely
the opposite of what every other telecommunications
company and every other First World country in the
world is doing. Malcolm Turnbull has gone out there
and bought copper because he is a genius. Next we will
be going back to the old Nokias — hang on; they are
2G. No, we will not go there.
That is why the Liberals and The Nationals could not
defend the Right Honourable Malcolm Turnbull in this
house. It is indefensible when you have a government
that attacks the people we represent and love, and the
families that we care about in our electorates. The
Liberals and The Nationals cannot and never will
defend any of our families or any of our communities
or any of the services that we provide to people.
Those opposite talked about the $1.5 billion — it
sounds like the old days; the billion dollars the National
Party used to talk about — for the Monash Freeway,
with no business case. They say, ‘We should put in
money as a state’. They do not even know what they
are going to do with that $1.5 billion. It is a stunt. It
always will be a stunt when you talk about the Liberals
and The Nationals in this house. That is why I support
the matter of public importance before the house today.
Business interrupted under standing orders.
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ROAD MANAGEMENT AMENDMENT
(BUS STOP DELIVERY POWERS)
BILL 2016
Second reading
Debate resumed.
Mr CARBINES (Ivanhoe) — I am looking forward
to the contributions of those opposite to explain why
they hate buses and why they hate public transport. It is
this Labor government that made commitments to fund
an extra 517 bus service in my electorate of Ivanhoe,
particularly in the Viewbank suburb, which also
services people in the electorate of Bundoora, the
electorate of one of my colleagues.
It was also the member for Bundoora and myself who
went to La Trobe University to secure an election
commitment and funding in last year’s budget for a
shuttle bus service from Reservoir station to the
university, of which 50 per cent was funded by the
university and 50 per cent was funded by the Andrews
government. It was a commitment that fell on deaf ears
under the former member for Polwarth, the former
Minister for Public Transport, who refused to cough up
that 50 per cent of funding to help Victorian students
get to La Trobe University in Melbourne’s northern
suburbs from Reservoir station after having come from
across Melbourne.
This is a really vital project; it is one we have worked
on together with La Trobe University because northern
suburb Labor MPs are backing the students in the
northern suburbs and backing La Trobe University as a
provider for education services. We want to help our
young people get to the education facilities they
deserve, so we are funding the shuttle service that
La Trobe University could not get any support for from
the now opposition. Members opposite stand
condemned for not supporting university and not
supporting bus services for young people and students
across the northern suburbs.
Again, Viewbank is a place that has often been a
transport black hole. We have overseen the investment
in extra 517 services for students of Viewbank
College — my old school in my electorate — to be able
to deal with those peak times at the start and end of the
day and so that other commuters who also use that
service are able to transport themselves around in
safety. That is a critical element in another program and
process that we have been able to secure funding for.
This investment builds capacity in terms of buses, and I
want to commend the work of the former shadow
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parliamentary secretary in this space, the member for
Niddrie, who did a lot of work developing our bus
policies, particularly with Chris Lowe and Bus
Association Victoria, which does very, very good work
advocating for its members and also advocating for
public transport improvements. We were able to take to
the last election a suite of policies that picked up on
these individual bus services across Melbourne. That
was work that was overseen by the member for Niddrie
on behalf of the Minister for Public Transport, the
member for Bendigo East. That work picked up in a lot
of electorates on the work of Bus Association Victoria.
We made sure that we were able to take to the election
a suite of bus policies that went right to the heart of
what local people wanted to see happen in their
electorates and in their communities. That is why we
funded that extra 517 Northland to Greensborough
service — to benefit people in the Bundoora and
Ivanhoe electorates. It is why we were able to secure
funding and work with La Trobe University on that
shuttle service from Reservoir station on the South
Morang line across to La Trobe University, which I
hope we can also look at extending from Macleod
station.
Also, it goes back to our track record, including the
orbital route — the smart bus service that runs through
West Heidelberg and Heidelberg from Altona right
across to Doncaster. That service has connected
communities in an east–west fashion like no other and
has great support in our local community. The
community knows full well that if you want to back
buses and if you want to back bus services, vote
Labor — vote for this Andrews government. Our
record is there to be seen.
Mr KATOS (South Barwon) — I rise to make a
contribution to the debate on the Road Management
Amendment (Bus Stop Delivery Powers) Bill 2016.
This bill is basically quite a simple bill. It is not overly
complicated. It does remedy a mistake that was made
where Public Transport Victoria (PTV) assumed it had
the legislative authority to put in bus stops, which dates
back to April 2012. Although this is retrospective
legislation, and we are always quite hesitant as
legislators around retrospective legislation, in this
instance I think this is common sense. It would be quite
silly to rip out bus stops that had been put in and on
which taxpayers dollars had been spent.
Mr M. O’Brien — It wold be like ripping up a
contract.
Mr KATOS — Correct. As the member for
Malvern says, it would be like ripping up a contract that
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was not supposed to cost a dollar. That is basically the
crux of this bill.
As far as public transport in the Geelong area goes,
there was a review of bus services conducted by the
government last year. Changes were then made to the
bus services, and there was quite an outcry from the
local community about the changes this government
made to bus services, certainly from those in Highton,
who have to catch two buses to go from Highton to the
Highton shops. There is no direct service from Belmont
High School to Highton. Half of Pioneer Road in
Grovedale has missed out — services had always been
there to provide access to the Waurn Ponds shopping
centre for a lot of elderly residents. There was some
quite crazy stuff.
People living in Highton and Grovedale do not have a
direct bus to take them to the High Street shops in
Belmont, which is quite a significant shopping area and
is of community interest, certainly for Grovedale and
Highton. The Victorian Electoral Commission did not
see it that way, but who am I to question its wisdom?
There are no direct bus services, and a lot of elderly and
young people who relied on those services do not have
them anymore. Certainly Simon Ramsay, a member of
the Legislative Council, and I held a forum to hear what
people had to say with regard to bus services. The
message was loud and clear that people were not happy
with the changes that had been made.
The Minister for Public Transport, who is in the house,
made a commitment on 21 June that there would be a
six-month review of the changes to bus routes in the
Geelong area. What came of that review for residents of
the South Barwon electorate was absolutely nothing.
Nothing was done at all. In fact we spoke about bus
stops — one bus stop that was put in by PTV was
actually on Mount Pleasant Road, Highton. It actually
started putting in the new bus stops on the new routes
before the six-month review period had finished. It was
a sham review conducted by the minister. There was
never any intention to make changes to the new bus
timetables and routes that were implemented earlier this
year. Obviously when you are putting in new bus stops
before the review period has even finished, it shows
you have got no intention of making any changes. That
was a complete sham.
I read with interest some of the points in the recent
document that was put out by the government with
regard to regional bus services and transport. I thought
it was interesting that on page 30 of Connecting
Regional Victoria — Victoria’s Regional Network
Development Plan there is a comment from someone
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who was in one of these workshops. They said they
would love:
USB power points and wi-fi to make the commute to uni
more productive.

Obviously that is more train oriented. The coalition
government actually had funded wi-fi on V/Line trains
between Melbourne and Geelong in the 2014–15
budget, and this government removed that — it axed it.
So we have gone from having this scheme implemented
to the current government having the audacity to print
this person’s concerns that the budget was cut. There
are a lot of things to say. As I said, this bill is quite a
simple one, and it is really an administrative oversight. I
can understand why it needs to be tidied up. It would be
quite absurd to go ripping out perfectly good bus stops
that have been put in in the last approximately four
years. It would be just an absolutely crazy waste of
taxpayers money, so we need to make this correction,
even if retrospective. As the coalition has stated, we
will not be opposing the bill.
Debate adjourned on motion of Ms HENNESSY
(Minister for Health).
Debate adjourned until later this day.

PERSONAL EXPLANATION
Member for Frankston
Mr EDBROOKE (Frankston) — I rise to make a
personal explanation. Yesterday when the Leader of the
Opposition sought leave to table a Country Fire
Authority (CFA) 60 years of service medal that in my
opinion represents the bravery, guts and passion of a
committed volunteer, I took offence at his actions. I
stated very loudly and very clearly, ‘You don’t deserve
that. Give it back to the person that deserved it’. I
support the CFA and the award recipient, and no
offence to the recipient of this medal was intended.

ROAD MANAGEMENT AMENDMENT
(BUS STOP DELIVERY POWERS)
BILL 2016
Second reading
Debate resumed from earlier this day; motion of
Ms ALLAN (Minister for Public Transport)
Mr J. BULL (Sunbury) — I am very pleased to be
able to contribute to the debate on the Road
Management Amendment (Bus Stop Delivery Powers)
Bill 2016, and it is good to see that so many members
have come into the house to hear my contribution.
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Before I speak on the bill, I will just say that I listened
to the contribution of the shadow Minister for Public
Transport, who failed to mention that it was the former
government that established Public Transport Victoria
(PTV), which made the changes in today’s bill
necessary. Listening to the community about public
transport is something that I believe this government
has done extraordinarily well since coming into office,
and it is something that I believe was lacking
wholeheartedly over the last four years from those on
the other side.
This is fairly minor amendment, as members have
mentioned, but it is obviously nonetheless a very
important one that we need to deal with, which is what
the bill before the house today is all about. Before I go
to the exact details of the bill, I just want to talk about
the bus network in my electorate and also the network
more broadly. It is also very good to see the Minister
for Public Transport in the house. Buses do play a very
important role in public transport, and I certainly know
that the minister has been extraordinarily pleased to
work with me in improving local bus services for the
Sunbury community. Both Sunbury Bus Service and of
course the Tullamarine Bus Lines run outstanding
services for the Sunbury community, and they
obviously do their very best to get people to and from
home, school, work and leisure activities.
Since coming to office I have had the great pleasure of
meeting with representatives of both Tullamarine Bus
Lines and Sunbury Bus Service to discuss important
matters regarding what they see in the future of buses
for the electorate. Just a couple of weeks ago I also met
a very lovely gentlemen from Tullamarine, who was
keen to see services improved in the Tullamarine area.
He discussed services 477, 478 and 482 with me. I
think what becomes apparent, and I note that other
members of the house have also discussed this this
afternoon, is that, especially for those who do not drive
a car and for those who live some distance from a train
station, buses become even more important. I certainly
know that the $100 million bus review and all of the
work that Public Transport Victoria and the minister’s
office are doing in this space are incredibly vital for
those people, especially for those that are more elderly,
for them to be able to access buses, to get to and from
the shops or to go and see family and friends. I think
that these things are incredibly important, and I know
that many members on the other side of the house have
also mentioned this today.
On top of this we need to consider growth. It is
important to look at the future of my area and also that
of the north — and I note that the member for
Broadmeadows is nodding as well — and look at the
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northern growth corridor and the considerable amount
of growth that is happening, which is the fourth highest
level of growth nationally. It is happening all up in that
northern growth corridor, which you see when you
head north along Mickleham Road. It is the member for
Yukoke’s area, and it is a great place that is certainly
growing. Sunbury is also going to experience that
growth as we go forward.
I know that the member for Yuroke is also very
determined, along with me, the member for
Broadmeadows and the member for Macedon, to see
bus services be the very best they can be. So if we
consider the growth in the area, what we need to be
looking at is that constant consultation with the
community to say that once these greenfield sites are
developed and once areas are experiencing growth in
housing, we need to ensure that our bus networks cater
for the needs of those communities. We know that with
this population growth the additional pressures certainly
build as we move forward.
The bill before the house today will give PTV the
specific powers it needs to deliver on the government’s
commitments. It will do this by enabling PTV to
lawfully designate bus stopping points and install or
modify bus stop infrastructure. It will also eliminate the
risk of future compensation claims by validating
unlawful actions taken by PTV to designate bus
stopping points and install or modify bus stop
infrastructure when it did not have the legal authority to
do so between 2 April 2012 and 30 September 2015.
We know that this amendment has arisen as the
management and implementation of bus stops is
currently covered under the Transport Legislation
Miscellaneous Amendments Act 2009, which amended
the Road Management Act 2004 to give the Secretary
to the then Department of Transport the power to
install, remove and relocate bus stop infrastructure and
bus stopping points.
This is obviously quite a minor amendment but
certainly a very important one that is before the house.
It is fair to say that bus stops create a great deal of
discussion within the community in terms of their
location. If you are someone like the person I
mentioned before who catches the bus quite frequently,
you certainly do want a bus stop close to you. If you are
someone who relies primarily on your car or other
modes of transport, you may not want a bus stop close
to your place given the fact that there can be extra
noise, congestion and those types of things. It is very
interesting when you talk to the community about bus
stops.
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Honourable members interjecting.
Mr J. BULL — It is very polarising, member for
Yuroke, in terms of where they are located. But I think
when you put to the individual that the public transport
network needs to be there for the entire community, I
think most people are very reasonable in understanding
that bus stops play such an important role in terms of
the multimode public transport network that we have in
Victoria. Certainly it is a public transport network that
is experiencing the pressures of growth, but I am very
pleased with this government’s commitment with
Metro and with removing the 50 most congested and
dangerous level crossings. I genuinely believe the
Metro project is a 1-in-100-year project that will
transform the grid for many, many years to come and
for generations beyond that. It is something that I am
very pleased with.
I am also very pleased to see that significant progress
has been made with bus routes in my electorate. If I
draw on the meeting that I had a couple of weeks ago
with that gentleman from Tullamarine, I know there has
been great progress in assisting him in getting a
meeting with Public Transport Victoria to get the very
best service that is on offer and also in making sure that
we are listening, supporting and assisting members of
the community in getting them to and from their daily
business.
I mentioned designated bus stopping points and also the
infrastructure around them. There are obviously a
number of processes that we go through with PTV, and
this legislation before us today is all about making sure
that the PTV has the legal authority to be able to allow
bus stops to be planned, which is the first stage of the
process. Then there is the physical site selection, so
identifying where the bus stop goes, and this
information is then fed back into the system to have a
look at the very best possible bus route. Obviously what
we hope and what PTV endeavours to do is to ensure
that that matches up with local train services and also
takes into consideration the working hours of the
community to ensure that we are getting the very best
efficiency within the service.
The next stage of the process is notification, so letters
are sent out to residents to let them know that the bus
stop will be put into their area. They will receive a
letter. They can then go on from there to consider what
that will mean for their daily lives in terms of traffic,
noise, congestion and all of those things, and there is a
pathway whereby they can write back to PTV and
identify if they have any concerns about that.
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This is a minor amendment, but as I have said it is an
important one. I am very pleased that the opposition is
not opposing it. We are building a world-class public
transport system for long-term viability. I commend the
bill to the house.
Mr CRISP (Mildura) — I rise to speak on the Road
Management Amendment (Bus Stop Delivery Powers)
Bill 2016 on behalf of The Nationals, and we are not
opposing this bill. Its purpose is to validate the power of
Public Transport Victoria (PTV) since 2 April 2012 to
install and modify bus stop infrastructure and bus stops
to end a temporary arrangement whereby PTV acted as
an agent for the Secretary of the Department of
Transport, as it was then, in carrying out these
functions. The provisions of this bill are to remedy an
administrative oversight by PTV, which had mistakenly
assumed that it had the legislative authority to install or
modify bus stops and surrounding infrastructure under
division 4 of the Road Management Act 2004. The bill
provides for retrospective commencement of these
powers. We do use retrospectivity sparingly in this
house, and in fact it is a longstanding principle not to
use it, but in this case I think this is a reasonable use of
that power.
There are some issues surrounding all of this, and it has
taken four years to remedy this error. As I understand it,
there are 1200 bus stops in Melbourne, Geelong,
Ballarat, Bendigo and elsewhere that have been
installed and modified without the required legislative
authority for PTV from April 2012 to the end of
September 2015, when the error was realised. Also
there are some issues certainly around bus stops.
I am pleased that the PTV has been busily putting in so
many bus stops because we have not seen too many of
them in country Victoria. When it comes to a country
bus stop the first indication that you have got one is that
there is a timetable pole in the ground, generally just at
the edge of the puddle where the bus pulls up. Then
after a little while you might get a concrete pad and a
shelter, and most people would say, ‘What’s that?’.
That is very much the nature of catching a bus in
country Victoria.
I note in the document entitled Connecting Regional
Victoria that Mildura barely gets a mention. However,
what it does get is a look at the bus stop in Mildura.
This is something that I do need to talk about. Where
the buses terminate at Mildura is what is known as the
old Mildura railway station. But it is certainly not
available all the time to provide safe and comfortable
waiting space for people who have arrived by bus. The
times of the day that the buses come and go are
widespread, so they give us a wide range of services.
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However, it can be late in the evening, 10 or 11 o’clock
at night, that some buses arrive, and they leave quite
early in the morning. In fact I have been past and seen
people there at around 4 in the morning.
There is no inside waiting space. There is a narrow
verandah for people to sit under, in a dimly lit area.
Given the large number of backpackers who come
through Mildura to do work and who use public
transport, as do other people who are travelling for a
whole number of reasons, the waiting facilities at
Mildura have long been very much an issue. During the
day when it is manned there is a waiting room
available. However, I understand it is not available all
the time, and particularly early in the morning and late
at night. It has presented what some people see as an
unacceptable safety risk. That certainly has been
identified in Connecting Regional Victoria, so Mildura
will get some upgrade of its bus stop.
Certainly if you have a population of about
50 000 people having to wait to get a bus stop where
they can be sheltered from most weather conditions,
then I think the rest of my electorate is in for a very,
very long wait when it comes to these most basic of
services. If you have to stand there waiting for a bus —
many of these services do travel in the evenings — you
need somewhere safe. Having to wait in a lonely
country place is certainly a concern.
Similarly, along our many school bus routes around the
area we have had issues in getting even a gravel
shoulder for the school bus to pull over on to let the
children get on and off. I have had a number of
successes with this, but there are still a few in the
queue, and providing somewhere where children can
get on and off does pop up, particularly after you have
had a wet winter when some of these road shoulders in
my electorate deteriorate.
As bus shelters go I am very pleased that Melbourne,
Geelong, Ballarat and Bendigo have got 1200 new
stops in four years. We would certainly appreciate a
few in my area, or at least that the ones that are there
could graduate from a pole to a shelter. I think that
would be much appreciated by so many of those people
who utilise these services. With that, I advise that we do
not oppose the bill, but I look forward to seeing what
these bus shelters that were constructed without
authority look like because there are not too many of
them in my electorate.
Ms HALFPENNY (Thomastown) — I also rise to
speak in support of the Road Management Amendment
(Bus Stop Delivery Powers) Bill 2016. Whilst previous
speakers have gone through the specifics and the
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history, I will also briefly touch on that and then talk
about the proposed amendments in the context of the
bus services and what is going on in the Thomastown
electorate.
As others have said, this bill has been required because,
as we often talk about, as things change in our society
and as the way we operate and do things changes,
legislation also has to change to ensure that it is not in
conflict with and also actually supports the policies and
implementation of actions that are required in society.
This is what has happened here. We have had a
situation where the Road Legislation Miscellaneous
Amendments Bill 2010 and the Road Management Act
2004 provided powers for the secretary of the then
Department of Transport to install, remove and relocate
bus infrastructure and bus stops. This was required, of
course, because when building on other land and when
you might have difficulties with various residents and
landholders around the location of bus stops, it is very
important to have very clear legislation that provides
the powers for those departments, organisations or
government areas that are actually going to relocate or
implement bus stops for new bus routes.
Of course while many people talk about rail and seem
to prefer rail, bus public transport is another very good
way of moving people around en masse. It is also a
very flexible form of public transport, where the routes
and the way in which a bus goes can change with the
changing demographics and the way our populations
are moving within the suburbs.
When the Department of Transport was given this
power, that was fine, but then in 2012 the previous
coalition government changed the way that the public
transport network delivered things such as bus stops
and transferred the responsibility of managing the
public transport network to the Public Transport
Development Authority. That was from 2 April 2012.
In 2015, when Labor was elected and came into office,
it was realised that the current arrangements actually
did not provide the legislative framework and
protections for the authority to relocate and install the
new bus stops, for example. The fact that it was not
discovered until 2015 under the Labor government
makes you wonder how many new bus stops or new
and better public transport were actually being
introduced by the former coalition government —
obviously not much, because this issue did not come up
as a problem until a number of years after the
responsibilities had changed.
Now we have a situation where we need to make sure
that it is very clear, because the Labor election
commitment to a $100 million public transport
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package — which was of course delivered in the first
budget — has meant that the bus network has been
extended way beyond what was there under the
previous government. It is there to provide for all those
new families, the people moving into the outer suburbs
and into various parts of Melbourne, to have a
first-class bus system so that they can get to the places
they need to go, whether for work, for recreation, to do
their shopping or for the essentials such as going to
hospital and so on.
This leads me to talk a little bit about how necessary
this legislation is and, while it is about fixing up a
problem that was created while not actually providing
any new services, about how important it is for
residents in the Thomastown electorate. As part of that
$100 million new bus route package, the Thomastown
electorate and the residents in it have received I think
two new bus routes and one very extended bus route to
help residents in the new areas, in suburbs such as
North Epping and Wollert, to actually get around to the
places they need to go. Whether it is because they need
to go to the rail station to get on a train to go into the
city for work, whether it is because they need to go to
the Northern Hospital for an appointment or to visit
relatives that are not well, this new bus system allows
these things to happen. Perhaps it is to go shopping,
such as at the Epping Plaza or some of the strips along
High Street and the newer suburbs or estates around
Lyndarum. The new bus services provide all of these
things.
I have to say that of all the election commitments Labor
has implemented and delivered on, with these new bus
routes and the extra services provided in the
Thomastown electorate I have been staggered at the
number of people who have emailed me and even
written me personal thankyou cards because they really
were in dire straits prior to this new rollout of bus
services under the then newly elected Labor
government.
They really could not get to the places that they needed
to go. But whenever there is any change, anytime that
there are improvements to things or otherwise, there are
always some that might be a little bit concerned about
what is going on, and of course we do have issues
around where bus stops are put. A lot of residents do
not want to see bus stops erected in front of their
homes. They worry that maybe this does something to
their property values. They are worried about litter.
They are worried about people congregating, but I have
to say at this stage I have not received any complaints
from residents about litter or about any sort of
unacceptable behaviour around the bus stops, and I
think that is because the council and Public Transport
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Victoria are doing a really good job of monitoring those
sorts of things and making sure the bus stops are clean,
nice places that do not impinge on the homes of nearby
residents.
When you look at the places that people have moved to
in the northern suburbs of Melbourne, around Wollert
and Epping North, it is incredible the bus routes that we
now have. They go through all the new suburbs. In
some places there is only one road and in years to come
there will be further roads and further development, and
of course bus routes can be changed to where people
are moving. I will give an example from one of the
consultation forums on a new primary school that is
going into Epping North. Epping North Primary School
is currently being built. It is not on a bus route at the
moment but of course because it is being built on quite
a big main road, Harvest Home Road, with the bus
system when that school is up and running the bus route
can actually be changed to allow for the bus to go past
that important facility that will require public transport
running to and from it.
This is an example again of where this legislation is so
important, because in having to rearrange that bus route
there will be the dismantling of some bus shelters and
some bus stops and the building of new bus stops and
new bus shelters to accommodate the new facilities that
are being built in an area that had lacked so many
things for so long under the four years of the previous
government. So this legislation is vital to make sure
there is a smooth introduction of the infrastructure that
is needed in order to have the public transport system
that we need in the newer suburbs of Melbourne.
Again when we are talking about bus routes and the
ability to move them, in the past there was this idea that
people only catch buses to get on the train, and that is
just not true. People use buses for many things. You
have older Victorians who use the bus network to do
their shopping, to go to their health appointments or
whatever. You have your students who need the bus
system to get to school, and this legislation will ensure
that the infrastructure that is needed for those changing
and new bus routes is rolled out in a very smooth and
easy way without any of the hiccups. Again it is another
example of Labor really making sure it is doing
everything necessary to make it easier to live in
Victoria.
Ms KEALY (Lowan) — It is a great privilege to be
able to make a contribution on behalf of the Lowan
electorate to the debate on the Road Management
Amendment (Bus Stop Delivery Powers) Bill 2016. Of
course this is entirely relevant to my electorate because
we do not have the good fortune of having any
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passenger rail services, even though we have been
lobbying hard for that. Unfortunately, our lobbying
seems to be falling on deaf ears with this government,
so it seems that we are going to be relegated to buses. I
will speak a little bit more about that later on in my
contribution.
The purpose of this bill is to validate the powers of
Public Transport Victoria (PTV) to install and modify
bus stop infrastructure and bus stops. It will end a
temporary arrangement whereby PTV acted as an agent
for the Secretary of the Department of Economic
Development, Jobs, Transport and Resources in
carrying out these functions. It is a small bill; there is
not a lot of content to it. It is aimed at giving PTV
greater powers so it can install and maintain bus stops
and conduct related activities. This is of course very,
very important.
I do recall last year, under the watch of the current
Minister for Public Transport, that we had a surprise in
Merino. The constituents down there were very, very
surprised to see a new bus stop put up in town. It was
an official V/Line bus stop. It was a surprise to them
because they had not been consulted or told that they
would be put on a new V/Line bus route, so they were
very, very excited and contacted my office wondering if
I could find out a little bit more information about this
brand-new V/Line bus service that was coming to
Merino. It came as a bit of a disappointment to find out
that actually they were not going to get an additional
bus route, that this was a stop with no stops.
The stop had a little sticker over it of the upcoming bus
route times. It had a bit of masking tape put over it for a
couple of months until, at great embarrassment to the
minister and probably at great cost too, unfortunately
three months after the new Merino V/Line bus stop was
installed it was taken out. Unfortunately Merino does
not look like it will be getting a bus service even though
it desperately wants something. The people of that
community are isolated. You do not have taxis in rural
and regional Victoria, or in rural Victoria anyway. You
cannot get to a medical appointment easily. You
certainly cannot get to services, so the bus stop that
never was is a very interesting story I think for my
electorate and something that the locals will not forget
for a long period of time.
I did just want to bring up some relevant points about
how we look at making sure that people in rural
Victoria have access to public transport because it is so
important, especially when it is about accessing
important health services. In my electorate we have got
the highest five-year mortality rate for cancer. That has
been attributed in part to people simply not being able
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to get to their GP appointments and simply not being
able to travel to Horsham, Ballarat or Melbourne
because there are no taxis.

available but those people who wanted to give input
could not actually access a hard-copy form and do it
remotely.

There are very, very limited bus services which
interconnect between communities, and of course we
do not have any passenger rail services apart from the
Overland, which we did have to fight for very, very
hard earlier this year. Unfortunately there was a
question mark over it for about 18 months under this
Labor government, and I commend everybody in the
community who put their hand up and said, ‘Look, it’s
not good enough that we’re winding back the only rail
service we have in our region. We want to see more rail
services, not fewer services’.

We ended up doing our own copy of the survey in the
office, and we certainly shared that information around,
which was greatly appreciated by the local constituents.
As a result of this, we had two public forums in the
Lowan electorate, one in Hamilton and one in
Horsham. Out of that came a conversation summary,
which was released in September last year. This was
about setting out the priorities for regional public
transport services, infrastructure and investment over
the next 20 years.

I do think that the community did a fantastic job in
having its say and making sure that its voice was heard,
and we did retain the Overland for a short period of
time. We do need it to be confirmed for a lot longer,
and ideally we would extend the passenger rail services
in my electorate.
I refer to the second-reading speech, where it says, and
I quote:
We need an efficient public transport system that delivers
excellent service and ensures access to work, education and
lifestyle opportunities for all Victorians.

The key points that arose out of this summary in
Horsham were the potential to use the existing rail line
to link Horsham with Ararat and on to Ballarat and
Melbourne. For Hamilton the key point was improving
regional connectivity to Horsham and Mount Gambier,
as well as improving local bus accessibility and
connectivity.
The regional network development plan was released a
couple of weeks ago to the great surprise of my local
people, who thought that their voices had been heard
and that they were looking at passenger rail in the next
20 years for Horsham and at interconnectivity between
Horsham and Hamilton and public transport linkages
from Hamilton to other areas. We looked through the
regional network development plan expecting this to be
in there, but surprisingly enough there was nothing.
There is no mention of any of the ideas or key topics of
discussion that came up as part of this conversation
summary — the interim report, essentially, on the
regional network development plan.

The most important wording in all of that is ‘all
Victorians’. Recently there was a body of work
undertaken by Public Transport Victoria (PTV). We
saw its final report, Connecting Regional Victoria —
Victoria’s Regional Network Development Plan, come
out a couple of weeks ago. This was something that
was talked up a lot last year. It was a bit of a problem to
get the message out. I know that when it was first talked
about it was advertised that there would be forums in
communities. One of those forums — the forum in
Horsham — was tagged to be at the golf club, but
unfortunately it was after hours and there is no public
transport to the golf club, so people in Horsham who
actually might need to have a say about how important
it is to have greater access to public transport would not
have even been able to make it to the forum in the first
place.

In fact if we look at the Grampians region, the only
mention of any improvements or upgrades west of
Ballarat is an upgrade of the Horsham coach
interchange and bus stop. That is astonishing, as it was
not actually mentioned anywhere in the conversation
summary that our bus stop was not up to scratch in
Horsham, yet it appears on the development plan,
which will guide the next 20 years of public transport in
my electorate.

In the same ad, people were told that they could provide
feedback through a hard copy of the questionnaire that
they were submitting. We contacted PTV, we contacted
the local V/Line offices where it said this hard copy
would be, we contacted the department and we
contacted the minister’s office, but nobody actually
knew where this hard-copy survey was; it was missing
in action. So not only did the government have a forum
scheduled at a place where public transport was not

If we then look at Barwon south-west region, what did
Hamilton get? It got one mention, exactly the same as
Horsham — an upgrade to bus stops and coach
interchanges in Hamilton. I think that our people
deserve better. They came forward and made the effort
to go to these forums and put forward sensible views; in
fact 111 people participated in these reviews and
110 surveys were submitted. The fact that we have just
two bus stops being reviewed — there is no discussion
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about greater bus services in Hamilton or about
connectivity or about how we provide public transport
to people who are socially isolated or isolated from
essential services such as health services — is just a
huge gap. It is just another example of the fact that the
further you live from Melbourne the less Labor cares
about you. It is very concerning to everybody in
country Victoria, particularly those people in my
electorate, that this government only seems to be
focused on Melbourne, Ballarat, Bendigo and Geelong.
I am simply looking at the report. I would be happy for
any member who is concerned about this to read
through the report and focus on what is not being
delivered in country Victoria. We want far more than
two new bus stops in our region. We need to have a
look at how we can improve these services. It was also
astonishing to read the quotes that were used within the
development report. There is not a single quote used
from my local people. The government could not find
anything of relevance out of the conversation summary,
where there were some excellent points made by our
people — they have not even been heard as part of that
report — I think is an absolute blight on this
Melbourne-focused Labor government. It is just
another example that the further you live from
Melbourne the less that Labor cares.
Certainly this Labor government needs to stop focusing
so much on these big centres, which simply cannot
carry the population growth into the future. We are
killing these large cities to the detriment of our smaller
communities, which need to have access to vital
services, including public transport.
Mr STAIKOS (Bentleigh) — It is a pleasure to
speak on the Road Management Amendment (Bus Stop
Delivery Powers) Bill 2016. This bill is literally about
bus stops, so forgive me if I stray a little. I did hear a
little bit of the Deputy Leader of the Opposition’s
contribution earlier, who has already done the ‘Do the
bus stop’ gag, so I certainly will not be invading that
space; I will be looking for other ways to fill my
10 minutes.
Buses are an important and often underrated mode of
transport, but in my view they are the most accessible
form of public transport. For people with isolation
issues, for people with mobility issues, it is bus services
that help them the most, because not all people live
within walking distance of a train station; indeed most
people do not live within walking distance of a train
station, so having efficient, frequent, accessible bus
services is very important when we are talking about
making sure that people are mobile and hence not
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isolated. Buses are more important than we sometimes
give them credit for.
In my electorate of Bentleigh there is no greater
example of the Andrews government’s strong
investment in important transport infrastructure than in
the level crossing removals at Bentleigh, McKinnon
and Ormond, and while those opposite opposed the
level crossing removals in my electorate — —
Mr M. O’Brien — We funded them!
Mr STAIKOS — That is total rubbish — —
Mr M. O’Brien — We funded them!
Mr STAIKOS — What? You funded Bentleigh and
McKinnon? That is rubbish. We are hearing from the
failed former Treasurer that the opposition funded
Bentleigh and McKinnon — —
Mr M. O’Brien — Just say thank you and move on!
Mr STAIKOS — I tell you what you should do:
read Hansard from the upper house and especially what
Georgie Crozier has been saying about the level
crossing removals in my electorate. That is total
rubbish. But what do we expect from Sideletter Bob?
Total rubbish. I tell you what: when you are removing
250 000 cubic metres of soil obviously there are going
to be some bus replacements, and we have had a
number of bus replacements already since last year, but
we are about to begin a 37-day rail shutdown on the
Frankston line between Caulfield and Moorabbin. Just
to put that into context, that is the biggest rail shutdown
since the construction of the city loop. It is very
significant. It tells a big story of this government’s
strong investment in infrastructure after four years of
inaction by the former government.
When we are shutting down the rail line for 37 days
there are obviously going to be a lot of replacement
buses, and so far throughout the construction period
people have been very understanding and patient with
us as we undertake this very important infrastructure
upgrade. They know that taking the replacement buses
that have been provided will add some travel time in
the morning and afternoon peaks, but they are more
than willing to put up with that in the short term,
because it is short-term pain for long-term gain.
However, the replacement bus service program has
created a number of new bus stops right along Jasper
Road, which has caused some angst and stress to
members of the local community who are impacted by
this because a bus stop is directly in front of their
property. But overwhelmingly I think people know just
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how important accessible bus services are, and with that
of course comes bus stop infrastructure. As a former
local councillor, I know as well as anyone in this
chamber just how much angst bus stop issues can
cause.
I recall during the state election campaign an issue with
route 822, which is a bus service in my electorate. East
Boundary Road, a main arterial road in the Bentleigh
electorate, is a major service gap when it comes to
buses. It is very poorly served by public transport. I was
determined to come up with a solution. Labor had said
that if it were elected, it would establish a bus
connection down East Boundary Road to connect all of
those residents who previously had been disconnected
from public transport. One of the ideas that was floated
was redirecting route 822 from side streets onto a more
direct route so that that East Boundary Road could be
serviced. Of course that caused a lot of stress to people
who use that bus route, so much so that we are
consulting on some other options to ensure that we have
a bus connection for people right along the 822 route.
Just as a funny example of how stressed some people
get when you are affecting their bus service or bus stop,
I recall Bill Shorten visiting East Bentleigh in 2014
with the entire commonwealth press gallery. He visited
the East Bentleigh Senior Citizens Centre. An older
lady went up to Bill while the cameras were rolling to
complain that I was trying to take away her bus stop. It
just goes to show that all politics is local and people
love their bus stops; there is no more local a public
transport service than a bus service.
Recently I held a bus forum to consult on different
improvements that the community would like made in
response to the route 822 issue that I just mentioned. A
number of issues were raised at this forum. They
included issues of service gaps, as there are a number of
main arterial roads in the Bentleigh electorate where we
would expect a direct bus route to be that are currently
not serviced; issues with a lack of north–south bus
connections in the electorate; issues of frequency; more
local issues of the route 703 bus not going to Middle
Brighton on Sundays; and of course there were just
generally issues with Sunday services. When it comes
to buses, it is something that gets everybody fired up.
I would like to conclude my contribution by talking
about manufacturing jobs in relation to buses. Recently
we formed the Parliamentary Friends of Public
Transport Group. Regrettably the opposition chose to
boycott that group. It was instigated by Bus Association
Victoria, and the first meeting of the group was at
Volgren’s headquarters in Dandenong. Volgren is a
fantastic local manufacturer in the south-east. It has
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been around a long time. It was started by Grenda, and
it is a bus manufacturer. It has manufactured buses for
many, many years. It has created 250 jobs, plus it
supports a further 500 jobs on the supply chain. It
recently started exporting to Asia. It just goes to show
that investment in public transport actually means jobs.
This government has demonstrated that time and time
again with local content targets when it comes to rail.
The rail rolling stock industry in Victoria supports
10 000 jobs. This is a government that is determined to
make sure that our trains are built not overseas but in
Dandenong or Ballarat, supporting the many, many
manufacturing companies on the supply chain that
employ those 10 000 Victorians. With those few words,
I commend the bill to the house and wish it a speedy
passage.
Ms SULEYMAN (St Albans) — I rise to speak in
support of the Road Management Amendment (Bus
Stop Delivery Powers) Bill 2016. This bill is vital to
enable Public Transport Victoria (PTV) to lawfully
designate bus stopping points and install or modify bus
stop infrastructure. We heard from the member for
Bentleigh of the importance of appropriate bus stop
locations, in particular for senior citizens.
I will just rewind a little bit to August 2014, when the
residents of St Albans East, in particular Margaret and
Rita, were pretty disappointed, to say the least, that after
30 years their bus routes 418 and 421, which serviced
the St Albans East area, including many residents who
are pensioners and elderly citizens, was removed, to
their shock and horror, without the appropriate
consultation. Later I discovered that the consultation
which was undertaken was an online survey. I was
extremely disappointed to find that out, because it
meant that unfortunately most of the residents and
commuters were not advised appropriately. Particularly
in the electorate of St Albans, where 80 per cent of
residents come from a non-English-speaking
background, I find it extremely disappointing that an
online survey was conducted.
Since we have been in government we have seen a
tremendous turnaround in investment in public
transport. In St Albans in particular we have seen in the
last 18 months — and many members have heard me
talk about this again and again — the removal of the
Main Road and Furlong Road level crossings. This
means there will be a much more accessible bus
interchange located at the opposite side of Main Road.
This will not only facilitate commuter travel, but will
also be able to be accessed from Victoria University. So
we are really building a bus interchange that will not
only be able to cater for the growth area but will make
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sure that the education facilities and the traders are also
part of that interchange.
We have seen a lot happening in relation to the Main
Road and Furlong Road level crossings and making
sure that not only are there appropriate bus stops but
also appropriate bus infrastructure. That means that
appropriate seating is available and that there is
sufficient shelter for commuters.
Going back to the 418 and 421 bus routes, which were
removed unfortunately by the previous government, we
saw that when the new bus route was put in place the
appropriate infrastructure was not taken into account.
This has caused a lot of concern for my community. I
know that the locals have continued to advocate to
make sure there can be some change so that senior
citizens with walking frames are not forced to walk for
15 to 20 minutes to the nearest bus stop and stand
because there is no appropriate seating.
I am working very closely with the minister and with
Public Transport Victoria to try and find a solution in
relation to bus routes 418 and 421. I have made a
commitment that we will do everything possible to
make sure the appropriate infrastructure is put in place,
in particular on the new bus route. I do not believe this
route fits the expectations of the residents of St Albans,
but unfortunately the bus routes were redesigned and
bus stops removed overnight in 2014, and it is very
difficult to put back something that has been removed.
The Andrews Labor government made a very strong
commitment to creating a world-class public transport
system. That is why we committed $100 million to a
bus package, which was funded in our 2015–16 budget.
Of course this investment is about catering for
high-growth areas but also for better engagement with
the community in regard to service needs and making
sure that the appropriate bus stops are aligned to town
centres, town activities and of course the education
centres that I have briefly spoken about.
Another commitment of this government has been the
Metro rail link. This is really going to have a great
impact on the Sunbury line in my electorate. It means
extra stations and, most importantly, connectivity.
Providing for people in the west to be able to travel into
town much more effectively is also a real investment
when it comes to public transport. There is no doubt
that for people in my electorate, particularly in
St Albans and Keilor Downs, mobility would be a bus.
That does not necessarily mean a bus to the station but
a bus that also provides access throughout the
community. Senior citizens would then be able to catch
the bus and get to the local shopping centre, and mums
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and dads would be able to drop off kids at kinder or
school. This is important public transport infrastructure
for my electorate.
I say again that I am extremely disappointed about the
418 and 421 bus routes being removed. It was
unnecessary to remove a bus service that was really
catering for locals, in particular for senior citizens. I
know that St Albans senior citizens are extremely
unhappy. It actually devastated a lot of people to realise
that they needed to walk at least 15 to 20 minutes to the
nearest bus stop. That is just not good enough. I hope
this bill really looks at the public consultation. When it
comes to removing bus stops or implementing bus
locations there should be appropriate consultation with
the community, taking into consideration the
demographics of the area. We should be making sure
we are consulting in other languages as well. As I said
previously, 80 per cent of the constituents in my
electorate are from a non-English-speaking
background, so we really need to look at the way we
consult and not just hope that people will jump online
and fill out a survey when it comes to considering
where the bus stops should be located.
I commend the bill to the house. I think it is important
and necessary that the PTV can lawfully designate bus
stopping points and be able to install and modify bus
stop infrastructure, again with the appropriate
consultation to make sure that we get the best public
transport for our local communities.
Mr PEARSON (Essendon) — I am delighted to be
the last speaker on this bill. Before making my
contribution I want to make one observation, and I
think it is a very important observation to make. We
have a female Acting Speaker in the chair; we have a
female Deputy Clerk and we have three female
members representing the government and the
opposition at the table. I am not quite sure how many
times this has happened in the history of the house, but
I am delighted that I am on my feet when this great
auspicious occasion is occurring. I think it is a
wonderful day.
I turn now to the Road Management Amendment (Bus
Stop Delivery Powers) Bill 2016. As previous speakers
have indicated, the bill gives power to Public Transport
Victoria (PTV) to install and maintain bus stops and
conduct other activity. It is really designed as a
retrospective element of the bill in relation to validating
past actions undertaken by PTV.
This is an important piece of legislation because, as
many members would know, we are growing as a state
quite rapidly. Our population growth is 1.7 per cent per
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annum. For many people in the outlying suburbs, along
with people who need to go from east to west —
because our rail network is often north–south, although
there are some east–west lines — buses do play an
important role. It is really about making sure that we
have got that capacity to meet the challenges of the
future.
In preparing for this debate I thought I would do some
research around the way in which the placement of bus
stops is calculated. I discovered that in other
jurisdictions the Poisson distribution is applied in
relation to the determination of bus stop locations. I had
to refresh my memory because the Poisson distribution
applies when an event is something that can be counted
in whole numbers; occurrences are independent, so that
one occurrence neither diminishes nor increases the
chance of another; the average frequency of occurrence
for the time period in question is known; and it is
possible to count how many events have occurred, such
as the number of times a firefly lights up a garden in a
5-second period. Some evenings that may happen, but
some evenings it may not.
The reality is that the Poisson distribution is
asymmetrical. You cannot have a negative number; it
starts at zero. This means that it is skewed to the right
of the axis, as you would expect. The interesting thing
about the Poisson distribution is that it is a method by
which you could try to work out probability. Where a
Poisson distribution might be used, for example, is in
trying to work out the average number of people that
might rent movies on a Friday night at a video store.
Admittedly this example is somewhat dated. If the
answer was, say, on average 400, you might look at the
probability of, say, 600.
The interesting thing again about the Poisson
distribution is that its genesis goes back to a study done
by Ladislaus Josephovich Bortkiewicz, a Russian
economist and statistician of Polish ancestry who did a
study in the 1890s titled The Law of Small Numbers.
What he looked at in relation to the Poisson distribution
was the famous Prussian horse-kick data. He looked at
a study that examined the number of soldiers killed by
being kicked by a horse every year in each of the
14 cavalry corps over a 20-year period. Bortkiewicz
was the author of this work about the Poisson
distribution, and the Poisson distribution has been used
as a foundation stone for the allocation of bus stops, but
that is mainly in foreign jurisdictions.
Interestingly Alejandro Tirachini recently wrote a paper
called The economics and engineering of bus stops —
spacing, design and congestion. He argues that the
Poisson distribution is not an appropriate measure to
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allocate the distribution of bus stops, because you need
to look at a whole range of other factors in terms of the
probability of stopping in low-demand areas and in
terms of the interplay between bus stop size and bus
running speeds, spacing and congestion in high-demand
markets.
In preparing for this debate I tried to work out from
Public Transport Victoria’s perspective how frequently
the Poisson distribution is used by PTV in relation to
the calculation of bus stops. I was advised that it is a bit
more complicated than simply doing a mathematical
calculation; you need to look at a number of factors in
relation to where you would locate a bus stop. That
might be in relation to population growth and various
other factors.
The bill is important because of the fact that, as I said, it
deals with the designation of bus stops, and it is about
making sure that we really look at addressing some of
these issues fairly and reasonably. I also note that
public transport is a key component of the
responsibility of a state government. The reality is that
increasingly service provision, particularly around
public transport infrastructure, is a key role and
responsibility of the state government. We need to
ensure that the system operates as effectively and
efficiently as possible.
It is also worth noting that in The Public Wealth of
Nations authors Detter and Fölster talk about
high-speed bus transit systems being a more appropriate
and cost-effective use of public transport than light or
heavy rail. For example, they talk about the fact that if
you look at light rail in particular, it is more expensive
to lay the infrastructure, as opposed to having a
dedicated bus route. They talk about how the rolling
stock required to work on light rail is more expensive
than rolling stock for buses and that therefore there is
an argument to be made that it is more effective from a
taxpayers expenditure perspective to look at having
high-speed bus transit options than light rail or heavy
rail.
It is important to also note that as we look at the
location of bus stops we must take the community with
us. I recall that when I was the member-elect for
Essendon there was an elderly Greek-Australian
gentleman constituent who had lost his wife. His wife
was buried at Keilor Cemetery, which is in the
electorate of Niddrie, my neighbour. There was an issue
about the fact that this gentleman could not drive but
wanted to go to church on a Sunday and be able, after
having gone to church, to get the bus to the cemetery to
remember his wife. Unfortunately there was not a bus
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stop available, so he was not able to catch the bus to
pay his respects.
Along with the member for Niddrie I worked diligently
with the minister’s office and with Public Transport
Victoria, and we were able to get a bus stop built at the
Keilor Cemetery. There was a bit of negotiation about
how wide the turning circle would be and making sure
that the land was appropriately used. We could not
necessarily have a bus making that detour in peak hour,
Monday to Friday, but it was more about off-peak
times, particularly on weekends. That is what we did. It
was one of those little things. It was one of those great
joys you have when you are a local member of
Parliament. The time it takes to meet with someone to
talk about an issue that is important to them is, in your
working day and your working week, quite small, but
the power and influence you can bring to bear as an
advocate in terms of making that point about something
that is fundamentally important to your constituent and
then to deliver an outcome and to effect that change is
really quite thrilling. Yes, it took time, and we had to be
patient and work away. These things do take some
time, but it was a wonderful result to achieve. It was
one of those early wins that you clock up as a local
member about which you feel quite proud.
Buses are a really important component of the broader
public transport piece. Again I think it is particularly
important that most of the new economy jobs are going
to be created within the CBD. That is just the trend of
clustering that is occurring globally at the moment. We
need to make sure that in terms of public transport there
is a social equity component to the argument. It is about
making sure people have the ability to access smooth
nodes and quick, efficient nodes to be able to
participate in these jobs. We never want a situation
where people, basically just because they are poor and
live on the outskirts of Melbourne, are excluded from
participating in these new-economy jobs. Having good
public transport nodes is really an important initiative to
make sure we become a more just, equitable and fair
community.
While I was pleased to learn more about the Poisson
distribution and its application in relation to the
provision of bus stops and at a global level, I am
pleased that the more human factors are sometimes
taken into consideration by Public Transport Victoria in
considering these matters. It is a delight to be here
today, and I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Ms HUTCHINS
(Minister for Local Government).
Debate adjourned until later this day.
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JUSTICE LEGISLATION (EVIDENCE AND
OTHER ACTS) AMENDMENT BILL 2016
Second reading
Debate resumed from 13 April; motion of
Mr PAKULA (Attorney-General).
Mr PESUTTO (Hawthorn) — I am pleased to be
able to stand today to speak on the Justice Legislation
(Evidence and Other Acts) Amendment Bill 2016 that
is before the house. The coalition will not be opposing
this bill. I do have some comments to make on it, but
we certainly will not be opposing it. It deals with two
general topics: the first being the provision for more
hearings to be conducted by audiovisual means, and the
second to expand the board of directors for Victoria
Legal Aid by two. At the moment we have a
chairperson, a managing director and three
non-executive directors, and this bill proposes that
those non-executive directors be increased from three to
five persons.
Dealing firstly with the predominant section of the bill,
which addresses the need to provide for more
audiovisual hearings, it is important to place this in
context. The government did announce before the
2014–15 budget the provision of some $14 million for
teleconferencing facilities in the Magistrates Court, and
that was something that we welcomed. It is beyond
party politics; it is a good idea. Where we can conduct
more proceedings by audiovisual means and
teleconferencing provisions that is to be welcomed.
But what motivated this bill does trouble us in the
coalition a little. We know from Minister Herbert in the
other place that in November 2014 there were some
89 people being held in custody in police cells and that
number, by the minister’s own comments, had
expanded to some 243 people being held in police cells
in May of this year. It is also noteworthy, and
concerning, that some 105 prisoners up to April of this
year were unable to be presented at court for their
prosecutions and that Corrections Victoria has incurred
legal costs — being costs thrown away — of nearly
$80 000. So the context in which this bill is being
brought before the house is not a happy one, I have to
say.
Those numbers are troubling. They represent a
significant increase in the number of people in police
cells. It is something that the Attorney-General, in his
second-reading speech for this bill, had to concede. I
suspect he did so reluctantly, but nevertheless he had to
concede that this bill is, before anything else, intended
to address overcrowding in police cells. That says a
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great deal about the poor management of our
corrections system by the current government, and I
have said a lot about that inside and outside of this
place.
Turning to the bill itself, the main provisions which
introduce audiovisual hearings on a much larger scale
are found in new section 42JA, which introduces a
presumption for hearings in Magistrates Court matters
to be conducted by audiovisual means, although there
are exceptions, and I will just note those for the record.
Inquiries into fitness to plead will require a hearing in
person — that is, the accused being physically present
in court — as will the hearing of charges where the
accused is pleading not guilty and committal hearings.
It is also provided that the court will have an
overarching power to order audiovisual hearings where
it is in the interests of justice to do so.
The bill does provide that an adult accused in custody
who is required to be brought before a bail justice or the
Magistrates Court within a reasonable time will need to
appear physically, although there is a provision that the
accused can consent to those hearings being conducted
by audiovisual means. It is important to note that when
the court is considering exceptions to the presumption
that criminal proceedings be conducted by audiovisual
means it will need obviously to consider the interests of
justice and the practicability of considering those
matters. The court will also need to turn its mind to the
ability of the accused to comprehend the proceedings
and the ability of the accused to communicate with their
legal representative and to give instructions or to
express wishes to that legal representative.
We know that audiovisual hearings have been
conducted in our criminal justice system, and indeed
more broadly, for many years, so it is not a change
which is new to our system, but it will be obviously
rolled out on a much more comprehensive basis. I think
we need to be careful of a couple of things in relation to
that. In proceedings before courts, particularly criminal
matters, the demeanour, the setting and the
circumstances of the hearing are very important.
Audiovisual hearings can for the most part compensate
for the shortcomings that may be produced when you
conduct matters by audiovisual means, but I do urge the
government to closely monitor how this is rolled out
and how it operates in practice, given that we will have
many more types of proceedings being conducted by
audiovisual means.
The ability of an accused person to deal freely with his
or her legal counsel is at times a very delicate and
sensitive matter. If an accused person, for example, is in
a separate part of the court giving instructions to his or
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her lawyer by audiovisual means, that for the most part
can be practicable, but it does deprive the accused of
that intimacy that client and lawyer should be able to
enjoy, whether it is a civil matter or a criminal matter.
So I think the government needs to be quite vigilant in
observing and monitoring how this change operates in
practice, if no other reason than because it is not hard to
conceive of circumstances where an accused person
might have, against her or his will, had to experience a
criminal prosecution by audiovisual means, even
though she or he may have agitated to the contrary, and
then considers that the order of the court which
deprived her or him of the intimacy of being able to
deal in close proximity with her or his legal
representative may have deprived her or him of an
important legal opportunity to contest the charges.
That is not going to be a common or frequent
occurrence, but it is something which could have
far-reaching implications, even if it is in a small number
of cases. I would expect that magistrates will apply
these provisions being very conscious of the interests of
the accused, but I note for the record that it will be very
important that these considerations be borne heavily in
mind.
I have already mentioned that the setting of the court is
very important, and audiovisual hearings can, as I said,
for the most part accomplish what we want our justice
system to achieve. But in contested matters involving
assessments of character, where the credit of witnesses
is eagerly and earnestly impeached, it is important that
the relevant parties be in court for the magistrate to
assess character and veracity, particularly when you
have, as you often do, competing evidence — in fact
wholly contradictory evidence — that cannot be
reconciled through any reasoning. That is important to
bear in mind. As I said, I do hope and trust that the
government will monitor this closely.
Turning to the legal aid changes, we have decided not
to oppose these changes, but we do express some
concerns, and I hope and trust that the government will
take those on board. Victoria Legal Aid is, as we know,
an independent statutory agency in Victoria, and it
obviously performs a very important function in our
justice system, particularly our criminal justice system.
Perhaps for many common reasons or perhaps for many
different reasons, all of us in this chamber would, I
think, support the proposition that our justice system
functions more fairly and more efficiently when people
have access to counsel. If somebody is unrepresented
not only does that jeopardise their legal interests,
because they may not agitate arguments that are wholly
open to them, but also they may find themselves the
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subject of adverse judicial findings because they did not
know how or whether to contest such matters in court.
We know that at a very personal level not being
represented can come at great cost to an accused person
or parties in litigation. We also know that more broadly
in a systemic sense, people not having access to counsel
can clog up our court lists, because obviously a court
has to go to great lengths to ensure that the interests of
unrepresented parties are not prejudiced by reason of
their being unrepresented in those matters. Victoria
Legal Aid does perform a very important function, and
as I said, I think all of us would — perhaps for mostly
common reasons — support that proposition.
What I think is important to recognise here is that
increasing the numbers on the board from three
non-executive directors to five will certainly assist
Victoria Legal Aid in conducting business. I am aware
from briefings and other investigations I have
undertaken in preparation for this bill coming on again
that at the moment the board does struggle because it
has so few members that it often cannot constitute a
quorum for various of its subcommittee meetings.
Increasing the number of board members does make
sense, and it does not come at great cost, as I
understand it. I think the non-executive directors are
paid somewhere between $17 000 and $20 000, so
there is no great financial implication of increasing the
number of board members, as I understand matters.
What I do want to express though is just a note of
caution — that it is important for Victoria Legal Aid to
operate in that impartial way. I think the addition of two
board members, whilst it is welcome, does mean that
the government needs to ensure that the people who are
appointed to the board bring the relevant experience to
the discharge of those functions of being a board
member. What I would hope to see, and I say this on
behalf of my coalition colleagues, is that the people the
government does consider appointing to the board have
the right experience and credentials to discharge their
functions on the board. The government has, I think,
indicated that is looking for candidates who have
experience dealing with disadvantaged communities. I
have to concede that that does make sense — Victoria
Legal Aid is there to provide assistance to people who
are facing disadvantage — but what that means is that
we need to find candidates who have the necessary
skills, experience and credentials in service delivery. I
would hope and trust that we are not going to see
people appointed to the board who see their role as one
of advocacy.
I think what the agency will benefit most from is the
appointment of people to the board who have solid
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executive experience — not necessarily in the
commercial or private sector, but solid executive
experience in delivering services. It almost goes
without saying that somebody who has experience in
delivering services to members of the public is almost
certain to have been doing so for the purpose of
ministering to the needs of disadvantaged communities.
After all, where you have significant programs being
delivered into our community they almost always are
for the disadvantaged. So I urge the government, and I
hope it will take this on board, that we would like to see
people go onto that board who have that solid
experience in service delivery and who see their role
not as one of political advocacy but as one of service
delivery on a large scale, remembering that Victoria
Legal Aid manages a budget which, if I am not
mistaken, hovers around about $170 million a year. It is
a significant budget, and it will only grow, so it is a
substantial undertaking and a vital service that is
provided.
I think the impartiality of Victoria Legal Aid is very
important. I will note for the record that I did see a
photograph on social media recently which showed a
very senior official of Victoria Legal Aid posing with
my counterpart, the Attorney-General, at an official
state government launch, standing beside the endorsed
Labor candidate for Melbourne.
It is a free country, I suppose, but as far as perceptions
go it is probably advisable for a senior public sector
representative, whose role is I think we would all agree,
to manage an independent, impartial statutory agency
with a very significant budget — a very important
role — to think again about what photos they pose for.
Whilst I can understand those opposite would see
nothing wrong with that and they may hold the
endorsed Labor candidate for Melbourne in the highest
regard — after all it is a free country and they are
entitled to do so — I think it helps to imagine how other
organisations and other people would view such
behaviour.
I have to say that as a shadow Attorney-General I did
query why somebody in such a senior role would be
posing for a photo with an endorsed Labor candidate. It
is just something that public sector agencies need to be
careful of. The principle which should govern the
conduct of these sorts of things has probably not been
settled as far as it should be. I think it is a lesson for all
public sector leaders in that they have always to be
conscious of where they appear and what they might be
seen to be promoting by a reasonable observer.
What do we want? When the government considers
who to appoint to the board of Victoria Legal Aid, I
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make it clear that we see a case for increasing the board
membership. We note that the financial cost appears to
be very modest. But in the interests of impartiality and
independence, in the interests of ensuring that Victoria
Legal Aid’s significant budget is delivered effectively
to the people who most need it, given that it cannot help
everybody, and is delivered in an efficient way, the
candidates the government looks for should be the sorts
of people I described — people who have solid and
serious heavy-duty experience in service delivery into
disadvantaged communities. We will look closely and
with keen interest at how this all unfolds.
Mr CARROLL (Niddrie) — It is my pleasure to
rise to speak on the Justice Legislation (Evidence and
Other Acts) Amendment Bill 2016. This is fantastic
legislation and it is great that the opposition is
supporting it. The bill goes to the heart of upgrading
our courts with the fantastic audiovisual equipment that
is needed for 21st century courts. But I am also going to
speak a little bit later about legal aid funding,
something this government is proud to have invested in.
We are proud to have made sure that our most
vulnerable people in the community get the support and
resources that they need, because as we all know legal
aid is more than just about money — it is about our
community and investing in areas and communities that
need it most.
On Monday this week I had the pleasure of going to
Bairnsdale and Korumburra to announce significant
investments in those courts in regional Victoria. It was
a long round-trip on behalf of the Attorney-General. I
think I spent about 6 hours in the car on Monday. I got
a tweet from the member for Gippsland East, saying,
‘Well done, Ben. Welcome to the best part of the state,
mate’, which was very nice of the shadow racing
minister. But I told him it is going to be even better
because of the Andrews Labor government’s
investment in local courts in his electorate.
If you have a look at my briefing notes, particularly
those about his electorate, you will see that it is a court
built back in the 1890s. It is a beautiful Federation
Romanesque Art Nouveau courthouse, one of the best I
have seen, but it has taken a long, long time for it to get
the funding it needed for 21st century legal practice. In
that very courthouse we are now going to see the
perpetrators of family violence separated from the
victims, and adequate staff. Just like our police custody
officer program, which is being rolled out with
400 fantastic police custody officers, we are also going
to see the rollout of essentially court officers at courts
who will assist people with improved security and
provide better assistance as well.
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I have a press release which is literally hot off the press
from the Law Institute of Victoria today. You could not
get better timing. We are talking about court upgrades
and legal aid funding, and only a couple of hours ago
the law institute issued a press release headed ‘Law
Institute welcomes court upgrades’, which says:
The LIV welcomes the Victorian state government’s
commitment to improving security and access in regional
courthouses throughout the state.

I really like the following paragraph, because it gets to
the real nub of it:
LIV president Steven Sapountsis said the funding
commitments were a great step towards ensuring that
Victorians in regional areas had access to safe and secure
facilities when they had dealings with the justice system
through its courts.

There you go. You have the Andrews Labor
government making key investments in regional
Victoria and governing for the whole state.
But let us also get to legal aid. Legal aid is the
cornerstone of our community and what we believe
about and think of our community. You do not have to
take my word for it; you can take the word of any of a
range of stakeholders that praise this Attorney-General
and the work he has done in investing in legal aid. In a
recent press release headed ‘ALHR commends the
Victorian government’s moral leadership in launching
the Legacy Caseload Initiative and would like to see
similar programs in all states and territories’, the
Australian Lawyers for Human Rights said:
On Sunday, 17 April 2016, ALHR president Benedict Coyne
attended the launch of the Victorian Legal Aid Legacy
Caseload Initiative. This initiative will help up to 11 000
asylum seekers living in Victoria get the legal assistance they
need to have their claims for protection assessed fairly.
…
Early assistance will help the government to more quickly
identify and settle valid claims, allowing more asylum seekers
who are owed protection to stay in Australia.
ALHR commends the Victorian government’s moral
leadership in launching the Legacy Caseload Initiative and
thereby securing provision of the legal support that people
seeking asylum are entitled to under international law.

I turn now to the September 2013 edition of the Law
Institute Journal, which I just happened to have in my
office and which was published under the former
coalition government, that did a whole thing on the
government’s interim response. What did funding
Victoria Legal Aid get? There you go, it got a cross.
Surprise, surprise. It needs improvement. The article
says:
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VLA reported a deficit of $3 million in 2011–12 as a direct
result of increased demand for services due to the
implementation of government policies in relation to policing,
child protection and family violence. This has resulted in
widespread restriction of VLA guidelines as of December
2012 with VLA now in crisis.

Victoria Legal Aid under the previous government was
in crisis. Now there is nothing but support and
commendation for the Attorney-General for getting
Victoria Legal Aid back on its feet and supporting the
most vulnerable victims in our community. As
someone who used to work in legal aid and volunteer in
legal aid, I could not be more proud of the work that
this government is doing in the area of legal aid.
At the heart of this legislation is making sure that our
great step forward in making improvements to our court
infrastructure delivers for victims of family violence.
The Minister for the Prevention of Family Violence has
overseen the royal commission, we have had the
findings come through from Her Honour Marcia
Neave, and we now have a record investment
happening in family violence. The family home, where
women should be most safe, as the Premier always
says, is often now where they are most unsafe. When a
family violence victim goes to court, they often feel like
they are going through the whole process again, so
having screens and separate areas for children and
family members so they are away from the alleged
perpetrator is a great step forward for justice and is
something that we as a government should be very
proud of doing.
I was pleased to hear the member for Hawthorn say the
opposition is not opposing the bill — nor should it. If it
did, that would be quite draconian to say the least. I
agree with him in terms of the board of Victoria Legal
Aid. We do need to have a good, wide mix of business
experience and executive experience — people from all
backgrounds — making up a board of such
significance.
As the Parliamentary Secretary for Justice I have had
the honour and privilege to be down at Victoria Legal
Aid on more than one occasion and to see the great
work that it does in assisting our most vulnerable and
making sure that people in need get the assistance that
they need. This legislation will ensure that the board is
expanded and that we have the right skills base working
in the area.
Under our government we are seeing an increase in
funding to Victoria Legal Aid (VLA). We have seen
the government recently commit $2.1 million in the
2016 state budget so the VLA can continue to provide
free family violence legal aid support services. This
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funding builds on the $2.1 million provided to Victoria
Legal Aid in the 2015 budget for family violence legal
assistance services.
This request and the extension of the board was very
much influenced by Victoria Legal Aid itself. It does
have a managing director and four non-executive
directors, and it is very keen, as it grows and does its
work, to have a board that will ensure that it meets all
of its requirements under the act and, most importantly,
that it has a diversity of experience and can provide
greater coverage for all sorts of related matters. Very
much so in the 21st century, whether it be our courts,
whether it be our response to family violence or
whether it be our response to crystal
methamphetamine — the drug ice — we have got the
Premier, we have got the Attorney-General and we
have got all justice ministers working together.
I might just indulge myself, if I can, in my last
50 seconds and congratulate the new Minister for
Police on the outstanding start she has made in that role
by getting on with it and getting on the front foot all
over the state. While I am here I may as well
congratulate the new Minister for Corrections as well.
Talk about getting on with it — he has visited just
about every prison in the state already. I went to the
Melbourne Assessment Prison with him just recently,
and he has really gotten on with it. He inherited a
mess — as you would expect from the previous
government’s policies, our jails are full — and we have
now put $20 million into crime prevention. I do not
think the opposition even knows what the words ‘crime
prevention’ mean. We are also seeing, as members of
the National Party can appreciate, regional courts being
upgraded under a Labor government. Hear, hear!
Mr D. O’BRIEN (Gippsland South) — It is indeed
a pleasure that the previous speaker was in my
electorate this week announcing an upgrade to the court
in Korumburra. I do not believe I saw a visa application
for him to come into my electorate, but nonetheless we
do appreciate the support that the member for Niddrie
has provided to the Korumburra courthouse. That is
certainly welcome. I am bemused by the regular
comments across there about ‘Getting on with it’ —
members opposite have clearly missed the memo that
came out because the budget theme this year was
‘Getting It Done’, remember? Some are still only
getting on with it and some are apparently getting it
done, and the reality is with most things that we see —
—
Mr Pearson — On a point of order, Acting Speaker,
I just want it known that ‘getting it done’ and ‘getting
on with it’ are not mutually exclusive.
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The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Ward) — Order! I
will not uphold the point of order.
Mr D. O’BRIEN — Of course the problem is that
when we see most of the policies that have actually
come out, including the recent regional network
development plan, the slogan that should be applied is
in fact ‘We are still having a think about it’. Anyway,
that is separate to the aims of this piece of legislation,
which is indeed a good piece of legislation and one that
the member for Hawthorn has indicated the coalition is
not opposing. This bill is generally common sense and
is about the government moving to adopt the most
appropriate use of technology to ensure that we have an
efficient court system. It is trying to reduce the pressure
in the Magistrates Court in particular and change the
holding of prisoners in police cells. It will also make
changes to the Victoria Legal Aid board, which I will
come to a little later.
The primary aims of the bill are to ensure that prisoners
attend court in person only when it is really necessary
and to ensure most hearings will take place by
audiovisual link, which will minimise disruption to the
prisoner, pressure on police cells and court delays. This
is of course for cases where the prisoner is already in
custody. As members are aware, there is a higher
number of occasions when prisoners need to have their
cases heard in the Magistrates Court when they are
already in custody or on remand or indeed on occasions
when they are already in the corrections system. Using
video link technology where it is appropriate I think is
something that certainly should not be opposed. It does
make sense.
Fortunately for me, neither in a professional nor
personal capacity have I had any experience of the
court system, with the exception of when I was a
journalist — I should emphasise it was in reporting on
the court system, not appearing in it — but where I did
have a little bit of experience of this particular issue was
with the opening of the new Sale police station, which
was of course funded by the previous coalition
government and my predecessor, Peter Ryan. It was
$15 million for this state-of-the-art police station at
Sale, which the member for Williamstown — though
he is not the police minister anymore — came to open
last year.
That wonderful new facility, which really does offer a
great environment for our police in Sale and the wider
region, does have some of these audiovisual links that
this bill is referring to — it has some actual
state-of-the-art technology. The officers there
highlighted to me the importance from an efficiency
and a resourcing perspective that that will have. They
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reported that, particularly being in Sale, a lot of the
Magistrates Court hearings that prisoners are expected
to attend when they may have been apprehended in
Sale are in either Bairnsdale or Morwell and that this
takes up a considerable amount of time and resources.
We often have a divisional van having to go to
Bairnsdale or to Morwell, and to take one or two
prisoners for that certainly was taking up half to a full
day on many occasions. As a result those officers and
that vehicle were literally not out on the beat.
At the new facility at Sale the police are very pleased to
have a number of rooms and a number of audiovisual
facilities that will actually facilitate the links that we are
talking about here today in this piece of legislation. I
am sure the officers, who do a fantastic job in Sale,
would be very appreciative both of the changes in a
physical sense — they now have the new Sale
station — and also now of the aspects of this legislation
that will effectively give a presumption to audiovisual
hearings in most circumstances.
As the minister highlighted in the second-reading
speech for this bill, the Magistrates Court does the bulk
of the heavy lifting in our court system, hearing about
90 per cent of all court cases in Victoria every year.
That is about 250 000 criminal and civil cases every
year, so it is a very big workload, and of course a very
large percentage of those involve people who are
already in the criminal justice system or on remand
attending the court.
The amendments to the Evidence (Miscellaneous
Provisions) Act 1958 do not presume that all hearings
must or even should occur by audiovisual link. There
are clearly some areas where we recognise that physical
attendance is more appropriate. This includes
appearances before a bail justice after arrest, which is
also relevant to the Sale experience I was just talking
about; appearances before a magistrate after arrest;
fitness to plead inquiries, where clearly a magistrate
will have more ability to judge a person’s mental state
and their fitness to plead if they are there in person; the
hearing of charges if the accused is pleading not guilty;
and committal hearings.
As I said, cases where there is a real issue about the
state of the accused’s mental health are most likely to
benefit from the person being present in the court, so it
makes sense that in those situations the person is
present at the court itself. But there are certainly good
opportunities to improve the efficiency of our system if
we can use audiovisual links to deal with things
quickly, to reduce the pressure on our courts and most
particularly to reduce the pressure on police cells and
police officers, who do such a fine job.
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The other aspect of the bill that is relevant is the
increase in the number of Victoria Legal Aid board
members from three to five. I appreciate the challenges
present in having a board of just three and that it would
be particularly difficult when it came to finding a
quorum. I echo the comments of the member for
Hawthorn, backed up by the member for Niddrie, that
these people should have relevant experience as far as
legal aid goes and should ensure that Victoria Legal
Aid provides the best possible service to those in need
in the most efficient manner.
People like myself who have little experience in the
legal system have a perception of Victoria Legal Aid
staff as being harried, overworked and under-resourced
officers of the court, solicitors and lawyers, and I am
sure that in many cases that is the case. However, I
would hope that therefore the people that will be
appointed to the board are highly experienced,
understand the system well and can deliver not only a
better outcome for Victoria Legal Aid but a more
efficient service that delivers the most possible to the
people who deserve and need it at the least possible
cost, because it is obviously a significant cost to the
community to provide legal aid to those in need.
As the member for Hawthorn has pointed out, the
coalition is not opposing either aspect of the bill, and I
hope that on both fronts we have a more effective and
efficient legal system and that we reduce the pressure
on our police cells and resources, on Corrections
Victoria’s resources and indeed on the Magistrates
Court itself, which will hopefully be freed up to some
degree by aspects of this legislation. I also hope that the
expansion of the Victoria Legal Aid board will produce
a more efficient and practical board that can deliver
better outcomes. I certainly hope that the new
appointments to the board will be not in any way
political but they will be people who will deliver a
better outcome for legal aid across Victoria in the
interests of all Victorians, not just those who use legal
aid services. I look forward to this bill passing through
both chambers.
Debate interrupted.

DISTINGUISHED VISITORS
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Ward) — Order!
Before I call the member for Dandenong, I
acknowledge members of the Victorian Aboriginal
Heritage Council who are here today. Wominjeka. We
are honoured to have you in our Assembly.
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JUSTICE LEGISLATION (EVIDENCE AND
OTHER ACTS) AMENDMENT BILL 2016
Second reading
Debate resumed.
Ms WILLIAMS (Dandenong) — It is with pleasure
that I rise to support the Justice Legislation (Evidence
and Other Acts) Amendment Bill 2016. While I am
pleased that the opposition will be supporting this bill, I
must express some level of bemusement about certain
comments made by the member for Hawthorn. On the
one hand the opposition tells government members that
we are not tough enough on law and order and on the
other hand it expresses dissatisfaction that there are
more people in police cells. It is very bizarre indeed.
As we have heard, this bill amends the Evidence
(Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1958 to create a
presumption that most appearances in the Magistrates
Court by an adult accused person in custody occur by
audiovisual (AV) link. This will not apply for
appearances before a bail justice or magistrate, a fitness
to plead inquiry, a summary hearing for a plea of not
guilty or a committal hearing. It is recognised that as
those particular types of appearances are more
substantive and complex hearings it is more appropriate
for prisoners to appear physically. This bill will also
increase the number of directors on the board of
Victoria Legal Aid from three to five and will increase
the quorum from three to four members of the board. I
will provide some further details about both of these
changes throughout my speech.
In terms of the audiovisual appearances, as it stands
audiovisual appearances are the exception, not the rule.
We currently allow an appearance by AV link in some
circumstances, including bail applications, special
mentions, committal mentions held in connection with
a committal proceeding, applications for an
adjournment and in other situations, but we do not
require it.
The impact of having a system that favours in-person
appearances is that the workload of the Magistrates
Court can become quite heavy and the court has
struggled with overcrowding in police cells. This means
that proceedings are often delayed, which causes
inconvenience for all concerned, whether they be
victims, the accused or of course the court itself. This is
where we get to looking at options for relief that make
the most of technologies at our disposal. A presumption
in favour of audiovisual (AV) links will go some way
to improving the capacity of the prison system and is
part of a broader suite of initiatives, including the
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construction of the new Ravenhall Prison and the repair
works to the Metropolitan Remand Centre.
The amendments in this bill will only apply to the
Magistrates Court. Other courts will be subject to the
old law. The reason for this is that the consultation with
all courts indicated that the Magistrates Courts would
be most favourably impacted by the change as they felt
the greatest impact of prisoners not being brought to
court. The Magistrates Court can still order that a
physical appearance is required, where a physical
appearance is required in the interests of justice or
where it is not reasonably practicable for the accused to
appear by AV link. I think we can assume that
magistrates will consider this carefully in each case that
comes before them.
The government has invested $14.7 million in
upgrading technology in the courts to encourage the use
of AV links and to modernise court practices. The
Magistrates Court and Corrections Victoria undertook
an initial rollout of AV technology in 2014 and 2015,
and by mid-2017 it is expected that all Melbourne
metropolitan courts, all major regional courts and some
satellite regional courts will have the new AV link
capabilities. There is also a requirement that these
facilities be made available to facilitate private
communication between an accused and a legal
practitioner. This can take place via a secure link and
can happen during a court proceeding where a lawyer
may need to obtain instructions from a client. Where
necessary, a magistrate can also clear a court to ensure
privacy of those discussions.
As this bill demonstrates, we are keen to ensure that
these changes do not impact on the availability of
services to prisoners. Further to this, court support
services will also be able to use the AV links to
undertake prisoner assessments, and outreach support
services are available at prisons so assessments can be
undertaken there as well.
A great benefit of the AV link is that it will occur at a
set date and time, which is in stark contrast to what
currently happens, which is that an accused often has to
wait around in a prison cell or in a prison van for the
case to be called at any time. Using an AV link will
also cause less disruption to prison activities, allowing
prisoners to get on with educational rehabilitation
activities as required rather than having them just
waiting around. It will also mean the victims will not
have to wait around for their case to be called, which of
course reduces the level of trauma associated with any
court process, which I think everyone would agree is a
positive thing.
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In terms of the changes to Victoria Legal Aid, these
changes pertain to the Legal Aid Act 1978, and as I said
these amendments will increase the number of directors
from three to five, which will take the overall number
of board members from five to seven. The bill also
amends the quorum for a meeting of the board from
three to four. The board currently consists of the
chairperson, the managing director and three directors.
Existing directors are predominantly from finance,
banking, government and legal backgrounds. The Legal
Aid Act actually currently requires directors to have
certain expertise — that is, at least one must have
financial management experience and at least one must
have business or government experience. The two
additional directors provided for in this bill will not be
required to have any particular expertise. Victoria Legal
Aid has requested these changes so it can attain better
coverage of related committee work and also to expand
the diversity of the board.
As many in this place will know, Victoria Legal Aid
and community legal centres play a fundamental role in
upholding the principle that everybody is equal before
the law. We know legal aid is an extremely important
component of the justice system, especially the criminal
justice system, but we also know that without adequate
funding to Victoria Legal Aid and community legal
centres this principle is essentially compromised. We
heard from the Parliamentary Secretary for Justice
about the poor performance of the previous state
government in terms of legal aid funding and the big
red cross it got. We also know that in 2014 the
Productivity Commission’s Access to Justice
Arrangements report concluded that an additional
$200 million needed to be allocated to legal aid. It has
been evident over several years that demand is growing
for legal aid services without a commensurate rise in
particularly federal funding.
Earlier this year the Human Rights Law Centre released
a report that claimed that government cuts were
undermining democracy. It also singled out funding
cuts to community legal centres, which I thought was
very interesting. The federal government contribution
to legal aid has slipped from about 50 per cent of the
share to about 35 per cent, which I think is appalling,
and everybody in this place should rightfully be looking
to our federal counterparts and asking why that is. I
remember when this happened. I remember I was at
school at the time and hoping to be a lawyer myself,
which eventually did take place, when legal funding
took a massive hit in 1997 under the Howard
government. What did it mean? It meant vulnerable
Australians were denied a basic legal right, and a
fundamental principle about equality before the law
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was undermined. I held that view then as a teenager,
and I retain that view now.
We on this side of the house understand the importance
of legal aid. I am very pleased and proud to be part of a
state government that has increased funding to Victoria
Legal Aid and has shown it the respect that it deserves.
But as I have said, we need to look to our federal
counterparts and ask why this trend of reduced funding
continues, particularly as we know demand grows.
I just wanted to reflect in the last minute or so that I
have at my disposal on the Magistrates Court in
Dandenong. I do so because, firstly, it is a fantastic
Magistrates Court, and it is one of the busiest in the
state — I think it is the second busiest, next to
Melbourne Magistrates Court — as are the magistrates
there. I am going to single out particularly Pauline
Spencer, whom I have met with a couple of times to
talk about the sorts of things that they do to try to
improve, I suppose, their own processes. In particular
recently I was speaking to her about measures that they
have taken to better deal with family violence cases. I
think the Parliamentary Secretary for Justice touched on
the idea of having different entrances for offenders and
victims, and things that are common sense when you
think about them but actually make a world of
difference to people’s experience of the court process
and go some way to minimising the trauma that can be
associated with the process, particularly if it relates to a
traumatic incident in itself.
I think this piece of legislation before us today is
sensible. I would like to thank the Attorney-General for
his work on this bill and for his commitment to
enhancing the operation of our justice system. Of
course I also acknowledge our new police minister,
who is kicking goals already. I acknowledge, very
proudly for my part, that she is the first female police
minister that we have ever had in this state. I think that
is something to celebrate. I would also like to thank
those who work for Victoria Legal Aid, who have often
got little reward — and certainly little financial
reward — but who do fantastic work. I commend the
bill to the house.
Mr CRISP (Mildura) — I rise to speak on the
Justice Legislation (Evidence and Other Acts)
Amendment Bill 2016 and to indicate The Nationals
and the coalition are not opposing this bill. The purpose
of the bill is to amend the Evidence (Miscellaneous
Provisions) Act 1958 to further provide for the use of
audiovisual links and to amend the Legal Aid Act 1978
to further provide for the nomination of directors to the
board of Victoria Legal Aid and make other minor and
consequential amendments.
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The main focus of this bill will be the way that an
accused can appear in court and the use of technology
to aid in those appearances. For appearances in the
Magistrates Court an accused adult person in custody
must appear by audiovisual link before the court in all
proceedings other than certain exempt matters. That
means that this will apply pretty much to everybody. A
physical appearance by an adult accused in custody for
certain proceedings, particularly an inquiry into the
accused’s fitness to plead, a hearing if the accused is
pleading not guilty, and other committals is required
unless an audiovisual order is made. A physical
appearance by an adult accused in the Victorian
Magistrates Court who has been taken into custody and
is required to be brought before the court is required,
unless the accused consents to appear by audiovisual
link. There are some rules about how and when you
appear.
I think firstly, from a country point of view, and
particularly from Mildura’s point of view, getting
audiovisual links is certainly a step in the right
direction. What we very much notice in Mildura is the
transporting of the accused; they are generally some
distance away. It is known locally as the truck, and it
does bring accused who have been remanded in
custody awaiting their trial to Mildura. In some cases
there are further delays, and they are taken back to
where they are being held. In most cases it requires
them to be brought up the day before and held
overnight in the police cells adjacent to the courthouse
in Mildura. All of this is expensive and difficult, and
with modern technology, as the Attorney-General is
bringing to the house in this bill, it is basically
unnecessary. This does ensure that the prisoners that
attend court in person do so only when it is really
necessary, and it does ensure that most hearings take
place by audiovisual link to minimise the disruption to
the prisoner, pressure on police cells and court delays.
This also does assist in the orderly running of
courthouses, as it requires the accused to move from the
police cells to the courthouse. Luckily in Mildura they
now have a tunnel from the adjacent building to make
this easier, but for many, many years and for many
other places it required a walk outside which, of course,
requires a different set of security arrangements.
We also know that there are about 250 000 criminal and
civil cases each year in Victoria — a considerable
number of cases — and we do know that there are
backlogs in getting people processed or having their
day in court. Being able to make the courts more
efficient and making it more easy to move through this
is certainly a step in the right direction and may well
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help us deal with some of the backlogs and the
bottlenecks that are occurring within our justice system.
It is also interesting that we do have to provide for that
confidential conversation to occur between the accused
and his legal representation and that that is often
necessary during the course of a hearing or a trial,
particularly hearings. We are all very used to seeing the
legal representation having those face-to-face
conversations wherever they can within the court
system. This makes provision that there should be a
room where this can occur with those who are waiting,
and I think that is part of what we would call natural
justice being applied here.
We cannot back away from the fact that no matter how
good technology is, things happen, and no doubt we
might merely be swapping a great deal of frustration
over trucking people long distances to places like
Mildura and processing them through the system with a
technical failure that will inevitably occur at just the
wrong time. I have faith that technology is getting
better all the time, but our levels of frustration with it
are certainly not dropping with time. I think, as with
elsewhere in our community, Mr Murphy will be alive,
well and active with his law of ‘Whatever can go wrong
will go wrong’.
In all, technology risks and concerns aside, this bill will
lead to a more efficient and smooth running of our
court system and may even produce some dollar
savings. It must be expensive to move somebody in a
truck from wherever they are being held awaiting a trial
all the way to Mildura, to have their time in court and
then take them back to where they are being held. This
will also help particularly — again, referring to
Mr Murphy — when court is on and police cells are
needed in Mildura. Something will happen, and there
will be a busy night and there will be issues with
overcrowding, particularly in country cells where you
cannot move people away. This measure will assist in
that particular area.
It also brings us to an issue that often comes up in
Mildura, and that is that some people are advocating
strongly for a low-security correctional facility in
north-west Victoria, something that I think does have
some merit and would also partially assist in some of
these issues as well. In relation to some people who
have fallen foul of the law — and we do not ever want
to give up on anyone but it is very tempting, as we all
know — a number of families in north-western Victoria
have approached me to say that they would very much
like to have a facility for their loved ones closer to
where they can actually interact with them.
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The final part of this bill refers to adjustments to
Victoria Legal Aid, particularly expanding the Victoria
Legal Aid board. There is provision in this legislation to
increase the board by two and to allow for some
specialist directors. I think this too comes at an
interesting time because what we all are aware of is that
the queues are growing, and growing very fast, for legal
aid. There are certainly some concerns — and I do pose
this as a question that I do not know the answer to — as
to just why the queues for legal aid are growing so fast
and how this need is escalating almost exponentially
each year. For the extra directors to bring those extra
skills to Victoria Legal Aid I think will help in
managing the question I have asked, even if it does not
answer the question. So, with that, The Nationals and
coalition are not opposing this bill.
Mr McGUIRE (Broadmeadows) — Victoria’s legal
system is moving from the horsehair wigs of the past to
the digital era defining our future. This is another
practical remedy to make our legal system more
efficient, emblematic of the style of the Andrews
government. The reasons this reform is required are that
the Magistrates Court has struggled with adult accused
in custody not being brought to court due to
overcrowding in police cells. If police cells attached to
courts are at capacity, no further prisoners can be
received. As a result, proceedings are often delayed,
causing inconvenience to courts, victims and the
accused.
Audiovisual link presumptions will go some way to
addressing this challenge and are part of the
developments to improve the capacity of the prison
system. Other works include construction of the new
Ravenhall Prison and the repair works on the
Metropolitan Remand Centre.
So this is a new law that takes a practical approach and
will make the system more efficient where it matters
most — that is, in the Magistrates Court where the vast
majority, the overwhelming majority in fact, of cases
are heard. The other courts will still be subject to the
old law. New laws will require an adult accused who is
in custody to appear in the Magistrates Court by
audiovisual link for all appearances except where it is
the first appearance before the Magistrates Court after
the accused is taken into custody or it is a committal
proceeding or an inquiry into the accused’s fitness to
stand trial or the hearing of a charge. A sentencing
hearing which previously required a physical
appearance will now occur by audiovisual link in the
Magistrates Court. It will still require a physical
appearance in the County and Supreme courts, just to
go over those jurisdictional differences.
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Consultation has occurred with all the courts, but only
the Magistrates Court indicated that it would be assisted
by this change as the court with the greatest number of
cases and where it has the impact on prisoners not
being brought to court. So they are the basic facts of the
matter. This is a non-controversial bill; it is not being
contested. In fact it is being acknowledged and praised
by the opposition, and I think that is the category that it
fits.
The next issue is: does the Magistrates Court have the
technology to actually make this work? The reality is
that the Magistrates Court and Corrections Victoria
undertook an initial rollout of this new technology
between September 2014 and March 2015 at 10 courts,
including Broadmeadows. By the middle of next year it
is expected that all Melbourne metropolitan courts,
major regional and a select number of satellite regional
courts will have the new audiovisual link. So they are
the facts of the matter.
The legislation also amends the Legal Aid Act 1978 to
expand the Victoria Legal Aid board from four to six
non-executive members, and I note what the
Attorney-General said in his commentary on this. He
said:
Enlarging the membership will increase the diversity of
experience available to the board, which gives it greater
capacity to deal with current and future challenges.

I think that greater diversity is in many ways a solution
to addressing some of these issues, particularly on
boards, and I think it has been one of this government’s
great initiatives to have 50 per cent of places on boards
women. I think that this is a really important matter
because we really had to open the door to the
boardroom to get women in the door so that we can
actually have the majority of the population — let us
just think about it, the majority of the population —
have a voice and have a say. It is a radical thought that,
is it not — the majority of the population? That is one
of the worst prejudices that we have actually put to the
sword, way beyond the time it should have taken.
Ms Knight interjected.
Mr McGUIRE — As the member for Wendouree
says, it is one of those unseen barriers, and it is
important that we do actually address these issues. As
the member for Broadmeadows I do want to point out
that particularly for the women that I represent, while
we have been able to open the door to the boardroom, a
lot of the women that I represent, who come from
160 different nationalities and now call Australia home,
do not speak English when they first arrive. They are
trying to make their way in the land of opportunity, and
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this is where you get your start — in Broadmeadows.
They do not even know where the building is, far less
the boardroom. So this is an issue that I think with a
progressive government that I am proud to be a part
of — the Andrews government — we will evolve these
themes, and we will help to open the door for the
women that I and so many of us on the government side
do represent to give them a chance to be participants at
all of these different levels, because that is the way you
build capacity, that is the way you get a fair go and, I
will just straight up say, that is the way you get better
decision-making. So I think that is critical to the subtext
of what we are doing here.
Also with the Children’s Court in Broadmeadows we
have now come up with a different model of how we
separate out children with playgrounds and centres. We
are trying to take the potential conflict and
confrontation areas away for family violence issues. I
think really what we are still talking about is the
response to criminal justice issues. But I have always
advocated that we need prevention. It is much better,
and there needs to be far more investment in attitudes,
education and opportunities, the attributes that largely
determine where we all end up in life.
We cannot let the systemic failure in this political
system continue where an enlightened Labor
government will actually open the way, will invest in
attitude, education and opportunity, and then if there is
a change of government, you get coalitions coming in
and then just using the reverse Robin Hood strategy and
taking the money out. So if you actually want to have a
meaningful contribution to the causes of crime, the
issues around poverty and the need for jobs and growth,
we have to end the way the system is gamed — and it is
most brutally seen in the electorate of Broadmeadows.
Here are the contradictions. As the capital of
Melbourne’s north, which has the highest concentration
of advanced manufacturing in Australia, here you have
the opportunities, but you have got to get beyond the
ideology and the politics of saying, ‘Hang on; these
people vote Labor, so there is nothing in it for the
coalition. We will not only ignore them historically,
neglect them when we’re in power, but we will actually
take the money away from them’. I mean, even just
from the proposition of enlightened self-interest you
know that you cannot allow areas and you cannot allow
families who have made the same journey my family
made in arriving in 1959 in Broadmeadows, where only
the accents and not the aspirations have changed, to be
left isolated and marginalised.
This is a huge shift that has to occur on the conservative
side of politics or what we used to call the small-l
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liberal side of politics or even just the Liberal side of
politics. There must be a broader view to deal with
systemic change. This is not just for these communities,
but if you want the right to govern for the state of
Victoria or for the nation, this is where you need to
actually address these fundamental propositions,
because videoconferencing and a more efficient
methodology for the criminal justice system is an
advance and is to be applauded; it is a better way of
doing it.
But why do we not actually get to the causes? Why do
we not address the causes and not just the symptoms?
Why do we not put more effort into doing that? That is
the harder thing to do; that is what Labor has done and
it is clear cut. It is only under enlightened Labor
governments that these changes are made, so for that
reason I want to commend this bill to the house. I see it
as yet another plank in an evolving platform of reforms
that actually go to the causes of issues and which will
make cultural, generational and systemic change.
Mr ANGUS (Forest Hill) — I am pleased to rise
this evening to make a brief contribution in relation to
the Justice Legislation (Evidence and Other Acts)
Amendment Bill 2016. The purposes of the bill are,
firstly, to amend the Evidence (Miscellaneous
Provisions) Act 1958 to further provide for audiovisual
links in the Magistrates Court; secondly, to amend the
Legal Aid Act 1978 to increase by two the number of
directors on the board of Victoria Legal Aid; and
thirdly, to make minor and consequential amendments
to other acts.
The whole issue of Magistrates Courts and the volume
of cases going through them is a significant one for our
community. I note that we have in the vicinity of
53 Magistrates Court locations throughout Victoria and
that 90 per cent of all Victorian court cases go through
the Magistrates Court. There are approximately
250 000 criminal and civil cases in any one year, so that
is a massive volume of cases going through that court.
Therefore anything that can streamline those
proceedings or assist in any way is certainly welcomed
and should be encouraged.
I note that unlike a number of other speakers,
particularly the two immediately preceding me, I do not
have a Magistrates Court in my electorate of Forest
Hill; in fact I did not even have a police station until
recently. The police station was opened earlier this
year, and I will come back to that in a moment. Our
nearest Magistrates Court is further to the north of my
electorate, up in Ringwood. I have been up there on a
couple of occasions and seen firsthand the level of
activity that goes through that particular court, and I
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guess that would be fairly typical for the Magistrates
Courts spread throughout the suburbs and country
towns in Victoria and indeed in the city at the
Melbourne Magistrates Court, which is at any time a
hive of activity.
Clause 3, which is under part 2 of the bill, goes into the
detail of the proposed amendments and notes that for
appearances in the Magistrates Court an accused adult
person in custody must appear by audiovisual link
before the court for all proceedings other than certain
exempted matters. The physical appearance by an adult
accused in custody is required for certain
proceedings — an inquiry into an accused’s fitness to
plead, a hearing if the accused is pleading not guilty and
a committal — unless an audiovisual order is made. A
physical appearance by an adult accused who has been
taken into custody and is required to be brought before
the Magistrates Court is required unless the accused
consents to appear by audiovisual link.
We can see those changes are contained under part 2,
clause 3 of the bill, which inserts new section 42JA
headed ‘Appearance of adult accused before the
Magistrates’ Court’. New section 42JA(1) goes into
those details. It talks about a direction being made in
relation to an accused other than a child. I think that is
an important matter that needs to be noted. It goes on to
say that such an accused is required to appear before the
Magistrates Court via audiovisual link.
New section 42JA(2) provides an exemption. It states:
Unless the Magistrates’ Court makes a direction under
section 42 M(1), an accused, other than a child, being held in
custody who is required to appear, or be brought, before the
Magistrates’ Court, is required to appear, will be brought,
physically before the Magistrates’ Court —
(a) on an inquiry into the accused’s fitness to plead to
the charge; or
(b) on the hearing of the charge if the accused is
pleading not guilty; or
(c) on a committal hearing.

That is the substance of the main amendments being
made in that particular section of the bill.
Clause 5(3) inserts new subsection (1A), which states:
Without limiting subsection (1), in determining whether the
making of a direction referred to in subsection (1) in a
proceeding referred to in section 42JA(1) is required in the
interests of justice, the Magistrates’ Court must take into
consideration whether the direction is required to enable the
accused—
(a) to comprehend the proceedings; or
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(b) to communicate with the accused’s legal
representative and give instructions, or express
wishes, to that representative.”.

So there are a number of safeguards in there as well.
Clause 7 inserts new section 42MA headed
‘Appearance of adult accused in proceedings other than
section 42JA or 42K proceedings’, which states:
In any proceeding to which this Division applies … a
court may, on its own initiative or on the application of a
party to the proceeding, direct that an accused, other
than a child, appear before it by audio visual link if it is
satisfied that appearance by audio visual link is
consistent with the interests of justice.”.

That is certainly a vital prevailing element in relation to
this bill. As I said, any initiative or enhancement to the
legal system that can ease the workload and increase
the efficiency of the legal system, in this case
particularly the Magistrates Court system, is certainly
something to be welcomed.
Just going back to local matters, as I said, we had the
opening of the Forest Hill police station earlier this
year, and that was a great occasion. I just want to place
on record again my thanks and congratulations to
Superintendent Richard Watkins and his team up there
for the great work they do in looking after the broader
area of the City of Whitehorse and the Forest Hill
electorate. They are out and about on a regular basis
catching offenders who have committed a range of
offences. They do outstanding work in keeping our
community safe by diligently following up leads and
dealing with offenders, as the broader community
would have them do. That has been a terrific
$13 million coalition project, and it was terrific to be at
its opening earlier this year.
Part 3 of the bill goes on to deal with the amendments
in relation to the board of directors of Victoria Legal
Aid. What that does is increase the number of directors
on the board from three to five and alters the quorum
numbers from three to four. That is probably a sensible
initiative to enable the board and any quorum to work
efficiently. The important thing is that the two
additional board members need to be experienced and
well-credentialed people, not party members or people
using Victoria Legal Aid as a stepping stone to some
other career or political pursuit. They need to be people
who are experienced, well-credentialed and who can
add some value by looking to give rather than take or
use the position as a stepping stone to some other
pursuit.
I think that it is absolutely vital that the candidates
chosen to go into those positions are appropriate and
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will really improve that board. One of the challenges of
running any board or committee is the importance of
getting people there and making sure you can form a
quorum. The increase in numbers from three to four
should assist in that matter.
As has been said by other speakers, including the lead
speaker, the coalition will not be opposing this bill. In
terms of Victoria Legal Aid matters, I note that it is
calling on the state government for an extra $42 million
of funding per year. That is something that this
government is going to have to grapple with, because
that is an extraordinary amount of money, on top of the
record funding that the previous coalition government
had provided to Victoria Legal Aid. As I said, I think
the government will have to deal with that. It needs to
have a good look at where that money is going and how
it is being used, and make sure that it is being used
effectively and efficiently for the benefit of Victorian
taxpayers. In conclusion, as I said, the coalition will not
be opposing this bill.
Mr DIMOPOULOS (Oakleigh) — It is great to see
you, Acting Speaker Blandthorn, a good member and a
friend of mine, in the chair. It gives me great pleasure to
speak on the Justice Legislation (Evidence and Other
Acts) Amendment Bill 2016.
Others have spoken about this, but I might put on the
record in my contribution to this debate a bit about the
status quo. The current law governing appearances by
adult accused persons applies across all the courts, not
just the Magistrates Court. It requires an adult accused
person who is in custody for one of the following
hearings to physically attend court: the first appearance
before the Magistrates Court after the accused is taken
into custody, a committal proceeding, an inquiry into
the accused’s fitness to stand trial, a trial or hearing of a
charge, a sentencing hearing or an appeal arising out of
that trial or hearing.
The current law allows an appearance by audiovisual
link for the following appearances: a bail application,
any appearance subsequent to the accused’s remand in
custody, a special mention or committal mention held
in connection with a committal proceeding, an
application for an adjournment or the arraignment of
the accused if that occurs on a day other than the day of
the trial. Where the hearings do not fall into either of
the previous two categories, the law allows for the court
to order an audiovisual link if it is consistent with the
interests of justice to do so.
This bill will apply only to the Magistrates Court; the
other courts will still be subject to the existing legal
framework or provisions. The new law will require that
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an adult accused person who is in custody to appear in
the Magistrates Court appear by audiovisual link for all
appearances except for the following four: the first
appearance before the Magistrates Court after the
accused is taken into custody, a committal proceeding,
an inquiry into the accused’s fitness to stand trial or a
hearing of a charge. A sentencing hearing which
previously required a physical appearance will now
occur by audiovisual link in the Magistrates Court. It
will still require a physical appearance in the County
and Supreme courts.

Magistrates Court is effectively the workhorse of the
court system in my view.

The reason I detailed that in some length is that it gives
a sense of how this bill seeks to strike an appropriate
balance between the interests of justice and the interests
of the efficient allocation of court resources and the
time of police and other personnel. Although it is
important to maintain that balance, I believe the
court — being effectively the judge, or the magistrate in
this case — has the ultimate decision-making power.
The court can require an appearance in person if the
court deems it to be in the interests of justice to do that.
That is what is important. We trust the office-holders
that we appoint to these positions to execute justice in a
way that is effective, fair and transparent.

That is obviously not an issue of this government’s
making; it has been a longstanding issue, unfortunately,
and one that was not helped by a recidivism rate of
some 40 per cent during the previous government’s
term in office.

The rationale, as others have said, for why we have
introduced this bill is in effect because of the
overcrowding situation, which leads to a whole range of
consequential difficulties in the court system where
people are hanging around for hours and hours and are
called back on other days because the accused cannot
be brought up to the courtroom from the holding cells.
That occurs either because they are not there — they
are bailed — or because the holding cells are so
congested. I will say a couple of things about that at the
end of my contribution.
We are addressing the situation upstream from the
genesis of the problem, and I think it is an appropriate
thing to address. We are also trying to address the
genesis of the problem through a whole range of
different measures, such as — I think this was
mentioned by the member for Niddrie — the building
of Ravenhall Prison, the upgrade works at the
Metropolitan Remand Centre and also in terms of our
approach to the criminal justice system, as we observed
in another debate in the chamber the other week in
relation to children and bail.
Why does this bill only apply to the Magistrates Court?
The Magistrates Court is where I think most of the
action is. I think roughly 80 per cent — I cannot
remember the exact figure — of the work of the courts
of Victoria is done by the Magistrates Court. The

Just in terms of the overcrowding issue, I want to quote
an article by Bianca Hall in the Age of 18 April this
year:
Victoria’s prisons are so overcrowded some magistrates are
releasing prisoners on bail to ensure they’ll turn up to court.
It is usually the job of corrections to bring prisoners on
remand to court appearances. But the jails are so full
corrections seems unable to cope.

As I think the member for Niddrie also said, it is not
only the accused that will benefit from this bill but also
all the other people who have to come to a proceeding
at court, including, fundamentally, the victims, who
will not have to wait around if the court system is more
effective. But even more fundamentally than that, the
victims, particularly of sex offences, will have less
chance of being in the same room as their accused,
which is a very difficult situation for those victims. This
bill seeks to strike the right balance in relation to when
audiovisual links are used and when they are not.
Overriding all of that is the court’s ultimate decision. I
think additionally the balance is struck, as I said, further
upstream in terms of the changes we have made to
some of the provisions around bail.
In conclusion, I also want to talk a bit about the
investment in court infrastructure. It is a significant
issue. From memory, I think there are around 54 court
buildings in Melbourne and regional Victoria. Most are
in regional Victoria because of the very nature of access
to justice and having a population that lives outside the
capital city. Fundamentally many of these court
buildings, as I think the member for Niddrie said, are
architecturally beautiful but are in some senses
crumbling. We saw in the recent budget
announcements around security upgrades.
In the last budget there was provision made for a
security audit across all Victorian Magistrates Court
buildings. The Magistrates Courts of course play host to
the higher courts when they are on circuit in regional
Victoria, and this is yet another investment. While it is
not an investment in buildings, it is an investment in the
ability of those courts to do their work and to do it in a
way that provides the easiest path for people interacting
with criminal justice and the court system — innocent
people, as victims and family members are.
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That is consistent with the approach we heard about at
the Public Accounts and Estimates Committee (PAEC)
hearings that this government takes to technology and
how it is a really important tool in efficient government
administration. An example to add to that of
audiovisual technology, which is provided for in this
bill, is the acting police minister’s evidence at PAEC
when he talked about providing iPads to police. He
showed a picture of an outdated fax room where police
would have to go back to the office and fax off charge
sheets and a whole range of other things.
This legislation is part of the whole sweep of initiatives
to make justice more effective and more efficient, and I
think it is an important contribution for victims,
important for the accused and important for the
criminal justice system. I commend the fact that the
opposition is not opposing the bill, and I commend the
Attorney-General for his work in his preparation of the
bill and wish it a speedy passage.
Mr THOMPSON (Sandringham) — The bill
before the house, the Justice Legislation (Evidence and
Other Acts) Amendment Bill 2016, has two main
objectives and makes some miscellaneous amendments.
One is to amend the provisions of the Evidence Act
2008 to further provide for the use of audiovisual links.
The second purpose is to amend the Legal Aid Act
1978 to further provide for the nomination of directors
to the board of directors of Victoria Legal Aid.
In cutting to the chase I would just like to refer to Alert
Digest No. 6 of 2016 and its report to the
58th Parliament on the Justice Legislation (Evidence
and Other Acts) Amendment Bill 2016. It comments in
relation to a couple of the clauses — and I quote:
The committee observes that the effect of clauses 3 and
4(2)(b) is to remove the existing presumption that an accused
in custody must be brought physically before a Magistrates’
Court when pleading guilty and at sentencing. Further,
clause 3 and existing section 42L provide that an accused in
custody must appear at such hearings ‘by audio visual link’
unless the court is satisfied that a physical appearance is
required in the interests of justice or it is not reasonably
practicable for the accused to appear before the court by
audiovisual link.

The committee goes on to note that:
A hearing where the accused pleads guilty requires a court to
assess whether the accused is pleading guilty under
compulsion or a misunderstanding of the charges against him
or her. The committee observes that the Supreme Court of
Illinois —

an interesting precedent —
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has held that requiring an accused to plead guilty by video
link is incompatible with that nation’s constitutional right to
confrontation, remarking that —

This is an interesting point. It states:
A guilty plea is a decisive moment for the defendant in
the criminal process. The plea obviates the prosecution’s
burden of proof. It supplies both evidence and verdict,
ending controversy. It carries the same finality as a jury
verdict. The atmosphere of the courtroom can play a
critical, albeit intangible, role in the proceedings,
including a hearing on a plea. A courtroom is more than
a location with seats for a judge, jury, witnesses,
defendant, prosecutor, defence counsel and public
observers; the setting that the courtroom provides is
itself an important element in the constitutional
conception of trial, contributing a dignity essential to the
integrity of the trial process.
In a televised appearance, crucial aspects of a
defendant’s physical presence may be lost or
misinterpreted, such as the participant’s demeanour,
facial expressions and vocal inflections, the ability for
immediate and unmediated contact with counsel, and the
solemnity of a court proceeding. In a guilty plea hearing,
as in a trial, these components may be lost if a
defendant’s appearance is through closed-circuit
television.

In light of those concerns it is important that there be, as
the shadow Attorney-General has made reference to in
other contexts, a strong level of vigilance to ensure that
where there is the use of an audiovisual link, those
components that form part of our justice system are not
lost and the notion and the timing of the person
pleading guilty to an offence still forms an integral part
of what is the notion of justice.
Just by way of background, the first police magistrate in
Victoria was William Lonsdale, appointed in 1836, and
the first courthouse in Victoria was on the site of the
Spencer Street station region in the City of Melbourne.
He had been appointed by Governor Burke and
replaced an arbitrator who took up a three-month role in
the colony in 1836, a fellow by the name of Simpson.
Lonsdale himself made an important contribution to the
early development of Melbourne as a just police
magistrate as well as going on to become one of the
members of the Legislative Council appointed by
Charles Latrobe in 1851. He looked over the
jurisdiction of Victoria.
Legal aid is very important in a number of contexts. It
can be important that people are advised and apprised
of their rights under the law. I note, having chaired the
then Victorian parliamentary Law Reform Committee a
number of years ago, the importance of access to law in
rural and regional Victoria. Access to law came in two
components: one was access to legal aid in the criminal
process, and the other was access to legal advice in a
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civil context. One of the recommendations of the Law
Reform Committee review of access to law and legal
services in rural and regional Victoria circa 2002 was
that there be availability of good legal advice.
The committee made a recommendation, which has
since been implemented, that a publication compiled on
a pro bono basis by many good lawyers through the
Fitzroy Legal Service might be made more readily
available. It was made available online with some
Victoria Law Foundation funding or equipment, I
believe, and more recently with decisions by
attorneys-general as to how it might be well funded.
That is very important because advice that might
otherwise cost several hundred dollars is now more
readily available, and the transaction of judgements and
the processing of cases can be expedited if people have
a full awareness of their rights and responsibilities.
The contribution of pro bono legal advice is something
that in some quarters goes unrecognised. In the case of
large firms that have government contracts it is an
obligation to give, by way of legal advice on a pro bono
basis or pro bono legal work, up to 20 per cent of what
they receive. This can help in some important cases and
in work transacted through what used to be referred to
as the Public Interest Law Clearing House, or PILCH. I
understand there has been a change of title in more
recent times.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr THOMPSON — I am reliably informed it is
now known as Justice Connect. While these firms deal
with bigger landmark cases, there is a massive amount
of pro bono legal work that is undertaken by suburban
law firms and law firms in rural and regional Victoria
which, to a large part, would go unrecognised. If a
person attends a law firm seeking legal advice and the
cost is prohibitive, many firms take on board the
responsibility of ensuring that people are apprised of
their rights under the law. At a recent meeting in the
Sandringham electorate attended by a number of legal
practitioners and also the Attorney-General reference
was made to the importance of pro bono legal work.
One example related to a lady who had called for an
antenna to be replaced at her property. She was quoted
$200, but she was ultimately billed via her credit card
$1000. Upon review of the duress under which she was
asked to pay that amount she sought some advice.
There was some good work undertaken where she went
to the Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal to
have that matter arbitrated, and there was a judgement
of $600 in her favour. For a law firm to retrieve that
sum of money on behalf of a person is not cost
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effective, but there was one solicitor who said that that
would be a matter that could be undertaken by his firm
on a pro bono basis. Other people who were at the
meeting conveyed similar sentiments. There has been a
massive uplift in the pro bono contribution of suburban
lawyers and legal aid service lawyers who help guide
people as to their rights and responsibilities and ensure
that justice is done.
There is a great case in the history of Australian law,
the first legal case, Cable v. Sinclair, or Cable v.
Johnson, which formed part of Justice Windeyer’s
address to a constitutional convention in Canada. In this
case goods that belonged to travellers on a ship had
been stolen by the ship’s captain. The British system of
law applied upon the ship’s landing in Australia, and a
determination was made in favour of a young couple
who had goods for the benefit of their young child
returned to them or reimbursement made. I commend
that particular case to members of the house as the first
legal case in Victoria and one that reflects the wise
administration of the law and the balancing of rights
where people who were in fact being transported as
convicts to New South Wales had their rights
nevertheless upheld under British law.
Mr PEARSON (Essendon) — I am delighted to
make a contribution to the debate in relation to the
Justice Legislation (Evidence and Other Acts)
Amendment Bill 2016. As other speakers have
indicated, this bill is important because it will introduce
a presumption that prisoners will appear via audiovisual
links for certain court hearings in the Magistrates Court
rather than appear in person. This is an important piece
of legislation that is before the house, because it goes to
the heart of ensuring that we can deliver government
services efficiently and effectively.
In preparing for this contribution I was reminded of the
fact that about 20 years ago I started working here,
initially as a volunteer but then subsequently as an
employee of the then Leader of the Opposition, John
Brumby.
Ms Green — I remember those times.
Mr PEARSON — Indeed. They were heady days.
An honourable member — No longer.
Mr PEARSON — No longer. Sadly, no. I raise this
because today John wrote an article in the Age which
says:
‘Dog days’. ‘The Greek road’. Massively higher debt and
declining real incomes. Call it what you will, but make no
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mistake: short of a miracle, this is where Australia is headed,
irrespective of who wins the 2 July election.
When Donald Horne called Australia ‘the Lucky Country’ in
1964 he wasn’t being complimentary. He meant that we were
coasting along on overseas demand for our agriculture and
resources, and neglecting to do the hard work of building a
smart, resourceful and innovative nation.
Today it’s more true than ever that Australia has to make its
own luck. The mining boom is over and the world economy
is sluggish at best. The recent federal budget brought a
number of issues into sharp relief: $67.7 billion in combined
fiscal deficits by 2020, and net government debt up from
$285 billion to $355 billion in that time.

Why is that important? It is relevant because John was
a fantastic Leader of the Opposition, he was a great
Treasurer, and he was a great Premier. He had an
extraordinary capacity to understand where public
policy was headed in this state and in this nation.
This bill is important because really what we are trying
to do is find a way to more effectively deliver justice in
the most efficient and economic way possible. By
making sure you can have a prisoner able to be taken
out of their cell and into, say, a common area or another
area in a correctional facility and for them to participate
in hearings at the Magistrates Court, most of which, at
the end of the day, are fairly perfunctory, very short
engagements, is incredibly efficient. That is as opposed
to having to get the person out of their cell, into the
transport bay, into a vehicle, taken up the highway, put
in a holding cell, taken out of the holding cell and into
the Magistrates Court for a hearing which might last for
only a matter of minutes, and then put back in the
vehicle and taken back to the correctional facility. From
a cost point of view the differential is massive; it is a
massive difference.
This bill is important because it is really trying to find a
way in which we can say, ‘How can we use technology
as an enabler to be a more efficient provider of
government services?’. That is the crux of it. That is the
real key driver here. I think if John Brumby were still a
member of this place, he would be extremely focused
on the fact that this is an important piece of legislation
because it is about a more efficient delivery of
government services — more efficiently delivering a
justice outcome which does not compromise the rights
of the people who appear before the courts at all but
recognises that for some of these hearings there is no
need for the prisoner to be there.
Clearly, for example, you would not want to have
someone on a very serious charge not being able to be
face to face with the jury, the defence counsel or the
prosecution; that is very different. This is about making
sure that there is a triage approach, where you say that
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for the basic stuff, the stuff where there is a fairly
perfunctory appearance before the Magistrates Court
and where it is not particularly controversial, being able
to beam that person into the court over high-speed
broadband makes a lot of sense. It is about making sure
that we can, for example, in the justice portfolio,
discharge our obligations and duties.
Business interrupted under sessional orders.

ADJOURNMENT
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The question is:
That the house now adjourns.

Cheltenham and Mentone level crossings
Mr THOMPSON (Sandringham) — The matter I
wish to raise is for the attention of the Minister for
Small Business, Innovation and Trade in the other
place, through the minister at the table, and the action I
seek is the opportunity for him to meet with traders in
the Cheltenham and Mentone business districts to
discuss the future impact of grade separation occurring
at both those places.
Recently at a meeting I received a brochure from a
businessman in Ormond, the proprietor of Melbourne
Music Centre, where he had what he called the
‘Collateral damage sale: brought to you by the
Victorian government and the LXRA’. In paraphrasing
elements of his brochure, which he was distributing to
traders and other people, he made the remarks:
Why are we being forced to liquidate stock?

And he noted that there was no other option left, as
businesses in Ormond have been ruined by the
Andrews Victorian Labor government’s and the Level
Crossing Removal Authority’s broken promises about
the commencement timetable of the works. The
brochure goes on:
How?
By breaking their promise to begin works to remove the level
crossing at Ormond from the promised date of June 2016 and
instead moving it forward to December 2015.

He posed a question:
Why was that a problem?
Because understanding the removal works to be undertaken in
June 2016, businesses here spent every available cent in
ramping up stocks for Christmas/summer in the belief that the
June works would destroy business. Most retail businesses
take 45 per cent of the year’s takings in December. Many
businesses exist solely for Christmas trade.
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So what happened?
They ‘fast-tracked’ it forward to December 2015, negatively
affecting all businesses in Ormond and completely destroying
a number of retail businesses in Ormond.
What sort of sane person would fast-track public works to the
weeks before Christmas, the biggest time of the year in retail?

The brochure suggests it would simply be someone
who could not care about anything other than
advancing another political objective. These are not my
words; they are the statements of a trader in North
Road, Ormond, and I am reading from his document,
which I am happy to table. He says:
But it can’t have been all that bad?
Melbourne Music Centre has lost just on $100 000 (yes …
that’s $100 000!) because of the works being pushed forward
to December …
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north-east. However, our entrepreneurs need the right
support.
I was pleased to be with the Minister for Training and
Skills last week when he committed to the reopening of
the Greensborough TAFE in 2017, which will have a
tech school and a business incubator on site. It was
fantastic to hear that evening how Melbourne
Innovation Centre has helped over a hundred small and
microbusinesses create 1300 jobs.
LaunchVic is just the government support that
innovative business incubators require to take great
ideas from ideas to reality and to create jobs. Therefore
I ask the minister to consider LaunchVic applications
from Nillumbik Shire Council to tap into the new and
innovative culture that we see thriving in Melbourne’s
north-east.

Poowong abattoir rendering plant

…
What are the negatives?

And it is noted that there needs to be:
Freedom of choice, and the fact that you, the taxpayer, will
bear witness to the disappearance of the long-established,
independent local shops that you, the local community, keep
alive.

He concludes by saying:
Thanks for nothing, Danno!

Cheltenham and Mentone traders are keen to ensure
that in any works being undertaken people will not lose
their livelihoods, will not lose their life savings and will
not lose their businesses.

LaunchVic
Ms WARD (Eltham) — The action I seek is from
the Minister for Small Business, Innovation and Trade
in the other place. I ask that the minister consider
applications from Nillumbik Shire Council for the next
round of funding from the $60 million LaunchVic
program. LaunchVic supports both a globally
recognised, thriving start-up culture and entrepreneurs
to develop and grow businesses.
I congratulate the Andrews government on recognising
that we live in a fast-changing world, including in the
north-east, which will be hard hit by the closure of
elaborately transformed manufacturing when the Ford
plant shuts in October. However, the north-east is home
to a large number of microbusinesses. In fact in excess
of 80 per cent of businesses in my area are
microbusinesses. They have the opportunity to grow,
and we have a strong entrepreneurial culture in the

Mr D. O’BRIEN (Gippsland South) — My
adjournment matter is for the Minister for Energy,
Environment and Climate Change, and I ask the
minister to ask the Environment Protection Authority
Victoria (EPA) to review and expedite its consideration
of a permit for a new high-temperature rendering plant
at GBP Exports, a major abattoir at Poowong.
GBP Exports employs about 180 people on any given
day at Poowong in my electorate of Gippsland South,
and the high-temperature rendering plant would deliver
10 extra jobs or more. In particular it would shore up
the remaining jobs at the plant because rendering of
‘waste products’, fat and bone in particular, would help
to make the existing plant more viable.
The owners of GBP Exports have been seeking to
develop what I believe is a state-of-the-art rendering
plant for about 18 months, and they have become quite
frustrated with the delays that have occurred in getting a
permit. There is a small level of local opposition, which
I think has caused the EPA to be quite cautious, but the
facts are that rendering plants are generally — —
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! Honourable
members are not to take photos in the chamber.
Mr Staikos — I didn’t take a photo. This is just a
sign from Ormond station where we were.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! All right. The
honourable member, to continue.
Mr D. O’BRIEN — The application has taken
about 18 months, and given that most modern abattoirs
have rendering plants, the company is concerned as to
why this is taking so long. It believes it has met every
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request that has been asked of it by the EPA, and it
wants to see the investment in this plant go ahead as
quickly as possible. The company is concerned about
the hurdles that have been put up.
The main message that I received from GBP Exports is
that it does not want any special treatment, and I am
certainly not asking the minister or the EPA to provide
any special treatment. I am simply asking the minister
to ask the EPA to review this situation as best it can to
expedite the granting or at least consideration of the
permit for this treatment plant, which will help shore up
180 jobs and the future of GBP Exports in my
electorate of Gippsland South.

Yuroke electorate roads
Ms SPENCE (Yuroke) — On Tuesday, 31 May, I
held a roads forum in my electorate with the Minister
for Roads and Road Safety. Over 100 local residents
took the time to come along and share their views about
local road priorities. Earlier that day we met with
representatives of Aitken College, the Greenvale
Residents Association and the Hume City Council. At
all of these meetings the concerns raised were
consistent — that is, the required duplication of
Craigieburn, Mickleham and Somerton roads. In recent
years traffic on these roads has increased significantly
as more and more families join our community.
VicRoads and the Hume City Council have been
working on a study for possible future duplications,
which will help inform future work to improve
accessibility and traffic flow.
I am pleased that the minister heard the views of the
community loud and clear. The action I now seek from
the minister is that he return to Yuroke to provide
further information in response to these concerns and to
update residents on the steps he has taken to progress
the upgrading of major arterial roads in Yuroke.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The
honourable member has not directed the matter to a
minister. I assume, and probably quite rightly, that it is
to the Minister for Roads and Roads Safety.
Ms SPENCE — It is for the Minister for Roads and
Roads Safety. Sorry.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! If honourable
members can right at the outset detail who the minister
is and the action requested, that would be appreciated.

Weed control
Mr BLACKWOOD (Narracan) — I raise a matter
for the Minister for Agriculture in the other place, and
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the action I seek is for the minister to direct more
resources to the compliance and enforcement of
regionally controlled weeds on private and public land.
The Catchment and Land Protection Act 1994 clearly
directs that a landowner must take all reasonable steps
to eradicate regionally prohibited weeds and to prevent
the growth and spread of regionally controlled weeds.
The Mount Worth and District Landcare Group has
raised this matter with me. The group has been
extremely active in doing all it can to manage weeds,
firstly, on group members’ properties and also by
assisting neighbours through education and training, in
particular new members who have moved into the
community. Regionally controlled weeds in the Mount
Worth district include blackberries, thistles and
ragwort. Allowing weeds to seed degrades the property
of the landowner the weeds are on and the properties of
other landowners. The Mount Worth and District
Landcare Group has developed and adopted a
community weed standard that commits their members
to regularly inspect their properties and destroy any
emerging weeds, to not allow any weeds to seed on
their properties and to remove any seeding heads of
weeds and dispose of them responsibly.
The department website states that landowners have the
responsibility to take all reasonable steps to prevent the
growth and spread of regionally controlled weeds on
their land, but it also advertises that weeds cannot be
eradicated, which in some cases is used by a landowner
as an excuse for inaction. It may be that eradication is
not possible over the whole state, but there is no doubt
that on a local level eradication is possible. It is
definitely possible to not cause land degradation to a
neighbour’s property.
The department is currently not using prosecution as an
effective tool. There are some landowners who realise
that there will be no penalty for not taking appropriate
steps to manage weeds on their property. It is well
recognised that prosecution and publication of the
penalty applied sends a clear message and encourages
compliance. Also, the department is currently
offloading the responsibility for weed control to the
community. It takes valuable time and resources to
organise community cooperation and a recalcitrant
landowner does not contribute to this activity. The
burden of weed control is falling to the very people
who are themselves very diligent in controlling weeds.
Farmers are busy people, and it is unfair that they
should have to carry this extra burden.
I call on Minister Pulford to direct her department to
step up and enforce the Catchment and Land Protection
Act to help and protect landowners who do act
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responsibly. She must stop her department from
stepping back and hoping the community will do its
work for it, thus inflicting on the community an unfair
and in many cases impossible situation.

Family violence
Mr EDBROOKE (Frankston) — My adjournment
matter is for the Minister for Women, who is also the
Minister for the Prevention of Family Violence. The
action I seek from the minister is that she visit my
electorate of Frankston and meet with local service
providers to provide them with an update on what the
Andrews Labor government is doing to address family
violence and empower women.
As the minister has said numerous times in this house,
there is no community that has not been impacted by
this harm. Tragically we know that some communities
experience this harm at higher rates than others. In the
City of Frankston there were 2553 family violence
incidents recorded by Victoria Police from January to
December 2015. This is 2553 families that have been
ripped apart by this harm.
In March the Royal Commission into Family Violence
delivered its landmark report, making
227 recommendations that will guide us in fixing our
broken family violence system. Our budget makes a
$572 million investment that begins the implementation
process for 65 of the most urgent recommendations. I
know our local service providers would love to have an
update from no less than the minister herself.

St Kilda Road bicycle lanes
Mr HIBBINS (Prahran) — My adjournment matter
is for the Minister for Roads and Road Safety. The
action I seek is the installation of separated bike lanes
along St Kilda Road. St Kilda Road is one of our
busiest cycling routes, with around 2000 riders using it
to access the CBD during the morning peak. It is also
one of the most dangerous, with over 100 recorded
crashes involving cyclists over the past five years,
almost half of them from car dooring. Currently the
lanes, whilst they have improved over the last few
years, still put riders at risk of dooring, and in several
places abruptly end, leaving cyclists to mix it with
traffic. Separated bike lanes are proven to increase
safety and increase the number of riders, particularly
amongst women.
Separated bike lanes are supported by Port Phillip and
Melbourne city councils, the Bicycle Network and Port
Phillip Bicycle Users Group as well as many members
of the community. Port Phillip City Council has put
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forward a costed a proposal costed at $12 million that
would run separated lanes to Carlisle Street. A clearway
would be put in place during peak hours and parking
provided during off-peak hours. I understand the
Bicycle Network would like to see this extended to
Glen Huntly Road. I also note that Melbourne City
Council has put in place separated bike lanes outbound
between Princes Bridge and Linlithgow Avenue.
When this was first proposed, in 2007, it was rejected
by the Minister for Roads and Ports in the then Labor
government. However, last year the state government
did announce a study to look into separated bike lanes
along St Kilda Road, which was due for completion in
late 2015. In previous correspondence the minister
stated that upon completion of the investigation and
preparation of options VicRoads would undertake a
series of community and stakeholder consultations,
which were expected to occur in early 2016. However,
to date there has not been any news of either the study
or the consultation.
Separated bike lanes would provide a safe journey for
people south of the river who ride to work and use their
bikes both for commuting purposes and recreation, and
they would encourage more people to ride, particularly
women.

West Heidelberg businesses
Mr CARBINES (Ivanhoe) — The action I seek is
for the Minister for Industry and Employment to visit
the Ivanhoe electorate to meet with businesses in the
West Heidelberg industrial estate so that we can
continue to grow jobs and opportunities and support
businesses in Melbourne’s north. I particularly
commend the Minister for Industry and Employment
on his recent announcement of a $16 000 grant to help a
Heidelberg West-based automotive supply chain
company with the support it needs to plan for its future,
in particular the development of a business transition
plan. Supply chain companies can also apply for
funding of up to $50 000 for key transition activities
identified in their plans. Particularly can I say that with
the funding that has gone to Dolphin Products in West
Heidelberg the company has identified new
opportunities and target markets to put itself and its
workers on a strong footing into the future.
I can tell you, Deputy Speaker, that I am absolutely
committed to supporting businesses in the West
Heidelberg industrial estate. Many businesses employ
local residents and export products nationally and
overseas. I would like to extend that invitation to the
Minister for Industry and Employment to the member
for Bundoora. We have had some discussions and we
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work closely together around employment and industry
investment opportunities in Melbourne’s north. I know
that the member for Williamstown, the minister, would
be very welcome to work with us and meet some of the
very successful businesses that are clearly getting
investment and support in Melbourne’s north.
I can talk about Chocolatier’s export industry. Its new
factory was opened by former Premier John Brumby.
Chocolatier in the West Heidelberg industrial estate
does great work. We also have of course the Kooinda
Brewery doing great work exporting internationally.
These companies are great supporters of the local
community not only in employment but also in the
work that they do. So we have some great opportunities
in the West Heidelberg industrial estate, a place I was
pleased to represent as a ward councillor in my local
government days.
I am really impressed with the work that the member
for Williamstown is doing in investing in local
businesses. I know that Dolphin Products will be very
keen to show the minister the work that it is doing with
the grant it has received from the Andrews government.
I know that we can pull together a very strong itinerary
of great projects, great businesses and great
employment opportunities that are being supported by
the Andrews government across the Bundoora and
Ivanhoe electorates. I look forward to the minister
making the time to come out and talk about how we can
continue to support investment, growth and jobs in the
northern suburbs of Melbourne, in the Bundoora and
Ivanhoe electorates.

Interpreter remuneration
Mr WATT (Burwood) — My matter is for the
Minister for Multicultural Affairs. The action I seek is
for the minister to actually give me a serious response
to my original constituent inquiry on behalf of
translators and interpreters. Translators and interpreters
are accredited professionals who provide vital
assistance to the state of Victoria in our courts, hospitals
and social services, bridging the language gap for
citizens who have limited English.
I have been contacted by a constituent of mine who
raised the plight of interpreters. He says that when an
interpreter performs an hour and a half session of
interpreting he or she receives a fixed $70 payment
irrespective of the time and cost it takes to reach a
venue — they pay for their own travel to get there, such
as parking and cars and the like.
On 29 April I corresponded with the Minister for
Multicultural Affairs notifying him of the plight of
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interpreters which had been brought to my attention by
a constituent who, as I said, works as a translator. I
requested the minister give strong consideration to the
hours that are worked by translators and interpreters
and an appropriate form of remuneration for their
services. Given Labor’s 2014 state election slogan of
‘Putting people first’, one would expect that an
appropriate response containing some sort of empathy
with the issue at the heart of this matter would be
forthcoming from the Andrews Labor government.
On 31 May I received the minister’s response to my
request. I quote:
Dear Mr Watt …

Okay, it is going good so far . It goes on:
Thank you for your letter of 29 April 2016 regarding
translator/interpreters that are contracted by the Victorian
government.

We are doing well; he is addressing the topic. It further
says:
Interpreters are vital for people from non-English-speaking
backgrounds to access services.

Thanks for the tip. It goes on:
All people from culturally and linguistically diverse
backgrounds should have access to interpreters that meet their
particular language needs.

Not too bad right now, but this was followed by a full
stop. The letter continues:
Yours sincerely,
Robin Scott MP,
Minister for Multicultural Affairs

Seriously, that was the minister’s response to my
question. He did not even bother to fob me off with a
‘will endeavour to reach an appropriate solution with
the parties involved’ or some such nonsense. There was
not even a ‘we will look into it and get back to you’.
No. Just a mindless, torpid statement that does not even
attempt to address the question. How slothful is this
minister?
I thank the minister for the acknowledgement of my
request for the information on behalf of interpreters in
the state of Victoria. Now I ask that the minister
actually respond to my constituent’s inquiry.

Mernda ambulance services
Ms GREEN (Yan Yean) — Tonight I wish to raise
a matter for the attention of the Premier, and the action
I seek is that he meet with the community of Mernda to
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hear firsthand the need for an ambulance branch to be
established there. As a former health minister and
parliamentary secretary for health, the Premier has a
strong record of listening to and engaging with
communities in my electorate, especially in Whittlesea,
Kinglake and Wallan. All these engagements resulted
in the establishment of ambulance branches or an
increase in resources. The Premier has at all times in
these conversations respected these communities and
especially the emergency service professionals, paid
and volunteer, who serve them.
I have observed firsthand in his roles as parliamentary
secretary, as Minister for Health, as Leader of the
Opposition and as Premier that he values the work of
paramedics and community emergency response team
volunteers alike, Victoria Police, State Emergency
Service volunteers, volunteer firefighters and Country
Fire Authority (CFA) firefighters, career and volunteer.
Unlike the disgraceful, divisive actions of the Liberal
and National parties, the Premier and I understand that
community safety in all emergency services must come
first. This is not Game of Thrones; this is the game of
life. As the party of government we are committed to
keeping our community safe. The difficult and
dangerous work that emergency service professionals
do, paid and volunteer, must always be respected.
Today members of the Liberal and National parties
have impugned my reputation for having a long record
of advocacy for emergency services, including the
CFA, saying that I have mentioned CFA 420 times in
my career. I am absolutely proud that I have done that,
and I have mentioned it several more times tonight.
Mr Battin interjected.
Ms GREEN — The member for Gembrook has just
said that I have been missing recently. The member for
Gembrook and the member for Murray Plains might
like to be aware, as many others in this house are, that I
missed a number of days of Parliament in February due
to glandular fever, and on 19 April I underwent a
hysterectomy. I have not been present in the Parliament
to be mentioning anything in relation to my
community. I will never be silenced. I will never be part
of this divisive, destructive game that those on the other
side are playing. I will never be part of it. The Premier
will always be welcome in my electorate to talk to
career and volunteer emergency services personnel. I
welcome him in Mernda.

Responses
Ms RICHARDSON (Minister for the Prevention of
Family Violence) — Congratulations to the member for
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Yan Yean. That was a fantastic contribution. It certainly
put the record straight with respect to her determination
to see this dispute resolved in the interest of everybody
concerned.
I thank the member for Frankston for raising a matter
with respect to family violence within his community. I
certainly welcome the opportunity to meet with service
providers in his community. As the member for
Frankston highlighted, our government is committed to
implementing each and every one of the
227 recommendations of the royal commission.
Meeting with service providers in the Frankston
community will of course give us an opportunity to talk
about in particular the establishment of a support hub
for family violence victims, as recommended by the
royal commission report.
We want to co-design each and every one of the
recommendations, but with respect to the development
of the hubs, we regard it as a very important part of that
consultation process that we speak to the experts on the
ground in Frankston about what they would like to see
and the exact location too of the hub in the community
of Frankston.
I thank very much the member for Frankston for the
opportunity to come out to his community again to talk
about this important issue, because our government is
committed to ending the harm with respect to family
violence. I feel sure, working alongside the member for
Frankston, that we will ensure that we make a real
difference in his community.
Mr PAKULA (Attorney-General) — The member
for Sandringham raised a matter for the Minister for
Small Business, Innovation and Trade regarding a
meeting of traders in Cheltenham and Mentone.
The member for Eltham raised a matter for the Minister
for Small Business, Innovation and Trade regarding
applications from Nillumbik Shire Council for
LaunchVic grants.
The member for Gippsland South raised a matter for
the Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate
Change about the review of a permit for a rendering
plant in Poowong.
The member for Yuroke raised a matter for the Minister
for Roads and Road Safety in regard to him updating
residents about the upgrade of roads in that electorate.
The member for Narracan raised a matter for the
Minister for Agriculture regarding weed management
on private property.
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The member for Prahran raised a matter for the
Minister for Roads and Road Safety about separated
bike lanes on St Kilda Road.
The member for Ivanhoe raised a matter for the
Minister for Industry and Employment in regard to a
visit to businesses in Heidelberg West.
The member for Burwood raised a matter for the
Minister for Multicultural Affairs seeking a further
response to his correspondence.
The member for Yan Yean raised a matter for the
Premier in regard to meeting with the Mernda
community about the establishment of an ambulance
branch. In doing so she cleaned the clocks of those
opposite, and if they do not feel ashamed of themselves
after her contribution, then they have no capacity for
shame. I will pass all those matters on.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The house is
now adjourned.
House adjourned 7.26 p.m.
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The SPEAKER (Hon. Telmo Languiller) took the
chair at 9.33 a.m. and read the prayer.

PETITIONS
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1.

decrease the visual amenity of the area as the
elevated railway will be the highest feature for
most of its length;

2.

an increase in graffiti and general dirt and waste
beneath the elevated tracks;

3.

reduced public amenity as the area under the tracks
will not be properly maintained as has been
promised;

4.

reduce property values with a consequent reduction
in council rates resulting in fewer council services;

5.

increase noise pollution from trains placed on
elevated bridges as train noise will be carried
across suburbs; and

6.

increase health issues due to stress and other social
impacts due to the above-cited negative issues.

Following petitions presented to house:

Elevated rail proposal
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:
This petition of the residents of Victoria residing near the
Frankston railway line draws to the attention of the house that
we do not agree with proposals to build an elevated railway
(‘sky rail’) along any portion of the Frankston railway line.
We believe an elevation of the railway line will result in the
following outcomes:
1.

decrease the visual amenity of the area as the
elevated railway will be the highest feature for
most of its length;

The petitioners therefore request that the Legislative
Assembly of Victoria:
1.

abandon any plans for an elevated sky rail
anywhere along the Frankston railway line;

2.

an increase in graffiti and dirt and waste beneath
the elevated tracks;

2.

continue with the removal of level crossings, but
do so by putting the crossings below ground level;

3.

reduced public amenity as the area under the tracks
will not be properly maintained as has been
promised;

3.

4.

reduce property values with a consequent reduction
in council rates resulting in fewer council services;

where a below-ground solution is absolutely not
possible, to discuss this with the local community
and allow them to make the decision about what
happens to the level crossing in question.

5.

increase noise pollution from trains placed on
elevated bridges as train noise will be carried
across suburbs; and

6.

increase health issues due to stress and other social
impacts.

The petitioners therefore request the Legislative Assembly of
Victoria to:
1.

2.

abandon any plans for an elevated sky rail
anywhere along the Frankston railway line;
continue with the removal of level crossings, but
do so by putting the crossings below the road.

By Mr GUY (Bulleen) (200 signatures).

By Mr GUY (Bulleen) (296 signatures).

Country Fire Authority enterprise bargaining
agreement
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:
The petition of certain citizens of the state of Victoria draws
to the attention of the Legislative Assembly that Premier
Daniel Andrews must not hand control of the Country Fire
Authority (CFA) to the United Firefighters Union.
Volunteer firefighters have protected Victorians for more than
100 years across Victoria, and as a community we support the
volunteers and send this message to Daniel Andrews and the
Victorian Labor Party: keep your hands off the CFA.

By Ms KEALY (Lowan) (231 signatures) and
Mr CRISP (Mildura) (93 signatures).

Elevated rail proposal
Tabled.
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:
The petition of the residents of Victoria residing near the
Frankston railway line draws to the attention of the house that
we do not agree with any proposals to build an elevated
railway (aka ‘sky rail’) along any portion of the Frankston
railway line.
We believe an elevation of the railway line will result in the
following outcomes:

Ordered that petitions presented by honourable
member for Bulleen be considered next day on
motion of Mr GUY (Bulleen).
Ordered that petition presented by honourable
member for Mildura be considered next day on
motion of Mr CRISP (Mildura).
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Ordered that petition presented by honourable
member for Lowan be considered next day on
motion of Ms KEALY (Lowan).

PUBLIC ACCOUNTS AND ESTIMATES
COMMITTEE
Victorian Auditor-General’s Office financial
audit
Mr PEARSON (Essendon) presented report,
together with appendices.
Tabled.
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and Ken Baker, the walkway pays tribute to the
sacrifices of Vietnam veterans. The Andrews Labor
government has committed $1 million to support the
50th anniversary of Long Tan, and this memorial will
ensure their legacy in Geelong is not forgotten.

North Geelong Secondary College
Mr EREN — On 2 June I had the honour of hosting
the Minister for Education at North Geelong Secondary
College. North Geelong Secondary College is receiving
over $4 million in this year’s state budget for upgrading
and modernisation works. I look forward to continuing
to work with school principal Nick Adamou and the
school community with regard to these improvements.

Ordered to be published.

Victorian Auditor-General’s Office
performance audit
Mr PEARSON (Essendon) presented report,
together with appendices.
Tabled.
Ordered to be published.

DOCUMENTS
Tabled by Clerk:
Ombudsman — A report on misuse of council resources —
Ordered to be published
Subordinate Legislation Act 1994 — Documents under s 15
in relation to Statutory Rule 54.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
Adjournment
Ms ALLAN (Minister for Public Transport) — I
move:
That the house, at its rising, adjourns until Tuesday, 21 June
2016.

Motion agreed to.

MEMBERS STATEMENTS
Geelong Vietnam veterans memorial
Mr EREN (Minister for Tourism and Major
Events) — On 27 May I was privileged to attend the
official opening of the Geelong and District Vietnam
Veterans memorial walkway and commemorative
panel. After three years of work from the Geelong and
District branch, particularly that of Rieny Nieuwenhof

Gordon Institute of TAFE
Mr EREN — Local residents will benefit from a
$10 million redevelopment of the Gordon Institute’s
city campus, as announced by the Minister for Training
and Skills and the member for Geelong on 4 June. The
rejuvenation project will include a new library, student
hub and an upgrade to the Gordon Institute’s building.
This project is funded by the Andrews government
through the TAFE Rescue Fund and also through the
Gordon Institute directly. It will ensure the Gordon
Institute is able to continue its great work of providing
the training and skills my community needs to find
jobs.

Geelong community leadership program
Mr EREN — On 6 June the Minister for Local
Government and the Minister for Regional
Development announced $800 000 in funding for the
Geelong Community Leadership program. This
program achieves wonderful outcomes. I am glad
community leaders in Geelong will continue to be
supported for another four years, which will see a lot
more leadership coming into the Geelong community.

Ridesharing regulation
Mr HODGETT (Croydon) — What an absolute
disgrace it is that the Premier is refusing to meet with
Uber; he has snubbed repeated requests to meet with
Uber to discuss ridesharing in Victoria. You would
have thought the Premier might have made some time
in his diary to meet with Uber and learn a bit about
ridesharing, how it operates and how it can coexist with
the taxi industry here in Victoria. But no, the Premier is
apparently too busy saying his diary is full.
I bet if Peter Marshall from the United Firefighters
Union (UFU) phoned, the Premier would find time in
his diary to meet with the UFU to discuss ways to shaft
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the Country Fire Authority. I bet if there was an
opportunity to rort his electorate entitlement, he would
find time in his diary to explore that. I bet if there was
an opening to doctor the outcome of a parliamentary
committee inquiry, such as the report tabled yesterday
on the inquiry into the portability of long service leave
entitlements by the Economic, Education, Jobs and
Skills Committee, he would find time in his diary for
that. But six requests to meet with Uber? — ‘No, sorry,
my diary is full’. The Premier will do anything to avoid
making a positive decision on ridesharing in Victoria,
but we on this side of the house will continue to support
a modern regulatory framework where taxis and Uber
can coexist here in Victoria.

Country Fire Authority enterprise bargaining
agreement
Mr HODGETT — On another matter, how
embarrassing for federal Labor MP, Lisa Chesters, who
had to retract her support for the Country Fire Authority
(CFA) overnight. Having jumped on the CFA
bandwagon and tweeted such, the calls went out
overnight from Shorten and the Premier, and now we
see a very different post from Ms Chesters this
morning. It is pathetic that Labor MPs are deserting the
CFA, abandoning the CFA across Victoria and
choosing to back the United Firefighters Union rather
than our volunteer CFA. The people of Victoria will not
forget this on 2 July, Ms Chesters!

Bellarine electorate bus services
Ms NEVILLE (Minister for Police) — I am very
pleased today to make a really significant
announcement, which I have shared with the
community of Portarlington, and that is the start of a
new bus shuttle service between St Leonards,
Portarlington and Drysdale to provide additional
services. The previous government had released some
new bus timetables which saw a reduction in services
out of Portarlington. Yes, there were some great new
services out at Drysdale, but there was a reduction in
Portarlington.
We have spent the last 12 months working through how
we can assist people in the Portarlington community to
have the services that they need. In a real partnership
between the local community, who are strong
advocates, the local member and of course the minister,
we have been able to secure this new bus shuttle
service, starting on 18 July. We are also working with
the local community on whether we can also provide
some additional, more flexible services, particularly for
some members of our older community who need to
get to shopping centres and medical services.
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National Celtic Festival
Ms NEVILLE — On another matter, Portarlington
is home to the annual National Celtic Festival that is
being held this weekend. The festival goes from
strength to strength each year and is now the premier
Celtic festival in Australia. The Andrews state
government is proud to support the festival, and I take
this opportunity to congratulate Una McAlinden, her
team and all those many, many hundreds of volunteers
from the local community who support this really
significant Bellarine event that happens each year.
Congratulations to all of them.

Country Fire Authority enterprise bargaining
agreement
Mr McCURDY (Ovens Valley) — Today I speak
on behalf of the 53 Country Fire Authority (CFA)
brigades which protect the residents and our property in
the Ovens Valley electorate. I have never seen anger
like this against a Premier. CFAs are the most respected
and revered groups in Victoria. When fire strikes,
people drop tools, they race to their CFA station and
join the crew without an ounce of selfishness. If we roll
over on this, if we let the Premier walk all over these
volunteers, then what is next? Will the volunteers at
local sports or the volunteers at the canteen be the next
to be replaced by full-time, paid managers instead of
our community-minded helpers?
Our communities work best when governments get out
of the way and let our people do what they do best —
that is, look after each other and support each other.
This fight must continue, because if we lose this battle,
the very fabric of our communities is at the crossroads.
I urge the Premier to think of the long-term
consequences for communities, not the short-term
benefits for a few pay packets in Melbourne.
The member for Frankston has again shown his
ignorance of how rural communities work by publicly
condemning a 60-year volunteer, David Evans from
Moyhu near Wangaratta, claiming the medal should
have gone to someone who deserves it. What an
outrage! What a stupid thing to say to David, who,
along with many others, has committed himself to
60-plus years of protecting our communities. The
people of the Frankston electorate will be livid, and
they deserve better.
This war on volunteers is bigger than union versus
volunteer. This fight is about trying to dismantle a
community tradition. When will this city-centric
government stop telling country people how to run their
lives?
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Family violence

Barry O’Meara

Mr BROOKS (Bundoora) — The Andrews
government has taken decisive and powerful action to
curb the incidence of family violence and to assist those
experiencing family violence. Implementing all the
recommendations made by Australia’s first royal
commission into the prevention of family violence is a
significant task but one that the government has
committed itself to with vigour. The Premier and the
Minister for the Prevention of Family Violence, along
with many other key figures like Rosie Batty and Ken
Lay, have provided the leadership required to raise
awareness of family violence and find ways to reduce
its incidence and impact.

Mr WAKELING — I would also like to
acknowledge and recognise the recent passing of Barry
O’Meara. Barry was a resident of Rowville and a
longstanding supporter of the Liberal Party — and he
was a great supporter of mine. I wish to pass on my
thoughts to Val and the family.

Recently I had the opportunity to sit in on a training
session run by McAuley Community Services for
Women called Engage to Change, which is specifically
designed to provide employers and employees with a
better understanding of family violence and how
workplaces can support people experiencing family
violence. Women experiencing family violence can
often become isolated from support networks, and work
colleagues can become a critical link to the support and
referral that they need. That is why it is so important
that fellow employees and managers have the skills to
recognise family violence, identify risks for staff,
respond effectively and understand how to refer women
for help.
I commend McAuley Community Services for Women
for this initiative and encourage employers and unions
to consider this sort of training as a fundamental part of
professional development in all workplaces. It is great
that family violence leave is now being included in
many workplace agreements, but it is important to
remember that leaving the workplace may not always
be in the best interests of the person experiencing
family violence. I would also like to thank the member
for Sandringham, who co-convenes Parliamentarians
Against Family Violence with me, for recommending
this course to me.

Bob Charles
Mr WAKELING (Ferntree Gully) — I firstly wish
to place on the record the gratitude of the Ferntree
Gully community in recognition of the passing of the
late Bob Charles, who was a former federal member for
La Trobe. Bob was a great representative of the
La Trobe community and particularly Ferntree Gully,
and he will be greatly missed by all.

Fairhills High School
Mr WAKELING — I had the opportunity to open
the new wellbeing room at Fairhills High School. This
is a great new facility that will be utilised by all the
students. I congratulate Harvey Wood, all the staff and
the students for this wonderful new addition. I
congratulate the school for everything that it is doing. It
is a fantastic school in our local community.

Youth council forum
Mr WAKELING — The member for Rowville and
I recently hosted our second youth council forum. We
had representatives from headspace Knox, and it was a
great event. We had representatives from St Joseph’s
College, St Andrews Christian College, Wantirna
Secondary College, Scoresby Secondary College,
Fairhills High School, Waverley Christian College and
Rowville Secondary College. It was a great opportunity
to talk about a range of issues affecting young people.

Country Fire Authority volunteers
Mr WAKELING — Last Sunday I had the great
pleasure of joining many of my colleagues and
members of the Upper Ferntree Gully and Ferntree
Gully Country Fire Authority brigades as they voiced
their concern and their anger towards this government
and the way it is treating volunteers.

Al Siraat College
Ms HALFPENNY (Thomastown) — I had great
pleasure in visiting a local school, Al Siraat College, on
Monday, 30 May, where I spoke with over 70 grade 4
students. Al Siraat is an independent faith-based school
established in the suburb of Epping. I was asked to
speak about democratic decision-making, government
services, cultural diversity and rules and laws, but I
must admit that I came away wondering if in fact the
students knew more than me.
This school is very engaged with the community. On
many occasions I have met teachers and students from
the school at other social events in the area. The school
also participates in and has initiated multifaith
leadership forums and in connecting students from
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various schools to work together, thus contributing to
both learning and a wider agenda of mutual
understanding and support. On the two occasions I have
met with grade 4 students I have been impressed by
how well behaved and respectful they have been to me,
to teachers and to each other. They ask very well
thought out and considered questions and demonstrate a
great thirst for knowledge. This is a credit to those
students as well as to the school, its teachers, staff and
principal. The school continues to grow, and on my
visit there last time there were considerable building
works in progress. Students will be visiting Parliament
soon, and I am sure they will make the most of
everything they see and hear. I thank Nazreen Keown
for organising the visit, and I look forward to my next
invitation and visit to this impressive school.

Country Fire Authority enterprise bargaining
agreement
Mr BURGESS (Hastings) — Last Sunday it was
my honour to join more than 3000 Country Fire
Authority (CFA) volunteers, the Leader of the
Opposition, Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull and
many of my Liberal and Nationals colleagues at a rally
in the Treasury Gardens where, on behalf of all
Victorians, the Premier and his Labor Party partners in
crime were told to keep their grubby hands off the
CFA.
The CFA has a very proud history of serving the
Victorian community, and as the Leader of the
Opposition told the rally, 100 years of volunteering to
put their lives on the line and stand between Victorians
and destruction is no ordinary service. When the
Premier made his secret deal with the leadership of the
United Firefighters Union — a deal that put his party in
government and installed him as Premier — he sold out
all Victorians. He agreed to put Victorians at risk for his
own advancement. His underhanded plotting with the
union leadership to take control of our CFA confirms
beyond doubt that the Premier puts his own ambitions
and the demands of his union mates ahead of the needs
of Victoria’s volunteers and communities.
Surely the no. 1 prerequisite to be the leader of your
state is that you are prepared to put the welfare of the
citizens of the state above your needs and ambitions.
On that basis some may argue that this Premier has
failed, but I do not agree. I do not agree because I think
this may be the first time this Premier has succeeded in
doing exactly what he wanted to do — the first time
ever. He has achieved exactly what it was he agreed to.
The Leader of the Opposition, all of my Liberal and
Nationals colleagues and I stand with our CFA
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volunteers in their fight against this duplicitous
Premier.

Israeli Independence Day
Ms BLANDTHORN (Pascoe Vale) — It is
universal that people aspire to lead fulfilling, happy and
healthy lives, and it is my view that everybody is
entitled to do so from a standard of living that is
consistent with human dignity. Israeli people are no
different. Their aspirations are the same, but many of
the challenges they face are amplified. Whilst they lead
in innovation, health and business, they do so in an
environment where they are forced to continually
question, prepare and defend. As such I was pleased
last night to attend the reception to celebrate the
68th anniversary of Israel’s Independence Day and
show my support for the Jewish community in
Melbourne and Victoria, as well as for the state of
Israel, a Jewish state existing in peace.
I was extremely saddened this morning to wake to the
news that there has been another terrorist attack in
Tel Aviv. Whist details are still emerging, it is reported
that three people have been killed and more injured in a
shooting in a busy restaurant area of this vibrant
international city. Israeli people are amongst the
strongest and most resilient that I have met, and despite
these types of evil actions Israel remains a beacon of
democracy in the volatile Middle East, defending
freedom of religion, conscience and association. They
must have our support today and every day, and they
must have our prayers for peace in their homes and at
home.
I thank Zionism Victoria and the Jewish Community
Council of Victoria not only for organising important
events such as the annual occasion celebrated last night
but for their continual advocacy for the Jewish
community at home and around the world, part of
which includes ensuring that the importance of the state
of Israel is understood by everyone.

Shepparton electorate volunteers
Ms SHEED (Shepparton) — I rise to congratulate
and acknowledge the invaluable volunteers of the
Shepparton district. I had the pleasure of presenting
awards to three Vision Australia volunteers in
Shepparton earlier this month. Maria Presti, Geraldine
Humphrey and Teresa Manno have each contributed
20 years of service with the Shepparton branch.
I commend them on their long service, and I note that
there are 120 active volunteers who help to run Vision
Australia’s programs, such as a community radio
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station and providing transport. There have also been
other volunteers in my community who recently
received awards and acknowledgement for their tireless
work and commitment, including Sam Atukorala,
Heather Halsall, Brad Corken, Jillian Goodman, Tony
Farrell and Joyce Block.
The ethnic council project officer, Mr Atukorala,
developed Shepparton’s first Wesak celebration,
celebrating Buddhism in the region. Ms Halsall has
been an active volunteer in our community for many
years, including at the Goulburn Valley Health
oncology unit, and has also developed a new
skills-based program for young people at Shepparton’s
driver education centre.
Shepparton FoodShare was also acknowledged for the
vital work it does. A team of committed individuals
ensuring the most disadvantaged in our community
have food on the table in times of need, Shepparton
FoodShare rescues food from our local supermarkets.
Volunteers sort out the food and help to distribute it to
our local agencies, churches and schools.
Congratulations to the hardworking men and women
involved who continue to provide countless hours of
unpaid work to ensure this service will continue.

Level crossings
Mr STAIKOS (Bentleigh) — Last Saturday, at a
very cold and wet 6.00 a.m., I attended the demolition
of Bentleigh station. In a way, it was sad to see it go;
however, the station house being demolished was not
the original. The original station was opened in 1881
when Sir Thomas Bent, as Minister for Railways,
instigated the extension of the line from Caulfield to
Cheltenham. Arguably the Andrews Labor
government’s level crossing removal project is the
biggest infrastructure upgrade on the Frankston line
since that time.
We will soon begin a 37-day line closure, where buses
will be replacing trains between Caulfield and
Moorabbin in order to excavate 250 000 cubic metres
of soil — which is enough to fill the MCG — lay the
new tracks and build the new stations at Bentleigh,
McKinnon and Ormond. I am told that this is the
longest line shutdown since the construction of the city
loop, which demonstrates the scale of this
government’s strong infrastructure agenda. From
1 August the boom gates will be gone, and the stations
will open that same month. Only Labor promised to
remove all three of these crossings, and we are getting it
done.
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Moorabbin scouts
Mr STAIKOS — I recently joined the
5th/6th Central Moorabbin Scout Group for a very
special presentation. Rowina Nathan was presented
with a Queen’s Scout Award, the highest honour for a
Venturer. Rowina is a very impressive young lady with
strong leadership qualities. This was the first time in
11 years that anyone at the scout group had received
this award, demonstrating just how significant this
achievement is.

Country Fire Authority enterprise bargaining
agreement
Mr D. O’BRIEN (Gippsland South) — I rise to
indicate my strong support for the Country Fire
Authority (CFA) and its 60 000 volunteers, including
those in Gippsland South, who are aghast at the
proposed enterprise bargaining agreement that would
see the United Firefighters Union effectively take over
the CFA with a veto on important operational
decisions. Volunteers are concerned about why a union
should have effective management rights over any
organisation or company, let alone the CFA.
Both I and the volunteers have no issue with firefighters
being fairly paid for their work, but there is no
justification for this takeover by one of the most
militant unions in the state. To those, including the
union, the Treasurer and the Special Minister of State,
who say the opposition is wrong, I ask: why did the
Country Fire Authority board, Volunteer Fire Brigades
Victoria, the Victorian Equal Opportunity and Human
Rights Commission and Labor’s own Minister for
Emergency Services all share the same view? This is a
bad deal, and the Premier should back down.

Max Jelbart and Anita Smolenaars
Mr D. O’BRIEN — I want to now reflect on two
great losses in my community in recent weeks. Max
Jelbart of Pound Creek died recently after a long battle
with cancer. Max was recognised for his dairy and
community work with an Order of Australia Medal in
the Australia Day awards in January. He was a tower of
strength in the dairy industry and a great contributor to
Gippsland. Max was a director at Murray Goulburn, sat
on numerous other boards and was a long-time
volunteer with the Pound Creek fire brigade.
Anita Smolenaars of Sale touched many lives. She was
born with a form of Down syndrome. Her parents, Bill
and Lenie, were told she would be severely affected,
but with the great determination of Anita and her family
and the help of the medical fraternity, Anita became a
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great character and contributor to society. A
cornerstone resident of the Five Star Project, which
provides independent living for adults with a disability,
Anita was known and loved throughout Sale, and her
untimely death at 33 devastated a large section of the
Sale community, me included. To Bill, Lenie and
family, I offer my sincerest condolences.

Ramadan
Ms SULEYMAN (St Albans) — This is a
significant time of the year for the Muslim community,
with Monday, 6 June, marking the beginning of the
holy month of Ramadan. This annual observance is
commemorated with a month of fasting and is regarded
as one of the Five Pillars of Islam. I want to send my
best wishes to the Muslim community during the holy
month of Ramadan. May it be a happy and joyous time
for all.

Disability services
Ms SULEYMAN — On another matter, on
Wednesday, 1 June, I had the pleasure of representing
the Minister for Families and Children in launching the
North West Regional Information Strategy for Young
People with Disabilities. This strategy aims to improve
post-school transitions for children in specialist schools
across the north and west of Melbourne. I had the great
honour of hearing firsthand experience of the benefits
of this program from a student named Jason.

BreaCan Bridge of Support program
Ms SULEYMAN — On another matter, on
Monday, 23 May, I was happy to represent the Minister
for Health in launching the BreaCan Bridge of Support
program at Sunshine Hospital. This program will
connect women who have been diagnosed with breast
cancer to provide support and information that will help
women during their treatment and beyond. I thank staff
members and the 40-plus volunteers who provide this
valuable support, many of whom have worked with
BreaCan since its beginning in 2002.

St Albans electorate
Ms SULEYMAN — This has been a wonderful
time for the electorate of St Albans. We are seeing not
only the removal of the two dangerous level crossings
at Main Road and Furlong Road but also the building of
the brand-new, state-of-the-art Joan Kirner Women’s
and Children’s Hospital at Sunshine Hospital.
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David McIntyre
Ms VICTORIA (Bayswater) — David McIntyre
was a great bloke — a bloke who would do anything
for his mates or for the local footy and cricket clubs at
Boronia. He was also a loving husband and just about
the proudest dad I have ever seen. Very unexpectedly
Dave left us two weeks ago. He was fondly
remembered at a memorial last Friday. There were
tears, there was laughter and most notably there was
lots of great music. To Jo and Connor I send my
sincerest condolences. Your world has been turned
upside down, but Dave will look after you both from
his huge man cave in heaven, where the music will be
blaring 24/7, the footy will be on the TV and the beer
will always be cold.

Country Fire Authority enterprise bargaining
agreement
Ms VICTORIA — The Premier is betraying our
local heroes. On Sunday I proudly stood with over
3000 passionate volunteers and supporters of the
Country Fire Authority at the rally in Treasury Gardens.
Many firefighters were there from our brigades in
Bayswater and The Basin, and I want to thank every
single one of them for their professionalism and
dedication to our community. They have my
unwavering support.

Global Exhibitions Day
Ms VICTORIA — Yesterday Australia kicked off
the inaugural Global Exhibitions Day. This series of
events around the world was established to highlight
and celebrate the contribution of exhibitions to diverse
sectors of the economy, business growth and national
prosperity. In 2012–13 alone this industry contributed
$23.1 billion to Australia’s gross domestic product,
supported 179 000 direct jobs and attracted more than
37 million attendees, which is far greater — in fact it is
eight times more — than the Sydney 2000 Olympic
Games. The peak body in Australia, the Exhibition and
Event Association of Australasia, must be congratulated
on all the great work it does.

Matildas
Ms KNIGHT (Wendouree) — I would like to give
a great big shout out to the Matildas, who spent last
week in Ballarat. In fact they are using Ballarat as their
last home base before they head to Rio. I am sure all of
us will be behind them and cheering them on to bring
home a medal.
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It was great to meet the team at a lunch at Craig’s Royal
Hotel, along with the coach, the assistant coaches and
other staff, and it was terrific that the Minister for
Women came along as well. I think she might have
broken the speed record to get to Ballarat — she is a
little bit of a groupie. The team was really pleased to
hear about our commitment to women’s sport and how
important it is for girls and women to have equal
participation in sport which leads to equal participation
in other areas of life. The Matildas engage in lots of
community activities, including going to schools and
having some practice sessions, and they were thrilled
when Steve Moneghetti turned up to one of their
practice sessions. They said he was a real hero to them.
We had the big game at Morshead Park, where of
course the Matildas smashed the Ferns 2-0.
Regional communities do these big events really well,
and no regional community does it better than Ballarat.
We really know how to put on a show. I again want to
thank the Matildas for making Ballarat their home for
the week. I am sure they have inspired a whole lot of
girls to take up this sport.

Torquay police station
Mr KATOS (South Barwon) — With the coming
Queen’s Birthday long weekend, I call on the Minister
for Police to ensure that there are extra police rostered
on at Torquay police station to prevent a repeat of the
staffing disaster of the Easter long weekend. The
summer holidays, Easter and the Queen’s Birthday
weekend are traditionally times when Torquay sees
large influx of visitors and holidaymakers. At Easter
this year, due to the Premier’s cuts to frontline police,
incredibly there were no police rostered on the day shift
at Torquay police station on either Easter Saturday or
Easter Monday, jeopardising community safety.
Last month the Leader of the Opposition and I visited
the Torquay police station and heard firsthand from the
officers their frustration at the lack of resources they are
given. They desperately need more sworn officers.
These are legitimate concerns for the police, unlike
some other emergency service workers, who are so
petty that they have been in a dispute about the type of
milk they have in their stations.
The minister is quite happy to direct the Chief
Commissioner of Police to deploy 15 police to her own
electorate of Bellarine but looks the other way and
pretends that there is not a problem in her neighbouring
electorate of South Barwon. The minister needs to
actually do something and ensure that there are extra
police rostered on at Torquay station this coming
Queen’s Birthday long weekend.
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Country Fire Authority enterprise bargaining
agreement
Mr KATOS — Will the Premier finally listen and
reject the United Firefighters Union enterprise
bargaining agreement with the Country Fire Authority
(CFA). The board says it is unlawful, Lucinda Nolan
says it is unlawful, the minister says it is unlawful and
60 000 CFA volunteers say it is unlawful. The only
people who think it is lawful are the Premier, his union
mate, Julius Roe, and Peter Marshall.

Country Fire Authority enterprise bargaining
agreement
Mr EDBROOKE (Frankston) — The
overwhelming feedback in response to the Leader of
the Opposition’s disgraceful display of waving around a
Country Fire Authority (CFA) service medal as a toy
for cheap political gain has been that it has
demonstrated that firefighters know exactly how much
these Liberals disrespect our emergency services. On
the very day that CFA members were on the steps of
Parliament protesting that they ‘will not be used as a
political football’, the Leader of the Opposition did just
that.
Why would we be surprised about that when the
previous government cut $46 million from the CFA
budget, when it waged war on ambos, when it told us,
and I quote, ‘We are not convinced that there is a …
link between cancer and the firefighters’; and when it
denied presumptive legislation three times. Diane
Potter, the widow of Brian Potter, one of the chief
officers most respected by volunteers and staff, said it
best when she said:
They —

the Liberals —
should be hanging their heads in shame and working out a
formal apology for all the wrongdoings over the last few
years. As far as I’m concerned they are part of the great
Fiskville cover-up and the way they carried on over the
presumptive legislation is still to have a lot of explaining. So
don’t know how they can stand up there now preaching of all
the help they can give. Shame, shame, shame!

I would also like to express my unequivocal support for
our cabinet, our CFA firefighters, staff and volunteers
and our Metropolitan Fire Brigade brothers and sisters.
This is a desperate stunt by the Liberal Party, seeking to
divide career and volunteer firefighters to score cheap
political points, We want a strong and united CFA in
which volunteers and career firefighters work together
to continue to keep the community safe.
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Country Fire Authority enterprise bargaining
agreement
Ms McLEISH (Eildon) — The failure of the
Premier and his government to support 60 000 Country
Fire Authority (CFA) volunteers is a direct attack on
volunteerism and communities. Members of the CFA
volunteer because they want to. This level of dedication
is unique and envied worldwide. I commend my local
brigades for taking a stance, signing petitions and
attending protest rallies in the city. For some small
communities such as Barjarg, Murrindindi or Glenburn
the brigades are the heart of the local communities.

Shire of Murrindindi rates
Ms McLEISH — Residents in the Murrindindi
shire are angry that they are to be hit with a 4.3 per cent
rate increase. They organised a petition in opposition to
the increase with some 900 names. On Friday last week
a protest rally was held in Yea in miserable conditions.
In a show of support shops shut at 4.00 p.m. For some
businesses this is the busiest time of the week. People
from across the shire attended, with Alexandra, Buxton,
Eildon, Flowerdale, Glenburn, Highlands, Kinglake,
Kinglake West, Molesworth, Murrindindi, Narbethong,
Pheasant Creek, Strath Creek, Taggerty, Thornton and
Yea all well represented.
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detained. This atmosphere of oppression, intimidation
and political bullying has reached such an outrageous
level that the US government, United Nations
Secretary-General Ban Ki-Moon, the European Union
and human rights organisations around the world have
publicly expressed concern and have appealed to the
Hun Sen government to observe the rule of law and
stop human rights violation.
The protest at 12.00 p.m. on Saturday, 11 June, in front
of the Springvale town hall, organised by the
Cambodian community is in solidarity with similar
protests held in Cambodia, Europe, Korea, the US and
Canada against the Hun Sen regime’s human rights
violations and dictatorship. We will condemn Hun
Sen’s abuse of power; the plundering of natural assets
and resources; the never-ending cruel land grab and
forced eviction and relocation of people; the shameless
and ongoing, blatant corruption at all levels; the
miserable state of education, health and employment;
the culture of impunity with associated violence; and
the negligent approach to poverty in the country.
Our protest this Saturday will be addressed by the
Honourable Mark Dreyfus, federal member for Isaacs
and federal shadow Attorney-General.

Max Jelbart

Murrindindi shire residents are particularly annoyed
that there was no consultation with the community prior
to the shire seeking an exemption to increase rates
above the CPI. It is important to record the role of the
state government in forcing Murrindindi to pursue this
increase. Rural shires are worse off under a Labor
government. The Premier has particularly slugged
regional councils by taking the axe to the country roads
and bridges program, costing councils $1 million per
year. This needs to be reinstated. It was a very valuable
program which made a difference.

Mr T. SMITH (Kew) — I join with my friend the
member for Gippsland South to mourn the passing of
Max Jelbart, OAM, who was a pillar of the dairy
industry. He was the father of my best friend, George
Jelbart, and he was a pillar of the Scotch College
community. He was a member of the Murray Goulburn
board for many years. He was also on the board of
Marcus Oldham College. He was a great bloke, and I
was very moved to join a good number of my friends
and the member for Gippsland South’s constituents at
the funeral outside Tarwin Lower last Friday.

The Premier consistently calls for one standard from
councils and lives by a different standard himself. Over
the last two years state taxes have gone up 20.7 per
cent, and from 1 July the land tax take will increase by
more than 28 per cent.

Israel terrorist attack

Cambodia
Mr LIM (Clarinda) — The political and human
rights situation in Cambodia has deteriorated so badly
during the past months as members of Parliament,
human rights workers, environmental activists, United
Nations officials and national electoral commissioners
have been physically assaulted and arbitrarily charged,
arrested and put in prison. To date, 29 people have been

Mr T. SMITH — I also wish to express my sincere
condolences to the families of the three Israelis who
were gunned down by Palestinian terrorists last night in
Tel Aviv outside the Max Brenner cafe. The boycott,
divestment and sanctions supporters in this country
would do well to remember when they protest again
outside Max Brenner that people have been gunned
down outside that café in Tel Aviv. I stand in solidarity
with the people of Israel at this time, and I was
delighted to join colleagues from across the aisle and
indeed my own party last night to celebrate Israel’s
68th anniversary.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
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Servants Community Housing
Mr T. SMITH — In the time I have remaining I
would also like to congratulate my friend the federal
member for Kooyong, Josh Frydenberg, on attracting
$300 000 worth of funding for Servants Community
Housing in Kew for a new women’s facility that will
house 10 women. Hopefully that will add to the
capacity of my electorate to respond to domestic
violence.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
Notices of motion
Mr BATTIN (Gembrook) — I desire to move, by
leave:
That government business, notice of motion 1 and orders of
the day 1 to 15, and general business, notices of motion 1 to
19, be postponed to later this day so as to allow the house to
immediately debate general business, notice of motion 20,
regarding the CFA.

Leave refused.

CRIMES AMENDMENT (SEXUAL
OFFENCES) BILL 2016
Statement of compatibility
Mr PAKULA (Attorney-General) tabled following
statement in accordance with Charter of Human
Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006:
In accordance with section 28 of the Charter of Human Rights
and Responsibilities Act 2006 (the ‘charter’), I make this
statement of compatibility with respect to the Crimes
Amendment (Sexual Offences) Bill 2016.
In my opinion, the Crimes Amendment (Sexual Offences)
Bill 2016 (‘the bill’), as introduced to the Legislative
Assembly, is compatible with human rights as set out in the
charter. I base my opinion on the reasons outlined in this
statement.
Overview
The bill will comprehensively overhaul and modernise key
sexual offence laws to make them clearer and more effective
in practice. It includes important reforms to sexual offences
against children and persons with a cognitive impairment or
mental illness, incest and child pornography laws. The bill
strengthens child pornography laws by renaming and
expanding existing offences to cover a broader range of ‘child
abuse material’. The bill will also clarify and modernise a
range of other sexual offences in the Crimes Act 1958.
Human rights issues
Protection of children under section 17(2), section 10 and
section 13
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The bill promotes a child’s right to protection under
section 17 of the charter by making significant improvements
to Victoria’s existing sexual offences against children. The
bill simplifies the structure of offences, replaces outdated
language, modernises offences to cover new ways of
offending, including via technology, and broadens the range
of inappropriate sexual conduct against children that is
criminalised. The reforms will result in more effective
prosecutions of sexual offences and enable appropriate
punishment of those who breach a child’s right to protection
from sexual offending.
There are two categories of sexual offences against children,
which will apply where the child is aged under 12 or 16
(sections 49A, 49B, 49D, 49F, 49H, 49J, 49K, 49M, 49P),
and where the child is aged 16 or 17 and is under the care,
supervision or authority of the accused (sections 49C, 49E,
49G, 49I, 49L). The latter offences recognise that although a
child aged 16 or above has legal capacity to consent to sexual
activity, they may still be vulnerable to sexual exploitation by
an adult who has care, supervision or authority over them.
At the same time, the bill contains various exceptions and
defences to sexual offences against a child under the age of 16
that apply where children of a similar age engage in sexual
activity. For example, it will be a defence to the offence of
sexual penetration of a child under 16 if the accused is no
more than two years older than the child, who must be aged
12 years or more, and consents (new section 49V). These
provisions protect children of a similar age from criminal
sanction when engaging in non-exploitative sexual activity.
The bill also improves existing child pornography offences by
renaming and expanding them to cover ‘child abuse material’,
which includes material depicting cruelty, torture and
physical abuse of children (whether or not in a sexual
context). It introduces new offences of distributing (new
section 51D) and accessing child abuse material (new
section 51H). These changes will make our laws more
effective in responding to the proliferation of child abuse
material, particularly over the internet.
These reforms will promote a number of charter rights of
children, particularly, the child’s right to protection
(section 17(2)), the right not to be treated in an inhuman and
degrading way (section 10(b)) and the right to privacy
(section 13(a)).
Right to equality before the law under section 8
The bill promotes the right to recognition and equality before
the law under section 8 of the charter by providing for a
specific and effective legal framework of sexual offences
against persons with a cognitive impairment or mental illness
in subdivision (8E). In addition to general sexual offences
such as rape and sexual assault, these offences apply broadly
within service delivery and treatment contexts, and apply to
both workers and providers of treatment or support services.
The new offences apply in a broader range of circumstances
than the current offences, and are not limited to the location in
which services are delivered.
These improvements recognise the particular vulnerability of
persons with a cognitive impairment or mental illness, and
promote their protection from sexual exploitation. The
balancing of rights of persons with a cognitive impairment or
mental illness to bodily privacy and freedom from cruel,
inhuman or degrading treatment is prioritised over sexual
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autonomy in the limited circumstance of sexual conduct with
workers or providers of treatment or support services. This is
particularly important given the difficulties faced by persons
with a cognitive impairment or mental illness in reporting
sexual abuse within institutional contexts, and having that
report proceed to prosecution. In this way, these reforms
promote the right to recognition and equality before the law
under section 8 of the charter. These reforms also promote the
charter rights not to be treated in an inhuman and degrading
way (section 10(b)) and the right to privacy (section 13(a)).
The bill also promotes the right to recognition and equality
before the law by expanding exceptions and defences to
sexual offences based on marriage or a reasonable belief in
marriage to domestic partnerships (new sections 49Y, 49Z,
51Q, 51R, 52G, 52H). These changes ensure the law provides
similar protection to same sex and unmarried couples
engaging in consensual sexual activity. However, for offences
against a person aged 16 or 17 under care, supervision or
authority (new sections 49C, 49E, 49G, 49I, 49L), the bill
limits the application of the domestic partnership exception
and defence to where there is no more than five years
difference in age between the accused and the complainant,
and the domestic partnership was entered into before a
relationship of care, supervision and authority arose. In the
case of the domestic partnership defences to child abuse
material offences (new sections 51Q and 51R), the age
difference between the accused and complainant is limited to
where there is no more than two years difference in age
between the accused and the complainant. A court will only
make an order allowing the marriage of a 16 or 17-year-old if
satisfied that ‘the circumstances of the case are so exceptional
and unusual as to justify the making of the order’
(section 12(2)(b) Marriage Act 1961 (cth)). No similar
judicial scrutiny applies to the formation of a domestic
partnership. Therefore, the proposed limitations are designed
to protect a young person from exploitation by an older
person.
A number of definitions and offences in the bill adopt
terminology that recognise transgender and intersex status
and promote anti-discrimination. For example, a number of
offences in the bill contain an element that the accused
touches another person and the touching is sexual. The
definition of when touching is sexual in section 35B(2) refers
to the breasts of a female or a person who identifies as a
female. Similarly, the definition of domestic partnership in
section 35 applies irrespective of gender or gender identity.
Freedom from forced work under section 11
The freedom from forced work under section 11 provides
freedom from slavery and servitude, as well as forced or
compulsory labour. The bill promotes this right by providing
for sexual servitude offences in subdivision (8F). The
offences apply to a range of exploitative conduct and are
broad in scope. They apply to people who are directly or
indirectly involved in commercial sexual servitude, for
example, by causing a victim to continue to provide
commercial sexual services by using a manifestly excessive
debt against them.
Fair hearing under section 24
The right to a fair hearing under section 24 provides that a
person charged with a criminal offence or a party to a civil
proceeding has the right to have the charge or proceeding
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decided by a competent, independent and impartial court or
tribunal after a fair and public hearing.
The bill promotes the right to a fair hearing under section 24
by introducing jury directions that will make it easier for
juries to apply the law. In 2014, the offences of rape and
sexual assault were overhauled. A key reform was a new
objective fault element for these offences, which considers
whether an accused ‘does not reasonably believe’ that the
complainant consented.
The bill introduces new jury directions into the Jury
Directions Act 2015, which provide guidance to juries on
consent and the determination of a reasonable belief in
consent (clauses 27 and 28). For example, directions on
consent will allow trial judges to inform the jury that people
react differently and that there is no typical, proper or normal
response to non-consensual sexual acts. On reasonable belief
in consent, trial judges may direct the jury that it may take
into account personal attributes or characteristics of the
accused that cannot be controlled by the accused or that affect
the accused’s perception of whether the complainant was
consenting (such as mental impairment). These new
directions will make the law clearer and easier for juries to
understand and apply.
The bill also promotes the right to a fair hearing by
simplifying, clarifying and modernising the criminal law as it
relates to sexual offences. The language and structure of
offences in the bill makes them simpler to read and
understand. All elements of an offence that must be proven
are set out. Absolute liability elements are specified.
Exceptions and defences are clearly stated and have been
simplified. Terms and definitions have been standardised, so
that the same term will have the same meaning wherever
used. These reforms will improve access to the law by
making it easier to understand how the law applies. For
example, the exceptions and defence applying to children for
the child abuse material offences (sections 51M and 51N)
have been simplified, to make it easier for young people to
know how the law on child abuse material applies to them.
Right to freedom of expression under section 15
Under section 15 of the charter, every person has the right to
freedom of expression, which includes the freedom to seek,
receive and impart information and ideas of all kinds,
although this right may be subject to ‘lawful restrictions
reasonably necessary to respect the rights and reputation of
other persons’.
The child abuse material offence engages the right to freedom
of expression under section 15 as they demarcate lawful
restrictions on the freedom of expression.
The bill defines ‘child abuse material’ and contains new child
abuse material offences, and exceptions and defences
applicable to those offences.
The bill replaces the current term ‘child pornography’ with
‘child abuse material’ (section 51A). Child abuse material is
defined to include specified depictions of children (or persons
appearing to be a child) including depictions of children:
as victims of sexual abuse;
as victims of torture, cruelty or physical abuse;
in a sexual context; or
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A second limb of the definition requires that reasonable
persons would regard the material as being, in the
circumstances, offensive.
This definition replaces the unclear and outdated notion of
‘indecency’ contained in the current definition of child
pornography, by more clearly specifying what is child abuse
material. It brings Victoria’s legislation into line with all other
Australian jurisdictions, which have an ‘offensiveness’
standard in their definitions. Further, it contains an objective
standard of the view of ‘reasonable persons’ and allows for
the surrounding circumstances to be considered in
determining ‘offensiveness’. The definition ensures that
freedom of expression is only subject to such limits under the
child abuse material offences as are lawfully necessary, in
particular to respect the rights and reputation of other persons
(being persons depicted in child abuse material) and for the
protection of public morality.
While the child abuse material offences themselves provide
limits to freedom of expression, there are several exceptions
and defences which promote freedom of expression within
acceptable lawful restrictions. These include exceptions and a
defence applying to children, defences for an image of
oneself, of a person within two years of the person’s age, or of
a person’s spouse or domestic partner. There are also merit or
purpose based defences, such as where material has artistic
merit or a public benefit such as a medical, legal, scientific or
educational purpose. The offence of administering a child
abuse material website includes a defence of reasonable steps
in the circumstances, and provides guidelines as to what steps
may be undertaken to establish the defence. The offence of
possession of child abuse material includes a defence of
reasonable steps where a person has unintentionally come
into possession of child abuse material, and similarly provides
clear steps for compliance.
While the child abuse material offences create limits to the
right to freedom of expression, these limits are such lawful
restrictions as are reasonably necessary.
Right to property under section 20
Section 20 of the charter provides that ‘a person must not be
deprived of his or her property except in accordance with
law’. The bill provides a lawful process through which child
abuse material may be forfeited to the state and disposed of.
The bill also engages the right to a fair hearing in section 24
of the charter. A person with an interest in the property can
appear before the court on an application to dispose of child
abuse material, and be heard (section 51W). This person also
has a right to appeal the decision to a higher court, and any
order made is stayed until that process is complete
(section 51X).
The bill amends the Confiscation Act 1997 (Confiscation
Act) to replace existing references to ‘child pornography’ in
relation to a disposal order, with references relating to ‘child
abuse material’. It also updates the types of material that can
be subject to a disposal order, being material that is child
abuse material, and electronic material that contains child
abuse material. Section 77 of the Confiscation Act applies
where there is a conviction for an indictable offence. All child
abuse material offences are indictable offences. This
provision may also apply where a person is convicted of
another indictable offence, but the child abuse material, or
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electronic material that contains child abuse material ‘was
used, or was intended to be used, in, or in connection with,
the commission of the offence or was derived or realised,
directly or indirectly, by that person or another person, from
the commission of the offence.’ This maintains a direct link
between the offence for which there is a conviction, and the
thing or child abuse material to be disposed of. The disposal
order is limited to the thing that is child abuse material, or
electronic material containing child abuse material, ensuring
that the disposal order is directly linked to the harmful
material.
Where there is no conviction, or where a criminal proceeding
is not initiated, the bill provides a legal process for the
disposal of child abuse material. An application may be made
to a court in relation to a thing, or electronic material
contained on a thing (section 51W).
The court may only make an order if satisfied that material is
child abuse material, and the return of the material (or thing
containing the material) may result in the commission of a
child abuse material offence (section 51X). This recognises
that certain exceptions and defences may apply to certain
persons (for example, children or police investigators) which
allow them to possess child abuse material.
A different test applies for the disposal of encrypted or
password protected electronic material. The applicant must
satisfy the court that the seized thing contains encrypted or
password protected electronic material, and that there are
reasonable grounds to believe that the encrypted or password
protected material includes child abuse material
(section 51X(2)(b)). This recognises the use of encryption and
password protection to evade detection of child abuse
material offending, and the risk of returning child abuse
material to the owner if no provision is made for its disposal.
Where the seized thing is child abuse material, the court may
order forfeiture and disposal of the thing. However, where the
application relates to electronic material, then the court may
only order forfeiture and disposal of the electronic material
contained on the seized thing. The seized thing is returned to
the owner. This ensures that any forfeiture of property is
limited to the relevant property (the electronic material) and is
not arbitrary. This is particularly important given these
provisions operate where there is not conviction for a criminal
offence.
The harm of child abuse material offending has been
recognised by courts to include the ongoing harm to victims
of having a child abuse material image of themselves
continually disseminated and viewed by others using the
internet. The bill’s provision for the disposal of child abuse
material and encrypted electronic material for which there are
reasonable grounds to believe contains child abuse material
therefore promotes the protection of children under
section 17(2) of the charter by ensuring that, where possible,
harmful depictions of children (as prescribed by the definition
of ‘child abuse material’) are removed from circulation,
whether or not a criminal prosecution is undertaken, or is
successful. The bill clearly prescribes the targeted
circumstances in which child abuse material can be forfeited
or disposed of — hence, any deprivation of property is neither
arbitrary nor unlawful.
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Right to be presumed innocent under section 25(1)
Section 25(1) of the charter provides that a person charged
with a criminal offence has the right to be presumed innocent
until proved guilty of committing the offence with which he
or she has been charged. This right is relevant to the bill as it
allocates the legal burden of proof to the accused in several
areas.
To the extent that the bill limits the right to be presumed
innocent, it is reasonable and justified under the charter in
order to protect children and persons with a cognitive
impairment or mental illness from sexual offending. A legal
burden for proving a defence may limit the right to the
presumption of innocence, as, where the accused is otherwise
guilty of an offence, it requires the accused to prove factors
that will result in an acquittal. However, the legal burden is
allocated to the accused only in relation to certain factors of
defences. The rationale behind this placement is to maintain
the protective policy of the offences, and promote the
protection of children in accordance with section 17 of the
charter.
Belief of an accused
The bill contains a number of defences which place the legal
burden on the accused in relation to a reasonable belief in a
specified circumstance. For example, an accused who wishes
to rely on the defence of honest and reasonable mistake of age
when charged with a sexual offence against a child under 16
must prove on the balance of probabilities that he or she
reasonably believed that the child was aged 16 or older
(section 49W).
The allocation of a legal burden of proof only applies to some
defences, while an evidential burden is allocated in others.
The bill allocates a legal burden of proof in certain
circumstances, such as where an element of a defence
involves a reasonable belief held by the accused as to a
particular circumstance. The limitation on the presumption of
innocence is necessary and justified because the matters to
which a legal burden applies are within the peculiar
knowledge of the accused. For example, an accused will have
relevant knowledge as to whether he or she held a reasonable
belief as to the age of the complainant or a reasonable belief
as to being married to the complainant. The risk that an
innocent person may be found guilty of an offence has been
considered and will not be affected by the allocation of a legal
burden to these elements of defences in the bill. The
prosecution is still required to prove all elements of the
offence charged beyond reasonable doubt. The allocation of
burdens of proof in these areas is consistent with the current
law and any element of a defence to be proved on the balance
of probabilities is within the individual knowledge of the
accused.
Further, allocating the legal burden of proof to the accused in
these areas recognises that children and persons with a
cognitive impairment or mental illness are especially
vulnerable to sexual abuse. It is appropriate to impose a high
standard of behaviour on individuals who are sexually
involved with children and persons with a cognitive
impairment or mental illness. Given the importance of their
protection, if a person wishes to engage in sexual activity with
a young person or a person with a cognitive impairment or
mental illness, it is incumbent upon them to first take steps to
find out whether this is appropriate. A less restrictive
mechanism for achieving this protection, such as placing an
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evidential burden on the accused, would likely often require
the complainant to give evidence in relation to the fact in
issue. This distracts from the purpose of the offences, which
are designed to protect vulnerable persons from sexual
offending. Also, it is important to balance the fact that child
complainants and those with a cognitive impairment or
mental illness face particular challenges giving evidence in
court (even with available supports in part 8.2 of the Criminal
Procedure Act 2009). The right to the presumption of
innocence under the charter therefore must be balanced
against the rights of children to protection under section 17(2)
and the particular vulnerabilities of the rights of persons with
a cognitive impairment or mental illness.
Accordingly, any limitation on the right to be presumed
innocent under section 25 of the charter is reasonably justified
in order to encourage the protection of children and other
vulnerable people from sexual offending.
Child abuse material — legal burden in relation to merit,
purposes, age and subject
In subdivision (8D), the burden of proof is expressly
addressed by the bill in relation to exceptions and defences.
An evidential onus is placed on the accused in relation to
certain exceptions to the child abuse material offences,
including those for classified material (section 51K) and the
administration of the law (section 51J). These exceptions,
which establish where a person does not commit an offence,
involve an evidential onus on the accused. An evidential onus
is also placed on the accused for many factors relevant to
defences.
It is notable that all relate to scenarios in which objective
evidence of the facts establishing the exception is likely to be
readily available, or does not rely on the accused’s beliefs.
For example, whether material is classified, or would have
been classified, is able to be established through enquiry to
the classification scheme. Whether conduct is consistent with
a person’s employment duties is similarly a matter that may
be easily discovered.
However, the burden of proof (on the balance of probabilities)
is placed on the accused in relation to certain elements of
defences. These include:
artistic merit (section 51L);
public benefit (medical, legal or scientific purpose)
(section 51L);
that an image depicts the accused as a child
(section 51N);
the age of the accused relative to the age of the person
depicted in an image (in section 51P); and
marriage or domestic partnership (sections 51Q and
51R).
In contrast to an evidential burden, matters for which the legal
burden is allocated to the accused are all matters which may
be peculiarly within the accused’s knowledge, and very
difficult for the prosecution to ascertain and disprove.
The burden is placed on the accused in relation to these
factors because the accused is positioned to provide evidence
about how and why their conduct in relation to child abuse
material was for a particular purpose, be it medical, legal,
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scientific or educational, or why the material or conduct has
artistic merit. The defences also acknowledge that there are
very limited cases in which child abuse material would be
possessed or dealt with for legitimate reasons. Placing the
legal burden on the accused ensures that only legitimate and
good faith reasons for dealing with this material will establish
the defence.
Using a less restrictive means (such as an evidential onus)
would require the prosecution to disprove beyond reasonable
doubt, for example, that a database of explicit photographs of
children was possessed by an individual for a ‘scientific
purpose’. Disproof of this factor, when raised by the accused,
is likely to be very difficult as the prosecution may not have
access to information as to why the accused was dealing with
child abuse material. This information is within the
knowledge of the accused. Unless the prosecution has clear
evidence of a purpose of sexual gratification, this factor is
likely to be very difficult to disprove. This would result in a
misuse of the defence.
Similarly, the fact that a person depicted is the accused, or the
age of a person depicted in an image relative to the accused,
are matters that are likely to be within the peculiar knowledge
of the accused. It may be impossible for the prosecution to
identify a child depicted in child abuse material, particularly
if, for example, the child’s face is obscured or not shown in an
image. In contrast, an accused will know that an image
depicts him or herself, or that the person depicted was, for
example, a high school boyfriend of the same age as the
accused. If the accused does not have this knowledge, then
the accused should not have this material, which is otherwise
unlawful.
If a less restrictive means was used, for example, an evidential
onus, it would be impossible in most cases for the prosecution
to disprove these factors, unless the identity of the person
depicted was readily ascertainable. This would reduce the
effectiveness of the bill in protecting children from sexual
abuse, and therefore is balanced against section 17(2) of the
charter.
Application of absolute liability to elements of offences
The bill applies absolute liability to certain elements of
offences (see for example section 51B). In some cases,
absolute liability elements may engage the right to the
presumption of innocence in section 25, because they reduce
the elements of an offence that the prosecution must prove, or
defences that the prosecution must disprove.
In the bill, absolute liability applies to several objective
standard elements of offences, such as:
that touching or an activity is ‘sexual’;
that touching, an activity or causing a person to be
present during an activity is ‘contrary to community
standards of acceptable conduct’; and
that ‘reasonable persons would, in the circumstances,
find material offensive’.
These are objective standards to which it would be highly
unusual to apply a fault element. The accused’s state of mind
is not relevant to considerations of whether, for example,
conduct is contrary to community standards of acceptable
conduct. All relevant offences in which these elements occur
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also require the proof of fault elements in relation to other
substantive elements of the offences.
Specifying that absolute liability applies to these elements
provides clarity in many areas in which it is currently unclear
whether or not a fault element must be proven in relation to
an element of an offence, or whether the common law
defence of honest and reasonable mistake of fact applies.
Currently, whether that defence applies would depend on the
courts’ interpretation of the element in the offence, unless this
issue is clearly addressed in the offence. Clearly stating that
absolute liability applies to these objective standards enhances
the right to fair hearing by improving the accessibility of the
law, and does not limit the right to the presumption of
innocence.
In the sexual offences against persons with a cognitive
impairment or mental illness (subdivision (8E)) absolute
liability applies to the circumstance element that a person is a
‘worker for a service provider’ or provides treatment or
support services to the other person (the victim of the
offence). The definition of ‘worker’ means a person who
delivers, assists in delivering, or manages the delivery of,
services to persons with a cognitive impairment or mental
illness for or on behalf of a service provider. The application
of absolute liability to this element may limit the accused’s
right to be presumed innocent as it removes the availability of
the common law defence of honest and reasonable mistake of
fact which may otherwise be available, and does not require
the prosecution to prove a fault element in relation to that
element.
However, the limitation on that right must be balanced with
the protective role of these offences, which are concerned
with sexual abuse by persons in positions of power over
vulnerable people. Where a person is a worker for a service
provider, there is a defence of ‘reasonable belief that the
service provider did not provide treatment or support services
to B’. This recognises that a worker for a large social services
organisation might have contact with someone outside of
work without knowing that person also receives treatment or
support services from the service provider. For example, if the
worker is dating a person they met through mutual friends,
who has a mental illness. It would be unfair to punish the
worker if they did not know that the other person was
receiving services from their employer. However, the same
arguments cannot be made about the fact that a person is a
worker for a service provider, or a person directly provides
treatment or support services to another person, which is
necessarily within their knowledge.
The bill applies absolute liability to the accused in relation to
these elements to impose an obligation on persons charged
with the care of persons with a cognitive impairment or
mental illness not to engage in sexual conduct with those
persons, in recognition of their vulnerable status. This
promotes the rights of persons with a cognitive impairment or
mental illness to equality before the law (section 8), not to be
treated in an inhuman and degrading way (section 10(b)) and
the right to privacy (section 13(a)). A less restrictive
mechanism, such as imposing a fault element of knowledge
for these elements, would require the prosecution to prove
that an individual knew their position as a worker or a direct
provider of treatment or support services. This is likely to
involve significant disputation about whether the accused
knew the nature of their relationship with the other person,
and undermines the policy of the offences which is to impose
a standard of acceptable conduct on those with vulnerable
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people under their care. To the extent that the application of
absolute liability to these elements limits section 25(1), it is
demonstrably and reasonably justified by the role of the
offences in protecting persons with a cognitive impairment or
mental illness receiving treatment or support services from
sexual abuse.
Freedom of movement under section 12
The freedom of movement under section 12 allows every
person lawfully within Victoria to move freely within the
state, enter and leave freely, and choose where to live.
Consistent with current law, the bill provides for the offence
of loitering by a person who has previously been found guilty
of one of a defined group of sexual or relevant offences
(section 49N), which includes loitering near schools and other
public places regularly frequented by children. To the extent
that this offence limits the right to freedom of movement, it is
reasonable and justified under section 7(2) of the charter in
order to protect the rights of children by targeting conduct that
may be preparatory to the commission of a sexual offence
against children. The bill also balances the limitation on the
right under section 12 by allowing for a defence of reasonable
excuse for the person’s presence in the relevant place.
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and certainly not to non-lawyers reading the legislation. This
lack of clarity increase the complexity of the law.
Second, the language used to define many sexual offences is
unclear and needs to be modernised. For example, in the
offences of indecent act with or in the presence of a child or
wilful and obscene exposure, the words ‘indecent’ and
‘obscene’ are opaque and outdated. The terminology
surrounding sexual offences against persons with a cognitive
impairment or mental illness needs to be amended to ensure
that these offences are applicable in the new disability and
mental health environments. Other sexual offences do not
adequately recognise changed family relationships, and
definitions of ‘child’, ‘parent’ and ‘care, supervision or
authority’ need to be amended, and domestic partnerships
more consistently recognised by the criminal law.
Third, some sexual offences have failed to keep up to date
with new ways of offending and changes in technology. For
example, the offence of indecent act in the presence of a child
can only be committed if the child is physically present with
the accused. This means that this offence does not apply to
sexual conduct directed at a child through the use of
technology, such as Skype or Snapchat, and is therefore too
limited in scope.

Conclusion
For the reasons outlined above, the amendments contained in
this bill are compatible with human rights as set out in the
charter.
The Hon. Martin Pakula, MP
Attorney-General

Second reading
Mr PAKULA (Attorney-General) — I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

Speech as follows incorporated into Hansard under
sessional orders:
In recent years, sexual offending has been the subject of
numerous reviews and inquiries both in Victoria and
Australia. Our sexual offence laws, as part of the broader
criminal justice system, play an integral role in effectively
responding to sexual offending. While the offence of rape and
some other sexual offences have been amended in the last
decade, most sexual offences have not been amended for
many years. The structure, terminology and substance of
many offences have remained the same since 1991. Despite
the valuable work of the Victorian Law Reform Commission
in its report Sexual Offences: Final Report (2004) (‘VLRC
report’), problems with Victoria’s sexual offences laws have
led to numerous appeals and retrials, and have been the
subject of criticism over the years.
The current problems with sexual offences are threefold.
First, an increased number of sexual offence trials and a
disproportionate number of appeals means that legal issues
concerning the elements of sexual offences and defences are
being scrutinised and tested in ways that they have not been
before. For many offences, Victoria’s legislation only sets out
some of the elements and defences relevant to an offence.
Reliance is then placed on the common law to imply elements
into the offence to make it complete. This means that
Victoria’s laws are not always clear to judges and lawyers,

Effective reform of Victoria’s sexual offences requires
consideration of both the policy context of the offences as
well as the technical way in which this policy is given shape
in legislation. The VLRC report provided a clear foundation
for many of the policy objectives of this reform. Extensive
consultation with an expert advisory group, key stakeholders
and the public provided further policy context and focus.
However, this reform goes beyond previous reviews by
translating this policy into sexual offences that are as clear,
simple, consistent and effective as possible. The result is
legislation that will better protect people from sexual
offending, including vulnerable members of our society such
as children and persons with a cognitive impairment or
mental illness.
The bill follows the reform of rape and sexual assault
offences in the Crimes Amendment (Sexual Offences and
Other Matters) Act 2014, which commenced on 1 July 2015.
The bill also builds on the Crimes Amendment (Child
Pornography and Other Matters) Act 2015 to cover a broader
range of child abuse material. This bill is the result of a strong
commitment to reforming sexual offence laws in order to
address the current complexity, inconsistency and uncertainty
of these offences.
Sexual offences against children
Protecting children from sexual abuse is of primary
importance. One of the government’s key goals is ensuring
that children are ‘Safe in our Homes’. It is also our priority to
ensure that kids are safe online. Both the Victorian
Parliament’s Family and Community Development
Committee Betrayal of Trust report and the ongoing Royal
Commission into Institutional Reponses to Child Sexual
Abuse highlight the devastating effect of sexual abuse of
children. These inquiries make clear the need for more
effective action to prevent sexual offending against children.
The bill will replace existing sexual offences against children
with a comprehensively reformed set of offences. The
offences will cover sexual penetration of a child, sexual
assault of a child, sexual activity in the presence of a child,
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causing a child to be present during sexual activity and
encouraging a child to engage in sexual activity. Consistent
with the current law, these offences will apply to children
under 16, and children aged 16 or 17 and under the care,
supervision or authority of the accused. Two other offences
apply to sexual performances involving children under the
age of 18. The bill also increases the maximum penalty for
the offence of sexual penetration of a child under the age of
16 from 10 to 15 years imprisonment to better reflect the
seriousness of the offending.
The bill will also make a number of important improvements
to current laws. Existing offences are complex and often use
different language to refer to the same or similar concepts. In
particular, juries find the complexity of the law challenging to
understand and this complexity has also led to appeals and
retrials. The bill will simplify the structure and language of
these offences. Clarifying the law will reduce the risk of
appeals and retrials. A number of existing offences are also
outdated and do not cover different ways of offending against
children using new technologies. The bill will update these
offences to ensure a broader range of conduct is covered.
Existing sexual offences against children do not cover all
preparatory sexual conduct. To address this gap in the law,
the bill will introduce a new offence of encouraging a child to
engage in sexual activity. This offence will apply where an
adult seeks or gets sexual arousal or gratification from
encouraging a child to engage in sexual activity. This offence
is broader than the offence of grooming, as it will apply
where the encouraged sexual activity does not constitute a
criminal offence. This new offence ensures Victoria has a full
set of offences that criminalise a broad range of preparatory
sexual offending against children.
The bill contains various defences to offences and exceptions,
which specify when an offence is not committed. While the
majority of these defences and exceptions are based on the
current law, a number of improvements will also be made.
For example, the bill removes the consent element from all
exceptions and defences to sexual offences against children,
except the ‘similarity in age’ defence to the offence of sexual
penetration of a child under 16. Although consent does not
often arise in child sexual offences cases, where it does, the
consent element can make these cases complicated for the
jury, becoming often indistinguishable from a rape or sexual
assault trial. Generally, it is preferable to remove the issue of
consent because of a child’s limited ability to provide
informed consent to sexual conduct. Removing consent from
these exceptions and defences will maintain protections for
children whilst simplifying the issues in these cases.
Current law also provides for an exception based on marriage
between the accused and a child aged 16 or 17 and under his
or her care, supervision or authority. The bill will replicate
this exception, but also extend it to domestic partnerships, in
certain circumstances. This will avoid discrimination against
unmarried couples, including same-sex couples who are
prohibited from marrying. This reform is consistent with the
government’s commitment to ensure all forms of
discrimination are removed from our laws.
Further, in 2014, various exceptions to sexual offences
against children under 16 that purported to apply where an
accused was married to the child were removed from the
Crimes Act 1958 (‘Crimes Act’). These exceptions were
redundant since it is no longer possible to marry someone
aged less than 16 years. This bill will also remove defences
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applying where an accused has a reasonable belief that he or
she was married to the child under 16.
Child pornography and child abuse material
The bill undertakes a significant reform of the law relating to
child pornography in Victoria.
In 2015, this government introduced new offences to cover
the administration of a website containing child pornography,
encouraging others to use a website containing child
pornography, and assisting a person to avoid apprehension for
a child pornography offence.
However, Victoria’s principal child pornography offences
have not undergone significant reform since their introduction
in 1995. These reforms ensure that our laws respond to the
use of modern technology in offending, and that terminology
is up to date and reflects the true harms of this material.
The term ‘child pornography’ will be replaced by ‘child abuse
material’ to better reflect the true nature of this material, and
its harms. The definition of ‘child abuse material’ is clearer,
and, for the first time in Victoria, will include material
depicting a child as a victim of ‘torture, cruelty or physical
abuse’, whether or not in a sexual context. This recognises
that the trade in depictions of physical abuse of a child can be
very harmful, like depictions of sexual abuse. This change in
terminology will bring Victorian laws in line with other
Australian jurisdictions.
The bill expands Victoria’s criminal offences to more
effectively respond to the use of technology. It introduces a
new offence of ‘distributing child abuse material’, which will
apply where a person intentionally distributes child abuse
material. This offence addresses the key role of distribution in
creating and maintaining the market for child abuse material.
The offence recognises that distribution can happen online
through simply making material available, such as uploading
a file to a file sharing website, an email account, or in a chat
room.
The bill also introduces a new offence of ‘accessing child
abuse material’, which will target the intentional viewing of
child abuse material. The current offence of possession of
child pornography does not criminalise those who view this
material online if the prosecution cannot prove that the person
knew they possessed the material because it was
simultaneously downloaded into their computer’s memory.
The new offence will close this loophole, and criminalise
these consumers of child abuse material. The offence will also
apply to intentional viewing of physical child abuse material
and to other forms of technology, such as mobile phone
applications that are designed for one-off viewing.
Both of these new offences will carry a maximum penalty of
10 years imprisonment. The same penalty will apply to other
child abuse material offences, such as production, involving a
child and possession. This maximum penalty will send a clear
message that child abuse material offences are serious and
may attract a significant sentence of imprisonment.
The exceptions applying to children that were introduced
following the parliamentary Inquiry into ‘Sexting’, have been
clarified and simplified in this bill. Other exceptions and
defences have had increased safeguards applied, for example
preventing the use of a defence where an image depicts a
criminal offence punishable by imprisonment, or preventing
persons claiming the marriage or domestic partnership
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defence, where the marriage or domestic partnership has
ceased.
The bill includes a new defence of ‘public benefit’, which
incorporates the former defence for ‘medical, legal, scientific
or educational purpose’. This defence ensures that material
with a public benefit, such as educational or medical material,
is not inappropriately restricted by the child abuse material
offences.
The bill also introduces a limited defence of ‘unsolicited
possession’ to apply only to circumstances in which a person
unintentionally comes into possession of child abuse material.
For example, a person may receive an unsolicited email
containing child abuse material. Upon opening the email and
seeing its content, that person will be in ‘knowing possession’
of the child abuse material and could be guilty of an offence.
In these circumstances, the defence provides that the person
should take all reasonable steps to cease possession of the
material as soon as it is practicable to do so. This may involve
deleting the material from the email account, and ensuring it
is also deleted from the computer’s hard drive.
The bill also reforms the process for disposal of child abuse
material. This ensures that, even where criminal proceedings
are unsuccessful, or are not commenced, there is a
mechanism for disposal of child abuse material. Where
criminal proceedings result in a conviction, the Confiscation
Act 1997 will apply.
The new child abuse material disposal order will also allow
for a court to order the disposal of encrypted or password
protected data, where the court is satisfied there are
reasonable grounds to believe the data contains child abuse
material. This responds to the increasing sophistication of
child abuse material offenders in the online environment, and
the use of technology to go undetected, and to thwart police
investigations.
Incest
Victoria’s incest offences criminalise sexual penetration
between certain family members. Some of the most serious
forms of sexual abuse of children, such as sexual penetration
of a child under 18 by their parent or step-parent, are covered
by the incest offences. These incest offences carry a
significant maximum penalty of 25 years imprisonment, to
reflect society’s condemnation of this form of sexual abuse.
The bill will clarify and modernise the incest offences to more
clearly reflect the variety of family structures covered by the
offences and protect children within all families. In particular,
the bill will make clear that stepchildren by marriage and
stepchildren by domestic partnership are given equal
protection from sexual penetration by a step-parent or lineal
ancestor.
The bill recognises that currently the offence of incest may
treat the victim of child sexual abuse that continues into
adulthood as an offender. The bill resolves this unintended
effect, by introducing a new exception to incest offences for
victims of childhood sexual abuse. Under this exception, a
person who is subjected to sexual acts perpetrated by a parent,
step-parent or grandparent when they are a child, will not
have committed an incest offence if the abuse continues after
the person turns 18.
This reform recognises that sexual penetration in these
circumstances is likely to be a continuation of earlier abuse. It
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is inappropriate for the law to criminalise acts by a victim of
childhood sexual abuse that continues into adulthood. These
amendments remove a barrier for victims of familial sexual
abuse from reporting their abuse to police due to fear of being
charged with an incest offence.
The bill expands coverage of the offence of sexual
penetration of a stepchild. Currently, it is not an offence for a
step-parent to have a sexual relationship with an adult
stepchild. The bill amends this offence so that it applies
regardless of the age of the stepchild. This change recognises
that step-parents can be involved in raising stepchildren from
a very young age, and occupy a position that is similar to
biological parents. These step-parents should not engage in
sexually abusive behaviour with stepchildren, regardless of
age.
However, the bill also recognises that circumstances can arise
where a step-parent has never been in a position of
responsibility in relation to a stepchild, for example where a
marriage or domestic partnership results in a person gaining
adult stepchildren. The bill introduces an exception for sexual
relationships between adult stepchildren and step-parents,
where the step-child has never been under the care,
supervision or authority of the step-parent, and no sexual
activity has occurred between the step-parent and stepchild
when the stepchild was under 18. These protections ensure
that the exception can only be used by someone who has
never played the role of a parent.
Sexual offences against persons with a cognitive
impairment or mental illness
As highlighted by the recent report of the Family and
Community Development Committee’s inquiry into abuse in
disability services, the sexual abuse of people with a disability
by those who are meant to care for them is an appalling
reality for many men and women in our society.
The bill contains reforms to better protect persons with a
cognitive impairment or mental illness from sexual abuse by
workers of disability or mental health services, or by direct
providers of medical treatment, mental health treatment,
therapeutic services, or personal care or support services.
The bill replaces existing offences, and adopts new
terminology and structure to ensure that the offences will
work effectively in the new service environments of the
national disability insurance scheme and localised mental
health treatment, as well as traditional service environments
such as residential care.
The offences recognise the particular vulnerability of persons
with a cognitive impairment or mental illness to coercion or
abuse. Because the offences are based on the person’s
vulnerability in the context of the care-giving relationship,
they do not depend upon, and are not precluded by, legal
capacity to consent. Where a person does not have legal
capacity to consent, the offences of rape and sexual assault
will apply.
The bill introduces new offences targeting sexual activity in
the presence of a person with a cognitive impairment or
mental illness, and causing a person with a cognitive
impairment or mental illness to be present during sexual
activity. These offences are based on the similar sexual
offences against children aged 16 or 17 and under care,
supervision or authority, recognising that these persons are
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vulnerable to abuse by persons in a position of power over
them. The new offences ensure that the full range of sexual
victimisation of persons with a cognitive impairment or
mental illness is recognised by the criminal law.
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complainant was consenting (such as mental impairment). In
assessing whether a belief was reasonable, the jury will also
be directed that it should consider ‘what the community
should reasonably expect of the accused in the
circumstances’.

New offence of sexual activity directed at another person
The bill introduces a new offence of ‘sexual activity directed
at another person’, which will apply where a person engages
in a sexual activity intending that another person will see it
and experience fear or distress. For instance, the offence may
apply where a man jumps out and engages in a sexual
activity, such as masturbation, in front of a lone female jogger
in an isolated location. This offence is broader than the
current summary offence of sexual exposure, as it applies to
‘sexual activity’, rather than exposure of genitals alone. The
offence also covers sexually intimidating behaviour occurring
both in public and private. However, a person must intend
that the sexual activity cause fear or distress, or be reckless as
to that result. The offence does not apply to sexual activity
that does not meet this threshold. The offence reflects advice
from Victoria Police that the current offences relating to
wilful and obscene exposure do not cover the spectrum of
behaviour that is seen in practice.
Other sexual offences
For consistency, the bill clarifies and modernises other sexual
offences in the Crimes Act, including sexual servitude,
interference with a corpse, administration of an intoxicating
substance for a sexual purpose and procuring a sexual act by
threat or fraud. The bill also repeals redundant and outdated
offences relating to occupiers of premises allowing child
sexual penetration on premises and common law wilful
exposure. These historical offences are unnecessary as they
cover conduct captured by other offences.
Jury directions on consent and reasonable belief in
consent
In 2014, reforms to the law on rape and sexual assault were
introduced. In particular, a new objective fault element
provides that the relevant standard is that the accused ‘does
not reasonably believe’ that the complainant consents to the
sexual penetration. The bill introduces new directions into the
Jury Directions Act 2015 on consent and a reasonable belief
in consent. These directions are based on case law in other
Australian jurisdictions and the United Kingdom, which have
a similar objective fault element. This responds to stakeholder
feedback that further legislative guidance would make the
new laws easier to apply.
Trial judges will be able to inform the jury that experience
shows there are many different circumstances in which
people do not consent to a sexual act. People may not be
consenting although not physically injured, subjected to
violence or threatened with injury or violence. Directions on
consent will also allow trial judges to inform the jury that
people react differently and that there is no typical, proper or
normal response to non-consensual sexual acts. Juries may
also be directed that people can be involved in consensual
sexual activity on other occasions but not consent to a
particular act with a particular person.
On reasonable belief in consent, trial judges may direct the
jury that it may take into account personal attributes or
characteristics of the accused that cannot be controlled by the
accused or that affect the accused’s perception of whether the

A further new direction is that a stereotypical belief in consent
based solely on a general assumption about the circumstances
in which people consent to sex is not reasonable. This
direction is designed to make clear that stereotypical opinions
about consent and sex (such as the assumption that women
who wear provocative clothing are consenting to sexual
activity) are not sufficient to establish reasonableness.
These new directions will make the law easier for juries to
understand and apply, and accordingly, reduce the risk of
costly retrials and appeals.
Conclusion
Reform to our sexual offence laws comes at a time when our
society is fully recognising the devastating, long-lasting
effects of sexual offending. Reviews and inquiries have
highlighted the need for a concerted effort to address sexual
abuse and exploitation. Response and prevention is
multi-faceted. Clear, modern and effective sexual offence
laws play an integral role in this effort by improving
substantive justice in individual cases and reducing appeals
and retrials. This bill is part of ongoing improvements to our
criminal justice system and our response to the widespread
problem of sexual offending.
I also wish to thank the members of the Sexual Offences
Advisory Group, who met on many occasions over a six-year
period and provided invaluable advice on how best to
improve Victoria’s sexual offence laws.
I commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjourned on motion of Mr PESUTTO
(Hawthorn).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 23 June.

JUSTICE LEGISLATION (EVIDENCE AND
OTHER ACTS) AMENDMENT BILL 2016
Second reading
Debate resumed from 8 June; motion of
Mr PAKULA (Attorney-General).
Mr PEARSON (Essendon) — I am delighted to
continue my contribution from last night in relation to
the Justice Legislation (Evidence and Other Acts)
Amendment Bill 2016. In the earlier part of my
contribution I spoke at length about the importance of
more efficient delivery of government services in this
new age in which we live. The reality is that we have
got significant population growth occurring and there is
greater demand for services at the same time as the
economy is quite weak and patchy, and that will have
an impact on revenue streams, both for the state and the
commonwealth. I raise the commonwealth because it is
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important to note that between 43 per cent and 47 per
cent of our state government revenue comes from
commonwealth grants and other payments made by the
commonwealth.
The essence of this bill is about trying to utilise
technology to ensure that we can reduce the cost of
administering justice in this state. I spoke at length last
night in my contribution about John Brumby’s recent
opinion piece, which was published in the Age, where
he talked about the fact that we need to recognise this
new paradigm in which we are living and the new
pressures that our budgets will be placed under.
Getting a person out of their cell and taking them to a
common area or an audiovisual room in a correctional
facility to have them participate in legal proceedings at
the Magistrates Court is far more efficient and effective
than taking them out of their cell, taking them down to
a loading bay, putting them in a transport vehicle with
guards and drivers, driving them up the highway to the
Magistrates Court, putting them in a holding cell, taking
them out of the holding cell to appear before the
magistrate, then taking them back to the holding cell to
wait for an appropriate vehicle to collect them and then
taking them back to the correctional facility. It just
makes far more sense, and I think it is a way in which
we can utilise technology more efficiently and more
effectively to deliver better outcomes.
I also note that the bill makes a change to the Victoria
Legal Aid board in relation to looking at increasing the
board. Currently there is a chair of the board, there is a
managing director and there are three other directors,
and this will look at increasing that number by two
other directors — from three to five. I think this is
important, because like many others I have served on
boards in the past. I was the chair of what was
Kindergarten Parents Victoria (KPV) and became the
Early Learning Association Australia (ELAA), and I
think that having a wider board is really important
because you can try to utilise a more diverse skill set. In
the case of KPV, which became ELAA, I think we had
around about nine members. Now obviously members
come in and out from time to time — they are not
always present — but you want to have that different
skill set, and I went about trying to make sure I got the
right composition on the board to support the executive
in its operations.
It is really important that you look at having a board
that tries to make sure that the strategy that the
organisation is pursuing is correct and appropriate and
that you have got the right skills on that board to
support the executive in discharging its functions and
duties. In my case, I was really keen to make sure we
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had someone who knew finance and risk, so we had a
risk officer from ANZ; we had someone who was a
lawyer; we had someone who had some industrial
relations (IR) experience and practice, because IR was a
very large function of that particular board I was on;
and we had a number of practitioners. Because we were
operating in a public policy space — obviously I was
from the Labor side — I made sure that I always had
someone who was associated with the Liberal Party as
a way of balancing it out. You need to make sure that
you recognise that you have got to have a really strong
board, and that by diversifying your board and
broadening it out it will really help the organisation
discharge its duties. It is about trying to get that balance
right. Similarly, you have also got a be a bit careful that
you do not have too large a board because then it can
become potentially unwieldy, as Gough Whitlam found
when he had a cabinet with 27 ministers as opposed to
what the Hawke government had with more like
20 ministers — but I digress.
It is an important bill. It provides a more efficient
delivery of justice in this state. They are sensible
measures and sensible reforms, and I do commend the
bill to the house.
Ms KAIROUZ (Kororoit) — I rise to contribute to
the debate on this important bill, the Justice Legislation
(Evidence and Other Acts) Amendment Bill 2016. The
main purposes of the bill are to amend the Evidence
(Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1958 to further provide
for the use of audiovisual links and to amend the Legal
Aid Act 1978 to provide for the nomination of directors
to the board of directors of Victoria Legal Aid. This bill
will also make other minor and consequential
amendments to other acts. In my contribution I shall
mainly focus on the part of the bill which seeks to
provide for an increased use of audiovisual links within
the Magistrates Court system. This bill offers a
pragmatic solution to a problem which has been
identified as impacting on the ability of the justice
system, and in particular the Magistrates Court, so it
can do its valuable work. I might add that this bill is a
further demonstration of the Andrews Labor
government’s commitment to addressing problems as
they are identified rather than letting them fester and
become a mess that someone else has to clean up.
It is no secret that in recent months the courts have been
unable to deal with some cases listed before them, as
Corrections Victoria has been unable to bring some
serious prisoners to court. Those accused of offences
who are in custody are generally required to be lodged
in the police cells before they are brought to court for
their hearings. It follows that when police cells are full
prisoners cannot be brought to court. Overcrowding in
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police cells therefore leads to significant court delays,
and we acknowledge that that is a problem that needs to
be solved and needs to be solved rather swiftly. As the
old saying goes, ‘Justice delayed is justice denied’.
Currently prisoners can appear by video link only in
exceptional circumstances, and this bill seeks to make
such appearances the norm, freeing up the valuable
resources, including police and prison guards, to
facilitate the transportation of inmates. More police
freed up to do what they do best — for example,
catching crooks, making our state safe, and preventing
crime — is absolutely paramount and is a win for the
community. This bill will form part of the solution, but
it is worth reminding the coalition that it had its chance
to fix this problem, a problem which was far worse
under its administration.
In fact the issue was so bad in the blundering
Baillieu-Napthine era that we saw lawyers from the
Criminal Bar Association of Victoria threaten to invoke
a rarely used legal procedure to try to bring the issue to
a head. In an ABC interview on 28 October 2013, the
chair of the Criminal Bar Association, Mr Remy van de
Wiel, said:
We’ve got hundreds of people who have been in that position
where they haven’t been brought to court.

He added that:
They are innocent people. They are waiting to be dealt with in
terms of a court hearing, and we’ve got people as many as
three times being failed to be delivered —

to the court.
The solution he flagged at that time was lawyers using
habeas corpus, which would allow the Supreme Court
to order the immediate appearance of a prisoner.
Habeas corpus is a Latin term — I am not really
familiar with Latin — the literal meaning of which,
from my research, is ‘to have the body’. A writ of
habeas corpus is a court order that commands an
individual or a government official — for example, a
prison governor — who has restrained another, to
produce the prisoner at a designated time and place so
that the court can determine the legality of custody and
decide whether to order the prisoner’s release. The writ
of habeas corpus was first used by the common-law
courts in 13th and 14th century England. These courts,
composed of legal professionals, were in competition
with feudal courts, which were controlled by local
landowners or lords. The feudal courts lacked
procedural consistency and on that basis the
common-law courts began to issue writs demanding the
release of persons imprisoned by them. From the late
15th century to the 17th century, habeas corpus was
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used to order the release of persons held by royal
courts, such as the Chancery, admiralty courts and the
Star Chamber.
Returning to modern day Australia, under the former
Baillieu and Napthine governments, the threat of the
use of habeas corpus was used to address the issue of
prisoners not being presented to court. The situation
was so dire that in September 2013, the then deputy
commissioner of police, Tim Cartwright, was reported
in the media as saying that his staff were working
overtime to cope with the number of people in cells,
which had been as high as 320 prisoners.
‘A couple of years back, on average, at 10 o’clock in the
morning, we had around 150 prisoners in custody. So far this
year, that number is up to 260 at 10 o’clock’, he said.

What was the solution of the then Attorney-General, the
member for Box Hill, who I see is in the chamber? He
offered to open the Magistrates Court on weekends.
That was a very, very short-term solution.
We on this side of the house understand that this
situation must be addressed and we have acted, not only
by introducing this bill into the house, a bill that will
enable the greater use of technology in Magistrates
Court proceedings, but also with initiatives such as the
introduction of police custody officers. We were
pleased to see the first 15 of these new police resources
graduate from the Victoria Police Academy in early
January. Many more are in the pipeline, with a
commitment to train a further 400 police custody
officers in the term of this government, with 22 police
stations across Victoria benefiting from their
deployment.
The use of video technology to present prisoners to
court proceedings has been used successfully for some
time in a number of Magistrates Courts around
Victoria, including in Melbourne, Bendigo,
Broadmeadows, Dandenong, Frankston, Geelong,
Ringwood, Sunshine and Werribee. The current system
enables the use of such technology only in exceptional
circumstances, while successful passage of this bill will
see many hearings, which are primarily of an
administrative nature, held by an audiovisual link. An
accused person will still physically appear before the
court for a first appearance, unless he or she consents to
appear by a video link.
The bill is supported by a $14.7 million upgrade and
expansion of the audiovisual conferencing network at
the Magistrates Court, including a further $8.1 million
provided in the 2015–16 budget which will facilitate
that. Video link technology will be implemented across
Victoria and will ensure timely appearances before the
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Magistrates Court as well as a significant drop in the
number of prisoner transportations. This is both a
sensible and an efficient use of the state’s resources and
should be supported widely.
The other significant part of this bill will see an
amendment to the Legal Aid Act 1978 to expand the
Victoria Legal Aid board from four to six
non-executive members. Victoria Legal Aid is an
important facet of our justice system. It is well
governed and managed, and Victoria Legal Aid is a
service critical to ensuring legal rights in Victoria are
protected and those who need it most are able to seek
representation. To be highly effective the board needs
the right group of people with the appropriate mix of
skills, knowledge and experience, and enlarging the
membership of this board will increase the diversity of
experience available to it, which in turn will give it a
greater capacity to deal with the current and future
challenges it faces.
I am pleased to hear that the opposition is not opposing
this bill. This is a good piece of legislation which will
both strengthen the justice system and free up valuable
resources. I commend the Attorney-General for
introducing this bill, and I wish it a speedy passage.
Ms RICHARDSON (Minister for Women) — I
move:
That the debate be now adjourned.

Mr BATTIN (Gembrook) — In speaking to the
motion put before the house, while we will not be
opposing the adjourning of the current debate, we are
asking the government to take into consideration what
we are adjourning to. At the moment the next order of
the day is the debate on the Rural Assistance Schemes
Bill 2016, which is very important for regional Victoria,
but the most important thing for regional Victoria at the
moment is what is happening to the Country Fire
Authority (CFA). It is vital that the government put on
the record its support for the CFA board. The CFA
board has been very active in ensuring it is in the right
position to protect volunteers across the state.
Regarding the adjourning of this debate, we need to
make sure the government amends the motion so that
we can move straight through to a debate on the CFA.
We have tried in this house at various times to get the
government to put up a debate about the CFA to ensure
that we protect volunteers and, let me say, to ensure that
we protect all of the CFA, because career firefighters
and volunteer firefighters effectively work together
throughout our state. The biggest issue we have at the
moment is the United Firefighters Union head, Peter
Marshall, working with the Premier and actually
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locking out most of the cabinet from the
decision-making. If you ever want to read what goes on
inside cabinet, it is pretty easy — you can pick up most
papers these days and read about it. It is like a colander
at the moment with the cabinet; everything just leaks
straight through to the media, and that is an issue.
We decided earlier to try to move a motion by leave,
but leave was denied by the government. Leave was
denied to allow us to debate a motion on the notice
paper at the moment, which states:
That this house supports Country Fire Authority volunteers in
their call to keep the CFA’s operations under the full authority
of the CFA chief executive officer and the CFA chief officer.

These are people we have trusted to act responsibly —
the board, the CEO and the chief officer — to deliver
for Victorians. They are the ones responsible for the
budget, they are the ones responsible for the resources
and they are the ones responsible for the allocation of
staffing and the allocation of volunteers across the state.
It is vital that they keep that power, that authority, as
well as the responsibility that goes with it.
You cannot have a government and a Premier sitting
there at the moment looking over an enterprise
bargaining agreement — and trying to support an
enterprise bargaining agreement — that takes away that
power from the chief officer, that takes away that
power from the CEO and that takes away that power
from the board. These are three particular and
independent groups that effectively understand the
emergency services in Victoria. They understand the
response we need, and they understand when and where
we need it. If we take the power away from them and
hand it over to a union led by Peter Marshall, we are
effectively taking away their authority but leaving them
with the responsibility.
When we go to a Coroners Court — and we have seen
this in the past after fires — the people who get called
up to report are the ones who are the heads of those
departments. They are the ones who get up there and
have to explain to Victoria what happened to the brave
men and women who lost their lives and what
happened to the Victorians who lost their lives in major
disasters, and that is the case all the way back through
our history.
We have had plenty of bushfire royal commissions in
the past, and they have all made recommendations. The
recommendations from all of those bushfire royal
commissions are very, very similar: we must have one
chain of command and one authority for this, and it is
so, so important that we keep that going forward. It is
something that we must have going forward. We must
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leave the responsibility for our CFA with the chiefs: Joe
Buffone is one, and he has been put in that position
because of his expertise and his skills, and we can also
go directly to Lucinda Nolan, who has a fantastic
history in the Victoria Police force and is supported by
Victoria Police.
The motion before the house to adjourn debate, as I said
before, is not opposed by the opposition, but what we
are saying is that when speakers on the other side get up
to debate this motion, they should also be encouraging
the government to move to a debate on notice of
motion 20, which is regarding the CFA. We tried to
move earlier by leave to go straight to that debate.
Many on the other side were willing to yell out. Many
on the other side were trying to stand up and say that
they support the CFA volunteers and that they support
the career firefighters. We appreciate that they want to
get up and say that, so now we are giving them the
opportunity — we are giving them the opportunity
going forward to put this debate on the table to let
everybody from every side have their say.
We could get the Minister for Industrial Relations in,
because she was more than happy to talk to the media
this morning and state that the CFA board needs to
hurry up and get on with this. The CFA board is the one
trying to defend the volunteers and defend the proud
70-year history of the CFA. It is vital that the Minister
for Industrial Relations go out and apologise for the
comments she made and throw her support behind our
statutory authority that is put there to protect all
Victorians. The CFA is and will continue to be the
proudest volunteer service we have ever seen, and
while I am shadow minister I will not give up this fight
to ensure that our volunteers are protected.
Mr PEARSON (Essendon) — I obviously speak
against what the member for Gembrook is seeking to
do in derailing the government business program and
the work of this house. We have before us a very clear
government business program, and we have important
work to do in relation to the Rural Assistance Schemes
Bill 2016. This is just a stunt from the member for
Gembrook, who is clearly trying to make himself
relevant amongst his colleagues. We know for a fact
that James Campbell, who has written extensively on
state politics, has indicated quite clearly that this is the
worst shadow cabinet in the Parliament that he has seen
in 15 years. The member for Gembrook did not even
rate a mention from Mr Campbell, which I think speaks
volumes.
This is just another cheap stunt from those opposite in
trying to derail this government from getting on with
the work before us. It is very clear on the notice paper
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what lies before us. This is an important piece of
legislation that we need to deal with today, and this is
just an attempt to try to frustrate and stymie the agenda
of the government. Moreover, I think if the opposition
had its way, we would just debate this until the cows
come home. We would not deal with this bill, nor
would other members have the opportunity this
afternoon to talk about the budget. I note the manager
of opposition business, the member for Box Hill, is at
the table. In one of his earlier contributions in relation
to a previous government business program I seem to
recall him talking about the importance of making sure
that members could have their say on the budget. Now
time has been allocated today to make sure that we can
have more members speak on the motion to take note
of the budget papers, and, again, this is just another
attempt, another cheap stunt from those opposite to
prevent people talking about the importance of the
recent state budget.
It is just a desperate attempt by those opposite to try to
make themselves relevant when they are irrelevant. We
have work before us — —
Mr Battin interjected.
Mr PEARSON — The work before us, member for
Gembrook, quite clearly states ‘Rural Assistance
Schemes Bill 2016 … Resumption of debate’ and
names the manager of opposition business. I am
looking forward to hearing what the manager of
opposition business has to say on this important bill,
and I would have thought the member for Gembrook
would have been more of a team player and allowed the
manager of opposition business to make his
contribution.
I have not been here long, but the one thing I have
learnt is that the manager of opposition business always
comes to this place well prepared. He always works
hard. He works diligently, he does his work. I am
actually quite looking forward to hearing the manager
of opposition business’s contribution in relation to the
Rural Assistance Schemes Bill, because I am sure it
will be a very thorough and comprehensive
contribution. There are many things that the member
for Box Hill and I would disagree on, but nonetheless I
find his contributions interesting and insightful, and I
respect the fact that he works very hard. It says
something, really, that the member for Box Hill is the
father of this place, if you believe in using those terms.
He is one of the hardest workers amongst those
opposite, and I think that some of the more junior of
those members opposite could take a leaf out of the
manager of opposition business’s book in terms of his
work rate and commitment. So I am disappointed — —
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Mr Battin interjected.
Mr PEARSON — I would suggest to the member
for Gembrook that if the manager of opposition
business is such a good mentor, then maybe he should
pipe down, sit down, take a back seat and let us all be
wowed by the manager of opposition business’s
contribution in relation to the Rural Assistance
Schemes Bill 2016. As I said, this is just a cheap stunt
from those opposite to try to distract and derail the
work before the house. This has nothing to do with
what those of us on this side think about our wonderful
Country Fire Authority volunteers and the contribution
they make to our society and community. It is just
cheap and basic politics — that is all there is to it. It is
very clear the work we have had before us, and, as I
said, this is just a cheap stunt.
I for one am locked and loaded and raring to go. I am
thoroughly looking forward to making my contribution
on the Rural Assistance Schemes Bill 2016, and I look
forward to hearing the manager of opposition
business’s contribution as well, so I oppose the
proposal of the member for Gembrook.
Mr CLARK (Box Hill) — I support the views of
the member for Gembrook, notwithstanding the kind
words of the member for Essendon. There is plenty of
opportunity for this house to debate the motion relating
to the Country Fire Authority (CFA) as well as deal
with the Rural Assistance Schemes Bill 2016 and
resume discussion on the take-note motion on the
budget. Members of the Labor Party in the other place
were able to find time to have a debate on this issue,
and indeed they did not oppose the sentiments of
concern that were expressed in a similar motion in that
house about what is being threatened for the CFA, yet it
seems that Labor members in this house are not
prepared to debate the motion and put on the record
their views as to where they stand in relation to the
future of the CFA.
This is one of the most crucial issues facing the state at
this time — what is going to be the future direction of a
volunteer organisation with decades of proud service to
this state? Will it be able to continue to defend country
Victorians? Will it continue to allow members of local
communities who are on the spot to take responsibility
for acting to safeguard their fellow community
members? Or will it be beholden to an organisation that
is hamstrung and beset by rules, disputes and delays, an
inefficient organisation, all for the sake of pandering to
the views of a union boss who has let power go to his
head? He has already caused havoc within the
Metropolitan Fire Brigade and is threatening to inflict
similar havoc on the Country Fire Authority.
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This is an absolutely crucial issue, and if the
government is fair dinkum about debate in this place,
which should be the heart of democracy in Victoria,
these issues that are of crucial concern to the
community, then it ought to be making time in the
business program. It ought to be standing up and giving
a commitment to allow time after the adjournment of
this debate to bring on the motion that the member for
Gembrook referred to, because this should be the place
where these issues are canvassed. Labor members
should not be running away from standing up and
telling the community where they stand on them. So for
those reasons I strongly support the views of the
member for Gembrook.
Mr McGUIRE (Broadmeadows) — These issues
will be canvassed. We will undoubtedly have these
issues ventilated in question time, which is soon to
begin. The government is working its way through all
of these issues, and decisions will be made. The issues
will be resolved.
We are in a situation where we have the coalition
actually arguing against bringing on a bill that is
directly in the interests of their country members. So
you ask yourself: what sort of coalition are we really
talking about here? The order of government business
is to debate the next bill, the Rural Assistance Schemes
Bill 2016. Its objective is to improve the administration
of Victorian and commonwealth financial assistance
schemes for rural communities by establishing the
Rural Assistance Commissioner and transferring the
remaining assets, liabilities and functions to the Rural
Finance Corporation of Victoria.
That bill is in the public interest. It is for country
people. It will actually help resolve matters and be
beneficial. We cannot just keep getting arguments from
the Liberal Party, which is trying to get a headline for
the day. That is just playing raw politics. What we are
after here is the public interest, which is best served by
continuing with the government business program in an
orderly fashion to address these issues and get them
done. There are plenty of forums provided by
Parliament; as I say, I have no doubt that a lot of these
issues will be addressed in question time. I think we
should continue with the government business program
as it stands in an orderly fashion and work through
these issues and get the job done. This is what the
Victorian government is actually doing.
Mr KATOS (South Barwon) — I rise to support the
member for Gembrook in wanting to move on to debate
issues with regard to the Country Fire Authority (CFA).
The member for Essendon called our standing up for
CFA volunteers a cheap stunt. If there is one issue in
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rural and regional Victoria that is in everyone’s heart
and soul at the moment, it is this government’s will to
destroy one of the finest volunteer organisations on the
earth — not only in this state or country, but in the
entire world. The Minister for Women, who is at the
table, and in fact the government are often talking about
equality and having more women in certain positions,
and they have also moved in that direction with the
CFA. The United Firefighters Union (UFU) is an
organisation that has taken that matter to court to
prevent more women coming into the CFA. What an
archaic beast the UFU is! It is actually taking the CFA
to court around this issue.
All the volunteers I have spoken to have no issue with
the paid firefighters, the UFU members, negotiating
with the CFA in good faith with regard to the paid
firefighters’ own pay and conditions. That is not the
issue here. The issue is that there are so many clauses in
this enterprise bargaining agreement (EBA) that
directly impact volunteers, not only in the way they
operate and interact with the paid firefighters but also
on operational issues on the ground. We will have
seven paid firefighters needing to be on the fireground
before anyone can start. As the member for Gembrook
said earlier, it is not Peter Marshall but the head of the
CFA that will get called to a Coroners Court if there is a
death as a result of any of these ridiculous EBA
conditions.
The chain of command is a good example. As the Black
Saturday bushfires royal commission clearly stated,
there must be only one chain of command. So to have a
situation where a UFU member who has perhaps one
week on the job cannot take orders from a 30-year
veteran volunteer CFA firefighter is absolutely absurd.
One thing to highlight also is the veto of the board;
obviously having four CFA members and four UFU
members, you need five to get something through, and
if you cannot get it through it goes to dispute resolution.
There has recently been a dispute, which I am not sure
has been resolved, between the Metropolitan Fire
Brigade (MFB) and the UFU and their consultative
committee about the type of milk that they will have in
fire stations. If that is the absurdity of what is going on
in the MFB, imagine this extrapolated out into the
CFA. Are we honestly going to sit here and have
arguments and disputes about the type of milk that is in
the fridges of CFA or MFB kitchens? That is just
absolutely absurd.
This is why this is such an important issue that we need
to debate in this house. While I grant that the Rural
Assistance Schemes Bill 2016 is also an important bill
and members will certainly want to make contributions
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on the budget as well, the CFA matter is the most
important issue in rural and regional Victoria and in
Melbourne’s outer suburbs. This is what people are
talking about. They are very fearful of this takeover of
the CFA. And for what purpose? What is the purpose
other than for Peter Marshall to exert his power and
control over volunteers? There is no logic to any of this.
It does not make sense whatsoever for this to be going
on. It is political absurdity. It is an absurd EBA.
These matters need to be debated in this house. This is
the most important issue certainly in my electorate. The
shadow minister heard firsthand on Monday evening
when he was at the Grovedale CFA and had a room full
of volunteers voicing their concerns about this that this
is the issue that we should be debating in this house
forthwith.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Carbines) —
Order! Sufficient speakers have been heard. The
question is:
That the debate be now adjourned.

Motion agreed to and debate adjourned.
Ms ALLAN (Minister for Public Transport) — I
move:
That the debate be adjourned until later this day.

Mr CLARK (Box Hill) — I wish to speak on the
question of time. I move:
That all the words after ‘until’ be omitted with the view of
inserting in their place the words ‘general business, notice of
motion 20 regarding the CFA has been debated’.

I move the amendment for the reasons that have already
been outlined at length. This amendment will give an
opportunity to test whether or not members of the
government are prepared to allow time for this issue to
be debated. I certainly hope that the government will
see sense and indicate by supporting this amendment
that its view is that this matter should be debated, rather
than continue to hide and run away from the issue.
Ms ALLAN (Minister for Public Transport) (By
leave) — The government laid out on Tuesday
afternoon its business program for the week. We have
legislation to deal with. We have got important motions
on the books around the budget, around family violence
and around the apology that was moved in this place
last sitting week. There is a lot of business to go
through. We do not have time in this chamber for the
opposition to continue its campaign of stunts and
misinformation — —
Honourable members interjecting.
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Ms ALLAN — No, no, no. I am not going to let
those opposite verbal me. They are not going to verbal
me in their campaign of lies and misinformation that
they have been peddling around Victoria. They have
been desperately grasping at a campaign of lies and
misinformation. They have been using — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Ms ALLAN — Let us call it for what it is: this is
just another feeble attempt by the feeble opposition to
try to misuse the good name of volunteers and the good
work of volunteers, and it is trying to abuse that with a
campaign of stunts in this house. Nothing was more
disgraceful than the act yesterday of the opposition
trying to turn a political attack on good people like the
member for Yan Yean and the member for Frankston,
who have served this community in uniform. I say: let
us get on with it. Let us get the business of government
done as the government has proposed, because during
government business program debates we hear those
opposite complaining endlessly about government
legislation and wanting to see the work of Parliament
done. Well, let us get on with it. Let us get on with the
business that we need to deal with that is before the
house and reject this ongoing campaign of stunts, lies
and misinformation.
Mr M. O’BRIEN (Malvern) — Hypocrisy, thy
name is Labor. To hear the manager of government
business stand up here and complain about the need to
get back to the government business program! When
the opposition received the government’s business
program last week, it did not even include the bill
dealing with the taxi industry, which the Leader of the
House then said on Tuesday was so urgent it had to be
debated forthwith. So the government is quite happy to
play around with the government business program
when it suits its own political purposes, but is the
government prepared to actually pick up a motion off
the notice paper that deals with the attack on the
Country Fire Authority (CFA) by this government and
its mates in the trade union movement? No, it is not.
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Leader of the House — who does not even have the
courage or the courtesy to remain in this chamber for
the debate — has served his community in uniform —
Ms Ward interjected.
Mr M. O’BRIEN — unlike the member for Eltham,
who is chatting on there. We are not going to take any
rubbish from the Leader of the House. This is the most
important motion on the business paper. This should be
dealt with forthwith.
Now, I am the lead speaker for the opposition on the
Rural Assistance Schemes Bill 2016, which is the next
item of the orders of the day. Can I say it is not exactly
the most pressing motion. It results from a decision that
was taken two years ago —
Ms Thomas interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The member
for Macedon!
Mr M. O’BRIEN — when the member for
Macedon was still living in the federal electorate of
Batman, I think. The question is: did the member for
Macedon actually know she had a house there? If so,
that would put her one up on the current member for
Batman, who I suspect will not be there for much
longer after 2 July.
Ms Thomas interjected.
Mr M. O’BRIEN — The more we hear from the
member for Macedon, the more we think, ‘Christian
Zahra, come on down!’. It would have been so much
better. Maybe Christian Zahra would have stood up for
the CFA. We know the member for Macedon hates the
CFA. We know she will not stand up for the CFA. We
know she does not want to debate the CFA and the
attacks on it by members of her own government. We
know that.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr M. O’BRIEN — If members opposite are
outraged by what I say, then let them bring forward the
motion now. Let us debate the motion now.

This is a hypocritical minister who is quite happy to
play around with the government business program
when it suits her own purposes but wants to try to shut
down the opposition when it is standing up for the CFA
and its 60 000 volunteers, who give their time, who
give their energy, who give their courage and who
sometimes, sadly, give their lives to protect this state
and its people.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! I ask
members to come to order. The member for Malvern, to
continue.

We are saying that the most important issue on the
notice paper today is the motion moved by the member
for Gembrook, a member who, I should point out to the

Mr M. O’BRIEN — Thank you, Deputy Speaker.
If members opposite are outraged by what I say, then
let us bring on the motion. Let us put on the record

Honourable members interjecting.
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where we stand. Do we stand for Peter Marshall, or do
we stand for Lucinda Nolan? Do we stand for the
United Firefighters Union (UFU), or do we stand for
60 000 CFA volunteers? Do we stand for the board of
the CFA, the equal opportunity commission and the
Minister for Emergency Services, or do we stand for a
hard-left union powerbroker who is more interested in
exercising his own control and exerting his own
influence? As the Leader of the Opposition asked
yesterday: what does Peter Marshall have on the
Premier? What does he have on the Premier that the
Premier is so willing to give in to his demands to
destroy what is the finest volunteer organisation in the
country?
We need to know the answers to those questions, and
the best way to find out the answers to those questions
is to accept the member for Box Hill’s amendment and
get these issues debated today in this place, in this
democratic chamber, to let the views of members be put
on the record so they can tell us who they stand for. Do
they stand for Peter Marshall and the UFU, or do they
stand for the CFA and its 60 000 brave volunteers?
Mr PEARSON (Essendon) — I rise to oppose the
amendment put forward by the member for Box Hill,
and what an absolutely disgraceful contribution from
the member for Malvern. To rise in this place and
suggest that because we are focused on the government
business program before us and because the very
hardworking member for Macedon is going to support
this government and this government’s business
program she somehow despises, loathes and has no
respect for her Country Fire Authority (CFA) brigade is
absolutely appalling. It is absolutely appalling to
suggest that because this hardworking member is
supporting this government she somehow opposes the
CFA. It is a disgrace.
When the former minister for emergency services, the
member for Rowville, was at the tennis, people like the
members for Frankston and Yan Yean were serving
their communities. They were going out there and
protecting their communities. To have those opposite
come in here and lecture us on values is just appalling.
It is just an absolute disgrace. We will not be lectured
by the member for Malvern. We will not be lectured
about conduct and appropriate behaviour by the man
who signed the side letter. He is an absolute disgrace.
We are focused on delivering good government for this
state. We have got a government business program that
is before us. There is an opportunity this afternoon for
members on all sides to talk about the budget. I can see
why the member for Malvern might not want to talk
about the budget, given the fact that he did not ask a
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single question of any minister in relation to the budget,
but we have got a lot of work before us today, and
again this is just a stunt.
Those opposite are trying to divide those firefighters
who are volunteers from those who are paid. That is
what they are trying to do, and that is all they are trying
to do. It is just appalling. As Robert Caro, the famous
American author, said, ‘Power reveals’. When those
opposite had the power to support the CFA, what did
they do? They denied them presumptive rights and
stripped $60 million out of their budget, so we will not
be lectured by those opposite. We will not be lectured
by those opposite, and we will not be diverted from the
government business program that is before us. We will
not be lectured by those opposite, so I oppose the
amendment put by the member for Box Hill.
Mr BATTIN (Gembrook) — I will make a very,
very short contribution on this as I had an opportunity
to speak on the last motion. Very simply, we need to
make sure that this motion gets put before the house.
And when those members opposite are considering this
vote, they are voting on one simple thing about the
Country Fire Authority (CFA) volunteers but they are
also voting on whether they support the Minister for
Emergency Services or they support the Premier. They
have got to make a decision on that. The Premier is out
there going against the CFA as hard as he can, against
volunteers, and only the minister on that side is
standing up. I encourage members opposite to vote to
bring this motion on and show her the support that she
deserves at the moment from their side and is not
getting.
Mr HIBBINS (Prahran) (By leave) — I understand
we are being asked to put general business before
government business in this instance. Whilst I am very
supportive of the provision of general business in this
place and I would like to see reforms take place so there
is actually a formal place for general business within
the standing orders, in this instance we will not be
supporting this amendment to the motion because we
are very concerned about the ongoing politicisation of
this particular agreement. We do not have access to the
enterprise bargaining agreement. We are not in the
position of making — —
Business interrupted under sessional orders.
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MINISTERS STATEMENTS

Ministers statements: Victorian Comprehensive
Cancer Centre

Country Fire Authority enterprise bargaining
agreement

Mr ANDREWS (Premier) — I rise to inform the
house of new initiatives to forge new and strong
partnerships between Victoria and the United States of
America in cancer research and treatment. I can
confirm that on 16 May I wrote to the Vice President of
the United States, Joe Biden, inviting him to the
opening of the $1 billion Victorian Comprehensive
Cancer Centre (VCCC). That will happen later this
year, in July. It is a great Labor project, and I will be so
very pleased as a Labor Premier to be at the opening,
just as I was pleased — —

Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) — My
question is to the Premier. The United Firefighters
Union’s (UFU) log of claims for the Country Fire
Authority (CFA) enterprise bargaining agreement states
clearly: clause 45, volunteers are not allowed to ride in
the same fire truck as paid members; clause 152,
volunteers must report to paid firefighters, despite rank
or years of service; schedule 20, volunteers are not
allowed to wear the same uniform as paid firefighters;
and clause 42, the UFU will have a power of veto over
CFA policies and management.
Premier, these clauses have been endorsed by Julius
Roe yet they all break the CFA volunteer charter. Do
you categorically rule out your government backing
any of these clauses and destroying 70 years of CFA
volunteerism?
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) — I thank the Leader of
the Opposition for his question. As Commissioner Roe,
the independent umpire in this instance, has made very
clear, nothing in any agreement should or will
adversely impact volunteers. The Leader of the
Opposition is yet again completely and utterly
mistaken — and never happier than when he is making
things up.
Supplementary question
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) — Given this
morning’s comments by your Minister for Industrial
Relations that there does not need to be any rewrite of
crucial enterprise bargaining agreement provisions
despite massive Country Fire Authority opposition, do
these comments reflect government policy?
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) — I thank the Leader of
the Opposition for his question. As I have made clear
all through the week, and as I think the Minister for
Industrial Relations has made clear today, we believe
that with the assistance of the Fair Work Commission
and the — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr ANDREWS — They can’t even pretend to want
an answer. We will get an outcome that respects
volunteers, respects our career firefighters as well and
keeps this state safe. That is the answer.

Honourable members interjecting.
Mr ANDREWS — It is a stunt now, apparently —
cancer research and cancer treatment — —
The SPEAKER — Order! The Premier will resume
his seat.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! I warn the member for
Malvern. I warn the Leader of the Opposition. The
Chair is on his feet. The Premier, to continue on a
ministers statement in accordance with sessional orders.
The Premier is in order. The Premier, to continue.
Mr ANDREWS — It was great to be down there in
Parkville, just as it was so very pleasing to be in Boston
last week, confirming partnerships between a range of
medical research institutes here in Melbourne and those
that are auspiced by the Harvard Medical School in
Boston — the Dana-Farber Cancer Institute, the Peter
MacCallum Cancer Centre, the VCCC, the Royal
Melbourne Hospital and the Parkville genomics
alliance.
All of these partnerships are about better care, better
research, better treatment and better survival rates. That
is what the Victorian Comprehensive Cancer Centre is
all about. It is what our leadership in forging
partnerships is all about. It is why the member for
Broadmeadows in his role as Parliamentary Secretary
for Medical Research and the Minister for Health in her
role are out there making sure that our researchers have
got the resources they need, our clinicians have got the
resources they need and that we are reaching out to the
world to develop the best partnerships.
That is how we will deliver the best care for those in
our community who deal with cancer every day. That is
why we have invited Joe Biden, who is leading the
National Cancer Moonshot Initiative on behalf of
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President Obama. If he can be here, what a great
honour that would be — and confirmation that the
VCCC is one of the best in the world.

Country Fire Authority enterprise bargaining
agreement
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) — My
question is to the Premier. It is not about Joe Biden; it is
about 60 000 Country Fire Authority (CFA) volunteers
here in Victoria, and that is what is most important
today. Lara CFA volunteers have stated publicly:
There are volunteers with twice, three times as many years
under their belt fighting fires yet the UFU are saying that
professional firefighters shouldn’t take orders from volunteers
except in major disasters. Well, what constitutes a major
disaster? When you’re fighting a fire, you don’t have time for
those type of power struggles.

Why are you supporting an enterprise bargaining
agreement that puts the industrial interests of the United
Firefighters Union above saving Victorian lives and
defending Victorian property?
The SPEAKER — Order! The Leader of the
Opposition advanced two questions. The Premier, to
respond to one of the questions.
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) — I am happy to
respond to the Leader of the Opposition’s question.
The SPEAKER — Order! As the Chair understood
it, there were two questions. However, the Premier will
respond to the totality of the question as put by the
Leader of the Opposition.
Mr ANDREWS — I thank the Leader of the
Opposition for his question. The Lara branch is a great
bunch of men and women who do a great job protecting
that important part of Geelong and important part of our
state. When I think of the Lara CFA I think of the
$1.8 million that our government in 2008 provided to
rebuild its station. That is what I think about.
Mr Battin — On a point of order, Speaker, on
relevance in relation to the $1.8 million the Premier is
gloating about putting in for the station, part of that
station, under orders of the UFU, has been actually
locked off from the volunteers for the last seven years.
Why were they not allowed — —
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Gembrook will resume his seat. There is no point of
order. The Premier, to continue in silence.
Mr ANDREWS — The Leader of the Opposition
also spoke about those who would exert control and
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influence those in the hierarchy on the fireground. I can
remember being down at Wye River on more than one
occasion meeting with the incident controller of that
fire and that fireground. Oh, that is right, he is a
volunteer, and we respect him and we honour him and
we will support him and thousands just like him, and
we will support our career firefighters because unlike
those opposite we know that it is possible to support
and honour volunteers and career firefighters. It is not
only possible; it is essential if we are going to keep
Victoria safe.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The house will come to
order. That includes the Leader of The Nationals. The
Leader of the Opposition is on his feet and is entitled to
ask a supplementary question and to be heard in
silence.
Supplementary question
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) — Much of the
Lara fire station was built through fundraising efforts
by the local community in support of their CFA. Under
schedule 1 of the enterprise bargaining agreement
(EBA), backed by Julius Roe, that CFA fire station will
now have areas where volunteers will be banned. How
can the Premier tell the people of Lara that banning
their volunteer firefighters from a station the
community helped fundraise to build is fair and
balanced?
Mr ANDREWS (Premier) — I thank the Leader of
the Opposition for his question. Yet again his question
as advanced is riddled with errors, and I reject them. I
reject them completely. While I am on my feet I make
it clear to all honourable members that no member of
this government is taking advice or lectures from those
opposite, who denied a link between firefighting and
cancer.
Mr Guy — On a point of order, Speaker, on a
matter of relevance, I seek leave to table schedule 1 of
the EBA which has the list of Lara station that will be
locked off to CFA volunteers as a result of this
Premier’s support for the current EBA.
The SPEAKER — Order! Leave is not granted.
There is no point of order. The Premier, to continue in
silence.
Mr ANDREWS — I genuinely thank the Leader of
the Opposition for his question because it just
shows — —
Honourable members interjecting.
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The SPEAKER — Order! I have warned members
before. Members who have been warned will not be
warned again. I warn the member for Bass, who had
not been warned. Now he is warned. The Premier, to
continue in silence.
Mr ANDREWS — I thank the Leader of the
Opposition for his question again because it gives me
an opportunity to confirm for him and all honourable
members that we are going to turn out more firefighters
for dangerous fires. We are going to have a proper
consultation. We are going to implement reform in this
fire service so that it is a more equitable and balanced
fire service, and we are going to continue to honour our
volunteers and career staff, not just because it is
possible but because it is essential to keep our state
safe.

Ministers statements: climate change
Ms D’AMBROSIO (Minister for Energy,
Environment and Climate Change) — I rise to inform
the house about a new initiative: the restoration of
Victoria as the nation’s leader in climate change. This
morning, I had the pleasure of joining the Premier to
announce the government’s response to the review of
the Climate Change Act 2010.
The previous Labor government of course passed the
first ever Victorian Climate Change Act in 2010 and, as
we know, we were very pleased at the time when the
coalition actually supported that bill. Of course as soon
as those opposite got elected, they gutted that
legislation, rendering it totally meaningless. That is
what they did, as they did when dumping any
commitments they had for renewable energy.
Last year we initiated an expert review into the Climate
Change Act and we got recommendations on how to
strengthen that act to restore Victoria’s leadership
position on this important question. With today’s
announcement, we have kept our promise in full and
we will once again have the strongest climate change
policy in the country.
I want to thank the Minister for Police, who was a fine
environment and climate change minister, for her
stewardship on this very, very important work. Today
we committed to introducing reforms to the act that will
set long-term targets for achieving net zero emissions
by 2050, consistent with international commitments
made in Paris last year by 195 countries. We are
backing that with five-yearly interim targets legislated
in law to allow the economy to plan and transition to a
smooth carbon emissions reduction future.
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I know there is much interest in this announcement
today. We were very pleased to have been joined by
industry leaders like Tim Piper from the Australian
Industry Group, and representatives of community
groups, like Friends of the Earth, and also by churches,
schools and local governments, because they know
that — —
The SPEAKER — Order! The minister’s time has
expired.
Questions and statements interrupted.

DISTINGUISHED VISITORS
The SPEAKER — Order! On behalf of the
Premier, the Leader of the Opposition and all members
I would like to welcome in the gallery the women
leaders participating in the International Women’s
Development Agency’s program Women’s Action for
Voice and Empowerment, representing Cambodia,
Myanmar, Timor Leste, Papua New Guinea,
Bougainville and the Solomon Islands. You are all
welcome to the Parliament of Victoria.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE and
MINISTERS STATEMENTS
Questions and statements resumed.

Country Fire Authority enterprise bargaining
agreement
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) — My
question is to the Minister for Emergency Services.
Does the minister have full and complete confidence in
the board, the chief and the CEO of the Country Fire
Authority (CFA), Lucinda Nolan, and in their conduct
and decisions in relation to the CFA enterprise
bargaining agreement discussions?
Ms GARRETT (Minister for Emergency
Services) — I thank the Leader of the Opposition for
his question. I have worked very closely with the board,
the CEO and all stakeholders in the emergency services
sector, and I am very proud to have done so. The board
and the CEO agree with me and all members of this
government that we want a resolution to this dispute
that supports both career and volunteer firefighters and
gives support to the CFA, which is such an exceptional
organisation right throughout Victoria.
Supplementary question
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) — Does the
minister agree with comments of the Treasurer, who
said that the CFA board has misrepresented concerns
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around volunteers and that the board’s refusal to accept
the United Firefighters Union’s position has been
nothing short of scandalous?

it will also speed up the development of quality
medicines and the number of commercially attractive
investment opportunities.

Ms GARRETT (Minister for Emergency
Services) — I had not heard those comments of the
Treasurer, and I am happy to have discussions with him
about them.

This new enterprise will turn Victorian discoveries into
Victorian jobs, while improving the lives of people with
medical conditions. Victoria has very deliberately
identified medical technologies and the pharmaceutical
sector as a strategic investment target under our
$200 million Future Industries Fund. I pay tribute to the
former Minister for Industry for her leadership in this
area.

Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for Ferntree
Gully is warned.
Mr Wakeling interjected.
Questions and statements interrupted.

SUSPENSION OF MEMBER
Member for Ferntree Gully
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for Ferntree
Gully will withdraw from the house for a period of
1 hour. I warned the member.
Honourable member for Ferntree Gully withdrew
from chamber.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE and
MINISTERS STATEMENTS
Questions and statements resumed.

Ministers statements: biomedical research
enterprise
Mr NOONAN (Minister for Industry and
Employment) — I rise to inform the house of a new
government initiative and partnership between Monash
University and the University of Melbourne to establish
a new $80 million biomedical research enterprise right
here in Victoria. I was delighted to be joined by the
member for Broadmeadows, who is also Parliamentary
Secretary for Medical Research, last Thursday morning
to announce that the Andrews government will
contribute $10 million towards this new enterprise. The
Premier also made a simultaneous announcement to a
group of health leaders during his visit to the US last
week.
This collaboration is an Australian first. It will bring
together the biomedical expertise of the University of
Melbourne and Monash University to help Victoria
develop healthcare discoveries and solutions for the
world, as well as to win a larger share of the
multibillion-dollar pharmaceutical market. Importantly

This exciting new enterprise will increase economic
activity and investment. Importantly it will also create
high-value jobs right here in Victoria and ensure that
Victoria maintains its place as a global leader in the
field of biomedical research. This new partnership will
also play an important role as we confront the most
pressing health challenges across the globe.

Brown coal royalties
Ms SANDELL (Melbourne) — My question is to
the new Minister for Resources, and firstly I would like
to welcome him to the new portfolio. The government
has announced an increase in the brown coal royalties,
which will now collect $72 million each year between
2017 and 2020. Given that these royalties are not
forecast to decrease each year, does this indicate the
government has no plans to decrease brown coal
mining in Victoria before 2020?
Mr NOONAN (Minister for Resources) — I thank
the member for Melbourne for her very gracious
welcoming of me as the new Minister for Resources. I
listened to the question carefully, and I think the issue
in relation to brown coal royalties is a matter for the
Treasurer rather than the Minister for Resources.
Supplementary question
Ms SANDELL (Melbourne) — I believe that the
Minister for Resources is mistaken, because he has
carriage of the Mineral Resources (Sustainable
Development) Act 1990, which the brown coal
royalties are a part of. I therefore would like to restate
my question: does the government have any plans to
decrease brown coal mining before 2020, and can he
explain discrepancy between the budget announcement
and the government’s policy on coal?
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The question was
originally put to the Minister for Resources and the
minister advanced a response. That constitutes a
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response to a substantive question. The member would
have to put the question again to the minister, as was
indicated by the Chair previously, but the minister
indicates to the Chair that the minister has been unable
to hear the question, therefore the Chair requests of the
member for Melbourne that she succinctly puts the
question to the minister again. I ask members to allow
the minister to hear the question.
Ms SANDELL — According to the new general
order put forward by the Premier, the Minister for
Resources has carriage of the Mineral Resources
(Sustainable Development) Act, and brown coal
royalties come under that act. So my question is: does
the government have any plans to decrease brown coal
mining before 2020, and why does the budget not
indicate this?
Mr NOONAN (Minister for Resources) — I hear
the question again, and I thank the member for her
question, but I can simply repeat the answer that I gave
to the first question, the substantive question, and that
is: the issue in relation to the royalties is a state taxation
issue, and it is a matter for the Treasurer. I am happy to
forward that question on to the Treasurer for a response.
Mr Hibbins — On a point of order, Speaker, the
member for Melbourne has demonstrated that the
minister does have carriage of this particular question. I
would ask the Speaker to determine that the minister
has not been responsive to the question asked and that
the minister furnish the house with a written response.
Otherwise, the Treasurer is actually here, and if it is the
Treasurer’s question, get him up to answer it.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for Prahran
is entitled to silence when making a point of order. I
seek cooperation from all members of the house. The
Chair does not uphold the point of order.

Ministers statements: economy
Mr PALLAS (Treasurer) — I feel a bit like Glen
Campbell — everybody is talking about me!
I rise to update the house on the new achievements of
the Andrews Labor government in growing jobs and
securing economic prosperity for Victorians. Data
released last week by the Australian Bureau of Statistics
shows that the government’s prescription for the
Victorian economy is working, with state final demand
growing by 3.2 per cent in the last year.
An honourable member — How much?
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Mr PALLAS — 3.2 per cent. This comes hot on the
heels of the continued bounty of good news that we see
in the jobs market. Victoria’s regional unemployment
rate is now 6.1 per cent, below the national average and
well below the 6.6 per cent that we inherited from the
former government. Since November 2014, however,
total employment in regional Victoria has increased by
24 900 jobs, and full-time employment has increased
by 12 400 people. It is a bounty of growth that is being
shared right across the state. Five of the eight regions
have seen their unemployment rates drop since
November 2014. Shepparton’s unemployment rate —
no doubt due to the great member that the region has —
is down from 7.8 per cent to 3.5 per cent. The rate in
north-west Victoria is down from 5.3 per cent to 4.5 per
cent.
These results speak for themselves, but they also speak
of the ineptitude and the four years of wasted
opportunity of those opposite. When they were in
government only 5500 regional jobs were created in
total. They were brimful of self-praise, but for four
years they failed to show any leadership, planning or
vision for the state. The Andrews government has made
a decisive effort to ensure that the benefits of our
growth are spread right across this community.

Country Fire Authority enterprise bargaining
agreement
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) — My
question is to the Minister for Emergency Services.
Minister, do you guarantee to this house that you will
not support any enterprise bargaining agreement
proposal which discriminates against Victoria’s
60 000 Country Fire Authority (CFA) volunteer
firefighters by denying volunteers access to certain
parts of CFA fire stations that paid firefighters can
access, that requires paid firefighters to be on the
fireground before volunteers commence firefighting
and that actively discriminates against women entering
our firefighting services?
Ms GARRETT (Minister for Emergency
Services) — I thank the member for his question.
Along with the Premier and the Minister for Industrial
Relations and the Minister for Women, I am working to
make sure that we reach an agreement that respects
volunteers and career firefighters and also respects this
government’s very strong equality agenda, led by the
Premier, that we will advance the rights of women.
Supplementary question
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) — Speaker,
60 000 CFA volunteers believe the minister is the only
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thing standing between the survival of 70 years of
volunteerism and a Premier hell-bent on handing over
the CFA to the control of the United Firefighters Union.

and 30 minutes. The prop is to be removed
immediately. The member will come and see the Chair
after question time.

Minister, will you look volunteers in the eye and
guarantee that you will resign rather than accept a deal
that breaks the volunteers charter and gives the
Premier’s mate Peter Marshall total control over our
CFA?

Honourable member for Sandringham withdrew
from chamber.

Ms GARRETT (Minister for Emergency
Services) — I like many in this government believe one
of the greatest privileges we have had while in this term
in government has been that: to look volunteers in the
eye and thank them for the work that they do; has been
to look paid firefighters in the eye and thank them for
the work they do — and that will continue.

Ministers statements: Country Fire Authority
enterprise bargaining agreement
Ms HUTCHINS (Minister for Industrial
Relations) — I rise to provide new information on the
current Country Fire Authority (CFA) enterprise
bargaining agreement (EBA) negotiations and the
government’s plans to improve the fire services though
the delivery of 350 new firefighters in the CFA. This
morning I spoke to the president of the Fair Work
Commission, Iain Ross, to seek assurances that its
recommendations will protect the role of volunteers,
improve diversity and underpin better fire services.
Have no doubt, this government, unlike those opposite,
closes agreements, and this one will be resolved. The
role of the volunteers will be protected, diversity will be
improved and, most importantly, Victorians will have a
better fire service.
President Ross assured me that the proposed agreement
will improve diversity in the CFA. The commission has
recommended an objective that the parties, in
implementing the agreement, will act consistently with
equal opportunity and anti-discrimination legislation.
Improving diversity is a shared responsibility in
workplaces — something those opposite do not know
about — and proposed agreements do not get in the
way of section 65 of the Fair Work Act 2009.
Honourable members interjecting.
Questions and statements interrupted.

SUSPENSION OF MEMBER
Member for Sandringham
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Sandringham will withdraw for the period of 1 hour
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Ministers statements: Country Fire Authority
enterprise bargaining agreement
Questions and statements resumed.
Ms HUTCHINS (Minister for Industrial
Relations) — The commission will simply not register
an agreement that is in violation of any law. The
president assured me that the proposed agreement does
not hurt the role of volunteers. The commission has
been clear — the EBA does not prevent volunteers
undertaking their role. In fact there is a crystal clear
recommendation that says that this agreement:
… does not apply to volunteer firefighters or affect their
important role.

The president is confident that by working with
Commissioner Lapsley there will be successful
monitoring and enforcement of the agreement. Finally,
the commission has assured me that there is no veto in
the proposed agreement.
The SPEAKER — Order! The minister’s time has
expired.
Mr Guy — On a point of order, Speaker, just to
clarify: I do not want the minister to mislead the house,
but clause 42 says that there is a veto, unlike what the
minister has just pointed out to the house.
The SPEAKER — Order! The time for questions
without notice has now expired. There is no point of
order.

CONSTITUENCY QUESTIONS
Ms McLeish — On a point of order, Deputy
Speaker, on 27 April I asked a question of the Minister
for Aboriginal Affairs. I have yet to receive a response,
and I would appreciate you chasing that up for me. Also
on 24 February and 27 April questions on notice were
directed to the Minister for Roads and Road Safety,
which have not yet been responded to.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! I will refer
those matters — —
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Honourable members interjecting.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! I will just
wait until — —
Mr R. Smith interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! Sit down! I
have not dealt with the honourable member for Eildon’s
point of order as yet.
I will refer the honourable member’s matters to the
Speaker for his attention. Are there any other points of
order?
Ms Asher interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! He was not
returning to his seat at all. I brought honourable
members to order.
Honourable members interjecting.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! I am not
going to get into a discussion with the honourable
member for Brighton on this either.

Yan Yean electorate
Ms GREEN (Yan Yean) — (Question 7639) My
constituency question is to the Minister for Public
Transport, and I ask for information regarding the
operational date of the rollout of the keenly anticipated
Plenty Valley bus network. I want to express my thanks
to the hundreds of local community members who have
had their say either online or in person about what they
want in local bus services. I also want to thank the staff
from Public Transport Victoria for their efforts in
listening to and incorporating these views, whether they
were from the Whittlesea Combined Pensioners
Association, which seeks the return of bus services to
Greensborough, or parents who want to spend less time
being taxidrivers for their teens or commuters wanting
to connect to their stations. All have said they want
more bus services more often. The route 381 is already
operational. I would like to know when the bus services
on routes 382, 383, 384, 385, 386 and 387 will be
operating in the Plenty Valley.

Warrandyte electorate
Mr R. SMITH (Warrandyte) — (Question 7640) So
I am okay to get up now? I am just checking.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! I will sit the
honourable member down, and that is my prerogative. I
have called the honourable member for Warrandyte. I
do not expect backchat from the honourable member
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for Warrandyte. I will not put up with it. The
honourable member for Warrandyte on a constituency
question.
Mr R. SMITH — My constituency question is to
the Premier. Last week Country Fire Authority (CFA)
volunteers at Warrandyte, North Warrandyte, South
Warrandyte and Wonga Park in my electorate made it
clear that the United Firefighters Union’s log of claims
for their enterprise bargaining agreement is
unacceptable. It diminishes the volunteers’ value to
their community and gives the union unprecedented
power as payback for the union’s support for the
Premier in the lead-up to the 2014 state election. I ask
the Premier: when will he be rejecting the union power
grab and starting to treat CFA volunteers with respect?

Eltham electorate
Ms WARD (Eltham) — (Question 7641) Thank
you, Deputy Speaker. I will be asking my question with
respect, which unfortunately is very lacking in those to
my right. My question is to the Minister for Housing,
Disability and Ageing. Last Monday I held a family
violence forum in the warmth of Eltham’s mud brick
library at which the Minister for the Prevention of
Family Violence outlined how the Andrews
government is responding to the royal commission’s
recommendations. I thank her for speaking with my
community, and I thank Victoria Police assistant
commissioner, family violence command, Dean
McWhirter, and my friend and federal colleague Jenny
Macklin, MP, for also attending.
One of the issues facing victims of family violence is
that many become homeless when they flee an abusive
relationship. A number of locals raised this issue at the
forum, including Esme from Banyule Housing. My
question to the minister is: what will the $152.5 million
allocated in the budget for emergency housing mean for
people in the seat of Eltham who become homeless as a
result of family violence?

Euroa electorate
Ms RYAN (Euroa) — (Question 7642) My
constituency question is to the Minister for Finance.
What are the government’s plans for the abandoned
Seymour East Primary School site? Residents of
Seymour are becoming increasingly concerned over the
state of the old school site. During the last weekend in
May a building on the site was damaged by a fire which
local authorities, including our Country Fire Authority
volunteers, are treating as suspicious. The fire, which is
the second to occur at this site in the past 18 months,
has caused structural damage as well as smoke damage
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throughout the building. The building is falling further
into disrepair, and authorities are concerned about what
will happen if nothing is done, including the risk of
vandalism, further fires and antisocial behaviour such
as drug use and squatting.
On the minister’s last advice the site had been offered
through the first right of approval process, which
concluded in April last year with no interest. Given this
was over a year ago I urge the minister to provide
clarification to the community as to what the
government intends to do with the site. The Seymour
community has many ideas as to how the site could be
used, but at present it is simply going to waste and
becoming more of a liability with each passing day.

Essendon electorate
Mr PEARSON (Essendon) — (Question 7643) My
constituency question is directed to the Treasurer: what
is the latest information on the government social
impact bond initiative which was announced in the
recent state budget and has the potential to have a major
impact on my electorate?

Caulfield electorate
Mr SOUTHWICK (Caulfield) — (Question 7644)
My constituency question is to the Minister for Public
Transport. Residents in the Caulfield electorate and
surrounding electorates like Oakleigh have expressed
their concerns to me about how they will be affected by
the preliminary level crossing removal works along the
Pakenham-Cranbourne line as part of sky rail. I ask:
when will the minister show transparency and disclose
the works timetable for the Level Crossing Removal
Authority’s program along the Pakenham-Cranbourne
line?
Some residents are not receiving any advice on when
works will happen, and others are getting 24 hours or
less notice. They can hardly plan their lives on such
short notice. Residents have also told me that the noise
levels are excessive. Residents need to be able to
prepare and request rehousing if possible, and some
residents have pets that are reacting badly to the noise
being experienced at the moment. First there was zero
consultation on sky rail, then there was no debate on
sky rail and now there is no information on sky rail.

Bundoora electorate
Mr BROOKS (Bundoora) — (Question 7645) My
question is to the Minister for Families and Children. I
refer to the failure of the previous Liberal-Nationals
government to invest in preschools in my electorate.
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Parents and families in my electorate work tirelessly
with fantastic early childhood teachers to provide great
preschool education for our children. Sadly, the
previous government only cut from local children’s
services and did not invest one cent in new facilities. I
note that the Andrews Labor government has already
invested over $60 million in its first two budgets to
build new and better kindergartens across the state,
which is fantastic news for local preschools. So I ask
the minister: how can councils and local preschools in
my community apply for capital upgrade funding?

Brighton electorate
Ms ASHER (Brighton) — (Question 7646) My
constituency question is to the Minister for Public
Transport, and my question is: when will she provide
more train services on the Sandringham line? I can
advise her that during the evening peak if there is one
cancellation or even a significant delay, there are
significant problems with overcrowding on the trains.
During the morning peak these trains are packed
beyond belief. I refer her to a Public Transport Victoria
passenger count which shows that between May 2014
and May 2015 there has been a 3 per cent increase in
passengers on the Sandringham line and 18 out of
32 trains in the morning peak are classified as
overcrowded now on that line. The average per train is
817, which is at the higher end of the scale. Since 2014
hardly any peak services have been added across the
network. So my question to the minister is: when can
we expect to see increased passenger services on the
Sandringham line?

Frankston electorate
Mr EDBROOKE (Frankston) — (Question 7647)
My constituency question is for the Minister for Local
Government. I have had many concerned local
constituents come into my electorate office in
Frankston and say that the Frankston City Council
wants to charge them to build, repair and maintain their
footpaths. My question is: is it the role of local
government to build, repair and maintain footpaths and
charge the cost to ratepayers? This has recently featured
in the local newspaper, on radio 3AW and on A Current
Affair, so this is a really hot topic in my seat.
The Frankston City Council has written to householders
telling them it is financially hamstrung by the state
government’s rate capping policy and consequently will
have to charge them to build the footpaths. The letter
states:
Traditionally council has borne all costs associated with
constructing footpaths.
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It adds that the rate capping policy has forced council to
‘reassess its financial ability to provide new
infrastructure to the community’. A 3AW listener,
Nick, said on air:
Fixing footpaths — surely that’s just basic, bread-and-butter
work for the Frankston council. It must have been doing that
for the least a century.

My constituents look forward to an answer.

Forest Hill electorate
Mr ANGUS (Forest Hill) — (Question 7648) My
constituency question is to the Minister for Education.
My question is: when will the government address the
deficiencies in the facilities at Vermont Primary School
by providing funding for the school to rebuild its
dilapidated buildings, in particular its main school
building? The state government has boasted that under
Labor Victoria is to be known as the education state.
However, one of my growing state schools, Vermont
Primary School, has dilapidated and deficient facilities,
particularly in the main school building, which houses
toilets, classrooms, the staffroom and the school’s
administration facilities. The school principal and staff
are regularly dealing with a range of significant issues
resulting from these inadequate facilities. For example,
last week the main girls’ toilets were out of action for
two days as there was not enough water to flush them
properly. This is ironic given that in many other parts of
the main building there are excess water issues, with
water coming in through the roof any time there is
heavy rain. I have raised the matter of the inadequate
facilities at Vermont Primary School several times in
the Parliament, including by tabling petitions. The
school community is very anxious to know what the
government is doing to deliver on its election tagline
and what, if anything, the school needs to do in order to
have these facilities replaced.
Mr Watt — On a point of order, Deputy Speaker,
with regard to a constituency question from yesterday
that the member for Carrum asked. Unfortunately I may
have missed it, but I have checked Hansard and I note
that she asked exactly the same question as the member
for Mordialloc, a question which you ruled out of order.
I would ask that you or the Speaker have a look at the
member for Carrum’s question yesterday and rule it out
of order on exactly the same grounds.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! I will refer the
matter to the Speaker.
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JUSTICE LEGISLATION (EVIDENCE AND
OTHER ACTS) AMENDMENT BILL 2016
Second reading
Debate resumed.
Mr HIBBINS (Prahran) (By leave) — As I was
recounting before question time, unlike members of the
opposition I am not in possession of a copy of the latest
enterprise bargaining agreement, so I am not in a
position to debate the enterprise bargaining agreement.
Notwithstanding that, this is, I feel, not a matter for the
Parliament to necessarily debate but a matter between
the Country Fire Authority and the United Firefighters
Union. I do not think debating it in this Parliament
would actually help the situation at all.
I also take this opportunity to put on the record our
commitment to our fireys, particularly referring to the
fact that the Greens did put forward a private members
bill for presumptive legislation in the last Parliament
and the good work that Colleen Hartland in the upper
house did on that particular bill. Unfortunately it was
voted down by the government at the time. We have a
record of standing up for fireys. However, our fire
services are there to save lives and to save properties,
and I do not think debating this particular item of
general business, even though I am very supportive of
the need for general business to be debated in this place,
would help our fire services; it would only contribute to
the ongoing politicisation of this particular matter.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The Leader of
the House has moved that the debate be adjourned until
later this day. The manager of opposition business has
moved an amendment to the motion to omit all the
words after ‘until’ with the view of inserting in their
place ‘general business, notice of motion 20 regarding
the CFA has been debated’. The question is:
That the words proposed to be omitted stand part of the
question.

House divided on omission (members in favour vote
no):
Ayes, 46
Allan, Ms
Andrews, Mr
Blandthorn, Ms
Brooks, Mr
Bull, Mr J.
Carbines, Mr
Carroll, Mr
D’Ambrosio, Ms
Dimopoulos, Mr
Donnellan, Mr
Edbrooke, Mr

Kilkenny, Ms
Knight, Ms
Lim, Mr
McGuire, Mr
Merlino, Mr
Nardella, Mr
Neville, Ms
Noonan, Mr
Pakula, Mr
Pallas, Mr
Pearson, Mr
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Edwards, Ms
Eren, Mr
Foley, Mr
Garrett, Ms
Graley, Ms
Green, Ms
Halfpenny, Ms
Hennessy, Ms
Hibbins, Mr
Howard, Mr
Hutchins, Ms
Kairouz, Ms

Richardson, Mr
Richardson, Ms
Sandell, Ms
Scott, Mr
Spence, Ms
Staikos, Mr
Suleyman, Ms
Thomas, Ms
Thomson, Ms
Ward, Ms
Williams, Ms
Wynne, Mr

Noes, 37
Angus, Mr
Asher, Ms
Battin, Mr
Blackwood, Mr
Britnell, Ms
Bull, Mr T.
Burgess, Mr
Clark, Mr
Crisp, Mr
Dixon, Mr
Fyffe, Mrs
Gidley, Mr
Guy, Mr
Hodgett, Mr
Katos, Mr
Kealy, Ms
McCurdy, Mr
McLeish, Ms
Morris, Mr

Northe, Mr
O’Brien, Mr D.
O’Brien, Mr M.
Paynter, Mr
Riordan, Mr
Ryall, Ms
Ryan, Ms
Sheed, Ms
Smith, Mr R.
Smith, Mr T.
Southwick, Mr
Staley, Ms
Thompson, Mr
Victoria, Ms
Wakeling, Mr
Walsh, Mr
Watt, Mr
Wells, Mr

Amendment defeated.
Motion agreed to and debate adjourned until later
this day.
Mr Watt — On a point of order, Speaker, while the
bells were ringing and the member for Bentleigh came
into the room he made a disparaging comment, which I
find personally offensive, and I ask him to withdraw.
The SPEAKER — Order! Given that the member is
not in the house, the Chair is unable to uphold the point
of order. However, the Chair would be happy to follow
it up privately.
Mr R. Smith — On the point of order, Speaker, the
precedence of the house is that members withdraw their
disparaging comments when asked. It is nothing short
of cowardly of the member for Bentleigh to make these
comments and to then scurry out of here because he is
too afraid — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Warrandyte will resume his seat. The Chair had ruled
on the point of order, as raised by the member for
Burwood. The Chair is unable to uphold the point of
order. The member for Burwood will resume his seat.
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The Chair did rule on the subject matter and indicated
in good faith that the Chair would have a conversation
with the member for Bentleigh. I do not believe that the
Chair can do much more than that in the absence of the
member for Bentleigh. There is no point of order.

RURAL ASSISTANCE SCHEMES BILL 2016
Second reading
Debate resumed from May 25, motion of
Mr PALLAS (Treasurer).
Mr M. O’BRIEN (Malvern) — While I am pleased
to rise to speak on the Rural Assistance Schemes Bill
2016, I do think it is a shame that this house is not
debating a far more pressing matter, which is the fate of
the Country Fire Authority (CFA) and its
60 000 volunteers. This is a fairly mechanical bill, and
it is certainly not as time critical as the fate of our CFA.
It is not only a disservice to this house but it is also a
disservice to the people of Victoria and to the CFA that
the government has chosen to push what is basically an
administrative, housekeeping, tidying-up bill onto the
government business program, instead of a motion that
actually discusses the CFA. While we heard the
member for Broadmeadows talk about the importance
of this bill, can I say that in terms of its importance to
country Victoria, nothing is a patch on the future of our
Country Fire Authority. Members opposite should be
condemned for their cowardice in refusing to debate the
motion placed on the notice paper by the member for
Gembrook.
Turning to the contents of the bill itself — —
An honourable member — Hooray!
Mr M. O’BRIEN — It will be the last cheer, I am
sure, you will be giving me today, mate.
The background to this bill is the decision of the former
coalition government, in which I was pleased to serve
as Treasurer, to divest the Rural Finance Corporation of
Victoria’s (RFCV) business and loan book to the
Bendigo and Adelaide Bank in 2014. The fact that in
the state of Victoria the government continued to own a
retail financial operation in the 21st century really could
be seen as being some sort of historical hangover. The
arguments for governments retaining ownership of
retail financial arms probably went out at about the time
of Karl Marx. Certainly we have seen
governments — —
Mr D. O’Brien interjected.
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Mr M. O’BRIEN — I will come to that, member
for Gippsland South. We have seen governments of
both political persuasions at both state and federal level
make the decision to privatise or divest — however you
want to term it — government-owned financial
institutions to the private sector because, frankly, the
job of government is to regulate financial institutions,
not to own them. So it was an eminently commonsense
idea to divest the rural finance corporation’s business to
the Bendigo and Adelaide Bank. In fact probably the
only people who you could say would be upset by that
are Marxists.
Marxists still believe in worker control of the means of
production, and so perhaps Fair Work Commissioner
Julius Roe might have shed a tear — perhaps the
Andrews government policy spirit animal, Roz Ward
from the La Trobe University, the founder of the Safe
Schools program, might have shed a tear as well — at
the privatisation of a retail financial bank from the
government sector to the private sector, but just about
everyone else saw that it was a long overdue move.
Importantly the move freed up significant funds for
investment in rural and regional Victoria.
This was the whole purpose of the transaction: to make
sure that the state of Victoria could get an excellent
outcome in terms of financial return for the sale of the
business of the Rural Finance Corporation of Victoria
to the Bendigo and Adelaide Bank. But it was more
than just about financial returns. It was also about
making sure that the people of rural and regional
Victoria got a great service and continued to get the
same level of service and outcomes and support from
the RFCV under its new ownership. That is why I was
very pleased as part of the terms of the sale agreement
to place key conditions on the sale. Some of those
conditions are set out in a press release that I issued
with the then Deputy Premier, Peter Ryan, on 5 May
2014.
The conditions that we placed on the sale included that
there would be no forced redundancies of employees
and that employees would be offered employment with
the new owner for a minimum of three years and on no
less favourable terms and conditions. A further
condition was that Rural Finance Corporation of
Victoria products and the brand were to be maintained
for a minimum of three years — to have that continuity
of what RFCV had done for our rural and regional
areas. Also a further condition was that offices or
branches in the then current 11 locations operated by
RFCV were to be maintained for a minimum of three
years, including its head office in Bendigo.
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Importantly, we also struck an agreement with the new
owner, the Bendigo and Adelaide Bank, that
non-commercial programs of RFCV, such as the young
farmers finance scheme and the natural disaster relief
and recovery arrangement programs, would also be
maintained and on the same terms. That was about
making sure that we got an excellent financial return for
the state of Victoria, but also making sure that the
employees of the RFCV, who had done such a great job
over many years to build up the business and to build it
up into what it was — which is why we were able to
achieve such a significant outcome in terms of the
price — would be respected and looked after and that
their jobs and conditions would be preserved and that
the services that the RFCV provided to our farming
communities in particular would be maintained right
throughout the sale process and beyond.
As I said, we were able to achieve a very significant
outcome. While the business and loan book was sold
for a gross value of almost $1.8 billion, the net proceeds
amounted to around about $400 million. As I said, we
made a commitment at the time that all those proceeds
would be reinvested in rural and regional Victoria. It
was not just the $400 million net proceeds that we were
able to secure. Because of the commonwealth
government’s asset recycling program, by divesting the
rural finance corporation we were eligible for an uplift
of 15 per cent. We were able to secure not just the
$400 million outcome from the net proceeds but also
15 per cent on top of that, so really a $460 million
outcome for rural and regional Victoria.
Of that $460 million, we committed at the outset that
$200 million to $220 million would go towards funding
the Victorian government’s significant contribution
towards the Murray Basin rail upgrade. This has been a
long-term important rail project for rural and regional
Victoria, one that had been neglected for many years,
and as a government the coalition was determined to
make sure that it was able to secure the funding to make
that long-awaited and much-needed upgrade a reality.
By the sale of RFCV we were able to do just that.
One contract, one program, of the former government
which the current Andrews government has not ripped
up is the Murray Basin rail upgrade. The government
was very lukewarm about it for a while, and it now
appears it is intending to proceed with it. But I just
make the point that all the funding that the state
government has put on the table thus far, that
$220 million, was in fact secured and nominated by the
former coalition government and through the sale of
RFCV. That is a very important project, and I hope that
Labor does not drop the ball on the Murray Basin rail
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upgrade, as it has done on so many other infrastructure
projects throughout rural and regional Victoria.
As I said, we were able to secure a very good financial
outcome, with the $400 million plus the 15 per cent
uplift through the commonwealth government asset
recycling program. While there was significant interest
in the process, most business commentators were very
pleased with it or thought the Victorian government had
got a very good deal, and the Australian on 6 May 2014
noted in an article by Michael Bennet:
Rural Finance has a book value of about $300m and Bendigo
will pay a premium of $85m.

We got a significant premium over and above the book
value of the rural finance corporation, and we were
very well advised by our financial advisers in the
process, JP Morgan, and I think that was very helpful to
us in securing the outstanding financial outcome that
we managed to achieve.
It is necessary to set the scene of that divestment of the
rural finance corporation to understand this bill in
context. What this bill does is establish an office of
Rural Assistance Commissioner, wind up the Rural
Finance Corporation of Victoria and transfer its assets,
liabilities and functions to the rural assistance
commissioner, and repeal the Rural Finance Act 1988
and the Young Farmers’ Finance Council Act 1979.
While the loan book in the business of the rural finance
corporation was sold to the Bendigo and Adelaide
Bank, the corporate shell remained with the state. This
bill seeks to finally wind up that corporate shell and to
transfer its assets and any liabilities it may have to this
new office to be created of the Rural Assistance
Commissioner. So from that point of view, as I said in
my opening remarks, it is a bit of an administrative
tidying up bill. To that extent the coalition does not
object to those administrative tidy-ups. It is important
when a body is being wound up that provision is made
should any legal liabilities arise in the future. Part 3 of
the bill seeks to do that. Clauses 16 to 21 of the bill vest
all property and rights of the rural finance corporation
in the new office of Rural Assistance Commissioner
and provides that the Rural Assistance Commissioner is
the successor in law to the rural finance corporation.
Part 2 of the bill deals with this new body called the
Rural Assistance Commissioner. It is an interesting
structure because, while the body is termed the Rural
Assistance Commissioner, it is actually a corporate
entity — there is no person that is the Rural Assistance
Commissioner; rather, there is a member of the Rural
Assistance Commissioner. I asked at the bill briefing
why that was the case. I thank the Department of
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Treasury and Finance and the Treasurer’s office for
facilitating the bill briefing. I asked why, if the
corporate entity is called the commissioner, the person
who actually does the job is not called the
commissioner. The answer that I was given was to the
effect that the intention is to make clear that the body is
only one person, that it is not to be many people but one
person only, and that is why the actual corporate office
is called the Rural Assistance Commissioner and why
the person who does that job is to be called the
member.
The bill provides for the member to be appointed by the
Governor in Council. Again there are some slightly
unusual provisions in this bill in relation to the
appointment. There is nothing unusual about the
Governor in Council, on the recommendation of the
minister, appointing the member for a period not
exceeding five years. The member holds office subject
to the act on such terms and conditions that are
specified by the order in council.
Clause 13 of the bill provides that that section will
apply if a person who is not employed under part 3 of
the Public Administration Act 2004 is appointed as the
member, and it sets out what may happen there,
including providing that the member is appointed on a
full-time basis and on such terms, conditions, rate of
remuneration and allowances as are specified in the
order in council, and is eligible for reappointment. In
other words, there are provisions that say if an outsider
is to come in and be appointed as the member of the
Rural Assistance Commissioner, then that person must
be a full-time appointment and receive the
remuneration and terms that are set out in the order in
council.
The bill also provides that somebody who is, for
example, a departmental secretary or potentially
somebody else within the public service — somebody
who is employed under part 3 of the Public
Administration Act 2004 — could be appointed as the
member. Now, presumably if such a person — say, for
example, a departmental secretary — is appointed as
the member, they do not receive any additional
remuneration et cetera. So what we do not understand,
because it is not clear on the face of the bill, is why if an
outsider to the public service is appointed to this role of
the member of the Rural Assistance Commissioner, it
must be on a full-time basis. It seems to be an office
which is being created with the prospect that a
departmental secretary can do it as an adjunct, so why
would it be the case that if somebody from outside the
public service is being appointed to it, it has to be on a
full-time basis with the statutory entitlements, pay and
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conditions that attach to a full-time office? You can
only suggest —
Mr Angus — Labor mates.
Mr M. O’BRIEN — as the member for Forest Hill
intemperately interjects —
Mr Walsh — Again.
Mr M. O’BRIEN — again! — that this is a set-up
for a Labor mate to be appointed to a cushy gig in the
public service. This is a gravy train provision so that a
Labor mate can be appointed and get their snout right
into the trough, because why else would you say that it
is perfectly fine for a departmental secretary to do this
job in their sleep for no additional revenue, no
additional income, no additional remuneration, but if
anyone else gets appointed, it must be on a full-time
basis and it must carry all the terms, conditions,
rewards, remuneration and income that attach to a
full-time office? This is so clearly a job for Labor
mates. We will be very interested to see who Labor
winds up appointing to this role of the member of the
Rural Assistance Commissioner.
I wonder which people in the rural and regional
agricultural sector might be coming to the end of their
terms in the near future. Who might be looking for a
new job? Well, I would not want to speculate but you
have to say that there are some people who have been
very keen to get selfies taken with the Minister for
Agriculture and you wonder whether they have not
been paving the way for later opportunities to serve. I
will leave the point at that, but it does bring this entire
provision into disrepute. The government is clearly
setting up a cushy, publicly funded gig for a Labor
mate, because there is no other reason and no other
excuse for why the treatment of somebody from outside
the public service in this role would be so different
from the treatment of somebody inside the public
service.
What is also clear in this bill is that the member is
subject to the ‘specific direction of the minister’, and if
the member is not the secretary, the commissioner:
must perform its functions and exercise its powers under the
general direction and control of the secretary.

That is in clause 10 of the bill. So let us not pretend for
a single second that this grandly titled Rural Assistance
Commissioner is going to be any sort of advocate body
for rural and regional Victoria. This is going to be a
public service position completely under the thumb of
the minister and the secretary. This is not an advocate
for country Victoria. This is not an advocate for rural
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and regional Victoria. This is going to be a job for a
Labor mate who will act in accordance with the
directions of the minister and the secretary of the
department. This is not about helping country Victoria
at all.
In fact it was confirmed in the bill briefing that this is
not an outward-facing body; this is to be an internal
body. It says in clause 7 of the bill:
The object of the Rural Assistance Commissioner is to
administer, facilitate and provide services and advice in
relation to rural assistance schemes —

but not to the farmers who might actually need them,
not to the people in rural and regional Victoria. No, this
is to be a bureaucratic liaison within the Victorian
government, between the Victorian government and the
commonwealth government, and between either of
those governments and organisations such as the
Bendigo and Adelaide Bank, which, for the time being,
administers on the ground a number of the rural
assistance schemes that are currently in operation and
potentially may come into operation in the future.
So this is a perfect example of Labor’s spin doctors
being at work, giving this new bureaucratic body the
title of Rural Assistance Commissioner to make it
sound as though the member will be someone there to
work for and with farmers in our rural communities,
when in fact the member will be entirely subject to and
dependent on the whims of the minister of the day and
the departmental secretary and will have no role in
proactively getting out there and assisting rural Victoria
and our farming communities.
Under the coalition government we had ministers who
actually understood rural and regional Victoria. We had
a government which established a $1 billion Regional
Growth Fund, which members opposite scrapped —
which they cut. They took away a billion dollars from
rural and regional Victoria — a billion-dollar cut. They
took away the $160 million country roads and bridges
program. This is a government that has done nothing
but cut rural and regional — —
Mr Donnellan — On a point of order, Acting
Speaker, I encourage the member to get back to the bill,
instead of his ranting and raving and forgetting about
the actual history of what this was all about. This bill is
actually there to fix up the administrative muck-up
under him.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Thomson) —
Order! There is no point of order.
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Mr M. O’BRIEN — This is supposed to be about
assisting rural assistance schemes. I will tell you what
does not assist rural Victoria — cutting the $1 billion
Regional Growth Fund. I will tell you what does not
assist country Victoria — cutting the $160 million
country roads and bridges program. I will tell you what
does not assist country Victoria — spending to fix
bridges in Mulgrave in the Premier’s own electorate.
Mulgrave is closer to VFL Park than it is to dairy
country. This is a disgraceful — —

straw between his teeth, trying to pretend that he was a
son of country Victoria.

The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Thomson) —
Order! The member is now straying, and I ask him to
come back to the bill.

Mr Donnellan — On a point of order, Acting
Speaker, I am most concerned that the member for
Malvern is getting quite demented in his rantings and
ravings. I would encourage you to bring him back to the
bill.

Mr M. O’BRIEN — It is disgraceful that this
government would come in here with a pathetically
titled bill called the Rural Assistance Schemes Bill,
when it has done nothing but hurt rural Victoria since it
has come to office. It has done nothing but take money
away from country Victoria, from rural and regional
Victoria. It has done nothing but attack rural and
regional Victoria. The absolute fraud of this Labor
government when it comes to anything beyond the tram
tracks needs to be exposed.
As much as members opposite will hate it, I am happy
to put on the record all of the cuts that these members
have made to country Victoria and rural and regional
Victoria. That is why this bill should be seen for the
sham that it is — and it is an absolute sham — because
this is not about assisting rural and regional Victoria
one iota. It is about making sure that Labor can appoint
another Labor mate to a cushy public service job. That
is what it is all about — another Labor mate to a cushy
public service job!
Will this Rural Assistance Commissioner argue for the
reinstatement of the billion-dollar Regional Growth
Fund that members opposite cut? No, it will not. Will
this Rural Assistance Commissioner stand up for the
reinstatement of the $160 million country roads and
bridges program? No, it will not. Will this Rural
Assistance Commissioner stand up for not spending
money destined for country roads and bridges in the
Premier’s own metropolitan, suburban electorate of
Mulgrave? No, it will not.
We have a government led by a Premier who is happy
to rip off country Victoria and spend the money in his
own backyard. That is a disgraceful act by a Premier
who does not care about country Victoria. He was
happy to go up there during the election campaign. He
put on the moleskins. He had the R. M. Williams boots
on. He had everything except an Akubra and a bit of

The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Thomson) —
Order! A point of order. The member will take his seat.
Mr M. O’BRIEN — Oh no. Try to shut me down,
will you? Try to shut me down.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Thomson) —
Order! The member will resume his seat.

The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Thomson) —
Order! In this case I do uphold the point of order, and I
ask the member for Malvern to return to the bill.
Mr M. O’BRIEN — I will not take the
psychological advice of the minister at the table, who
lives in Fitzroy, but apparently believes he can
represent Narre Warren North.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Thomson) —
Order! On the bill, please, member for Malvern.
Mr M. O’BRIEN — If anybody needs not only
psychological advice but a Melway, it is the minister for
roads and ports.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Thomson) —
Order! The member will return to the bill.
Mr Donnellan interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Thomson) —
Order! The Minister for Roads and Road Safety!
Mr M. O’BRIEN — This is a bill which is an
absolute sham. It is an absolute sham because it does
nothing to actually support rural and regional Victoria.
It is about spin over substance. It is about trying to
cover up the outrageous cuts to rural and regional
infrastructure that this government has made from the
second it was sworn into office. This is an
administrative bill which simply allows for the wind-up
of a corporate shell and the transmission of the assets
and liabilities to this new office. We understand that
currently the rural finance corporation shell has one
employee. It has, we think, one desk, maybe one phone,
maybe one laptop computer and maybe one car, and
that is it. So we are not talking about a very significant
role here at all, yet this government sets up in the
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mechanics of this bill the opportunity to appoint a
Labor mate to a full-time snout-in-the-trough cushy gig.
This tells you all you need to know, Acting Speaker,
about this bill and about this government. It is far more
interested in looking after Labor mates than it is in
looking after country Victoria. It is a government which
believes that looking after the United Firefighters
Union boss, Peter Marshall, is more important than
looking after 60 000 CFA volunteers who actually put
their lives on the line to support rural and regional
Victoria.
We know what country Victoria needs is proper
investment. It needs a fair share. Acting Speaker,
remember when it came to the lease of the port of
Melbourne, members opposite wanted to limit it to
3 per cent of the proceeds. That is what they did. They
stood up in this place and they voted for a bill which
provided 3 per cent of the proceeds of the lease of the
port of Melbourne, a port built on the work of rural and
regional Victoria, built on the agricultural exporters of
rural and regional Victoria. They stood up in this place
and they voted against our amendments and for a bill
that ripped country Victoria off. That is what they did:
they voted for a bill to rip off country Victoria. It took
the Liberal and National parties in coalition together
with the community, through the upper house inquiry
process, to expose the rip-off of rural and regional
Victoria that members opposite tried to impose on our
country cousins.
We all remember the rhetoric coming from the
Treasurer. We all remember the rock-hard deadlines,
the macho man imitation. He was going to stare us
down. He was going to bring on the vote. He was rock
solid.
Mr Walsh interjected.
Mr M. O’BRIEN — He was rock hard, Leader of
The Nationals. Political viagra is apparently — —
Mr Donnellan — On a point of order, Speaker, it
looks as if the member for Malvern has now gone
mining. I would encourage him to come back to the
Rural Assistance Schemes Bill and move away from
mining.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Thomson) —
Order! I do not uphold the point of order, but I do ask
the member for Malvern to return to the bill.
Mr M. O’BRIEN — The government has a
disgraceful history of ripping off rural and regional
Victoria, whether it was through the port lease, which
members on this side of the house forced the
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amendment of to ensure that rural and regional Victoria
got a fair share of the proceeds; whether it was through
the abolition of the billion-dollar regional growth fund;
whether it was through the abolition of the $160 million
country roads and bridges program; or whether it was
through the diversion of funds from regional roads to
the Premier’s suburban electorate. Members opposite
have got no credibility when it comes to country
Victoria, particularly given their latest disgraceful
attempts to kill the CFA as we know it.
This bill is just another example in the very long and
sad history of the Andrews Labor government and the
left-wing ideologues who are running it doing
everything they can to do over regional and rural
Victoria. They can create all the administrative quangos
they want, they can create any number of bureaucratic
positions — cushy jobs for Labor mates — and give
them titles like Rural Assistance Commissioner, but we
know that this bill is not about assisting rural
communities at all. This is a bureaucratic position; it is
a bureaucratic liaison within the government. It is under
the thumb of the Minister for Agriculture and it is under
the thumb of the Secretary of the Department of
Economic Development, Jobs, Transport and
Resources, and therefore it has no independence, it has
no advocacy role and it will do nothing out there to
actually support rural and regional Victoria.
It is quite clear, when we look at the record of this
Andrews Labor government since coming to office —
the cuts, the disrespect, the turning of its back on rural
and regional Victoria — why the government is not
prepared to give this body of Rural Assistance
Commissioner any teeth, any authority or any
autonomy whatsoever. It is there in clause 10 of the bill,
‘Directions’, that it is subject to the direction of the
minister and the secretary. This is a piece of
window-dressing by a Labor government deeply
embarrassed about its cuts to programs and
infrastructure in rural and regional Victoria.
The other question is: where has the rest of the RFCV
proceeds gone? While the government says it is going
to continue with the Murray Basin rail project, where is
the rest of the $460 million? It has gone missing. Labor
has taken that money; it has ripped it off and it will not
account for it. This government needs to come clean
and tell rural and regional Victoria what it has done
with the rest of the proceeds of RFCV. Where is that
money? We need to see it invested in rural and regional
Victoria.
Ms GREEN (Yan Yean) — I join the debate on the
bill before the house, following the member for
Malvern, the failed Treasurer of this state — very short
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term; one of the shortest term treasurers the state has
had. He started his contribution by saying that there was
really no need to debate this bill; we should be debating
something else — nothing to see here. He had a
30-minute rant of pathetic double entendre references in
relation to the Treasurer, a rehash of the potty-mouthed
giggling of all the angry little men on the other side of
the house that we saw a few months ago. Those
opposite have rehashed the double entendres about
rocks and things like that that they were making a few
months ago in relation to the port. He said there is
nothing to see here.
In the member for Malvern’s last 30 seconds he said we
should be embarrassed; well, I know he is embarrassed.
He should be embarrassed about this bill. He tried to
say that some sort of Marxist ideology was limiting our
commitment in relation to this. We are on the public
record; we have no problem with asset sales —
absolutely no problem at all. But what sort of person
sells off a $400 million-plus asset without going to the
market? What sort of person does not take it to an
election, does not have it in policy and does not discuss
it with rural stakeholders? He was a city-centric
Treasurer who was absolutely panicked about the finely
balanced nature of the Parliament and the government
that he was part of.
His government’s members were panicked about not
having a war chest to make promises to regional
Victoria, because everyone knows that they had done
nothing in the time that they had been on the
government benches — there was nothing to see. The
then Treasurer was part of a rush to finally build one
project that had a very poor cost-benefit ratio for the
Victorian people — just one. Then Labor discovered
when it got into government that he had written this
appalling side letter. He talks about other people’s
probity and jobs for mates.
What on earth was the Treasurer of the state doing
selling off a state asset that had been there for rural and
regional Victorians for decades without putting it to the
market, with no consultation with the community and
with no concern about the community service
obligations that had always been part of this
organisation? There was none of that.
He claimed that those who were opposed to the sale
were Marxists. Peter Tuohey and the Victorian Farmers
Federation (VFF) — are they the Marxists that the
member for Malvern talks about?
There were a number of people who made comments.
One was Warwick Long on ABC Rural online on
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6 May, which carried the headline ‘Rural finance
clients worried about sale’. It states:
Nathalia dairy farmer Chris Brooks says privatising the
corporation will irreversibly change its culture.

Is Chris Brooks a Marxist? Mr Long goes on to say:
Now that the corporation will be privatised, farmers say they
need to know if the current system will remain.
Vice-president of the Victorian Farmers Federation and
Murra Warra farmer, David Jochinke, is a client of Rural
Finance.
‘They’ve helped me really get myself established on our farm
here.’
He says he isn’t sure what will happen with a privatised Rural
Finance, but a new way of handing out grants might be
developed.
‘You would think that it should go out to tender to perhaps let
other people have a go at it.’

Is that VFF spokesperson and Murra Warra farmer the
Marxist that the member for Malvern referred to? Or is
the chairman of Rabobank for Australia and New
Zealand, Bill Gurry, the Marxist? Rabobank was
willing to tender for this business. Do we know whether
we even got value for money?
Ms Staley — On a point of order, Speaker, the
member for Yan Yean has been speaking for over half
of her allotted time and is yet to refer to either the title
of the bill or a single clause. I ask you to ask her to
actually address the topic at hand.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Thomson) —
There has been a very broad debate in this house, and I
have been very lenient to the member for Malvern in
relation to that but I draw the member for Yan Yean
back to the bill.
Ms GREEN — I said at the outset that this bill was
a necessary administrative follow-up. The objective of
the bill is to improve the administration of Victorian
and commonwealth financial assistance schemes for
rural communities by establishing the Rural Assistance
Commissioner and transferring the remaining assets,
liabilities and functions of the Rural Finance
Corporation of Victoria to that body. The bill also
winds up the Rural Finance Corporation of Victoria,
which the previous speaker, the member for Malvern,
who was the architect of this change, had failed to do.
He left in place a full board administering one person,
so it has been necessary for the government to
introduce this bill.
I would like to ask: where were The Nationals in this?
We never hear from them in government. They are just
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quiet and comfortable driving around in those white
cars. It is all right for them so it must be all right for
regional Victoria. The previous speaker had to refer to
the $1 billion rural fund which the Auditor-General
found had only half a billion dollars in it. That fund was
a catch-all; it was not just an additional body to add
funds to regional Victoria. It funded hospitals and
health and education that should be funded out of
general government revenue. Every part of the state
should expect to have those services. A specific
regional fund should be about economic development
and support for regional communities above and
beyond the usual business of government.
As I said, this government has no problem at all with
asset recycling. We had a process to go through, and we
took a similar approach with the board. However, that
had government scrutiny. There was consultation,
unlike what those opposite did with the Rural Finance
Corporation of Victoria.
We on this side of the house are not going to come in
here and have a rant and throw out the double entendres
and the accusations of Marxism. I quote from an article
by Malcolm Maiden in the Age of 10 May 2014. In the
conclusion of his long article about this sale he
questioned why there had not actually been the second
option of an open tender, which would have given
certainty about the sale price. It would have taken a
little longer, and it would have run beyond the
pre-election Victorian budget. There is the kicker. That
is what it was about: it was about getting the money
into the pre-election Victorian budget so they could get
out there with their war chest. It was not actually about
getting best value for the taxpayer and certainly not the
citizens of rural Victoria.
Malcolm Maiden concluded:
Still, the deal needs scrutiny. Michael O’Brien says his
department has confirmed that the highest standards of
probity were in place but —

Malcom Maiden asked —
why was a wider auction not conducted? Was politics a
factor? Was the government indulging in industry and state
planning?

It seems that Malcolm Maiden was actually questioning
whether the member for Malvern was indulging in state
planning in the way that maybe a Marxist would. So if
the member for Malvern is going to throw accusations
about Marxists around, maybe he might actually refer
to some previous commentary about himself that
actually implied that. I commend the bill to the house.
We are cleaning up the mess left by those opposite.
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Mr WALSH (Murray Plains) — I rise to make a
contribution to debate on the Rural Assistance Schemes
Bill 2016. I am not going to be lectured by the member
for Yan Yean about anything to do with country
Victoria. The member for Yan Yean is the one who has
abandoned the Country Fire Authority (CFA). She
spoke up passionately about the CFA 420 times before
the dispute was there and where is she now? Absolutely
mute — gagged by the Premier.
Ms Green — On a point of order, Acting Speaker,
the member for Murray Plains has wrongly asserted
that I have abandoned my commitment to the Country
Fire Authority and been gagged. I take deep offence at
that. I ask him to withdraw. I included in my
adjournment debate last night why I have spoken very
infrequently this year. It is because I had a
hysterectomy on 19 April. I ask the member to
withdraw.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Thomson) —
Order! The member for Murray Plains is to withdraw.
Mr WALSH — I have not done anything.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Thomson) —
Order! The practice in this house is that if a member
takes offence, the member will withdraw. I ask the
member for Murray Plains to withdraw.
Mr M. O’Brien — On the point of order, Acting
Speaker, the member for Murray Plains, the Leader of
The Nationals, put on the record the number of times
the member for Yan Yean had referred to the Country
Fire Authority prior to the CFA enterprise bargaining
agreement (EBA) dispute and then referred to the
number of times that the member for Yan Yean had
referred to the CFA after the CFA EBA dispute had
begun. That is a matter of public record. The fact that
the member for Yan Yean may be embarrassed by
those matters being put on the public record and being
amplified by the member for Murray Plains is
absolutely no basis for the member for Murray Plains
being required to withdraw. Otherwise, is reading
matters from Hansard — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Thomson) —
Order! The member for Malvern can take his seat. I
have spoken to the Clerk in relation to this matter, and I
will refer the matter to the Speaker.
Ms Green — I am sorry, Acting Speaker, the
Speaker should be called — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Thomson) —
Order! I advise the member for Yan Yean that we are
calling the Speaker.
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The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! I have just
been briefed by both the Acting Chair and the Clerk in
terms of what has been going on. My understanding is
that the honourable member for Murray Plains made a
statement. The honourable member for Yan Yean has
asked for that statement to be withdrawn. It is normal
custom of the house that the honourable member who is
asked to withdraw withdraws the comment. I would
seek the assistance of the honourable member for
Murray Plains to withdraw the comment as requested
by the honourable member for Yan Yean.

The fact is the member for Murray Plains put on the
record publicly available facts about the member for
Yan Yean, about the number of times she had referred
to the CFA prior to the CFA enterprise bargaining
agreement dispute and the number of times she has
referred to them subsequent to the commencement of
that dispute. While those facts may be embarrassing or
awkward for the member for Yan Yean, if members of
this house are now to be barred from referring to
objective, identifiable facts contained in the Hansard of
this place, then democracy is dead in this place.

Mr WALSH — Deputy Speaker, I said no more
than was said in question time yesterday, and there was
no offence taken at that time. I do not believe there
should be offence taken at this time.

Deputy Speaker, you should have heard from members
before inviting the Leader of The Nationals to take any
action given that you did not hear it yourself. You have
not heard from members who are in the chamber on
this side of the house, and it would be an absolute farce
if objective facts contained in Hansard cannot be
referred to in this house because certain members find
them awkward or embarrassing.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! What
happened yesterday is irrelevant to what has happened
today. The honourable member for Yan Yean has taken
offence today. It has occurred as soon as the statement
was made. It is therefore the appropriate process to ask
the honourable member who has made the statement to
withdraw. I again ask, respectfully, if the honourable
member for Murray Plains will withdraw.
Honourable members interjecting.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! There is no
point of order. I am asking the honourable
member — —

The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! There is no
point of order. I was briefed by both the Acting Chair
and by the Clerk, who were in the chamber, and in
actual fact it was confirmed by the honourable member
for Murray Plains that he is not going to withdraw. That
is the question, because a member of the house — —
Mr R. Smith interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! I will not take
backchat. This is a very serious matter.

Honourable members interjecting.
Honourable members interjecting.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! I am not
going to ask for advice from honourable members on
my left. I am having a discussion with the honourable
member for Murray Plains. I am asking him
respectfully to withdraw.
Mr WALSH — Deputy Speaker, I am not going to
withdraw.
Mr M. O’Brien — On a point of order, Deputy
Speaker, your words when you came into the chamber
were that you have been briefed by the Acting Speaker
and one of the clerks on what happened. So I
understand that you did not hear the exchange yourself.
You were not in the chamber yourself. You have not
indicated that you were in your office listening to what
happened. You have not taken up the opportunity when
the manager of opposition business, or indeed I, rose to
take points of order, or indeed given the member for
Murray Plains the opportunity to explain what
happened.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! Unless the
honourable member for Murray Plains takes — —
Mr R. Smith — You have lost control!
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! I have not lost
control; I will be starting to throw out members quite
shortly.
Debate interrupted.

SUSPENSION OF MEMBER
Member for Murray Plains
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The
honourable member for Murray Plains has said that he
is not going to withdraw, so under standing order 124 I
ask him to leave the chamber for 30 minutes.
Honourable member for Murray Plains withdrew
from chamber.
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Second reading
Debate resumed.
Mr R. Smith — On a point of order, Deputy
Speaker, I took offence at some of the comments the
member for Eltham made earlier. Can you please ask
her to withdraw them?
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! I seek the
assistance of the honourable member for Eltham to
withdraw.
Ms Ward — I withdraw, Deputy Speaker.
Ms THOMAS (Macedon) — It is my pleasure to
rise today to speak on the Rural Assistance Schemes
Bill 2016, a bill that has been brought to the house by
the Treasurer and the Minister for Agriculture. The
objective of the bill is to — —
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The
honourable member for Warrandyte on a point of order.
If it is a frivolous point of order, I will deal with it.
Mr R. Smith — On a point of order, Speaker, I am
finding what the member for Macedon is saying
offensive. I ask her to withdraw the statement.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! There is no
point of order. The honourable member for Macedon,
to continue.
Ms THOMAS — Thank you, Deputy Speaker. As I
was saying, the objective of the bill is to improve the
administration of Victorian — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! I am not
going to have this disruption. I will suspend the house
for 1 hour for lunch.
Sitting suspended 12.57 p.m. until 2.03 p.m.
Ms THOMAS — I was speaking on the Rural
Assistance Schemes Bill 2016, a bill that has been
brought to this house by the Treasurer and the Minister
for Agriculture. The objective of the bill is to improve
the administration of Victorian and commonwealth
financial assistance schemes for rural communities by
establishing the Rural Assistance Commissioner and
transferring the remaining assets, liabilities and
functions of the Rural Finance Corporation of Victoria
(RFCV) to the Rural Assistance Commissioner.
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This bill is necessary because the coalition government
held a panicked fire sale of the rural finance corporation
after a cash grab, and as we know, the coalition
government did not put this sale out to tender. When it
announced the sale of the rural finance corporation the
coalition had no long-term plan for future delivery of
rural assistance programs like drought and flood
support. It is important to put on the record that the
Andrews government does not have a problem at all
with asset recycling, but it needs to be done carefully
and thoughtfully.
When the coalition government announced the sale of
the rural finance corporation’s loan book serious
questions were raised about the integrity of the process.
What we saw under the previous government was no
scrutiny, no consultation and no competitive tender
process despite the significance of this asset. If the
coalition had at that time bothered to talk to farmers and
regional communities, it would have found that there
were serious concerns about this decision. Almost no
thought was given to the ongoing needs of rural
communities experiencing hardship and the state’s
responsibility to help. Because of the laziness and
incompetence of the previous government and because
of the way in which it has successively treated regional
communities, and that is with scant regard, we now
have a whole board of directors left on the state’s
payroll to administer the actions of a single employee in
the shell that was left of the rural finance corporation.
If we turn to some details of the proposal, the objectives
of the bill are: to create a new principal act that will
provide for a new statutory body, the Rural Assistance
Commissioner; provide the Rural Assistance
Commissioner with the necessary objects, functions
and powers to administer state and commonwealth rural
schemes of assistance or other schemes on behalf of the
state of Victoria; facilitate the transfer of property rights
and liabilities of the Rural Finance Corporation of
Victoria to the Rural Assistance Commissioner as the
rural finance corporation’s successor in law; make
provision for land held as security by the RFCV’s
successor to be recorded in the register by the registrar
of titles in the name of the RFCV’s successor on behalf
of the Crown; provide the Rural Assistance
Commissioner with the power to delegate to secretaries
of other departments any of its functions in relation to
rural schemes of assistance; and finally to repeal the
Rural Finance Act 1988 and the Young Farmers’
Finance Council Act 1979.
I am pleased that during the development of this bill the
Department of Treasury and Finance consulted with all
relevant departments and Land Victoria. As I was
saying previously, this bill has had to be brought in to
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address the short-sightedness of the previous
government and its failure to really think through what
it was doing when it sold off the rural finance
corporation. I suppose some of the issues that this has
given rise to have really come to light under this
government’s term in office as it has worked
assiduously with empathy and compassion to address
the needs of farmers in regional Victoria, who have
been crippled by devastating drought conditions. Most
recently, through no fault of their own and despite
being very efficient here in the state of Victoria, but
because of some really poor management decisions
taken by both Murray Goulburn and Fonterra, our dairy
farmers have found themselves almost literally on their
knees regarding what was once a very proud industry
here in Victoria and what, I might add, will continue to
be one. However, our dairy farmers require assistance
here and now and our grain growers require assistance
here and now, and part of what this bill seeks to achieve
is ensuring that we have the mechanisms right, both in
the short and long term, for continuing to provide
assistance, most notably through the now privatised
rural finance corporation concessional loans to those
farmers.
The Minister for Agriculture and indeed the Premier
have been very decisive in the support and assistance
that they have provided to our farmers and very timely
in the way in which they have provided packages of
support, as I said, particularly to address those affected
by drought and most recently those impacted by the
crisis in our dairy industry.
A number of weeks ago I had the opportunity to travel
to Coonooer Bridge Wind Farm, up near St Arnaud. I
travelled there at the request of the Minister for Energy,
Environment and Climate Change, and it was fantastic
to meet with farmers in that part of Victoria who have
been negatively impacted by the effects of drought. It
was great to talk to them about the possibilities and
potential that wind energy has for them as an alternative
and regular income stream to help tide them over things
like drought. When I was at the opening of that wind
farm, I have to tell members, it was like being at a
country wedding. It was fantastic. There were hundreds
and hundreds of people there. Because of the way
Windlab has structured the ownership model of the
wind farm, it was something that the whole community
could come together to celebrate.
I might say that one point was noted to me on that day
when I was up there, as I said, representing the minister
for energy, who often invites me to represent her in
regional Victoria because of the abiding passion that I
have for renewable energy. I was there, as I said, with
hundreds of people, and as has been pointed out it was
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in fact in the electoral district of Ripon, but do you
think there were any coalition MPs there? No, there
were not. I just make that point, and the point was
raised with me. I was thanked by the farmers that were
there on that day for taking the trouble to travel to that
opening and to be there to celebrate with them this
alternative income stream and the largest wind turbines
now in Australia. They were really celebrated by
everyone that was there.
I might say too, as the granddaughter of both a dairy
and beef cattle farmer, it is always great to stand in this
place and to have the opportunity to talk on bills that
are in the interests of rural Victorians, and farmers in
particular. I recall as a young girl assisting my
grandfather with milking. But Grandad got out of
dairying back in the 70s, I think it was, and got into
beef cattle, because that was at a time when the co-ops
were going through huge changes and the price was
very difficult. These things are cyclical. We need to
stick by our dairy farmers, we need to stick by our grain
growers and we need to ensure that this bill is
supported. I know that this government will continue to
provide the support that regional Victorians look for
and expect.
Mr PESUTTO (Hawthorn) — I move:
That the debate be now adjourned.

I do so because in question time today the Minister for
Industrial Relations told this house, and I quote:
This morning I spoke to the president of the Fair Work
Commission, Iain Ross, to seek assurances that their
recommendation to protect the role of volunteers, improve
diversity and underpin better fire services …

She went on to say:
Have no doubt, this government, unlike those opposite, closes
agreements. This one will be resolved. The role of the
volunteers will be protected. Diversity will be improved and,
most importantly, Victorians will have a better fire service.
President Ross assured me that the proposed agreement will
improve diversity in the CFA.

Well, Speaker, I too have spoken to Iain Ross. I spoke
to him not more than 20 minutes ago, and do you know
what he told me, Speaker? He told me that he never
said such things to the Minister for Industrial Relations.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! I warn the member for
Bass. I also warn the Leader of the Opposition. The
Chair is on his feet. The rules apply not only during the
course of question time but throughout the day. When
the Chair is on his feet, all members shall remain silent.
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I caution members that the Chair will proceed to
withdraw members should they interject or not be silent
whilst the Chair is on his feet.
Ms Allan — On a point of order, Speaker. To think
the member for Hawthorn used to get paid by the
minute for his job, hey? The member for Hawthorn is
trying — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Ms Allan — I hardly need your advice.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Leader of the House
will make a point of order succinctly.
Ms Allan — Well, Speaker, the member for
Hawthorn has asked for the debate to be
adjourned — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Ms Allan — I am getting to it. Just wait. Calm
down. I know you have all been drinking Red Bull over
there.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Leader of the House
will resume her seat. The Chair has requested of the
Leader of the House that the Leader of the House come
to making the point of order. Members of the
opposition will allow the Leader of the House to
succinctly make the point of order.
Ms Allan — Now, Speaker, the member for
Hawthorn in moving that the debate be adjourned has
started to accuse the Minister for — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Leader of the House
will make the point of order.
Ms Allan — I am trying to, Speaker. The member
for Hawthorn in moving that the debate be adjourned
has started to go down a path of accusing the Minister
for Industrial Relations — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Ms Allan — Oh, heavens! Speaker, I am trying to
make my point of order. The member for Hawthorn
accused the Minister for Industrial Relations of
misleading the house. Can I suggest to you, Speaker —
you know the standing orders very well — that there
are appropriate mechanisms through the standing orders
for a very serious allegation like that to be appropriately
and properly dealt with by this chamber. I suggest that
you counsel the member for Hawthorn that, if he
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chooses to go down this path, he check the standing
orders to find the appropriate way to raise these matters
before the house and that he therefore be asked to cease
his attack on the Minister for Industrial Relations, be
asked to stop going down this path — —
An honourable member interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Chair has heard
sufficient. There is no point of order.
Mr PESUTTO — We need to interrupt the business
of this house to discuss a grievous breach of the rules
and the oath that each member of this place swears to
tell the truth. We have had a minister of the Crown tell
this house that she had spoken to Fair Work — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Chair ordinarily
would not stop the clock during this type of debate.
However, it is difficult to proceed because it
disenfranchises other speakers that follow as well. But
if this is to proceed, the Chair will choose and can
choose to stop the clock.
Ms Allan — On a point of order, Speaker, I simply
renew my previous point of order and ask you to
counsel the member — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Ms Allan — I did not know you had so many
helpers over there, Speaker — you must feel very
lucky. I ask that you counsel the member for Hawthorn
that the approach he is taking is not the appropriate one
for raising serious matters like this and that you ask him
to desist from attacking the Minister for Industrial
Relations in such a way.
The SPEAKER — Order! There is no point of
order.
Mr PESUTTO — In the time I have left all I want
to say is that we have never seen a breach like this.
Ms ALLAN (Minister for Public Transport) — In
speaking against the motion moved by the member for
Hawthorn to adjourn the debate, I simply say — and I
am at risk of repeating comments I made in the house
earlier today — that the government has a number of
important bills to go through. As I understand from the
whip, there are still many members on both sides of the
Parliament who wish to discuss the Rural Assistance
Schemes Bill 2016, and of course there are still many
members of this place who would like to debate the
budget.
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We have seen all week a campaign of stunts and a
campaign of misinformation led by the Leader of the
Opposition and from all the way through the Liberal
Party and all the way through the National Party.
Members opposite have tried to use volunteers in the
Country Fire Authority as a political campaigning tool.
They have come in here and asked question after
question of the Premier and not even given him the
courtesy of allowing him to answer those questions. I
am sure there would have been many members of this
house and indeed the community who would have liked
to have heard the answers the Premier was wanting to
put to those questions, because he was clearly
dispelling the campaign of misinformation and lies that
has been put about by those opposite on this issue.
Those opposite have spent all week shouting. They
have spent all week shouting, beating their chests,
carrying on and hiding behind the volunteers and using
them as a political tool. We will not stand for that. We
have business of the house that we would like to
continue with — business of the house we understood
members wanted to talk about. As I said, the Rural
Assistance Schemes Bill plus the budget are debates to
which I think many members on this side would still
like to make contributions. Those opposite are trying to
gag the debate on the budget.
We know why they want to gag debate on the
budget — it is a great budget, it is a fantastic budget,
and they have not even bothered in the sitting weeks
since the budget was handed down to ask the Treasurer
one single question on it. I do not know what is going
on over there, but they have not even bothered — the
shadow Treasurer, the member for Malvern, must keep
getting rolled in the tactics meetings, because they have
not even bothered to ask one single question about the
budget. We reject that approach.
We do want to get on with issues like the Rural
Assistance Schemes Bill and the budget. These are the
things before the house today that are important. The
serious matters, as I said — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Leader of the
House, to continue in silence.
Ms ALLAN — Allegations are being made by the
member for Hawthorn. The member for Hawthorn likes
to strut around this place as the chief legal counsel for
the entire Parliament and perhaps the entire state, but he
should know that there are appropriate forms in the
standing orders for those sorts of things to be dealt with.
If members opposite want to have a proper debate, we
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will happily have a proper debate. We will have a
proper debate, and who knows? We might even go to
other matters that are on the notice paper, issues like
what happened down at Fishermans Bend. I am sure the
Minister for Planning would love to go to the issue of
what went on down there at Fishermans Bend.
Ms Staley interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for Ripon
will have her opportunity next.
Ms ALLAN — We have seen this week in the
papers allegations around who the potential
beneficiaries were of rezoning decisions that went on
down there at Fishermans Bend. I know that those
opposite are going to continue — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Ms ALLAN — I know that they are going to
continue shouting. Those opposite seem to think that he
who shouts the loudest wins the day. As we know, that
is so sadly true. I urge the house to continue with
discussion.
Mr T. Smith interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! I warn the member for
Kew. The member will not be warned again. The Chair
wishes to refer — in light of the current atmospherics,
shall we call them — to Rulings from the Chair:
The Speaker ruled that when it appears to the Chair that there
is an intent to deliberately time waste, or if it appears that the
point of order will take so much time that it will deprive a
member of his rights, the Chair may decide to stop the clock.

The Chair will take a very impartial position on the
subject matter and will apply this ruling accordingly in
the current debate.
Mr GUY (Leader of the Opposition) — To
paraphrase the words of Kerry Packer, ‘You only get
one Natalie Hutchins in your career’. I give the minister
10 points for confidence but zero points for
competence. Let us be pretty clear about what the
Minister for Industrial Relations told this house and the
people of Victoria in question time today. She said she
had spoken personally to the head of the Fair Work
Commission and that he had provided her with
assurances that the proposed agreement will not give a
veto power or indeed hinder diversity in the Country
Fire Authority (CFA) because of the government’s
flawed and discriminatory attack on the CFA.
The Fair Work Commission head, Iain Ross, has come
back and said that what the minister has said is all
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wrong. So let us be pretty clear about this. Let us be
very clear about this. The industrial relations minister
has walked into this chamber. After bagging the CFA at
the back door this morning she has walked into this
chamber and misled it and lied to Victorians in the
process. No mincing words. The man she quoted in
question time says that what the minister said is not the
case, that he never gave her those assurances. As such,
she has lied to this Parliament. She has lied to the
people of Victoria, and frankly she should resign.
The minister walked into question time full of bluster.
As I said before, 10 points for confidence, zero for
competence. The minister walked in here full of bluster,
saying that she has got the head of Fair Work to back
her up, that there are no problems with a veto, that there
are no problems at all with diversity issues, that they
should get on and sign, locking the CFA into destroying
70 years of volunteerism. That minister used the head
of Fair Work Australia. She used his name, she used his
position, and frankly now we find it was all a lie.
When a minister walks into this chamber, they walk
into this chamber with the backing of the oath they
made to the people of Victoria, and that oath includes
absolutely, unequivocally telling the truth in this
chamber. When you speak in this chamber you are
speaking to 6 million Victorians. This minister, the
Minister for Industrial Relations, walked in here not
3 hours ago and told all of us that the CFA needs to get
on with it, it needs to understand that the head of Fair
Work Australia is saying there is no problem with a
veto — ‘There is no problem. These issues don’t exist’.
She walked in here as a tool to bludgeon the CFA, to
say to that board, ‘Hurry up and sign a deal that is
going to destroy the CFA, 70 years of volunteerism and
everything that has been built by country, regional and
outer-urban communities’. And frankly she was backed
up by the Premier. She was backed up by every
member, including this guy on his feet. She was backed
up by all of them.
Mr Pearson — On a point of order, Speaker, my
understanding is that the debate on the motion before
the house is actually a very tight and narrow debate,
and the Leader of the Opposition seems to be straying
quite widely from that motion. I ask that you bring him
back to debating the motion before the house.
The SPEAKER — Order! The debate is a narrow
one. It should relate to why the debate should be
adjourned. I ask the Leader of the Opposition to come
back to the debate.
Mr GUY — On the point of order, Speaker, you are
quite right. This debate is about why this motion should
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be adjourned and why we should be debating that the
Minister for Industrial Relations should be coming into
this chamber to personally explain the lies she told in
question time. Frankly, the Premier should be coming
in on this motion being adjourned — —
The SPEAKER — Order! I refer to Rulings from
the Chair:
‘Lied’ and ‘Lying’ — imputations. An accusation that a
member has lied, or is lying, is an imputation of improper
motive, and a contravention of the standing orders.
Vol. 467, p. 525, 6.9.2005 (Maddigan); Vol. 468, p. 1227,
5.10.2005 (Acting Speaker Ingram).

I ask the Leader of the Opposition to refrain from using
terminology which is unparliamentary from now on.
Mr GUY — Whether the minister has misled the
house, deliberately or otherwise, the fact is that under
every Westminster convention she would be required to
hand back her commission, and this instance should be
no different. She has walked into this chamber and used
as a tool to bludgeon the CFA the fact that she has
quoted the head of Fair Work, used his name. She has
verballed him, she has quoted him. She has used this
man and his position as another reason for why the
CFA should sign a bad deal and destroy 70 years of
volunteerism. What we have found out is that man
never said that to this minister. She has misled this
house, she has misled the media and she has lied to the
people of Victoria. She has got to resign.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Chair had requested
the Leader of the Opposition to refrain from using that
terminology. I caution the Leader of the Opposition.
Mr PEARSON (Essendon) — I guess this is what
happens when James Campbell does a performance
report on the frontbench of those opposite. There is no
fight in them until James Campbell says they are all no
good and they are the worst shadow frontbench he has
seen in 15 years. This is what happens. This is the
second attempt today by those opposite to try to derail
and distract this government from getting on with
giving good governance back to the state, which the
people deserve.
Firstly, we have before us a significant volume of work
for this house, and this is just a stalling and delaying
tactic from those opposite. The reality is that we have to
get through the Rural Assistance Schemes Bill 2016.
That is a piece of legislation that must be passed at
5.00 p.m. today under the government business
program, which this house agreed to just two days ago.
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Secondly, the manager of opposition business, the
member for Box Hill, came into this place a number of
weeks ago complaining about the fact that there was a
lack of opportunity for members to speak in relation to
the budget papers. Now we have got time set aside
today for members to make a contribution specifically
in relation to the budget which was handed down. That
is precisely why we had only three bills on the notice
paper this week: in order to accommodate a number of
members by providing them with the opportunity to
speak on the budget. That is what we are here for. We
have to get through an important piece of legislation —
otherwise known as cleaning up the member for
Malvern’s mess — and we have to provide the
opportunity for a number of members to speak on the
motion to take note of this fantastic budget. It is a great
budget. It is a wonderful opportunity for people to
make a contribution about what this budget means for
all of us.
Again, this is just a repeat of what we saw earlier today
from the member for Gembrook. In his earlier
endeavours, aided and abetted by the manager of
opposition business, he sought to derail this Parliament
from getting on with doing the important work before
it. That is the reality. The problem is that this is another
such attempt. I reiterate my earlier opening remarks that
this is what happens when James Campbell from the
Herald Sun sends a rocket up the opposition
frontbench. You can see them all scurrying around,
trying to work it out and justify their existence, trying to
prove that they are relevant to the process, to make sure
that they impress upon their leader that they are there to
work, that they deserve a place on the front bench. We
can see those behind them eagerly waiting and hoping
that someone on the front bench slips and falls so they
can take a position there. That is the reality.
This is just an attempt to distract members from the
business of the house. It is nothing more. Opposition
members are just trying to make this place a figure of
ridicule, humiliation and contempt, which is what they
are. They are figures of ridicule, humiliation and
contempt, and they know it. They are trying to distract
from the business of the house. We have a lot of work
in front of us, and we should be afforded the
opportunity get on with it. That is what we are here for.
As legislators we are here to get on with the job of
scrutinising and passing important legislation that is
relevant to the people of Victoria. Moreover, the
take-note motion provides an opportunity for all
members to make a comment about what they think is
important in relation to the recent state budget, both
positive and negative. That is how this works. An
appropriation bill comes before this place and members
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from all sides of house are able to have their say on
what they think is important.
I cannot believe that those opposite would deny
members the opportunity to have their say on the
budget when we specifically arranged to have only
three bills to debate this week to allow members the
opportunity to spend their time speaking on the budget
papers. That was the whole point. The member for Box
Hill, the manager of opposition business, got up on
Tuesday and complained about the fact that there were
only three bills and a light workload. The reality is that
it was agreed that we would try to basically make sure
that members on both this side and the opposite side
could have their say on the budget. That is what this
afternoon is supposed to be about.
We have the Rural Assistance Schemes Bill 2016 that
needs to be passed, and then we can move on with
allowing all members to make a contribution on this
great budget. As many members would know, I love
spending time here in this chamber. I love being here. It
is great to be here. There has never been a better time to
be a member of the Andrews Labor government in this
place, and I want to hear about this budget. I want to
hear it all. I want to know all about what is in the
budget, and those opposite are depriving me of the
opportunity and the right to listen to the debate on this
great budget. It is my right. I want to hear it. I love the
budget. It is a great budget, and members opposite are
depriving me of my right to listen to the budget debate.
I oppose the adjournment motion.
The SPEAKER — Order! On the narrow motion
before the house, I now call the member for Gembrook.
Mr BATTIN (Gembrook) — It is a very narrow
debate before the house, and it is simply about
adjourning the second-reading debate and the reason
we need to adjourn the debate. There is nothing more
important. The member for Essendon referred to his
opportunity to speak on the budget and on other bills,
and he should have that right. That is fine: extend the
sitting of the house if you want extra time, because
nothing is more important at the moment than a
minister misleading the Parliament of Victoria — —
The SPEAKER — Order! The Chair will not have
that subject matter as part of this debate. I advise
members to confine their remarks to the current
question of why this matter should be adjourned at this
point in time.
Mr BATTIN — On a point of order, Speaker, while
this has been a narrow debate, you have allowed, the
entire time through, for a very wideranging debate,
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including allowing the member for Essendon to refer
back to budgets, other bills and other items and try to
defend a minister who is failing, yet you will not let us
on this side talk about a minister who has misled the
house. On your ruling there alone, you have allowed
every person before me to speak. You cannot silence
me on this. The minister has misled the house
intentionally — and it is not me saying it, it is the
president of the Fair Work Commission. We must stand
up for Victorians. That is what our responsibility is. To
go out and lie to the public is nothing more than a
disgrace, Speaker, and you have to rule in favour to let
us be heard.
Mr Pakula — On the point of order, Speaker, as
you are aware, standing order 118 makes it clear that an
imputation of improper motives and personal
reflections can only be dealt with by substantive
motion. I put it to you, Speaker, that it is not proper for
any member to use a debate on the question of whether
a matter should be adjourned to effectively bring into
the debate, by a backdoor method, the question of
whether or not any member has misled the house. The
standing orders are clear that if the member for
Gembrook or any other member wishes to make that
assertion, they need to do that by way of substantive
motion, not by way of unfounded assertion in debate.
Mr Clark — On the point of order, Speaker, the
Attorney-General has raised an entirely different issue.
The matters the Attorney-General is raising are entirely
separate to the point of order taken by the member for
Gembrook. The member’s point of order was, firstly,
that there has been a wideranging debate on this, and
secondly, the thrust of his argument is that he has been
putting to this house reasons why the debate should be
adjourned. So long as he continues to do that, he is
entirely in order.
The SPEAKER — Order! On advice, the Chair is
in good faith endeavouring to bring the debate back to
where it belongs. Remarks in passing may well be
made, as the Chair sought advice, but the substantive
contribution or the content of or the totality of the
contribution cannot focus on matters that took place
during the course of question time or on the conduct or
otherwise of a minister. Therefore, I request that the
member for Gembrook focus on the question before the
house and understand and follow through the ruling as
advanced to the house at this point in time.
Mr BATTIN — Thank you very much, Speaker,
and I will abide by your ruling. The reason this debate
needs to be adjourned is that, after a conversation I have
had with Iain Ross today, who I must remind the house
is also a volunteer firefighter in Victoria, he has come
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forward and said that information about what he has
stated has been misrepresented, that it has been
misrepresented across this state and used in this house.
It is vital then that this house provide the opportunity
for a debate to actually get on the record exactly what
has happened. The reason we are adjourning debate on
this debate today — —
Mr Pakula — On a point of order, Speaker — —
Mr Battin interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Gembrook! The Chair advanced a ruling and requested
that the debate be confined to the narrow debate, where
it should stay, in relation to why this second-reading
debate should be now adjourned or otherwise.
Mr Pakula — On a point of order, Speaker, in
reflecting on the comments that you have just made, I
would suggest to you that the member for Gembrook
has disregarded your previous ruling. You indicated
that it was appropriate for him to make some comments
in passing but not to make the substance of his
contribution — his entire contribution — in regard to
the alleged conduct of the minister, and that that is
something that he can do only by way of substantive
motion, which he has not done.
Mr M. O’Brien — On the point of order, Speaker,
for the member for Gembrook to put forward an
argument as to why debate on the current matter before
the house should be adjourned, it must surely be with a
view as to what should take its place. That is what the
member is doing in very sensible, temperate language.
He has, I think, heard your previous ruling. For the
member to speak on why the matter should be
adjourned, it cannot be in a vacuum. The member is
simply putting an argument that there is more pressing
business that the house should discuss. I believe,
therefore, the member has been entirely consistent with
your ruling, and you should rule the Attorney-General’s
point of order out of order.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Chair reminds
members that the matter before the house is the Rural
Assistance Schemes Bill 2016. In passing, the Chair
makes a comment that no reference had been made to
that. The member for Gembrook, to continue, but to
very carefully stay away from the matters that the Chair
ruled on. Only in passing can comments be made. The
member for Gembrook, to continue.
Mr BATTIN — I will put it on the record then,
Speaker, that obviously we want to adjourn the debate
on this side because there is a very pressing, urgent
issue that needs to be debated, an issue that is
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detrimental to the Parliament and how we operate in
relation to a minister, in relation to their position and
whether they can stay in that position — should they
resign; should they go? — and that needs to be put on
the record.
I noticed that on the other side of the house at the
moment they have gone very solemn because they have
just started to read every newspaper, and they know
that it is coming out in every media channel at the
moment. But there is one person who is not here at the
moment, and that is the minister in question. She will
not come into this house and defend herself, and why?
Because you cannot defend what she has done today by
using the Fair Work commissioner in a political sense.
They have misled Victorians.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Chair did rule on the
subject matter and requested that the member refer to
the minister or the subject matter, conduct or otherwise,
only in passing. The member for Gembrook is not
doing that. The member for Gembrook, to continue on
the point that the member needs to continue on: why
the house should be adjourned or otherwise. The
member, to continue.
Mr BATTIN — In the final 20 seconds, there is no
simpler message we can put out there now than that this
debate needs to be adjourned right now. We need to
have an adjournment of this debate to ensure that those
people on that side can all defend a minister who is
misleading Victorians intentionally.
The SPEAKER — Order! The question is:
That the debate be now adjourned.

House divided on motion:
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Noes, 47
Allan, Ms
Andrews, Mr
Blandthorn, Ms
Brooks, Mr
Bull, Mr J.
Carbines, Mr
Carroll, Mr
D’Ambrosio, Ms
Dimopoulos, Mr
Donnellan, Mr
Edbrooke, Mr
Edwards, Ms
Eren, Mr
Foley, Mr
Garrett, Ms
Graley, Ms
Green, Ms
Halfpenny, Ms
Hennessy, Ms
Hibbins, Mr
Howard, Mr
Hutchins, Ms
Kairouz, Ms
Kilkenny, Ms

Knight, Ms
Lim, Mr
McGuire, Mr
Merlino, Mr
Nardella, Mr
Neville, Ms
Noonan, Mr
Pakula, Mr
Pallas, Mr
Pearson, Mr
Richardson, Mr
Richardson, Ms
Sandell, Ms
Scott, Mr
Sheed, Ms
Spence, Ms
Staikos, Mr
Suleyman, Ms
Thomas, Ms
Thomson, Ms
Ward, Ms
Williams, Ms
Wynne, Mr

Motion defeated.
Mr HOWARD (Buninyong) — I am certainly very
pleased to have the opportunity to speak on the bill
before the house at the moment, which of course relates
to the Rural Finance Corporation of Victoria and the
closing down or signing away of that corporation
because it is no longer necessary. Why is this bill before
the house necessary at the moment? It is necessary
because the former government, as we heard, sold off
the major part of the Rural Finance Corporation of
Victoria in a very sudden move to the Bendigo Bank.
This was done without consulting the rural community,
without consulting more broadly at all with farmers or
other regional communities, and suddenly Victoria
woke up one day to find that the then coalition
government had decided to sell the rural finance
corporation off to the Bendigo Bank.

Ayes, 36
Angus, Mr
Asher, Ms
Battin, Mr
Blackwood, Mr
Britnell, Ms
Bull, Mr T.
Burgess, Mr
Clark, Mr
Crisp, Mr
Dixon, Mr
Fyffe, Mrs
Gidley, Mr
Guy, Mr
Hodgett, Mr
Katos, Mr
Kealy, Ms
McCurdy, Mr
McLeish, Ms

Morris, Mr
Northe, Mr
O’Brien, Mr D.
O’Brien, Mr M.
Paynter, Mr
Pesutto, Mr
Riordan, Mr
Ryall, Ms
Ryan, Ms
Smith, Mr R.
Smith, Mr T.
Southwick, Mr
Staley, Ms
Victoria, Ms
Wakeling, Mr
Walsh, Mr
Watt, Mr
Wells, Mr

Again no tenders were called for, there were no open
processes to see who might make a better bid than
Bendigo Bank. There was just a quick announcement
and the process had not been thought through. This bill
is necessary because, as a result of that, we had an odd
situation. The rural finance corporation does a number
of things. It does have a significant commercial arm,
but we know that the government of the day over a long
period of time has also seen the corporation as an
appropriate way to deliver assistance packages to the
rural community.
The rural finance corporation has therefore been
undertaking a number of non-commercial functions
and, while the arrangement with Bendigo Bank saw
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that those non-commercial functions were taken up, in
general we still had to have the rural finance
corporation in place with just one employee in the end
so that they could oversee or check to see that the
arrangements that had been put in place for the
non-commercial, government assistance side of the
program were appropriately administered by Bendigo
Bank. But for that one employee it became a little bit
like Yes, Minister, because the rural finance corporation
was down to one employee but it still needed a full
board and all of the costs associated with managing that
board to administer that one employee.
The former coalition government clearly had not
worked through this whole process, as was the situation
with so many other processes. It tried to impress in the
latter days of the Baillieu and Napthine governments
that it was actually doing things because it realised an
election was coming and it had not done a lot in the first
two and a half years of its term or in fact any of its
term. It wanted to make it look as if it was getting on
and doing something. So it sold off the rural finance
corporation, but it left then the corporation still having
to technically exist to ensure that the non-financial,
government assistance packages were still being
administered appropriately. But as a government we
have determined that the sensible decision to make is to
say although we perhaps still need oversight of all of
that non-commercial side of it, the government
assistance side that Bendigo Bank for the most part has
taken on, we do not need a whole board in place. We do
not need the rural finance corporation anymore. We
need instead an entity which we are calling the Rural
Assistance Commissioner, which will work with all of
the bodies from government that are providing
assistance funds to rural Victorians for a range of
reasons but especially, we know, in regard to our
concern for the recent drought.
We know that the last 12 months leading up to May has
been an incredibly dry period. Many farmers have
struggled through this last production period, especially
through the last season, when crops were failing in a
large part of the state. Again the state has provided
assistance. We know that the Premier and so many of
our ministers have been out there in regional Victoria
talking with farmers, talking with people who were so
badly affected by drought, and of course they have
offered them additional assistance. The aim of the Rural
Assistance Commissioner is to work with the Bendigo
Bank and other bodies that are entrusted to distribute
the funding for rural assistance to ensure that it is done
correctly, but they do not need a whole board to back it
up. They need the administrative structures that are
there within the government departments, particularly
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in regard to the agricultural area, to ensure that they are
being appropriately administered.
I do want to take on board though some other
comments that have been made by the former Treasurer
when he spoke on this bill — as did the member for
Murray Plains, who spoke briefly on the bill — when
they tried to suggest that the Andrews Labor
government and that Labor in general are not
committed to regional Victoria. I want to clearly put on
record that this government certainly is committed to
regional Victoria, as the former Brumby and Bracks
governments were. And I note very significant records
in that area of those governments, because again the
former Treasurer talked about the so-called
billion-dollar assistance package for regional Victoria
that the former coalition government crowed about so
often.
Of course when you looked at that so-called
billion-dollar package, it was $1 billion over eight
years, and of course the government only lasted for four
years, so at best only half of that package was able to be
delivered. Why did The Nationals see it as so important
to have some sort of regional assistance package? It
was because the Bracks and Brumby governments were
so supportive of regional Victoria.
I am a testament to how The Nationals in coalition were
failing regional Victoria. Along with so many other
Labor MPs I was elected in 1999, the same year we
brought in the Regional Infrastructure Development
Fund (RIDF). The RIDF was a very well received and
very well structured fund which supplied so much
assistance across regional Victoria in all of the years of
the Bracks and Brumby governments. When the
coalition came into office it decided it wanted to
rebadge it and pretend it was a new fund, but really it
was just RIDF under a different name. In fact the
coalition was going to salt some of that money into
other projects that should have not have been RIDF
projects, because RIDF was all about improving the
opportunity for regional Victoria to grow and to sustain
more jobs — it was all about job development and
capacity building for regional Victoria.
Within that of course we brought gas to so many
regional towns like Creswick in my electorate and
benefited regional Victoria that way. There was funding
in my electorate for the mechanics institute, the Bridge
Mall upgrade, the Eureka centre, the Daylesford
Regional Visitor Information Centre, streetscape works
in Ballan and so many other terrific projects — even
the grandstand at Kyneton oval was upgraded as part of
the Small Towns Development Fund, which fell into
the Regional Infrastructure Development Fund. The
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Bracks and Brumby governments did so much to build
up regional Victoria. The technology park in my
electorate is also a testament to the support that was
given under those governments.
Clearly Labor has a great record of supporting regional
Victoria. I see the Minister for Tourism and Major
Events, who is the member for Lara, and the member
for Wendouree are in the house at the moment, and
they are thinking about parts of their own rural and
regional electorates that have benefited so much under
Labor governments and will continue to benefit under
the Andrews Labor government.
The bill before the house looks at closing down the
rural finance corporation, as is appropriate, after the
sale of the rural finance corporation effectively — or
nearly all of its assets — to Bendigo Bank and puts in
place a much more sensible administrative capacity. It
is an example of how this government continues to
focus on issues associated with rural and regional
Victoria and continues its ongoing commitment.
I am so pleased that I have been able to speak on this
bill this afternoon and that the debate was not shut
down by the opposition, as it attempted to do, because I
am, like all people on this side of the house, committed
to all Victorians and to ensuring that regional Victoria
gets its share of funding and support.
Mr J. BULL (Sunbury) — I am also very pleased to
rise to contribute to debate on the Rural Assistance
Schemes Bill 2016. We know that the purpose of the
bill is to do the following, as the previous member has
mentioned: to establish the Rural Assistance
Commissioner to administer state and commonwealth
rural assistance schemes on behalf of the state of
Victoria; to facilitate the transfer of property, rights and
liabilities of the Rural Finance Corporation of Victoria
to the Rural Assistance Commissioner and provide for
the wind-up of the rural finance corporation; to provide
the Rural Assistance Commissioner with the power to
delegate any of its functions in relation to rural
assistance schemes to secretaries of other departments;
to repeal the Rural Finance Act 1988 and the Young
Farmers’ Finance Council Act 1979; and finally, to
make consequential amendments to the Estate Agents
Act 1980 and the Subdivision Act 1988.
The Rural Assistance Commissioner will preserve and
enhance elements of the rural finance corporation but
will end the waste of employing a board of directors to
supervise just one employee. The commissioner will be
an advocate for the needs of rural communities and
provide a single, powerful voice in government for
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people who are experiencing hardship in regional
Victoria and require assistance.
I take this opportunity to put on the public record my
support for our wonderful farmers right across Victoria.
My electorate is home to many of them. Although not
considered a regional or rural area as such, Sunbury
does have quite a number of farms on its outskirts, and
many friends and friends of the family own such farms.
I know how very hard these people work each and
every day. When I was growing up, my father, who was
a surveyor, spent a lot of time working around regional
and rural Victoria, and he would often talk of his
interactions with the farming community. On visits to
see him when he worked away I certainly got a sense of
the great work that is done right across the state.
Those on this side of the house understand that life on
the farm is hard work and know that, through droughts,
floods and low yields, constant stress can be associated
with the farming community. The government
assistance packages are vital.
The other important area that we should mention —
and I know that other speakers this afternoon have
touched on it quite briefly — is the mental health of
farmers, which I am sure all members of the house
would agree is particularly important. It is something
that I know members want to see improved. Obviously
there are those seasonal conditions that I mentioned, the
threat of fire, flood and of course drought, which play a
significant role in terms of mental health for farmers.
That is something that is obviously of great concern.
There is great fluidity in managing farms on a
year-to-year basis, and I think that all members of the
house would agree that it is important for the state to
understand that the ultimate goal is to ensure that we
support our farmers so that their families and their
communities are the very best they can be. Ensuring
that support from local, state and federal governments
and the agencies associated with them is provided at all
three levels of government is important. Certainly in
our time in office the Minister for Water, the Minister
for Energy, Environment and Climate Change and of
course the Minister for Agriculture have done
significant work in assisting these communities, and I
know that that will certainly continue.
We know that the bill before us today has a history that
stems from the former government and we on this side
of the house, as has been mentioned, do not have a
problem with asset recycling, but it needs to be done
carefully and thoughtfully. We know that because of a
process of no scrutiny, no consultation and no
competitive tender there was a great deal of concern
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around announcements made by the former
government, announcements that have led to this bill
today. Almost no thought was given to the ongoing
needs of the rural communities experiencing hardship.
You may not be someone who has grown up on a farm,
you may not be someone who has experience on a farm
each and every day, but I do not think that necessarily
means you are not someone who can understand
farmers, a farmer’s perspective and a farmer’s point of
view. That is something on which all members, I hope,
would agree with me.

When you go through the list and have a look at all of
these commitments — and I can see the honourable
member over on the other side nodding his head and
agreeing with me; there is another Bull that would
probably agree — —

If we look at what has been delivered thus far in our
time in office, there has been considerable investment;
for example, $1.3 billion for regional rail services. As I
mentioned, the Minister for Agriculture and Minister
for Regional Development announced last month the
support for the dairy farmers package — $11.4 million.
This was a result of the decision by Murray Goulburn
and Fonterra respectively to cut the prices paid to
suppliers. That has received a great deal of media
attention. I know that all residents in my electorate
would want to see support for the dairy industry be the
very best it can be. There is individual ownership but
there is also the responsibility of the state to provide
very important assistance packages to allow our farmers
to grow and prosper and do the very best they can.

When you look at the facts, the Sunbury community is
unique in that it is 40 to 45 minutes from the CBD but
there is a great country feel to the community. I know
that the member for Macedon would certainly agree.
When you go through step by step and look at the
investment and the support, all of the things the
Andrews Labor government has done since coming to
office in November 2014, I think the results speak for
themselves. The Minister for Water, the Minister for
Energy, Environment and Climate Change and the
Minister for Agriculture have thus far done an
outstanding job.

On top of that there have been significant
announcements around drought assistance packages
and support for the mental health of our farmers that we
know is incredibly important. Just last year the Minister
for Agriculture and the Minister for Water announced a
new package of support measures for farmers affected
by drought, and we know that there is $220 000 to
deliver mental health first aid training across the
10 identified drought-affected local council areas to
implement local community engagement and support
measures. On top of this there is $270 000 for
additional rural financial counsellors and $300 000 for a
State Schools Relief program to provide those in
drought-affected communities with uniforms, shoes and
other school items.
In the context of this bill it is important to let the record
reflect the Andrews Labor government’s commitment
to ensuring that our farming communities in rural and
regional Victoria are wholeheartedly supported. We
stand with them and we stand by them. In researching
and having a look at the commitment from this side of
the house and the Andrews Labor government it is
certainly my view that this support makes a significant
difference in ensuring that, as I have mentioned,
members on this side of the house are not city centric as
The Nationals often claim.

An honourable member interjected.
Mr J. BULL — That is right, exactly — city living,
country style. That is exactly right, member for
Broadmeadows.

The Andrews government knows the importance of our
rural and regional communities. Towns throughout
Victoria are made up of individuals with great heart and
great passion. We support these communities both in
good times and in bad. I know that the work of the
Rural Assistance Commissioner is extremely important
because so many rural Victorians, as I mentioned this
afternoon, rely on those state and commonwealth
support packages to do the great work they do, the very
best work. I think all members on this side of the house
would support them in that, and I commend the bill to
the house.
Ms SHEED (Shepparton) — I rise to make a
contribution to the debate on the Rural Assistance
Schemes Bill 2016. The bill represents one of the final
stages of the winding up of the business entity, the
Rural Finance Corporation of Victoria (RFCV), which
was sold to Bendigo and Adelaide Bank in 2014. The
sale to Bendigo Bank resulted in the divestment of the
loan book and most of the RFCV staff. The government
determined that the rural finance corporation be wound
up and the remaining functions be transferred to a new
body, the Rural Assistance Commissioner, and that is
what this bill does. A shell, in effect, is what is now left
of what was once a great and independent organisation
in regional Victoria. There has recently been a book
published on the history of the rural finance
corporation. It is called Just Like Family — A history of
Victoria’s Rural Finance Corporation, and it was
authored by Adam McNicol and Andrew Chapman. It
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is a very detailed history of how the rural finance
corporation originally came into operation. You can go
back a very long way to look at the steps that are part of
our history.
Really it all comes back to the times of soldier
settlement. As early as after the First World War
governments decided that big tracts of land should be
divided up and that soldiers should be given the
opportunity to farm those lands. After the First World
War they did not do it very well; they settled farmers in
the Mallee in areas where the farmers would have great
difficulty farming and being productive. They found
that by the 1930s so many of these farmers were in debt
that various rural farm debt adjustment bills had to be
introduced into the Parliament. In a lot of ways many
farmers had to be bailed out of what turned out to be
very difficult situations.
By the end of the Second World War there was a lot of
angst about whether such a scheme should be set up
again, but again overwhelmingly communities thought
that it was a fair and just thing to give soldiers returning
from the war the opportunity to farm. This time they
did it differently. They cut up areas of land and gave
them bigger properties in areas where there was more
potential. They also provided funding for fencing,
improvements and infrastructure on farms and some
capital to get started with, so it actually looked like
things would be better. The history has been quite a rich
one. It was the Soldier Settlement Commission that
preceded what ultimately became the rural finance
corporation.
The member for Malvern suggested that those who
opposed the sale of the rural finance corporation could
be regarded as Marxist. I can assure him that I do not
put myself in that category, but I am very concerned
that it is actions such as this that bleed regional
communities of major organisations. I fear that this is
what could be happening with the Country Fire
Authority (CFA). Just before Christmas I was invited
into the Shepparton CFA station to have some
Christmas drinks, to be shown around the station and to
have a look at the memorabilia in that station. I was
amazed at the extent of the intergenerational history
that had developed in that particular station. I think it is
probably reflective of many other CFA organisations
around the state.
Grandfathers, fathers, and these days sons and
daughters, are involved in the CFA as volunteers, and
they provide a very rich and worthwhile part of our
community. It is easy to think that these are just people
who go and fight fires. Volunteerism is about so much
more than that. Volunteering gives people a sense of
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identity. It connects them with their community, and it
gives them a great sense of self-value. It is essential in
our country communities, which are being constantly
depleted of organisations that provide them with that
sort of value, that we are at least left with the capacity
to do things for ourselves. We used to have large
research institutes in country areas. We used to have
people on our borders protecting us from fruit fly
entering Victoria. We used to have people who came to
our houses in towns and sprayed our fruit trees to kill
fruit fly. All of that has gone. All of that means jobs are
going as well, so our communities are being depleted.
For instance, I understand that the regional director of
education for the whole Hume region, which includes
my electorate, is in Box Hill. Is that not an anomaly that
ought to be addressed?
We have a major government building in Benalla, and
when you go there, fortunately there is someone at the
front desk, but there are long corridors with a lot of
empty offices in them. Once they were full of people.
Once government departments were located in regional
areas. The rural finance corporation was one of those
organisations that had a big presence in many country
towns, and Shepparton was one of those. It will
ultimately disappear and no doubt be absorbed by the
Bendigo Bank branch that we have in our town. It has
been occupying a major building and employing a
considerable number of staff. It is an organisation I
have dealt with many times as a lawyer, and so many
farmers in my community have had loans through it.
Throughout the period of drought they have had many
assistance packages administered through that
organisation, and I wonder now what will happen when
we have one individual, a commissioner, sitting in a
government department. That person may even be the
secretary of the department and not an individual
dedicated to the particular job. I wonder how those sorts
of schemes will be rolled out and how well they will be
administered in the future when we have no-one
dedicated, no team of people who are part of our own
community, administering those schemes in the same
way that it happened through that corporation when it
existed.
Just going back to the history of it, in my area huge
tracts of land were acquired and cut up for soldier
settlement farms. They were places like Invergordon,
Katandra, Strathmerton and Katamatite, and a very rich
dairy industry developed around those areas. They had
a terrible time during the drought, and many of the
farmers sold their water and ultimately their farms and
left. We now have what is often called a patchwork of
farms that have water and farms that do not, farms that
are occupied and farms that are not, across our
Goulburn-Murray irrigation district. That is presenting
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a real challenge for future viability for our irrigated
agricultural industries.

distinction between a financial institution and, as it
were, the philanthropic activities of that institution.

The proceeds of the sale of the rural finance corporation
were dedicated to be spent in regional areas, so some
good has come out of the sale, perhaps. I understand
that $220 million has been put aside for the Murray
Basin railway freight project, and that is no doubt
welcome, but there is still plenty of money available out
of the proceeds. I draw attention to the state of our
country roads, particularly in my electorate. Some of
the worst roads are around the Shepparton district. We
are also pleading for a bypass. There is a great
opportunity for investment in my regional and rural
electorate and for the expenditure of much of the
funding that was left over from the sale of the rural
finance corporation.

I note that the Minister for Veterans is at the table. Last
year I represented the Minister for Veterans at the
opening of the soldier settlement scheme exhibition in
the Old Treasury Building. I remember learning about
the soldier settlement scheme in high school, and it was
great in theory, but in practice it was just woeful. It was
clear that policymakers did not appreciate the fact that
you needed to have scale and size in order to make
these farms work effectively. What you had was too
many farmers on landholdings that were too small,
without access to capital, and as a consequence those
farms struggled.

There have been concerns expressed about how
Bendigo Bank might be able to remain involved in this.
It was envisaged that it would take part in rolling out
some of the assistance schemes into the future. I
wonder now, with the funding for these packages for
dairy farmers that we are looking at, what the
mechanism will be. Will it be best rolled out through
government departments in Melbourne, or is a bank
like Bendigo Bank, which is at least located in rural
areas, perhaps the vehicle for that? I support the bill.
Mr PEARSON (Essendon) — It is always a great
pleasure to follow the member for Shepparton, because
one thing I have learnt in the very brief time I have
been in this place is that the member for Shepparton is a
passionate and strong advocate for her community, and
for someone like me who represents an electorate like
Essendon, she provides me with a degree of knowledge
and insight from her perspective as to what occurs in
her community. It is always good to resist the
temptation to become too focused on your own patch
and to become too myopic. It is always refreshing to
listen to the member for Shepparton, because she is a
strong advocate for her community and provides a
different point of view and an insight which I find quite
refreshing.
I listened to the member for Malvern’s contribution
earlier, and in his very brief opening comments I agreed
with him. I think there is a time and a place when the
state should intervene and run a savings bank, but the
reality is that the 21st century is not the time for us to
do that. There is no need for us to be involved in
running a banking retail operation. I do note the
comments made by the member for Shepparton about
the important roles that those financial institutions can
play in the bush. I think it is important to just draw the

Interestingly, though, I spoke to the curator of that
exhibition, and she indicated that some of the farmers
who had access to capital were able to stick it out. As
they saw their neighbours enter financial hardship and
struggle as a consequence of the drought that started in
1927 — this was a precursor to the Great Depression; it
commenced in 1929 as a market correction on Wall
Street, but it really hit in 1932 — they purchased their
neighbours’ distressed assets and were able to sit tight
and hold on throughout the Great Depression, and by
the late 1940s and early 1950s they were doing pretty
well. They had the scale, they had the size, they actually
knew the land, and they were quite successful in the
end, but it was a long, hard struggle.
The Rural Finance Corporation of Victoria was
established in 1950. I think it was a Country Party
government that founded it, with support from Labor
Party crossbenchers, I think — I am not 100 per cent
sure. The Fourth Annual Report of the Rural Finance
Corporation of Victoria states in the forward:
The necessity for a state financial authority to make loans for
the establishment and expansion of primary and secondary
industries in rural districts has long been recognised by most
governments. Victoria was the last of the Australian states to
establish an institution of this nature, and it was not until 1950
that the rural finance corporation was constituted. It is
gratifying to report that within its comparatively short life the
corporation has been able to fulfil many of the objects for
which it was created and that it has become firmly
established.

I refer to this because clearly in the 1950s you did not
have access to capital in the same way that you do in
the 21st century, which is why I think the member for
Malvern is right. Where you have got access to capital
now, competition and the ability for people to go down
to the bank and take out a loan, you do not need the
state to intervene. You have the state intervene where
there is market failure. Clearly you had a small
oligopoly of bankers, who in those days probably did
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not venture past Collins Street or Hawthorn or Kew or
Toorak, who could not necessarily appreciate the risks
associated with an agricultural enterprise, who may not
have been able to understand the capital requirements
of those businesses, and therefore turned around and
said, ‘Look, we are not going to loan any money to
those farmers, because we actually do not know their
business and we do not want to take a risk’. It made
perfect sense back then to have the state intervene and
say, ‘Well, you know what? We will actually address
market failure by providing this offering to farmers’.
Clearly it was a great success. I note that during the
financial year ending 30 June 1954 the corporation
approved loans amounting to £1 053 109 compared to
£909 599 for primary industries and £143 511 for
secondary industries. So again the rural finance
corporation was about trying to support prime
industries, but also secondary industries, in regional and
remote areas.
I come back to the member for Shepparton’s
contribution, and I think that where the member for
Shepparton is right on the money is on two fronts: one
relates to making sure that there is support for regional
communities, and that is something that is clear that we
need to ensure. That is why I think the commissioner
should be able to discharge those duties, because it is
important that it is a commissioner and not the
Secretary of the Department of Economic
Development, Jobs, Transport and Resources, because
clearly that person has got a pretty full dance card.
It is fair and reasonable that you actually have someone
whose sole focus, sole job, is to service those regional
and rural communities, particularly in an environment
where we have got climate change. Climate change is
real, and there is a need to make sure that where you
have droughts, where you have floods, where you have
natural disasters, the federal government will — as we
saw in the Queensland floods or as we saw with Black
Saturday — provide financial support to those
communities. You need to have a dedicated resource
that can mobilise quickly and move quickly to provide
that funding and that support and that level of
coordination.
The member for Shepparton is correct at one level
about highlighting the need for those services to
continue, and I think that the bill addresses that. The
second point that the member for Shepparton made is a
far more troubling and problematic issue, and I
appreciate the point the member for Shepparton raised.
The reality is that when you have got a large financial
institution that is spread over a number of different
sites, that institution not only provides access to capital
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but it might also provide, for example, the treasurer of
the local netball club and it might provide a sponsor for
the local football club and it might provide a greater
level of wealth coming into the community, because the
reality is that it is a competitive market. If you are the
chief financial officer of a major financial institution or
you work in the credit department or you work in
strategy or you work as an actuary and you happen to
be based in Shepparton, then the reality is that you are
going to be providing a significant income for that
economy.
The challenge that we have got is that increasingly we
are looking at clustering, where most of the economic
growth is being derived from a smaller and smaller
geographic footprint. That is just the reality. It is
difficult because on one level you turn around and say,
‘We need to fight against these economic trends in
order to protect communities like Shepparton’, but I am
not sure we can. I am not sure whether we can actually
go in and try to institute the further decentralisation of
major financial companies into regional and remote
communities.
But what I would say to the member for Shepparton is
that we need to have a state that is in a very strong
financial position to be able to provide those levels of
investment into communities — be it in relation to road
or rail, as the member for Shepparton has talked about,
or be it in relation to hospitals — and we need to try to
find ways in which we can play to a community’s
relative strengths. Clearly health is a strong card that
Shepparton has played. The member for Morwell is at
the table, and clearly energy has been something that
has been very strong down in the valley. I think we
have to be very careful as policymakers and legislators
that we do not try to impose a solution onto
communities and say, ‘Thou shalt have this financial
institution and this level of support and infrastructure
around that’. It is about recognising the beauty and
diversity of our rich state and understanding that we
have got a role to play in terms of being more of an
enabler to those communities so that they can fulfil
their potential.
It was a delight to follow the member for Shepparton.
She is an outstanding member of this place. She always
comes here with a solid work ethic and with the best of
endeavours. I commend the bill.
Ms WARD (Eltham) — I would like to echo the
words of the member for Essendon — the member for
Shepparton does have some sensible things to say. It is
great to hear someone from regional Victoria who is
speaking in a sensible way and who is strongly
advocating for her community, someone who is not
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spending her time going through a negative shopping
list of things that are wrong with the world and that she
does not like about everyone. She is actually trying to
work through some real solutions for our community,
and that is to be commended.
This bill is yet another opportunity for the hardworking
government that this is to clean up, yet again, a mess
created by those opposite in the previous government.
This bill will improve the administration of the
Victorian and commonwealth financial assistance
schemes for rural communities by establishing the
Rural Assistance Commissioner, and it will transfer the
remaining assets, liabilities and functions of the Rural
Finance Corporation of Victoria (RFCV) to that new
body. It also winds up the RFCV.
This bill is necessary. As I said before, it is a clean-up
because the coalition government had a bit of a panic
attack. It put out the garage sale sign. It shoved
everything into the garage and put the signs up all over
the street, including in the milk bars. It had a complete
panic attack and had a fire sale of the rural finance
corporation. The RFCV was sold to the Bendigo and
Adelaide Bank for $1.8 billion without the sale going to
tender. This fire sale, this garage sale — with the signs
everywhere and the mass panic — was held just before
the member for Malvern handed down the 2014 budget.
I think it smacks, just a little bit, of some election
desperation, of a bottom line that needed to be tidied
up.
The member for Malvern needed $400 million to tidy
up his bottom line before the election, so up went the
fire sale signs and out the door went the coalition’s
commitment to looking after rural communities. This is
typical of the short-term thinking of the coalition when
it is in government. In fact we are seeing it while it is in
opposition. The coalition is only after short-term goals.
It is only after quick fixes. It is not after long-term
solutions, and it is certainly not after a long and steady
plan that is to the mutual benefit of all Victorians.
We are still trying to fix up the mess that those opposite
created at Fishermans Bend. When they rezoned
Fishermans Bend there was no consultation, no
consideration and no thought.
Mr M. O’Brien — On a point of order, Deputy
Speaker, the member for Eltham is now straying far and
wide from the confines of the Rural Assistance
Schemes Bill 2016 in trying to talk about developments
at Fishermans Bend. Even on the broadest possible
geographic interpretation, I do not think that
Fishermans Bend qualifies as rural, so I ask you to draw
the member back to the bill.
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The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! I do ask the
honourable member for Eltham to come back to the
bill.
Ms WARD — Thank you, Deputy Speaker. I would
like to assure the member for Malvern that while
geographically Fishermans Bend is indeed not in rural
or regional Victoria, it does actually have relevance
when we talk about the reasons for this bill existing in
the first place, which is the lack of planning by the
coalition across the whole state — the fact that those
opposite are not able to create any real plans for this
state, that they have fire sales whenever they need them
to fix up and pad out their bottom line so that they can
try to put themselves forward at an election without
policies but make themselves look better than they
really are. It is a mirror being held up to the emperor of
Malvern, and I can tell you, Deputy Speaker, that we do
see — —
Mr M. O’Brien — On a point of order, Deputy
Speaker, given that apparently we have all got glass
jaws today, as you know from before lunch, I take
offence at the comments of the member for Eltham, and
I ask her to withdraw them.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! There is no
point of order.
Mr Eren interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The minister
at the table! There is no point of order. Unless there is a
serious matter of imputation, the debate should be
robust. It was taken in that way, and I ask the
honourable member for Eltham to continue.
Mr M. O’Brien — On a further point of order,
Deputy Speaker, standing orders require members to be
referred to by their proper titles in this place. I ask you
to remind the current member for Eltham of that
requirement in her contributions.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! That is
correct. I uphold the point of order. I ask all honourable
members to refer to other honourable members by their
correct titles.
Ms WARD — I would like to assure the member
for Malvern that not only will I be the current member
for Eltham, but I will be the future member for Eltham
as well. What I was explaining was the children’s story
of the emperor and his new clothes, and how the
emperor parades around without people telling him
what the reality of the situation is. This is the
analogy — of a mirror being shown to the emperor —
which I applied to the former member for Malvern.
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Mr M. O’Brien interjected.
Ms WARD — Sorry. The current member. I
apologise. I should have said the current member for
Malvern.
Mr M. O’Brien interjected.
Ms WARD — I withdraw. I am glad to see that
some humour has come back into this chamber on a
Thursday afternoon.
What I do not find funny though is how the current
Leader of the Opposition planned for the $340 million
to pay for parks, schools and public spaces that were
needed at Fishermans Bend. It goes to my point that
there was a lack of planning by the previous
government, which we see with the current opposition,
which is relevant to this bill. We are again cleaning up a
thought bubble of the previous coalition government,
and this is exactly what this bill is about. In fact it is
amazing how much work this government has had to
do in the last 18 months to clean up the variety of
messes that were created by those opposite.
When it announced the sale of the RFCV, the coalition
had no long-term plan for future delivery of rural
assistance programs like drought and flood support.
This bill provides the commissioner with the power to
administer state and commonwealth rural schemes of
assistance. It ensures the continued operation of the
non-commercial functions that were formerly
performed by the RFCV and are currently outsourced
to Bendigo.
Unfortunately because of the short time that I have left
due to the constant interruptions that I had during my
speech, there are a number of points regarding this bill
that I am not going to be able to get to. This is
disappointing because there is a lot that needs to be
discussed, especially this incredibly cavalier attitude by
those opposite towards the $1.8 million of taxpayers
money that they did not hold with any real respect or
consideration. It is just another example, like our dodgy
side letter that was created just before the 2014 election
regarding the east–west link, of how little these people
plan, how little they care about the whole state and how
little they care about rural and country and regional
Victoria.
We do not see serious investment when they are in
government. We do not see serious consideration of
these communities when they are in government or
indeed when they are in opposition. What we do see is
a huge variety of stunts. The interests of the wider
community would have been served well had they
actually gone through this systematically and
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thoughtfully instead of resorting to quick garage sales
to try to generate the funds that they needed just to fulfil
the member for Malvern’s bottom line.
If coalition members had bothered to talk to farmers
and regional communities, they would have found that
there were serious concerns about the decision that was
made. But that would require some work. It would
require some work, not stunts. It would require some
work, not weasel words. It would require some work,
not slogans. This is all that we can see from those
opposite — they are big on stunts, they are big on
weasel words and they are big on slogans. But when it
comes to actually doing some work and creating policy
that really helps people, that really addresses issues not
just in a knee jerk way but in a way that carries forward
into the future and helps solve these problems, we see
that they are incapable of doing that. Long-term
planning is not something that the coalition is very
good at. In fact maybe those opposite all need to go and
get some prescription glasses, because their myopic
vision, as the member for Essendon mentioned before,
is obvious to all.
What I find interesting is that the Victorian Farmers
Federation, which seems to park a number of its
redundant leaders in this Parliament, expressed its
concerns. It is interesting that the Country Fire
Authority (CFA) gets mentioned, so let us talk about
the CFA and rural and regional Victoria. Let us talk
about the $41 million that those opposite cut from the
CFA. Let us talk about the firefighters they did not pay
for or provide for. Let us talk about the things in the
royal commission that they neglected and that they did
not enact while they were in government. Those
opposite are full of words; they are not full of actions
and they do not help rural Victoria.
Ms EDWARDS (Bendigo West) — I am also
pleased to make a contribution to the debate on the
Rural Assistance Schemes Bill 2016. I recall very
vividly when I heard that the coalition when in
government had made a decision to sell the Rural
Finance Corporation of Victoria (RFCV) and how that
news reverberated around my community. As many
would be aware, the rural finance corporation had an
office in Bendigo that employed quite a number of
people, including my sister-in-law at the time, and there
was shock, bewilderment and some despair I have to
say. It was clearly done without any consultation. It was
clearly done with no competitive tender, a process that
we saw quite a bit of under the previous government,
and of course there was no scrutiny around this because
it was done so quickly, in the dead of night, and took a
lot of people by surprise.
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I want to refer to the comment by the member for
Shepparton about the rural finance corporation being a
fair and just system for supporting rural and regional
communities. That is absolutely correct. The last thing
that anyone wants to see is regional communities being
deprived of supportive organisations and services that
are so vital to those local communities. In Bendigo the
Labor Party and Labor governments have had a history
of bringing services and departments to the city. In fact
that is why the rural finance corporation was there. We
have the Department of Environment, Land, Water and
Planning (DELWP) in Bendigo, and in recent years we
have also brought State Trustees to our city, which has
provided a number of jobs for our region. It is great to
see that happening.
We do not have a problem per se with asset recycling,
but I think when you are doing it you need to do it
thoughtfully, you need to do it carefully and you need
to do it in a manner that is open and accountable. This
was not done in a manner that was open and
accountable. I think there was great concern, and that is
very evident. If the coalition at the time had spent some
time talking to farmers and regional communities, it
would have found that there were serious concerns
about the decision. I think really there was no thought
given to the ongoing needs of rural communities
experiencing hardship, particularly as we were coming
off the back end of serious floods and previous to that a
drought. The support packages for flood and drought
pretty much evaporated — pardon the pun.
There was a great program that the rural finance
corporation ran which provided support to young
farmers who wanted to get into business and had just
come out of agricultural school. This was a
sharefarming arrangement whereby if an owner of a
farm, perhaps an elderly couple or an elderly person,
had decided they did not want to run their farm
anymore but they did not want to sell it, then those
young people could enter into a business arrangement
where the young people would come in and run that
farm for those people while they went off into
retirement. It suited both partners because the young
farmer would be able to make an income and the
owners would retain an interest in the property. It was a
fantastic program, and it was encouraging young people
to get into farming. We know how desperate many
farmers are when it gets to the point where there are no
children who want to take on the farm or there is no
generation coming along behind that wants to continue
farming and how important it is to have young people
who are interested in taking on that farming role.
I just want to mention, as I said, some of the concern
that was around at the time regarding the sale of the
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rural finance corporation. It had been around for more
than 65 years. It had been a lender to farm businesses
and a distributor of grant money. But on that sale there
was a comment made on the ABC Rural website on
6 May 2014 by a dairy farmer up at Nathalia named
Chris Brooks. He said that privatising the corporation
would irreversibly change its culture. He said:
Rural finance corporation have got a particularly valuable
space in Australian agriculture, being a little bit more focused
on the benefits to the state rather than just making profits.
They’ve got a bit of a culture, a bit of a heart, they treat you as
a human being.

I think, on top of the fact that that is now gone, we now
have a federal government that is making cuts to rural
financial counselling services across our region as well
as cuts to community legal centres. We have some
serious concerns about how these people are going to
be supported in the future.
The objective of the bill of course is to improve the
administration of the Victorian and commonwealth
financial assistance schemes for rural communities by
establishing the Rural Assistance Commissioner (RAC)
and transferring the remaining assets, liabilities and
functions of the rural finance corporation to the RAC.
This in fact will create a new principal act that will
provide for a new statutory body, the Rural Assistance
Commissioner. I note that the member for Shepparton
had some concerns about that one person, who would
be a member of the commission, being responsible, but
when you think about how the grants are administered
and how the assistance packages are provided now,
there will be very little change to that process.
The proposal is also that the RAC, with the necessary
objects, functions and powers, will administer the state
and commonwealth rural schemes of assistance or other
schemes on behalf of the state of Victoria and facilitate
the transfer of property rights and liabilities of RFCV to
the Rural Assistance Commissioner as RFCV’s
successor in law.
In the last few minutes that I have left I want to mention
some of the comments that were made by the member
for Malvern during his contribution earlier today. The
member for Malvern seemed to think that the sale of
the rural finance corporation was a common-sense
decision. I would have to disagree with that. I am pretty
sure that most people — or anyone who actually knew
it was going to happen, and there were not many —
were very disappointed that it did actually proceed. In
fact rural and regional Victorians were indeed sold out
as a result of that decision. As I said, there was no
drought or flood policy at the time and support for the
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agricultural sector just was not there. Then of course
following on from that we saw that there was little
support for the SPC workers as well. The rural finance
corporation was a going concern at the time, and it was
providing a great service to rural and regional Victoria.
I think that the member for Malvern also mentioned
that this would be somehow an opportunity for this
government to give jobs to our mates. I have to say that
that is probably the most hypocritical thing I have heard
coming from the opposition for a very long time. When
we compare this with what happened in the Office of
Living Victoria under the former Minister for
Agriculture and Food Security I think it is quite
disgusting that that would even be raised. We know that
the Office of Living It Up Victoria was indeed the
private plaything of the then Minister for Agriculture
and Food Security. We do not know how much waste
or how much corruption actually went on, but it was
pretty bad.
In the last minute I have left I just want to say that the
stakeholders who were consulted about this bill are the
Department of Environment, Land, Water and
Planning, Rural Finance Corporation of Victoria, the
Department of Premier and Cabinet, the Department of
Justice and Regulation, and Land Victoria. All of those
departments in fact support the bill.
Mr M. O’Brien — Do any farmers?
Ms EDWARDS — Did you consult the farmers
when you sold it? No, you did not. Did you consult
anyone when you sold it? No, you did not. In fact you
would not know what consultation was if it banged you
on the nose, because you do not consult. Members
opposite have never consulted about any of these
issues. They sold it off without consulting, and they did
not even have a proper tender process. They had no
tender process and no consultation. Members opposite
did not consult one single farmer.
Mr CARBINES (Ivanhoe) — I am really pleased to
have the opportunity to address the house on the Rural
Assistance Schemes Bill 2016. In particular I say that I
am thrilled just to provide some background to the
house on some particular matters and to provide an
overview of the bill, in particular the capacity of this
bill with the support of the house and certainly of the
government to provide a new statutory body called the
Rural Assistance Commissioner. It is often talked about
that it has become a bit of a cottage industry in this
place to have a number of different commissioners, but
I say that this Rural Assistance Commissioner role is a
vital one for the Victorian community, and I am
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looking forward to that position getting the support of
this house and this Parliament.
Also this bill will provide the Rural Assistance
Commissioner with the necessary objects, functions
and powers to administer state and commonwealth rural
schemes of assistance or other schemes on behalf of the
state of Victoria and will in particular facilitate the
transfer of property, rights and liabilities of the Rural
Finance Corporation of Victoria (RFCV) to the Rural
Assistance Commissioner as RFCV’s successor in
law — another important aspect.
It is pleasing to have the opportunity to make a
contribution in relation to this bill, because we
remember that common refrain of the former Premier
of Victoria, Jeff Kennett, referring to rural Victoria as
the toenails of the state. We certainly have not forgotten
that and neither have people in regional Victoria. It
goes some way to explaining why regional Victoria is
largely represented by members of the government,
certainly across the regional centres of Bendigo,
Ballarat and Geelong.
There are a couple of passages I want to quote from the
minister’s second-reading speech, in particular:
The sale of RFCV to Bendigo resulted in the divestment of
the RFCV loan book and most of its staff. Under the business
sale agreement, RFCV’s remaining activities, including
non-commercial activities and administration support have
also been outsourced to Bendigo under a non-commercial
activities services agreement …

I just thought it was important to touch on that for the
record.
Just in relation to the winding up of the RFCV and the
Young Farmers Finance Council (YFFC), can I say that
following the transfer of the RFCV to the
commissioner, the RFCV will have no remaining
functions. Therefore it is proposed that the Rural
Finance Act 1988 be repealed, as the Treasurer states in
the second-reading speech.
There has also been a lot of work that I have been
happy to be involved in as the Parliamentary Secretary
for the Environment in relation to support for rural
communities, particularly in the government’s work in
drought support and its work in providing financial
counselling and support services for primary producers
and others in regional communities. Those
opportunities have demonstrated, particularly in relation
to the water and environment portfolios that I have been
involved in with the members for Bellarine and Mill
Park, how that work provides very tangible support and
empathy for regional communities and primary
producers who need support on the land, particularly
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financial services support. That work has been critical,
and I think that goes a long way in demonstrating the
government’s commitment to regional communities.
The question of whether the charter of human rights is
limited by the bill was touched on in the statement of
compatibility, which states that:
The bill does not affect a person’s property rights protected
under section 20 of the charter. The bill allows the
commissioner to lawfully deal with property — these powers
are clearly articulated in the bill. However, in the event the
commissioner uses this power it will not impinge on other
people’s property rights. This is because the powers the
commissioner will have are a transfer of powers held by an
existing entity (RFCV).

I think the Treasurer makes that point quite clearly in
the second-reading speech.
I will say also that there are some consequential
amendments in relation to this bill. Amendments will
be required to the Estate Agents Act 1980, the
Subdivision Act 1988 and the Freedom of Information
Regulations 2009 to reflect the proposed repeals and
the fact that the RFCV and the YFFC will cease to
exist.
Can I say also that the commissioner has the power to
delegate to secretaries of other departments any of its
functions in relation to rural schemes of assistance. That
is an important point that the Treasurer made in relation
to this bill. Following the transfer of RFCV’s functions
to the commissioner, it is intended that the department
with the policy responsibility for a particular scheme of
assistance be given the power to liaise directly with
Bendigo or whichever service provider that is
delivering that scheme.
It is very disappointing that we have not had
contributions from those opposite, who seek to
represent regional Victoria but have chosen not to
contribute and to remain silent when it comes to their
views in relation to the Rural Assistance Schemes Bill
2016. I think that is disappointing because all people in
Victoria, particularly those in regional communities,
deserve to hear an explanation of the views and position
of those opposite. The fact that opposition members are
not prepared to make a contribution to this debate is a
reflection of their lack of commitment and endeavour
when it comes to representing regional communities.
I stand here with my colleagues and speak in relation to
the work that we are doing right across regional
Victoria, particularly in the environment and water
portfolios where I have been fortunate enough to work
with both the members for Bellarine and Mill Park.
These regional communities are working hard with us
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on investment in infrastructure and support on the
ground in terms of a lot of the policy work and
engagement that we are doing across regional
communities. That stands in stark contrast to those
opposite, who continue to be bereft of policy ideas
when it comes to advocating the interests and
advancing the rights of those in regional communities
so they get their fair share of support here in Victoria.
In my concluding remarks I will touch on a couple of
other aspects in relation to the bill. The Treasurer noted
in his second-reading speech that these arrangements
will be more efficient because they will remove the
Department of Economic Development, Jobs,
Transport and Resources from the process when it does
not have policy responsibility for a particular scheme.
In particular the commissioner will manage the
standing offer arrangement or head of agreement. Other
departments or agencies are then able to engage
Bendigo or an alternate service provider directly to
provide services by completing a purchase order under
the head agreement. That of course means that the
terms of an individual purchase contract order may be
predetermined but in any case they must not be
inconsistent with the head agreement, as outlined by the
Treasurer in his second-reading speech.
I have heard many contributions from members of the
government in relation to this debate, and I have to
reiterate my disappointment that those opposite, who
claim to have some interest in representation of regional
communities, have fallen silent when it comes to
making a contribution on this bill. It is of course the
role of those in opposition to provide some level of
scrutiny on legislation, and I think it is very surprising
that they have chosen to vacate the house and forgo the
opportunity that Victorians have given them in
representing them in this place to hold the government
to account and to make a contribution when it comes to
the work that we are putting forward in relation to this
bill.
But of course they come from a party whose previous
Premier described regional Victoria as the toenails of
the state so it is not really any surprise that they are
bereft of any opportunity to make a contribution or
comment in relation to the Rural Assistance Schemes
Bill 2016. We have seen this many times before, with a
government in the past that failed regional communities
and was far more interested in how many white cars
people in the National Party could secure rather than
getting out there and backing regional communities.
That might have a lot to do with why the National
Party’s representation in regional Victoria continues to
decline. It may have a hell of a lot to do with the fact
that people do not feel that the conservative parties
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represent Victoria in regional communities; they
certainly do not in Bendigo, Geelong and Ballarat. And
they certainly went silent when we saw a lot of the
issues in the Latrobe Valley in the dying days of the
previous government.
Can I say that the Rural Assistance Schemes Bill 2016
has my support, and it certainly has the support of the
government. I wish it a speedy passage through the
house, and I look forward again to imploring those
opposite to make contributions to the debate on this bill,
which seeks to provide greater advocacy for,
representation of and support to regional communities
right across Victoria. I look forward to other members
of the government continuing to stand up and support
regional communities in their contributions to this
debate.
Mr EDBROOKE (Frankston) — Thank you,
Acting Speaker Kilkenny, and as always it is a pleasure
to see you in the chair and feel the calm that you exude
across the house. It is very nice. I can hear myself
speak; it is fantastic.
It is my pleasure to rise to speak on the Rural
Assistance Schemes Bill 2016 today. We have had
some very good contributions from members across the
government today, and the member for Shepparton as
well, I might say. I guess I will start by saying that I am
a bit of a farm boy, having spent probably about half of
my childhood on a farm at Port Albert. I am not sure
whose seat that is in, but it is a lovely part of the world
near Yarram; you go through Gormandale to get there.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr EDBROOKE — Yes, it is a great part of the
world; there is no doubt about that. I was brought up on
a farm next to many farms and can certainly sympathise
with farmers going through battles in their fight against
natural disasters, disease and whatnot to actually ensure
that they provide a crop or a product and can make
some money. I also sympathise, of course, with our
dairy farmers given what they are going through at the
moment. When I was at university I was provided
cheap rent on the agreement that I would get up at 5 in
the morning and help the farmer to milk his cows,
which I guess was a great lesson in life and taught a
young man a bit about the work ethic.
In 2014 the commercial loan book of the Rural Finance
Corporation of Victoria (RFCV) was sold to the
Bendigo and Adelaide Bank (Bendigo). The RFCV
remains obliged under the Rural Finance Act 1988 to
perform certain non-commercial services such as
administration of commonwealth and Victorian
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government initiatives to assist, promote and develop
rural industries and regional communities. The
remaining RFCV entity oversees, on behalf of the
Victorian government, continued delivery of the
non-commercial and community service aspects such
as natural disaster support programs, which is
extremely important because probably not a year goes
by when we do not see the impact on our farmers due to
natural disasters, whether they be flood, fire or some
sort of disease coming through affecting cattle or crops.
The sale of RFCV to Bendigo resulted in the
divestment of the RFCV loan book and most of its
staff. Under the business sale agreement RFCV’s
remaining activities, including non-commercial
activities and administration support, have also been
outsourced to Bendigo under a non-commercial
activities services agreement (NCASA).The objective
of this bill is to improve the administration of the
Victorian and commonwealth financial assistance
schemes for rural communities by establishing the
Rural Assistance Commissioner (RAC) and transferring
the remaining assets, liabilities and functions of the
RFCV to the RAC. The bill also winds up the Rural
Finance Corporation of Victoria. Obviously there are a
lot of words in that objective, but what we are actually
saying is we are tidying a couple of things up and we
are making sure that we are supporting our rural
families and the people who contribute so much. I
would hope the person in the coalition who said that
rural Victoria is the toenails of the state actually regrets
saying that and makes an apology sometime, because
that is just a disgraceful thing to say. Of course it is not
the most disgraceful thing we have heard over the last
couple of days, but we probably will not go down that
track.
The objective of the bill is to create a new principal act
that will provide for a new statutory body, the Rural
Assistance Commissioner, and provide the RAC with
the necessary objects, functions and powers to
administer state and commonwealth rural schemes of
assistance and/or other schemes on behalf of the state of
Victoria or the Crown.
The bill facilitates the transfer of the property rights and
liabilities of the RFCV to the Rural Assistance
Commissioner as the RFCV’s successor in law. It will
also make provision for land held as security by RFCV
to be recorded in the register of titles in the name of the
RFCV’s successor on behalf of the Crown, which of
course just makes a lot of sense.
The bill provides the Rural Assistance Commissioner
with the power to delegate to the secretaries of other
departments any of its functions in relation to the rural
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schemes of assistance. Finally, it repeals the Rural
Finance Act 1988 and the Young Farmers’ Finance
Council Act 1979, which are all things that make
perfectly good sense. There is no reason why this bill
should be challenged in any way, I would have thought.
The Rural Assistance Commissioner, as I have said,
will be successor in law to the RFCV. The RFCV
currently manages the NCASA on behalf of individual
departments and agencies, so any department or agency
requiring a service from Bendigo under the NCASA
must go through to RFCV, which is ultimately
responsible for managing and funding the provision of
the services by Bendigo to the department or agency. A
condition of the commonwealth assistance programs,
which are vitally important, is that the assistance loans
are booked on the balance sheets of a state entity, and
RFCV is currently providing this function.
In the progression and upon the wind-up of the RFCV
these loans will need to be booked with another state
entity, and the commissioner meets this requirement.
Essentially these loans are just going across to the
commissioner. The bill transfers all property rights and
liabilities of the RFCV to the commissioner as RFCV’s
successor in law.
This commissioner has some power, of course. One of
those is the power to delegate to secretaries of other
departments any of its functions in relation to rural
schemes of assistance. By way of explanation,
following the transfer of the RFCV’s functions to the
commissioner, the intent is that the department with
policy responsibility for a particular scheme of
assistance be given the power to liaise directly with
Bendigo or whichever service provider is delivering the
scheme.
In terms of practicality, that is a good way to go. Why
is it a good way to go? It is more efficient as it removes
the Department of Economic Development, Jobs,
Transport and Resources from the process when it does
not have a policy responsibility for a particular scheme.
Of course removing any cog that does not need to be in
the machine is going to make the process much more
efficient and much easier to handle, and that is a great
thing for our farmers who are part of these loans
schemes. Eliminating any red tape that they do not have
to go through means there is more time that they can
actually spend farming and getting their crops and their
animals right.
The bill also allows the Rural Assistance
Commissioner, with the approval of the Secretary of the
Department of Economic Development, Jobs,
Transport and Resources and the Minister for
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Agriculture, to delegate relevant functions to secretaries
of other departments. This provision is to allow
departments with policy responsibility for certain
existing and new rural schemes of assistance to engage
directly with a third party under a head of agreement
managed by the commissioner. For example, if the
Department of Treasury and Finance was engaging
with Bendigo under the NCASA for the provision of
natural disaster relief-related services, it could easily do
so.
This commissioner will manage the standing offer
arrangement or head agreement. Other departments or
agencies are then able to engage Bendigo or an
alternate service provider directly to provide services by
completing a purchase order under the head agreement.
The terms of the individual purchase order contract
may be predetermined but in any case must not be
inconsistent with the head agreement.
The NCASA will need to be amended by agreement to
allow for this structure to be implemented and this
change and wind-up to occur. The government will
negotiate with Bendigo to seek changes to the NCASA
to facilitate this proposal, of course. If the NCASA is
not renegotiated by the time the bill commences, the
bill will still be effective, with the commissioner
replacing the RFCV and the responsible minister
replacing the Treasurer in the NCASA as successor in
law. As a side note on this, though, I would say the
ability of the commissioner to have the functions
effectively delegated to other departments will be
restricted until the NCASA can be renegotiated.
In the minute I have got left in this debate I would just
like to touch on the winding up of the RFCV and the
Young Farmers Finance Council (YFFC). The YFFC is
a statutory body established under the Young Farmers’
Finance Council Act 1979. The functions of the YFFC
are to encourage the establishment of young people in
farming, and one of the programs established to assist
with this is the young farmers finance scheme. This
scheme commenced in 1981 and provides concessional
loans to prospective young farmers. I happen to know
that one of my friends who was part of that scheme has
been very, very successful.
Following the transfer of the RFCV to the
commissioner, the RFCV will have no remaining
functions. Therefore it is proposed that the Rural
Finance Act 1988 be repealed. The RFCV and YFFC
will then cease to exist. The residual reporting
requirements required under the Financial Management
Act 1994 will be conducted by the commissioner. Just
in conclusion, this is a commonsense bill. It makes
things more efficient. It helps our farmers and our rural
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colleagues. I would hope that the bill does not have too
much trouble with people discussing other things that
are not really to do with it today. I commend the bill to
the house.
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I think it probably would have been — that the Rural
Assistance Schemes Bill had to be debated. We heard
the member for Essendon saying he wanted to debate
the bill so he could then move to the take-note motion
on the budget.

Mr McGUIRE (Broadmeadows) — I move:
That the debate be now adjourned.

Mr M. O’BRIEN (Malvern) — The government
was very clear before that it felt that nothing should get
in the way of discussing the Rural Assistance Schemes
Bill 2016. The Leader of the House, in fact, was very
vociferous in saying that nothing should get in the way
of debating the Rural Assistance Schemes Bill, which is
before the house at the moment. Now we find that all of
a sudden, in a rush, given the panic and the chaos of
this government, the government is seeking to adjourn
the very matter which previously it said must take
precedence over everything else. The government was
determined to say that debating the Rural Assistance
Schemes Bill 2016 should certainly take precedence
over discussing the motion on the notice paper to
debate the future of the Country Fire Authority
(CFA) — to debate the future of 60 000-plus Victorian
CFA volunteers. But no, apparently this bill that was so
important it trumped the CFA and it trumped all the
volunteers now can be put to one side.
What is the reason for this rush? I notice that the
Minister for Industrial Relations, who has apparently
been bunkered down in the Premier’s office, has now
stepped into the chamber. We all know that the
Minister for Industrial Relations has been in deep, deep
trouble for misleading this house in question time
today, so all I can imagine is that the Minister for
Industrial Relations is desperately trying to save her
political skin by trying to make some kind of quick
personal explanation at quarter past four in the
afternoon for having misled this house and misled the
people of Victoria. That is absolutely wrong when you
consider the hypocrisy of the government, which
refused to let this side of the house debate the motion
on the notice paper that was moved by the member for
Gembrook to discuss the CFA.
Again, when it comes to Labor, grubby political games
to try to save the skin of a discredited minister take
precedence over legislation because it certainly does
not want to debate the member for Gembrook’s motion
on the notice paper regarding the CFA. This is very
improper in my mind. Given that we have been hearing
from the government how important the Rural
Assistance Schemes Bill 2016 is, it is very hard to
understand how the government can change its position
so quickly. It was saying — not more than 2 hours ago,

Now we have the Leader of the House — and I am
assuming she is supported by members opposite —
saying that no, the government does not want to debate
the Rural Assistance Schemes Bill anymore.
Presumably it is not about to move on to the take-note
motion on the budget papers either because all those
matters which the Leader of the House, the member for
Essendon and others were saying were so important
have now been just pushed to one side. Well, why
would that be the case? We have a minister whose
political carcass is swinging in the breeze, to quote Paul
Keating, who is so beloved of members opposite. We
have a member who in question time today did not tell
the truth, was not honest. How do we know? Well, we
know a lot about the truth because we know what
the — —
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! I seek the
assistance of the member for Malvern. If there are
imputations made on a member on either side of the
house, it needs to be done by substantive motion. I ask
him to come back to the motion before the house,
which is the adjournment of the debate.
Mr M. O’BRIEN — Certainly. Thank you, Deputy
Speaker. There is a reason why I have grave concerns
about adjourning debate on this motion. It is because it
is hypocritical for the government to previously argue
that the Rural Assistance Schemes Bill was the most
important thing to be debated and then seek to adjourn
that off. It is hypocritical for a government which
preaches about honesty and transparency to now try to
adjourn off the business of this house to allow a
discredited minister the chance to try to squirm away
from what she told this house. It is appalling.
Ms SPENCE (Yuroke) — Despite all the blustering
from those opposite, I also support the motion that this
debate be adjourned.
Mr CLARK (Box Hill) — As the member for
Malvern said, this house is owed some explanation as
to why the government wants to adjourn the debate. We
had not a minister rise to their feet to explain to the
house why the government wants to adjourn the debate
but instead the member for Yuroke, and she said
nothing more than that she agrees with the
adjournment. If this house were extending the usual and
expected courtesies not only to other members of the
house but to the whole community as to what is going
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on, members opposite would provide some explanation
as to why they want to adjourn the debate. We gather it
has something to do with the Minister for Industrial
Relations making a personal explanation, and if that is
the case, well, we would certainly want to hear such a
personal explanation.
But we would also want to do a lot more than that. The
Country Fire Authority (CFA) is clearly in crisis. There
are rumours abounding everywhere as to what is going
on. There are press reports of the government having
given an ultimatum to the board as to what it must
do — —
Ms Allan — On a point of order, Deputy Speaker,
as the honourable member, the manager of opposition
business, knows he is starting to stray outside of the
scope of what is, as we have discussed a fair bit this
afternoon, a reasonably narrow debate. Contributions
have got to be to the point, and I would encourage you
to bring the member for Box Hill back to that narrow
debate and focus on the reasons why the opposition is
so aggrieved about our adjourning the Rural Assistance
Schemes Bill 2016.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! I do not
uphold the point of order at this time. I would imagine
that the honourable member for Box Hill is making his
remarks in passing, and he will come back to the
motion before the house.
Mr CLARK — Indeed, Deputy Speaker. The point
that I am making is that there are a lot of pressing issues
around at the moment related to the CFA — reports of
ultimatums having been given to them, threats of the
board being dismissed and so forth — and this entire
matter should be brought on for debate if the debate on
the Rural Assistance Schemes Bill is to be adjourned
off. It is not good enough simply to have the Minister
for Industrial Relations offer a personal explanation and
then for the government to go back to the Rural
Assistance Schemes Bill or a take-note motion on the
budget. We are in a situation of crisis at the moment in
relation to the CFA.
This house should be the heart of democracy and
democratic debate in this state, and the Premier, who is
sitting in the chamber at the moment, should have the
decency to stand up in this chamber and give a proper
ministerial explanation to this house as to what is going
on and allow this house to debate fully the future of the
CFA, what he is trying to achieve with it, what is being
put at risk and what its future will be. For that reason I
would call on the Premier, the Leader of the House or
some other minister in a position of responsibility to get
to their feet and give this house a decent explanation of
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what their intentions are in relation to the adjournment,
and in particular to give a commitment that they will
allow the entire issue of the future of the CFA to be
debated if this matter is adjourned.
Ms ALLAN (Minister for Public Transport) — In
speaking on the motion I am delighted to accept the
invitation from the member for Box Hill to provide an
explanation as to the reason we are seeking this
adjournment. It is a pretty simple and straightforward
one, and it is governed by the procedures and processes
of the house. The reason for the adjournment of debate
on the bill is to provide for the Minister for Industrial
Relations to make a personal explanation to the house.
As some members opposite may know, there are certain
forms of the house and procedures that need to be
followed to enable the minister to do that, which
include a process that involves the Speaker and which
includes coming into the chamber at the first available
opportunity, and that first available opportunity needs
to be at a break in business. We are endeavouring to
provide that break in business.
I understood from those opposite that they were quite
keen to hear from the Minister for Industrial Relations,
and we are willing and wanting to assist in facilitating
that by using the forms of the house to assist the
minister to make the appropriate statement. Those
opposite will be delighted to know that we will go back
to the Rural Assistance Schemes Bill that they are so
passionately interested in that they are not bothering to
put up any speakers on it. So we will go back to it, and
we look forward to hearing from the Minister for
Industrial Relations, then going back to the business of
the house and, who knows, at 5 o’clock we might all
start to adjourn and head off on our way for the
weekend.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! I call the
honourable member for Warrandyte.
Mr BATTIN (Gembrook) — Not quite —
Gembrook.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! I apologise.
The honourable member for Gembrook.
Mr BATTIN — Thank you very much for the
compliment, Deputy Speaker. It was a fantastic
compliment to be called the member for Warrandyte. I
will take that on board.
We are here today to debate an adjournment of debate
and the government is trying to adjourn again. Exactly
as the manager of opposition business just said, it is an
engineered adjournment to try to allow a minister to
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make a personal explanation and talk about the things
she has done in misleading this state. She wants to
come out and apologise. What we want — —
Ms Allan — On a point of order, Deputy Speaker,
we have had this conversation in this place a couple of
times now this afternoon. I would have thought the
member for Gembrook by now would have familiarised
himself with standing order 118, which demonstrates
very clearly that there are forms of the house which
require that if he wishes to make such allegations, he
must do so by way of substantive motion. I ask that you
bring him back to the narrow debate that we are having
before the house.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! I do uphold
the point of order. I ask the honourable member to
come back to the motion before the house.
Mr BATTIN — In relation to the motion before the
house and standing order 118, I will not make any
accusations. We have a government that now wants to
adjourn debate to allow one person to make a personal
explanation, but the Premier will not get the entire
government to come out and support the Country Fire
Authority (CFA) volunteers. The CFA is saying that the
government is trying to ram through a deal — that you
are trying to ram through a deal on them. The CFA
board has sent out an email today saying it will not
follow the dictatorship of Daniel Andrews to enforce
the enterprise bargaining agreement on CFA volunteers
and destroy the volunteer system across this state.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The
honourable member will refer to honourable members
by their correct titles.
Mr BATTIN — The Premier is running his
dictatorship and trying to enforce the agreement on
Victorians and trying to sack the CFA board because it
does not agree with him. If the Premier says he does not
agree with me, that is fine. Let us see what happens
over the next week. What we are saying here at the
moment is that we must stand up for Victorians. We
have tried to bring on in this house many times — not
just today, but over the last week — a debate about the
CFA. We want to debate and talk about volunteers and
their importance. All we have had is lies from the
government in relation to this. While the minister wants
to come out and justify her position, I was on the
phone — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! I am having
great difficulty in hearing the honourable member for
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Gembrook. I ask honourable members to talk among
themselves but not so loudly.
Mr BATTIN — What we have from the
government at the moment is a failure to stand up for
these volunteers and to put a position on the table. If
government members want to adjourn this debate, why
do we not go to a full debate on the CFA? We on this
side are more than happy to debate this. We are more
than happy to talk about it. We are more than happy to
talk about an integrated model that has actually been so
successful that the government wants to destroy it. It
has been so successful in this state; it has worked
effectively and it would work going forward.
Ms Allan — Again I renew previous points of order
that you have upheld and indeed the member is
ignoring: that he is required to come back to the narrow
substance of the debate. If those opposite want to have
a full debate, let us talk about the $65 million that was
cut from the fire services at the same time.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The
honourable member for Gembrook has completed his
speech.
Motion agreed to and debate adjourned.
Debate adjourned until later this day.

PERSONAL EXPLANATION
Minister for Industrial Relations
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! I call on the
Minister for Industrial Relations to make a personal
explanation.
Honourable members interjecting.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! Personal
explanations are given in silence — and when I say
silence, I mean silence. The Minister for Industrial
Relations, on a personal explanation.
Ms HUTCHINS (Minister for Industrial
Relations) — I rise to make a personal explanation.
Earlier today, in question time, I referred to a
conversation between the president of the Fair Work
Commission and me regarding the Country Fire
Authority enterprise bargaining agreement. In my
statement I made references to assurances by the
president, and I acknowledge that I misspoke. In an
attempt to summarise complex issues for the benefit of
the house, I paraphrased in a way that unintentionally
overstated the president’s comments. I have written to
President Ross and apologised, and he has accepted my
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apology. I apologise to the house. The
recommendations of the industrial relations
commission are clear, public and stand for all to read.
The recommendations respect the work of paid and
volunteer firefighters and underpin better fire services.
Mr CLARK (Box Hill) — I desire to move, by
leave:
That the house takes note of the minister’s personal
explanation.

Leave refused.

RURAL ASSISTANCE SCHEMES BILL 2016
Second reading
Debate resumed from earlier this day; motion of
Mr PALLAS (Treasurer).
Mr McGUIRE (Broadmeadows) — I am delighted
that so many people have come into the house to hear
this contribution! We need to make a couple of
important points, so let us put the context; let us set up
the debate. When the coalition announced the sale of
the Rural Finance Corporation of Victoria’s loan book
serious questions were raised about the integrity of the
process. These questions were raised because of a lack
of due process — that was the reality of it.
Honourable members interjecting.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! I am having
great difficulty in hearing the honourable member for
Broadmeadows. I ask for the assistance of the house so
that I can hear — and other honourable members and
Hansard can hear — the honourable member for
Broadmeadows.
Mr McGUIRE — Thank you, Deputy Speaker; I
appreciate your protection. The proposition was — I
will put it bluntly — that there was no scrutiny, there
was no consultation and there was no competitive
tender. Let us just consider that lack of a competitive
tender. This was significant because if the coalition had
bothered to talk to farmers and regional communities, it
would have realised there were serious concerns about
this decision. Little thought was given to the ongoing
needs of rural communities experiencing hardship and
the state’s responsibility to help. This is an issue about
who was caring for rural communities. I find it
extraordinary that members of the National Party in
particular have effectively gone on strike from this
debate. They should be standing up for their
communities, and members of the Liberal Party as well.
We need to speak on behalf of the people of Victoria —
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all the people of Victoria. It has been quite revealing
what has happened in this debate today.
Under the previous government a whole board of
directors was left on the state’s payroll to administer the
actions of a single employee. This is actually what
happened. We have the issue of what has actually
occurred in these areas over time. The member for
Shepparton gave a very good account of the history and
context of the rural finance corporation and how it
actually worked. I remember she referred to Just Like
Family. That is the way it used to be dealt with and that
is what it meant to rural communities.
If we hark back to the history of this and soldier
settlement, these were people returning from the war
and they were given tough land. These were tough
times. It was not an easy thing for rural families to
rebuild their lives, rebuild their communities. You have
to understand this context. That is why I am at a loss to
understand why the National Party would not want to
stand up and speak up for its constituents, and the
Liberal Party as well. You actually have to place every
community in their time, place and context, and that is
the history of what has occurred with the rural finance
corporation.
This was really significant to communities to help them
rebuild their lives and to help rebuild the state of
Victoria. It was really important. We respect the people
from rural and regional Victoria for the effort they have
made over a long period of time. Firstly, from a
historical point of view they have really been just eking
out a living; and secondly, to actually develop
communities, to produce our exports and to underwrite
the economy for generations was really important.
In the end, though, we ended up with a folly; we ended
up with a board of directors to supervise one employee.
What is now going to be done is that we will have a
Rural Assistance Commissioner to advocate for the
needs of rural communities. This is important because
we need to have a single powerful voice in Victoria for
people who are experiencing hardship in regional
Victoria and who need help as required.
I want to again place this in the context of what
happened at the time because the then opposition
leader, the now Premier, raised serious concerns about
this process. He raised the question, as reported on the
ABC on 5 May 2014, ‘Who sells a $400 million asset
without even going to tender?’. That is a critical point.
Further, there were shocked responses from a lot of the
communities and stakeholders. I refer to an ABC Rural
online report on 6 May 2014 by Warwick Long, with
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the headline ‘Rural finance clients worried about sale’.
The report reads:
Clients of rural finance corporation say they are shocked at
hearing the Victorian government sold their business lender.
For more than 65 years, state-owned Rural Finance has been
a lender to farm businesses and a distributor of grant money.
Now the Victorian government has announced Rural Finance
is to be sold to Bendigo and Adelaide Bank for $1.78 billion.

The next issue of course was: could you have got a
better deal? Were there other potential buyers?
Malcolm Maiden had an insightful report in the Age of
10 May 2014. The headline for that report was ‘Rural
Bank’s suitor kept was in the dark’. He commented that
the Victorian government of the day:
… sold rural finance corporation to Bendigo and Adelaide
Bank for $1.8 billion in an exclusive privately negotiated deal
despite knowing other banks were interested in buying Rural
Finance if it was put up for sale.
One of them, Rabobank Australia & New Zealand, initially
briefed the Victorian Department of Premier and Cabinet
about its interest in buying Rural Finance when the
Brumby … government was in power.

He went on further to say that in a presentation the
bank’s then chairman, Bill Gurry:
… expressed willingness to protect and grow the franchise if
it was sold. After the election of the coalition state
government in 2010 it contacted the department again and
confirmed its interest.

These were the issues surrounding the context and the
timing and what actually happened with this deal. They
raise issues of public significance and whether the
public interest was best served.
That is an issue of significance for this house. We have
had a fair bit of indignation, mocking or otherwise,
from the opposition, and even accusations about what
was going on, and was this an engineered adjournment?
No, the interruption to the debate was, according to the
forms of the house, proper process. We have had the
minister make her statement to the Parliament in the
most timely and appropriate way, and that is exactly
what should have occurred. So let us not have any more
mock indignation about these issues. We had a lot of
questions during question time as well to the Premier
and to the minister that were all answered. The issues
have been put on the floor of the Parliament, they have
been discussed and they have been answered. The
Parliament has gone about its business and followed the
forms in the way that it should.
The objective of this bill is to improve the
administration of Victorian and commonwealth finance
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assistance schemes for rural communities by
establishing the Rural Assistance Commissioner and
transferring the remaining assets, liabilities and
functions of the Rural Finance Corporation of Victoria
to the Rural Assistance Commissioner. The objective of
the bill is to create a new principal act that will provide
for a new statutory body, the Rural Assistance
Commissioner. It will provide the Rural Assistance
Commissioner with the necessary objects, functions
and powers to administer state and commonwealth rural
schemes of assistance or other schemes on behalf of the
state of Victoria.
This is really looking to what happens when there are
natural disasters and the support that should be given to
rural and regional communities. This is a better
mechanism. There will be more scrutiny, accountability
and compliance and I think that is in the public interest.
In the debate throughout this day, if you analyse what
has occurred, there have been plenty of occasions
during question time for members of the opposition to
ventilate their questions and get the answers.
We have had debate on a piece of legislation that is
significant and should not be underestimated. We need
to take care of these communities in an appropriate way
and that has now been done. It is a far more
professional way of taking care of these significant
issues in the public interest of all Victorians,
particularly rural and regional Victorians, at their most
vulnerable times. I commend the bill to the house.
Ms GRALEY (Narre Warren South) — It is a
pleasure this afternoon to speak on the Rural Assistance
Schemes Bill 2016, and I must say that we have a
record number of Nationals MPs in the house now.
Prior to this there were none. They have failed to speak
on a Rural Assistance Schemes Bill that you would
think they would have a very deep and concerted
interest in. This was really indicative because before
they arrived there was only one person from rural
Victoria sitting in this chamber, and that was the
member for Shepparton. You have to wonder while she
was here listening to these important issues, where were
they? The reason she is here is that they go missing.
They go missing for the people they are supposed to
represent; they really do.
Mr Clark — On a point of order, Acting Speaker, I
believe the Deputy Speaker has already cautioned the
house this afternoon about standing order 118 on
imputations and personal reflections in which the
honourable member on her feet was engaging. I ask
you to remind her about standing order 118 and ask her
to avoid making imputations against other members of
the house in the course of her contribution.
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The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Kilkenny) —
Order! I bring the member back to the bill.
Ms GRALEY — I will continue to preface my
comments on this bill. I grew up in a household in
which my father used to sit at the table enjoying his
meat and potatoes and his butter on his bread and
saying he was the farmers’ friend. He was a man that
actually believed that he should support the farmers of
Victoria, because he had come from a rural background
himself. I would say that one thing my dad got right
when he told me he was the farmers’ friend was that he
pointed out that they never got anything from The
Nationals and that the Labor Party was the farmers’
best friend too. You can see, when we raise objections
about this funny little sale of the rural assistance — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Ms GRALEY — Thank you very much. We know
that in 2014 the commercial loan book of the Rural
Finance Corporation of Victoria (RFCV) was sold to
Bendigo and Adelaide Bank. We also know that at that
time there were serious questions asked about how this
actually happened. It was a bit of a surprise to most
people. As we know, it was a bit of what we could say
was a panicked fire sale of the Rural Finance
Corporation of Victoria. When the sale of the RFCV
was announced the coalition — yes, those people over
there, The Nationals included — had no long-term plan
for future delivery of rural assistance programs like
drought and flood support. The fact is that — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Ms GRALEY — Members opposite might like to
get up and speak about this and speak up for the people
in their area. We would like to hear what they think,
because the fact is that they did nothing when this
happened. It was a panic fire sale, and they just sold the
RFCV off. We were the people that raised concerns
about this. As the member for Broadmeadows said
before, the opposition leader at that time had serious
concerns about the process. He asked:
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The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Kilkenny) —
Order! In accordance with standing order 118 there is to
be no impugning of members of the house, so I ask the
member to come back to the bill.
Ms GRALEY — It was not just us asking these
questions. I refer to Malcom Maiden’s article in the Age
of 10 May 2014 headed ‘Rural bank’s suitor was kept
in the dark’. It states:
The Victorian government —

you guys opposite —
sold rural finance corporation to Bendigo and Adelaide Bank
for $1.8 billion in an exclusive privately negotiated deal
despite knowing other banks were interested in buying rural
finance if it was put up for sale.

They did not know. There was a lot more commentary
about that and a lot of questions asked, including
questions from farmers at that time, because they were
wondering how this happened. They had a very good
relationship with the corporation, because it did provide
them with drought and flood relief. I recall one farmer
saying at the time, ‘You know, they actually had a
heart; they listened to our concerns and responded’.
As we know, the government has brought this bill to
the house. The objective of the bill is to create a new
principal act that will provide for a new statutory body,
the Rural Assistance Commissioner. It will provide the
Rural Assistance Commissioner with the necessary
objects, functions and powers to administer state and
commonwealth rural schemes of assistance or other
schemes on behalf of the state government of Victoria.
It will facilitate the transfer of property, rights and
liabilities of the RFCV to the Rural Assistance
Commissioner and make provision for land held as
security by the RFCV’s successor to be recorded by the
registrar of titles in the name of the RFCV successor on
behalf of the Crown. It will also, and this is very
important, provide the Rural Assistance Commissioner
the power to delegate to secretaries of other
departments any of its functions in relation to rural
schemes of assistance.

Who sells a $400 million asset without even going to tender?

We know the answer: the former Treasurer, the person
who has a dodgy reputation for doing side deals. We
were not the only ones raising these issues.
Mr Clark — On a point of order, Acting Speaker, I
again draw your attention to standing order 118 and the
cautions that were previously issued to the house. The
honourable member is impugning the member for
Malvern, and I ask you to ask her to desist.

I would like to finish my contribution by drawing to the
attention of the house the terrific job that the
commissioner will be able to do in advocating for the
needs of rural communities. There will be a single,
powerful voice in government for people, especially —
as I have already referred to — those who are
experiencing hardship in regional Victoria and need our
help. Regional Victoria has been experiencing hardship,
but I am really pleased to say that I am very proud to be
a member of a government that governs for all
Victorians. You only have to look at the way the
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Andrews Labor government got behind the dairy
farmers when they were experiencing the low price for
their milk. We delivered an $11.4 million support
package for dairy farmers affected by the global fall in
milk prices, and we have really gotten behind the
industry, with the Tactics for Tight Times package and
Taking Stock programs providing specialised advice
and business support to enable dairy farmers to make
the best decisions.
It is not just about supporting people with financial
assistance in terms of supporting the way they earn
their income; it is also about making sure that we are
supporting farmers when they are experiencing attacks
on their earning capacity that have implications for the
way they live their lives and for their families as well.
As parliamentary secretary to the Deputy Premier, the
Minister for Education, I am very pleased that when we
went in to support families that had been affected by
drought over the Christmas holidays and as they
returned to school, we got behind them with a
back-to-school package so they could access some
support for uniforms, fees and things like that —
essential items — which made sure that when their kids
returned to school they were not disadvantaged by not
turning up in their uniform, not having the right shoes
for physical education and not having those essential
items that they need to make sure that their learning
continues. Often these are the things that get cut back
when families are struggling with the plight of the
environment that often affects our farming areas and
rural communities.
This is a very good bill. As I said, it is necessary
because of the panicked fire sale by the previous
government of the Rural Finance Corporation of
Victoria. It has taken a Labor government to really
think very clearly about what sort of entities should be
in place of that so that our farmers and our rural
communities can get the necessary and ongoing support
they need. Most of all it is needed so that in a time of
drought, flood or fire farmers can go to somebody that
understands their concerns completely — not just the
Andrews Labor government that is right behind them
but the departments and the new entity as well. It is a
pleasure at this stage to commend this very good bill,
this very much-needed bill, to the house. I wish it
speedy passage.
Ms HALFPENNY (Thomastown) — I also rise to
speak in support of the Rural Assistance Schemes Bill
2016. I would like to start off by saying that the former
coalition government did very little constructive work
during its four years in government, and unfortunately
when it actually did do something, which was not
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much, it seems that the current Labor government has
had to come along and fix up its mess.
This has been the situation in respect of a number of
pieces of amending legislation that we have talked
about even this week. We debated the legislation
around the installation and relocation of bus stops,
where the coalition government changed the legislation
and messed it up. Of course we had to come along and
fix that problem. Here we have another amendment bill
because of the problems that the coalition government
left when it tried to do something. Most of the time it
did nothing, and when it did do something, it was
invariably wrong.
What we are talking about here is the decision by the
former coalition government to sell off the state-owned
bank that provided finances to farmers and also
administered and distributed or oversaw the awarding
of grants and other assistance to farmers, such as young
farmer grants, and the provision of financial support in
times of disasters, such as flood, drought and so on.
This legislation that we are talking about today fixes up
a problem. The state-owned bank was sold off, and
there was not any tender process or anything else. It
was just determined that ‘These are the banks that are
going to purchase it’, without any due process. So the
financial services were sold off. Of course this was
upsetting to many farmers. I want to quote Mr Warwick
Long, who in an ABC Rural online report on 6 May
2014 said of the state rural finance corporation:
They’ve got a bit of a culture, a bit of a heart, they treat you as
a human being.

This is the organisation that farmers believed was
looking after them, and of course we all know that there
is a lot of scepticism about the banks. Pretty well
everybody in Victoria and Australia has a bit of
scepticism about the banks. That is why the federal
Labor Party is proposing a royal commission into
banking operations. But despite the tide of views and
the sentiment — the will of the people — the former
coalition government sold off this state-owned financial
institution that was doing the right thing by many
farmers. As a result this legislation is required, because
a lot of problems were left. Whilst the financial wing of
the rural finance corporation was sold to other banks,
and the organisation was stripped of the money-making
activities, it was still required to oversee things like the
distribution of grants and provide community support
for people in rural and regional Victoria. This was done
with a full board, as if it still had its banking arm, and
one employee. Of course people on the board were
being paid, whether it was by reimbursements or board
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fees or whatever, and it really just seemed to be a
ridiculous situation.
This legislation basically reviews and rearranges all of
that, establishing a commissioner who will advocate
and look after and agitate for the interests of farmers
and those in rural and regional parts of Victoria. It will
be this commissioner who will provide the oversight
and the regulation in relation to how grants and
financial support are provided to farmers in the times of
their greatest need.
When we are looking at this legislation we have to
make sure that it is properly done, so that we do not
make the same mistakes that the coalition did. This is
why there has been a lot of consideration of the
legislation. Of course it is quite a lengthy piece of
legislation, because it not only creates a new office or a
new position, which is of a commissioner, but it also
requires all the necessary machinery that sets up a
commissioner in terms of what the roles and
responsibilities are, how they are appointed, where they
are situated and, in the event of any problems or issues,
how those things are resolved. These are the things that
we really need to make sure are correct in the first
place, rather than after the second or third attempt.
I just want to talk a little bit now about the actual Rural
Assistance Commissioner. I think this demonstrates the
Andrews Labor government’s commitment to those in
regional and rural Victoria, and in particular rural
Victoria — those who are making a living on the land
and are producing things for us, whether it is our food,
whether it is our exports, whether it is revenue from
exports. There will no longer need to be a board of
directors because we will have this commissioner, and
the commissioner will be advocating on behalf of rural
communities and pushing very strongly within
government the needs and requirements of rural
communities. There will be a strong and powerful voice
within government to ensure that the voices of those
within rural communities are heard, and they will
definitely be heard. I am sure that the commissioner
who is appointed will fulfil this job really, really well.
The communication that will occur will relate to the
needs of rural communities at any time, but particularly
during periods when they are experiencing hardship. I
know that the member for Narre Warren South and
others have talked about the situation with dairy
farmers at the moment, where the price of milk has
fallen so low as a result of the poor conduct of some of
the milk manufacturers. Dairy farmers have not caused
the problem; the milk manufacturers have caused the
problem. We absolutely need our dairy farmers to
survive. We need the dairy farmers and their families to
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stay. We need to support them in times of trouble so
that they can continue to provide a milk supply in
Victoria, because milk is an absolutely essential
commodity that we need for so many things.
In Victoria we have always been proud of the fact that
we are such a clean and green producer of food
products. In the past I worked in the food industry. I
often used to travel to Echuca, where there was a
factory that took a lot of milk from the surrounding
dairy farms to produce, in particular, yoghurt. It was
originally part of the Yoplait brand, but over time the
company was sold and resold and so on. It always
needed a strong and ongoing supply of milk in order to
make yoghurt which it then sold in many parts of
Victoria, as well as throughout the country. That factory
provided good, secure, well-paying jobs for hundreds of
people over many, many years.
This legislation, as I have said, does not do anything
new; rather it contains good ideas that fix up some of
the major deficits resulting from the actions of the
former coalition state government. The coalition had a
fire sale and sold off without proper consideration of
the consequences and how farmers would be supported
in the future a great organisation which provided
finance to the farming community. The Labor
government understands rural communities and talks to
people and listens to them. The government does not
say what it thinks the communities need. It is important
to have that advocacy continuing.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The time set
down for consideration of items on the government
business program has expired, and I am required to
interrupt business.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Third reading
Motion agreed to.
Read third time.

ROAD MANAGEMENT AMENDMENT
(BUS STOP DELIVERY POWERS)
BILL 2016
Second reading
Debate resumed from 8 June; motion of
Ms ALLAN (Minister for Public Transport).
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.

JUSTICE LEGISLATION (EVIDENCE AND OTHER ACTS) AMENDMENT BILL 2016
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clubrooms in some order so that people can actually use
them.

Motion agreed to.
Read third time.

JUSTICE LEGISLATION (EVIDENCE AND
OTHER ACTS) AMENDMENT BILL 2016
Second reading
Debate resumed from earlier this day; motion of
Mr PAKULA (Attorney-General).
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.

There is no privacy for women in the clubrooms. As I
said, the Ringwood women’s cricket club plays on this
ground and uses these clubrooms. When I was there
recently I saw that there is an open shower with a glass
screen that is in full view of everybody, so women
cannot even have a shower in these clubrooms, which
in this day and age says a lot and really needs to be
acted upon. Women are also involved in the baseball
club. It is not just the players but also other members of
these clubs who need to use these facilities. When I
walked into the disabled toilet there was excrement — I
am not sure whether it was rat or possum — all over the
floor and urine running down the walls, which is clearly
inappropriate.

Third reading
Motion agreed to.
Read third time.
Business interrupted under sessional orders.

ADJOURNMENT
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The question is:

The new clubrooms have been approved by the council,
but that additional $400 000 is needed to ensure that
this piece of infrastructure that will house the
Ringwood women’s cricket club, the Ringwood Juniors
cricket side and most prominently the Ringwood Saints
Baseball Club can be built. This funding is absolutely
vital so that these clubs are able to have clubrooms that
are clean, that are not infested by rats and possums and
the like and that are suitable to be inhabited by club
members, players and others who use the facilities.

That the house now adjourns.

Mr Paynter — On a point of order, Deputy
Speaker, on 13 April 2016 I raised an adjournment
matter with the Minister for Planning. I am yet to
receive a response. If this could be followed up, it
would be appreciated.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! I will refer
that matter to the Speaker.

Proclamation Park, Ringwood
Ms RYALL (Ringwood) — My adjournment
request is to the Minister for Sport. The action I seek is
that the minister provide the Ringwood Saints Baseball
Club, the Ringwood women’s cricket club and the
Ringwood Junior Cricket Club with $400 000 for new
clubrooms at Proclamation Park through the Sport and
Recreation Victoria major category grants. These
sporting organisations share the existing clubrooms, but
they are particularly the home of the Ringwood Saints
Baseball Club. The clubrooms contain asbestos, and
they are also home to rats and possums, which means
there is urine running down the walls and excrement on
the floor. The rooms are very, very old and in appalling
condition. Having said that, though, I must congratulate
the clubs on the work they do to try to keep the

Strathmore Secondary College
Mr PEARSON (Essendon) — My adjournment
matter is for the Minister for Education, and the action I
seek is that the minister visit Strathmore Secondary
College with me and the member for Pascoe Vale to
inspect the site where three new double-storey portables
will be located. I, along with the member for Pascoe
Vale, was pleased to recently learn that $2.78 million
has been provided by the government for three new
state-of-the-art, double-storey modular buildings. This
initiative is being jointly funded by the Andrews Labor
government and Transurban.
The new, modern classrooms will incorporate the latest
innovations to provide teachers and students with a
modern learning environment, including
noise-dampening insulation, double-glazed windows,
energy-efficient design, external window shades and
inclusive access ramps. The new buildings will replace
six older single-storey buildings located close to the
Bell Street off-ramp. This investment builds on the
announcement in the May budget of master planning
funding for Strathmore Secondary College. The
provision of these new double-storey portables is a big
win for our community, and I would welcome the
opportunity for the minister to meet with me, the
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member for Pascoe Vale and the school community to
inspect these double-storey portables once they are on
site.

McMahons Road–Clyde Street–Burwood
Highway, Ferntree Gully
Mr WAKELING (Ferntree Gully) — The matter I
wish to raise on the adjournment is for the Minister for
Roads and Road Safety. The action that I am seeking is
for the minister to take action with respect to the
intersection of McMahons Road and Clyde Street with
the Burwood Highway in Ferntree Gully. This
intersection on the Burwood Highway is a significant
intersection for residents in the Ferntree Gully
electorate and for residents in the suburb of Ferntree
Gully. McMahons Road services a significant
community to the north of the Burwood Highway, and
at the end of McMahons Road there is a former quarry
site which was used by Robertson’s bricks and is now a
potential construction site for a new housing estate.
Throughout that community there has been significant
redevelopment of housing stock. There are many new
residents, with younger families moving into that
community, plus there has also been the construction of
unit developments, which has increased the number of
cars in that community. I have for many years had
issues raised by residents regarding the intersection and
the future of that intersection, particularly whether there
is the potential for traffic lights to be installed. To the
south of the intersection is Clyde Street, which is a
significant road for the reason that it is a cut-through
between the Burwood Highway and Ferntree Gully
Road. It is used by not only local residents but many
throughout the Knox community, who see it as an
opportunity to cut through that suburban street in order
to access Ferntree Gully Road to the south.
At the intersection there is a McDonald’s and there is
also an industrial estate on the south side of the
Burwood Highway. Again, they exacerbate the
problems that are faced at this intersection. It is a very
difficult intersection in the way it has been constructed.
There have been many complaints raised by residents
and by other members of the community over a long
period of time regarding the intersection. What the
community is seeking an answer to is what the
government plans to do with the site. Is the government
planning to construct traffic lights at the intersection,
and if so, what would the associated cost be for that
potential upgrade? So the action I am seeking, Deputy
Speaker, is for the minister to take action with regard to
the intersection and for him to provide advice back to
my community on whether the government will be
constructing traffic lights at that intersection.
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Western Ring Road upgrade
Ms SULEYMAN (St Albans) — The adjournment
matter I wish to raise is for the attention of the Minister
for Roads and Road Safety. The action I seek is that the
minister provide an update on the works on the Western
Ring Road, which will add an additional lane from
Sunshine Avenue, St Albans, and include the
installation of safety barriers on the E. J. Whitten
Bridge. When will the works commence?
As we know, the Andrews Labor government has
contributed $150 million towards the project, with a
further $150 million coming from the commonwealth
government. My electorate is extremely keen to see this
project commence. The works will benefit the ring-road
and, of course, the 160 000-plus drivers who use the
road every day. Most of all they will improve safety
along the E. J. Whitten Bridge and, with the additional
lane along the ring-road, reduce congestion.
This is a project that the electorate of St Albans is
extremely enthusiastic about and my constituents want
to see the works commence as soon as possible. The
ring-road is a main thoroughfare through St Albans to
the city. The work will reduce congestion, but most of
all the placement of safety barriers along the E. J.
Whitten Bridge is absolutely important to the locals, not
only for the motorists but also for pedestrians and
cyclists who travel along the bridge. It is an open bridge
at the moment and it is important that appropriate safety
barriers and measures are put in place.
I again commend the Andrews Labor government for
making sure that we are investing appropriately in
infrastructure, not only in St Albans but also around
St Albans, and for making sure that our freeway
networks are not congested and that appropriate
measures are put in place. As I said, I ask the minister
to provide me with an update on when the works will
commence.

Level crossings
Mr SOUTHWICK (Caulfield) — My adjournment
matter today is for the Minister for Public Transport,
and the action I seek is that the minister meet with
North Road, McKinnon Road and Centre Road traders
to discuss a stimulus package to assist them with their
ongoing business operations due to the way in which
they have been treated by this government as part of the
level crossing removal project. We are seeing a
government that is having to deliver a project that it did
not even pay for, and because it has been so poorly
executed we are seeing businesses actually closing
down.
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Mr Staikos interjected.
Mr SOUTHWICK — The member for Bentleigh
interjects, but I call on him to join the minister and me,
in a spirit of bipartisanship, to help these traders
continue on with their businesses. This is not a laughing
matter. Government members continue to laugh and
joke about this matter, but we have five businesses that
have shut down since this government has been
developing this project. The businesses are a florist, a
deli and a boutique. There is also a local gym that is
down about $200 000 since this project was
implemented. It is just a poorly implemented project —
a great project with great vision, paid for by the
coalition but unfortunately poorly delivered by this
government.
A stimulus package has been promised previously by
the Minister for Small Business, Innovation and Trade.
The minister and the member for Bentleigh went to
traders and promised them that they were going to get
some relief to ensure that their businesses could
transition. This is what the Level Crossing Removal
Authority has promised these businesses — what an
absolute joke — a mickey mouse package of a
brochure, outdoor signage and — get this — a
photographic shoot to help their businesses. I hope the
photographic shoot is not with the member for
Bentleigh, because I tell you what, there would be
many, many small business traders that would not want
to be seen dead with the member for Bentleigh after
what he has done in shafting his local businesses.
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be stopping at Bendigo at 7.10 a.m., and I am delighted
that our colleague the member for Bendigo West will
join us at Castlemaine at 7.31 a.m. I look forward to
joining both the minister and the member for Bendigo
West at Kyneton at 7.54 a.m. On that day we will also
see another new service added to the timetable, this one
departing Southern Cross at 4.02 p.m.
I commend the minister on her delivery of these new
services, which will coincide with the restoration of full
service on the Bendigo line. These new services will fill
an immediate need in our community for additional
capacity on the Bendigo line. As our communities
continue to grow, it is important that we have the
infrastructure in place to meet the needs of our
communities. That is why I was so pleased last Friday
to attend the launch of the regional network
development plan in Bendigo, the first ever long-term
strategy for the development of better public transport
in regional Victoria. My electorate will benefit
immediately from additional car parking at Kyneton
and Gisborne, and asphalting and lighting at Woodend.
In addition, I was thrilled to see that four extra off-peak
services between Melbourne and Bendigo will be added
early next year to service students, workers and people
coming to the city for appointments, shopping, theatre
and any of the other attractions Melbourne offers.
These are exciting times for regional public transport
and for our fantastic V/Line service. I look forward to
joining the minister on 27 June.

Kings Park, Seymour, netball facilities
We need this government to stand up for local
businesses, to meet with the traders of Ormond,
McKinnon and Bentleigh — the two strips that are in
the electorate of the member for Bentleigh, one of the
most marginal seats in Victoria. It is time for the
member for Bentleigh to stand up for the residents and
stand up for those small businesses and make sure those
businesses can remain in business. I am sure many of
the local consumers out there want to shop in these
shops. They have been delivered a dud project by the
Level Crossing Removal Authority. This government
needs to go out there, meet with those traders and work
out a package that is going to keep those businesses in
business and not put them out of business thanks to a
government that does not care about small business.

Ms RYAN (Euroa) — I am delighted that those on
the other side of the chamber are so thrilled to have The
Nationals here. The adjournment matter I wish to raise
tonight is for the Minister for Sport, and the action I
seek is for the minister to provide funding for a new
netball court and women’s change rooms in Seymour.
Mitchell Shire Council has made an application on
behalf of user groups at Kings Park to the country
football and netball program for additional netball
facilities. The project will provide the club with an
additional floodlit netball court, unisex change rooms
and associated amenities to provide a safer environment
for all players. This will be especially important for
junior players and will go a long way to creating a safe
and secure environment at Kings Park.

Regional rail link
Ms THOMAS (Macedon) — The adjournment
matter I wish to raise is for the attention of the Minister
for Public Transport, and the action I seek is that the
minister join me on the very first new V/Line service
that is departing Epsom at 7.00 a.m. on 27 June. It will

There are currently more than 200 netball players who
use the existing facilities at Kings Park, including
players from Seymour Football Netball Club, St Mary’s
Junior Football Netball Club, Seymour Junior Football
Netball Club, Seymour Junior Netball Association and
children who participate in the NetSetGO program. All
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of these groups compete for the use of the single court,
which often results in training and warm-up activities
being conducted on the reserve roadway while parents
monitor traffic. As far as I am aware the Seymour
netball club is the only team in the Goulburn Valley
Netball League that has access to only one court, and
clubs have to use other local facilities as an alternative,
which results in increased playing costs. That is a real
barrier to many people within the Seymour community
who face a high level of disadvantage.
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There is no doubt that there are still far too many
women and children who remain too afraid or are
unable to speak up to get the help they need. It is why
we must do more and must be willing and able to make
a stand and say, ‘No more’. That is exactly what the
Andrews Labor government is doing. It will not be easy
and it will take time, but I know that the minister, our
Premier and indeed the whole government are united in
this effort.

Country Fire Authority Cowes station
I do wish to acknowledge the many people in the
community who have worked to advance this project
over a number of years: Ken Jumbo Hall and other
members of the recreation reserve committee; Gerard
and Sandra O’Sullivan, who are absolute stalwarts of
the Seymour Football Netball Club; Darryl and Cathy
McInerny; Gary Browne; Ronnie Smith; and many
others. I urge the minister to recognise the need for
these additional facilities in Seymour and to throw his
support behind this very worthy application from
Mitchell Shire Council. I was very pleased before the
election in 2014 to make a commitment to Kings Park
of $600 000 to help upgrade the facilities there. The
community was obviously very disappointed to lose
that funding, so I urge the minister to give his very
favourable consideration to this application.

Family violence
Ms GRALEY (Narre Warren South) — My
adjournment matter is for the Minister for the
Prevention of Family Violence and concerns the
appalling incidents of family violence that afflict our
local community. The action I seek is that the minister
visit my electorate to meet with concerned local
residents, schools and organisations to discuss the
Andrews Labor government’s response to the key
recommendations of the Royal Commission into
Family Violence. Many of these outstanding people
took part in our Say No to Family Violence awareness
campaign that the minister launched last year. They
joined with me in taking a stand against these horrific
acts of intimidation and violence that for far too long
have often remained hidden and unreported.
In a recent article in the Berwick Leader it was reported
that there are now nine reported incidents of family
violence each and every day. In the same article Julie
Knowles from Windermere Child and Family Services
said that the figures:
… are frightening enough, but with Casey’s rapid growth and
our experience showing only a percentage of violent incidents
ever get reported, I believe the reality is considerably
worse …

Mr PAYNTER (Bass) — My adjournment matter
tonight is for the Minister for Emergency Services. The
action I seek from the Minister for Emergency Services
is for the minister to join me in visiting the Country Fire
Authority (CFA) station at Cowes, Phillip Island, and to
commit to funding a new CFA station. The current
building has not been upgraded since the mid-1980s
and is grossly inadequate. In its current state it raises
occupational health and safety concerns as there is less
than a metre between walls and vehicles, which makes
it difficult for firefighters to put on their protective
clothing before heading out to a call. There are
insufficient turning areas in and out of the station for
the trucks, which makes it dangerous for not only
firefighters but also general road users. In April 2015 I
asked the minister to meet with me on site, and I am
still waiting for that to happen.
In November 2014 the previous coalition government
committed $2.3 million in funding for the construction
of a new CFA station in Cowes. Building a new CFA
station would boost emergency response capabilities for
local residents and during peak tourism periods. Phillip
Island has grown dramatically during the last two
decades. Over the summer months the population of
Phillip Island increases from just over 10 000 to around
70 000 to 80 000 people. I ask the Minister for
Emergency Services to join me and tour the CFA
station at Cowes. In a week in which this government’s
commitment to the 60 000 CFA volunteers across
Victoria has quite rightly come into question I am
asking the minister to dedicate the resources needed to
upgrade the infrastructure needed to keep our
community safe.

McKinnon Reserve
Mr STAIKOS (Bentleigh) — My adjournment
matter is for the attention of the Minister for Sport and
concerns McKinnon Reserve. The action I seek is that
the minister fund a new electronic scoreboard for
McKinnon Reserve. McKinnon Reserve is home to
St Paul’s Football Club as well as its junior club and of
course McKinnon Cricket Club. The clubs have asked
for an electronic scoreboard for some time, like those
that surrounding reserves have. They have some
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funding available — I understand they have a grant
under the Stronger Communities Programme from the
federal government — and I ask that the minister also
provide a contribution.

Responses
Ms NEVILLE (Minister for Police) — A range of
members have raised a number of issues for a number
of ministers, and I will pass all those issues on.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The house is
now adjourned.
House adjourned 5.24 p.m. until Tuesday, 21 June.
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ANSWERS TO CONSTITUENCY QUESTIONS
Answers have been incorporated in the form supplied by the departments on behalf of the
appropriate ministers.

27 May to 9 June 2016
Evelyn electorate
Question 6908
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Member for Evelyn
Minister for Roads and Road Safety
8 March 2016

REPLY:
VicRoads considers and evaluates requests for intersection improvements on a statewide basis, with consideration
given to factors such as the number and type of vehicles using the intersection, the need to cater for pedestrians, the
historical safety record of the site, the impact that treating the intersection would have on the performance of the
surrounding network and the implementation costs.
VicRoads' assessment has found that any improvements to this intersection would need to meet the above criteria to
be considered for funding under a future roads program.
VicRoads will continue to monitor the operation and safety of this section of Clegg Road to determine the need for
any improvements in the future.

Bass electorate
Question 7020
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Member for Bass
Minister for Roads and Road Safety
23 March 2016

REPLY:
I appreciate the importance of this issue to the Lang Lang community. The Cardinia Shire Council has been
developing a proposal for a truck bypass in consultation with VicRoads. The council has been developing the
bypass in two stages with planning for the first stage completed. VicRoads will continue to work with the council
as part of planning for the second stage. The Government will consider a funding contribution towards the bypass
along with other competing priorities across the state.

Carrum electorate
Question 7074
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Member for Carrum
Minister for Health
12 April 2016

REPLY:
As part of the 2016-17 Victorian State Budget, the Andrews Labor Government has invested an additional
$1.3 billion in hospital services, with a focus on elective surgery, emergency department access and performance,
specialist clinics and mental health services. The Budget delivers the single biggest one-off investment in elective
surgery in Australian History.
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Peninsula Health has been allocated additional funding of $2.58 million, brought forward into the 2015-16 financial
year. This funding is for capital works to support elective surgery and increase elective surgery activity. A portion
of this funding will be used to build an additional theatre and open new beds.
Monash Health has been allocated additional funding of $3.45 million, brought forward into the 2015-16 financial
year. This funding is for capital works to support elective surgery and to increase elective surgery activity at
Monash Health. A portion of this funding will be used to open 10 news beds, expand the Short Stay Unit at
Monash Medical Centre and to purchase new elective surgery equipment.
This funding will have an immediate impact, allowing Peninsula and Monash Health Services to increase their
elective surgery activity and to target longest waiting patients, to get the surgery they need sooner.
These investments stand in stark contrast to the decisions of the Liberal Commonwealth Government, which will
see $15.4 billion cut from Victoria's hospital system over the next 10 years.
Additional funding to support hospital activity in 2016-17 will be confirmed as part of the 2016-17 Policy and
Funding Guidelines development process.

Sandringham electorate
Question 7089
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Member for Sandringham
Minister for Public Transport
13 April 2016

REPLY:
The closure of the Frankston line in June and July will allow for the excavation and reconstruction of the rail line
and removal of level crossings. Thanks to careful project planning, the amount of time to construct the projects has
been shortened, with major road and rail closures brought forward six months to June/July 2016. This will see the
project completed earlier than originally planned. The shorter construction schedule will also minimise disruption
for residents and businesses.
Public Transport Victoria is working closely with Metro Trains Melbourne and VicRoads to make sure the works
are carried out with the least possible disruption to train services across the network and local road networks.

Frankston electorate
Question 7092
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Member for Frankston
Premier
13 April 2016

REPLY:
The Victorian economy continues to maintain its lead as the fastest growing in the nation, with 112 000 jobs
created over the past 17 months.
Infrastructure creates jobs, boosts productivity and supports the services that Victorians need and rely on every day.
The Level Crossing Removal Project will remove 50 level crossings across Melbourne by 2022 and create
approximately 4500 jobs.
The Frankston line will have 11 level crossings removed, including the Skye/Overton Road level crossing.
With over 220 trains running through this crossing daily, the boom gates are down for a significant proportion of
the day, including 34 minutes in the 2 hour AM peak. This causes congestion for the 8700 vehicles that drive over
this crossing daily, which can lead to commuter frustration and risky behaviour.
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Removing this level crossing will improve safety for pedestrians, cyclists and drivers, and ease congestion by
allowing traffic to flow freely across the rail line and through the nearby road network.
Removing the Skye/Overton Road level crossing will create 300 jobs during peak construction, and up to 500 from
start to completion.
Consultation and planning is currently underway, with construction set to begin in 2018.

South Barwon electorate
Question 7108
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Member for South Barwon
Minister for Education
14 April 2016

REPLY:
The Andrews Labor Government is committed to investment in education and school infrastructure, and this has
been demonstrated through the allocation of $1.1 billion to school facilities in the, 2016¬17 State Budget. The
Victorian School Building Authority will be established to deliver this construction boom that will not just benefit
students, but also create jobs for construction workers and local tradies. Our challenge, however, is to responsibly
balance and prioritise the needs of over 1500 government schools in Victoria, all in varying condition.
The infrastructure needs of Bellbrae Primary School, and all Victorian Government schools, will be given serious
and equitable consideration through future budget processes and when priorities for funding in future capital works
programs are being determined.
I will, of course, be very pleased to visit Bellbrae PS when my schedule next allows.

Yan Yean electorate
Question 7109
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Member for Yan Yean
Minister for Public Transport
14 April 2016

REPLY:
The Mernda Rail Extension not only will provide new public transport options from South Morang to Mernda, but
also include the construction of walking and cycling paths. Feedback from the local community demonstrated a
strong desire for bicycle facilities, and as such, the project will construct the linkages to existing and future
networks that are being delivered by the City of Whittlesea.
The project will also deliver bicycle storage at each station either as bicycle hoops in the station precinct or
parkiteer facilities where space allows.
A walking and cycling path connection over the rail at Lakes Boulevard will provide access to the future
Hawkstowe Recreational Reserve, and an additional walking and cycling underpass will connect with a future path
along the Yan Yean pipe track. Ultimately this walking and cycling path will connect South Morang Station to
Mernda Station.
Bicycle Network Victoria and the City of Whittlesea have been consulted with to ensure their feedback is
incorporated into the overall project design.
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Warrandyte electorate
Question 7506
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Member for Warrandyte
Minister for Public Transport
27 April 2016

REPLY:
The reforms undertaken by the previous Government had a devastating impact on the taxi industry. On 11 May the
former Premier, Jeff Kennett, said on 3AW that the former Liberal Government treated the taxi industry badly and
that the Liberal's reforms had broken his heart.
The emergence of ride-sharing is the biggest issue facing the Victorian taxi and hire car industry. It is an extremely
complex matter, and there is not a one size fits all' approach across Australia. Victoria's response needs to reflect
the unique starting point of our regulatory framework and industry.
The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring we implement a solution that is going to work for the industry
as a whole in the longer term. As part of this, the potential impacts of any regulatory changes on existing licence
holders is a key consideration.
The Government's careful consideration of this issue will continue and we will advise the public of progress.

Eltham electorate
Question 7513
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Member for Eltham
Minister for Education
27 April 2016

REPLY:
Firstly, I would like to thank the Montmorency South Primary School staff and students for such a warm welcome
during my visit to the school. I acknowledge the contribution of the school community in striving to provide a first
class education for its students.
Investment in education and school infrastructure continues to be a priority for the Andrews Labor Government.
This has been demonstrated through the Government's 2016-17 State Budget allocation of $1.1 billion to build,
upgrade and maintain school infrastructure across the state, ensuring that every community has access to a great
local school, and every child gets the chance to succeed. The Victorian School Building Authority will be
established to deliver this construction boom that will not only benefit students, but also create jobs for construction
workers and local tradespeople.
I am delighted to confirm that Montmorency South Primary School will share in $12 million of planning funding
that has been allocated to 35 schools across the State in the 2016-17 State Budget. This funding will allow the
school to begin planning a capital works projects, ensuring works can commence immediately when further
resources are provided in a future State Budget.
I have asked the Department of Education and Training to work closely with the Montmorency South Primary
School community on its future plans for capital improvement.
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Eildon electorate
Question 7514
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Member for Eildon
Minister for Aboriginal Affairs
27 April 2016

REPLY:
Galeena Beek PTY LTD was an independent organisation formed in 2000. With the assistance of the Victorian
State Government it acquired three properties in the Healesville area. The Minister for Aboriginal Affairs was
registered as the first mortgage holder for each property. Unfortunately Galeena Beek went into voluntary
liquidation in September 2011.
On 17 June 2014 the then Minister for Aboriginal Affairs announced that with the cooperation of the Galeena Beek
Proprietary Limited Liquidator an Advisory group be established to assist the Liquidator in determining the best
use of the assets.
The Galeena Beek Advisory Group was formed in September 2014 and held its first meeting on 14 October 2014.
It has met six times since it was established.
Its members include the Wandoon Estate, Wurundjeri Tribe Land and Compensation Cultural Heritage Council,
Worawa Aboriginal College, Healesville Indigenous Community Services Association, Healesville Indigenous
Arts Enterprise Cooperative and Healesville Elders represented by Aunty Dot Peters.
At its first meeting the Advisory group agreed that a new community entity would be formed to locus on creating a
Belonging Place that would provide an Integrated Service Delivery hub.' The Advisory group also asked the then
Office of Aboriginal Affairs Victoria to commission a feasibility study to identify how this could be achieved. The
Feasibility study provided options on the usage of each property.
The Advisory group did not agree a preferred option.
The Victorian Government will now work with the local Aboriginal community, including HICSA, to determine
the best use of Galeena Beek assets.
It is unfortunate that no conclusion was reached in the past six years as it means the assets have not been utilised by
a community that needs them.

Ivanhoe electorate
Question 7515
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Member for Ivanhoe
Minister for Planning
27 April 2016

REPLY:
The Victorian Government is committed to protecting the Yarra River for the health, enjoyment and appreciation of
current and future generations. Before preparing new legislation to protect the Yarra River, the government has
established a Ministerial Advisory Committee to provide independent advice on the key issues, opportunities and
improvements to governance arrangements needed to protect the river corridor and ensure its appropriate
management. The Ministerial Advisory Committee will also identify and reflect on the community's experiences
and expectations of the legislation in their deliberations. The Committee's report is due by the end of 2016 with a
recommended action plan including a Yarra Protection Bill and a Trust (or similar entity) to achieve the long term
goals for the river corridor.
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Carrum electorate
Question 7526
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Member for Carrum
Minister for Roads and Road Safety
3 May 2016

REPLY:
The upgrade to the intersection of Wedge Road and Frankston-Dandenong Road in Carrum Downs is now
operational.
The new traffic signals were switched-on on 18 May 2016.
Some minor work at the site is currently being undertaken to complete the project.
I thank you for your efforts and advocacy on this issue.

Prahran electorate
Question 7527
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Member for Prahran
Minister for Planning
3 May 2016

REPLY:
Thank you for your question regarding future planning within the City of Stonnington, specifically Prahran. I note
your concerns relating to development pressure, planning policy, liveability and infrastructure provision in Prahran.
Plan Melbourne is the Victorian Government's planning strategy, guiding the way the city will grow and change to
2050. Plan Melbourne 2016 provides a framework to enhance the city's productivity, move jobs closer to where
people live and to create new urban areas to accommodate much of Melbourne's growth. The Government has
committed to refreshing Plan Melbourne to ensure it accurately reflects community and expert priorities and
advice. Submissions are currently being reviewed and will inform the development of Plan Melbourne 2016.
Melbourne Metro is a city shaping project that will increase the capacity, reliability and efficiency of train lines
serving Melbourne's growth areas in the north, west and south-east. It will deliver twin nine-kilometre rail tunnels
and five underground stations to Melbourne's rail network, freeing up space in the City Loop. The Eastern Portal
will enable the Cranbourne/Pakenham line to diverge from the existing rail corridor just south of Toorak Road, and
travel towards the CBD via the Melbourne Metro tunnels. The Eastern Portal is proposed to be located in the rail
reserve adjacent to the South Yarra Siding Reserve. A new station in South Yarra or upgrades to the existing station
are not in the scope of the Melbourne Metro project, however that does not mean that improvements to the South
Yarra station will not occur in the future.
Stonnington Amendment C172 proposes to implement the strategic direction of Chapel reVision by applying the
Activity Centre Zone to the Chapel Street Activity Centre which includes four distinct precincts; Forrest Hill, South
Yarra, Prahran and Windsor. The Structure Plan seeks to guide change and the future planning and development of
the Chapel Street Activity Centre until 2031. It provides comprehensive built form and urban design analysis,
which identifies significant opportunities for change within the Activity Centre. The amendment was submitted to
me for approval and is currently under consideration.
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Pascoe Vale electorate
Question 7530
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Member for Pascoe Vale
Minister for Education
3 May 2016

REPLY:
Non-government schools are an important part of Victoria's education system, with over one-third of Victorian
students studying at a Catholic or independent school. I note your strong and continued advocacy for schools in
your electorate, including St Oliver Plunkett Primary School. As you know, the 2015-16 State Budget provided
$120 million over four years to build and upgrade these schools, matching dollar-for-dollar the non-government
sector’s contribution.
The Andrews Labor Government is working closely with the Catholic Education Commission of Victoria and
Independent Schools Victoria to ensure available funding is targeted to the areas of greatest need. Under the
program, schools submit applications to their sector bodies to demonstrate their relative need against the defined
criteria. The sector bodies assess all applications and submit recommendations for funding to the Department.
The sector bodies have submitted their recommendations for funding to the Department and these are being
reviewed. I am looking forward to announcing successful projects soon.

Essendon electorate
Question 7538
Question asked by:
Directed to:
Asked on:

Member for Essendon
Minister for Planning
4 May 2016

REPLY:
The 2016-17 Victorian Budget includes $30 million over 4 years for the Living Heritage Program to safeguard and
reactivate the State's key heritage resources. This is the largest program investment in the conservation of heritage
in Victoria's history.
It includes a competitive grants stream of $7 million, providing up to $200 000 for the conservation of 'at risk' State
listed heritage places and objects across Victoria.
This includes heritage places and objects that are owned or managed by local government, Committees of
Management responsible for managing heritage places on public land and not for profit organisations that have
limited access to funds for heritage conservation.
Matched funding will be available for places of worship, and in some instances, for heritage places in private
ownership if a broader community benefit can be demonstrated.
Priority will be given to projects that provide a clear public value, contribute to the character of an area, are
accessible to the public or have a current or future community use.
There are many Victorian Heritage Register listed places in the Essendon Electorate that could potentially benefit
from this program. Places include, for example, the former Essendon Technical School and High School (Buckley
Street, Essendon), the former Essendon Courthouse, home of the Essendon Historical Society (Mt Alexander Road,
Moonee Ponds) and the Walter Burley Griffin designed Essendon Incinerator (Holmes Street, Aberfeldie).
The Living Heritage Program also includes grants of more than $22 million for major conservation projects in
relation to a smaller pool of State significant heritage icons with highly complex conservation needs. This includes,
for example, Her Majesty's Theatre in Ballarat. Announcements regarding these projects will occur over the
coming weeks.
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE
Questions have been incorporated from the question paper of the Legislative Assembly.
Answers have been incorporated in the form supplied by the departments on behalf of the appropriate ministers.
Headings reflect the portfolio of the minister answering the question.

27 May to 9 June 2016
Education
6797.

Mr WAKELING to ask the Minister for Education — With reference to the school principal referred
to in the Herald Sun article “Girl’s cover blown” on Thursday, 11 February 2016:
(1)
(2)

What action has the Department of Education and Training taken in relation to the family involved
in this matter.
What action has the Department of Education and Training taken in relation to the principal
involved in this matter; if no action has been taken, why not.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
The South Eastern Victoria Region (SEVR), Department of Education and Training has undertaken a full
investigation into the allegations made by the family.
The Area Director, Bayside Peninsula, SEVR is assisting the Principal to re-establish a trustful relationship with the
family in the best interests of the student’s safety and wellbeing.
The Principal has been counselled in regard to relevant guidelines about donations and perceived conflict of
interest. The Principal has also undertaken professional learning in regard to Court Orders pertaining to children
attending government schools.

Housing, disability and ageing
7010.

Ms SANDELL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With reference to the
Moveable Units program:
(1)
(2)

How much will the Government spend on the program in the 2015/16 financial year.
How much has the Government spent on the program per year in previous financial years.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

This figure will not be known prior to 1 July 2016.

(2)

In previous years Kids Under Cover has been funded on an ad hoc, annual basis, to provide a Moveable Units
program. On 10 April 2016 it was my pleasure to announce that the government would fund Kids Under
Cover for three years to deliver Movable Units. Further detail on this announcement can be found at
http://www.premier.vic.gov.au/labor-government-keeping-young-people-under-cover-and-off-the-streets/

Roads and road safety
7043.

Mr R. SMITH to ask the Minister for Roads and Road Safety — With reference to the Streamlining
Hoddle Street initiative:
(1)
(2)

What are the milestones for this project.
What project development activities have been undertaken since December 2014.
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What works activities have been undertaken since December 2014.
When will VicRoads publicly release a business case for the project.
How much of the promised $60 million has been spent to date.

ANSWER:
The key milestone for this project is:
– 2016/17 Budget allocation of a $60 million package of works, delivering in full the Andrews Labor
Governments election commitment.
Further milestones will be announced in due course.
VicRoads has undertaken extensive data collection and analysis, extensive consultation/workshops with key
stakeholders and preliminary interactive consultation with the community for gathering feedback on their travel
experiences, to identify the key issues and problems along Hoddle Street.
VicRoads has explored a number of strategies and innovative solutions from around the world. As a result,
innovative intersection concepts have been developed, including improvements to public transport treatments,
pedestrians and cyclists, allowing greater transport network efficiency for all modes transport.

Roads and road safety
7046.

Mr R. SMITH to ask the Minister for Roads and Road Safety — With reference to the Thompsons
Road duplication project:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

What are the milestones for the project.
What project development activities have been undertaken since December 2014.
What early works activities have been undertaken since December 2014.
When will VicRoads publicly release a business case for this project.

ANSWER:
I am pleased to confirm that the Andrews Labor Government is committed to completing the duplication of
Thompsons Road between EastLink in Carrum Downs and Berwick-Cranbourne Road in Clyde North, including
the removal of the rail level crossing at Lyndhurst. This commitment by the Andrews Labor Government is clearly
demonstrated in its 2016 Budget commitment of $154.5 million, which together with previous commitments of
$20.5 million, total some $175 million for this important project.
Significant progress is evidenced by the recent release of tender documents for the delivery of the first stage of the
project which will see Thompsons Road duplicated between the South Gippsland Highway and Marriott Boulevard
with bridges constructed over the Cranbourne rail line to remove the existing level crossing.
My responses to your specific questions are as follows:
Target milestone dates for the delivery of the Thompsons Road-Stage 1: Level Crossing Removal section is as
follows:
– Tender advertised

6 April 2016

– Award design and construct contract

August/September 2016

– Commence construction

October/November 2016

– Complete construction

Late 2018

The milestone dates for the construction of the remaining sections of the upgrade include:
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– Tender advertised

late 2016

– Award design and construct contract

mid 2017

– Commence construction

spring 2017

– Complete construction

mid 2019
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The following major project development activities have been undertaken since December 2014:
– traffic data collection and modelling;
– field feature surveys;
– site geotechnical and pavement investigations;
– environmental investigations (flora & fauna, cultural heritage, noise, hydrology, native vegetation, etc.);
– detailed investigations and proving of utility services;
– detailed development of the concept design;
– community and stakeholder consultation and survey; and
– preparation of a business case to inform the government of scope and budget options for delivering the
remaining sections of the project.
To allow an early start of works for the Thompsons Road-Stage 1: Level Crossing Removal section, the following
other major activities have also been undertaken.
– preparation of a detailed urban design concept with a focus on the elements for the bridges over the Cranbourne
rail line;
– detailed consideration of project impacts with key stakeholders and in particular the various rail entities;
– preparation of the contract specification and tender documents; and
– commencement of the land acquisition process for acquiring the additional land required for the project,
including meetings with all landowners where land will be acquired.

Roads and road safety
7047.

Mr R. SMITH to ask the Minister for Roads and Road Safety — With reference to the Mordialloc
Bypass project initiated by the Napthine Government:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

What are the milestones for the project.
Has VicRoads now determined the approvals process for the project.
What project development activities have been undertaken since December 2014.
Has VicRoads now finalised a business case for the construction of the project.
Has the Minister reprioritised any of the allocated $10.6 million to other projects.
How much of the allocated $10.6 million has been spent to date.

ANSWER:
Over the next few months, VicRoads will work with the community and key stakeholders to develop a business
case for the Mordialloc Bypass to submit to Government for consideration.
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Roads and road safety
7050.

Mr R. SMITH to ask the Minister for Roads and Road Safety — With reference to the $60 million
allocated to the Western Highway duplication from Buangor to Ararat by the Napthine Government:
(1)
(2)
(3)

What are the milestones for the project.
What project development activities have been undertaken since December 2014.
What is the total amount of funding spent on this initiative in 2015/16.

ANSWER:
(1)

The milestones for the project as are follows:
Minister for Planning determines that Environment Effects
Statement (EES) is required for Beaufort to Ararat
EES process, including public hearings
EES process completed
Planning Acquisition Overlay gazetted in the Ararat Rural
City Planning Scheme
Buangor to Ararat funding announced by Federal Government
Buangor to Ararat funding announced by State Government
Community consultation relating to environment
Advertising of Expression of Interest
Invite Request for Tenders
Award contract
Commence construction
Practical completion of construction

October 2010
2012-13
May 2013
October 2014
12 May 2015
16 February 2016
June 2015-ongoing
Mid 2016
Mid 2016
Late 2016
Early 2017
Early 2019

Since December 2014, the project development activities have included:
– Design refinement to mitigate impact on the environment;
– Investigation and publication of a report into the underestimation of large old trees to be removed as identified in
the Environment Effects Statement;
– Concept design development;
– Community consultation;
– Contract specification preparation;
– Preliminary works on service relocation works; and
– Compulsory land acquisition process.
The project is currently forecasted to meet its allocated budget.

Public transport
7072.

Mr THOMPSON to ask the Minister for Public Transport — With reference to the 34 day Frankston
Line rail closure scheduled over June and July 2016 and the likely heavy uplift of passenger numbers on
the Sandringham Line:
(1)

What steps has the Government taken to improve bus access to Sandringham Station.
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What work has been undertaken with the local councils to expand parking options for city workers
around the Sandringham line station precinct.
What methods of communication have been instituted to assist city commuters who will be
seeking a faster trip to the city than via the Frankston line train/bus to Caulfield and then train to
the city.
What steps have been taken to expand services on the Sandringham line to cope with a potential
spike in patronage during peak hours.

ANSWER:
(1)

The North McKinnon Centre Level Crossing Removal Project will reach a major milestone in June/July this
year, with a 37 day rail occupation on the Frankston line. During this time, three dangerous and congested
level crossings on North, McKinnon and Centre roads will be removed, three stations will be built and the rail
line lowered under the roads.
The Project is committed to minimising impacts for rail commuters as much as possible during this time,
including at Sandringham Station. To this end, the Project will have additional traffic management in place at
the station to ensure buses flow freely through the interchange and immediate area.

(2)

The Level Crossing Removal Project has been working closely with Bayside City Council on parking options
around the Sandringham Station precinct.
Council advised that all day parking is available on one side of many local streets and restricted parking on
the other. Council manages parking on local streets in this way to balance the needs of both rail commuters
and local residents. Unfortunately there is limited parking available in the local area.
The Project sought options to expand parking around Sandringham Station but has been advised that there is
no available land. The Project will continue to work with Council to minimise disruptions where possible.

(3)

A comprehensive communications campaign will commence in late May along the Frankston line to engage
with rail customers and outline the best options for travel during this period. This will include coffee
mornings at all stations, posters, brochures and floor decals, advertising, social media and engagement with
local organisations including schools.
It is important to note, that the rail disruptions planned for June/July represent the third extended works
program for the North McKinnon Centre Level Crossing Removal Project. For example, following the
closure of Ormond and McKinnon Stations on 25 March, Metro Trains Melbourne has been successfully
managing train replacement bussing operations on the Frankston line, with buses operating along Jasper and
Grange roads. This also means that many commuters on the Frankston line have already had the opportunity
to experience bus replacement services, and determine if this is an option that works for them.
Customers are encouraged to use the Public Transport Victoria journey planner to plan their journey or call
1800 800 007 prior to travelling.

(4)

The alliance which includes the Level Crossing Removal Authority, Public Transport Victoria and Metro
Trains Melbourne is investigating options to improve services on the Sandringham line during June/July.
On the Frankston line, around 70 train replacement buses will be in operation, providing a high frequency
service for passengers travelling between Moorabbin and Caulfield. The Project will monitor demand for
train replacement bus services and add more buses as necessary
Further information will be provided to the community ahead of the mid-year program of works.

Police
7095.

Mr SOUTHWICK to ask the Minister for Police — With reference to the police investigation into the
attacks on little penguins at St Kilda in March 2016:
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What procedures are in place for the police to investigate these attacks.
Was CCTV footage checked in the course of the investigation; if not, why not.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
The procedures that are in place for the police to investigate these attacks are in line with The Victoria Police Act
2013, established by the Government of which you were a part.
The investigation is being jointly conducted by Victoria Police, DELWP and Parks Victoria, in line with this
legislation. This includes CCTV footage provided.

Attorney-General
7097.

Ms SANDELL to ask the Attorney-General — With reference to the Carlton Justice Service Centre not
accepting change-of-name applications:
(1)

Why does the centre not accept change-of-name applications?

(2)

Will the Office of Births, Deaths and Marriages amend its information so that the public is not
misinformed about where to lodge applications.

ANSWER:
I am advised that:
The Carlton Justice Service Centre (JSC) does not provide services related to the Registry of Births, Deaths and
Marriages (BDM) due to the proximity of the Carlton JSC to the Registry of BDM (595 Collins St, Melbourne).
The Registry of BDM has amended its website to clarify that the Carlton JSC does not provide BDM-related
services.
The next version of BDM application forms (to be released July 2016) will include advice that BDM services are
available at ‘select Justice Service Centres’. The accompanying link will direct members of the public to a list of
the JSCs which offer BDM services.

Employment
7098.

Ms SANDELL to ask the Minister for Employment — Has the Minister considered introducing the
practice of name-blind hiring, omitting names from resumes and applications to ensure hiring decisions
are made on merit, for the Victorian Public Service.

ANSWER:
The matter raised falls within the portfolio responsibilities of the Special Minister of State, the Hon Gavin Jennings
MLC.

Housing, disability and ageing
7112.

Mr HIBBINS to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — What action is the
Government taking to prevent pigeon infestation in public housing estates at 150 Inkerman Street in
St Kilda, 49 Union Street in Windsor and Horace Petty Estate in South Yarra.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
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The department has already installed bird deterrents on some areas of the listed estates as a trial. Following the
success of the trial at these sites, additional bird deterrents will be installed on other areas of the buildings as
necessary.

Housing, disability and ageing
7119.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With reference to those who
require short term or mild early intervention disability and mental health support, but will not qualify for
a National Disability Insurance Scheme package, what structure is the Minister putting in place to
ensure these people receive the support they need.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
In accordance with the 2013 Heads of Agreement and the 2015 Bi-lateral Agreement between the Commonwealth
and Victoria, Victoria will continue to be responsible to provide mainstream services during transition and at full
scheme. Victoria’s mainstream service system will make reasonable adjustments to ensure that people with a
disability, that are deemed ineligible for the scheme, can access the support they need.
The National Disability Insurance Scheme will support people with a disability that is permanent, or likely to be
permanent, and results in functional impairments that impact their activities of daily living. These supports are
provided through a persons individual funded plan.
People that are currently receiving supports through state funded disability and mental health community support
services who do not meet scheme eligibility requirements will be supported through continuity of support
arrangements or through existing services in Victoria’s mainstream service system.

Housing, disability and ageing
7120.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the Alpine local government area on 1 October 2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the Alpine local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend

(2)

Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.

Housing, disability and ageing
7121.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Bayside Peninsula Department of Health and
Human Services (DHHS) region, will each person with special needs (and their carers, guardians or
family) currently on an individual support package or the Disability Support Register be individually
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contacted and offered assistance in relation to their transition to the NDIS and advised of information
sessions in their region.
ANSWER:
I am informed that:
People who currently have an individual support package or are on the Disability Support Register, will be
contacted, or their nominated contact person, and advised of information sessions in their area to support transition
to the National Disability Insurance Scheme.

Housing, disability and ageing
7122.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Alpine local government area as of 1 April 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7123.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With reference to the
upcoming National Disability Insurance Scheme roll out, what is the Government’s strategy to ensure
expansion of service providers in the Alpine local government area in disability support areas where
there is not a strong choice of service providers.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
In April 2015 at the Disability Reform Council, the Commonwealth and all states and territories agreed to a
Market, Sector and Workforce Strategy to guide our efforts in developing a strong and diverse disability market.
The National Disability Insurance Agency (NDIA) recently published a Market Position Statement for Victoria,
which identifies where the growth opportunities are across service regions in Victoria.
The Victorian Government is committed to working closely with the NDIA and the Commonwealth Government
to ensure the development and maturation of a strong and vibrant disability services market that offers choice and
that meets the needs of all Victorians with disability.
Further to this, the Victorian Government has invested $10 million to support the sector to respond to these growth
opportunities as the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) rolls out.
This $10 million NDIS Transition Support Package will provide information, resources and capacity building
opportunities to the disability service sector to transition their organisation to an NDIS operating model. This
includes understanding unit costs, growing business capability, and developing marketing approaches to attract new
clients to their services.
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Additionally, the Victorian Government’s NDIS Implementation Taskforce includes a Sector Readiness Working
Group and a Cross-Sector Innovation Working group to identify and build capacity where needed.

Housing, disability and ageing
7124.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — In the Hepburn local
government area, will any person with a disability, or their carers or family, have to travel further than
100 kilometres to attend a National Disability Insurance Scheme information session.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have access
to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the NDIS.
The Victorian Government has invested $10 million to support readiness of people with disability and their families
to transition to the NDIS across Victoria. As part of this, there will be a number of forums that will be held across
roll out sites in Victoria. We expect that the majority of people across Victoria would live within 100 kilometres
from a rural township or regional centre, and so would be in a position to access this readiness assistance.
Further to this, as the NDIS comes to local areas, we would also be seeking that the National Disability Insurance
Agency, the agency responsible for the delivery of the Scheme, would have a variety of strategies to reach all
people likely to enter the NDIS.

Housing, disability and ageing
7126.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Alpine local government area not occurring until
1 October 2017, what will the Minister do to ensure that people on the Disability Support Register in
that area are immediately transitioned as a priority to the NDIS so that they do not have to wait for the
scheduled NDIS geographical roll out to commence receiving a support package.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Over 1200 people registered on the Disability Support Register (DSR) across the state with an urgent need for
support will be provided with the opportunity to transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
within the first 12 months of roll out. This includes people living in the Areas scheduled to transition during this
period, as well as others with an immediate and pressing need for support, who will be provided with the
opportunity to transition to the NDIS ahead of their planned area schedule.
Any remaining people on the DSR will be the first group to enter the scheme in each area as the area commences
the transition.

Housing, disability and ageing
7127.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the Ararat local government area on 1 October 2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the Ararat local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
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The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.

(2)

Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.

Housing, disability and ageing
7128.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the Ballarat local government area on 1 October 2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the Ballarat local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.

(2)

Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.

Housing, disability and ageing
7129.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the Banyule local government area on 1 October 2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the Banyule local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.

(2)

Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.
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Housing, disability and ageing
7130.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the Bass Coast local government area on 1 October 2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the Bass Coast local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.

(2)

Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.

Housing, disability and ageing
7131.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the Baw Baw local government area on 1 October 2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the Baw Baw local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.

(2)

Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.

Housing, disability and ageing
7132.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the Benalla local government area on 1 October 2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the Benalla local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
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The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.

(2)

Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.

Housing, disability and ageing
7133.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the Boroondara local government area on 1 October 2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the Boroondara local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.

(2)

Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.

Housing, disability and ageing
7134.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the Bayside local government area on 1 October 2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the Bayside local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.

(2)

Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.
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Housing, disability and ageing
7135.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the Buloke local government area on 1 October 2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the Buloke local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.

(2)

Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.

Housing, disability and ageing
7136.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the Campaspe local government area on 1 October 2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the Campaspe local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.

(2)

Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.

Housing, disability and ageing
7137.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the Brimbank local government area on 1 October 2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the Brimbank local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
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The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.

(2)

Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.

Housing, disability and ageing
7138.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the Cardinia local government area on 1 October 2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the Cardinia local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.

(2)

Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.

Housing, disability and ageing
7139.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the Casey local government area on 1 October 2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the Casey local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.

(2)

Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.
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Housing, disability and ageing
7140.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the Central Goldfields local government area on 1 October
2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the Central Goldfields local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.

(2)

Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.

Housing, disability and ageing
7141.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the Corangamite local government area on 1 October 2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the Corangamite local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.

(2)

Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.

Housing, disability and ageing
7142.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the Darebin local government area on 1 October 2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the Darebin local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.
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ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.

(2)

Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.

Housing, disability and ageing
7143.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the East Gippsland local government area on 1 October 2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the East Gippsland local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.

(2)

Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.

Housing, disability and ageing
7144.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the Frankston local government area on 1 October 2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the Frankston local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.
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Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.

Housing, disability and ageing
7145.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the Gannawarra local government area on 1 October 2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the Gannawarra local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.

(2)

Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.

Housing, disability and ageing
7146.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the Glen Eira local government area on 1 October 2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the Glen Eira local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.

(2)

Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.

Housing, disability and ageing
7147.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the Glenelg local government area on 1 October 2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the Glenelg local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.
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ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.

(2)

Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.

Housing, disability and ageing
7148.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the Golden Plains local government area on 1 October 2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the Golden Plains local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.

(2)

Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.

Housing, disability and ageing
7149.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the Greater Bendigo local government area on 1 October 2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the Greater Bendigo local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.
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Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.

Housing, disability and ageing
7150.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the Greater Dandenong local government area on 1 October
2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the Greater Dandenong local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.

(2)

Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.

Housing, disability and ageing
7151.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the Greater Shepparton local government area on 1 October
2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the Greater Shepparton local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.

(2)

Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.

Housing, disability and ageing
7152.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the Hepburn local government area on 1 October 2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the Hepburn local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.
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ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.

(2)

Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.

Housing, disability and ageing
7153.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the Hindmarsh local government area on 1 October 2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the Hindmarsh local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.

(2)

Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.

Housing, disability and ageing
7154.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the Hobsons Bay local government area on 1 October 2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the Hobsons Bay local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.
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Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.

Housing, disability and ageing
7155.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the Horsham local government area on 1 October 2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the Horsham local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.

(2)

Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.

Housing, disability and ageing
7156.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the Hume local government area on 1 October 2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the Hume local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.

(2)

Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.

Housing, disability and ageing
7157.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the Indigo local government area on 1 October 2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the Indigo local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.
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ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.

(2)

Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.

Housing, disability and ageing
7158.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the Kingston local government area on 1 October 2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the Kingston local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.

(2)

Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.

Housing, disability and ageing
7159.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the Knox local government area on 1 October 2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the Knox local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.
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Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.

Housing, disability and ageing
7160.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the Latrobe local government area on 1 October 2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the Latrobe local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.

(2)

Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.

Housing, disability and ageing
7161.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the Loddon local government area on 1 October 2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the Loddon local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.

(2)

Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.

Housing, disability and ageing
7162.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the Macedon Ranges local government area on 1 October
2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the Macedon Ranges local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.
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ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.

(2)

Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.

Housing, disability and ageing
7163.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the Manningham local government area on 1 October 2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the Manningham local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.

(2)

Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.

Housing, disability and ageing
7164.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the Mansfield local government area on 1 October 2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the Mansfield local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.
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Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.

Housing, disability and ageing
7165.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the Maribrynong local government area on 1 October 2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the Maribrynong local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.

(2)

Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.

Housing, disability and ageing
7166.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the Maroondah local government area on 1 October 2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the Maroondah local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.

(2)

Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.

Housing, disability and ageing
7167.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the Melbourne local government area on 1 October 2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the Melbourne local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.
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ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.

(2)

Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.

Housing, disability and ageing
7168.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the Melton local government area on 1 October 2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the Melton local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.

(2)

Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.

Housing, disability and ageing
7169.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the Mildura local government area on 1 October 2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the Mildura local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.
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Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.

Housing, disability and ageing
7170.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the Mitchell local government area on 1 October 2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the Mitchell local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.

(2)

Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.

Housing, disability and ageing
7171.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the Moira local government area on 1 October 2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the Moira local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.

(2)

Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.

Housing, disability and ageing
7172.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the Monash local government area on 1 October 2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the Monash local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.
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ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.

(2)

Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.

Housing, disability and ageing
7173.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the Moonee Valley local government area on 1 October 2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the Moonee Valley local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.

(2)

Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.

Housing, disability and ageing
7174.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the Moorabool local government area on 1 October 2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the Moorabool local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.
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Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.

Housing, disability and ageing
7175.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the Moreland local government area on 1 October 2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the Moreland local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.

(2)

Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.

Housing, disability and ageing
7176.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the Mornington Peninsula local government area on 1 October
2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the Mornington Peninsula local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.

(2)

Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.

Housing, disability and ageing
7177.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the Moyne local government area on 1 October 2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the Moyne local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.
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ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.

(2)

Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.

Housing, disability and ageing
7178.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the Mount Alexander local government area on 1 October
2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the Mount Alexander local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.

(2)

Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.

Housing, disability and ageing
7179.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the Murrindindi local government area on 1 October 2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the Murrindindi local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.
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Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.

Housing, disability and ageing
7180.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the Nillumbik local government area on 1 October 2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the Nillumbik local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.

(2)

Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.

Housing, disability and ageing
7181.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the Northern Grampians local government area on 1 October
2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the Northern Grampians local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.

(2)

Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.

Housing, disability and ageing
7182.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the Port Phillip local government area on 1 October 2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the Port Phillip local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.
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ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.

(2)

Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.

Housing, disability and ageing
7183.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the Pyrenees local government area on 1 October 2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the Pyrenees local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.

(2)

Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.

Housing, disability and ageing
7184.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the South Gippsland local government area on 1 October
2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the South Gippsland local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.
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Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.

Housing, disability and ageing
7185.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the Stonnington local government area on 1 October 2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the Stonnington local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.

(2)

Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.

Housing, disability and ageing
7186.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the Strathbogie local government area on 1 October 2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the Strathbogie local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.

(2)

Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.

Housing, disability and ageing
7187.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the Swan Hill local government area on 1 October 2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the Swan Hill local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.
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ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.

(2)

Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.

Housing, disability and ageing
7188.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the Towong local government area on 1 October 2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the Towong local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.

(2)

Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.

Housing, disability and ageing
7189.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the Wangaratta local government area on 1 October 2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the Wangaratta local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.
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Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.

Housing, disability and ageing
7190.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the Warrnambool local government area on 1 October 2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the Warrnambool local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.

(2)

Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.

Housing, disability and ageing
7191.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the Wellington local government area on 1 October 2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the Wellington local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.

(2)

Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.

Housing, disability and ageing
7192.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the West Wimmera local government area on 1 October 2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the West Wimmera local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.
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ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.

(2)

Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.

Housing, disability and ageing
7193.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the Whitehorse local government area on 1 October 2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the Whitehorse local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.

(2)

Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.

Housing, disability and ageing
7194.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the Whittlesea local government area on 1 October 2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the Whittlesea local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.
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Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.

Housing, disability and ageing
7195.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the Wyndham local government area on 1 October 2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the Wyndham local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.

(2)

Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.

Housing, disability and ageing
7196.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the Wodonga local government area on 1 October 2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the Wodonga local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.

(2)

Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.

Housing, disability and ageing
7197.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the Yarra Ranges local government area on 1 October 2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the Yarra Ranges local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.
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ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.

(2)

Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.

Housing, disability and ageing
7198.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the Yarra local government area on 1 October 2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the Yarra local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.

(2)

Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.

Housing, disability and ageing
7199.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — Prior to the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme in the Yarriambiack local government area on 1 October 2017:
(1)
(2)

How many information sessions will be run for providers and people with disabilities and their
families in the Yarriambiack local government area.
Where will the information sessions be held.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
(1)

The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have
access to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the National
Disability Insurance Scheme.
A number of sessions will be provided in the local area to ensure all people in receipt of disability services
have the opportunity to attend.
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Six months in advance of the roll out in each local area, people with disability and their families and carers
will be provided with opportunities to attend information sessions and forums in their local communities.

Housing, disability and ageing
7200.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Ararat local government area as of 1 April 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7201.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Ballarat local government area as of 1 April 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7202.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Banyule local government area as of 1 April 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
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This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7203.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Bass Coast local government area as of 1 April 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7204.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Baw Baw local government area as of 1 April 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7205.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Bayside local government area as of 1 April 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
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This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7206.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Benalla local government area as of 1 April 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7207.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Boroondara local government area as of 1 April 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7208.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Brimbank local government area as of 1 April 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
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This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7209.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Buloke local government area as of 1 April 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7210.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Campaspe local government area as of 1 April 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7211.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Cardinia local government area as of 1 April 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
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This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7212.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Casey local government area as of 1 April 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7213.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Central Goldfields local government area as of 1 April 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7214.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Corangamite local government area as of 1 April 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
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This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7215.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Darebin local government area as of 1 April 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7216.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the East Gippsland local government area as of 1 April 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7217.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Frankston local government area as of 1 April 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
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This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7218.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Gannawarra local government area as of 1 April 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7219.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Glen Eira local government area as of 1 April 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7220.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Glenelg local government area as of 1 April 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
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This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7221.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Golden Plains local government area as of 1 April 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7222.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Greater Bendigo local government area as of 1 April 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7223.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Greater Dandenong local government area as of 1 April 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
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This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7224.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Greater Shepparton local government area as of 1 April 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7225.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Hepburn local government area as of 1 April 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7226.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Hindmarsh local government area as of 1 April 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
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This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7227.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Hobsons Bay local government area as of 1 April 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7228.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Horsham local government area as of 1 April 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7229.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Hume local government area as of 1 April 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
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This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7230.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Indigo local government area as of 1 April 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7231.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Kingston local government area as of 1 April 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7232.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Knox local government area as of 1 April 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
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This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7233.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Latrobe local government area as of 1 April 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7234.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Loddon local government area as of 1 April 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7235.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Macedon Ranges local government area as of 1 April 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
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This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7236.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Manningham local government area as of 1 April 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7237.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Mansfield local government area as of 1 April 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7238.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Maribyrnong local government area as of 1 April 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
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This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7239.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Maroondah local government area as of 1 April 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7240.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Melbourne local government area as of 1 April 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7241.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Melton local government area as of 1 April 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
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This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7242.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Mildura local government area as of 1 April 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7243.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Mitchell local government area as of 1 April 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7244.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Moira local government area as of 1 April 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
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This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7245.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Monash local government area as of 1 April 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7246.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Moonee Valley local government area as of 1 April 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7247.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Moorabool local government area as of 1 April 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
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This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7248.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Moreland local government area as of 1 April 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7249.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Mornington Peninsula local government area as of 1 April
2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7250.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Mount Alexander local government area as of 1 April 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
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To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7251.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Moyne local government area as of 1 April 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7252.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Murrindindi local government area as of 1 April 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7253.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Nillumbik local government area as of 1 April 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
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To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7254.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Northern Grampians local government area as of 1 April
2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7255.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Port Phillip local government area as of 1 April 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7256.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Pyrenees local government area as of 1 April 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
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The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7257.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the South Gippsland local government area as of 1 April 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7258.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Southern Grampians local government area as of 1 April
2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7259.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Stonnington local government area as of 1 April 2016.
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ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7260.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Strathbogie local government area as of 1 April 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7261.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Swan Hill local government area as of 1 April 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7262.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Towong local government area as of 1 April 2016.
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ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7263.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Wangaratta local government area as of 1 April 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7264.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Warrnambool local government area as of 1 April 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7265.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Wellington local government area as of 1 April 2016.
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ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7266.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the West Wimmera local government area as of 1 April 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7267.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Whitehorse local government area as of 1 April 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7268.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Whittlesea local government area as of 1 April 2016.
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ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7269.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Wodonga local government area as of 1 April 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7270.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Wyndham local government area as of 1 April 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7271.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Yarra Ranges local government area as of 1 April 2016.
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ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7272.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Yarra local government area as of 1 April 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7273.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — How many National Disability
Insurance Scheme information sessions for both providers and those with a disability (and their carers,
guardians or family) have been run in the Yarriambiack local government area as of 1 April 2016.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government has committed to engaging with local communities across Victoria to ensure people
with disability, families, carers and providers have access to information about the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS).
To date, the Victorian Government has hosted 11 community forums in both metropolitan and regional
communities for people with disability, their families and carers.
This is more information provision on the NDIS in 18 months, than the previous government over the two years
since they signed the Heads of Agreement with the Commonwealth Government.

Housing, disability and ageing
7274.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With reference to the
upcoming National Disability Insurance Scheme roll out, what is the Government’s strategy to ensure
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expansion of service providers in the Ararat local government area in disability support areas where
there is not a strong choice of service providers.
ANSWER:
I am informed that:
In April 2015 at the Disability Reform Council, the Commonwealth and all states and territories agreed to a
Market, Sector and Workforce Strategy to guide our efforts in developing a strong and diverse disability market.
The National Disability Insurance Agency (NDIA) recently published a Market Position Statement for Victoria,
which identifies where the growth opportunities are across service regions in Victoria.
The Victorian Government is committed to working closely with the NDIA and the Commonwealth Government
to ensure the development and maturation of a strong and vibrant disability services market that offers choice and
that meets the needs of all Victorians with disability.
Further to this, the Victorian Government has invested $10 million to support the sector to respond to these growth
opportunities as the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) rolls out.
This $10 million NDIS Transition Support Package will provide information, resources and capacity building
opportunities to the disability service sector to transition their organisation to an NDIS operating model. This
includes understanding unit costs, growing business capability, and developing marketing approaches to attract new
clients to their services.
Additionally, the Victorian Government’s NDIS Implementation Taskforce includes a Sector Readiness Working
Group and a Cross-Sector Innovation Working group to identify and build capacity where needed.

Housing, disability and ageing
7275.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With reference to the
upcoming National Disability Insurance Scheme roll out, what is the Government’s strategy to ensure
expansion of service providers in the Bass Coast local government area in disability support areas where
there is not a strong choice of service providers.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
In April 2015 at the Disability Reform Council, the Commonwealth and all states and territories agreed to a
Market, Sector and Workforce Strategy to guide our efforts in developing a strong and diverse disability market.
The National Disability Insurance Agency (NDIA) recently published a Market Position Statement for Victoria,
which identifies where the growth opportunities are across service regions in Victoria.
The Victorian Government is committed to working closely with the NDIA and the Commonwealth Government
to ensure the development and maturation of a strong and vibrant disability services market that offers choice and
that meets the needs of all Victorians with disability.
Further to this, the Victorian Government has invested $10 million to support the sector to respond to these growth
opportunities as the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) rolls out.
This $10 million NDIS Transition Support Package will provide information, resources and capacity building
opportunities to the disability service sector to transition their organisation to an NDIS operating model. This
includes understanding unit costs, growing business capability, and developing marketing approaches to attract new
clients to their services.
Additionally, the Victorian Government’s NDIS Implementation Taskforce includes a Sector Readiness Working
Group and a Cross-Sector Innovation Working group to identify and build capacity where needed.
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Housing, disability and ageing
7276.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With reference to the
upcoming National Disability Insurance Scheme roll out, what is the Government’s strategy to ensure
expansion of service providers in the Baw Baw local government area in disability support areas where
there is not a strong choice of service providers.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
In April 2015 at the Disability Reform Council, the Commonwealth and all states and territories agreed to a
Market, Sector and Workforce Strategy to guide our efforts in developing a strong and diverse disability market.
The National Disability Insurance Agency (NDIA) recently published a Market Position Statement for Victoria,
which identifies where the growth opportunities are across service regions in Victoria.
The Victorian Government is committed to working closely with the NDIA and the Commonwealth Government
to ensure the development and maturation of a strong and vibrant disability services market that offers choice and
that meets the needs of all Victorians with disability.
Further to this, the Victorian Government has invested $10 million to support the sector to respond to these growth
opportunities as the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) rolls out.
This $10 million NDIS Transition Support Package will provide information, resources and capacity building
opportunities to the disability service sector to transition their organisation to an NDIS operating model. This
includes understanding unit costs, growing business capability, and developing marketing approaches to attract new
clients to their services.
Additionally, the Victorian Government’s NDIS Implementation Taskforce includes a Sector Readiness Working
Group and a Cross-Sector Innovation Working group to identify and build capacity where needed.

Housing, disability and ageing
7277.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With reference to the
upcoming National Disability Insurance Scheme roll out, what is the Government’s strategy to ensure
expansion of service providers in the Benalla local government area in disability support areas where
there is not a strong choice of service providers.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
In April 2015 at the Disability Reform Council, the Commonwealth and all states and territories agreed to a
Market, Sector and Workforce Strategy to guide our efforts in developing a strong and diverse disability market.
The National Disability Insurance Agency (NDIA) recently published a Market Position Statement for Victoria,
which identifies where the growth opportunities are across service regions in Victoria.
The Victorian Government is committed to working closely with the NDIA and the Commonwealth Government
to ensure the development and maturation of a strong and vibrant disability services market that offers choice and
that meets the needs of all Victorians with disability.
Further to this, the Victorian Government has invested $10 million to support the sector to respond to these growth
opportunities as the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) rolls out.
This $10 million NDIS Transition Support Package will provide information, resources and capacity building
opportunities to the disability service sector to transition their organisation to an NDIS operating model. This
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includes understanding unit costs, growing business capability, and developing marketing approaches to attract new
clients to their services.
Additionally, the Victorian Government’s NDIS Implementation Taskforce includes a Sector Readiness Working
Group and a Cross-Sector Innovation Working group to identify and build capacity where needed.

Housing, disability and ageing
7278.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With reference to the
upcoming National Disability Insurance Scheme roll out, what is the Government’s strategy to ensure
expansion of service providers in the Buloke local government area in disability support areas where
there is not a strong choice of service providers.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
In April 2015 at the Disability Reform Council, the Commonwealth and all states and territories agreed to a
Market, Sector and Workforce Strategy to guide our efforts in developing a strong and diverse disability market.
The National Disability Insurance Agency (NDIA) recently published a Market Position Statement for Victoria,
which identifies where the growth opportunities are across service regions in Victoria.
The Victorian Government is committed to working closely with the NDIA and the Commonwealth Government
to ensure the development and maturation of a strong and vibrant disability services market that offers choice and
that meets the needs of all Victorians with disability.
Further to this, the Victorian Government has invested $10 million to support the sector to respond to these growth
opportunities as the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) rolls out.
This $10 million NDIS Transition Support Package will provide information, resources and capacity building
opportunities to the disability service sector to transition their organisation to an NDIS operating model. This
includes understanding unit costs, growing business capability, and developing marketing approaches to attract new
clients to their services.
Additionally, the Victorian Government’s NDIS Implementation Taskforce includes a Sector Readiness Working
Group and a Cross-Sector Innovation Working group to identify and build capacity where needed.

Housing, disability and ageing
7279.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With reference to the
upcoming National Disability Insurance Scheme roll out, what is the Government’s strategy to ensure
expansion of service providers in the Campaspe local government area in disability support areas where
there is not a strong choice of service providers.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
In April 2015 at the Disability Reform Council, the Commonwealth and all states and territories agreed to a
Market, Sector and Workforce Strategy to guide our efforts in developing a strong and diverse disability market.
The National Disability Insurance Agency (NDIA) recently published a Market Position Statement for Victoria,
which identifies where the growth opportunities are across service regions in Victoria.
The Victorian Government is committed to working closely with the NDIA and the Commonwealth Government
to ensure the development and maturation of a strong and vibrant disability services market that offers choice and
that meets the needs of all Victorians with disability.
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Further to this, the Victorian Government has invested $10 million to support the sector to respond to these growth
opportunities as the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) rolls out.
This $10 million NDIS Transition Support Package will provide information, resources and capacity building
opportunities to the disability service sector to transition their organisation to an NDIS operating model. This
includes understanding unit costs, growing business capability, and developing marketing approaches to attract new
clients to their services.
Additionally, the Victorian Government’s NDIS Implementation Taskforce includes a Sector Readiness Working
Group and a Cross-Sector Innovation Working group to identify and build capacity where needed.

Housing, disability and ageing
7280.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With reference to the
upcoming National Disability Insurance Scheme roll out, what is the Government’s strategy to ensure
expansion of service providers in the Central Goldfields local government area in disability support
areas where there is not a strong choice of service providers.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
In April 2015 at the Disability Reform Council, the Commonwealth and all states and territories agreed to a
Market, Sector and Workforce Strategy to guide our efforts in developing a strong and diverse disability market.
The National Disability Insurance Agency (NDIA) recently published a Market Position Statement for Victoria,
which identifies where the growth opportunities are across service regions in Victoria.
The Victorian Government is committed to working closely with the NDIA and the Commonwealth Government
to ensure the development and maturation of a strong and vibrant disability services market that offers choice and
that meets the needs of all Victorians with disability.
Further to this, the Victorian Government has invested $10 million to support the sector to respond to these growth
opportunities as the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) rolls out.
This $10 million NDIS Transition Support Package will provide information, resources and capacity building
opportunities to the disability service sector to transition their organisation to an NDIS operating model. This
includes understanding unit costs, growing business capability, and developing marketing approaches to attract new
clients to their services.
Additionally, the Victorian Government’s NDIS Implementation Taskforce includes a Sector Readiness Working
Group and a Cross-Sector Innovation Working group to identify and build capacity where needed.

Housing, disability and ageing
7281.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With reference to the
upcoming National Disability Insurance Scheme roll out, what is the Government’s strategy to ensure
expansion of service providers in the Corangamite local government area in disability support areas
where there is not a strong choice of service providers.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
In April 2015 at the Disability Reform Council, the Commonwealth and all states and territories agreed to a
Market, Sector and Workforce Strategy to guide our efforts in developing a strong and diverse disability market.
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The National Disability Insurance Agency (NDIA) recently published a Market Position Statement for Victoria,
which identifies where the growth opportunities are across service regions in Victoria.
The Victorian Government is committed to working closely with the NDIA and the Commonwealth Government
to ensure the development and maturation of a strong and vibrant disability services market that offers choice and
that meets the needs of all Victorians with disability.
Further to this, the Victorian Government has invested $10 million to support the sector to respond to these growth
opportunities as the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) rolls out.
This $10 million NDIS Transition Support Package will provide information, resources and capacity building
opportunities to the disability service sector to transition their organisation to an NDIS operating model. This
includes understanding unit costs, growing business capability, and developing marketing approaches to attract new
clients to their services.
Additionally, the Victorian Government’s NDIS Implementation Taskforce includes a Sector Readiness Working
Group and a Cross-Sector Innovation Working group to identify and build capacity where needed.

Housing, disability and ageing
7282.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With reference to the
upcoming National Disability Insurance Scheme roll out, what is the Government’s strategy to ensure
expansion of service providers in the East Gippsland local government area in disability support areas
where there is not a strong choice of service providers.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
In April 2015 at the Disability Reform Council, the Commonwealth and all states and territories agreed to a
Market, Sector and Workforce Strategy to guide our efforts in developing a strong and diverse disability market.
The National Disability Insurance Agency (NDIA) recently published a Market Position Statement for Victoria,
which identifies where the growth opportunities are across service regions in Victoria.
The Victorian Government is committed to working closely with the NDIA and the Commonwealth Government
to ensure the development and maturation of a strong and vibrant disability services market that offers choice and
that meets the needs of all Victorians with disability.
Further to this, the Victorian Government has invested $10 million to support the sector to respond to these growth
opportunities as the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) rolls out.
This $10 million NDIS Transition Support Package will provide information, resources and capacity building
opportunities to the disability service sector to transition their organisation to an NDIS operating model. This
includes understanding unit costs, growing business capability, and developing marketing approaches to attract new
clients to their services.
Additionally, the Victorian Government’s NDIS Implementation Taskforce includes a Sector Readiness Working
Group and a Cross-Sector Innovation Working group to identify and build capacity where needed.

Housing, disability and ageing
7283.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With reference to the
upcoming National Disability Insurance Scheme roll out, what is the Government’s strategy to ensure
expansion of service providers in the Gannawarra local government area in disability support areas
where there is not a strong choice of service providers.
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ANSWER:
I am informed that:
In April 2015 at the Disability Reform Council, the Commonwealth and all states and territories agreed to a
Market, Sector and Workforce Strategy to guide our efforts in developing a strong and diverse disability market.
The National Disability Insurance Agency (NDIA) recently published a Market Position Statement for Victoria,
which identifies where the growth opportunities are across service regions in Victoria.
The Victorian Government is committed to working closely with the NDIA and the Commonwealth Government
to ensure the development and maturation of a strong and vibrant disability services market that offers choice and
that meets the needs of all Victorians with disability.
Further to this, the Victorian Government has invested $10 million to support the sector to respond to these growth
opportunities as the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) rolls out.
This $10 million NDIS Transition Support Package will provide information, resources and capacity building
opportunities to the disability service sector to transition their organisation to an NDIS operating model. This
includes understanding unit costs, growing business capability, and developing marketing approaches to attract new
clients to their services.
Additionally, the Victorian Government’s NDIS Implementation Taskforce includes a Sector Readiness Working
Group and a Cross-Sector Innovation Working group to identify and build capacity where needed.

Housing, disability and ageing
7284.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With reference to the
upcoming National Disability Insurance Scheme roll out, what is the Government’s strategy to ensure
expansion of service providers in the Glenelg local government area in disability support areas where
there is not a strong choice of service providers.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
In April 2015 at the Disability Reform Council, the Commonwealth and all states and territories agreed to a
Market, Sector and Workforce Strategy to guide our efforts in developing a strong and diverse disability market.
The National Disability Insurance Agency (NDIA) recently published a Market Position Statement for Victoria,
which identifies where the growth opportunities are across service regions in Victoria.
The Victorian Government is committed to working closely with the NDIA and the Commonwealth Government
to ensure the development and maturation of a strong and vibrant disability services market that offers choice and
that meets the needs of all Victorians with disability.
Further to this, the Victorian Government has invested $10 million to support the sector to respond to these growth
opportunities as the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) rolls out.
This $10 million NDIS Transition Support Package will provide information, resources and capacity building
opportunities to the disability service sector to transition their organisation to an NDIS operating model. This
includes understanding unit costs, growing business capability, and developing marketing approaches to attract new
clients to their services.
Additionally, the Victorian Government’s NDIS Implementation Taskforce includes a Sector Readiness Working
Group and a Cross-Sector Innovation Working group to identify and build capacity where needed.
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Housing, disability and ageing
7285.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With reference to the
upcoming National Disability Insurance Scheme roll out, what is the Government’s strategy to ensure
expansion of service providers in the Golden Plains local government area in disability support areas
where there is not a strong choice of service providers.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
In April 2015 at the Disability Reform Council, the Commonwealth and all states and territories agreed to a
Market, Sector and Workforce Strategy to guide our efforts in developing a strong and diverse disability market.
The National Disability Insurance Agency (NDIA) recently published a Market Position Statement for Victoria,
which identifies where the growth opportunities are across service regions in Victoria.
The Victorian Government is committed to working closely with the NDIA and the Commonwealth Government
to ensure the development and maturation of a strong and vibrant disability services market that offers choice and
that meets the needs of all Victorians with disability.
Further to this, the Victorian Government has invested $10 million to support the sector to respond to these growth
opportunities as the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) rolls out.
This $10 million NDIS Transition Support Package will provide information, resources and capacity building
opportunities to the disability service sector to transition their organisation to an NDIS operating model. This
includes understanding unit costs, growing business capability, and developing marketing approaches to attract new
clients to their services.
Additionally, the Victorian Government’s NDIS Implementation Taskforce includes a Sector Readiness Working
Group and a Cross-Sector Innovation Working group to identify and build capacity where needed.

Housing, disability and ageing
7286.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With reference to the
upcoming National Disability Insurance Scheme roll out, what is the Government’s strategy to ensure
expansion of service providers in the Hepburn local government area in disability support areas where
there is not a strong choice of service providers.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
In April 2015 at the Disability Reform Council, the Commonwealth and all states and territories agreed to a
Market, Sector and Workforce Strategy to guide our efforts in developing a strong and diverse disability market.
The National Disability Insurance Agency (NDIA) recently published a Market Position Statement for Victoria,
which identifies where the growth opportunities are across service regions in Victoria.
The Victorian Government is committed to working closely with the NDIA and the Commonwealth Government
to ensure the development and maturation of a strong and vibrant disability services market that offers choice and
that meets the needs of all Victorians with disability.
Further to this, the Victorian Government has invested $10 million to support the sector to respond to these growth
opportunities as the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) rolls out.
This $10 million NDIS Transition Support Package will provide information, resources and capacity building
opportunities to the disability service sector to transition their organisation to an NDIS operating model. This
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includes understanding unit costs, growing business capability, and developing marketing approaches to attract new
clients to their services.
Additionally, the Victorian Government’s NDIS Implementation Taskforce includes a Sector Readiness Working
Group and a Cross-Sector Innovation Working group to identify and build capacity where needed.

Housing, disability and ageing
7287.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With reference to the
upcoming National Disability Insurance Scheme roll out, what is the Government’s strategy to ensure
expansion of service providers in the Hindmarsh local government area in disability support areas
where there is not a strong choice of service providers.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
In April 2015 at the Disability Reform Council, the Commonwealth and all states and territories agreed to a
Market, Sector and Workforce Strategy to guide our efforts in developing a strong and diverse disability market.
The National Disability Insurance Agency (NDIA) recently published a Market Position Statement for Victoria,
which identifies where the growth opportunities are across service regions in Victoria.
The Victorian Government is committed to working closely with the NDIA and the Commonwealth Government
to ensure the development and maturation of a strong and vibrant disability services market that offers choice and
that meets the needs of all Victorians with disability.
Further to this, the Victorian Government has invested $10 million to support the sector to respond to these growth
opportunities as the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) rolls out.
This $10 million NDIS Transition Support Package will provide information, resources and capacity building
opportunities to the disability service sector to transition their organisation to an NDIS operating model. This
includes understanding unit costs, growing business capability, and developing marketing approaches to attract new
clients to their services.
Additionally, the Victorian Government’s NDIS Implementation Taskforce includes a Sector Readiness Working
Group and a Cross-Sector Innovation Working group to identify and build capacity where needed.

Housing, disability and ageing
7288.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With reference to the
upcoming National Disability Insurance Scheme roll out, what is the Government’s strategy to ensure
expansion of service providers in the Indigo local government area in disability support areas where
there is not a strong choice of service providers.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
In April 2015 at the Disability Reform Council, the Commonwealth and all states and territories agreed to a
Market, Sector and Workforce Strategy to guide our efforts in developing a strong and diverse disability market.
The National Disability Insurance Agency (NDIA) recently published a Market Position Statement for Victoria,
which identifies where the growth opportunities are across service regions in Victoria.
The Victorian Government is committed to working closely with the NDIA and the Commonwealth Government
to ensure the development and maturation of a strong and vibrant disability services market that offers choice and
that meets the needs of all Victorians with disability.
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Further to this, the Victorian Government has invested $10 million to support the sector to respond to these growth
opportunities as the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) rolls out.
This $10 million NDIS Transition Support Package will provide information, resources and capacity building
opportunities to the disability service sector to transition their organisation to an NDIS operating model. This
includes understanding unit costs, growing business capability, and developing marketing approaches to attract new
clients to their services.
Additionally, the Victorian Government’s NDIS Implementation Taskforce includes a Sector Readiness Working
Group and a Cross-Sector Innovation Working group to identify and build capacity where needed.

Housing, disability and ageing
7289.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With reference to the
upcoming National Disability Insurance Scheme roll out, what is the Government’s strategy to ensure
expansion of service providers in the Loddon local government area in disability support areas where
there is not a strong choice of service providers.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
In April 2015 at the Disability Reform Council, the Commonwealth and all states and territories agreed to a
Market, Sector and Workforce Strategy to guide our efforts in developing a strong and diverse disability market.
The National Disability Insurance Agency (NDIA) recently published a Market Position Statement for Victoria,
which identifies where the growth opportunities are across service regions in Victoria.
The Victorian Government is committed to working closely with the NDIA and the Commonwealth Government
to ensure the development and maturation of a strong and vibrant disability services market that offers choice and
that meets the needs of all Victorians with disability.
Further to this, the Victorian Government has invested $10 million to support the sector to respond to these growth
opportunities as the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) rolls out.
This $10 million NDIS Transition Support Package will provide information, resources and capacity building
opportunities to the disability service sector to transition their organisation to an NDIS operating model. This
includes understanding unit costs, growing business capability, and developing marketing approaches to attract new
clients to their services.
Additionally, the Victorian Government’s NDIS Implementation Taskforce includes a Sector Readiness Working
Group and a Cross-Sector Innovation Working group to identify and build capacity where needed.

Housing, disability and ageing
7290.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With reference to the
upcoming National Disability Insurance Scheme roll out, what is the Government’s strategy to ensure
expansion of service providers in the Macedon Ranges local government area in disability support areas
where there is not a strong choice of service providers.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
In April 2015 at the Disability Reform Council, the Commonwealth and all states and territories agreed to a
Market, Sector and Workforce Strategy to guide our efforts in developing a strong and diverse disability market.
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The National Disability Insurance Agency (NDIA) recently published a Market Position Statement for Victoria,
which identifies where the growth opportunities are across service regions in Victoria.
The Victorian Government is committed to working closely with the NDIA and the Commonwealth Government
to ensure the development and maturation of a strong and vibrant disability services market that offers choice and
that meets the needs of all Victorians with disability.
Further to this, the Victorian Government has invested $10 million to support the sector to respond to these growth
opportunities as the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) rolls out.
This $10 million NDIS Transition Support Package will provide information, resources and capacity building
opportunities to the disability service sector to transition their organisation to an NDIS operating model. This
includes understanding unit costs, growing business capability, and developing marketing approaches to attract new
clients to their services.
Additionally, the Victorian Government’s NDIS Implementation Taskforce includes a Sector Readiness Working
Group and a Cross-Sector Innovation Working group to identify and build capacity where needed.

Housing, disability and ageing
7291.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With reference to the
upcoming National Disability Insurance Scheme roll out, what is the Government’s strategy to ensure
expansion of service providers in the Mansfield local government area in disability support areas where
there is not a strong choice of service providers.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
In April 2015 at the Disability Reform Council, the Commonwealth and all states and territories agreed to a
Market, Sector and Workforce Strategy to guide our efforts in developing a strong and diverse disability market.
The National Disability Insurance Agency (NDIA) recently published a Market Position Statement for Victoria,
which identifies where the growth opportunities are across service regions in Victoria.
The Victorian Government is committed to working closely with the NDIA and the Commonwealth Government
to ensure the development and maturation of a strong and vibrant disability services market that offers choice and
that meets the needs of all Victorians with disability.
Further to this, the Victorian Government has invested $10 million to support the sector to respond to these growth
opportunities as the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) rolls out.
This $10 million NDIS Transition Support Package will provide information, resources and capacity building
opportunities to the disability service sector to transition their organisation to an NDIS operating model. This
includes understanding unit costs, growing business capability, and developing marketing approaches to attract new
clients to their services.
Additionally, the Victorian Government’s NDIS Implementation Taskforce includes a Sector Readiness Working
Group and a Cross-Sector Innovation Working group to identify and build capacity where needed.

Housing, disability and ageing
7292.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With reference to the
upcoming National Disability Insurance Scheme roll out, what is the Government’s strategy to ensure
expansion of service providers in the Mitchell local government area in disability support areas where
there is not a strong choice of service providers.
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ANSWER:
I am informed that:
In April 2015 at the Disability Reform Council, the Commonwealth and all states and territories agreed to a
Market, Sector and Workforce Strategy to guide our efforts in developing a strong and diverse disability market.
The National Disability Insurance Agency (NDIA) recently published a Market Position Statement for Victoria,
which identifies where the growth opportunities are across service regions in Victoria.
The Victorian Government is committed to working closely with the NDIA and the Commonwealth Government
to ensure the development and maturation of a strong and vibrant disability services market that offers choice and
that meets the needs of all Victorians with disability.
Further to this, the Victorian Government has invested $10 million to support the sector to respond to these growth
opportunities as the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) rolls out.
This $10 million NDIS Transition Support Package will provide information, resources and capacity building
opportunities to the disability service sector to transition their organisation to an NDIS operating model. This
includes understanding unit costs, growing business capability, and developing marketing approaches to attract new
clients to their services.
Additionally, the Victorian Government’s NDIS Implementation Taskforce includes a Sector Readiness Working
Group and a Cross-Sector Innovation Working group to identify and build capacity where needed.

Housing, disability and ageing
7293.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With reference to the
upcoming National Disability Insurance Scheme roll out, what is the Government’s strategy to ensure
expansion of service providers in the Moira local government area in disability support areas where
there is not a strong choice of service providers.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
In April 2015 at the Disability Reform Council, the Commonwealth and all states and territories agreed to a
Market, Sector and Workforce Strategy to guide our efforts in developing a strong and diverse disability market.
The National Disability Insurance Agency (NDIA) recently published a Market Position Statement for Victoria,
which identifies where the growth opportunities are across service regions in Victoria.
The Victorian Government is committed to working closely with the NDIA and the Commonwealth Government
to ensure the development and maturation of a strong and vibrant disability services market that offers choice and
that meets the needs of all Victorians with disability.
Further to this, the Victorian Government has invested $10 million to support the sector to respond to these growth
opportunities as the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) rolls out.
This $10 million NDIS Transition Support Package will provide information, resources and capacity building
opportunities to the disability service sector to transition their organisation to an NDIS operating model. This
includes understanding unit costs, growing business capability, and developing marketing approaches to attract new
clients to their services.
Additionally, the Victorian Government’s NDIS Implementation Taskforce includes a Sector Readiness Working
Group and a Cross-Sector Innovation Working group to identify and build capacity where needed.
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Housing, disability and ageing
7294.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With reference to the
upcoming National Disability Insurance Scheme roll out, what is the Government’s strategy to ensure
expansion of service providers in the Moorabool local government area in disability support areas
where there is not a strong choice of service providers.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
In April 2015 at the Disability Reform Council, the Commonwealth and all states and territories agreed to a
Market, Sector and Workforce Strategy to guide our efforts in developing a strong and diverse disability market.
The National Disability Insurance Agency (NDIA) recently published a Market Position Statement for Victoria,
which identifies where the growth opportunities are across service regions in Victoria.
The Victorian Government is committed to working closely with the NDIA and the Commonwealth Government
to ensure the development and maturation of a strong and vibrant disability services market that offers choice and
that meets the needs of all Victorians with disability.
Further to this, the Victorian Government has invested $10 million to support the sector to respond to these growth
opportunities as the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) rolls out.
This $10 million NDIS Transition Support Package will provide information, resources and capacity building
opportunities to the disability service sector to transition their organisation to an NDIS operating model. This
includes understanding unit costs, growing business capability, and developing marketing approaches to attract new
clients to their services.
Additionally, the Victorian Government’s NDIS Implementation Taskforce includes a Sector Readiness Working
Group and a Cross-Sector Innovation Working group to identify and build capacity where needed.

Housing, disability and ageing
7295.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With reference to the
upcoming National Disability Insurance Scheme roll out, what is the Government’s strategy to ensure
expansion of service providers in the Mount Alexander local government area in disability support areas
where there is not a strong choice of service providers.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
In April 2015 at the Disability Reform Council, the Commonwealth and all states and territories agreed to a
Market, Sector and Workforce Strategy to guide our efforts in developing a strong and diverse disability market.
The National Disability Insurance Agency (NDIA) recently published a Market Position Statement for Victoria,
which identifies where the growth opportunities are across service regions in Victoria.
The Victorian Government is committed to working closely with the NDIA and the Commonwealth Government
to ensure the development and maturation of a strong and vibrant disability services market that offers choice and
that meets the needs of all Victorians with disability.
Further to this, the Victorian Government has invested $10 million to support the sector to respond to these growth
opportunities as the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) rolls out.
This $10 million NDIS Transition Support Package will provide information, resources and capacity building
opportunities to the disability service sector to transition their organisation to an NDIS operating model. This
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includes understanding unit costs, growing business capability, and developing marketing approaches to attract new
clients to their services.
Additionally, the Victorian Government’s NDIS Implementation Taskforce includes a Sector Readiness Working
Group and a Cross-Sector Innovation Working group to identify and build capacity where needed.

Housing, disability and ageing
7296.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With reference to the
upcoming National Disability Insurance Scheme roll out, what is the Government’s strategy to ensure
expansion of service providers in the Moyne local government area in disability support areas where
there is not a strong choice of service providers.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
In April 2015 at the Disability Reform Council, the Commonwealth and all states and territories agreed to a
Market, Sector and Workforce Strategy to guide our efforts in developing a strong and diverse disability market.
The National Disability Insurance Agency (NDIA) recently published a Market Position Statement for Victoria,
which identifies where the growth opportunities are across service regions in Victoria.
The Victorian Government is committed to working closely with the NDIA and the Commonwealth Government
to ensure the development and maturation of a strong and vibrant disability services market that offers choice and
that meets the needs of all Victorians with disability.
Further to this, the Victorian Government has invested $10 million to support the sector to respond to these growth
opportunities as the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) rolls out.
This $10 million NDIS Transition Support Package will provide information, resources and capacity building
opportunities to the disability service sector to transition their organisation to an NDIS operating model. This
includes understanding unit costs, growing business capability, and developing marketing approaches to attract new
clients to their services.
Additionally, the Victorian Government’s NDIS Implementation Taskforce includes a Sector Readiness Working
Group and a Cross-Sector Innovation Working group to identify and build capacity where needed.

Housing, disability and ageing
7297.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With reference to the
upcoming National Disability Insurance Scheme roll out, what is the Government’s strategy to ensure
expansion of service providers in the Murrindindi local government area in disability support areas
where there is not a strong choice of service providers.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
In April 2015 at the Disability Reform Council, the Commonwealth and all states and territories agreed to a
Market, Sector and Workforce Strategy to guide our efforts in developing a strong and diverse disability market.
The National Disability Insurance Agency (NDIA) recently published a Market Position Statement for Victoria,
which identifies where the growth opportunities are across service regions in Victoria.
The Victorian Government is committed to working closely with the NDIA and the Commonwealth Government
to ensure the development and maturation of a strong and vibrant disability services market that offers choice and
that meets the needs of all Victorians with disability.
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Further to this, the Victorian Government has invested $10 million to support the sector to respond to these growth
opportunities as the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) rolls out.
This $10 million NDIS Transition Support Package will provide information, resources and capacity building
opportunities to the disability service sector to transition their organisation to an NDIS operating model. This
includes understanding unit costs, growing business capability, and developing marketing approaches to attract new
clients to their services.
Additionally, the Victorian Government’s NDIS Implementation Taskforce includes a Sector Readiness Working
Group and a Cross-Sector Innovation Working group to identify and build capacity where needed.

Housing, disability and ageing
7298.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With reference to the
upcoming National Disability Insurance Scheme roll out, what is the Government’s strategy to ensure
expansion of service providers in the Northern Grampians local government area in disability support
areas where there is not a strong choice of service providers.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
In April 2015 at the Disability Reform Council, the Commonwealth and all states and territories agreed to a
Market, Sector and Workforce Strategy to guide our efforts in developing a strong and diverse disability market.
The National Disability Insurance Agency (NDIA) recently published a Market Position Statement for Victoria,
which identifies where the growth opportunities are across service regions in Victoria.
The Victorian Government is committed to working closely with the NDIA and the Commonwealth Government
to ensure the development and maturation of a strong and vibrant disability services market that offers choice and
that meets the needs of all Victorians with disability.
Further to this, the Victorian Government has invested $10 million to support the sector to respond to these growth
opportunities as the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) rolls out.
This $10 million NDIS Transition Support Package will provide information, resources and capacity building
opportunities to the disability service sector to transition their organisation to an NDIS operating model. This
includes understanding unit costs, growing business capability, and developing marketing approaches to attract new
clients to their services.
Additionally, the Victorian Government’s NDIS Implementation Taskforce includes a Sector Readiness Working
Group and a Cross-Sector Innovation Working group to identify and build capacity where needed.

Housing, disability and ageing
7299.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With reference to the
upcoming National Disability Insurance Scheme roll out, what is the Government’s strategy to ensure
expansion of service providers in the Pyrenees local government area in disability support areas where
there is not a strong choice of service providers.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
In April 2015 at the Disability Reform Council, the Commonwealth and all states and territories agreed to a
Market, Sector and Workforce Strategy to guide our efforts in developing a strong and diverse disability market.
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The National Disability Insurance Agency (NDIA) recently published a Market Position Statement for Victoria,
which identifies where the growth opportunities are across service regions in Victoria.
The Victorian Government is committed to working closely with the NDIA and the Commonwealth Government
to ensure the development and maturation of a strong and vibrant disability services market that offers choice and
that meets the needs of all Victorians with disability.
Further to this, the Victorian Government has invested $10 million to support the sector to respond to these growth
opportunities as the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) rolls out.
This $10 million NDIS Transition Support Package will provide information, resources and capacity building
opportunities to the disability service sector to transition their organisation to an NDIS operating model. This
includes understanding unit costs, growing business capability, and developing marketing approaches to attract new
clients to their services.
Additionally, the Victorian Government’s NDIS Implementation Taskforce includes a Sector Readiness Working
Group and a Cross-Sector Innovation Working group to identify and build capacity where needed.

Housing, disability and ageing
7300.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With reference to the
upcoming National Disability Insurance Scheme roll out, what is the Government’s strategy to ensure
expansion of service providers in the South Gippsland local government area in disability support areas
where there is not a strong choice of service providers.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
In April 2015 at the Disability Reform Council, the Commonwealth and all states and territories agreed to a
Market, Sector and Workforce Strategy to guide our efforts in developing a strong and diverse disability market.
The National Disability Insurance Agency (NDIA) recently published a Market Position Statement for Victoria,
which identifies where the growth opportunities are across service regions in Victoria.
The Victorian Government is committed to working closely with the NDIA and the Commonwealth Government
to ensure the development and maturation of a strong and vibrant disability services market that offers choice and
that meets the needs of all Victorians with disability.
Further to this, the Victorian Government has invested $10 million to support the sector to respond to these growth
opportunities as the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) rolls out.
This $10 million NDIS Transition Support Package will provide information, resources and capacity building
opportunities to the disability service sector to transition their organisation to an NDIS operating model. This
includes understanding unit costs, growing business capability, and developing marketing approaches to attract new
clients to their services.
Additionally, the Victorian Government’s NDIS Implementation Taskforce includes a Sector Readiness Working
Group and a Cross-Sector Innovation Working Group to identify and build capacity where needed.

Housing, disability and ageing
7301.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With reference to the
upcoming National Disability Insurance Scheme roll out, what is the Government’s strategy to ensure
expansion of service providers in the Southern Grampians local government area in disability support
areas where there is not a strong choice of service providers.
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ANSWER:
I am informed that:
In April 2015 at the Disability Reform Council, the Commonwealth and all states and territories agreed to a
Market, Sector and Workforce Strategy to guide our efforts in developing a strong and diverse disability market.
The National Disability Insurance Agency (NDIA) recently published a Market Position Statement for Victoria,
which identifies where the growth opportunities are across service regions in Victoria.
The Victorian Government is committed to working closely with the NDIA and the Commonwealth Government
to ensure the development and maturation of a strong and vibrant disability services market that offers choice and
that meets the needs of all Victorians with disability.
Further to this, the Victorian Government has invested $10 million to support the sector to respond to these growth
opportunities as the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) rolls out.
This $10 million NDIS Transition Support Package will provide information, resources and capacity building
opportunities to the disability service sector to transition their organisation to an NDIS operating model. This
includes understanding unit costs, growing business capability, and developing marketing approaches to attract new
clients to their services.
Additionally, the Victorian Government’s NDIS Implementation Taskforce includes a Sector Readiness Working
Group and a Cross-Sector Innovation Working Group to identify and build capacity where needed.

Housing, disability and ageing
7302.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With reference to the
upcoming National Disability Insurance Scheme roll out, what is the Government’s strategy to ensure
expansion of service providers in the Strathbogie local government area in disability support areas
where there is not a strong choice of service providers.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
In April 2015 at the Disability Reform Council, the Commonwealth and all states and territories agreed to a
Market, Sector and Workforce Strategy to guide our efforts in developing a strong and diverse disability market.
The National Disability Insurance Agency (NDIA) recently published a Market Position Statement for Victoria,
which identifies where the growth opportunities are across service regions in Victoria.
The Victorian Government is committed to working closely with the NDIA and the Commonwealth Government
to ensure the development and maturation of a strong and vibrant disability services market that offers choice and
that meets the needs of all Victorians with disability.
Further to this, the Victorian Government has invested $10 million to support the sector to respond to these growth
opportunities as the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) rolls out.
This $10 million NDIS Transition Support Package will provide information, resources and capacity building
opportunities to the disability service sector to transition their organisation to an NDIS operating model. This
includes understanding unit costs, growing business capability, and developing marketing approaches to attract new
clients to their services.
Additionally, the Victorian Government’s NDIS Implementation Taskforce includes a Sector Readiness Working
Group and a Cross-Sector Innovation Working Group to identify and build capacity where needed.
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Housing, disability and ageing
7303.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With reference to the
upcoming National Disability Insurance Scheme roll out, what is the Government’s strategy to ensure
expansion of service providers in the Swan Hill local government area in disability support areas where
there is not a strong choice of service providers.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
In April 2015 at the Disability Reform Council, the Commonwealth and all states and territories agreed to a
Market, Sector and Workforce Strategy to guide our efforts in developing a strong and diverse disability market.
The National Disability Insurance Agency (NDIA) recently published a Market Position Statement for Victoria,
which identifies where the growth opportunities are across service regions in Victoria.
The Victorian Government is committed to working closely with the NDIA and the Commonwealth Government
to ensure the development and maturation of a strong and vibrant disability services market that offers choice and
that meets the needs of all Victorians with disability.
Further to this, the Victorian Government has invested $10 million to support the sector to respond to these growth
opportunities as the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) rolls out.
This $10 million NDIS Transition Support Package will provide information, resources and capacity building
opportunities to the disability service sector to transition their organisation to an NDIS operating model. This
includes understanding unit costs, growing business capability, and developing marketing approaches to attract new
clients to their services.
Additionally, the Victorian Government’s NDIS Implementation Taskforce includes a Sector Readiness Working
Group and a Cross-Sector Innovation Working Group to identify and build capacity where needed.

Housing, disability and ageing
7304.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With reference to the
upcoming National Disability Insurance Scheme roll out, what is the Government’s strategy to ensure
expansion of service providers in the Towong local government area in disability support areas where
there is not a strong choice of service providers.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
In April 2015 at the Disability Reform Council, the Commonwealth and all states and territories agreed to a
Market, Sector and Workforce Strategy to guide our efforts in developing a strong and diverse disability market.
The National Disability Insurance Agency (NDIA) recently published a Market Position Statement for Victoria,
which identifies where the growth opportunities are across service regions in Victoria.
The Victorian Government is committed to working closely with the NDIA and the Commonwealth Government
to ensure the development and maturation of a strong and vibrant disability services market that offers choice and
that meets the needs of all Victorians with disability.
Further to this, the Victorian Government has invested $10 million to support the sector to respond to these growth
opportunities as the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) rolls out.
This $10 million NDIS Transition Support Package will provide information, resources and capacity building
opportunities to the disability service sector to transition their organisation to an NDIS operating model. This
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includes understanding unit costs, growing business capability, and developing marketing approaches to attract new
clients to their services.
Additionally, the Victorian Government’s NDIS Implementation Taskforce includes a Sector Readiness Working
Group and a Cross-Sector Innovation Working Group to identify and build capacity where needed.

Housing, disability and ageing
7305.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With reference to the
upcoming National Disability Insurance Scheme roll out, what is the Government’s strategy to ensure
expansion of service providers in the Wellington local government area in disability support areas
where there is not a strong choice of service providers.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
In April 2015 at the Disability Reform Council, the Commonwealth and all states and territories agreed to a
Market, Sector and Workforce Strategy to guide our efforts in developing a strong and diverse disability market.
The National Disability Insurance Agency (NDIA) recently published a Market Position Statement for Victoria,
which identifies where the growth opportunities are across service regions in Victoria.
The Victorian Government is committed to working closely with the NDIA and the Commonwealth Government
to ensure the development and maturation of a strong and vibrant disability services market that offers choice and
that meets the needs of all Victorians with disability.
Further to this, the Victorian Government has invested $10 million to support the sector to respond to these growth
opportunities as the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) rolls out.
This $10 million NDIS Transition Support Package will provide information, resources and capacity building
opportunities to the disability service sector to transition their organisation to an NDIS operating model. This
includes understanding unit costs, growing business capability, and developing marketing approaches to attract new
clients to their services.
Additionally, the Victorian Government’s NDIS Implementation Taskforce includes a Sector Readiness Working
Group and a Cross-Sector Innovation Working Group to identify and build capacity where needed.

Housing, disability and ageing
7306.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With reference to the
upcoming National Disability Insurance Scheme roll out, what is the Government’s strategy to ensure
expansion of service providers in the West Wimmera local government area in disability support areas
where there is not a strong choice of service providers.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
In April 2015 at the Disability Reform Council, the Commonwealth and all states and territories agreed to a
Market, Sector and Workforce Strategy to guide our efforts in developing a strong and diverse disability market.
The National Disability Insurance Agency (NDIA) recently published a Market Position Statement for Victoria,
which identifies where the growth opportunities are across service regions in Victoria.
The Victorian Government is committed to working closely with the NDIA and the Commonwealth Government
to ensure the development and maturation of a strong and vibrant disability services market that offers choice and
that meets the needs of all Victorians with disability.
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Further to this, the Victorian Government has invested $10 million to support the sector to respond to these growth
opportunities as the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) rolls out.
This $10 million NDIS Transition Support Package will provide information, resources and capacity building
opportunities to the disability service sector to transition their organisation to an NDIS operating model. This
includes understanding unit costs, growing business capability, and developing marketing approaches to attract new
clients to their services.
Additionally, the Victorian Government’s NDIS Implementation Taskforce includes a Sector Readiness Working
Group and a Cross-Sector Innovation Working Group to identify and build capacity where needed.

Housing, disability and ageing
7307.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With reference to the
upcoming National Disability Insurance Scheme roll out, what is the Government’s strategy to ensure
expansion of service providers in the Yarriambiack local government area in disability support areas
where there is not a strong choice of service providers.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
In April 2015 at the Disability Reform Council, the Commonwealth and all states and territories agreed to a
Market, Sector and Workforce Strategy to guide our efforts in developing a strong and diverse disability market.
The National Disability Insurance Agency (NDIA) recently published a Market Position Statement for Victoria,
which identifies where the growth opportunities are across service regions in Victoria.
The Victorian Government is committed to working closely with the NDIA and the Commonwealth Government
to ensure the development and maturation of a strong and vibrant disability services market that offers choice and
that meets the needs of all Victorians with disability.
Further to this, the Victorian Government has invested $10 million to support the sector to respond to these growth
opportunities as the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) rolls out.
This $10 million NDIS Transition Support Package will provide information, resources and capacity building
opportunities to the disability service sector to transition their organisation to an NDIS operating model. This
includes understanding unit costs, growing business capability, and developing marketing approaches to attract new
clients to their services.
Additionally, the Victorian Government’s NDIS Implementation Taskforce includes a Sector Readiness Working
Group and a Cross-Sector Innovation Working Group to identify and build capacity where needed.

Housing, disability and ageing
7308.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — In the Ararat local government
area, will any person with a disability, or their carers or family, have to travel further than
100 kilometres to attend a National Disability Insurance Scheme information session.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have access
to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the NDIS.
The Victorian Government has invested $10 million to support readiness of people with disability and their families
to transition to the NDIS across Victoria. As part of this, there will be a number of forums that will be held across
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roll out sites in Victoria. We expect that the majority of people across Victoria would live within 100 kilometres
from a rural township or regional centre, and so would be in a position to access this readiness assistance:
Further to this, as the NDIS comes to local areas, we would also be seeking that the National Disability Insurance
Agency, the agency responsible for the delivery of the Scheme, would have a variety of strategies to reach all
people likely to enter the NDIS.

Housing, disability and ageing
7309.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — In the Bass Coast local
government area, will any person with a disability, or their carers or family, have to travel further than
100 kilometres to attend a National Disability Insurance Scheme information session.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have access
to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the NDIS.
The Victorian Government has invested $10 million to support readiness of people with disability and their families
to transition to the NDIS across Victoria. As part of this, there will be a number of forums that will be held across
roll out sites in Victoria. We expect that the majority of people across Victoria would live within 100 kilometres
from a rural township or regional centre, and so would be in a position to access this readiness assistance:
Further to this, as the NDIS comes to local areas, we would also be seeking that the National Disability Insurance
Agency, the agency responsible for the delivery of the Scheme, would have a variety of strategies to reach all
people likely to enter the NDIS.

Housing, disability and ageing
7310.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — In the Baw Baw local
government area, will any person with a disability, or their carers or family, have to travel further than
100 kilometres to attend a National Disability Insurance Scheme information session.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have access
to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the NDIS.
The Victorian Government has invested $10 million to support readiness of people with disability and their families
to transition to the NDIS across Victoria. As part of this, there will be a number of forums that will be held across
roll out sites in Victoria. We expect that the majority of people across Victoria would live within 100 kilometres
from a rural township or regional centre, and so would be in a position to access this readiness assistance:
Further to this, as the NDIS comes to local areas, we would also be seeking that the National Disability Insurance
Agency, the agency responsible for the delivery of the Scheme, would have a variety of strategies to reach all
people likely to enter the NDIS.

Housing, disability and ageing
7311.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — In the Benalla local
government area, will any person with a disability, or their carers or family, have to travel further than
100 kilometres to attend a National Disability Insurance Scheme information session.
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ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have access
to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the NDIS.
The Victorian Government has invested $10 million to support readiness of people with disability and their families
to transition to the NDIS across Victoria. As part of this, there will be a number of forums that will be held across
roll out sites in Victoria. We expect that the majority of people across Victoria would live within 100 kilometres
from a rural township or regional centre, and so would be in a position to access this readiness assistance:
Further to this, as the NDIS comes to local areas, we would also be seeking that the National Disability Insurance
Agency, the agency responsible for the delivery of the Scheme, would have a variety of strategies to reach all
people likely to enter the NDIS.

Housing, disability and ageing
7312.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — In the Buloke local
government area, will any person with a disability, or their carers or family, have to travel further than
100 kilometres to attend a National Disability Insurance Scheme information session.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have access
to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the NDIS.
The Victorian Government has invested $10 million to support readiness of people with disability and their families
to transition to the NDIS across Victoria. As part of this, there will be a number of forums that will be held across
roll out sites in Victoria. We expect that the majority of people across Victoria would live within 100 kilometres
from a rural township or regional centre, and so would be in a position to access this readiness assistance:
Further to this, as the NDIS comes to local areas, we would also be seeking that the National Disability Insurance
Agency, the agency responsible for the delivery of the Scheme, would have a variety of strategies to reach all
people likely to enter the NDIS.

Housing, disability and ageing
7313.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — In the Campaspe local
government area, will any person with a disability, or their carers or family, have to travel further than
100 kilometres to attend a National Disability Insurance Scheme information session.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have access
to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the NDIS.
The Victorian Government has invested $10 million to support readiness of people with disability and their families
to transition to the NDIS across Victoria. As part of this, there will be a number of forums that will be held across
roll out sites in Victoria. We expect that the majority of people across Victoria would live within 100 kilometres
from a rural township or regional centre, and so would be in a position to access this readiness assistance:
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Further to this, as the NDIS comes to local areas, we would also be seeking that the National Disability Insurance
Agency, the agency responsible for the delivery of the Scheme, would have a variety of strategies to reach all
people likely to enter the NDIS.

Housing, disability and ageing
7314.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — In the Central Goldfields local
government area, will any person with a disability, or their carers or family, have to travel further than
100 kilometres to attend a National Disability Insurance Scheme information session.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have access
to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the NDIS.
The Victorian Government has invested $10 million to support readiness of people with disability and their families
to transition to the NDIS across Victoria. As part of this, there will be a number of forums that will be held across
roll out sites in Victoria. We expect that the majority of people across Victoria would live within 100 kilometres
from a rural township or regional centre, and so would be in a position to access this readiness assistance:
Further to this, as the NDIS comes to local areas, we would also be seeking that the National Disability Insurance
Agency, the agency responsible for the delivery of the Scheme, would have a variety of strategies to reach all
people likely to enter the NDIS.

Housing, disability and ageing
7315.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — In the Corangamite local
government area, will any person with a disability, or their carers or family, have to travel further than
100 kilometres to attend a National Disability Insurance Scheme information session.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have access
to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the NDIS.
The Victorian Government has invested $10 million to support readiness of people with disability and their families
to transition to the NDIS across Victoria. As part of this, there will be a number of forums that will be held across
roll out sites in Victoria. We expect that the majority of people across Victoria would live within 100 kilometres
from a rural township or regional centre, and so would be in a position to access this readiness assistance:
Further to this, as the NDIS comes to local areas, we would also be seeking that the National Disability Insurance
Agency, the agency responsible for the delivery of the Scheme, would have a variety of strategies to reach all
people likely to enter the NDIS.

Housing, disability and ageing
7316.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — In the East Gippsland local
government area, will any person with a disability, or their carers or family, have to travel further than
100 kilometres to attend a National Disability Insurance Scheme information session.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
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The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have access
to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the NDIS.
The Victorian Government has invested $10 million to support readiness of people with disability and their families
to transition to the NDIS across Victoria. As part of this, there will be a number of forums that will be held across
roll out sites in Victoria. We expect that the majority of people across Victoria would live within 100 kilometres
from a rural township or regional centre, and so would be in a position to access this readiness assistance:
Further to this, as the NDIS comes to local areas, we would also be seeking that the National Disability Insurance
Agency, the agency responsible for the delivery of the Scheme, would have a variety of strategies to reach all
people likely to enter the NDIS.

Housing, disability and ageing
7317.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — In the Gannawarra local
government area, will any person with a disability, or their carers or family, have to travel further than
100 kilometres to attend a National Disability Insurance Scheme information session.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have access
to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the NDIS.
The Victorian Government has invested $10 million to support readiness of people with disability and their families
to transition to the NDIS across Victoria. As part of this, there will be a number of forums that will be held across
roll out sites in Victoria. We expect that the majority of people across Victoria would live within 100 kilometres
from a rural township or regional centre, and so would be in a position to access this readiness assistance:
Further to this, as the NDIS comes to local areas, we would also be seeking that the National Disability Insurance
Agency, the agency responsible for the delivery of the Scheme, would have a variety of strategies to reach all
people likely to enter the NDIS.

Housing, disability and ageing
7318.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — In the Glenelg local
government area, will any person with a disability, or their carers or family, have to travel further than
100 kilometres to attend a National Disability Insurance Scheme information session.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have access
to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the NDIS.
The Victorian Government has invested $10 million to support readiness of people with disability and their families
to transition to the NDIS across Victoria. As part of this, there will be a number of forums that will be held across
roll out sites in Victoria. We expect that the majority of people across Victoria would live within 100 kilometres
from a rural township or regional centre, and so would be in a position to access this readiness assistance:
Further to this, as the NDIS comes to local areas, we would also be seeking that the National Disability Insurance
Agency, the agency responsible for the delivery of the Scheme, would have a variety of strategies to reach all
people likely to enter the NDIS.
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Housing, disability and ageing
7319.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — In the Golden Plains local
government area, will any person with a disability, or their carers or family, have to travel further than
100 kilometres to attend a National Disability Insurance Scheme information session.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have access
to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the NDIS.
The Victorian Government has invested $10 million to support readiness of people with disability and their families
to transition to the NDIS across Victoria. As part of this, there will be a number of forums that will be held across
roll out sites in Victoria. We expect that the majority of people across Victoria would live within 100 kilometres
from a rural township or regional centre, and so would be in a position to access this readiness assistance:
Further to this, as the NDIS comes to local areas, we would also be seeking that the National Disability Insurance
Agency, the agency responsible for the delivery of the Scheme, would have a variety of strategies to reach all
people likely to enter the NDIS.

Housing, disability and ageing
7320.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — In the Hepburn local
government area, will any person with a disability, or their carers or family, have to travel further than
100 kilometres to attend a National Disability Insurance Scheme information session.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have access
to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the NDIS.
The Victorian Government has invested $10 million to support readiness of people with disability and their families
to transition to the NDIS across Victoria. As part of this, there will be a number of forums that will be held across
roll out sites in Victoria. We expect that the majority of people across Victoria would live within 100 kilometres
from a rural township or regional centre, and so would be in a position to access this readiness assistance:
Further to this, as the NDIS comes to local areas, we would also be seeking that the National Disability Insurance
Agency, the agency responsible for the delivery of the Scheme, would have a variety of strategies to reach all
people likely to enter the NDIS.

Housing, disability and ageing
7321.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — In the Hindmarsh local
government area, will any person with a disability, or their carers or family, have to travel further than
100 kilometres to attend a National Disability Insurance Scheme information session.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have access
to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the NDIS.
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The Victorian Government has invested $10 million to support readiness of people with disability and their families
to transition to the NDIS across Victoria. As part of this, there will be a number of forums that will be held across
roll out sites in Victoria. We expect that the majority of people across Victoria would live within 100 kilometres
from a rural township or regional centre, and so would be in a position to access this readiness assistance:
Further to this, as the NDIS comes to local areas, we would also be seeking that the National Disability Insurance
Agency, the agency responsible for the delivery of the Scheme, would have a variety of strategies to reach all
people likely to enter the NDIS.

Housing, disability and ageing
7322.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — In the Indigo local government
area, will any person with a disability, or their carers or family, have to travel further than
100 kilometres to attend a National Disability Insurance Scheme information session.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have access
to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the NDIS.
The Victorian Government has invested $10 million to support readiness of people with disability and their families
to transition to the NDIS across Victoria. As part of this, there will be a number of forums that will be held across
roll out sites in Victoria. We expect that the majority of people across Victoria would live within 100 kilometres
from a rural township or regional centre, and so would be in a position to access this readiness assistance:
Further to this, as the NDIS comes to local areas, we would also be seeking that the National Disability Insurance
Agency, the agency responsible for the delivery of the Scheme, would have a variety of strategies to reach all
people likely to enter the NDIS.

Housing, disability and ageing
7323.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — In the Loddon local
government area, will any person with a disability, or their carers or family, have to travel further than
100 kilometres to attend a National Disability Insurance Scheme information session.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have access
to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the NDIS.
The Victorian Government has invested $10 million to support readiness of people with disability and their families
to transition to the NDIS across Victoria. As part of this, there will be a number of forums that will be held across
roll out sites in Victoria. We expect that the majority of people across Victoria would live within 100 kilometres
from a rural township or regional centre, and so would be in a position to access this readiness assistance:
Further to this, as the NDIS comes to local areas, we would also be seeking that the National Disability Insurance
Agency, the agency responsible for the delivery of the Scheme, would have a variety of strategies to reach all
people likely to enter the NDIS.

Housing, disability and ageing
7324.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — In the Macedon Ranges local
government area, will any person with a disability, or their carers or family, have to travel further than
100 kilometres to attend a National Disability Insurance Scheme information session.
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ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have access
to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the NDIS.
The Victorian Government has invested $10 million to support readiness of people with disability and their families
to transition to the NDIS across Victoria. As part of this, there will be a number of forums that will be held across
roll out sites in Victoria. We expect that the majority of people across Victoria would live within 100 kilometres
from a rural township or regional centre, and so would be in a position to access this readiness assistance:
Further to this, as the NDIS comes to local areas, we would also be seeking that the National Disability Insurance
Agency, the agency responsible for the delivery of the Scheme, would have a variety of strategies to reach all
people likely to enter the NDIS.

Housing, disability and ageing
7325.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — In the Mansfield local
government area, will any person with a disability, or their carers or family, have to travel further than
100 kilometres to attend a National Disability Insurance Scheme information session.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have access
to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the NDIS.
The Victorian Government has invested $10 million to support readiness of people with disability and their families
to transition to the NDIS across Victoria. As part of this, there will be a number of forums that will be held across
roll out sites in Victoria. We expect that the majority of people across Victoria would live within 100 kilometres
from a rural township or regional centre, and so would be in a position to access this readiness assistance:
Further to this, as the NDIS comes to local areas, we would also be seeking that the National Disability Insurance
Agency, the agency responsible for the delivery of the Scheme, would have a variety of strategies to reach all
people likely to enter the NDIS.

Housing, disability and ageing
7326.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — In the Mitchell local
government area, will any person with a disability, or their carers or family, have to travel further than
100 kilometres to attend a National Disability Insurance Scheme information session.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have access
to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the NDIS.
The Victorian Government has invested $10 million to support readiness of people with disability and their families
to transition to the NDIS across Victoria. As part of this, there will be a number of forums that will be held across
roll out sites in Victoria. We expect that the majority of people across Victoria would live within 100 kilometres
from a rural township or regional centre, and so would be in a position to access this readiness assistance:
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Further to this, as the NDIS comes to local areas, we would also be seeking that the National Disability Insurance
Agency, the agency responsible for the delivery of the Scheme, would have a variety of strategies to reach all
people likely to enter the NDIS.

Housing, disability and ageing
7327.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — In the Moira local government
area, will any person with a disability, or their carers or family, have to travel further than
100 kilometres to attend a National Disability Insurance Scheme information session.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have access
to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the NDIS.
The Victorian Government has invested $10 million to support readiness of people with disability and their families
to transition to the NDIS across Victoria. As part of this, there will be a number of forums that will be held across
roll out sites in Victoria. We expect that the majority of people across Victoria would live within 100 kilometres
from a rural township or regional centre, and so would be in a position to access this readiness assistance:
Further to this, as the NDIS comes to local areas, we would also be seeking that the National Disability Insurance
Agency, the agency responsible for the delivery of the Scheme, would have a variety of strategies to reach all
people likely to enter the NDIS.

Housing, disability and ageing
7328.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — In the Moorabool local
government area, will any person with a disability, or their carers or family, have to travel further than
100 kilometres to attend a National Disability Insurance Scheme information session.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have access
to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the NDIS.
The Victorian Government has invested $10 million to support readiness of people with disability and their families
to transition to the NDIS across Victoria. As part of this, there will be a number of forums that will be held across
roll out sites in Victoria. We expect that the majority of people across Victoria would live within 100 kilometres
from a rural township or regional centre, and so would be in a position to access this readiness assistance:
Further to this, as the NDIS comes to local areas, we would also be seeking that the National Disability Insurance
Agency, the agency responsible for the delivery of the Scheme, would have a variety of strategies to reach all
people likely to enter the NDIS.

Housing, disability and ageing
7329.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — In the Mount Alexander local
government area, will any person with a disability, or their carers or family, have to travel further than
100 kilometres to attend a National Disability Insurance Scheme information session.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
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The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have access
to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the NDIS.
The Victorian Government has invested $10 million to support readiness of people with disability and their families
to transition to the NDIS across Victoria. As part of this, there will be a number of forums that will be held across
roll out sites in Victoria. We expect that the majority of people across Victoria would live within 100 kilometres
from a rural township or regional centre, and so would be in a position to access this readiness assistance:
Further to this, as the NDIS comes to local areas, we would also be seeking that the National Disability Insurance
Agency, the agency responsible for the delivery of the Scheme, would have a variety of strategies to reach all
people likely to enter the NDIS.

Housing, disability and ageing
7330.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — In the Moyne local
government area, will any person with a disability, or their carers or family, have to travel further than
100 kilometres to attend a National Disability Insurance Scheme information session.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have access
to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the NDIS.
The Victorian Government has invested $10 million to support readiness of people with disability and their families
to transition to the NDIS across Victoria. As part of this, there will be a number of forums that will be held across
roll out sites in Victoria. We expect that the majority of people across Victoria would live within 100 kilometres
from a rural township or regional centre, and so would be in a position to access this readiness assistance:
Further to this, as the NDIS comes to local areas, we would also be seeking that the National Disability Insurance
Agency, the agency responsible for the delivery of the Scheme, would have a variety of strategies to reach all
people likely to enter the NDIS.

Housing, disability and ageing
7331.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — In the Murrindindi local
government area, will any person with a disability, or their carers or family, have to travel further than
100 kilometres to attend a National Disability Insurance Scheme information session.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have access
to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the NDIS.
The Victorian Government has invested $10 million to support readiness of people with disability and their families
to transition to the NDIS across Victoria. As part of this, there will be a number of forums that will be held across
roll out sites in Victoria. We expect that the majority of people across Victoria would live within 100 kilometres
from a rural township or regional centre, and so would be in a position to access this readiness assistance:
Further to this, as the NDIS comes to local areas, we would also be seeking that the National Disability Insurance
Agency, the agency responsible for the delivery of the Scheme, would have a variety of strategies to reach all
people likely to enter the NDIS.
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Housing, disability and ageing
7332.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — In the Northern Grampians
local government area, will any person with a disability, or their carers or family, have to travel further
than 100 kilometres to attend a National Disability Insurance Scheme information session.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have access
to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the NDIS.
The Victorian Government has invested $10 million to support readiness of people with disability and their families
to transition to the NDIS across Victoria. As part of this, there will be a number of forums that will be held across
roll out sites in Victoria. We expect that the majority of people across Victoria would live within 100 kilometres
from a rural township or regional centre, and so would be in a position to access this readiness assistance:
Further to this, as the NDIS comes to local areas, we would also be seeking that the National Disability Insurance
Agency, the agency responsible for the delivery of the Scheme, would have a variety of strategies to reach all
people likely to enter the NDIS.

Housing, disability and ageing
7333.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — In the Pyrenees local
government area, will any person with a disability, or their carers or family, have to travel further than
100 kilometres to attend a National Disability Insurance Scheme information session.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have access
to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the NDIS.
The Victorian Government has invested $10 million to support readiness of people with disability and their families
to transition to the NDIS across Victoria. As part of this, there will be a number of forums that will be held across
roll out sites in Victoria. We expect that the majority of people across Victoria would live within 100 kilometres
from a rural township or regional centre, and so would be in a position to access this readiness assistance:
Further to this, as the NDIS comes to local areas, we would also be seeking that the National Disability Insurance
Agency, the agency responsible for the delivery of the Scheme, would have a variety of strategies to reach all
people likely to enter the NDIS.

Housing, disability and ageing
7334.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — In the South Gippsland local
government area, will any person with a disability, or their carers or family, have to travel further than
100 kilometres to attend a National Disability Insurance Scheme information session.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have access
to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the NDIS.
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The Victorian Government has invested $10 million to support readiness of people with disability and their families
to transition to the NDIS across Victoria. As part of this, there will be a number of forums that will be held across
roll out sites in Victoria. We expect that the majority of people across Victoria would live within 100 kilometres
from a rural township or regional centre, and so would be in a position to access this readiness assistance:
Further to this, as the NDIS comes to local areas, we would also be seeking that the National Disability Insurance
Agency, the agency responsible for the delivery of the Scheme, would have a variety of strategies to reach all
people likely to enter the NDIS.

Housing, disability and ageing
7335.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — In the Southern Grampians
local government area, will any person with a disability, or their carers or family, have to travel further
than 100 kilometres to attend a National Disability Insurance Scheme information session.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have access
to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the NDIS.
The Victorian Government has invested $10 million to support readiness of people with disability and their families
to transition to the NDIS across Victoria. As part of this, there will be a number of forums that will be held across
roll out sites in Victoria. We expect that the majority of people across Victoria would live within 100 kilometres
from a rural township or regional centre, and so would be in a position to access this readiness assistance:
Further to this, as the NDIS comes to local areas, we would also be seeking that the National Disability Insurance
Agency, the agency responsible for the delivery of the Scheme, would have a variety of strategies to reach all
people likely to enter the NDIS.

Housing, disability and ageing
7336.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — In the Strathbogie local
government area, will any person with a disability, or their carers or family, have to travel further than
100 kilometres to attend a National Disability Insurance Scheme information session.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have access
to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the NDIS.
The Victorian Government has invested $10 million to support readiness of people with disability and their families
to transition to the NDIS across Victoria. As part of this, there will be a number of forums that will be held across
roll out sites in Victoria. We expect that the majority of people across Victoria would live within 100 kilometres
from a rural township or regional centre, and so would be in a position to access this readiness assistance:
Further to this, as the NDIS comes to local areas, we would also be seeking that the National Disability Insurance
Agency, the agency responsible for the delivery of the Scheme, would have a variety of strategies to reach all
people likely to enter the NDIS.

Housing, disability and ageing
7337.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — In the Swan Hill local
government area, will any person with a disability, or their carers or family, have to travel further than
100 kilometres to attend a National Disability Insurance Scheme information session.
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ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have access
to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the NDIS.
The Victorian Government has invested $10 million to support readiness of people with disability and their families
to transition to the NDIS across Victoria. As part of this, there will be a number of forums that will be held across
roll out sites in Victoria. We expect that the majority of people across Victoria would live within 100 kilometres
from a rural township or regional centre, and so would be in a position to access this readiness assistance:
Further to this, as the NDIS comes to local areas, we would also be seeking that the National Disability Insurance
Agency, the agency responsible for the delivery of the Scheme, would have a variety of strategies to reach all
people likely to enter the NDIS.

Housing, disability and ageing
7338.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — In the Towong local
government area, will any person with a disability, or their carers or family, have to travel further than
100 kilometres to attend a National Disability Insurance Scheme information session.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have access
to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the NDIS.
The Victorian Government has invested $10 million to support readiness of people with disability and their families
to transition to the NDIS across Victoria. As part of this, there will be a number of forums that will be held across
roll out sites in Victoria. We expect that the majority of people across Victoria would live within 100 kilometres
from a rural township or regional centre, and so would be in a position to access this readiness assistance:
Further to this, as the NDIS comes to local areas, we would also be seeking that the National Disability Insurance
Agency, the agency responsible for the delivery of the Scheme, would have a variety of strategies to reach all
people likely to enter the NDIS.

Housing, disability and ageing
7339.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — In the Wellington local
government area, will any person with a disability, or their carers or family, have to travel further than
100 kilometres to attend a National Disability Insurance Scheme information session.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have access
to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the NDIS.
The Victorian Government has invested $10 million to support readiness of people with disability and their families
to transition to the NDIS across Victoria. As part of this, there will be a number of forums that will be held across
roll out sites in Victoria. We expect that the majority of people across Victoria would live within 100 kilometres
from a rural township or regional centre, and so would be in a position to access this readiness assistance:
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Further to this, as the NDIS comes to local areas, we would also be seeking that the National Disability Insurance
Agency, the agency responsible for the delivery of the Scheme, would have a variety of strategies to reach all
people likely to enter the NDIS.

Housing, disability and ageing
7340.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — In the West Wimmera local
government area, will any person with a disability, or their carers or family, have to travel further than
100 kilometres to attend a National Disability Insurance Scheme information session.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have access
to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the NDIS.
The Victorian Government has invested $10 million to support readiness of people with disability and their families
to transition to the NDIS across Victoria. As part of this, there will be a number of forums that will be held across
roll out sites in Victoria. We expect that the majority of people across Victoria would live within 100 kilometres
from a rural township or regional centre, and so would be in a position to access this readiness assistance:
Further to this, as the NDIS comes to local areas, we would also be seeking that the National Disability Insurance
Agency, the agency responsible for the delivery of the Scheme, would have a variety of strategies to reach all
people likely to enter the NDIS.

Housing, disability and ageing
7341.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — In the Yarriambiack local
government area, will any person with a disability, or their carers or family, have to travel further than
100 kilometres to attend a National Disability Insurance Scheme information session.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
The Victorian Government is committed to ensuring that people with disability and families and carers have access
to the right information at the right time before they make the important transition into the NDIS.
The Victorian Government has invested $10 million to support readiness of people with disability and their families
to transition to the NDIS across Victoria. As part of this, there will be a number of forums that will be held across
roll out sites in Victoria. We expect that the majority of people across Victoria would live within 100 kilometres
from a rural township or regional centre, and so would be in a position to access this readiness assistance:
Further to this, as the NDIS comes to local areas, we would also be seeking that the National Disability Insurance
Agency, the agency responsible for the delivery of the Scheme, would have a variety of strategies to reach all
people likely to enter the NDIS.

Housing, disability and ageing
7411.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Ararat local government area not occurring until
1 January 2017, what will the Minister do to ensure that people on the Disability Support Register in
that area are immediately transitioned as a priority to the NDIS so that they do not have to wait for the
scheduled NDIS geographical roll out to commence receiving a support package.
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ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Over 1200 people registered on the Disability Support Register (DSR) across the state with an urgent need for
support will be provided with the opportunity to transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
within the first 12 months of roll out. This includes people living in the Areas scheduled to transition during this
period, as well as others with an immediate and pressing need for support, who will be provided with the
opportunity to transition to the NDIS ahead of their planned area schedule.
Any remaining people on the DSR will be the first group to enter the scheme in each area as the area commences
the transition.

Housing, disability and ageing
7412.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Ballarat local government area not occurring until
1 January 2017, what will the Minister do to ensure that people on the Disability Support Register in
that area are immediately transitioned as a priority to the NDIS so that they do not have to wait for the
scheduled NDIS geographical roll out to commence receiving a support package.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Over 1200 people registered on the Disability Support Register (DSR) across the state with an urgent need for
support will be provided with the opportunity to transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
within the first 12 months of roll out. This includes people living in the Areas scheduled to transition during this
period, as well as others with an immediate and pressing need for support, who will be provided with the
opportunity to transition to the NDIS ahead of their planned area schedule.
Any remaining people on the DSR will be the first group to enter the scheme in each area as the area commences
the transition.

Housing, disability and ageing
7413.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Bass Coast local government area not occurring
until 1 October 2017, what will the Minister do to ensure that people on the Disability Support Register
in that area are immediately transitioned as a priority to the NDIS so that they do not have to wait for
the scheduled NDIS geographical roll out to commence receiving a support package.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Over 1200 people registered on the Disability Support Register (DSR) across the state with an urgent need for
support will be provided with the opportunity to transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
within the first 12 months of roll out. This includes people living in the Areas scheduled to transition during this
period, as well as others with an immediate and pressing need for support, who will be provided with the
opportunity to transition to the NDIS ahead of their planned area schedule.
Any remaining people on the DSR will be the first group to enter the scheme in each area as the area commences
the transition.
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Housing, disability and ageing
7414.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Baw Baw local government area not occurring
until 1 October 2017, what will the Minister do to ensure that people on the Disability Support Register
in that area are immediately transitioned as a priority to the NDIS so that they do not have to wait for
the scheduled NDIS geographical roll out to commence receiving a support package.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Over 1200 people registered on the Disability Support Register (DSR) across the state with an urgent need for
support will be provided with the opportunity to transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
within the first 12 months of roll out. This includes people living in the Areas scheduled to transition during this
period, as well as others with an immediate and pressing need for support, who will be provided with the
opportunity to transition to the NDIS ahead of their planned area schedule.
Any remaining people on the DSR will be the first group to enter the scheme in each area as the area commences
the transition.

Housing, disability and ageing
7415.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Bayside local government area not occurring until
1 April 2017, what will the Minister do to ensure that people on the Disability Support Register in that
area are immediately transitioned as a priority to the NDIS so that they do not have to wait for the
scheduled NDIS geographical roll out to commence receiving a support package.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Over 1200 people registered on the Disability Support Register (DSR) across the state with an urgent need for
support will be provided with the opportunity to transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
within the first 12 months of roll out. This includes people living in the Areas scheduled to transition during this
period, as well as others with an immediate and pressing need for support, who will be provided with the
opportunity to transition to the NDIS ahead of their planned area schedule.
Any remaining people on the DSR will be the first group to enter the scheme in each area as the area commences
the transition.

Housing, disability and ageing
7416.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Benalla local government area not occurring until
1 October 2017, what will the Minister do to ensure that people on the Disability Support Register in
that area are immediately transitioned as a priority to the NDIS so that they do not have to wait for the
scheduled NDIS geographical roll out to commence receiving a support package.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Over 1200 people registered on the Disability Support Register (DSR) across the state with an urgent need for
support will be provided with the opportunity to transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
within the first 12 months of roll out. This includes people living in the Areas scheduled to transition during this
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period, as well as others with an immediate and pressing need for support, who will be provided with the
opportunity to transition to the NDIS ahead of their planned area schedule.
Any remaining people on the DSR will be the first group to enter the scheme in each area as the area commences
the transition.

Housing, disability and ageing
7417.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Boroondara local government area not occurring
until 1 November 2017, what will the Minister do to ensure that people on the Disability Support
Register in that area are immediately transitioned as a priority to the NDIS so that they do not have to
wait for the scheduled NDIS geographical roll out to commence receiving a support package.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Over 1200 people registered on the Disability Support Register (DSR) across the state with an urgent need for
support will be provided with the opportunity to transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
within the first 12 months of roll out. This includes people living in the Areas scheduled to transition during this
period, as well as others with an immediate and pressing need for support, who will be provided with the
opportunity to transition to the NDIS ahead of their planned area schedule.
Any remaining people on the DSR will be the first group to enter the scheme in each area as the area commences
the transition.

Housing, disability and ageing
7418.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Hume local government area not occurring until
1 March 2018, what will the Minister do to ensure that people on the Disability Support Register in that
area are immediately transitioned as a priority to the NDIS so that they do not have to wait for the
scheduled NDIS geographical roll out to commence receiving a support package.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Over 1200 people registered on the Disability Support Register (DSR) across the state with an urgent need for
support will be provided with the opportunity to transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
within the first 12 months of roll out. This includes people living in the Areas scheduled to transition during this
period, as well as others with an immediate and pressing need for support, who will be provided with the
opportunity to transition to the NDIS ahead of their planned area schedule.
Any remaining people on the DSR will be the first group to enter the scheme in each area as the area commences
the transition.

Housing, disability and ageing
7419.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Brimbank local government area not occurring
until 1 October 2018, what will the Minister do to ensure that people on the Disability Support Register
in that area are immediately transitioned as a priority to the NDIS so that they do not have to wait for
the scheduled NDIS geographical roll out to commence receiving a support package.
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ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Over 1200 people registered on the Disability Support Register (DSR) across the state with an urgent need for
support will be provided with the opportunity to transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
within the first 12 months of roll out. This includes people living in the Areas scheduled to transition during this
period, as well as others with an immediate and pressing need for support, who will be provided with the
opportunity to transition to the NDIS ahead of their planned area schedule.
Any remaining people on the DSR will be the first group to enter the scheme in each area as the area commences
the transition.

Housing, disability and ageing
7420.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Buloke local government area not occurring until
1 January 2019, what will the Minister do to ensure that people on the Disability Support Register in
that area are immediately transitioned as a priority to the NDIS so that they do not have to wait for the
scheduled NDIS geographical roll out to commence receiving a support package.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Over 1200 people registered on the Disability Support Register (DSR) across the state with an urgent need for
support will be provided with the opportunity to transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
within the first 12 months of roll out. This includes people living in the Areas scheduled to transition during this
period, as well as others with an immediate and pressing need for support, who will be provided with the
opportunity to transition to the NDIS ahead of their planned area schedule.
Any remaining people on the DSR will be the first group to enter the scheme in each area as the area commences
the transition.

Housing, disability and ageing
7421.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Campaspe local government area not occurring
until 1 May 2017, what will the Minister do to ensure that people on the Disability Support Register in
that area are immediately transitioned as a priority to the NDIS so that they do not have to wait for the
scheduled NDIS geographical roll out to commence receiving a support package.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Over 1200 people registered on the Disability Support Register (DSR) across the state with an urgent need for
support will be provided with the opportunity to transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
within the first 12 months of roll out. This includes people living in the Areas scheduled to transition during this
period, as well as others with an immediate and pressing need for support, who will be provided with the
opportunity to transition to the NDIS ahead of their planned area schedule.
Any remaining people on the DSR will be the first group to enter the scheme in each area as the area commences
the transition.
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Housing, disability and ageing
7422.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Cardinia local government area not occurring until
1 September 2017, what will the Minister do to ensure that people on the Disability Support Register in
that area are immediately transitioned as a priority to the NDIS so that they do not have to wait for the
scheduled NDIS geographical roll out to commence receiving a support package.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Over 1200 people registered on the Disability Support Register (DSR) across the state with an urgent need for
support will be provided with the opportunity to transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
within the first 12 months of roll out. This includes people living in the Areas scheduled to transition during this
period, as well as others with an immediate and pressing need for support, who will be provided with the
opportunity to transition to the NDIS ahead of their planned area schedule.
Any remaining people on the DSR will be the first group to enter the scheme in each area as the area commences
the transition.

Housing, disability and ageing
7423.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Casey local government area not occurring until
1 September 2018, what will the Minister do to ensure that people on the Disability Support Register in
that area are immediately transitioned as a priority to the NDIS so that they do not have to wait for the
scheduled NDIS geographical roll out to commence receiving a support package.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Over 1200 people registered on the Disability Support Register (DSR) across the state with an urgent need for
support will be provided with the opportunity to transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
within the first 12 months of roll out. This includes people living in the Areas scheduled to transition during this
period, as well as others with an immediate and pressing need for support, who will be provided with the
opportunity to transition to the NDIS ahead of their planned area schedule.
Any remaining people on the DSR will be the first group to enter the scheme in each area as the area commences
the transition.

Housing, disability and ageing
7424.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Central Goldfields local government area not
occurring until 1 May 2017, what will the Minister do to ensure that people on the Disability Support
Register in that area are immediately transitioned as a priority to the NDIS so that they do not have to
wait for the scheduled NDIS geographical roll out to commence receiving a support package.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Over 1200 people registered on the Disability Support Register (DSR) across the state with an urgent need for
support will be provided with the opportunity to transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
within the first 12 months of roll out. This includes people living in the Areas scheduled to transition during this
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period, as well as others with an immediate and pressing need for support, who will be provided with the
opportunity to transition to the NDIS ahead of their planned area schedule.
Any remaining people on the DSR will be the first group to enter the scheme in each area as the area commences
the transition.

Housing, disability and ageing
7425.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Corangamite local government area not occurring
until 1 October 2017, what will the Minister do to ensure that people on the Disability Support Register
in that area are immediately transitioned as a priority to the NDIS so that they do not have to wait for
the scheduled NDIS geographical roll out to commence receiving a support package.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Over 1200 people registered on the Disability Support Register (DSR) across the state with an urgent need for
support will be provided with the opportunity to transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
within the first 12 months of roll out. This includes people living in the Areas scheduled to transition during this
period, as well as others with an immediate and pressing need for support, who will be provided with the
opportunity to transition to the NDIS ahead of their planned area schedule.
Any remaining people on the DSR will be the first group to enter the scheme in each area as the area commences
the transition.

Housing, disability and ageing
7426.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the East Gippsland local government area not
occurring until 1 January 2019, what will the Minister do to ensure that people on the Disability Support
Register in that area are immediately transitioned as a priority to the NDIS so that they do not have to
wait for the scheduled NDIS geographical roll out to commence receiving a support package.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Over 1200 people registered on the Disability Support Register (DSR) across the state with an urgent need for
support will be provided with the opportunity to transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
within the first 12 months of roll out. This includes people living in the Areas scheduled to transition during this
period, as well as others with an immediate and pressing need for support, who will be provided with the
opportunity to transition to the NDIS ahead of their planned area schedule.
Any remaining people on the DSR will be the first group to enter the scheme in each area as the area commences
the transition.

Housing, disability and ageing
7427.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Frankston local government area not occurring
until 1 April 2018, what will the Minister do to ensure that people on the Disability Support Register in
that area are immediately transitioned as a priority to the NDIS so that they do not have to wait for the
scheduled NDIS geographical roll out to commence receiving a support package.
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ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Over 1200 people registered on the Disability Support Register (DSR) across the state with an urgent need for
support will be provided with the opportunity to transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
within the first 12 months of roll out. This includes people living in the Areas scheduled to transition during this
period, as well as others with an immediate and pressing need for support, who will be provided with the
opportunity to transition to the NDIS ahead of their planned area schedule.
Any remaining people on the DSR will be the first group to enter the scheme in each area as the area commences
the transition.

Housing, disability and ageing
7428.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Gannawarra local government area not occurring
until 1 January 2019, what will the Minister do to ensure that people on the Disability Support Register
in that area are immediately transitioned as a priority to the NDIS so that they do not have to wait for
the scheduled NDIS geographical roll out to commence receiving a support package.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Over 1200 people registered on the Disability Support Register (DSR) across the state with an urgent need for
support will be provided with the opportunity to transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
within the first 12 months of roll out. This includes people living in the Areas scheduled to transition during this
period, as well as others with an immediate and pressing need for support, who will be provided with the
opportunity to transition to the NDIS ahead of their planned area schedule.
Any remaining people on the DSR will be the first group to enter the scheme in each area as the area commences
the transition.

Housing, disability and ageing
7429.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Glen Eira local government area not occurring
until 1 April 2018, what will the Minister do to ensure that people on the Disability Support Register in
that area are immediately transitioned as a priority to the NDIS so that they do not have to wait for the
scheduled NDIS geographical roll out to commence receiving a support package.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Over 1200 people registered on the Disability Support Register (DSR) across the state with an urgent need for
support will be provided with the opportunity to transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
within the first 12 months of roll out. This includes people living in the Areas scheduled to transition during this
period, as well as others with an immediate and pressing need for support, who will be provided with the
opportunity to transition to the NDIS ahead of their planned area schedule.
Any remaining people on the DSR will be the first group to enter the scheme in each area as the area commences
the transition.
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Housing, disability and ageing
7430.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Glenelg local government area not occurring until
1 October 2017, what will the Minister do to ensure that people on the Disability Support Register in
that area are immediately transitioned as a priority to the NDIS so that they do not have to wait for the
scheduled NDIS geographical roll out to commence receiving a support package.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Over 1200 people registered on the Disability Support Register (DSR) across the state with an urgent need for
support will be provided with the opportunity to transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
within the first 12 months of roll out. This includes people living in the Areas scheduled to transition during this
period, as well as others with an immediate and pressing need for support, who will be provided with the
opportunity to transition to the NDIS ahead of their planned area schedule.
Any remaining people on the DSR will be the first group to enter the scheme in each area as the area commences
the transition.

Housing, disability and ageing
7431.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Golden Plains local government area not occurring
until 1 January 2017, what will the Minister do to ensure that people on the Disability Support Register
in that area are immediately transitioned as a priority to the NDIS so that they do not have to wait for
the scheduled NDIS geographical roll out to commence receiving a support package.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Over 1200 people registered on the Disability Support Register (DSR) across the state with an urgent need for
support will be provided with the opportunity to transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
within the first 12 months of roll out. This includes people living in the Areas scheduled to transition during this
period, as well as others with an immediate and pressing need for support, who will be provided with the
opportunity to transition to the NDIS ahead of their planned area schedule.
Any remaining people on the DSR will be the first group to enter the scheme in each area as the area commences
the transition.

Housing, disability and ageing
7432.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Greater Bendigo local government area not
occurring until 1 May 2017, what will the Minister do to ensure that people on the Disability Support
Register in that area are immediately transitioned as a priority to the NDIS so that they do not have to
wait for the scheduled NDIS geographical roll out to commence receiving a support package.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Over 1200 people registered on the Disability Support Register (DSR) across the state with an urgent need for
support will be provided with the opportunity to transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
within the first 12 months of roll out. This includes people living in the Areas scheduled to transition during this
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period, as well as others with an immediate and pressing need for support, who will be provided with the
opportunity to transition to the NDIS ahead of their planned area schedule.
Any remaining people on the DSR will be the first group to enter the scheme in each area as the area commences
the transition.

Housing, disability and ageing
7433.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Greater Dandenong local government area not
occurring until 1 September 2018, what will the Minister do to ensure that people on the Disability
Support Register in that area are immediately transitioned as a priority to the NDIS so that they do not
have to wait for the scheduled NDIS geographical roll out to commence receiving a support package.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Over 1200 people registered on the Disability Support Register (DSR) across the state with an urgent need for
support will be provided with the opportunity to transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
within the first 12 months of roll out. This includes people living in the Areas scheduled to transition during this
period, as well as others with an immediate and pressing need for support, who will be provided with the
opportunity to transition to the NDIS ahead of their planned area schedule.
Any remaining people on the DSR will be the first group to enter the scheme in each area as the area commences
the transition.

Housing, disability and ageing
7434.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Greater Shepparton local government area not
occurring until 1 January 2019, what will the Minister do to ensure that people on the Disability Support
Register in that area are immediately transitioned as a priority to the NDIS so that they do not have to
wait for the scheduled NDIS geographical roll out to commence receiving a support package.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Over 1200 people registered on the Disability Support Register (DSR) across the state with an urgent need for
support will be provided with the opportunity to transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
within the first 12 months of roll out. This includes people living in the Areas scheduled to transition during this
period, as well as others with an immediate and pressing need for support, who will be provided with the
opportunity to transition to the NDIS ahead of their planned area schedule.
Any remaining people on the DSR will be the first group to enter the scheme in each area as the area commences
the transition.

Housing, disability and ageing
7435.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Hindmarsh local government area not occurring
until 1 October 2017, what will the Minister do to ensure that people on the Disability Support Register
in that area are immediately transitioned as a priority to the NDIS so that they do not have to wait for
the scheduled NDIS geographical roll out to commence receiving a support package.
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ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Over 1200 people registered on the Disability Support Register (DSR) across the state with an urgent need for
support will be provided with the opportunity to transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
within the first 12 months of roll out. This includes people living in the Areas scheduled to transition during this
period, as well as others with an immediate and pressing need for support, who will be provided with the
opportunity to transition to the NDIS ahead of their planned area schedule.
Any remaining people on the DSR will be the first group to enter the scheme in each area as the area commences
the transition.

Housing, disability and ageing
7436.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Hobsons Bay local government area not occurring
until 1 October 2018, what will the Minister do to ensure that people on the Disability Support Register
in that area are immediately transitioned as a priority to the NDIS so that they do not have to wait for
the scheduled NDIS geographical roll out to commence receiving a support package.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Over 1200 people registered on the Disability Support Register (DSR) across the state with an urgent need for
support will be provided with the opportunity to transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
within the first 12 months of roll out. This includes people living in the Areas scheduled to transition during this
period, as well as others with an immediate and pressing need for support, who will be provided with the
opportunity to transition to the NDIS ahead of their planned area schedule.
Any remaining people on the DSR will be the first group to enter the scheme in each area as the area commences
the transition.

Housing, disability and ageing
7437.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Horsham local government area not occurring until
1 October 2017, what will the Minister do to ensure that people on the Disability Support Register in
that area are immediately transitioned as a priority to the NDIS so that they do not have to wait for the
scheduled NDIS geographical roll out to commence receiving a support package.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Over 1200 people registered on the Disability Support Register (DSR) across the state with an urgent need for
support will be provided with the opportunity to transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
within the first 12 months of roll out. This includes people living in the Areas scheduled to transition during this
period, as well as others with an immediate and pressing need for support, who will be provided with the
opportunity to transition to the NDIS ahead of their planned area schedule.
Any remaining people on the DSR will be the first group to enter the scheme in each area as the area commences
the transition.
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Housing, disability and ageing
7438.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Moonee Valley local government area not
occurring until 1 October 2018, what will the Minister do to ensure that people on the Disability
Support Register in that area are immediately transitioned as a priority to the NDIS so that they do not
have to wait for the scheduled NDIS geographical roll out to commence receiving a support package.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Over 1200 people registered on the Disability Support Register (DSR) across the state with an urgent need for
support will be provided with the opportunity to transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
within the first 12 months of roll out. This includes people living in the Areas scheduled to transition during this
period, as well as others with an immediate and pressing need for support, who will be provided with the
opportunity to transition to the NDIS ahead of their planned area schedule.
Any remaining people on the DSR will be the first group to enter the scheme in each area as the area commences
the transition.

Housing, disability and ageing
7439.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Indigo local government area not occurring until
1 October 2017, what will the Minister do to ensure that people on the Disability Support Register in
that area are immediately transitioned as a priority to the NDIS so that they do not have to wait for the
scheduled NDIS geographical roll out to commence receiving a support package.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Over 1200 people registered on the Disability Support Register (DSR) across the state with an urgent need for
support will be provided with the opportunity to transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
within the first 12 months of roll out. This includes people living in the Areas scheduled to transition during this
period, as well as others with an immediate and pressing need for support, who will be provided with the
opportunity to transition to the NDIS ahead of their planned area schedule.
Any remaining people on the DSR will be the first group to enter the scheme in each area as the area commences
the transition.

Housing, disability and ageing
7440.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Kingston local government area not occurring until
1 April 2018, what will the Minister do to ensure that people on the Disability Support Register in that
area are immediately transitioned as a priority to the NDIS so that they do not have to wait for the
scheduled NDIS geographical roll out to commence receiving a support package.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Over 1200 people registered on the Disability Support Register (DSR) across the state with an urgent need for
support will be provided with the opportunity to transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
within the first 12 months of roll out. This includes people living in the Areas scheduled to transition during this
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period, as well as others with an immediate and pressing need for support, who will be provided with the
opportunity to transition to the NDIS ahead of their planned area schedule.
Any remaining people on the DSR will be the first group to enter the scheme in each area as the area commences
the transition.

Housing, disability and ageing
7441.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Knox local government area not occurring until
1 November 2017, what will the Minister do to ensure that people on the Disability Support Register in
that area are immediately transitioned as a priority to the NDIS so that they do not have to wait for the
scheduled NDIS geographical roll out to commence receiving a support package.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Over 1200 people registered on the Disability Support Register (DSR) across the state with an urgent need for
support will be provided with the opportunity to transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
within the first 12 months of roll out. This includes people living in the Areas scheduled to transition during this
period, as well as others with an immediate and pressing need for support, who will be provided with the
opportunity to transition to the NDIS ahead of their planned area schedule.
Any remaining people on the DSR will be the first group to enter the scheme in each area as the area commences
the transition.

Housing, disability and ageing
7442.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Latrobe local government area not occurring until
1 October 2017, what will the Minister do to ensure that people on the Disability Support Register in
that area are immediately transitioned as a priority to the NDIS so that they do not have to wait for the
scheduled NDIS geographical roll out to commence receiving a support package.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Over 1200 people registered on the Disability Support Register (DSR) across the state with an urgent need for
support will be provided with the opportunity to transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
within the first 12 months of roll out. This includes people living in the Areas scheduled to transition during this
period, as well as others with an immediate and pressing need for support, who will be provided with the
opportunity to transition to the NDIS ahead of their planned area schedule.
Any remaining people on the DSR will be the first group to enter the scheme in each area as the area commences
the transition.

Housing, disability and ageing
7443.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Loddon local government area not occurring until
1 May 2017, what will the Minister do to ensure that people on the Disability Support Register in that
area are immediately transitioned as a priority to the NDIS so that they do not have to wait for the
scheduled NDIS geographical roll out to commence receiving a support package.
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ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Over 1200 people registered on the Disability Support Register (DSR) across the state with an urgent need for
support will be provided with the opportunity to transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
within the first 12 months of roll out. This includes people living in the Areas scheduled to transition during this
period, as well as others with an immediate and pressing need for support, who will be provided with the
opportunity to transition to the NDIS ahead of their planned area schedule.
Any remaining people on the DSR will be the first group to enter the scheme in each area as the area commences
the transition.

Housing, disability and ageing
7444.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Macedon Ranges local government area not
occurring until 1 May 2017, what will the Minister do to ensure that people on the Disability Support
Register in that area are immediately transitioned as a priority to the NDIS so that they do not have to
wait for the scheduled NDIS geographical roll out to commence receiving a support package.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Over 1200 people registered on the Disability Support Register (DSR) across the state with an urgent need for
support will be provided with the opportunity to transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
within the first 12 months of roll out. This includes people living in the Areas scheduled to transition during this
period, as well as others with an immediate and pressing need for support, who will be provided with the
opportunity to transition to the NDIS ahead of their planned area schedule.
Any remaining people on the DSR will be the first group to enter the scheme in each area as the area commences
the transition.

Housing, disability and ageing
7445.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Manningham local government area not occurring
until 1 November 2017, what will the Minister do to ensure that people on the Disability Support
Register in that area are immediately transitioned as a priority to the NDIS so that they do not have to
wait for the scheduled NDIS geographical roll out to commence receiving a support package.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Over 1200 people registered on the Disability Support Register (DSR) across the state with an urgent need for
support will be provided with the opportunity to transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
within the first 12 months of roll out. This includes people living in the Areas scheduled to transition during this
period, as well as others with an immediate and pressing need for support, who will be provided with the
opportunity to transition to the NDIS ahead of their planned area schedule.
Any remaining people on the DSR will be the first group to enter the scheme in each area as the area commences
the transition.
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Housing, disability and ageing
7446.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Mansfield local government area not occurring
until 1 October 2017, what will the Minister do to ensure that people on the Disability Support Register
in that area are immediately transitioned as a priority to the NDIS so that they do not have to wait for
the scheduled NDIS geographical roll out to commence receiving a support package.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Over 1200 people registered on the Disability Support Register (DSR) across the state with an urgent need for
support will be provided with the opportunity to transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
within the first 12 months of roll out. This includes people living in the Areas scheduled to transition during this
period, as well as others with an immediate and pressing need for support, who will be provided with the
opportunity to transition to the NDIS ahead of their planned area schedule.
Any remaining people on the DSR will be the first group to enter the scheme in each area as the area commences
the transition.

Housing, disability and ageing
7447.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Maribyrnong local government area not occurring
until 1 October 2018, what will the Minister do to ensure that people on the Disability Support Register
in that area are immediately transitioned as a priority to the NDIS so that they do not have to wait for
the scheduled NDIS geographical roll out to commence receiving a support package.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Over 1200 people registered on the Disability Support Register (DSR) across the state with an urgent need for
support will be provided with the opportunity to transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
within the first 12 months of roll out. This includes people living in the Areas scheduled to transition during this
period, as well as others with an immediate and pressing need for support, who will be provided with the
opportunity to transition to the NDIS ahead of their planned area schedule.
Any remaining people on the DSR will be the first group to enter the scheme in each area as the area commences
the transition.

Housing, disability and ageing
7448.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Maroondah local government area not occurring
until 1 November 2017, what will the Minister do to ensure that people on the Disability Support
Register in that area are immediately transitioned as a priority to the NDIS so that they do not have to
wait for the scheduled NDIS geographical roll out to commence receiving a support package.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Over 1200 people registered on the Disability Support Register (DSR) across the state with an urgent need for
support will be provided with the opportunity to transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
within the first 12 months of roll out. This includes people living in the Areas scheduled to transition during this
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period, as well as others with an immediate and pressing need for support, who will be provided with the
opportunity to transition to the NDIS ahead of their planned area schedule.
Any remaining people on the DSR will be the first group to enter the scheme in each area as the area commences
the transition.

Housing, disability and ageing
7449.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Melbourne local government area not occurring
until 1 October 2018, what will the Minister do to ensure that people on the Disability Support Register
in that area are immediately transitioned as a priority to the NDIS so that they do not have to wait for
the scheduled NDIS geographical roll out to commence receiving a support package.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Over 1200 people registered on the Disability Support Register (DSR) across the state with an urgent need for
support will be provided with the opportunity to transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
within the first 12 months of roll out. This includes people living in the Areas scheduled to transition during this
period, as well as others with an immediate and pressing need for support, who will be provided with the
opportunity to transition to the NDIS ahead of their planned area schedule.
Any remaining people on the DSR will be the first group to enter the scheme in each area as the area commences
the transition.

Housing, disability and ageing
7450.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Melton local government area not occurring until
1 October 2018, what will the Minister do to ensure that people on the Disability Support Register in
that area are immediately transitioned as a priority to the NDIS so that they do not have to wait for the
scheduled NDIS geographical roll out to commence receiving a support package.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Over 1200 people registered on the Disability Support Register (DSR) across the state with an urgent need for
support will be provided with the opportunity to transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
within the first 12 months of roll out. This includes people living in the Areas scheduled to transition during this
period, as well as others with an immediate and pressing need for support, who will be provided with the
opportunity to transition to the NDIS ahead of their planned area schedule.
Any remaining people on the DSR will be the first group to enter the scheme in each area as the area commences
the transition.

Housing, disability and ageing
7451.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Mildura local government area not occurring until
1 January 2019, what will the Minister do to ensure that people on the Disability Support Register in
that area are immediately transitioned as a priority to the NDIS so that they do not have to wait for the
scheduled NDIS geographical roll out to commence receiving a support package.
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ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Over 1200 people registered on the Disability Support Register (DSR) across the state with an urgent need for
support will be provided with the opportunity to transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
within the first 12 months of roll out. This includes people living in the Areas scheduled to transition during this
period, as well as others with an immediate and pressing need for support, who will be provided with the
opportunity to transition to the NDIS ahead of their planned area schedule.
Any remaining people on the DSR will be the first group to enter the scheme in each area as the area commences
the transition.

Housing, disability and ageing
7452.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Mitchell local government area not occurring until
1 January 2019, what will the Minister do to ensure that people on the Disability Support Register in
that area are immediately transitioned as a priority to the NDIS so that they do not have to wait for the
scheduled NDIS geographical roll out to commence receiving a support package.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Over 1200 people registered on the Disability Support Register (DSR) across the state with an urgent need for
support will be provided with the opportunity to transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
within the first 12 months of roll out. This includes people living in the Areas scheduled to transition during this
period, as well as others with an immediate and pressing need for support, who will be provided with the
opportunity to transition to the NDIS ahead of their planned area schedule.
Any remaining people on the DSR will be the first group to enter the scheme in each area as the area commences
the transition.

Housing, disability and ageing
7453.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Moira local government area not occurring until
1 January 2019, what will the Minister do to ensure that people on the Disability Support Register in
that area are immediately transitioned as a priority to the NDIS so that they do not have to wait for the
scheduled NDIS geographical roll out to commence receiving a support package.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Over 1200 people registered on the Disability Support Register (DSR) across the state with an urgent need for
support will be provided with the opportunity to transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
within the first 12 months of roll out. This includes people living in the Areas scheduled to transition during this
period, as well as others with an immediate and pressing need for support, who will be provided with the
opportunity to transition to the NDIS ahead of their planned area schedule.
Any remaining people on the DSR will be the first group to enter the scheme in each area as the area commences
the transition.
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Housing, disability and ageing
7454.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Monash local government area not occurring until
1 November 2017, what will the Minister do to ensure that people on the Disability Support Register in
that area are immediately transitioned as a priority to the NDIS so that they do not have to wait for the
scheduled NDIS geographical roll out to commence receiving a support package.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Over 1200 people registered on the Disability Support Register (DSR) across the state with an urgent need for
support will be provided with the opportunity to transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
within the first 12 months of roll out. This includes people living in the Areas scheduled to transition during this
period, as well as others with an immediate and pressing need for support, who will be provided with the
opportunity to transition to the NDIS ahead of their planned area schedule.
Any remaining people on the DSR will be the first group to enter the scheme in each area as the area commences
the transition.

Housing, disability and ageing
7455.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Moorabool local government area not occurring
until 1 January 2017, what will the Minister do to ensure that people on the Disability Support Register
in that area are immediately transitioned as a priority to the NDIS so that they do not have to wait for
the scheduled NDIS geographical roll out to commence receiving a support package.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Over 1200 people registered on the Disability Support Register (DSR) across the state with an urgent need for
support will be provided with the opportunity to transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
within the first 12 months of roll out. This includes people living in the Areas scheduled to transition during this
period, as well as others with an immediate and pressing need for support, who will be provided with the
opportunity to transition to the NDIS ahead of their planned area schedule.
Any remaining people on the DSR will be the first group to enter the scheme in each area as the area commences
the transition.

Housing, disability and ageing
7456.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Moreland local government area not occurring
until 1 March 2018, what will the Minister do to ensure that people on the Disability Support Register in
that area are immediately transitioned as a priority to the NDIS so that they do not have to wait for the
scheduled NDIS geographical roll out to commence receiving a support package.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Over 1200 people registered on the Disability Support Register (DSR) across the state with an urgent need for
support will be provided with the opportunity to transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
within the first 12 months of roll out. This includes people living in the Areas scheduled to transition during this
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period, as well as others with an immediate and pressing need for support, who will be provided with the
opportunity to transition to the NDIS ahead of their planned area schedule.
Any remaining people on the DSR will be the first group to enter the scheme in each area as the area commences
the transition.

Housing, disability and ageing
7457.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Mornington Peninsula local government area not
occurring until 1 April 2018, what will the Minister do to ensure that people on the Disability Support
Register in that area are immediately transitioned as a priority to the NDIS so that they do not have to
wait for the scheduled NDIS geographical roll out to commence receiving a support package.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Over 1200 people registered on the Disability Support Register (DSR) across the state with an urgent need for
support will be provided with the opportunity to transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
within the first 12 months of roll out. This includes people living in the Areas scheduled to transition during this
period, as well as others with an immediate and pressing need for support, who will be provided with the
opportunity to transition to the NDIS ahead of their planned area schedule.
Any remaining people on the DSR will be the first group to enter the scheme in each area as the area commences
the transition.

Housing, disability and ageing
7458.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Mount Alexander local government area not
occurring until 1 May 2017, what will the Minister do to ensure that people on the Disability Support
Register in that area are immediately transitioned as a priority to the NDIS so that they do not have to
wait for the scheduled NDIS geographical roll out to commence receiving a support package.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Over 1200 people registered on the Disability Support Register (DSR) across the state with an urgent need for
support will be provided with the opportunity to transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
within the first 12 months of roll out. This includes people living in the Areas scheduled to transition during this
period, as well as others with an immediate and pressing need for support, who will be provided with the
opportunity to transition to the NDIS ahead of their planned area schedule.
Any remaining people on the DSR will be the first group to enter the scheme in each area as the area commences
the transition.

Housing, disability and ageing
7459.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Moyne local government area not occurring until
1 October 2017, what will the Minister do to ensure that people on the Disability Support Register in
that area are immediately transitioned as a priority to the NDIS so that they do not have to wait for the
scheduled NDIS geographical roll out to commence receiving a support package.
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ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Over 1200 people registered on the Disability Support Register (DSR) across the state with an urgent need for
support will be provided with the opportunity to transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
within the first 12 months of roll out. This includes people living in the Areas scheduled to transition during this
period, as well as others with an immediate and pressing need for support, who will be provided with the
opportunity to transition to the NDIS ahead of their planned area schedule.
Any remaining people on the DSR will be the first group to enter the scheme in each area as the area commences
the transition.

Housing, disability and ageing
7460.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Murrindindi local government area not occurring
until 1 January 2019,what will the Minister do to ensure that people on the Disability Support Register
in that area are immediately transitioned as a priority to the NDIS so that they do not have to wait for
the scheduled NDIS geographical roll out to commence receiving a support package.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Over 1200 people registered on the Disability Support Register (DSR) across the state with an urgent need for
support will be provided with the opportunity to transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
within the first 12 months of roll out. This includes people living in the Areas scheduled to transition during this
period, as well as others with an immediate and pressing need for support, who will be provided with the
opportunity to transition to the NDIS ahead of their planned area schedule.
Any remaining people on the DSR will be the first group to enter the scheme in each area as the area commences
the transition.

Housing, disability and ageing
7461.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Northern Grampians local government area not
occurring until 1 October 2017, what will the Minister do to ensure that people on the Disability
Support Register in that area are immediately transitioned as a priority to the NDIS so that they do not
have to wait for the scheduled NDIS geographical roll out to commence receiving a support package.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Over 1200 people registered on the Disability Support Register (DSR) across the state with an urgent need for
support will be provided with the opportunity to transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
within the first 12 months of roll out. This includes people living in the Areas scheduled to transition during this
period, as well as others with an immediate and pressing need for support, who will be provided with the
opportunity to transition to the NDIS ahead of their planned area schedule.
Any remaining people on the DSR will be the first group to enter the scheme in each area as the area commences
the transition.
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Housing, disability and ageing
7462.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Port Phillip local government area not occurring
until 1 April 2018, what will the Minister do to ensure that people on the Disability Support Register in
that area are immediately transitioned as a priority to the NDIS so that they do not have to wait for the
scheduled NDIS geographical roll out to commence receiving a support package.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Over 1200 people registered on the Disability Support Register (DSR) across the state with an urgent need for
support will be provided with the opportunity to transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
within the first 12 months of roll out. This includes people living in the Areas scheduled to transition during this
period, as well as others with an immediate and pressing need for support, who will be provided with the
opportunity to transition to the NDIS ahead of their planned area schedule.
Any remaining people on the DSR will be the first group to enter the scheme in each area as the area commences
the transition.

Housing, disability and ageing
7463.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Pyrenees local government area not occurring until
1 January 2017, what will the Minister do to ensure that people on the Disability Support Register in
that area are immediately transitioned as a priority to the NDIS so that they do not have to wait for the
scheduled NDIS geographical roll out to commence receiving a support package.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Over 1200 people registered on the Disability Support Register (DSR) across the state with an urgent need for
support will be provided with the opportunity to transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
within the first 12 months of roll out. This includes people living in the Areas scheduled to transition during this
period, as well as others with an immediate and pressing need for support, who will be provided with the
opportunity to transition to the NDIS ahead of their planned area schedule.
Any remaining people on the DSR will be the first group to enter the scheme in each area as the area commences
the transition.

Housing, disability and ageing
7464.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the South Gippsland local government area not
occurring until 1 October 2017, what will the Minister do to ensure that people on the Disability
Support Register in that area are immediately transitioned as a priority to the NDIS so that they do not
have to wait for the scheduled NDIS geographical roll out to commence receiving a support package.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Over 1200 people registered on the Disability Support Register (DSR) across the state with an urgent need for
support will be provided with the opportunity to transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
within the first 12 months of roll out. This includes people living in the Areas scheduled to transition during this
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period, as well as others with an immediate and pressing need for support, who will be provided with the
opportunity to transition to the NDIS ahead of their planned area schedule.
Any remaining people on the DSR will be the first group to enter the scheme in each area as the area commences
the transition.

Housing, disability and ageing
7465.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Southern Grampians local government area not
occurring until 1 October 2017, what will the Minister do to ensure that people on the Disability
Support Register in that area are immediately transitioned as a priority to the NDIS so that they do not
have to wait for the scheduled NDIS geographical roll out to commence receiving a support package.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Over 1200 people registered on the Disability Support Register (DSR) across the state with an urgent need for
support will be provided with the opportunity to transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
within the first 12 months of roll out. This includes people living in the Areas scheduled to transition during this
period, as well as others with an immediate and pressing need for support, who will be provided with the
opportunity to transition to the NDIS ahead of their planned area schedule.
Any remaining people on the DSR will be the first group to enter the scheme in each area as the area commences
the transition.

Housing, disability and ageing
7466.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Stonnington local government area not occurring
until 1 November 2017, what will the Minister do to ensure that people on the Disability Support
Register in that area are immediately transitioned as a priority to the NDIS so that they do not have to
wait for the scheduled NDIS geographical roll out to commence receiving a support package.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Over 1200 people registered on the Disability Support Register (DSR) across the state with an urgent need for
support will be provided with the opportunity to transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
within the first 12 months of roll out. This includes people living in the Areas scheduled to transition during this
period, as well as others with an immediate and pressing need for support, who will be provided with the
opportunity to transition to the NDIS ahead of their planned area schedule.
Any remaining people on the DSR will be the first group to enter the scheme in each area as the area commences
the transition.

Housing, disability and ageing
7467.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Strathbogie local government area not occurring
until 1 January 2019, what will the Minister do to ensure that people on the Disability Support Register
in that area are immediately transitioned as a priority to the NDIS so that they do not have to wait for
the scheduled NDIS geographical roll out to commence receiving a support package.
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ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Over 1200 people registered on the Disability Support Register (DSR) across the state with an urgent need for
support will be provided with the opportunity to transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
within the first 12 months of roll out. This includes people living in the Areas scheduled to transition during this
period, as well as others with an immediate and pressing need for support, who will be provided with the
opportunity to transition to the NDIS ahead of their planned area schedule.
Any remaining people on the DSR will be the first group to enter the scheme in each area as the area commences
the transition.

Housing, disability and ageing
7468.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Swan Hill local government area not occurring
until 1 January 2019, what will the Minister do to ensure that people on the Disability Support Register
in that area are immediately transitioned as a priority to the NDIS so that they do not have to wait for
the scheduled NDIS geographical roll out to commence receiving a support package.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Over 1200 people registered on the Disability Support Register (DSR) across the state with an urgent need for
support will be provided with the opportunity to transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
within the first 12 months of roll out. This includes people living in the Areas scheduled to transition during this
period, as well as others with an immediate and pressing need for support, who will be provided with the
opportunity to transition to the NDIS ahead of their planned area schedule.
Any remaining people on the DSR will be the first group to enter the scheme in each area as the area commences
the transition.

Housing, disability and ageing
7469.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Towong local government area not occurring until
1 October 2017, what will the Minister do to ensure that people on the Disability Support Register in
that area are immediately transitioned as a priority to the NDIS so that they do not have to wait for the
scheduled NDIS geographical roll out to commence receiving a support package.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Over 1200 people registered on the Disability Support Register (DSR) across the state with an urgent need for
support will be provided with the opportunity to transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
within the first 12 months of roll out. This includes people living in the Areas scheduled to transition during this
period, as well as others with an immediate and pressing need for support, who will be provided with the
opportunity to transition to the NDIS ahead of their planned area schedule.
Any remaining people on the DSR will be the first group to enter the scheme in each area as the area commences
the transition.
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Housing, disability and ageing
7470.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Wangaratta local government area not occurring
until 1 October 2017, what will the Minister do to ensure that people on the Disability Support Register
in that area are immediately transitioned as a priority to the NDIS so that they do not have to wait for
the scheduled NDIS geographical roll out to commence receiving a support package.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Over 1200 people registered on the Disability Support Register (DSR) across the state with an urgent need for
support will be provided with the opportunity to transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
within the first 12 months of roll out. This includes people living in the Areas scheduled to transition during this
period, as well as others with an immediate and pressing need for support, who will be provided with the
opportunity to transition to the NDIS ahead of their planned area schedule.
Any remaining people on the DSR will be the first group to enter the scheme in each area as the area commences
the transition.

Housing, disability and ageing
7471.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Warrnambool local government area not occurring
until 1 October 2017, what will the Minister do to ensure that people on the Disability Support Register
in that area are immediately transitioned as a priority to the NDIS so that they do not have to wait for
the scheduled NDIS geographical roll out to commence receiving a support package.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Over 1200 people registered on the Disability Support Register (DSR) across the state with an urgent need for
support will be provided with the opportunity to transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
within the first 12 months of roll out. This includes people living in the Areas scheduled to transition during this
period, as well as others with an immediate and pressing need for support, who will be provided with the
opportunity to transition to the NDIS ahead of their planned area schedule.
Any remaining people on the DSR will be the first group to enter the scheme in each area as the area commences
the transition.

Housing, disability and ageing
7472.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Wellington local government area not occurring
until 1 January 2019, what will the Minister do to ensure that people on the Disability Support Register
in that area are immediately transitioned as a priority to the NDIS so that they do not have to wait for
the scheduled NDIS geographical roll out to commence receiving a support package.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Over 1200 people registered on the Disability Support Register (DSR) across the state with an urgent need for
support will be provided with the opportunity to transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
within the first 12 months of roll out. This includes people living in the Areas scheduled to transition during this
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period, as well as others with an immediate and pressing need for support, who will be provided with the
opportunity to transition to the NDIS ahead of their planned area schedule.
Any remaining people on the DSR will be the first group to enter the scheme in each area as the area commences
the transition.

Housing, disability and ageing
7473.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the West Wimmera local government area not
occurring until 1 October 2017, what will the Minister do to ensure that people on the Disability
Support Register in that area are immediately transitioned as a priority to the NDIS so that they do not
have to wait for the scheduled NDIS geographical roll out to commence receiving a support package.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Over 1200 people registered on the Disability Support Register (DSR) across the state with an urgent need for
support will be provided with the opportunity to transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
within the first 12 months of roll out. This includes people living in the Areas scheduled to transition during this
period, as well as others with an immediate and pressing need for support, who will be provided with the
opportunity to transition to the NDIS ahead of their planned area schedule.
Any remaining people on the DSR will be the first group to enter the scheme in each area as the area commences
the transition.

Housing, disability and ageing
7474.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Whitehorse local government area not occurring
until 1 November 2017, what will the Minister do to ensure that people on the Disability Support
Register in that area are immediately transitioned as a priority to the NDIS so that they do not have to
wait for the scheduled NDIS geographical roll out to commence receiving a support package.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Over 1200 people registered on the Disability Support Register (DSR) across the state with an urgent need for
support will be provided with the opportunity to transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
within the first 12 months of roll out. This includes people living in the Areas scheduled to transition during this
period, as well as others with an immediate and pressing need for support, who will be provided with the
opportunity to transition to the NDIS ahead of their planned area schedule.
Any remaining people on the DSR will be the first group to enter the scheme in each area as the area commences
the transition.

Housing, disability and ageing
7475.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Wodonga local government area not occurring
until 1 October 2017, what will the Minister do to ensure that people on the Disability Support Register
in that area are immediately transitioned as a priority to the NDIS so that they do not have to wait for
the scheduled NDIS geographical roll out to commence receiving a support package.
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ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Over 1200 people registered on the Disability Support Register (DSR) across the state with an urgent need for
support will be provided with the opportunity to transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
within the first 12 months of roll out. This includes people living in the Areas scheduled to transition during this
period, as well as others with an immediate and pressing need for support, who will be provided with the
opportunity to transition to the NDIS ahead of their planned area schedule.
Any remaining people on the DSR will be the first group to enter the scheme in each area as the area commences
the transition.

Housing, disability and ageing
7476.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Wyndham local government area not occurring
until 1 October 2018, what will the Minister do to ensure that people on the Disability Support Register
in that area are immediately transitioned as a priority to the NDIS so that they do not have to wait for
the scheduled NDIS geographical roll out to commence receiving a support package.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Over 1200 people registered on the Disability Support Register (DSR) across the state with an urgent need for
support will be provided with the opportunity to transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
within the first 12 months of roll out. This includes people living in the Areas scheduled to transition during this
period, as well as others with an immediate and pressing need for support, who will be provided with the
opportunity to transition to the NDIS ahead of their planned area schedule.
Any remaining people on the DSR will be the first group to enter the scheme in each area as the area commences
the transition.

Housing, disability and ageing
7477.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Yarra Ranges local government area not occurring
until 1 November 2017, what will the Minister do to ensure that people on the Disability Support
Register in that area are immediately transitioned as a priority to the NDIS so that they do not have to
wait for the scheduled NDIS geographical roll out to commence receiving a support package.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Over 1200 people registered on the Disability Support Register (DSR) across the state with an urgent need for
support will be provided with the opportunity to transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
within the first 12 months of roll out. This includes people living in the Areas scheduled to transition during this
period, as well as others with an immediate and pressing need for support, who will be provided with the
opportunity to transition to the NDIS ahead of their planned area schedule.
Any remaining people on the DSR will be the first group to enter the scheme in each area as the area commences
the transition.
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Housing, disability and ageing
7478.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Yarriambiack local government area not occurring
until 1 October 2017, what will the Minister do to ensure that people on the Disability Support Register
in that area are immediately transitioned as a priority to the NDIS so that they do not have to wait for
the scheduled NDIS geographical roll out to commence receiving a support package.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Over 1200 people registered on the Disability Support Register (DSR) across the state with an urgent need for
support will be provided with the opportunity to transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
within the first 12 months of roll out. This includes people living in the Areas scheduled to transition during this
period, as well as others with an immediate and pressing need for support, who will be provided with the
opportunity to transition to the NDIS ahead of their planned area schedule.
Any remaining people on the DSR will be the first group to enter the scheme in each area as the area commences
the transition.

Housing, disability and ageing
7479.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Hepburn local government area not occurring until
1 October 2017, what will the Minister do to ensure that people on the Disability Support Register in
that area are immediately transitioned as a priority to the NDIS so that they do not have to wait for the
scheduled NDIS geographical roll out to commence receiving a support package.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
Over 1200 people registered on the Disability Support Register (DSR) across the state with an urgent need for
support will be provided with the opportunity to transition to the National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS)
within the first 12 months of roll out. This includes people living in the Areas scheduled to transition during this
period, as well as others with an immediate and pressing need for support, who will be provided with the
opportunity to transition to the NDIS ahead of their planned area schedule.
Any remaining people on the DSR will be the first group to enter the scheme in each area as the area commences
the transition.

Public transport
7481.

Mr HODGETT to ask the Minister for Public Transport — With reference to the train or track fault(s)
that occurred on the Cranbourne line on Tuesday 19 April 2016:
(1)
(2)

What fault(s) occurred.
As a result:
(a) how many Cranbourne line trains in each direction were cancelled;
(b) how many Cranbourne line trains in each direction were delayed by five minutes or more at
destination;
(c) how many Pakenham line trains in each direction were cancelled;
(d) how many Pakenham line trains in each direction were delayed by five minutes or more at
destination.

(3)

What time did the initial problem occur and what time did trains return to their normal schedules.
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ANSWER:
(1)

There were no train or track faults that occurred on the Cranbourne line on Tuesday 19 April 2016.

(2)

As a result:
(a), (b), (c) and (d)
No delays or cancellations resulted from train or track faults.
(b) There were no train or track faults that occurred on the Cranbourne line on Tuesday 19 April 2016.

Housing, disability and ageing
7482.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Brimbank Melton Department of Health and
Human Services (DHHS) region, will each person with special needs (and their carers, guardians or
family) currently on an individual support package or the Disability Support Register be individually
contacted and offered assistance in relation to their transition to the NDIS and advised of information
sessions in their region.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
People who currently have an individual support package or are on the Disability Support Register, will be
contacted, or their nominated contact person, and advised of information sessions in their area to support transition
to the National Disability Insurance Scheme.

Housing, disability and ageing
7483.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Central Highlands Department of Health and
Human Services (DHHS) region, will each person with special needs (and their carers, guardians or
family) currently on an individual support package or the Disability Support Register be individually
contacted and offered assistance in relation to their transition to the NDIS and advised of information
sessions in their region.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
People who currently have an individual support package or are on the Disability Support Register, will be
contacted, or their nominated contact person, and advised of information sessions in their area to support transition
to the National Disability Insurance Scheme.

Housing, disability and ageing
7484.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Goulburn Department of Health and Human
Services (DHHS) region, will each person with special needs (and their carers, guardians or family)
currently on an individual support package or the Disability Support Register be individually contacted
and offered assistance in relation to their transition to the NDIS and advised of information sessions in
their region.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
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People who currently have an individual support package or are on the Disability Support Register, will be
contacted, or their nominated contact person, and advised of information sessions in their area to support transition
to the National Disability Insurance Scheme.

Housing, disability and ageing
7485.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Hume Moreland Department of Health and Human
Services (DHHS) region, will each person with special needs (and their carers, guardians or family)
currently on an individual support package or the Disability Support Register be individually contacted
and offered assistance in relation to their transition to the NDIS and advised of information sessions in
their region.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
People who currently have an individual support package or are on the Disability Support Register, will be
contacted, or their nominated contact person, and advised of information sessions in their area to support transition
to the National Disability Insurance Scheme.

Housing, disability and ageing
7486.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Inner Eastern Department of Health and Human
Services (DHHS) region, will each person with special needs (and their carers, guardians or family)
currently on an individual support package or the Disability Support Register be individually contacted
and offered assistance in relation to their transition to the NDIS and advised of information sessions in
their region.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
People who currently have an individual support package or are on the Disability Support Register, will be
contacted, or their nominated contact person, and advised of information sessions in their area to support transition
to the National Disability Insurance Scheme.

Housing, disability and ageing
7487.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Inner Gippsland Department of Health and Human
Services (DHHS) region, will each person with special needs (and their carers, guardians or family)
currently on an individual support package or the Disability Support Register be individually contacted
and offered assistance in relation to their transition to the NDIS and advised of information sessions in
their region.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
People who currently have an individual support package or are on the Disability Support Register, will be
contacted, or their nominated contact person, and advised of information sessions in their area to support transition
to the National Disability Insurance Scheme.
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Housing, disability and ageing
7488.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Loddon Department of Health and Human
Services (DHHS) region, will each person with special needs (and their carers, guardians or family)
currently on an individual support package or the Disability Support Register be individually contacted
and offered assistance in relation to their transition to the NDIS and advised of information sessions in
their region.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
People who currently have an individual support package or are on the Disability Support Register, will be
contacted, or their nominated contact person, and advised of information sessions in their area to support transition
to the National Disability Insurance Scheme.

Housing, disability and ageing
7489.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Mallee Department of Health and Human Services
(DHHS) region, will each person with special needs (and their carers, guardians or family)currently on
an individual support package or the Disability Support Register be individually contacted and offered
assistance in relation to their transition to the NDIS and advised of information sessions in their region.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
People who currently have an individual support package or are on the Disability Support Register, will be
contacted, or their nominated contact person, and advised of information sessions in their area to support transition
to the National Disability Insurance Scheme.

Housing, disability and ageing
7490.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the North Eastern Melbourne area, will each person
with special needs (and their carers, guardians or family) currently on an individual support package or
the Disability Support Register be individually contacted and offered assistance in relation to their
transition to the NDIS and advised of information sessions in their region.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
People who currently have an individual support package or are on the Disability Support Register, will be
contacted, or their nominated contact person, and advised of information sessions in their area to support transition
to the National Disability Insurance Scheme.

Housing, disability and ageing
7491.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Outer Eastern Melbourne area, will each person
with special needs (and their carers, guardians or family) currently on an individual support package or
the Disability Support Register be individually contacted and offered assistance in relation to their
transition to the NDIS and advised of information sessions in their region.
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ANSWER:
I am informed that:
People who currently have an individual support package or are on the Disability Support Register, will be
contacted, or their nominated contact person, and advised of information sessions in their area to support transition
to the National Disability Insurance Scheme.

Housing, disability and ageing
7492.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Outer Gippsland area, will each person with
special needs (and their carers, guardians or family) currently on an individual support package or the
Disability Support Register be individually contacted and offered assistance in relation to their transition
to the NDIS and advised of information sessions in their region.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
People who currently have an individual support package or are on the Disability Support Register, will be
contacted, or their nominated contact person, and advised of information sessions in their area to support transition
to the National Disability Insurance Scheme.

Housing, disability and ageing
7493.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Ovens Murray area, will each person with special
needs (and their carers, guardians or family) currently on an individual support package or the Disability
Support Register be individually contacted and offered assistance in relation to their transition to the
NDIS and advised of information sessions in their region.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
People who currently have an individual support package or are on the Disability Support Register, will be
contacted, or their nominated contact person, and advised of information sessions in their area to support transition
to the National Disability Insurance Scheme.

Housing, disability and ageing
7494.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Southern Melbourne area, will each person with
special needs (and their carers, guardians or family) currently on an individual support package or the
Disability Support Register be individually contacted and offered assistance in relation to their transition
to the NDIS and advised of information sessions in their region.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
People who currently have an individual support package or are on the Disability Support Register, will be
contacted, or their nominated contact person, and advised of information sessions in their area to support transition
to the National Disability Insurance Scheme.
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Housing, disability and ageing
7495.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Western District area, will each person with special
needs (and their carers, guardians or family) currently on an individual support package or the Disability
Support Register be individually contacted and offered assistance in relation to their transition to the
NDIS and advised of information sessions in their region.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
People who currently have an individual support package or are on the Disability Support Register, will be
contacted, or their nominated contact person, and advised of information sessions in their area to support transition
to the National Disability Insurance Scheme.

Housing, disability and ageing
7496.

Mr T. BULL to ask the Minister for Housing, Disability and Ageing — With the roll out of the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) in the Western Melbourne area, will each person with
special needs (and their carers, guardians or family) currently on an individual support package or the
Disability Support Register be individually contacted and offered assistance in relation to their transition
to the NDIS and advised of information sessions in their region.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
People who currently have an individual support package or are on the Disability Support Register, will be
contacted, or their nominated contact person, and advised of information sessions in their area to support transition
to the National Disability Insurance Scheme.
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